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Supplement to an Essay on the Theory of Systems of Rays. By
WILLIAM R. HAMILTON, A. B., M. R. I. A., M. Ast.

Soc. Lond., Hon. M. Soc. Arts for Scotland, Andrews Pro-

fessor of Astronomy in the University of Dublin, and Royal

Astronomer of Ireland.

Read April 26, 1830.

INTRODUCTION.

The present supplement contains some developments of a view of

Mathematical Optics, which was proposed by me in the foregoing

volume of the Transactions of this Academy. According to that

view, the geometrical properties of an optical system of rays, whether

straight or curved, whether ordinary or extraordinary, may be

deduced by analytic methods, from one fundamental formula, and one

characteristic function : the formula being an expression for the vari-

ation which the definite integral, called action, receives, when the

coordinates of its limits vary ; and the characteristic function being

this integral itself, considered as depending on those coordinates.

Although this view was stated, and the formula announced, in the

Jable of Contents prefixed to my preceding Memoir, yet the demon-

stration was not given in the part already published, except for the
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Systems produced by the ordinary reflection of light ; it has there-

fore been thought advisable to give in the present Supplement, the

general demonstration of the formula, and some of its general conse-

quences. The demonstration is founded on the principles of the

calculus of variations, and on the known optical principle of least

action. The result deduced from these principles, is, that the co-

efficients of the variations of the final coordinates, in the variation of

the integral called action, are equal to the coefficients of the varia-

tions of the cosines of the angles which the element of the ray makes

with the axes of coordinates, in the variation of a certain homoge-

neous function of those cosines : this homogeneous function, which is

of the first dimension, being equal to the multiplier of the element of

the ray under the integral sign, and therefore to the velocity of that

element, estimated on the hypothesis of emission. It was proposed,

in my former Memoir, to call this result the principle of constant

action : partly to mark its connexion with the known law of least

action, and partly because it gives immediately the differential equa-

tion of that important class of surfaces, which, on the hypothesis of

undulation are called waves, and which, on the hypothesis of molecu-

lar emission may be named surfaces of constant action. But in the

present Supplement, it is proposed to designate the fundamental for-

mula by the less hypothetical name of the Equation of the Charade-'

ristic Function : because, whatever may be the nature of light, the

definite integral in this equation is, as we have before observed, a

function of the coordinates of its limits, on the analytic form of



which function the properties of the system depend. In the appUca-

tions of this formula, to systems of straight rays, ordinary or extra-

ordinary, it is advantageous to introduce the consideration of a

characteristic function of another kind, depending on the direction

rather than on the coordinates of the ray, but connected with the

former function, and with the geometrical properties of the system,

by relations which form the chief subject of the present Memoir.

The theory of these relations, from the generality of its nature, will,

perhaps, be interesting to Mathematicians: I am aware that it admits

of being much farther extended, and that much remains to be done,

in order to render it practically useful.

WILLIAM R. HAMILTON.

Observatory, ^pril, 1830.





SUPPLEMENT,
&c. &c.

FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS, OR EQUATION OF THE
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION.

1. The fundamental formula that we shall employ in our inves-

tigations respecting the geometrical properties of optical systems of

rays, straight or curved, ordinary or extraordinary, which, after issu-

ing from any luminous origin, have been any number of times

reflected and refracted by any combination of media, according to

any laws compatible with the known condition of least action, is the

following :

3yW. = j-5x+ j^Sy
+ j-3..

(A)

In this equation, w, y, z, are the coordinates of any point of the sys-

tem, referred to three rectangular axes ; a, ^, 7, are the cosines of

the angles which the tangent to the ray at that point, or the direc-

tion of the element ds, makes with the axes of coordinates ; v is the

quantity which in the hypothesis of molecular emission represents

the velocity of this element, and is supposed to be in general a func-

tion of the six quantities, .r, y, «, «, /3, y, depending on the nature of

the medium, and involving also the colour of the light; the partial

differential coefficients,

S» 3y Si>

he' Ifi' 1;'
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are obtained by putting v under the form of a homogeneous function

of a, ^, 7, of the first dimension, with the help of the relation

a* + ^* + 7*
—

1, and by then differentiating this homogeneous

function, as if a, (B, y, were three independent variables ; finally, the

definite integral fvds is taken from the luminous origin to the point

X, y, z, and the variation dfvds is obtained by supposing the co-

ordinates of this last point to receive any infinitely small changes,
the colour remaining the same.

2. To deduce the equation (/i) from the known condition of least

action, let us observe that by the calculus of variations,

ij'vds =y(S». ds -j- V. ids) ;

in which, by what we have laid down respecting the form of v,

^^ =
3^^* + 1]^^^

+ 5^^" + 3T
^" +

37
^^ +

S?^^'

3w 3('
,

3o
*' =

''3«+^3j + ^37'

while, by the nature of a, /S, y,

ia~ ds 4* »• ids = 3. ads ^ i. dx ^ d. ijTt

3/8. ds + /3. "ids = 3. fids= i. dy z= d. iy,

3y. ds -j- y. ids = 3. yrf*
= 3. «/z = rf. 3z ;

we have therefore,

'/"" =/( ff
" + 1 '^ + 5^ '0

" +/( L-
«' + 1 ^" •<- g "-)

Ju . 3c'. , . 3d » 3u' - , , Jv . 3u'= -—3x — ^—,3x'+ »-3y — Tr,3u'+ v- 3z — s—,
3z'

3« 3» "^JiS
*

J;3'
' '

3y 3y'

3y

the accented quantities belonging to the first limit of integral, and

disappearing when that limit is fixed. The condition of least action

requires that the quantities which remain under the integral sign, as



coefficients of ^,r, di/, Sz, should also vanish, and furnishes thereby

the following general differential equations of a ray,

of which any two include the third. And rejecting the evanescent

quantities in the expression for dfvds, we find the formula {A),

which it was required to demonstrate.

3. The fundamental formula thus obtained, resolves itself into

the three followmg equations :
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function V, the characteristicfunction of the system; and the funda-

mental formula {A), that expresses its variation, namely :

we shall call the equation of the characteristic function.

Other Characteristic Function for Systems of Straight Rays.

4. In the remaining reasonings of the present Supplement, we

shall confine ourselves to the consideration of homogeneous systems

of straight rays not parallel ; and in investigating the properties of

such systems, it will be useful to employ another function, connected

with the function V by many remarkable relations. This new func-

tion, which we shall call W, is determined by the condition :

„^ , ,, Ju
.

3i)
.

3u „

which gives, on account of {A), or (C),

3^=.3^ + y3|+.3^ (E)

It results from this differential equation (E) (in which we employ

the sign of variation d to mark the connexion with the definite

integral yvds, a remark which applies to the whole of the present

Supplement,) that if the variations of x^ y, «, be such as to leave

a, /3, y, and consequently
Sx) 3u 3t)

3»
'

3/3
'

Jy

unchanged, that is, if we pass from any one point of the system to

any other point situated upon the same ray, the function W will not

vary. We may, therefore, consider W as a function of «, /3, y, of

which the form can be determined from that of F, by eliminating

.T, t/, z, between the equations (C) and (D), when the nature of the



medium and of the light is known. Reciprocally, if the connexion

between W, a, /3, y, be given, that which exists between F, x, y, z,

can be found. For if we suppose that for the sake of symmetry, W
has been put under the form of a homogeneous function of the

dimension i, by the help of the relation a* + /S* + 7' = 1, and then

differentiated as if a, (3, y, were three independent variables, we shall

have, by (£), and by the nature of homogeneous functions,

__^ ,^<, +^ __ + y __+ , __.

in which we shall for simplicity suppose the dimension ^ = ; and

eliminating a, /3, y, by means of these equations, from that marked

CD), we shall deduce the relation between F, x, y, z, from the rela-

tion between W, a, /3, y. We may therefore consider W as itself a

characteristic function, which distinguishes any one homogeneous

system of straight rays not parallel, from any other such system, com-

posed of light of the same kind, and contained in the same medium.
It is evident that on some occasions it must be advantageous to attend

to the function W instead of F, because F changes in passing from

one point to another of the same ray, whereas W is constant, when
the ray and the system are given. On the other hand, in any sud-

den change of the system by reflection or refraction, the function W
receives a sudden alteration, while the change of F is gradual ; it is

therefore convenient to employ F instead of W, in
investigating the

effects of such changes. Accordingly, in the remainder of this

memoir, we shall consider both these functions, and examine the

relation between them : and shall begin by investigating the con-

nexions between their partial differential coefficients.

c 2
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Connexions between the Partial Differential Coefficients of the two

Characteristic Functions.

5. The connexions between these coefficients, are to be obtained

by differentiating the preceding expressions for

3F IV W iW iW IW
3x

'

3y
'

32
' IT' 3^

'

3y
'

and by attending to the homogeneous forms which we have assigned

to V and W. The dimension ofW being supposed = 0, we have by

the nature of homogeneous functions,

»-5-+''-^^ +y-j— =0;
3« 3^ h

iw
+ «

3y

+ /3

3/3*
+ y

w
3/33y (F)

&c.

We have also, by the homogeneous nature of v^ which we have

put under the form of a function of the first dimension, the following

relations :

3« 3u
+ ^ 3T + ^

i;
= ''

3/3
•

ey

¥v
, „ '^v

,
3^^ ~.

* 3?+ ^-§;5^
+y -u;'^^'

3^^ 3/33y

3'i>

0£Coy 3/3Sy 3y^

Set'Sy

&c.

(G)
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These relations give
v.< « A.-* •

and therefore, by (C),

^^
. ^5 ^^ j_ s

^^ - n-

a condition which resolves itself into the three following,

11-

r-v

+ /5

Jx3y
+ y = 0;

-1:5^+ ""^T"'' ^~¥^- '

Sz*

(H)

3a;32
' ''

"iyiz

and combining these three equations (fl) with those which are ob-

tained by differentiating (C), we find,

/^F
,
PV

.
^FX-Sy /^F jSd ,

S'F 3t> J'F Ji; \

> (I)

in which

V" - PV S>F

Jo;' V V^^Jj//

/S'Fx^ ,
S'F S'F /^FV ^^tL_ /JIHV

and

so that

^xf = J'x — « («Ja: + %+ yJz),

?«' = fe— y («3a; + /3Sy + yiz) ;
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Now, if we differentiate the expressions,

w J't)

J«
~ "^

s»^
+ y + "

SfV _

6xdy

rv

dj^oy
+ 2

J'V

(K)

which result from the foregoing number, and put for abridgment,

**-J ^-r + J/3.J -.TTT- + h-i -SIT-;
= *

ST'

5»«

a*Sy

^-* i^ + ^'-^ w + *^-^m — j»
ii"'

1^
3u

cv ??•

we find

''^-(''•&+«»-&+*i^)
= "&+w|+w'|.
=m^+VSj^ + m|.

and therefore, by (I),



w
f S'F / J«V ,

yv /.2v\ VV a3i;

e&)oi)

+ 2
S'F

01) ('&)+^-i:^ ('&)('£)}• (L)

in which, without violating the conditions (iO, the variations 5a, 3^,

3y, may be considered as independent, and which is consequently

equivalent to six expressions for the six partial diiferential coefficients

of W, of the second order.

These six expressions may be put under the following form :
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/ S'^i
,

sat;
_S:'" \ _ !tf-

3/317 V
"^

^'^^h
^

^/i'h
"^ ""

3/33y' J
- ^ '

I^T V ^^^ ^ ^
3«3/33y

^
My"- )

-^ '

MN— M" + iVP— iV'» + PJ»/— P'« =: »"',

we find, by the equations (M),
V"W"=^v"^, V"S'=v"S: (N)

and therefore

^^
~ W W fV"

'

Tyh
~ W 3/33^ ~W~' ^

(^^

3'F _ S' 3'» _ v"P 3'F y_ _3_'£_ _ t;"/^

IP ~ W T^ IV"
' hh ~ W" 3y3« "F'^

3' V
The coefficients of the forin -j-^—

. may also be deduced from those

of the form -j^"r
> in the following manner. Differentiating the equa-

tions {K) we obtain

1 , JIf3« + M'3^ + P'3y = 3' 5^ ,

M%» + iV3/3 + A-'3y = 3'

1^
, V (P)

3y

3y

3^'

P'3« + A''3/3 + p3y= 3'r^;



m

we have also

= «M + /3M' + yP', ^*v^AC^^V^

= »M' +fiN +yN' ,

= «/* + /3N' + yP;

and therefore /^tuiuo ..^ijii^tj^- -.>

-
'4-l»:. a,- u«

Now, if we put ,,,^ ..,3nov.;,„b:- i./ui ; ' o i Kmr-e- -; riu'; nibil ::

we shall have

w / >.
•

, d* «/3 «y

and therefore by (Q),

an equation in which ix, hy, iz, are independent, so that it is equi-

valent to six separate expressions, for the six partial differential coef-

ficients of V, of the second order : and these expressions may easily

be shewn to coincide with those marked (0). And on similar prin-

ciples we can investigate the relations between the partial differential

coefficients of the functions V and W, for the third and higher

orders.

VOL. XVI. O
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Charges produced by Reflexions or Refractions, Ordinary or

Extraordinary.

6. Let us now consider the sudden changes in these partial diffe-

rential coefficients of the characteristic functions of the system, pro-

duced by reflexion or refraction, ordinary or extraordinary. The

general formula for such changes, is, from the nature of the inte-

gral F,

aF(= F, -K.) = 0, (S)

A being here the symbol of a finite difference, and F, , F^ , being the

two successive forms of the function F, before and after reflexion or

refraction. The condition {_S) may be considered as a form of the

equation of the reflecting or refracting surface ; and if m = o, be any
other form for the equation of this surface, we may, by introducing

a multiplier X, differentiate the following formula :

Ar(= r,- F,) = A«, (T)

as if the coordinates x, y, z, were three independent variables. Dif-

ferentiating in this manner the equation (T), and making, after the

differentiations, » = o, we find

A c- =
ex
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\ (X)

20

is positive in the case of refraction, and negative in that of reflexion.

The equations (V), when combined with the relations (H), determine

the six partial differential coefficients of V„ of the second order, toge-

ther with the three quantities

3a 3a Ja

3jr
'

3y
'

3z
'

since they give, for these three latter quantities, the conditions

3a / hi iu 3« \ , 3m / 3a 3a 3a \
+

3t(
*^

SJ + ^*
37

+ "^ fr) + 3t(
** 37

+ ^'
37

+ ''^ 3TJ'

3a / 3w 3u
,

3« \
,

3» / 3a 3a 3a \

+
37(''^Sr

+
^'37

+ ^'37y
+

37(*^ 37 + ^-37
+ ^'3tJ =

« =
*^(3i3^+^3j3^)+^^ (W+^1^37; + ^'(Tz-+^3ir)

+ 57(-'57 + ^^37
+ ^'S-)+3f(«^ 37 +^'37+^^37;

=

in which the trinomial

(*'3i +^^37
+

^'57;

can be determined by the following relation :

<> =
--(-37^+^3^/+ ^Hl/+^3i;^i+'''(l/ + "5F-j +

(3a
,

3a
,

3a \ / 3m
. 3tt ,

Sm \

-'3T + ^'37+^'3TJi''' 37 + ^^
37
+ ^'

37J-

In a similar manner we can calculate the new values which are

given, by reflexion or refraction, to the partial differential coefficients

of V, of the third and higher orders ; and can thence deduce the cor-
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responding changes in the coefficients of the function fV, by means of

the relations which we have already pointed out, between these two

characteristic functions ; observing, that while the value of V itself

is not altered in the act of reflexion or refraction, but only its form

and its difl^erentials, the value of IV receives a sudden increment,

which has for expression,

aW'=:xa i— +yAi— 4-za c—

(hi
,

iu 3m \

hj
^ '^zJ- <Y)

7. By the help of the foregoing formulae, we can compute the

partial
differential coefficients of any given order, of the characteris-

tic functions V and JV, for any homogeneous system of straight rays,

produced by any finite number of successive reflexions and refractions

ordinary or extraordinary, when we know the nature of the light and

of the mediums, and know also the coordinates of the luminous origin

and the equations of the reflecting or refracting surfaces. To shew

this more fully, let us observe, that in a system of straight raj^s di-

verging from a luminous point, and not yet reflected or refracted, we

may put

J being the distance from the luminous origin X, Y, Z, to any other

point X, J/, z; and that we have the equations,

•

ftliu

from which we can deduce the partial diftbrentials of the functions

V and TV, in this first state of the system ; those of the second order,

ibrexample, being given by the following expressions:
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ex cS oy

in which the symbols

ex Ssc

have the same meanings as before. Knowing, in this manner, the

differential coefficients of V, before the first reflexion or refraction,

we can, by the method of the preceding number, calculate the cor-

responding coefficients of V, and thence of TV, immediately after that

change ; the coefficients of W, thus deduced, will remain the same,

in passing from the point of first reflexion or refraction to the second

point at which the direction of the ray is altered, and, by the me-

thods of the fifth number, we can deduce from these coefficients of

7Fthe corresponding coefficients of V, immediately before that second

change ; and so proceeding, we can calculate the alterations in the

partial differentials of the two characteristic functions, produced by

any finite number of successive reflexions or refractions,

Conneximi of the two Characteristic Functions with the Developable

Pencils and the Caustic Curves and Surfaces.

8. Let us now suppose these partial differentials known, and let

us examine their connexion with the geometrical properties of the

system. One of the most remarkable of these geometrical properties

is, that the rays are in general tangents to two series of caustic curves,

which are contained upon two caustic surfaces, and form the aretes de

rebroussejnent of two series of developable pencils; that is, two series

of developable surfaces, composed by rays of the system : a property

which was first discovered by Malcs, and to which I also had
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arrived in my own researches, before I was aware of the existence of

his. To investigate the connexion of these curves and surfaces with

the characteristic functions V and W, let us consider the conditions

which must be satisfied, in order that a curve having for coordinates

x", y", z', should be touched by an infinite number of rays of the sys-

tem. Let x, y, z, be the coordinates of any point on such a ray, and

g its distance from the point of contact a/' y" 2'', in such a manner

that we may put
x = x" + «5, y = y"+^{, « = z" + y5,

and therefore

we shall then have

3x' = Jx — a, [ciix -\- fihy + yiz) =. {3« , *\

V =
3y
—

/3 («Jx + /SSy + y3«) = jS/S , K (A')

iz' = lz — y («Sx -{- fiiy -f- yiz)
—

^"iy , )

assigning to h' Sy' h' the same meanings as in the fifth number,
and observing that by the nature of of' y" z", the variations iaf' dy" h"
are proportional to a, 0, 7, so that

3x" = « («5x" + fiiy'i + ySz"),

iy" = /J («3x'' + fiiy" + yiz") ,

h" = y {^x" + ^y" -f yiz") .

The formula (A') give

3y 3y

y£ having the same meaning as in the fifth number : and these
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equations (B') contain the whole theory- of the developable pencils

and of the caustic curves and surfaces. Putting them under the

form,

we find by eliminating the differentials, and attending to the rela-

tions (G), (2/), the following quadratic equation

= j'F"
—

jS + v", {D')

which may also be thus transformed,

= i'v"
—

{S' + W" : (E')

the symbols if', V", W", S, S', having the same meanings as in the

fifth number. The form (DO, serves to connect the distance § with

the function F, and the form (E') with W. By either of these forms,

we obtain in general two values of §,
and therefore two points a/' y" z'\

which are the only points wherein the ray can touch a caustic curve :

and the locus of the points thus obtained, composes the two caustic

surfaces. The joint equation of these surfaces, in x" y" z", may be

found by eliminating a, /3, y, between the four following equations:

x" = x' + X [»x" + fiy" + yz") , -\

y" z=y' + fi(ux" + fiy" + y«"), /

r" = z' +y (»x" + fiy" + yz"), r ''^ ^

= («x" + fiy" + y«")" v" + («x" -f- fiy" + yz") S/ -f WJ' ; )

in which S/, W", are formed from S', W", by changing x, y, z, to

•i3»afill' hint,.' n^mm. dJ^^-iill: tij, ..
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X,, tfi, z,, these latter symbols being abridged expressions for the fol-

lowing quantities,

y — /i (tx -[. liy + yz) = y, ,

2 — y C«x + /3y -h yz = r,,

and being considered as functions of a, /3, y, determined by the con-
ditions

= «x, + /Sy,+ yz, ,

decoy

3?r

3y
'

SaJ'

S/3'

^•i;

S/3jy'
f

(GO

ly
"^ y'

3,33y
+ ''' 1^ '

which give, after elimination,

'

V3«'
"^

3/3'
"* V/ 3* U»' 3« "*"

3a3/3 3^
+

l»¥y1^)'

•''
VS*' S/3'

+ V/ 3/3 U«3/3 3« "r
3/3" 3^

+
3/33yl7y'

r"r — /'i!l 4- i!!!_ J. ^\}K^ (
^'^ ^^'^

,
3«y 3»' S«t. 3/f \'-

U«' 3^^
+ V/ 3y V3*3y 1^ +

P"y "^^
+ "V l^j

" !

(HO

The equation of the caustic surfaces in x, y, z, may also be de-
duced from the characteristic function W, by eleminating a, ^, y,
between the equations (/JT) and the following

fF" = :

or from the function V, by simply putting

y,r
= .

(I')

(K')

9. The formulae of the preceding number determine by differen-

tiations and eliminations alone, the equation of the two caustic sur-

VOL. XVI. B
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being changed to their expressions (P), or rather to the equivalent

expressions,

i'
^£
= M,J* + m; J/3 4- P;jy + («a,- + /s^ + ^a) s

|i
,

J

^' & =
^^''^* + ^'^^ + -^''^y + («X + /3y + yz) § ^ , V (N')

^' ^
=

P''^* -f- ^'^VS^ + P,h + i"^ + /3y + yz) J
1^

, j

from which ax 4-/31/4-72; M'ill disappear, when substituted in the

equations (M'), and in which

•"> + '^^ +
"-f =. ^f -

(
'-'S + ''w+ '•' £)•

[
'°'>

10. A remarkable transformation of the equations (B), which

determine, as we have seen, the developable pencils, and the caustic

curves and surfaces, may be obtained in the following manner. We
have by (P),

which gives

when we substitute for x, y, z, their expressions of' 4- a^, y-' 4- /3^,

2^'
+ yf , and attend to the relations (G). And by similar substitu-

tions in the expressions for

b2
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the equations [B') become,

3
w i^v rv

, „.
s'v

i» d» '
Sad/i

'

detdy

in

iw
Oy

(P')

,.yv
^.. Ja3y

^ »
3/33y

*-^
3y

"

Now, if we conceive another system of rays, composed of the

same kind of Hght, and contained in the same medium, but all con-

verging to or diverging from the one point, a/', y", z", and represent

by W', the characteristic function, which, in this new system, cor-

responds to W in the old, we shall have

+ y
3«3/3

+ "^

53;

oy

,, J'f= '-
1^, + y" ^ + '"

yv
3^» ^'iy'

enoy
= «' ^r-r + y" i7<- + ='

3/33y 3yl

,3iP

3/3 3«3^
3-^=x"J^_ + y"3"j-f + 2'3^

3,33y
'

3y 3«Jy
'^ ' *''!*«' ^^ *-*

3/33y Jy»

(QO

the equations which determine the developable pencils, and the caus-

tic curves and surfaces, may therefore be thus written :

'^"^ ' '' '-'' '\W , Sr' .3^ . 3Jr' . 3fF __ . i^P

"d
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On Osculating Focal Systems.

11. The equations which we have thus obtained, as transforma-

tions of the formulae (B'), are not only remarkable in an analytic

view, but contain an interesting geometrical property of the caustic

surfaces. To explain this property, it is necessary to introduce the

consideration of osculating systems of rays. Let us therefore con-

ceive a system, placed in the same medium, and composed of the

same kind of light, as that given system of rays which has W for its

characteristic function, but converging to or diverging from some one

point X, Y, Z; and let us denote by W', the corresponding charac-

teristic function of this new system, which becomes equal to the W'

of the preceding number, when the point X, Y, Z, coincides with the

point .t", ?/", z" ; then the general expression for this function W is

(_!j (
d» 6/3 Oy

C being an arbitrary constant: and the system which thus has W' for

its characteristic function, we shall call ajocal system. The four arbi-

trary quantities, X, Y, Z, C, which enter into the general expression

(<S0 for JV', may be determined by the condition that for some given

ray of the given system, that is, for some given values of a, fB, y,

certain of the first terms of the development of TV', according to the

positive powers of the variations of a, (3, y, may be equal to the cor-

responding terms in the development of the given function W ; and

when the form of W' has been particularized by this condition, we

shall call the corresponding system of rays, an osculating focal system.

Now, if we suppose a, /3, y, to be changed into a + ^a, /3 + ^/3,

y + iy, we may express the altered values of W and IV by means of

the following developments :
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W +W + 4
" ^' + i^SW 4- &c. :

in which

&c.

The equations
w' = w, iw = iw, (TO

will be satisfied independently of the ratios of the variations S«, S0, Sy,

if we take the point X, Y, Z, any where upon the given ray, and

suppose.

There remains therefore one arbitrary constant of the focal system to

be determined, and this is to be done by equating the next terms of

the developments, that is by putting

^^w' = yw, (U')

and assigning some limiting ratios to the variations So., 3^, iy, con-

sistent with the differential equation

i

which results from a^ + /3^ + y^ = 1 . And, from the nature of the

functions W, ff', the equation ([/') may be put under the following

form :
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which shews that there are in general an infinite number of
osculating

focal systems corresponding to any given ray, that is, an infinite

number of different values for the arbitrary parameter which enters

into the expressions of

'*'" «- yiv' yw yiv
' "^'^ '

according to the infinite variety of values that we may assign to the

ratio

niviid ,,:: ,,\t ,.x bus ,i*i)'jo't
_

> -'di _

but that the values of this arbitrary parameter, which do not change
for an infinitely small alteration in the ratio on which they depend,
are determined by the following equations :

which give, by elimination,

The sj^stems that correspond to these extreme values of the arbitrary

parameter, we shall call the extreme osculating focal systems ; and

since, by the nature of the functions W, W, the equations {W') are

equivalent to the formulae {R'), the foci of these extreme osculating

systems are contained upon the caustic surfaces : and the ratios of

3a, 5/3, ly, in these extreme systems, are the same as in the develop-

able pencils.

12, Let us now consider the law of the variation of the focus of

the osculating system, between its limiting positions. This law is

analytically expressed by the formula ( U') ; in which we may geo-

(W)
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metrically interpret 5a, 5/3, 5y, by considering these infinitely small

variations of a, /3, y, as arising in the passage from the given ray to

an infinitely near ray of the system. The plane which passes through
the given ray, and is parallel to the infinitely near ray, may be called

the plane of osculation : since, if it be known, we shall know the

ratios of 5a, 5/3, 5y, and can determine, by the formula (V), the

position of the focus of the osculating system. To simplify this

determination, let us put

A' = X, + »R, Y=y, + fiR, Z = z, + yR, (Y')

X, Y, Z, being the coordinates of the focus, and .r,, y,, z,, having
the same meanings as in the eighth number; the formula (U) then

becomes, by the nature of TV, and by the relations (G),

RS.v + i'W= .r ^^ + y,i^ l^ + .,S, |L. ^2')

d^V denoting
S«3

The second number of this equation {Z'), vanishes when the ray

passes through the origin ; and if we suppose the ray to coincide

with the axis of z, we shall have also Sy = 0, and the equation will

become,

«=(«S - W) - + ^
i"^. + S) '* + ("W + W>'' <^''

which expresses the dependence of the parameter R, on the ratio of J/3

to dot; R being now the distance from the origin, upon the ray, to the

focus of the osculating system ; and the ratio jj being the tangent of

the angle 0, comprised between the plane of xz, and the plane having

for equation,

,, .,.., ,,

^ = r-= tan.?. (B")
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that is the plane of osculation. This plane becomes a tangent to one

of the developable pencils, when the distance R attains either of its

extreme values, corresponding to the two points where the ray

touches the caustic surfaces, and determined by the equation,

which results by elimination from the two following :

(D")

Let ill , J^2 » be the two values of R, determined by the formula

(C-^), and ^1 , <^2 ,
the two corresponding values of the angle ^,

which may be deduced from the following equation :

then the general relation (J") between jR and 0, may be put under

the following form ;

R-r-Ri /sin.(?.--_^,)y

^ being a coefficient which is independent of R and ^, and is positive

or negative according as the quantity

is positive or negative. This latter quantity is the same with that

which we have before denoted by t;", because the remaining parts of

the general expression for v\ namely

*
^"i' 3/3^ b«S^/

.

+
3/3" V "~

ipyj
"*" V V ""

^Vj '

VOL. XVI. F
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vanish when « = 0, /3 z= 0. If therefore v'' be positive, and if we

denote by H^ the greater of the two values Rj , R^, that is the one

nearer to positive infinity, we shall have by {F"), for all other values

of R,

K>R,, R<K, , («">0); (G")

SO that in this case the foci of the osculating systems are all ranged

upon that finite portion of the ray which lies between the caustic sur-

faces. If, on the contrary, tf' is negative, then the two differences

R — Ri and R — R^ are both positive or both negative, so that

1^1^ >0, («" <0); (H")

in this case, therefore, the foci of the osculating systems are all con-

tained upon the remainder of the ray, that is upon the two indefinite

portions which lie outside the former interval. And in each case,

the distances of the focus of any osculating system from the two

points in which the ray touches the two caustic surfaces, are propor-

tional to the squares of the sines of the angles which the plane of

osculation makes with the two tangent planes to the developable pen-

cils. In the foregoing investigations we have supposed that TV, and

its analogous function W, which we consider for symmetry as homo-

geneous, are put under the form of functions of the dimension zero ;

a supposition which permits us to adopt the expressions {K) for the

partial differentials

iw iw iJV

i» a/3 3y

instead of the less simple and more general expressions given in the

fourth number: but if we had assigned any other value to the dimen-

sion i, in those more general expressions, we should have deduced the

same results respecting the law of osculation.
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13. The function v", the sign of which distinguishes between the

two preceding cases of osculation, has this remarkable property, that

it is independent of the direction of the coordinate axes ;
in such a

manner that if a, /3, y, be, as before, the cosines of the angles which

the ray makes with three given rectangular axes, and if we denote by
a' /3' y the new values which these cosines acquire when we refer the

ray to three new rectangular axes, we shall have

S«» J/3= U«W *
J/3' h" V/33y/

+ V J^
~"
\^J

-

^2i_^2y__ f^liV J. !!!L !!!!. _ /ill ^

'

_i, !!i ^*'" M'*" V t*
3*'' S;3'^ u«'5^7

"*"
3/3" w WW' "^ sy v^

~
vjyj;;/

= (• )

V being, in the first member, a homogeneous function of a, jS, y, and,

in the second member of a', /3', y, of the first dimension. To demon-

strate this theorem, let us observe that by the known formulae for the

transformation of coordinates, we may put
...../

«=*'./?+ ;8'B -}- yC' cJ = »A + ^A' + yd",

/3 = «'^' 4- /3'S' + y'C, /S' = «S + /3i5' + yS", ). (K")

y = x'A" -f /3'i?" -f- y'C", y' = «C' + ^C" + yC<l ;

^, 5, C, ^', B', C, yJ", B", C", being constant quantities of which

only three are arbitrary, and which satisfy the following conditions :

A^ + D^ + C = 1, A^ -\- A'^ + A"^ = 1,

A" + B'» + C" = 1, jB* + B'* + B"^ = 1.

^«» 4- B"* -I- C"* =1, C^ + C" + C"' = 1,

AA' + BB' 4- Ce = 0, AB-\- AB' + ^"B" = 0,
'^

^'4" + B'B" + C'C" = 0, BC + B'C + B"C'i = 0,

y3'M+ B"5 + C"C = 0, C/4 + C'^' + C"A" = 0.

This being laid down, we have, by {K")^ and by the nature of

partial differentials,

F 2
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3a e» 23 '

iy

V 3*
'

J/3
'

ay

and, continuing the differentiations,

J«" S«* 3,3' 3y* iiti^ «/3«y «y3<»

3^'«

—
3«*

^
S/3'' V 3«^^ ^/33y 3yJ«

S't- ^, S*"
, r'2

^^
J. r'" i!H. . 2 CC — 4- 2 C'C" —4-2 C"C --

and substituting these values for

l^v J"v S«u g^« l^v Vv
.

in the second member of (I''), and reducing by the relations (X"),

(L"), and (G), we obtain the function in the first member. This

function v", which composes the first member of (I"), may therefore

be obtained by assigning to the axes of coordinates, any arbitrary
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but rectangular directions, which may most faciUtate the calculation.

For example, when we are considering an extraordinary system of

rays in a one-axed crystal, we may take the axis of the crystal for the

axis of z, and then the function v will take the form

« = v' m'y* + n' («4 -f ^'), (M")

the quantities m, n, being independent of a, /3, y ; and we find by

differentiation,

.77 17^
= '«V +«'^«, -, Sir

=
'»''/' + n^c^^ , ;;^ ^=m' («« +^'), \ (N")

v" S'u , v' S^u . v» 3»i!

values which may be verified by the relations (G), and which give

we may therefore conclude that whatever be the directions of the

rectangular axes of coordinates in an extraordinary system of this

kind, the function v" is essentially positive, and is equal to the square

of the constant m, multiplied by the fourth power of the constant n,

and divided by the fourth power of t; ; t; being the velocity of the

extraordinary rays of some given colour, estimated on the hypothesis

of molecular emission, and the constants in, n, being the values which

V assumes when the ray becomes respectively parallel and perpendi-

cular to the optical axis of the crystal. Hence it follows, that in

extraordinary systems of this kind, the foci of the osculating systems,

considered in the preceding number, are all comprised between the

two points in which the given ray touches the two caustic surfaces.

It is evident that this result extends to the case of ordinary- systems
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of rays, to which the expressions (M"), (N"), fort;, and for its partial

differentials, may be adapted by making n = to, a change which gives,

hy(0"),v" = m\

Principal Foci and Principal Rays.

X4. Another important property of the function v'\ is that when,

by the nature of the light and of the medium, this function is essen-

tially greater than zero, (which we have seen to be the case for all

ordinary systems of rays, and for the extraordinary systems produced

by one-axed crystals,) the intersection of the two caustic surfaces

reduces itself in general to a finite number of isolated points. To

prove this theorem, let us resume the formulae of the twelfth number,

and let us suppose that the ray which coincides with the axis of z,

passes through a point of intersection of the caustic surfaces, so that

-the two roots of the quadratic (C") are equal ; then the two values of

tan. ^, deduced from the quadratic (-E"), will be equal also
; and if

we put this quadratic under the form

E (tan. <p)» + £" tan. (p + E" = , (P")

in which
§»« yw Vv vw

we must have

^ -
S«2^
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and it results from this relation, that if

the condition (Q") cannot be satisfied without supposing separately

E = o. t^ =0, E" = 0. (S")

We may therefore put

yjv_ yv_ ^2K.~ 111. yw _ rv_

f/> being a quantity which can be determined by substituting these

values in the quadratic (C") ; for this substitution gives,

R being the common value of the two equal roots. Hence it follows,

that when R is made equal to this value in the equation (A") for the

focus of an osculating system, that is, when we place this focus at the

intersection of the caustic surfaces, the coefficients of Ja', 23«5/3, 5j8*,

namely,
'

become separately = ; and it is easy to prove that in like manner
the coefficients of

must separately vanish, in the more general equation (V) of the ele-

venth number; we have therefore generally, for the intersection of

the caustic surfaces, when the function v" is essentially > 0, the fol-

lowing equations :
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"idly d«dy
'

J^Jy
""

S/33y
'

Sy» Sy*
'

of which the three latter result from the three former. These six'

equations, which are all expressed by the one formula (t/') or (Z'),

provided that we consider 3a, 3.5, ^y, as independent, will give in

general a finite number of real or imaginary values for a, /3, y, fi,

and thus will determine a finite number of isolated points, as the in-

tersection of the caustic surfaces. We shall call these points the

Principal Foci ; and the rays to which they belong, we shall call the

Frincipal Rays of the system. In general, whether i/' be greater or

less than zero, we may employ the equations (T"') to determine a

finite number of isolated points and rays, to which we shall give the

same denominations. It results from the equations by which these

points and rays are determined, that if the focus of an osculating

s^'stem be placed at a principal focus of a given system, the oscula-

tion of the second order will be most complete, since it will be inde-

pendent of the direction of the plane of osculation (B") ; the three

first terms of the two developments in the eleventh number, namely,

fV' + iW + irfV',

becoming equal, independently of the ratios of 3«, 3/3, 3y. The prin-

cipal foci of an optical system possess many other remarkable proper-

ties, some of which we shall indicate in the course of the present sup-

plement.
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On Oscidatinff Spheroids ami Surfaces of Constant Action.

15. To develope one of the properties of the principal foci and

principal rays of an optical system, we must introduce the considera-

tion of osculating spheroids, and surfaces of constant action. The

characteristic function V, the mode of dependence of which upon the

coordinates ^r, y, z, distinguishes any one system of rays from
anj-^

other, having the same kind of light and contained in the same me-

dium, is equal, as we have seen, to the definite integral ybds, that is

to the action of the light, taken from the luminous origin of the

S3'stem to the point x, y, z; the word action being used in the same

sense as in that known law, which is called the law of least action.

We may therefore give the name of surfaces of constant action, to that

series of surfaces for each of which the characteristic function V is

equal to some constant quantity, and which have for their differential

equation, ,.

3K=0=^-^Jx+|j3,+ |3.. (U")

In like manner, if we denote by F' the analogous characteristic

function of one of those focal systems considered in the eleventh

number, which have their light of the same kind and in the same

medium, but converging towards or diverging from one focus ; the

general expression of this function V will be V := v^ \- const., f

being the distance from the focus ; and the differential equation

3.V{ = = 3F', (T")

will represent a series of surfaces, which are analogous to the surfaces

(JJ"). In the case of ordinary light, these surfaces {V") are spheres,

and they may be called in geneml, spheroids of constant action ; the

VOL. XVI. a
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focus of the focal system being called the centre of the spheroid. The

general equation of such a spheroid contains four arbitrary constants,

of which three are the coordinates of the centre ; and if we determine

these four constants, by the condition that for some given values of

.r, y, z, that is for some given point of a given system, certain first

terms of the development
V + 5F' + IJiF' + &c.

may be equal to the corresponding terms of the development

F + SF+iS^F + &c.,

the spheroid thus determined will be an osculating spheroid, to the

surface of constant action which passes through the given point of

the system. The conditions

V'=z V, 3F' = 3F, (W")

may be satisfied independently of the ratios of ix, hy, ^z, by taking

the centre of the spheroid any where upon the given ray, that is, by

establishing between the three coordinates of this centre the two

equations of the ray, and by assigning a proper value to the other

arbitrary constant ; there still remains therefore, after satisfying the

conditions (W"), an arbitrary parameter depending on the position of

the centre, which we may deteimine by the equation,

J«F' = >*F, (X")

assigning any arbitrary ratios to the three variations ix, iy, ^z, or

rather any value to the one ratio

ydx— aiz

'Ay
—

/3^3
'

because, by the relations (H),
'"''*^ ** " "
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so that the condition (X") may be thus written :

or, by a further transformation,

^ being here the distance of the point x y z upon the ray, beyond the

centre of the spheroid. This equation (Z") contains the law of oscu-

lation of the spheroid, since it expresses the dependence of the dis-

tance § on the direction of the plane passing through the ray and

through the consecutive point x -{• ix, y + ^i/,
z + h. We shall

call this plane the plane of osculation of the spheroid ; and we see,

by comparing (Z") with (C), that the extreme values of § corres-

pond to those directions of the plane of osculation in which it touches

the developable pencils ; while the corresponding extreme positions of

the centre of the osculating spheroid, are contained upon the caustic

surfaces. And when the ray is one of those principal rays deter-

mined in the preceding number, it is easy to prove that the equation

(Z") is satisfied independently of the ratios of the differentials, if we

assign to § the value which belongs to the principal focus ; the prin-

pal foci are therefore the centimes of spheroids, which have complete
contact of the second order with the surfaces of constant action.

The equations which express this property of the principal foci are

G 2
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1 yv yv 1 yv yv i yv rv1 i'v _ i'v 1 yy _ yy i yy yy -\

1 yy _ yy
\^

yy _ yy i yy _ yv i

( S»iy ixiz
'

{ i^'iy
—

iyiz
'

7" ~V~
~

Jz^
'

J

of which any three include the rest ; they may also be thus written,

yv _ yy

yv _ yy „ , _ „ , "'_-'.
ixiy ixiy

'

iyh
~

iyh
'

JzJx
~

izix
' ^ '

and may be summed up in the one equation {X"'), by considering

}ix, iy, iz, as independent. With respect to those rays which are

not the principal rays of the system, and for which the equation (X'")

can only be satisfied by assigning some particular value to the ratio

y V y y
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in this kind of osculation, therefore, as in the former, the distances ot

the variable focus or centre from the points where the ray touches

the two caustic surfaces, are proportional to the squares of the sines

of the angles which the plane of osculation makes with the tangent

planes to the developable pencils.

On Osculating Focal Reflectors or Refractors.

16. Besides the two preceding kinds of osculation, it is interest-

ing to consider a third kind, which exists between the last reflecting

or refracting surface, and certain other surfaces, which would have

reflected or refracted to or from one focus the rays of the last incident

system, and which we shall therefore call focal reflectors or refrac-

tors. Let Fi , Vi, denote, as in the sixth number, any two succes-

sive forms of the characteristic function V, of which we shall suppose

that Vi belongs to the system in its given state, and Vi to the same

system before its last reflexion or refraction ; then, by the number

cited, the equation Fj
—

Fg z= 0, will be a form for the equation of

the reflector or refractor, at which the state of the system was last

changed, and which we shall consider as known. Let V'„ be tire

form which V^ would have, if the rays of the tinal system all con-

verged to or diverged from one focus, this form being such as was

assigned in the fifteenth number, and depending only on the nature

of the light and of the final medium, but involving four arbitrary con-

stants, of which three are the coordinates of the focus ; then it is easy
to prove that the equation with four arbitrary constants, of the focal

surface, which would have reflected or refracted to or from one focus

the rays of the last incident system, is

F, — F', = . (E'")
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We may determine the four arbitrary constants of F'j in this equa-

tion, by the condition that the focal reflector or refractor shall touch

the given reflector or refractor at a given point, and osculate in a

given direction. The condition of contact, of the first order, is ex-

pressed by the equations

and may be satisfied by establishing between the three coordinates of

the focus the two equations of the ray, and by assigning a proper

value to the remaining arbitrary constant ; and the position of the

focus upon the given ray, may be determined by the condition of os-

culation in the given direction, which is expressed by the equation

assigning the given ratios to the variations Sx, ly, hz. This equation

(G'") being the same with that marked (X") in the foregoing num-

ber, we can deduce from it the same consequences ; the osculation

thei'efore between the focal surface (E'") and the given reflector or

refractor, follows the same law as the osculation between the spheroid of

constant action (V") and the given surface (JJ") for which the function

V is constant ; in such a manner that the focus of the focal reflector or

refractor coincides with the centre of the spheroid, if the point of

contact, and the plane of osculation be the same. The distances

therefore of the focus of the focal reflector or refractor from the

points in which the ray touches the two caustic surfaces, are propor-

tional to the squares of the sines of the angles which the plane of

osculation makes with the tangent planes to the two developable

pencils.
And when the ray is one of those principal rays, assigned

in the fourteenth number, (the focus of the focal surface being at the

principal focus corresponding,) then the contact of the second order
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is most complete, and the two reflectors or refractors osculate to each

other in all directions.

On Foci hy Projection, aiid Virtual Foci.

17. Another kind of focus, of which the' law is similar, though

not the same, may be deduced in the following manner. If we con-

ceive a plane passing through a given ray of a given optical system,

and through a point infinitely near to this given ray ; the ray which

passes through the near point may be projected on the plane, and the

intersection of its projection with the given ray may be called a

focus by projection. Suppose, to simplify the first calculations, that

the given ray is the axis of z, and that the infinitely near point is con-

tained in the plane oi x y, its coordinates in this plane being denoted

by Ix, hy, and the cosines of the angles which the near ray makes

with the axes of x and y, being ha, 3/3 : then, if we denote the gene-

ral coordinates of this near ray by x„y„ z„, its equations may be thus

written, :
t-ii t\h ,''j'.

x„ = Sx + z„S«, y„ = Sy + 2„3^, (/f<")

and the connexions between h<.v, hy, ha, 3/3, will l>e expressed by the

two following conditions :

> (I'")

which are obtained by differentiating (C) and making hz = 0,hyzz 0.

The equation of the plane on which the near ray (H'") is to be

projected, may be put under the form
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and if p be the vertical ordinate of the focus by projection, the equa-

tion of the projecting plane is

y„
— h — '?^ _ ?.'/ + p-?/3 }

,L"')

X,,
— 3« — z„J« Jj; 4" P-^*

p being determined by the condition that the two planes (K'") (L'"),

shall be perpendicular to each other, which gives

p Sx" 4" ^'/

In general, whatever arbitrary position we assign to the rectangu-

lar axes, if we represent by x + ap, y -f- (3p, z + yp, the coordi-

nates of the focus by projection, those of the given point being x, y, z,

and those of the near point O! + ia?, 7/ -\- di/,
z + h, we shall find,

by a similar process,

P }x" + 3y" + 3«"
"

Sjp' + ay + ^z' — (.Jar + /Sjy + yJz)'-
'

i,v', iy', hz, having the same meanings as in the fifth number. And

since the equations (C) give, by differentiation and elimination,

and therefore
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we find, finally,

•d' being the same function as before. It results from this equation

(Q'") or from (M'") and (/'") that when the given ray is taken for

the axis of z we shall have

,
iYv (VV 3'F\ ST/J^v 3'»\1 . ,„, ,

if we put ^ = dx tan. 11, so that 11 denotes the angle which the

plane of projection makes with the plane of xz. Differentiating (R'")
for IT only, we find that the values of this angle which correspond to

the extreme positions of the focus by projection are determined by
the condition

f^v d'F 3^y J«F\ 3»u/3^r S^F\ 3'F/S"« 3'u \

the planes of extreme projection, that is, the planes which correspond
to the extreme values ofp, are therefore perpendicular to each other ;

and if we suppose them taken for the planes of xz, yz, and denote by
Pi, p, , the corresponding values of p, we shall have

- '• •

, ,. i,0!;i!jv.;r.

3«i; /3»F

c" 3*u 3'F 3*1- ^"^ -" *»-• '*^'-' ^•" *'"• ' (^ )

;>i

~
3^ 3%

~
335

-1 111 f I iJij "^

V 3%l3^ "*" 3^/'- /

'v yy j/^ _ J»« 3'F
__ 3«u 3»F i"

3» 3x2
'

p,
-

35^ 3%~ 1^V '

-/

VOL. XVI.
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and finally the dependence of^ upon 11, that is, the law of the focus

by projection will be expressed by the following formula :

— = — (cos. n)' + — (sin. n)' . (U'")
P Pi Pi

When the given ray is one of those principal rays determined in

the foregoing numbers, the angle 11 disappears from this formula,

and all the foci by projection coincide in the principal focus, the

condition (S"0 being at the same time identically satisfied, and fail-

ing to determine the planes of extreme projection : but in general

these planes can be determined by that condition, and have a remark-

able connexion with the tangent planes to the developable pencils,

which can be deduced from the equation (!,') of the ninth number,

S* iy i/i dx

For, when we suppose h == 0, ^3/ = Sx tan. D, we find from this

equation (L') the following quadratic equation to determine the two

values of tan. II corresponding to the tangent planes of the two deve-

lopable pencils :

and if the first condition (T'") be satisfied, that is, if the planes of

extreme projection be taken for the planes of xz, yz, the product of

the two values of tan. 11 determined by this quadratic will be unity ;

the tangent planes to the developable pencils are therefqre symmetri-

cally situated with respect to the planes of extreme projection, the

bisectors of the angles formed by the one pair of planes bisecting also

the angles of the other pair. The tangent planes to the developable
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pencils are not always perpendicular to each other, and therefore are

not always fit to be taken for rectangular coordinate planes, however

remarkable they may be in other respects ; but the planes of extreme

projection, determined in the present number, possess this important

property, and may be considered as furnishing for any given straight

ray of an optical system, ordinary or extraordinary, (except the prin-

cipal rays,) two natural coordinate planes, which contain the given

ray, and are perpendicular to each other. And whenever the deve-

lopable pencils are also perpendicular to each other, the tangent

planes to these pencils will coincide with the planes of extreme pro-

jection, and the extreme foci by projection will be contained upon
the caustic surfaces. This perpendicularity of the developable pen-

cils requires that there should exist a series of surfaces perpendicular

to the rays of the system, and having for their differential equation

aix -f H'hy + yJ2 = ; (W")

and reciprocally when this equation is integrable, the perpendicu-

larity here spoken of, exists, and we shall say that the system is rec-

tangular. This condition is satisfied in the case of ordinary systems,

because, for such systems, the differential equation {U") of the sur-

faces of constant action becomes

. 03 fi'ii. JF= wi (»&x 4- % + y3z)
= 0, . --^

- !

and consequently coincides with the equation {tV'"), m having the

same meaning as in the thirteenth number ; the rays of an ordi-

nary system are therefore perpendicular to the surfaces for which

the function V is constant, and their planes of extreme projection
are touched by the developable pencils. We may also remark that

for such systems X, = \, and the osculating foci coincide with the

foci by projection. .- ,rt., f ;.:.j v •• ,^4
-f. •»% a «

18. There is yet another kind" of fbcf which we shall call Virtual

Foci, and which it may be interesting to consider, because they con-

H 2
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duct to the same pair of natural coordinate planes as those which we

have deduced in the foregoing number, and because they furnish new

applications of the characteristic functions of the system. By a virtual

focus of a given ray, we shall understand a point in which it is nearest

to an infinitely near ray of the system. To explain this more fully,

let us observe, that if we establish any arbitrary relation between

a, /3, y, distinct from the relation «^ + /3^ + y* = 1, we shall obtain

some corresponding relation between

ST SK SF

by eliminating a, /3, y, between the equations (C) ; the result of this

elimination, which we may represent by

F denoting an arbitrary function, will be the equation of a pencil,

that is of a surface of right lines, composed by rays of the system :

and unless this surface be one of the developable pencils deter-

mined in the ninth number, the rays of which it is composed will

not intersect consecutively, so that there will be only a virtual inter-

section, or nearest approach, even between two infinitely near rays.

To find the coordinates of this virtual intersection, we are to seek the

minimum of dx" + Sy* + h*, or of Jo/* + 3/* + iz'\ corresponding to

given values of a, /3, y, 5a, 5/3, 5y. Now if vfe put r = ux + (Sy -{ yz,

we shall have

« = X, + *r, y = y^ + fir, z = z, + yr,

'ix = 'ix, + 3.<»r, 3y= 'iy, + S./3r, 3z =: 3z, + 3.yr,

and therefore

}
(X'")

^x! = r3« + 3*^
— « («3j;,+ j83y, + y3z,), '\

Y = 'S/3 + 3y,
—

/3 (<.3x, + /33y, -|- 73z,), >

Jz' = r3y + 3z — V («3*, + /83y, + y3z,), 3

(Y'")
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XiyVii z,, and ^x\ iy', ix!, having the same meanings as before ; and

the condition of minimum gives

•—
a«» + ^^ +v

which may also be thus written

= Wx' + S/3V + SySz' = 5«^^ + ^^h + ^y^^ = ^"^'^

or, by the foregoing number,

(li^+^+ Vr^=^ S^^i^"*"^ S^^S^+^ Sy
^

3-'-
^^

Another transformation of this condition, vi'hich shall involve the

function W instead of V, may be obtained in the following manner.

Let W, be the form which the characteristic function W would have,

for a system of rays of the same light and in the same medium, but

all converging towards or diverging from the one point x,, y,, z,; so

that, by the theory already given.

i3y
"* y'"

i$iy

then, by diflferentiating the equations (G'), and attending to the for-

mula (F"0, we find

= « (Jx'
— r5«) + ,3 (V— rJ/S) + y (Jz'

— rSy) ;
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\ (E*)

and therefore

C ^v i(lV— W,) ,

r-v S(W— W) . Tv_ . 'i[W— TV,) 1

~
to^

^
3«

"^
S/3^ 3/3

"*'
3/33y 3y /

'

f 1--V ^djW- W,) , S^ , 1{W—W,) _3^ 3(^— ^,) 7—
is^Fy^
—

§;;:

"*
s/ssy s/s

+ v sy r
,

By these equations the condition (^*), may be transformed into

the following :

5« 3«
^

3/3 3/3
^

3y 3y
^ '

To find the geometrical law expressed by this last formula, let us

take the given ray for the axis of z, and let us choose the planes of

xz, yz, in such a manner that the bisectors of their angles shall bisect

also the angles formed by the developable pencils ; we shall then

have, by the fourteenth number, E = E", that is
•

f^n {^x-^
+

3/3W
—

3«3^ V3«»
"^

3^»y'

and the formula {F*) will become

3^'
""'' ~

Xh^n ^n" W 3«V 3«' + 3/3* V3«J/3 3«3/3 3«^ 3/3' j 3a' +3/3'

or finally

(G*)

; (H*)

r= r, (cos. «)' + rj (sin. «)', (I*
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when we put

D'Vj = , 3/3=:J«tan.«: (K*)

w being the angle which the plane passing through the given ray and

parallel to the near ray makes with the plane oixz; and Vi i\ being

the extreme values of r.

The equation (J*) expresses in a simple manner the law of the

virtual focus. It shews that the extreme positions of that focus cor-

respond to the same pair oi natural coordinate planes, passing through

the given ray, which we considered in the preceding number, and

which we may therefore call the planes of extretne virtual foci, as

well as the planes of extreme projection. Indeed, when the given ray

is one of the principal rays of the system, assigned in the fourteenth

number, then all the virtual foci, as well as all the other foci hitherto

considered, coincide in the principal focus : and the planes of extreme

virtual foci become, in this case, indeterminate. However, we shall

shew that their place is then supplied by another remarkable pair of

planes, which pass through the principal ray, and complete the sys-

tem of natural coordinates : but for this purpose it is necessary to

enter briefly on the theory of aberration from a principal focus, which

we shall do in the following number.

Aberrations from a Principal Focus.

19. If we conceive a plane cutting a given ray perpendicularly at

a given point, this plane will be nearly perpendicular to the near

rays, and will cut those rays in points near to the given point : the

distances of these near points from the given point, are the lateral

aberrations of the near rays, and the cutting plane may be called.
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the plane of aberration. Let .t, y, z, be the coordinates of the

given point, and x + Ax, y + A?/, z + A2, the coordinates of the

point in which a near ray is cut by the plane of aberration, A being

here the mark of a finite difference ; we shall have the condition

= aAx + /3Ay -f yAS, (L*)

a iS 7 being the cosines of the angles which the given ray makes with

the axes of x, y, z : and if we determine the successive differentials

of x, y, z, with reference to a, /3, y, by differentiating the equations

(C) or (X) as if a, /S, y, were three independent variables, and by

putting

= oe3x + 0,'iy + yJz,

O^uVx + fiPy^-yVz, .

^^^^

&c.

we shall have

ACT = [Jx] + i [3'x] + -^ [S'x] + &c.

Ay = [Sy] + 4 [J'y] + -^ i'^V^ + &^-
> (N^)

Az = [Jr] + f [3«z] + -ij- [J'z] + &c.

the expressions \}x\ [5*a;], &c., being formed from ix, d*x, &c., by

changing the differentials ^a, 5/3, 3y, to the finite differences Aa, A/3,

Ay : and finally, the lateral aberration of the near ray will have for

expresssion

4/ (AX)* + (Ay)" + (Ae)'

Let us apply this general theory to the case when the ray from

which the aberrations are measured, is a principal ray of the system :

and in order to simpUfy the calculations, let us take this ray for the
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axis of z, and the principal focus for origin. Then, if we neglect the

squares and products of A«, A/S, vre find by the preceding theory,

§ being the distance from the principal focus to the plane of aberra-

tion ; if, therefore, we suppose this distance f to be unity, and repre-

sent by a, b, the corresponding values of Aa, A/3, we shall have,

A«= rf, A/3 = 6; (P*)

and if we take the principal focus for origin, the coordinates of the

point in which the near ray intersects the plane of aberration will be

a, by 1. If now we conceive another plane of aberration, perpendi-

cular to the principal ray and passing through the principal focus,

we shall have, for this new plane, f
= 0, and the expressions (0*) for

the components of aberration vanish : in this case, therefore, it is

necessary to carry the approximation farther, and take account of

terms of the second dimension, in the variations of a, /3, y. For this

purpose we may differentiate twice successively the equations (K),

as if a, /3, y, were independent, making after the differentiations,

X, y, z, ix', hy, $z, ^^z, each = 0, and changing 5a, 5/3, iy, 5'a;, 5'y,

to Aa, A/3, Ay, 2 Aa?, 2 Ay. In this manner we find'
'

-'* >

in which we may put

(Q')

(E*>.

VOL. xvr.
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chianglng Aa, AjS, to their expressions (P*), and observing that the

general relation (a + Aa)* + ((B + A/S)* + (y + AyT = «* + /3*

+ 7* = 1, gives here = 2 Ay + (Aa)* + (Aj8)* + (Ay)*, so that

the terms AaAy, AjSAy, Ay*, in the developments of

[
- 1]- [

'
'^l

may be neglected, as being of the third dimension. And if, for fur-

ther abridgment, we put x, y, instead of A.r, Aj/, in the equations

(Q*) to denote the coordinates of the intersection of the near ray with

the plane of
a'j/,

that is, with the plane of aberration passing through

the principal focus, and denote the partial differential coefficients

rr "PW
'i^w_ ^jv^

1^' 1^' 343"' 3-3^
'

by Ay B, C, D, we shall have

and by elimination,

1/' having the same meaning as before.

(S«)

(T-)
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Natural Axes of a System.

20. The equations, (S^*) or (T'*), express the connexion between

the coordinates a?, y, of the intersection of a near ray with the plane
of aberration passing through the principal focus, and the coordinates

a, h, of the intersection of the same near ray with another plane of

aberration, parallel to the former, and at a distance from it equal to

unity : they serve therefore to resolve the questions that have reference

to this connexion. The most interesting questions of this kind, are

those which relate to the comparative condensation of the near rays,

in crossing the two planes of aberration. Let us therefore consider

an infinitely small rectangle ^aM on the plane of a, 6, having for the

coordinates of its four corners,

the rays which pass inside this little rectangle, will, at the plane of

cXJ/, be diffused over a little parallelogram, of which the coordinates of

the corners are

•

I".,y;II-.+ ^±3.,,+ |3«;iii.. + |3,., + |s6;

the partial differential coefficients

Ix 3j; 3y 3y
ia"' ^' 51'

ib*^

'

being obtained by differentiating the equations [S*), or (T*). The
area of the parallelogram on the plane of xy is

I 2

.i\ Jii.iJ
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its ratio to the rectangle haib, is therefore expressed by

~
[h: ib

~
u t^J'

and by the equations (T*), or (S"^),

fl tb
~

IS t^
~ V' (U*)

if we put

M'l = (Aa + Bb) {Ca + Db) — [Ba + Cby . (V*)

The smaller the quantity M" is, the more will the rays which

pass through the little rectangle ^a^b, be condensed at the principal

focus ; so that the curves upon the, plane of a, b, which have for

equation

.¥" = const, (W)

may be called lines of uniform condensation: and we see, by (F*),

that these curves will be ellipses or hyperbolas, according as Jsl" is

positive or negative, if we put for abridgment,

(JB* — AC) (C* — BD) — 4 {AD — BC)* = N" . (X*)

These elliptic or hyperbolic curves are all concentric and similar,

and their axes are all contained on the same pair of indefinite right

lines, which are perpendicular to each other and to the given ray ;

and the planes which pass through the ray, and through these axes

of the lines [W'*^), will coincide with the planes of a^z, yz, if the fol-

lowing condition be satisfied :

AD— Be=zO, (Y*)

that is,

ifi^ }*^i0 J«3^» (Z*)
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This condition is independent of the magnitude of the unit of

distance, by which we have supposed the two planes of aberration to

be separated : there are therefore an infinite number of systems of

elHpses or hyberbolas, similar to the system {W*), and all having

their axes contained in the same pair of rectangular planes, which

pass through the principal ray : and it is natural to take these planes

for the planes of xz, yz, the plane of xy being still the same plane

of aberration as before. And thus, the intersections of these three

rectangular planes, may be considered as furnishing, in general,

three natural axes of an optical system, which are perpendicular each

to each, and cross in the principal focus. These natural axes possess

many other properties, of which we hope to treat hereafter ; but in

the foregoing remarks we have only aimed to shew, by some selected

instances, the possibility of deducing the geometrical properties of

optical systems of rays, from the fundamental formula (^A),

with the assistance of the characteristic function V, and of the con-

nected function W : and believing that this object has been accom-

plished, we shall conclude the present Supplement.
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On the Error of a received Principle of Analysis, respecting Functions

which vanish with their Variables. By WILLIAM R. HAMIL-

TON, Royal Astronomer of Ireland, SfC.

Read January 25, 1830.

It appears to be a received principle of analysis, that if a real

function of a positive variable (x) approaches to zero with the varia-

ble, and vanishes along with it, then that function can be developed

in a real series of the form

Ax { Bx^ + Cx^ A. kc .

the exponents a, /3, y, . . being constant and positive, and the coeffi-

cients A, B, C, . . being constant, and all these constant exponents
and coefficients being finite and different from zero. This principle

has been made the foundation of important theories, and has not

ever, so far as I know, been questioned; but I believe that the fol-

lowing example of exception, which it would be easy to put in a

more general form, will sufficiently prove it to be erroneous ; since

if the principle be true, it is by its nature universal.

The real function e , in which e is the base of the neperian

logarithms, approaches to zero along with x and vanishes along with

it. Yet if we could develope this function in a series of the kind

described, we should have

— 2

"e~ " = A + Bx^~'+Cx ^^•+ &c.

VOL. XVI.
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in which we might suppose a the least exponent ;
and then, while x

approached to 0, the second member would tend to the limit j4,

which by hypothesis is different from ; and yet, from the na-

ture of exponential functions, the limit of the first member is zero.

We conclude, therefore, that the function e cannot be deve-

loped in a series of the kind assumed, although it vanishes with its

variable ; and consequently that, if we only know this property of a

function, that it vanishes when its variable vanishes, we cannot cor-

rectly assume that it may be developed in such a series.

If any doubt should be felt respecting the truth of the remark,

that the function x e tends to zero along with ^r, when a is

any positive constant, this doubt will be removed by observing that

the function x e , which is the reciprocal of the former, increases

without limit while x decreases to zero. For we may develope this

latter function, by the known theorems, in the essentially converg-

ing series,

xe =y e zzy +y + •'_^_ + JL^__ -|-
L_ + &c.,

y being the reciprocal of x ; and while y tends to -j- as
, the terms of

this series remain all positive, and all after a certain constant num-

ber increase indefinitely.
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SUBJECT PROPOSED

BY

THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

" The social and political state of the people of Ireland from the commencement of the

Christian era to the twelfth century, their advancement or retrogression in science,

literature, and the arts, and the character of their moral and religious opinions as

connected vvith their civil and ecclesiastical institutions, so far as can be gleaned from

any original writings prior to the commencement of the sixteenth century, exclusive

of those in the Irish and other Celtic languages; every statement to be supported, not

by references only, but by extracts in the form of notes or an appendix ; and it is

expected that every accessible source of information shall be examined under the

above limitation."

The Author of the following Essay, feeling the responsibility he

has incurred in occupying so many pages of the volume of a literary

body, was reluctant to enlarge the work beyond the state in which it

passed through the Academy, although the vote of its council had

kindly sanctioned any additions which he could have deemed judi-

cious. He has, however, under that permission introduced some few

observations, which, as leading to identify him, would not have been

justifiable, while the papers of his competitors on the subject were

VOL. XVI. b
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under consideration. He has also taken leave to furnish some short

historical notices of such family names as occur in the Essay, hoping

they might relieve the more sombre features of the antique, and

anxious to contribute them from stores which have been his favourite

collection for many years. Indeed to such a quantity have those

stores accumulated, that his "indices" alone to the general and family

history of Ireland, its topography, monastic, and other architectural

remains, &c., extend through five closely written quarto volumes, and

furnish perhaps the most complete references extant to all the domes-

tic and many of the foreign sources, from which any accredited infor-

mation on these subjects could be derived. It may perhaps excuse if

not justify this egotism, when he adds, that his available illustra-

tions of a single family, an Irish peerage, or place, would, in many

instances, run to a length exceeding that of this volume.

48, SuMMRR HiiL, Dublin.
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Essay on the Ancient History, Religion, Learning, Arts, and Govern-

ment of Ireland, by JOHN D'ALTON, Esq., Barrister at Law,

M. R. I. A.

Read November 24, 182a*

INTRODUCTION.

In the old age of the world Ireland is young in story, the era of her

national greatness is unexplored, and, while the early history of her

brighter days excites no interest, her people are alike strangers to the

glory that is reflected from the ancient celebrity of their country,

and to all the generous sympathies that flow from such a revelation.

How powerfully Doctor Johnson felt the importance of this too long

neglected inquiry is evidenced by the following extracts from his cor-

respondence with Charles O'Conor.
"

I have long wished,
"

writes that profound thinker,
" that the

Irish literature were cultivated. Ireland is known hy tradition to he the

seat of piety and learning, and surely it would be very acceptable to

all those, who are curious either in the original of nations or the affini-

ties of language, to be further informed of the revolutions of a people

so ancient and once so illustrious. I hope you will continue to culti-

vate this kind of learning which has lain too long neglected, and

which, if it be suffered to remain in oblivion for another century, may

perhaps never be retrieved." Again, in another letter: "Dr. Leland

begins his history too late, the ages which deserve an exact inquiry

are those times (for such there were) when Ireland was the School of

* This was a prize Essay, and obtained the full proposed sum of £80, and the Cunning-

ham gold medal.
.... -

b2



the Uest, the quiet habitation of sanctity and literature. If you
could give a history, though imperfect, of the Irish nation from its

conversion to Christianity to the invasion from England, you would

amplify knowledge with new views and new objects.'"*

This impressive recommendation, however, has affected Httle hi-

therto, and the long neglect of the admonition is now proclaimed as

a constructive act of abdication of royalties too rashl}^ assumed. If

(it is tauntingly asked) if Ireland was once the nurse of heroes and

philosophers and poets,
"
why has she for so many ages groaned in

servitude and groped in ignorance ? "-f If she has been what a few

would fain represent her, where ai'e the evidences of her early civili-

zation, the records of her science, the monuments of her arts, the spe-

cimens of her composition ?—The ruin of empires should furnish too

affecting a response. Cities, that once rung with the bustle of multi-

tudes, are empty and voiceless ; sea-ports, on whose quays the com-

merce of the old world has been transacted, are deserted and solitary.

"
Atque ubi portus erat, siccum nunc littus et horti !

"
Countries,

that illumined antiquity with the brightest examples of Pagan a irtue,

are now tenanted by the bigot and the slave !

What is Babylon, "the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the

Chaldees' excellency ! "J Where are her squares
—her walls— her

gardens
—her towers—her bridges .'* The traveller marvels at which

side of the Euphrates these stupendous works were erected !
" Her

cities are a desolation, a dry land, and a wilderness ; a land wherein

no man dwelleth, neither doth any son of man pass thereby."§

Where is "Nineveh, that great city? "II—Did it stand on the

Euphrates or the Tigris ? Who could identify in the dry and barren

solitudes of modern Palestine those features which the inspired wri-

* Boswell's life of Johnson, ad. Ann. 1777.

t Campbell's Strictures on the Eccl. and Lit. Ant. of Ireland, p. 8.

t Isaiah, xni. 9. § Jerem. u. 43. |1
Jonah, it. 4.



ters have portrayed ; the rivers flowing with milk and honey, the

balm of Judea, the cedars of Lebanon, the clustering grapes of the

valley of Eschcol ? What has befallen Zidon—the joyous Zidon ? or

"who hath taken this counsel against Tyre, the crowning city, whose

merchants were princes, whose traffickers were the honourable of the

earth."* The glory of Troy has passed away like the baseless fabric of a

\ision, and herds graze over the ruins of a city, whose proud gates were

once thronged with tributary kings and chieftains. Egypt, the mother

of wisdom and the sciences, the source of learning to the Greeks and

Romans, the country of Thebes and its hundred gates
—what is she

now ?—Where are the records of the Phoenicians, once the merchants

of the world ? Can the site of Veii be any longer ascertained ? Can

even Sparta be identified in the "uncertain traces of a promiscuous
wreck ?"-\- The traveller stands on a heap of rubbish, and he asks,

—
where is Carthage ? He shrinks from the enslaved, degenerate Italian,

and marvels that such a people could once have been the polishers of

manners, the dispensers of laws, the conquerors of the world ! The

memory sickens at the awful retrospect, but the sublimity of the mo-

ral speaks to the heart.—The thoughts—the labours—the greatness of

man, the sciences of his reason, the arts of his ingenuity, the regalia

of his artificial sovereignty, pass away like the frail being from whom

they originated, the universe of creation alone wears the immutability
of grandeur, the immortality of the hand that made it.

Ireland too has had its long night of barbarism, but there was

day-light before the darkness thickened. All is not a literary chaos

in the records of "that people which, in truth," admits Edmund

Spencer,
"

I think to be more auntient than most that I know in this

end of the world,"+ or in the associations of that country, which, ac-

•
Isaiah, xxiir. 8. f Dodwell's Travels in Greece, &c.

X Spencer's View, Dub. Edit. p. 57.



cording to Prideaux, was once '"''

the prime seat of learning in all Chris-

tendom."* But Irishmen in the midst of such memories are "proudly

shallow" in every thing that should consecrate their home, they are

blind to the footsteps of history ; like Helots they creep through the

land that has been the theatre of their ancestors' power and piety ; like

the labourers that for centuries worked over Herculaneum, they too

continue insensible to the magnificence that unexampled visitations

have buried beneath their feet.

It is not to be wondered at that a history so slighted at home

should be deemed by others, as by Gibbon,
" the affairs of a remote

and petty province :"-f* yet, although thus long obsolete, the evidences

of Ireland's national honour are not wholly extinct ; they claim but

the labour of the explorer, and as it were "out of the depth and dark-

ness of the earth" they will record the fame and antiquity of the Irish

nation. The Author of this Essay sincerely feels their importance, not

only as memorials of a lettered and thinking people, secluded from the

habits of the rest of Europe and Avintered beyond the tropics of Roman

power, but also as a treasury of language, customs, manners, and reli-

gious rites, well calculated to illustrate many points of ancient history

now enveloped in obscurity; fondly could he wish he were as qualified

for their illustration, and that, in the words of Pliny, he were compe-

tent
"

vetustis novitatem dare, obsoletis nitorem, obscuris lucem, fas-

tiditis gratiam, dubiis fidem \"X

The most obvious and perhaps the most satisfactory sources for

inquiry would be the annals, poems, and legends of the country itself;

but to explore these is for the present, by the terms of the question,

prohibited, and all information must be drawn from the scanty sup-

plies offoreign testimonies prior to the sixteenth century. The limi-

* Connect, of Old and New Test., vol. 2. p. 241.

t 2 Gibb. Misc. Works, p. 336. 1 Pliny Praef. Ad Hist. Nat.
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tation, however, was well defined, and so far was it from proving an

unwholesome restraint, that much more difficulty has been expe-

rienced in classifying, than in collecting authorities. The plan of

Doctor Henry's History of Great Britain having seemed the best cal-

culated to overcome the impediment, and to effectuate the several

objects required, this Essay has been, accordingly, divided into four

periods, each beginning and ending at some remarkable event, and

subdivided into six sections, respectively applicable to particular sub-

jects during that interval. The first section of each period contains the

social and political history as well as the geographical notices of Ire-

land during the time defined ; the second is a view of the government,

constitution, and legislation : the third, of the morals and religion; the

fourth, of the sciences, literature, and learned men ; the fifth, of the

arts; and the last, of the commerce, customs, and general manners of

the people, during the same interval. This course may sometimes be

deviated from, where remoter illustrations of the immediate object

were thought improveable by juxta-position : notices from the Irish

annals are in a few passages introduced to connect the links of foreign

testimony, or demonstrate their mutual coincidence ; and assertions

are frequently conveyed in the words of valued, though comparatively

modern authors, such support being always acknowledged at the bot-

toms of the pages ; but the evidences and proofs, which shall be either

embodied in the text, or under-written at the pages, or otherwise re-

ferred to as may best be effected without dislocating the Essay, shall

be strictly within the limits required ; the extracts shall be candid and

the references correct ; nothing shall be clouded, nothing thrown out

in a false light, nothing (as is too often the case in modern controver-

sies) garbled for a purpose ; the pure unsophisticated intention is, not

to create matter, but legitimately to illustrate what is presented, not

to confound conjecture with history, nor uphold a nation's character
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at the sacrifice of truth, but to establish it by testimonies clear, im-

partial, and long accredited.

There is perhaps a vanity in the writer's regretting that he is not

permitted in this Essay to travel beyond
" the commencement of the

Christian era ;" its limits are usually considered as the boundaries of

credibility, the terminal pillars beyond which all is confusion or at

best conjecture, yet it is conceived, that from the operation of causes

peculiar to Ireland, much of even what is termed its Bardic history

not only exhibits all the internal evidence of veracity, but could be

still more confidently assured to the most sceptical by foreign tes-

timonies, oriental and rabbinical traditions, and even by the authority

of the Sacred Writings. The period, however, intended to be designed

by
"
the commencement of the Christian era" is open to discretion,

and in referring it not to the years when the Gospel was first preached
in Ireland, but to the birth of the Redeemer, and thus extending the

scope of the Essay within the penumbra of pagan Ireland, it is consi-

dered that not only are the words of the proposers met in their received

acceptation, but also their intention more adequately effectuated.

Although to accomplish this thoroughly it might be necessary to look

far back into the perspective of ages for events that, however long ante-

rior to the Christian era, nevertheless extended their influence consi-

derably beyond it ;
and although it is only in these unexplored regions

that the true springs of national customs can be discovered, and the

progress of political advancement thence only traced, yet the compass
of an Essay will not admit even the appearance of digression, and only

the highest necessity induces the appropriation of some few of the fol-

lowing pages, to one, and but one, event in the annals of Ireland, per-

haps the most remote, yet certainly the most influential.

It is not allowable to wander into that splendid era of Irish history,

when a prince, nearly the contemporary of Lycurgus, but assimilating



rather to the character of Numa, by his wisdom and learning tamed

the wild passions of his subjects, and reduced them to a just and gen-

tle disposition ; remote posterity have at least conceded him a com-

memorating bust between those of Moses and Alfred in the series of

legislators that adorns the dome of the Irish courts ofjustice. Neither

must the history linger to detail the interesting visit of the Picts,* on

which Wintown in his
"
Cronykil" so fully expatiates; nor the league

of consanguinity and friendship which linked that unconquered

people with Ireland ; nor yet to appropriate to that country the revela-

tions of Plato's Atalantis,-f- nor even to identify the classic wander-

ings of Abaris, the recorded:!", friend and instructor of Pythagoras,

however strikingly the description of him by Himerius,§ his dress,

his manners, his country, and his philosophy, may accord with those of

Ireland.
"

Powerfully as those, and many other prominent passages of

the Irish annals, might be supported by evidence within the limits pre-

scribed for this Essay, they are yet necessarily, though reluctantl}',

consigned to other illustration, and the inquiry confined to the vindica-'

tion of but the one paramount event alluded to, from which the con-

clusions of a very early civilization in Ireland are so obviously deduci-

ble, that it almost seems the palladium of her literary and scientific

pretensions. The historical assertion thus relied on, is, that the Phoe-

* Vide Bede's Eccl. Hist. lib. i. c. 1.

t Vide 1 O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. Proleg. Pars i. p. 10. J By Suidas in vit. Pythag.

§ Ex oral, ad Ursicium cited in full 3 Vail. Coll. de Reb. Hib. Pref. p. cxiii. See Carte's Gen.

Hist, of Eng. vol. i. p. 52, &c. for an unintended confirmation of the above opinion. See also

Diodorus Siculus in his description of the Hyperborean island {citud post. Per. 1. § 3.) and its

obvious applicability to Ireland, together with his express declaration, that it was from that

island Abaris passed into Greece. "
Clruvrai Ss *«( ix. t«» Xm^oo^my aS«ji» m mi EXA«S« x«t«»-

TtiTunx, TO vttXaKii, »}»tra(TM rvti ^joj AijXfot/; ivitiiiti ti kxi <rvyyiiua.\." Bibl. Hist. lib. 2. p. 159,

while Marcianus Heracleota, in his "
Periplus," mentions that Ireland

"

loufjxa,"
—

.rt^n-.

^il^iTxi
«T»

fit> rai atxjay tu
vTrt^xtifiaa y,xi tcxXcvfitta vTri^/ii^ia axiaia."

VOL. XVI. C



nicians at a period of high antiquity partially colonized the island,

and subsequently maintained a long and exclusive intercourse with it,

Tiiese are matters of such deep interest to the Irish antiquarian, that

they could not be too fully dwelt upon j in the present instance, how-

ever, a brief, but it is hoped satisfactory array, of the authorities refer-

rible to the question must suffice.

In the porch of this first inquiry, abundant acknowledgments of

its probability are given by those who have well studied the question.

"It does not," says the author of the article "Ireland" in Rees's

Cyclopoedia,
"
appear improbable, much less absurd, to suppose that

the Phoenicians might have colonized Ireland at an early period, and

introduced their laws, customs, and knowledge, with a comparatively

high state of civilization, and that these might have been gradually

lost amidst the disturbances of the country, and at last completely

destroyed by the irruptions of the Ostmen." Doctor O'Conor, in

his invaluable publications, "Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores," every

where maintains and supports this opinion; and Bochart, one ot the

most learned men of the 17th century, and a great proficient in the

languages of the East, represents Ireland as so well known to the PIkk-

nicians, that even its popular name (Hibernia) was derived from the

language of that people."*

The credence that may be given to these opinions, should be much

advanced by a consideration of the religious care and political anxiety

with which in the " olden
"
times the annals of Ireland are stated to

have been preserved, a species of precaution •peculiarly attributed by

Josephus-f- to the Phoenicians, and which, certainly, does not appear

' Verbum addo de Hibernia, qiiam Plioenicibus non fuisse ignotam etiam ex nomine con-,

jectura est, quod plane videlur esse Phoenicum.—Geogr. Sacra, p. G-54. 1. 8.

\
"
T« fill

T»i
'ira,^ AtyvTrritii rt kcci XccA^aiti; xeci 'l>o(vi|"' t"

'/""J
""

',ftui sxu»o*5 trvyxttrx^fyuvy

Hvrti 3>|5r«t<^(» «/t«^»yeu5-<y a^^uurctTr.t Tf xai ficvifcuTurtiv ix'" t?;; utr.wii rnf Tta^aecri).
—JosephuS,

con. Apionem, lib. 1. ad initium.
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to have been adopted by any European nation except the Irish. Again
is probabiUty strengthened by the orientaUsm of the ancient rehgious

observances of the latter people, and the fact of their retaining, in

many instances, to the present day, "rites and customs in their oaths,

marriages, feastings, dancing, and funeral solemnities, which bear upon

them (as will be shewn hereafter) the stamp of Eastern importa-

tion ;
"* while a crowning evidence of this class arises from atten-

tively considering the Irish language, and comparing it with another,

unquestionably deduced from the Phoenician. "
For, I think," says

Camden,
" no man will deny, that those who are linked by affinity

of language, are also connected by a community of origin. "-j-

" Now
it is universally admitted, that the Carthaginians originally came from

Phoenicia, and spoke the Phoenician language, and a specimen of that

language has been preserved by Plautus in one of his plays, which

contains some speeches of Hanno, the Carthaginian, as in the lan-

guage of his country, and these speeches appear upon examination to

be evidently and undeniably the same language with the Irish,"|. only

making just allowance for the change, that each must have undergone
in the distance to which they diverged, the new words that must have

been introduced in both, and yet more, the natural errors and corrup-

tions, the too frequent running of one word into another, or disjoining

the parts of the same word, which must have attended transcription

from a language wholly without punctuation, and possibly it were fair

to add Plautus's own ignorance of the grammar of the words which he

even seems sometimes to have taken down, with an effort to accommo-

date them to the Latin terminations. Indeed, when it is considered how

almost unintelligible the writings of Chaucer or Robert of Gloucester

• Ware's Ant. fo. 17.

t Qui enim linguaj societate conjuncti sunt originis etiam communione fuisse conjunctos
homo opinor nemo inficiabitur. Camden. Britan.

t Parsons's Defence, p. 139.

C 2



are to the modern English scholar, it should rather be a matter of

surprise that the identity discernible in this instance could still exist ;

and can only be accounted for by the comparative singleness (if it

may be so said) of the Carthaginian origin, and the long seques-

tered and unconquered state of the Irish. A less conformity in the

languages might perhaps prejudice the opinion of their affinity, while

more would but throw a shade upon the annals that record the re-

moteness of their identity.*

Notwithstanding the misgivings of Doctor O'Conorj-f* the Writer

of this Essay ventures to appeal to the remarkable extract above men-

tioned from the Pcenulus of Piautus, while he believes it has the

additional interest of being almost the only surviving specimen;^: of

the language of Dido, of the Philoeni, and of Hannibal! It is not

intended to weaken the position by diffiising it over space, or to put

forward the passage in question in any new collocation, much less to

attempt a translation that should be evidently vague in consequence
of the changes before accounted for. We wish to approach the sub-

ject temperately, and without any of that etymological lunacy which

Pinkerton so justly censures ; the lines shall be given as they appear
in Piautus, only italicised in such connexions as present obvious and

legitimate affinities with Irish terms ; premising, that they are intro-

duced where Hanno, a Carthaginian, one of the dramatis personte,

having long sought for his daughters, who were stolen away by rob-

bers, arrives in Qitolia, where they have been sold, and it will be for

y/^
* From a parity of reasoning, the Tiish language, and consequently the above passage from

Piautus, have been adjusted, as by Bocliart, &c. to the Hebrew ; and from the same great truth

of ancient identity, the comparatively uncorrupted written language of Ireland affords at this

day, as shall be noticed hereafter, almost the only talisman to unlock the treasures of Celtic

literature. See post,
" The Conclusion."

t Rev. Hib. Scriptores, Proleg. ix. 1 Vide Brerewood on Languages, p. 07.
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the reader to remark how suitable the words, that as Irish yet remain

inteUigible, are to the situation of the distracted father.

1 2

Ythslonim uvalonuth si corathisima consith

S IS
Ckym lach chunyth imimys tyalmyctih&vi imischi

6 7

Lipho canet hytli hynithii ad oeden binuthii

Byrnaroh syllo Iiomalouin uby misyrrhoho
11 12

Bythlym mothyn noctothii nelechanti dasmachon ;

13 U 15
•

Yssidele brim tyfelyth chylys chon ten lyphul
,
16 17

Uth hynim ysdibut thinno cuthmi Agorastocles
fi

,
18 .

Ythe manet ihy chyrsoe lycoch sith naso
19 20

Byuni id chil lu\n\i gahylim lasi\iit thym
21

Hodyalyt herayn nyn nuys lym moncoth lusim
22

Exanolim volanus succuratim misti atticum esse

_

23 24
_

25 26

Concubitxxm a hel\o cutius beant balac«w^ chomenits es

27 28
_

29 30 31

Huicesi lee panewe athidamascow alem in dubertefelono butheime
52 33 3» 35

Celtnm comucro lueni : atenim avoso uhexbent hyach Aristoclem

1 nim, deity. 18 Leicceath sith nosa, let peace to me.
2 socruidse me com syth, assuage me with 19 cheile, concealed.

peace. 20 liom la sia, with me this day.
3 chimi, captives.

- 21 dileachtach, orphaned.
4 is toil, thy tvill. 22 aiti ginise, / ask you.
6 schi, fatigue, or rest. 23 cuibet, deceit.

fi itche, a petition. 24 meabail, fraud.
7 eaden beannacthe, blessed countenance. 25 caint, language.
8 bior, a fountain. 26 con innisis, I have told my meaning.
i) siladh, trickling. 27 leicc, neglect.
10 umal, humble. 28 ess, death.
1 1 Beith lione, be with me. 29 con, meaning.
12 noctaitlie, naked. 30 ailim, to hear or to entreat.
13 Is i de lea braim, it is of it I speak. 31 dobart feile, secret mischief.
14 chilis, lamenting evil. 32 Celt, hide.

15 teampluith, temples. 33 mo cro luani, my children of my loins.

16 uch bin nim, sweet Deity ! 34 aithinim, ordain.
17 accomlmuithe, dwells. 35 beanughadh, to recover.
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30 5S

Et te se aneche nasoctelia helicos alemus dtiberteimi comps vespiti
S7 S? 1

Aodeanec Victor bedes jussiim limm»HColus.*

36 dnhsiivi, an earnest prayer, or, Aohwci, mis- 37 Aoil eineacb, bountifulfire,

chief. 38 lie tor, stone tower.

There are also some more fragments of the same dialect, in the

two following scenes of the Pcemulus, for which the reader is referred

to Vallancej, who, in the 2nd volume of his Collectanea de Rebus

Hibernicis, (p. 306, &c.) examines the w hole subject more fully, per-

haps more fancifully. From this astonishing affinity alone, it might
be maintained, either that the Carthaginians were a colony from the

Irish, or vice versa ; or that both, issued from one parent country ;

the first opinion has never been hinted or conceived, while the second

will be found equally unsupported by authority, and has even a strong

presumption against it, arising from the ignorance of the Romans,

both as to England and Ireland, to the time of Julius Caesar, (as

shall be shewn hereafter,) which would be monstrous to suppose, if

Carthage had been the parent of one: the last theory alone remains

to be adopted. -|-

Having thus viewed the question in relation to some of its proba-

bilities, the attention of the reader is now called to more direct and

historical evidence.

The Annals.]: of the Irish distinctly detail their origin in the

following chain of propositions : The Scythians (they say) were

•
Plauii. Comoed. ad edit. Gronovii, 1721, p. 530, A. v. Sc. 1.

t It may be remarked, that the absorbing influence of the Phoenician language, over those

of the countries where it was introduced, is recorded in many instances. Plato, in particular,

attributes to it the decline of the Greek tongue in Sicily,
"

it|«( h r^iim £<; i^r,u.tcfi tij? Ea^dhk);?

ifmYii liKiXnt x-eCTX, ^oiviicat i) Ottixuv fiiTa^aX»vi!-» lit Tivu ivfus-Ttixv kici K^tcrof."
—Plato, Epist. 8.

% Psalter of Cashel, Psalt. of Tara, White Book, Book of Invasions, &c.
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descended from Magog, the son of Japhet the son ofNoah, and though

the inspired historian of the Jews did not think it necessary to name

any of the sons of Magog, yet Josephus most satisfactorily supports

the tradition thus far.
"
Magog," says the Jewish historian,

"
led out

a colony, which, from him, were named Magoges, but by the Greeks

called Scythians."* The Scythians, however, being too generic a.

name, too much an "
officina gentium," the annalists defined the stock

of their pedigree, as a precise tribe of Scythians, who, as they ex-

pressly allege, had established themselves in the remotest ages on the

borders of the Red Sea, and retained their possessions until expelled

from Capa-Chiroth,"!- (i. e. the town of Chiroth,) which, in the

sacred writings is called Piha-Chiroth,:|: (i, e. the port of Chiroth,)

by the grandson of that Pharaoh who had been drowned in the Red

Sea, and whose animosity was excited by the circumstance of this

people having supplied the Israelites with provisions. Minute as this

incident is, it is singularly confirmed, both as to the cause and fact of

the expulsion, by Rabbi Simon, who lived two hundred years before

the birth of Christ ; for he says that certain Canaanites near the Red

Sea gave provisions to the Israelites,
" and because these Canaan ships

gave Israel of their provisions, God would not destroy their ships, but

with an east wind carried them down the Red Sea."§

It would seem, though there is some difference in the accounts,

that upon this eviction, the exiles settled in that particular coun-

try, which was subsequently called Phoenicia; and here again the

narrative is borne out by one of those few Phoenician traditions,

* "
Jiluyuyrif di T0V5 cnr'tiuTiu "Muyuycc; my.xrinrcii ukiti, IkuIxi; Ss vv xvrm

3-j67«yejjt)«^Jv«t<?."

Antiq. Jud. lib. 1. c. 6.

f Vide Keating's Ireland, B. I. p. 2. c. 3.

, i This peculiarity of variance siij)ports the antiquity of the Irish annals.

§ Lib. Zoar. p. 87, as cited by Yallancey, and Parsons's Defence, &c. p. 205.
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mIucIi Herodotus has preserved,
" The Phoenicians,"* says the father

of history,
"
anciently dwelt, as they allege, on the borders of the Red

Sea." Pliny, where speaking of the people of Tyre, accredits this

account, and Vossius, in his work on the Origin and Progress of Ido-

latry,-f fully supports it. That the name of Phoenicians was subse-

quently assumed, is an axiom of history, which needs no proof, but

the occasion and the time when it was introduced, are now matter of

varied conjecture.
—" We know it is not found in the books of

Scripture written in Hebrew, but only in those whose original is

(ireek, as the Maccabees, and the books of the New Testament."."}:

According to the Grecian historians, it was derived from Phoenix,

one of the kings of the country, and brother of that Cadmus, who in-

troduced letters into Greece ; while the Irish annals, by a curious

coincidence, state that a king named Phenius was of the lineal ances-

try of the prince who led the above colony from the Red Sea, and

that he was so particularly devoted to the study of languages, as

actually to compose an alphabet, digest a language, and prescribe the

elements of grammar.§ After some residence in this country of their

retreat, the Irish historians proceed to say, that domestic differences,

or, as other accounts have it, growing power, rendered further emigra-

tion necessary, and that accordingly a particular branch colony was

sent out about the very time, when the newly termed Phoenicians,

"Prima ratem ventis credere docta Tyrus,"||

commenced their colonizing system. Notwithstanding the altered

appellative, however, the Irish historians, with much propriety as well

as historical accuracy, though more, perhaps, from a proud and natu-

• "
0( ^iiyiKii T» TTaAsKof ttxtct (41; uvTci Asyoys-f) £?r( ti) Ejutfgi) Sa^xirn-r,." HerodotUS, 1. 7. C. 8'J.

t Lib. 1. c. 34. § Vide Keating's Ireland, B. 1.
p. 2. c. 3.

J Calmet's Diet, of the Bible, title
" Phoenicia."

|| TibuUus, lib. 1. elegia 7. 1. 20.
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ral reluctance to recognise a title which was but of recent use, still

call the emigrants Scythians ; and represent their wanderings through
the Mediterranean in such progressive stages, as clearly point to the

state and progress of the Phoenicians after their emigration under the

conduct of Cadmus ; though the ingenuity of the bards may have oc-

casionally introduced that colouring of fable, which, perhaps, can alone

make remote objects distinguishable. The chart of their course is laid

before us, even to their landing in Spain, where they are at length

allowed to sojourn for several years. Nennius, who flourished in the

commencement of the 7th Century, and who gives his information as

from the oral testimony of some of the most intelligent of the Irish

people, while he assigns a somewhat different route to the little colony,

yet coincides as to their first name, their early residence, their expul-

sion from Egypt, and their ultimate debarkation and long stay in

Spain.
" If any one," writes the monk of Bangor,

" would be anx-

ious to learn how long Ireland was uninhabited and deserted, he shall

hear it as the most learned of the Scots* have recorded it to me.

When the sons of Israel came to the pass of the Red Sea, the Egyp-
tians pursued them, and as is mentioned in Scripture, were over-

whelmed in the deep. In this age of Moses, there was a man of rank

from Scylhia, who, being banished from his kingdom, dwelt with a

large family amongst the Egyptians, and he was there when the Egyp-
tians were drowned. He, however, did not join in the persecution of
the Lord's people ; but they, who survived the national calamity, laid

plans amongst themselves to banish him, lest he should force himself

into the occupation of the kingdom, because so many of their kin-

dred were drowned in the Red Sea: thus was the Scythian expelled.

But he, for the space of forty-two years, wandered through Africa,

• So were the people of Ireland then called, as shall be shewn hereafter.

VOL. XVI. D
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and he passed by the lake of Sahnse to the altars of the Philistines,

and between Rusicada and the mountains Azare, and by the river

Malva, and he voyaged by sea to the pillars of Hercules, making his

course through the Tuscan Sea, and he made for Spai7i, and he dwelt

therefor many years, and he increased and was multiplied, and his

people were multiplied."*

The basis of tradition is truth, and it needs but to submit this

narrative of Nennius in detail to the test of external testimony. The

wanderings of the Scythian through Africa, unquestionably refer to

the colonies planted by the Phoenicians along its coast, which Sallust,

in his account of the Jugurthine war, and various other historians,

satisfactorily enumerate. The interesting account of the circumnavi-

gation of Africa, which has been preserved in the pages of Hero-

dotus, seems also to have some bearing on this emigration. It was

performed, says the father of history, by the Phoenicians, and by the

order of Necho, king of Egypt, (i.
e. about seven centuries before

the Christian era.) The Phoenician fleet sailed from the Red Sea,

entered the Southern Ocean, and kept constantly in sight of land.

When autumn approached they went on shore, saved grain, and

* " Si quis scire voluerit quanto tempore fuit inhabitabilis et deserta Hibemia, sic mihi

peritissimi Scotorum nunciaverunt. Quando venerunt filii Israel transeundo Rubrum mare,

venerunt ^gyptii et secuti sunt eos, demersique in mari ut Scriptura refert. Erat in illis

diebus Moysis vir nobilis de Scythia cum magna familid apud jEgyptios, expulsus regno

sno; et ibi erat quando .^Egyptii mersi sunt; ipse non ivit ad persequendum populum
Domini. TUi autem qui superfuerunt injecerunt consilium ut expellerent ilium, ne regnum
illorum obsideret et occuparet, quia fratres illorum submersi erant in Rubro Mari, sicque

expulsus est. At ille per xl et duos annos ambulavit per Africani, et venit ad aras Philisti-

norum per lacum Salinarum et venit inter Rusicadam et monies Azare, et venit per flumen

Malva, transiitque per maritimam ad columnas Herculis, navigans per mare Tyrrhenum ; et

applicuit ad Hispaniam habitavitque ibi per mullos annos, et crevit nimisque multiplicatus

est et gens ejus multiplicata est."—Hist. Britt. c. ix. (in Gale's Collection.) The Geography
of the passage is fully explained in Orosii Hist, lib. 1 . c. 2.
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watching until it was ripe, gathered in their harvest and re-embarked,

Coasting in this manner along Africa, they in two years reached the

pillars of Hercules, entered the Mediterranean, and went up to the

mouth of the Nile in the third year after their setting out.* It is worthy
of remark, that Herodotus strenuously endeavours to throw suspicion

and doubts on the truth of this narrative, and treats as fabulous the

very circumstance which confirms the veracity of the story, not being
able to conceive, as he expressed it, how these navigators could see

the sun in a position contrary to that in which he is seen in Europe. -f-

Sohnus has the following confirmatory passage.
" In the Gulf

of Boetica there is an island distant seven hundred paces from the

main land, which the Tyrians, who came from the Red Sea, called

Erythraea, and the Carthaginians, in their language, denominated

Gadir, i. e. the enclosure.".]: The opinion of Vossius is also

worth adding, as he refers to other ancient authorities on which it

is grounded.
" The Iberes," he concludes,

"
zs>€re a people of Asia,

the descendants of Thubal, they led a colony into Spain, and gave
the name of Iberus to a river, and of Iberia to the country. So Jose-

phus mentions, whose words have been before cited, and Pliny, fol-

lowing the authority of Varro, places the Iberes or Iberi in the ear-

liest rank among the nations who occupied Spain before the Romans ;

for these are the words of Pliny:§
—M. Varro records that the Iberi,

and Persians, and Phoenicians, and Celts, and Carthaginians, occupied
»

* Herod, lib. 4. c' 42.

h^icc."—Herod. Id.

l"In capita Boetica insula a continenti septingenlis passibus memoratur, quam
Tyrii a Rubro profecti mari Erythraeam, Poeni sua lingua Gadir (id est sepem) nomina-
rtint." Chap. 36.

§ Lib. 3. cbap. L

d2
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occupied all Spain."* The evidence of Thomas of Walsinghani,-f* is

fully as explicit as that of Nennius ; the venerable Wintown adopts

all the traditions of the Irish bards upon the subject, and Dr. Mac-

pherson admits,:]: that such of the ancient records of Scotland as

escaped the barbarous policy of Edward the First, support this

account.

Having thus conducted the Navigators to Spain, it may be natu-

rally inquired, whether those who have written the history of that

country, have encountered the tradition, or furnish any traces of the

arrival and long sojourn of this Eastern colony ; the suggestion can be

satisfied. Mariana§ admits the high probability of Spain having been

peopled to a great extent from the East. Juan De Ferreras expressly

mentions the Phoenicians as its principal colonizers. The Hispania

Illustrata, a rare and valuable work, comprehending the labours of

upwards of 60 authors, and published by Andreas Schottus, confirms

the colonization of Spain bi/ the Phcenicians, and fixes its period, on

the authority of Eusebius, to the year 764, A. C.I) De Bellegarde

says, "the first of whom mention is made in history, is Hercules, the

Phoenician, by some called Melchart. It is alleged, that he lived in

the time of Moses, and that he retired into Spain, when the Israelites

entered the Land ofPromise. This will be consistent with old accounts,

if faith can be placed in the inscription of the two colunuis, which were

• " Iberes Asiaticos esse Thubalis posteros, atque eo3 coloniam duxisse in Hispaniam,

fluvioque Iberi item genti Iberiai nomen dedisse, hoc voluit Josephus cujus verba antea

adduximus. Plinius quoque Varronem secutus Iberes sive Iberos primo loco collocat inter

nationes qua; ante Romanos in Hispania fixerunt sedes ; sic enim scribit,
—in universam

Hispaniam M. Varro pervenisse Iberos et Persas et Phoenicas Celtasque et Poenos tradit."

De Orig. et Progr. Idolotriae, lib. 1. c. 33.

f Ypodigma Neustriae, ad ann. 1185. J Dissertation, p. 15.

S Hist de Reb. Hisp. lib. 1. c. 7.
||
Edit. Franc. 1603, p. 626.
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found in the province of Tingitane, at the time of the historian, Pro-

copius."* And he continues to enumerate several cities which were

founded in Spain by the Phoenicians. Emanuel de Faria y Sousa, the

author of the History of Portugal, further confii'ms the agreement of

the Spanish traditions with the Irish as to the above facts, though he

differs widely, and certainly erroneously, as to their era. He mentions

the sailing of Gatelus from Egypt, with his whole family, in the year

318, A. C, his landing in Portugal, at the city of Porto, his having two

sons, Iberus and Himerus, "the first of them," he concludes, "some
will have to have sailed into Ireland, and given the name Hibernia

to it—these are mere suppositions /'-j- It is to be remarked, that there

is a curious variance in Emanuel's account, which it is thought rather

strengthens the common truth, by naming Gathelus and Iberus, father

and son, as commanding the above expedition, whereas, according to

the Irish annals, Gadelas and Eber, great grandfather and great

grandson, were the respective leaders of the expedition in its earlier

stages, but had died before it left Spain, whence Milesius is said to

have given its further progress his sanction and his name.

The narrative of the last Spanish author, however, advances the

inquiry another step, by suggesting the ultimate embarkation of the

colony to Ireland, which is confirmed by various other Spanish
writers.

"
They report that Ireland was called Hibernia, from Iber,

a Spanish leader, who first took possession of it, with a great multitude

* " Le premier dont il soil parler dans I'Histolre est celui d'Hercule le Phenicien

appelle par quelques-uns Melcharte. On pretend qu'il vivoit du temps de Moise et qu'il se

retira en Espagne quand les Israelites entrerent dans la terre de Chanaan. Cela seroit

constant, si I'on pouvoit ajouter foy a I'inscription de deux colonnes qui se trouverent dans

la province Tingitane du temps de I'historien Procope."
—Hist. Gen. d'Espagne, vol. 1.

c. 1, p. 4.

f See his history of Portugal, translated by Stephens, p. 20. The original work wa«

not accessible.
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of associates/'*
"
Sure it is," says Pedro Mexlaj-f

" that in the

days of Gurgwintius or Gurguntius, king of Britain, the chief

go\ernor of Bayon, with four brethren Spaniards, two of which are

said to be Hiberus and Heremon, not the sons, as some think, of

Gathelus, but some other perhaps that were descended of him, who

understanding that divers of the western isles Avere empty of inhabi-

tants, assembhng a great company of men, women, and children,

embarked with the same in sixty great vessels, and proceeded to Ire-

land." Padre Pineda,J Juan de Ferreras,^ Sebastian de Cobaruvias,||

Florianus del Campo, D'Altereti, in his Spanish Antiquities, and

many others, are credibly stated to throw further illustration on this

part of the Irish annals ; but these works have not been accessible

for more special reference.

Nennius confirms these, adding, after tire account which has been

given of the Scythian and his family, and their sojourn in Spain, the

following words: "and afterwards they came to Ireland, 1002 years

after the destruction of the Egyptians in the Red Sea, and they

came to the regions of Dali-ieta, at the time when Brutus ruled the

Romans, and introduced the consulates."** Ortelius gives his tes-

timony to the same effect ; and M. De la Roche adds a philological

* " Hiberniain item insulam ab Ibro duce Hispano nominatam ferunt, qui primus

magnS. hominum congregata multitudine, earn occupavit."
—Franc. Taraph. Bariconen de

orig. ac reb. gest. Reg. Hispanioe, Antw. 1553.

f Hist. Imp., as translated in Time's Store-House, Lond. 1619.

"
t Eceles, 1. 27. c. 12. § Hist. Gen. d'Espagne. v. 1. p. 9.

II
Tesora de la Lingua Castellana.

•* " Et postea venerunt ad Hiberniam post mille duobus annis post mersionem

^gyptiorum in mari Rubro, et venerunt ad regiones Daliieta tempore quo regnabat Brutus, a

quo consules esse cceperunt."
—Hist. Britt. c. 9. Innes contends, that this "Dalrieta" is a

distinct settlement from the one,
" ad Hiberniam," but the context, as well as the passages

from the annals of Tigernach and from Bede, cited post, period 1. sec. 1., refute the objection.
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illustration of the fact, from the affinity which exists between the

language of Ireland and that of Biscay, (" I'affinitie qui se trouve

entre la langue Irlandoise et celle de Biscaye,"*) an affinity, which,

according to the best observation, is reciprocated in the figures,

complexions, countenances, and even dress of some of the Munster

peasantry. -f- Indeed the least credulous in the ancient traditions of

Ireland, find themselves so embarrassed by the evidences of this

descent from Spain, as Skinner confesses in his Ecclesiastical History

of Scotland,^ that they are sure to bring in Spain as a resting-place,

even when they would fain people Ireland from Gaul or other
"

officinae
"

of their theories. Thus, Buchanan, when he speaks§ of

colonies going from Gaul to Ireland, carries them first to Spain, and

then assigns some plausible reasons for their migrating to Ireland. So

Camden, in tracing the Scots from the Scythians, is at no small pains

to find Scythians in Spain.

Ireland was in truth the obvious country to which the advancing

colony should emigrate. Gaul must have been then thickly peopled ;

so, probably, was Britain ; Ireland alone would seem to have been

comparatively waste. The traditions of Scotland coincide with these

accounts, those of Wales|| are equally confirmatory ; and in a highly

ancient treatise, on the antiquities and origin of Cambridge, preserved

by Hearne, it is stated, in singular accordance with the above men-

tioned account from Mexia, that in the year of the world, 432 1
,
a

British prince, the son of Gurgimtius or Gurmund, having crossed

over to Denmark, to enforce tribute from a Danish king, was returning

victorious off the Orcades, when he encountered thirty ships full of

men and women; on his inquiring into the occasion of their voyage,

* Bibl. Angloise, vol. 15. p. 409. f Mason's Stat. Survey, v. 2. p. 493.

X Vol. I. pt. 1. p. 19. § Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 2.
|1
Vail. Collect. Hib. vol. 4.
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their leader, Partliolaytt, made an appeal to his good-nature, and

entreated from the prince some small portion of land in Britain, as

his crew Mere weary of sailing over the ocean. Being informed that

he came from Spam, the British prince received him into his protec-

tion, but feeling reluctant to domesticate him in Britain, "he assigned

faithful guides to attend him into Ireland, which Mas then M'holly

uninhabited, and he granted it to them subject to an annual tribute,

and confirmed the appointment of Partholayn as their chief. Thence-

forward the colony increased, and in their numbers held Ireland to

the present day."* This legend is not only retained, and given as

history, by WintoM^n-f- and Grafton, but the pretended grant by
this British prince, is actually specially set forth in an Irish act,

of the eleventh year of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, among the

"auncient and sundry strong authentique tytles for the kings of

England to this land of Ireland."

Though Nennius's calculation of the period of this remarkable

expedition is in candour stated, it must be quite evident, as mcII from

M'hat has been said as from what folloMS, that this expedition into

Ireland must be placed at a much earlier period than the year 500,

A. C. M'hich seems to be the date assigned by his account; indeed

Nennius himself subsequently assumes a wider range, when he says

in the same work, "^/le Sci/thians, i.e. the Scots, took possession of

Ireland in the fourth age of the world,"'^ and defines§ this fourth age
of the world, as extending from David to Daniel, i. e. from about the

year J 100 before Christ to the year 560, A. C. ; a computation on

* " Cum quibus suos fideles nuncios destinavit ad insulam Hibemife qux tunc vastata,

omni cavebat incola, eanique illis sub annali tributo concessit ; quibus ut antea Partholayn
constituit in regimine principem. Deinde illi creverunt, et multiplicati insulam usque in

hodiemum diem tenuerunl."—De Antiq. et Orig. Cantab.

t Cronyk. of Scotland, b. 2. c. 9. j Hist. Britt. c. 10. § Hist. Britt. c. 1.



which Henry of Huntingdon, in his history (Book I.) relies, and the

earher period of it will not only accord with the Irish historians of

the greatest veracity, who unanimously assert, that the Scots arrived

in Ireland from Spain at the time when Solomon reigned in Jeru-

salem,* but will also synchronize with those days of more adventurous

Phoenician colonization, typed in the pursuits of Cadmus and Phoenix

for Europa ; and more explicitly detailed in the Periegesis of Dionysius,

who, writing about the time of our Saviour's birth, makes large men-

tion of that illustrious people, their having dwelt originully on the Red

Sea, their adventurous voyages, mercantile pursuits, knowledge of

astronomy, and numerous colonies in various countries of the world, -j"

to which Quintus Curtius aptly adds,
"
that they selected as settle-

ments tor their youths, lands unknown to all other nations.
";]:

And
this colonizing of " unknown lands," if faith is to be given to the

Chronology of Sir Isaac Newton, points accurately to the era of their

discoveries in the Northern Seas, and their several acquirements under

the impulse of avarice or necessity of which Homer,§ Plato, ll (Elian,**

Sallust,-f -f and numerous others make such distinct mention. " In

truth," says Roustan,
" these Phoenicians successively overran the

shores of the Mediterranean, and even penetrated to the ocean,

• See Ogyg. Extern, p. 83.
,Oiq ^iro't <yf

t OtS' oXoc fyywc eoi/rtc ETrwvujutjjv ^oiviKic, 1'^ flil'f i^.llfO'j

T(DV 8' avdpMV 7£v£r)c oi EpvOpaioi yeyaaviv, DlUi ,ViJntJOD
Oi wpoiToi. vriiaaiv sirupijaavro ^aXa<T<TJjf, ;BsJli'/i3 bosdliii

TJpuToi S' tfiTTOpirts aXidivtog tftvnaavro, •_,

{, . i
•

f

Kai fiaOvv ovpaviuv acrrpojv rropov sfpaaaavro, &C.

DioNYs. Perieg. v. 905, &c.

t
" Ceteris incognitas terras elegisse sedes juventuti."—Quint. Curt. 1. 4. c. 4.

§ Odyssey, lib. 15. v. 414, &c.
|| Resp. lib. 4.

*• Var. Hist. lib. 4. c. 20. ff Bellum Jugurth.

VOL. XVI. E



putting out colonies in almost every direction, which served them at

all times as magazines and retreats."*

The period, however, of the above expedition, is of as little com-

parative consequence in the present inquiry, as whether the colony

should be called Scythian, ^Egyptian, Phoenician, or Milesian; it is

only required to establish, that Ireland was indirectly familiarized with

learning, arts, and sciences, as by reflection from the East, although

that irradiation might have gone forth at a time when even Phoenicia

Avas but in the twilight of her intelligence, might have been dulled by
the medium through which it was transmitted, the caste of merchants,

the/* intentos mercimoniis" of Ptolemy,-]- or more than all, might
have been obscured in its long progress through the barbarism of

Spain. That such was the source of illumination, has been (it is

thought) established to a certainty greater than could have been

expected in a circumstance of such remote antiquity. It is true, there

is a certain nebulousness in the regions of inquiry, a doubtful twink-

ling in the radiance that pervades it, a deceitful parallax that seems to

lead to error, but if antiquaries will apply the telescopic eye of science

to the research, they can pierce the element, define the light, and

determine the aberration to exactness.

Yet, if even all these evidences of Phoenician colonization were

to fail, proofs can be given of such a subsequent or continuing inter-

course with Phoenicia, as might be supposed to exist with a mother

country, and would in themselves suffice for the purposes of the

alleged civilization. The first inferential testimony, that bears upon

this branch of the subject, is derived from the knowledge which the

* " Us (les Pheniciens) parcoururent successivement les cotes de la Mediterranee, et

penetrerentj usque a I'ocean. lis jetterent presque partout des colonies qui leur Bervoient a

la fois de magazins et de retraites."—Hist. Ancienne, vol. 1. p. 40.

f See the passage at the close of this introduction. '
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Grecians evince of Ireland, at a time when they never navigated the

Atlantic or Northern Seas, and could have gleaned such information

only from the Phoenicians, then the great carriers of science and

merchandize to the known world.

Homer's ambiguous notices shall not be cited at length, though

Strabo, Spondanus, and Goropius, consider that a great part of the

scenery of the Odyssey is laid in the Atlantic, and Plutarch pro^

nounces an opinion as to the island of Calypso, that may surpiise and

interest the readers of this Essay, distinctly affirming, that it is
" an

island five days sail" (in the navigation of these times,)
"

to the West

of Britain * "Nor can any one," says Camden, -while he applies

the obvious reference to Ireland,
"

easily conceive why they should

call it Ogygia, unless perhaps from its aiitiquity, for the Greeks called

nothing Ogygia unless what was extremely ancient."-f But when

Orpheus, the first writer who definitely names Ireland, displaying all

the maritime knowledge of his day, in the imaginary route, which he

prescribes for Jason and the Argonauts, expressly mentions,;|: the

island of Ireland, its woody surface, its misty atmosphere, Sfc.

•
Clyvym T(5 «io-»5 X'Ttx^tht ii> «Ai kutxi, i^tfirn ttfU^m ifviri BgiTT«»(«f aifiyfi^rti, wAf«»T<

«{•« i(ra-s{«»."
—Plutarch de facie in orbe Lunae."

t Nee quis facile dixerit cur Ogygiam nominarint nisi forsitan ab antiquitate, nihil enim

nisi quod perantiquam Ogygiam dixerunt Graeci."—Camden, Hibernia.

X Wap S' afia vjjaov afiufiiv lEPNIAA
; * * ^^

I********
Ouoe Ttc eyvw jjtrtv ivi ^ptcriv ottttoS' ap tafitv,

'

Et (It) iaxaTiai^ aicaWappov (UKcavoio i

AvyKtte ii(nvor)aav' 6 yap rriXwirov OTroJirt

Nj)(tov 7rjvK»)£<Tffav, tS' tvpta Bw/Mar avao-trrjc

At)j«7)rjooc TTtpi 8' avre fxeya vfipog tcmtpavuTai.

E 2
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where could he have gleaned his information unless from the Phoe-

nicians.*

They, however, who would be Hardouins to Irish Antiquity,

suggest two doubts upon this passage, that the Argonautica was not

written by Orpheus, and that by whomsoever written, Ireland is not

meant by lernis. As to the first objection, it seems of very little

consequence whether the poem was written by Orpheus, Cercops, or

Onomacritus, since the very latest of them flourished upwards of five

centuries before the Christian era, and to one of these, all agree, the

poem must be attributed ; and for the second objection, it must here

suffice to say, without relying on any internal evidence that might
arise from the great mistiness ("^gya ve(J)oq") so consonant with the

moisture of the Irish climate, and which, in early days was ascribed

rather to magic than to natural causes, that it is repelled by the

concurrent interpretation of Camden,-f the great English antiqua-

rian, the learned Archbishop Usher, the veteran Bochart,;]; Andreas

Scottus,§ Stephanus, and innumerable other antiquaries, and yet

more than these, that the course which the poet gives his ship, while

it is consistent only with the remotest notions of Geography, and

furnishes additional evidence of the antiquity of the poem, brings

"lernis" into view, precisely where Ireland should be discovered;

for, on analyzing the poem, the Argo will be traced, after passing

through the Bosphorus and Palus Maeotis, as making its way by the

Riphsean Mountains, (the Tanais being then thought navigable to the

Polar Sea,) into the Northern Ocean; and then returning, rather to

diversify the route than with any belief of its reality, by way of the

Atlantic to Ireland, from whence the good ship proceeds between the

* See Bochart to the same conclusion.—Geog. Sacr. 1. I.e. 39.

f Camden's Hibemia. j Geog. Sacr. lib. 1. c. 39, § Observ. Hum. 1. 2. c. 20.
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pillars of Hercules into the Mediterranean : the very position of Ire-

land is denoted with an accuracy, and so named as a landmark of

navigation, as would countenance the inference of its being a place

then long and well known to mariners.

This is a high testimony of the antiquity of that country, and one

of whose value Camden is so sensible, that (while he admits lernis

must mean Ireland) he labours to make his countrymen participate

in it,.even in a faint, nameless land, which he imagines the poet points

to, but his total failure* to establish the desired conclusion, is in itself

the most powerful evidence, that the voice of antiquity is against it ;

at best, England is nameless in this record of Grecian literature, yet,

undoubtedly, had it too been known it would have appeared in the

poetic chart of an author, whose sole object in sketching the cruise

was, like Homer's, in the Catalogue of the Ships, to display the geo-

graphical learning of the age in which he lived.

That this notice could not have been suggested by Grecian com-

merce, is quite evident from Herodotus, who, in about a century

after the date generally assigned to the Argonautica, thus writes of the

Cassiterides : "I do not know where the islands called Cassiterides are

situated, but it is thence the tin comes to us/'f- Here is Herodotus

speaking of these western islands, as a region whence the carriers of

the world, necessarily the Phoenicians, conveyed lead or tin to Greece,

but of whose situation himself was totally ignorant ; which it must be

conceded, he could not long be if they were then known to the

Greeks. Eratosthenes,
" the Geometer of the world," was ignorant

of the localities of Ireland, neither does Polybius notice it, while

* See Parsons's Defence, &c. p. 91, &c.

f
" Outs nn-tv^ oi^x

Kas-s-iTEjiSa; so«r«;, # » # # f '"i' o xxs-riTf^tf tiftm (fuTcc."

Herod, lib. 3. c. 1 15 and 1 16.
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Aristotle clearly designates its discoverers, when he expressly names

the Phoenicians of Cadiz, {^'tovq ^oiviKag tovq KuroiKovvTaQ ra

Tu^uQa KoXovf^ieva") as navigating the seas beyond the Pillars of

Hercules, and carrying fish thence to Carthage, (^^Sfvvvwv 7r\r}6o£

« » • # * diaKOfii^ovcnv eig Kap^T]dova.")*

This mention of Carthage suggests the possibility of its being

urged, that the Greeks obtained their knowledge of Ireland from Car-

thaginian and not from Phoenician intercourse with that country. The

passage just cited has been put forward as an answer to this, by shew-

ing that the Phoenicians were the persons who carried any commerce

with the Atlantic into Carthage; but the supposition is far more dis-

tinctly negatived by an account of the first mission that ventured from

that city to explore the west of Europe, the period of which is fixed to

somewhat more than three centuries before Christ, by the remark of

Pliny, ^Uhat Hanno, when Carthage was in the plenitude of her

power, having made a circumnavigation from Cadiz to the extremity of

Arabia, recorded his voyage in writing, while Himilco was at the same

time sent to explore the extreme parts of Europe ;-{- and is also shewn

by the internal evidence of Hanno's work, who, among other matters,

mentions Tyre as flourishing under its own king, and as situated in an

island. A brief sketch of this expedition of Himilco as from a record,

a ^^prodidit scripto," similar to that of Hanno, is singularly one of the

few fragments ofCarthaginian annals, now preserved in the Iambics of

Festus Avienus,:|, "It is two days' sail," says he, "from the ^strym-

nides, (i.
e. the Cassiterides, or.Scilly Isles,) to the island which the

ancients called the
" Sacred Island." In the midst of its waves it

*
Aristot. de Mirab. &c. Casaubon, Lugd. 1590, vol. 1. p. 71 1.

f "Et Hanno Carthaginis potentia florente circumvectus a Gadibus ad finem Arabiae,

navigationem earn prodidit scripto : sicut ad extera Europae noscenda missus eodem tempore

HimUco."—Plinii. Hist. lib. 2. c, 67.
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cjwts up much turfy matter^ and the nation of the Hiberni mdely

inhabits it. Near it the island of the Albiones extends itself. The

people of Cadiz used to trade on the coasts of the ^strumnides, and

they, as well as those who colonized Carthage, passing between the

Pillars of Hercules, commonly navigated these seas, which Himilco, the

Carthaginian, could scarcely reach in four months, as he has himself

related from his experience."* And the Geographer adds, that

Himilco, the Carthaginian, affirmed he had seen and proved this

allegation in his voyage, a.nd that the account was of great antiquity,

and deduced from the vei^j oldest annals of the Carthaginians.

Here then, a Carthaginian who was sent to discover lands unknown

to his countrymen, expressly mentions Ireland, the extent of its popu-

lation, the religious character of its people, as having obtained for it

the cognomen of jff^acred,
"

so aptly supported by the passages

* Ast hinc duobus in Sacram,—sic insulam
;

Dixere Prisci—solibus cursus rati est :

Hax; inter undas multum cespitem jacit,

Eamque late gens Hibernorum colit ;
- 1

Propinqua rursus insula Albionum patet. ^,

Tartesiisque in tenninos -(EstrumniduHi

Negotiandi mos erat, Carthaginis

Etiam Colonis, et vulgus inter Herculis '

Agitans Columnas haec adibant aequora, inoiijL

Quae Himilco Poenus mensibus vix quatuor,

Ut ipse semet rem probasse retulit,

Enavigantem posse transmitti asserit. '**-^t''" *^*^^*^^'*"

•» * * • «

Hac olim Himilco Poenus Oceano super

Spectasse semet et probasse retulit :

Hoec nos ab imis Punicorum annalibus

Prolata longo tempore edidimus tibi.—
Fest. Avien. de Oris Maritimis, v. 38, &c.
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hereafter cited* from Artemidorus, and Diodorus Siculus, founded on

Phoenician narratives, the frequent commercial intercourse of the latter

people in its vicinity and knowledge of its seas, and all this not on the

authority of personal investigation, but from the most venerable

records, and because the then ancients had so declared, {^^ Dixere

Prisci.") But it does not appear that Himilco averred he visited

Ireland in this voyage, and no historic evidences whatsoever appear

of pure Carthaginian intercourse with that country even from that

period doM-n. It must be evident then, that it could not be from the

Carthaginians the ancient Greeks obtained their knowledge of Ireland,

while it is only through this comment of Avienus that the extent of

England was first ascertained ; {^Hnsula Albionum patett") and undoubt-

edly only after this expedition is it mentioned by Grecian authors in

conjunction with Ireland, and both designated British islands, -f- from

their vicinity to each other, as we now speak of the Friendly Islands,

the Madeiras, the Cape de Verds, &c.

It cannot be objected that the Romans might have been the

medium of intelligence to the Greeks as to Ireland. No classical

scholar would raise the doubt, and in citing Strabo, it is not so much

to lay this idle surmise, as for purposes more effective to the present

discussion, while his erudition and sagacity should make him a most

irresistible authority. Speaking of the Cassiterides and the commerce

thither, he has the following remarkable passage :
" At first," says

this laborious inquirer,j
"
the Phoenicians alone carried on this

• Post. Period. 1. sect. 3.

f B^iTTuiixai Mytftiiou AaS<of kxi
Iijni.
—Aristotle de mundo, or the work of his time attri-

buted to him.

% n{«Tijo» ftii tvr <I>»(»ixff ftovti m> ijKT«j<«» imXXct t«vti)» ue t*> Vaittfut, Kfumynf a %-xri

TO>xA<i;>' r«i> ii Fuficcivt tTuxtXtvlcvtrit tctvxXtvfcv rivt, «xai; xai xurti yicut rtt
iffrtfitct, 0»ttt »

tetvKXtv^tf iKut ei; rituyti e|e£i«XX: T<|y i»vf, ivayxyui 3' ei; rti ecvro cXiS^o xat rtvf iTtftfyus
'

«vr<$

iTuiti iict, tavxyitu, x»i axiA««i infionxt, m> Tiftr.r ut ecTiZxXM ^t^ritit.
Oi Pvftecin 9i tfutf vuftifctrm

7r»AA«Ki{ t^iftxht To> ?rA»«»."—Strabon. Geog. ab Casaub. Recog. fo. 176.
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commerce from Cadiz, (Gades,) concealing their course from every

one else, and when the Romans pursued a certain ship-captain, in

order to learn the ports of his commerce, the captain, from a jealous

policy, voluntarily ran his vessel on a shoal, thereby also drawing his

pursuers into the same destruction. He alone was saved from ship-

wreck, and he thereupon received, as a national reward for his services,

the full value of the cargo which he cast away. The Romans, however,

by trial, learned the secret of the navigation." A craft of conceal-

ment with which the Phoenicians are also charged by Polybius and

Pliny.

Here then is not only the proof that the commerce of these seas

was exclusively confined to the Phoenicians, but also the touchstone

why- other countries were kept as much as possible in ignorance of

their discoveries; why Quintus Curtius describes them colonizing
''lands unknown to all other nations;"*' why Tacitus talks of the

ports of Ireland as familiar to their merchants, yet not to the Romans,
to whom he admits Ireland and its people were then wholly unknown,-|-
and so completely was this monopoly effected, that until the days
of Agricola, the conquerors of the world were even ignorant that

Great Britain was an island, as we learn from the same autho-

rity. "This was the time," says he, in his Life of Agricola, "that

the Roman fleet, doubling the coast of this wholly unknown sea,

{novissimi maris,)first affirmed that Britain was an island, and at the

same time discovered and conquered islands hitherto unheard of, which

they call Orcades."+ And hence it is that Ptolemy himself, who at

the close of the first century not only described but delineated the

•
Ante, p. 25.

-f

"
Ignotas ad id tempus gentes."

—Taciti Vita Agricolse.

X
" Hanc Oram novissimi maris tunc primum Romana classis circumvecta insulam esse

Britanniam affirmavit, ac simul incognitas ad id tempus insulas, quas Orcadas vocant, invenit

domuitque."—Taciti Vita Agricolae, &c. See post, Geographic Notices in First Period.

VOL. XVI. F
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shores, lakes, rivers, tribes, cities, and promontories of Ireland, with

an accuracy which will be more particularly alluded to hereafter, plainly

insinuates that Marinus Tyrius was his principal source of information

as to what he writes of that country, and commends this Phoenician

geographer for having rejected some of the narratives of Philoemon,

as gathered yrow merchants, that were in a manner incapacitated by
their profession from scientific investigations.* In addition to all these

testimonies, the following passage-f from Diodorus Siculus is particu-

larly worth attention :
"
Passing the Pillars of Hercules, we will

treat of the islands which lie more remote in the great ocean.

* "
Atqui et ipse Marinus Tyrius mercalorum relationibus nequaquam fidem adhibere

videtur. Itaque Philasmonis sermoni longitudinem insula; Hibemiae ob ortu occasum usque xx

dierum esse tradenti haudquaquam adstipulatur, dicens heec eos a mercatoribus percepisse,

hos enim ait veritatis indagationem baud curare intentos mercimoniis."—Ptol. lib. 1. c. II.

f "Postquam insulas (in consequence of its great length, the extract is given in the

translation of Wesselingius,) cis columnas Herculis percurrimus, ulleriores etiam in Oceano

exigemus.

"Africamenim versus permagna qtiadam insula in vasto oceani pelago jacet, complurium

navigatione dierum a Libia in occasum declinans. Solum ibi frugiferum, cujus magna pars in

monies assurgit, nee exigua in campos sese expandit: et hsec pars anusnitate excelUt; amnes

enim per illam navigabiles decurrunl, a quibus hutnecfatur. Frequentes ibi Paradisi variis

arboribus consiti, pomariaque innumera dulcibus aquis intersecta. Villas etiam smnptuosis

(edificiis exornatae, et tabemae in hortis compotariae florido passim dispositu occursant Hie

cum terra ad voluptates et delicias commoda large subministret, aestivo tempore diversantur.

Montana regio crebros et amplos habet saltus, variaque arborum fructuosarum genera. Con-

valles etiam et fontes ad montanas vitae recreationes idoneos passim exhibet. Imo tota baec

insula dulcis aquae scaturiginibus irrigatur :
• • * V«natio illic omnis generis ferarum

suppetit, quarum in conviviis copia nihil ad delicias et sumptus reliquum facit. Adhaec

piscibus abundat mare insulam banc ulluens. Olim propter remotiorem a reliquo terrarum or-

be situm incognita fuit, sed hoec tandem occasione reperta. Phoenices a vetustissimis inde

temporibus frequenter crebras mercaturae gratia navigationes instituemnt. • *

Phoenices investigate ultra columnas ora, cum Africae littora legerent, ventorum procellis ad

longinquos in oceano tractus sunt abrepti. Per multos tandem dies vi tempestatis ad insulam

(de qua jam dictum) appulerunt, naturamque ejus et felicitatem a se primitus cognitam in

aliorum deinde notiliam perduxerunt."
—Diod. Sic. vers. Wesseling. t. 1. p. 344.
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Towards Africa there is a certain large island a considerable distance

out at sea, and in the direction of the west, many days' sail from

Libya. The soil there is fruitful, principally mountainous ; it pre-

sents, however, no small extent of plain, and this excels in richness,

being watered by navigable rivers, which on every side pervade it.

In this island there are numerous gardens, thickly set with a variety

of trees, and orchards intersected with delicious rivulets ; towns also

adorned with fine buildings, and houses of entertainment are found

in the midst of the gardens. Here they enjoy the summer months,

as the land offers every convenience for pleasure and luxury. The

mountainy district has frequent and large woods and various kinds of

fruit trees, while on every side glens and fountains present themselves

to refresh the natives in their mountain recreations. In a word, this

whole island is moistened with streamlets of living water * * * *

There is hunting of all kinds of beasts there, so that the plenty of

game leaves nothing w anting to the delicacy and choiceness of their

feasts; the sea also, which washes this island, abounds with fish. For-

merly it was unknown, on account of its remoteness from the rest of

the world, but it was at length discovei-ed by an accidental circum-

stance. The Phoenicians, from the very remotest times, made repeated

voyages thither, for purposes of commerce * * * * *

When the Phoenicians, having examined the immediate shores be-

yond the pillars, would have continued their discoveries along the

coasts of Africa, they were carried out a great way to sea by a tem-

pest. After maiiy days'' tossing, however, they put in at the island

above mentioned, and thus led others into that knowledge of its

quality and goodness whictj they had sofirst ascertained by their own

experience."

Diodorus has his value as an author of undoubtedly high anti-

f2
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quity ; he does, however, too frequently present that mixture of

truth and fable which is at once the error and the evidence of an

ancient history, and it is on this account he is only brought forward

to fill minuter breaches in the line of proofs, that can sufficiently

maintain their ground without his co-operation. Yet, when the

passage, loose as it may at first appear in its bearings, speaks of an

ascertained island beyond the pillars of Hercules—of fruitful soil but

mountainy appearance
—watered by numerous rivers—;freshening with

fertility
—crowned with forests of all kinds of timber—encircled by a

sea that teems with quantities of fish, (possibly the ^^^vvviov ttXijOoq"*

of Aristotle,) when it attributes to the inhabitants of this island those

hunting pursuits so peculiarly referred to Ireland by Bede, when it

mentions the frequent voyages of the Phcenicians thither in com-

mercial pursuits, from the very remotest times ; the Irish reader

will be almost led to give credence to the "sumptuosis aedificiis," that

so exactly agree with the "evpea ^w/tar"-|' ofOrpheus, or at best only

put them aside as surplusage that conceals from his view the picture

of his country.

Thus it is hoped that as far as the limits of this Essay would

permit, the Phoenician colonization and subsequent intercourse with

Ireland have been established, not only by similarity of language, and

the concurring traditions of every part of the British empire, but also

by all the external testimony, Phoenician, Carthaginian, Greek,

Roman, Spanish, and Portuguese, that could be reasonably expected

for so remote a fact, and to which the ancient annalists of Ireland could

by no probability have had access. He, who is still a sceptic, must

look into the singular coincidences in the legends, the footsteps of

oriental intercourse in the traditions, and the legibility of primeval

•
Ante, p. 3a

-

f Ante, p. 27.
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times in the manners of Ireland.* Then perhaps he will be more

disposed to receive with favour those evidences of early civilization

which are now to be advanced, and if that civihzation shall appear

much attributable to Eastern intercourse, all must admit the necessity

of dwelling so long upon this first Preliminary Proposition.

* How many vouchers of orientalism even at this day survive in Ireland. The " God

save you,"
" God save all here," which are the ordinary ejaculations at an Irish meeting, as

well as those of " God bless you,"
" God be with you," at parting, cannot but remind the

hearer of the " God be gracious to thee my son," and other similar phrases of salutation and

benediction so peculiar to the East. The hand joined in hand so often recorded in Scripture,

as the seal of contract; the May fires, (which Mr. Maurice says are celebrated on the same day
in India,) and those on St. John's eve, with the incidental exercises of leaping through the

flame, and the various instances of veneration for that element so curiously coinciding with

those practices at the feast of fire, as mentioned by Sonnerat.—(Travels, vol. 1. p. 154.) The

feastings and cries at funerals ; the partiality for the numbers even evinced in the churches of

Glendaloch, Clonmacnois, Loughderg, &c., in the altars at Clonfert, Holy Cross, &c., and

innumerable other instances in Ireland, so deducible from oriental prejudice; to which, perhaps,

we may be allowed to add, the free and liberal hospitality recorded in the Old Testament,

recommended in the New, and still celebrated by every Eastern tourist ; that hospitality which

the Hindoos so beautifully inculcate by the proverb,
" the tree does not withdraw its shade

even from the woodcutter," and which, perhaps, could in its fulness only be once met with in

Ireland ; these, and various other parallel customs, some of which shall be noticed hereafter,

eeem clearly to demonstrate that Asia was the immediate cradle of the Irish people.
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PERIOD FIRST.

FROM THE BIRTH OF CHRIST TO THE ARRIVAL OF S^ PATRICK, A. D. 431.

SECTION I.

Social and Political History and Geographical Notices.

The Scythian colony, defined in the preceding pages, having

appropriated to themselves a considerable part of Ireland,* were self-

denominated Scoti by an easy and obvious corruption from their

ancient name of Scytha3, as the passage in Nennius-f- suggests, and

as is also deduced by Thomas of Walsingham in the Ypodigma

Neustrise.:^; This derivation is still more assured for all the purposes

of rational inquiry, when adopted by Spelman§ and by Higden in the

Polychronicon.
"
Therefore, Scottes ben called, as it were Scites, for

they came out of Scitia/'|| This epithet, so assumed by themselves,

was subsequently applied to them by foreign authors. Accordingl}^, the

inhabitants of Ireland are in this interval called Scots by Porphyry,

Ammianus, St. Jerome, Claudian, Prosper, and Orosius.—" And cer-

tainly," says Prideaux,** "the Scots of the Roman authors were none

others than the Irish."

* The other colonies, Fomorians, Firbolgs, Tuatha de Danans, &c., who are also slated to

have occupied Ireland before the birth of Christ, are not so necessarily within the scope of this

Essay.

f Ante, p. 24. \ Ad ann. 1 185.
|| Polychronicon, book 1. c. 37.

§ Glossary, tit.
"
Scitia." •* Connect, p. 188, cited in O'Conor-s Cat. Bibl. Stow.
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The name of Scotia does not, however, appear to have been yet

imparted to the country at large, and although the people were so

called Scots, the old appellation of lernis or lerne, continued from

the days of Orpheus to those of Claudian, while by Roman authors it

was more usually termed Hibernia, and by some, as by Juvenal,

Juverna. Accordingly, in the Cosmography attributed to iEthicus,

and which is said to have been drawn up by the orders of Julius

Cassar, after describing Ireland as narrower than Britain, but " more

congenial in the temperature of its air and heat," he says
"

it is inha-

bited by the nations of the Scots," and adds a testimony that would

induce the belief of this roving people having also established them-

selves in the Isle of Man. " The island of Menavia is equally with

Hibernia inhabited by the Scots."*

Caesar had himself previously noticed Ireland as about *'half the

size of Britain, according to common belief, (ut existimatur,) but

equally distant from it as Gaul is from Britain ; in the mid-channel

is an island which is called Mona."-f- Soon after him Propertius

records "
the Getse of Hibernia and the Britons, with their painted

chariots.":J: Dionysius, the author of the Periegesis, before cited, is

the next who (A. D. 3.) alludes to Ireland as one of what were then

called the Britannic Isles, situated over against the Rhine, (" avria

Vrivov")% After which come the geographical notices of Strabo,

(A. D. 20.)ll but his glaring errors in the position of Ireland, placing

• "Caeli solisque temperiemagis utilis Hibernia a Scotorumgentibuscolitur:
* * * *

Menavia insula aeque ac Hibernia Scotorum gentibus habitatur.''

\
" Qua ex parte est Hibernia dimidio minor ut existimatur quam Britannia, sed pari spatio

transmissus atque ex Gallia est in Britanniam. In hoc medio cursu est insula quae appellatur

Mona."—De Bell. Gall. lib. 5, c. 13.

i
"
Hibernique Getae pictoque Brittania curru."

§ Perieges. V. 568.
|| Geog. lib. 2.
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it not only to the north of Britain, and at such a distance as to occupy

the situation of the Isles of Faroe, but also in a climate whose chilliness

rendered it almost uninhabitable, clearly demonstrate that it never

could have been then at least (if ever) visited by the Romans. Mela

(A. D. 44.) is almost as ignorantly severe where he describes Ireland

as "of a soil most uncongenial for the growth of grain,"* but abound-

ing in the most luxuriant herbage for herds of cattle. Pliny (A. D. 77)

states it to be as broad as Britain, while Tacitus (A. D. 92,) with far

better means for information, records its soil and climate (" solum

caelumque,") as much similar to those of Britain.
"f-

The next and

most remarkable notice is contained in the geography of Ptolemy,
written about A. D. 180 ; and it is to be remarked, that while his

account of Britain is full of errors, and in the southern parts especially

replete with Roman names, his delineation of Ireland is not only accu-

rate as to the shores, but even as to the interior of the island, its rivers,

lakes, cities, and tribes ; while the names given to all these are either

Phoenician, or in close affinity with the Irish appellatives, such as

Darnii for Daire, Eblana for Dublin, Edri for Edar,|; &c. which, cou-

pled with the assistance that Ptolemy acknowledges he received from

Marinus Tyrius,§ must strengthen the belief of a Phoenician inter-

course then existing with Ireland. Marcianus Heracleota affords the

next memorial in his Periplus, (p. 91,) and he notices sixteen tribes

and eleven cities of that island, while Agathemir, a Greek geographer,

about the same time, speaks of Ireland as west of Britain, and the

third greatest island known. II It may be remarked, as a strong con-

firmation of our preliminary proposition, that Pytheas, the celebrated

* Caeli ad maturanda semina iniqui."
— Mela. lib. 3. c. 6.

f Vita Agricola;, c. 24.

X See O'Conor, Rer, Hib. Script, vol. 1. Prolog, p. xlviii, &c.

§ Ante, p. 34.
\\ Geog. lib. 2. c. 8.



geographer, who first estabHshed a distinction of cUmate by the

difference of the days and nights, and who is supposed to have written

his yr]g TrepioSov or survey of the earth, 400 years before the days of

Strabo, places Ireland west of Britain, yet Strabo treats him on that

very account as a man of no sort of truth, (" homo mendacissimus.")*

Imperfect and conflicting as are these geographical illustrations, it

will be far more difficult to obtain such a regular continued view of

the history of this period, as shall rely exclusively on external evidence.

From the testimony of Eumenius, in the panegyric which he wrote to

Constantius Caesar, and which coincides with the Irish accounts, -f it

appears that the Irish, immediately previous to Caesar's conquest of

Britain, had, like the Picts, fitted out various expeditions for the

plunder of that country.
"
Besides," says the Rhetorician, speaking

of the people of England with an intricacy that savours of the decay
of elegant Latinity, and leaves the present assumption the only evident

member of the sentence, "Besides, this nation was then uncultivated,

and being only accustomed to contend with the Picts of the British

soil, and with half naked Irish enemies, easily yielded to the Roman

arms."."}: The usual objection of cavillers, that the Irish are not meant

by
"
Hibernis," is removed by the definition of the same author, who

in a few pages after says,
" Not that by so many and such great

actions he merely deigned to possess himself of the woods and

marshes of the Caledonians and other Picts, nor of their neighbour

Hibernia, nor remote Thule, nor of the Fortunate Islands, (if there are

any such,) but, &c."§ And although Innes objects,l| that it does not

* See CConor, Catal. Stow. vol. 1. pp. 65, 67. f Ogygia, vol. 2. p. 41.

X
" Adlioc natio etiam tunc rudis et soli Brittanni Pictis modo, et Hibernis assueta hosti-

bus adhuc seminudis, facile Romanis armis signisque cesserunt."—Paneg. Vet. Paris 1676.

§
"
Neque enim ille tot tantisque rebus gestis, non dico Caledonum aliorumque Pictorum

silvas et paludes, sed nee Hibemiam proximam, nee Thulen ultimam, nee ipsas (si qua; sunt)

Fortunatorum insulas dignabatur acquirere, sed," &c.—Paneg. Vet. p. 205.

II
Critical Essay, vol. 2. p. 519.

VOL. XVI. G

\
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appear from Eumenius, -whether the Britons invaded the Irish or the

Irish the Britons, yet the turn of the expression is evidently for the

latter interpretation, as being a comparison of the several invaders of

Britain ; and the term "
hostibus," would scarcely be applied to the

Irish, if they had only shewn their enmity in resisting unwarrantable

encroachments ; besides the current of ancient English writers, Bede,

Gildas, Ordericus, &c,, establishes a practice of such invasions from

Ireland at many intervals of years, Q'- per multa annorum spatia ;")

while not one of them alleges a single instance of retaliation, until the

celebrated expedition in the reign of Egbert.* This errant chivalry

of the Hibernians is further confirmed by Lhuid, who demonstrates-f*

that the names of the principal commanders that opposed Caesar in

Gaul and Britain are Irish latinized ; and if it were allowable to

travel into the Irish annals, abundant evidence could be attained of

the same position.

The reign of Conary is that which, in the history of Ireland,:|; is

consecrated by synchronizing with the birth of Christ, as well as by
its being the longest and the most abundant§ in the annals of that

nation ; and the second year of the Christian era is pointed out by
the same authority, as especially remarkable for the death of Cuchul-

lin, the chief ornament and support of a then very celebrated military

order in the north of Ireland, and conspicuous in the poems attributed

by M'Pherson to Ossian, as a prominent leader in the wars of Ulster;

" a hero of the highest class, daring, magnanimous, and exquisitely

sensible to honour. "|J These poems are not, however, cited as autho-

rity, but, as they are unquestionably grounded on highly ancient

* Vide Post, per 2. sect. 1. f Archaeologia.

t Book of Lecan, Book of Clonmacnois, Annals of Tigernach, Four Masters, &c.

§ O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 3. Annal. Four Masters. H Blair's Dissertotion,
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h'aditions, they may be allowed to evidence the facts of the existence

of this chieftain, as well as the country which was the theatre of his

achievements. Suhm's history of Denmark, cited by Sir John Sin-

clair,* and put forward by him as "a work of great authority,"-f

supplies a more legitimate testimony to both points in the passage
*'
Swaran, the son of Starno, carried on many wars in Ireland, where

he subdued most of the heroes who opposed him, except Cuchullin."

Yet, it must be understood, that the making him contemporary with the

other heroes of Ossian's poems, is one of those anachronisms, which

have been at all times conceded to the poets of antiquity, and which,

in this instance, the writer of the article
"
Ossian," in Rees's Cyclo-

paedia, admits ; while the whole focus of Irish historians, the Codex

Cluanensis, the Codex Lecanus, the Annales Innisfalenses, Flannus

apud O Duvegan, the book of Ballymote, and more fully, the ancient

metrical fragments in the library of Stowe, as stated by Dr. O'Conor,

in the first volume of his splendid work on the Irish annalists, record

tlie death of Cuchullin as having occurred in the above year, and the

Chronicon Scotorum confirms this calculation, having a mention at

the year 432,
" From the death of the hero Concullan to this, is a

period of 430 years.".|.

The civil feuds, which have agitated Ireland in too constant suc-

cession, and yet more exposed her to the merciless desolation of foreign

pirates and oppressors, always afforded opportunities for the exercise

of martial ardour; and accordingly Cuchullin is represented in the

Irish annals, as having so signalized himself at the age of seventeen,

•
Dissertation, p. Ixiii.

t Dissertation, p. Ixii. Suhm was Chamberlain and Historiographer to the King of Den-

mark, and to him is the world indebted for a complete and excellent edition of Abulfeda in

Arabic and Latin.

j
"A morte Concullaind herois usque ad hunc annum 430 anni sunt."

G 2
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when " the Damnonians of Connaught were warring against Ulster."*

The histories of the Northern nations vaunt of giving him a more

meritorious opportunity of evincing his courage, one more in keeping

with the heroes with whom he has been poetically associated ; and

although Dr. O'Conor and other antiquarians insist that Ireland was

never invaded by the Danes until the ninth century, and although

the name of Danes was certainly unknown in Europe until the sixth,-f

yet, what Campbell perhaps unhappily terms " a cloud of authori-

ties".!, foreign and domestic, establish the fact of a descent of

Northern pirates from their ancient country on Ireland even at this

early period, but -whether under the name of Goths or Ostmen, Nor-

mans or Scandinavians, or more sonorously, "the sons of Lochhn,"

is of very little importance.

Saxo Grammaticus, who flourished in the twelfth century, and

having collected the materials of his history from the old Danish

poets and the Icelandic chronicles, delivered them to posterity with

an elegance of style that excited the admiration of Erasmus, men-

tions,§ that some short time previous to the birth of Christ the city of

Dublin (" Duflynum oppidum") was taken by a band of Danes under

the command of Fridlevus the first, by means of a stratagem more

fully detailed in Des Roches's " Histoire de Dannemarc ;"ll and Albert

Krantz, a writer of the fifteenth century, records** the same event.

Again does the latter historian, whose well known character for integ-

rity and industry in his researches, attaches superior credit to his

accounts, inform us in his Chronicon Dania^.f-f that precisely about

* "Damnonii Connaciae bellum gerebant contra Ultoniam."—O'Conor Rer. Hib. Script.

V. 2. p. 12. n. 41.

-(•
O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 2. p. 24. n.—Campbell's Strictures, p. 90.

+ Strictures, pp. 90 and 91. § Hist. Dan. p. 67.—See post, per 1. sect. 6.

11
Vol. 1. p. 133. ** Chronicon Daniae, lib. 1. c. 27. If Lib. 1. c. 32.



the time when CuchuUin flourished, (" tempus hoc erat, quo vera

pax de ccelo descendit sub Augusto Caesare, jam Christo Domino

terras invisente,")* Frotho the first, a Danish King, invaded Ireland,

and after encountering much opposition as from a people more for-

midable in war ("6e//o ternbilior,")\ at length subdued and reduced

them to the Danish power; which expedition of Frotho is also

detailed by Meursius;^ a learned and laborious writer of the sixteenth

century ; and yet more particularly given by Monsieur Des Roches,

in his "Histoire de Dannemarc,"§ where the Irish leader is called

Cherwill.

Other like piratic expeditions of the Danes, are said to have ha-

rassed Ireland immediately subsequent to these ; one led by Hiarnus

the son of Frotho the 3rd, another by Fridelevus the 2nd, and a third

in the time of his son, Frotho the 4th, which are all particularly detail-

ed, according to Dr. Campbell, || in the works of Heminguis Luniber-

gensis and Jonas Koldigensis ; but these authors were not accessible

to the writer of this Essay, who can only confirm the last expedition

in the days of Frotho the 4th, by the authorities of Saxo Gramma-

ticus, (lib, 6,**) and of Des Roches,-f-f who writes, that about A. D.

35, Frotho the 4th, or one of his generals, led an expedition into Ire-

land, where he vanquished a king called Uglet, and carried Dublin by
storm, A striking coincidence confirms this tradition, for it was by a

prince of the name of Lugad, that the Irish annalists say Cuchullin

was slain ; and a prince of the same name, Lugad, became King of

Ireland on the death of the before-mentioned Conary, about A. D. 46;

and further this very Lugad is recorded in the armals of Tigernach,]:|

* Lib 1. c, 32. + Hist. Dan. p. 8.

t See post, per. 1. sect. 5.
|| Strictures, p. 91.

§ Vol. 1. p, 158. ft Hist, de Dannem, v. 1. p. 174.

•* See post, per, 1. sect 5. Xt O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 2. p. 23.
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to have died of grief for the death of his wife, the daughter of a king

of Lochhn ;* thereby shewing the intercourse that must have even

then existed with Denmark.

In the year 62, according to the Irish annals,-]- an inundation of

the sea occurred, by which Lough Neagh was formed over the ruins

of a large tract of country called Corofoiche ; an event of which no

confirmation could be expected from foreigners, but its remembrance

is perpetuated in traditions, which Giraldus Cambrensis believed:|:

and the Speculum Regale fully recognises.§

More important and interesting events succeed with the period

when, without any justifiable motives for hostility, the Romans under

Plautius (A. D. 43,) under Ostorius Scapula (A. D. 50,) and yet more

under Suetonius Paulinus (A. D. 59,) were inflicting those increased

severities upon the unfortunate inhabitants of England, which are said

by the ancient historians to have at length driven them from their

homes to the comparative repose of Ireland. Tacitus fore-tokens this

gregarious flight, when he says that Petilius Cerealis had, after many
battles, and some not bloodless, 'attacked the city of the Brigantes,

whose tribe was accounted the most numerous of the whole province,

and reduced the greatest part of that people either by actual victory

or by the terror of his arms
;11

and accordingly, a very considerable

emigration of this very people is supposed to have taken place from

Britain to Ireland about A. D. 76, the account and cause of which

are thus given by Harris in his comment on Ware.** "These people

* Dr. O'Conor, we cannot but think unfairly translates this a king of the Saxons, though
his own index makes Lochlanni and Dani synonunous.

t Annal. Tigem. ad. ann. J See post, per. 1 . sect. 5.

§ See post, per. 4. sect 1.

II

" Petilius Cerealis Brigantum civitatem, qua) numerosissima provincise totius perhibetur,

aggressus, multa proelia et aliquando non incruenta, magnamque Brigantum partem aut vic-

toria amplexus aut hello."—Vita Agricolae.
•*

Antiqs. fo. 38.
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(the Brigantes) are esteemed to be a colony from a people of the same

name in Yorkshire, and are said to have retired into Ireland upon the

invasion of the Romans in the reign of the Emperor Vespasian, about

the year of Christ 76, and in the government of Petilius Cereaiis in

Britain; and they are said to have fled into Ireland, some for the sake

of ease and quietness ; others to keep their eyes untainted with the

Roman insolence; and others again, that they might not lose sight of

that liberty in their old age, which in their younger years they had

received pure and uncorrupted from nature." The opinion is strength-

ened by the correspondence of geographical notices, as we actually

iind the Brigantes marked in or about Yorkshire in Cellarius's Map,
and a people of the same name are set down by Ptolemy, as inhabit-

>

ing about the Counties of Waterford, Tipperary, and Kilkenny.

The refugees are increased by an additional tribe in the account

which "that valuable collector of ancient notices,"* Richard of

Cirencester, preserves, "A, M. 4052. About this time the Cangi and

Brigantes leaving Britain, emigrated into Ireland, and there fixed their

residence."')' The same writer yet more discloses the view of Roman

persecution, and how far Ireland was the retreat of its victims, when

he says,
"

It is most certain that the Damnii, Voluntii, Brigantes,

Cangi, and other nations, were originally from Britain, who passed
over thither

(i. e. to Ireland) after Divitiacus, or Claudius, or Osto-

rius, or other victorious generals, excited disturbance in tlieir own

home."J And subsequently, where he speaks of the tribes that

occupied Ireland, he says, "I cannot but here impress that the

• Whitaker's Gen. Hist. p. 58.

f "A. M. 4052 Circa liaec tempora relicta Britannia Cangi et Brigantes in Hiberniam

commigrarant sedesque ibi posuerant."
—De Sit. Britt. ad ann.

X
" Certissimum vero est Damnios Voluntios Brigantes Cangos aliasque nationes origine

fuisse Britanniae, quae eo postea trajecerunt; postquam vel Divitiacus vel Claudius velOstorius

vel duces alii victores illis domum tumultum fecerunt."—De Sit Biitt p. 42.
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Damnii, Voluntii, Brigantes, and Cangi, were all nations of British

origin, who, when they could not enjoy peace at home from the neigh-

bourhood of hostility, or when such tributes were exacted from them

as they found themselves unequal to discharge, gradually passed over

into this land to make new settlements."* The remainder of Ireland,

he premises, was occupied by the Scots, "in compliment to whom," he

adds, "the whole island takes the name of Scotia."+ Innes would have

it, that;]: at this period the Gallicians too, under similar visitations

and sufferings from the Romans in the Cantabrian war, sought the

same shelter in Ireland; while Camden, even more than all extends

the promiscuous hospitality of the land.
" When the Romans had

extended their dominions on every side, many, without doubt, from

Spain, Gaul, and Britain, betook themselves to Ireland, as a release

from the most iniquitous slavery."§ In conformity wherewith we find

similar affinities in the maps of Cellarius and Ptolemy ; the Lucenses,

Concani,|| and Autrigones, in the Spain of the former geographer,

being met by the Luceni, Concani, and Auteri, in the Ireland of the

latter, and the Nannetes in Gaul—by the Nagnatee of Ireland. What
a proud distinction for a country ! What a generous pre-eminence

* "Non possum non in hoc loco monere.Damnios Voluntios Brigantes et Cangianos omnes

fuisse Britannia; originis nationes, quae, cum vel ab hoste finitimo non daretur quies, vel tot

tantaque exigerentur tributa, quibus solvendis se impares intelligerent, sensim novas quaesiturae

sedes in banc terram trajecerunt."
—De Sit. Britt. p. 45.

f
"
Reliquam insulae partem Scotti habebant, quibus Scotise nomen tola exinde debet."

J Critical Essay, vol. 2. p. 543.

"if.: §
" Cum sunm Romani imperium undique propagassent, multi proculdubio ex Hispania,

Gallia et Britannia hue (ad Hiberniam) se receperunt, ut iniquissimo jugo coUa subducerent."

—Camden's Hibernia. Yet this great British antiquarian looked on Ireland with more than

a " mental squint," according to the ancient epigram,

" Perlustras Anglos oculis, Camdene, duobus,

Uno oculo Scottos, coecus Hibernigenas."

II
The Concani are mentioned as a Spanish people by Mela, lib. 3. c. 1.
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for Irishmen ! They welcomed and cherished the stranger, for they

too " were strangers in the land of Egypt !"

Their protectors, it would appear, were powerfully excited by the

misfortunes of these refugees, and in thorough consistence with the

pelican sympathy, which ever led Ireland to shed her blood for those

who sought shelter in her bosom, on this occasion too, her king,

Crimthan, who, on the death of the before-mentioned Lugad, had

become monarch of Ireland, crossed the seas to stay the march of

Roman oppression, and vindicate the rights of these expatriated wan-

derers.

Tacitus is perhaps the only external source from which light could

be thrown on this interesting subject ; but Tacitus, (says Mr. James

Mac-Pherson,*) is silent as to the name of Crimthan, and in his usual

short-sighted criticism, the aforesaid antiquarian relies upon this infe-

rence, as a positive refutation of an expedition so expressly detailed by
the Irish writers ; but the fallacy of this subterfuge, for it must not be

called argument, needs no reply. Has Tacitus emblazoned the names

not to say of the generals, but of the nations who composed the army
of Boadicea against Paulinus .'' Has he particularised who was that

prince of the Ordovices that assisted the gallant Caractacus ?—No,
he was too judicious an historian to waste his valuable pages in an idle

gazette of names ; but so far from being silent as to the broad fact of

there being such auxiliaries of the Britons, he does furnish ample

testimony of their active interference.

How unanswerable would be the appeal to his not more elegant
than faithful and instructive history, if it could be discovered there

that Ireland, in the zenith of Roman power, and even by Agricola

himself, was regarded with a deep and cautious policy, as the depot,

C > ..
* Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, p, 101.

VOL. XVI. u
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where the imperial resources might be best employed, and by whose

possession the chains not only of Britain, but likewise of Spain and

Gaul might be most effectually riveted ; if in the hope of realizing a

wily speculation of its conquest, that very Agricola should be disco-

vered, with an assumed friendliness which might suit a modern

statesman, but was alike injurious to his own honour and that of

Rome, welcoming to his camp one of the petty princes of that coun-

try, whom domestic seditions had expatriated ; insinuating himself

into the confidence of this Themistocles of the West, questioning him

as to the resources of the envied island ; learning that its coasts and

harbours were the resort of merchants, yet assured by his informant,

with a cunning suited to his purpose, and which possibly might have

been warranted by a similar state of faction and disunion to that

which crowned Strongbow's incursion with success, that Ireland could

be conquered with a single legion; if in addition to all this, the narra-

tive of Tacitus (his own son-in-law) should betray the fears of that

great commander, lest the liberty, which was then enjoyed in Ireland

as it were in the very view of Britain, might prejudice the Roman

tyranny in England, and lastly, if acted on by these apprehensions

though unwilling to confess them, Agricola should studiously fortify

with peculiar strength, and garrison with his best forces, that part of

Britain which looked to Ireland. If all this could be found in

Tacitus, would it not speak volumes for the importance then attached

to the latter country ? Would it not give strong assurance, that the

Roman had already experienced some of its martial enmity to con-

vince his credulity, and stimulate his revenge ? Yet this—even all

this, is delivered from the pen of Tacitus.

"In the fifth year of these expeditions, Agricola, passing over in

the first ship, subdued in frequent victories nations hitherto unknown;

and he stationed troops along that part of Britain which looks to
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Ireland, more on account of hope than fear, since Ireland, from its

situation between Britain and Spain, and opening to the Gallic sea,

might well connect the most powerful parts of the empire with recipro-

cal advantages. Its extent, compared with Britain, is narrower, but

exceeds that of any islands of our sea ; the soil and climate, as well

as the genius and habits of the people, do not much differ from those

of Britain. Its channels and harbours are better known to commerce

and to merchants. Agricola gave his protection to one of its petty

kings who had been expelled by faction, and with a shew offriendship

he retained him for his own purposes. I often heard him say, that

Ireland could be conquered and held with one legion and a small

reserve ; and such a measure would have its advantage even as regards

Britain, if Roman poAver were extended on every side, and liberty

taken away as it were from the view of the latter island."*

Here is the passage in full, and is any one of the above conclusions

overstrained ? Is a feature of the comment distorted ? If so, it is

not intentionally, and Le Roy, in his Military Antiquities of the

Romans in Britain, (p. 16,) takes much the same A'iew of it. The

proper name of this "regulus" is, however, as undiscoverable in the

narrative of Tacitus, as that of Crimthan, yet his anonymous and

* "
Quinto expeditionum anno nave prima (Agricola) transgressus ignotas ad id tempus

gentes, crebris simul ac prosperis praeliis domuit; eamque partem Britannise qua; Hiberniam

aspicit copiis instruxit, in spem magis quam ob formidinem ; si quidem Hibernia medio inter

Britanniam atque Hispaniam sila et Gallico quoque mari opportuna, valentissimam imperii

partem magnis invicem usibus miscuerit. Spalium ejus, si Britannia comparetur, angustius,
nostri maris insulas superat. Solum coelumque et ingenia cultusque hominum haud multum
a Britannia differunt : melius aditus portusque per commercia et negotiatores cogniti. Agri-
cola expulsum seditione domestica unum ex regulis gentis exceperat ac specie amicitiae in occa-

sionem retinebat. Saepe ex eo audivi legione una et modicis auxiliis debellari obtinerique
Hiberniam posse. Idque etiam adversus Britanniam profuturum, si Romana ubique arma et

velut e conspectu libertas toUeretur."—Tacit. Vita Agricolaj.

h2
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interested information is quite satisfactory for the author of the

" Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland," and

what Tacitus does not for a moment insinuate, that either he or his

father-in-law even entertained as feasible suggestions, Mr. James

Mac-Pherson sets down as axioms, whereon to ground his attacks on

Irish antiquity,* and his assertions of the impotence of the Irish na-

tion : but to use the comment of Sir John Davis, "we make no doubt

thatif Agricola had attempted the conquest thereof with a far greater

army, he would have found himself deceived in his conjecture."-j' Nor

should Mr. Mac-Pherson, even had Tacitus affixed his credit to the

depositions of the "
regulus," have ventured to urge the opinion of a

Roman, as conclusive for vilifying what Rome considered a barbarous

nation ! The baffled expedition of that very Agricola against the

Caledonians might illustrate the miscalculating vanity of the Romans ;

and more than this, Strabo, a few lines before that passage relative

to the manners of the Irish, which Mr. James Mac-Pherson so often

cites without its neutralizing context, will be found estimating the

strength of Britain with like erroneous gasconade, as that it would

take a whole legion and a few horse to keep it tributary I".]:
But

sounder considerations withheld these
" terrarum dominos" from the

Irish shores, and though they continued to harass Britain for upwards
of three centuries after this event, yet, says William of Neuburg,
"

Ireland never having been invaded by the Romans, even when they
held the dominion of the Orkney Islands, and rarely and that but

weakly assailed by any other, yielded to no foreign power up to the

yearll71."§

• Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, p. 82.

f Historic. Relat. p. 7.

(*i T«{ itvTUf.—Geog. lib. 4. V. 1. p. 307. Casaub. edit.

\
" Hibernia Romanis etiam Orcadiun insularum dominium tenentibus inaccessa, raro et
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In the intervals from the year 126 to 130, this island, according

to the native Annals, was afflicted with a most annihilating visitation.

"
Hibernia," (say the four Masters,)

" was without food, without

milk, without fruit, without fish, in a word, without any other com-

modity/'* The circumstance, however, would not appear within the

scope of this Essay, but that by a curious coincidence, the period of

this famine is in or about that in which Solinus, who, according to

the best authorities, flourished from the middle of the second to that

of the third century, obtained the information which induced him, and

him alone, to give that characterf- to Ireland, in which he insinuates

that birds were rare there, that the very bees had deserted it> (" avis

rara, apis nusquam,") that the natives drank the blood of their ene-

mies, and that they held good and evil in alike indifference. (" Fas

atque nefas eodem animo ducunt.")

Saxo Grammaticus furnishes the inference of another Danish

aggression against Ireland about A. D. 177, in the passage,
"
Having

heard these things, Hako, the son of Hamund, when he was about to

transfer the hostility of his armsfrom the Hibernians to the Danes, in

revenge for the fate of his brothers,"^ &c.

In A. D. 192 a remarkable dismemberment of Ireland, in conse-

quence of the disputes of two rival kings, into two divisions, designated

after the names of the contending parties, as
" Leath Conn," and

tepide ab ullo unquam expugnata et subacta est ; nunquam externae subjacuit ditioni, usque ad

annum a paitu Virginis, 1171."—Hist. Rer. Angl. lib. 2. c. 26.

* O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 3. p. 73. The year is there stated as much earlier, but

this is only the variance peculiar to the chronology of these chronicles, arising from an erro-

neous calculation of the year of the world in which our Saviour was bom.

•f Post, Period I . sect. 6.

I His audilis Hako Hamundi filius, quum in ultionem fratrum arma ab Hibemensibus

in Danos translaturus videretur, &c.— Hist. Dan. lib. 7.
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" Leath Mogha," is supported by the testimony of Bede, who more

than once marks an existing distinction between the Scots of the

northern province and the Scots of the southern parts of Ireland,

(the
"
Septentrionales Scottorum provlnciee," and the "Gentes Scot-

torum quae in Austrahbus Hibemiae insulae partibus morabantur,")*

The Irish tribes having been, as was shewn, even previous to this

universally classed under the generic name of Scots.

The year 2 14 is consecrated in the Irish annals by the birth of

Fingal, and the year 240 by the nativity of Ossian, the alleged Homer

of the North. About A. D. 254, Tigernach records an expulsion of

the inhabitants of Ulster by Cormac,-f- the nephew of Conn of the

hundred battles, when the fugitives were obliged to take shelter in the

Isle of Man, Soon afterwards, this Cormac, who figures as a king,

a legislator, and a philosopher, assembled the Chroniclers or Sean-

nachies of Ireland at Tara, and persuaded them to collect and tran-

• Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 3.

f The name of Cormac is met with in Irish history long before the birth of Christ. The

above illustrious personage, however, seems properly the first in respect to whom the name

became diffused through Ireland. Surnames, as patronymics, were not in general use earlier than

the 1 1 th century ; it was, however, very prevalent to adoptnames that were recommended by piety,

valour, or septship. Accordingly, kings, princes, bishops, and abbots, of the name of Cormac,

abound in the annals and registries of Ireland. One in particular of the sixth or beginning of

the seventh century, is often mentioned by Adamnan, and is supposed to be a disciple of St.

Columba. He is stated tp have thrice sailed from Errus, (County Mayo,) in search of a deso-

late island adapted for the accommodation of a religious community. In the second of these

voyages, he was obliged to take shelter in one of the Orkneys, and after the third ineffec-

tual attempt is said to have founded a monastery in the aforesaid district of Errus. In the

beginning of the tenth century, flourished Cormac, King of Munster, and Archbishop of

Cashel, whose reign is represented by the native historians as one of peace and moderation,

until he was persuaded by an ambitious ecclesiastic to invade the territories of the King of

Leinster, in which project he perished. In the middle ages Camdeus O'Cormac distinguished

himself by a poem on the chief writers ofIreland yet extant.—And in the ninth and succeeding

centuries, the O'Cormacs are particularized as a numerous and influential sept.
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scribe their Annals in one book, which was called the Psalter oi*

Metrical Book of Tara ;* and in 260, after having, like Charles the

5th, retired for several years from public life, he perished by a sudden

visitation, which was attributed to the immediate vengeance of

offended deities.-f- In A. D. 265, Oscar, the son of Ossian, was

born,+ and in A. D, 273, fell Fingal, the father of his people, "Fingal
of the mildest look !

" At the commencement of the fourth century,
it would appear from Orosius, as cited by Vallancey, (but the writer

of this Essay could not find the passage in Orosius,) "that the Scy-
thians expulsed from Gallicia in Spain, by Constantine the Great,

took shelter in Ireland, whet^e they found the country already under

the dominion of their countrymen the Scytha. or Scots ;"^ while Rich-

ard of Cirencester insinuates that Ireland at the same time offered to

become tributary to that Roman Emperor. ||
It is worthy of remark,

that Constantine Chlorus, who reigned from 304 to 307, is by some

alleged to have reduced Ireland to the Roman sway, but those** who
make the assertion, admit that notwithstanding such reduction the

island continued to enjoy its ancient customs. Wintown, in his
"
Cronykil,"ff would have it that the Romans even so early as A.D.

69, had visited the island. There is no doubt, however, of the fallacy
of these assertions, the imperial eagles never were displayed in

Ireland.

In the beginning of the fourth century occurred that celebrated

colonization of Scotland from Ireland, which has been long a "vexata

* 1 O'Conor Catal. Stow. p. 99. f Post, per. 1. sect. 3.

X Annal. Tigem. in O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, p. 51.

S Collect, de Reb. Hib. v. 5. p. 361.

II
"A. M. 4307, Constantinus qui Magnus postea dicitur, * * * « in Britanniis

creatus Imperator; cui se sponte tributariam offert Hibemia."—De sit. Britannise ad ann.
•* See the curious map of Ireland in Geudeville. Atlas Historiqufc

•ft B. .5.C. 4. V. 191, &c. -
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quaestio," in the histories of both these countries, but the truth of

which the pen of the learned Whitaker,* has now so unassailably esta-

bUshed, both as to the fact and the period of its occurrence, as to make

much comment here unnecessary. The annals of Tigernach, one ot

the oldest of the Irish historians now extant, assert that
"

Fergus

Mor Mac Eirkj-f- with the tribe of Dalriada, possessed himself of a

• Genuine History of the Britons, p. 99.

t The early occurrence of this name of Eire, Eric, Ere, Erck, or Erch, (for so is it vari-

ously spelt,) evidences in itself the intercourse of the northern nations with Ireland, prior to

the era of their devastations in that and the neighbouring countries. In norway, Denmark,

and Sweden, it was and has been for centuries a royal name. In Ireland it is found, precisely

where it might be expected from such a communication, on the coast of Antrim ;
and is trace-

able in English records, in the southern counties even to the days of Edward 3rd, when the

Dymmocks and other families obtained the lands that had been held by the Ercks. The above,

mentioned Ere is the first of note that occurs in Ireland, and proud indeed might he have been,

if with the prophetic spirit of the patriarch, he could have looked into futurity, and seen his

younger child,
" the child of his old age," a fruitful bough,

" even a fruitful bough whose

branches run over the wall." Another of the name was of the first who rose up in the presence

of King Leogaire, and did respect to Saint Patrick, in consequence of which, according to the

Irish annals, the saint "blessed him, and he believed in the eternal God," and was afterwards

constituted the first Bishop of Slane. The deaths or achievements of many others of the

name are recorded in the Irish annals, and Murdoch Mac Ere, chief of the Hibernian Dalara-

dians, is the object of their more peculiar eulogy. They represent him, in accordance with

their chronology of the Scottish colonization, as brother of the above mentioned Fergus, and as

extending his dominions in North Antrim, and the neighbouring districts, by various vicfories

over his opponents, while Fergus was establishing his in North Britain. In A. D. 51 1, this

illustrious prince is said to have perished by drowning. His untimely fate is the subject of a

very ancient historical tale in prose and verse, attributed to a contemporary of his own.—(See

Ibemo-Celtic Transactions, p. xxxiv.) In A. D. 532, one of the name was killed at the battle

of Tortan, by the people of Leinster. In 700, Colman O Eire, was abbot of the celebrated

house for regular Canons at Clonard, on the river Boyne, from which so many learned men
have issued. In the eighth century, the sept of the sons of Erck are noticed as a very powerful

body. In 828, one of the name was abbot of Fedaduin, (Fiddown,) in Ossory. In 948, the

pastoral staff of Saint Ere, which had been held in high veneration, is recorded to have been

consumed by fire. In 952, Eric set himself up as king of Northumberland. In 970, Brian

Poroimhe having sailed up Lough Ree, with a fleet of 300 transports, devastated the western
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part of Britain, and that he died there."* (Nenniiis, it m^y m
remembered, mentions^ the

"
regions of Dalrieta," as the ultimate

place where the Scythian colony settled in Ireland.) Bede, the

venerable^ monk of Girwy, whose character is thus given by Doctor

Mac-Pherson,
"
pious and fervent, but calm in his zeal for religion,

his writings breathe throughout the sentiments of humanity and devo-

tion; he certainly had more knowledge than all his cotemporaries

joined together."§ This very Bede is the great external authority

that establishes the fact.
" In process of time," he writes,

" the

population of Britannia was increased in the quarter of the Picts, by
the accession of a third nation, that of the Scots to the Britains and

Picts. The new comers, having passed out of Ireland under the

guidance of Reuda, obtained for themselves, either in friendship or by
the sword, those possessions which they hold to the present day, and

from their leader are still called Dal-reudini. * * *
They added

a third nation in Britain to the Britons and Picts."ll And he concludes

part of Meath, even to the celebrated hill of Usneach, whence he tranferred his visitation to

the district of Rathcline, whose dynast he slew, as also, among others, Neill O Eire, Murrough

O'Conor, &c. Many other instances might be given, (if space pennitted,) illustrative of the

extent of the name and achievements of the family of Erch.
• Annal Tigern. ad ann. 502, f Cited ante p. 22.

J Spelman assigns a curious reason for this cognomen of " venerable "
being given to

Bede.—See Glossary, tit.
" Venerabilis Beda."

§ Pref. to Dissertation, p. xv.

II

" Procedente autem tempore Britannia post Britones et Pictos tertiam Scotorum natio-

nem in Pictorum parte recepit, qui duce Reuda de Hybernia egressi, vel amicitia vel ferro

sibimet inter eos sedes, quas hactenus habent, vindicarunt, a quo videlicet duce usquam hodie

Dalreudini vdcantur ;
* * * • tertiam in Britannia Britonibus et Pictis gentem addide-

runt. • • • Est autem sinus maris permaximus, qui ab occidente in terras longo spatio

erumpit, ubi estcivitas Britonum munitissima usque hodie, quae vocatur Alcluith; ad cujus

videlicet sinus partem septentrionalem Scotti, quos diximus, advenientes sibi locum patricE

fecerunt."—Eccl. Hist. lib. 1. c. 1.

VOL. XVI. I
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bj defining this settlement, as having been made near Dumbarton,

(Alcluith,) on the northern shore of the Frith of Clyde.

This account delivered by an author so worthy of belief, touching

a matter to him so immediately within the limits of tradition, (the

European colonization of America is less so within ours,) and subject

alike to the corrections of students in his own school from Ireland and

North Britain respectively, should be decisive and sufficient in itself

to invalidate a legion of ephemeral opponents. It may be added too,

that Camden, Usher, Lhuid, Stillingfleet, Innes, and others, who

rejected much of Bede's accounts relative to the southern Britons and

Picts, did all implicitly receive his assertion of the above colonization.

Indeed it is the only one of the three events of which Bede himself

affects to speak with any cei'tainty, his opinion of the British coloni-

zation being given,
"
ut fertur," and of the Pictish, "ut perhibent."

Giraldus Cambrensis supports this migration, and Higden, in the

Polychronicon, confirms it as
" from Hibernia, which is properly the

native country of the Scots.^'*

Richard of Cirencester transmits the proof with his authority.

"A. M. 4325. The Scots, under the guidance of King Fergus pass

into Britain, and there make a settlement."-t- Matthew of Westminster

supports the account, Wintown admits it, and Thomas of Walsing-

ham conveys it in the words of Bede.:|: Hector Boetius adopts the

proposition, as does Buchanan to the fullest extent, while he suggests§

the possibility of some prior colonization from the same source.

Stanihurst writes, "Wherefore as Scotland is named ' Scotia Minor,'

so Ireland is termed ' Scotia Major,' as the head from whence the

* " De Hibernia, quse proprie Scottorum patria est."—Polychron. de Scotia,

f
" Ductu Regis Fergusii in Britanniam transeunt Scotti, ibique sedem figunf."

X Ypodigma Neustria, ad ann. 1186. § Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 2.
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name of Scotia Minor took his offspring." Higden adopts the same

argument for the above colonization,* and even Mac-Pherson admits its

force. Ortelius says, "The Scots, originally o( Spaiiish descent, from
the province of Cantabria, thence migrating to Ireland, at length

made a settlement in Scotland."-^ Camden tiansmits the opinion,J

Spelman coincides,§ Bishop Leslie, Chancellor Elphinstone, and

John Major, confess the truth of this origin of the Scots. So does

Kennedy in his Chronology of the Stuart Line, and Doctor Robertson

commences his History of Scotland with a full admission of the

event. v^auj

Need we add that the name of Erse, or Irish, given by the low

country Scotch to the language of the Highlanders, is a certain proof

of the traditional opinion derived from father to son, that the latter

people came originally from Ireland.il The occurrence of Mac in

many of the family names of Scotland, is another evidence of the

same class, while the total absence of the O, as a titular cognomen,
shews that the heads of the emigrating families remained, and were

always recognised to be, (as is usual,) in the mother country
—Ireland,

In a word, the poetical antiquarian, Mr. James Mac-Pherson, in a vain

display of authorities, which he thinks he can "level to the dust," fur-

nishes the climax of his own confutation. " Could ancient tradition,

the belief of ages, the positive assertions of English antiquaries and

Irish annalists, and the universal acquiescence of the historians of the

British Scots,** be sufficient to establish the credit of the Hiberniah

• Cited in 3 O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 3. p. 79.

t
"
Scoti, qui ex Hispania (Cantabria) oriundi, atque inde in Hiberniam migrantes, tan-

dem in Scotia sedem fixere."—Thesaurus, title Scoti.

t Britannia, title Scotia, p. 707. § Glossary, title Oye.

II
See Hume's England, vol. 1. c. 1.

** All the ancient Scotch poems, prefixed to Lhuid's Archaeologia, support the coloniza-

tion of Scotland from Ireland.

I 2
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descent of that nation, it must be confessed that it were idle to hope
to reconcile the public judgment to a new system so diametrically

opposite to the old."*—How self-confident must he be who would

nevertheless attempt it !

The era of this remarkable event seems more controvertible than

the fact, which may possibly arise from the circumstance of different

smaller bands having, in the friendly intercourse which long subsisted

between the Scots and the Picts, passed at various intervals from

Ireland into Scotland. Some fix this great emigration as long before

the birth of Christ. The annals of Tigernach, with which Jocelin and

more modern antiquaries-f- agree, pass into the other extreme, and

assign it to the year A. D. 503; and Wintown in his Chronicle^ to

A. D. 452 ; Cambrensis, Stanihurst, and Cooper, in his continuation

of Lanquet, state it as immediately previous to the coming of Saint

Patrick; but a remark of Bede, (as cited post in this section,) shews it

must have been some time prior to the year 388. Richard of Ciren-

cester fixes it {ante, p. 58,) with most accuracy, as in the year of the

world 4325; and Whitaker, accordingly, with arguments which we

would not attempt to abridge, defines§ the period to the year 320.11

Thus stands the simple narrative of this remarkable colonization.

Such is the pillar of light that attends its little exodus ; but there are

those to whom that pillar too is
" a cloud and darkness." Ihnes dis-

believes it, but he confesses himself " a stranger to the antiquities of

Ireland."** Doctor Mac-Pherson considers so recent a colonization

improbable, because "a mountainous country like Scotland bids the

fairest for inhabitants of great antiquity ;

* * *
the sterility of rocks,

* Introd. p. 142. f See Rees's Cyclopaedia, article " Scotland."

I Book 4. c. 8. § Genuine History, p. 272.

II See post. Per. 2. sect. 3. Hume agrees in this period.

*• Preface to Essay, p. xliv.
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forests, and deserts, are far from being inviting to an enemy;"*
—as if

tliat very sterility should not have been the cause of its late coloniza-

tion; while Mr. James Mac-Pherson, the self-elected champion, thinks
*'

to close with one decisive argument the controversy ."-f*
" Should

this early settlement," says he,
" be once ascertained, it naturally

ought to follow, that the British Scots must have carried with them

to Caledonia, that learning, science, and civility, which had made so

great a progress in their mother country, before they transmigrated

from it; but nothing is more certain, than that the British Scots were

an illiterate people, and involved in barbarism even after Saint

Patrick's mission to the Scots of Ireland
!"|. But, according to cus-

tom, his refutation comes from his own lips, and, in a few pages after

the antidote is supplied, where he says, that "the Scots of Britain, by
an uninterrupted series of hostilities with the Britons, Picts, and

Saxons, were diverted from cultivating letters.'*§

. Had he not given this suicidal answer, it might even be naturally

replied, that colonies have never been the most faithful medium of

transmitting the sciences of the parent country, and yet more espe-

cially in an age when learning was confined to castes of individuals, that,

from the nature of the rank and rewards which dignified them at home,
must have been the least likely to emigrate. Mr. Mac-Pherson's other

arguments, though thrown out in a quantity of inadequate problems,
resolve themselves into these.— 1st. That the Picts were a warlike and

disciplined nation, and " able to employ the whole Roman army ;"

ergo, the Irish, whom a single legion was sufficient to subdue, (taking

that interested suggestion of the petty king for granted,) could not

have made conquests over such a people.—2nd. Because Tacitus and

*
Dissertation, p. 14. 1 Introduction, p. 72

f Introduction, p. 72. § Introduction, p. 145.
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other Roman writers do not mention such a colonization, or name

•Crimthan, (the leader of the Irish allies against Agricola!) ergo, that

colonization could not have happened ; yet he himself subsequently*

points to what, even if his objection applied, would be considered far

more flagrant omissions by Tacitus, as not mentioning any national

names in North Britain, but those of Caledonii and Horestii ;
—omit-

ting the Saxons in his description of Germany, &c.—3rd. That no

colony of Irish, sufficient to occupy the western highlands and isles,

could have come over at once in the corraghs or skiffs then used in

navigating the Irish seas. How innocently and entirely does the sim-

ple truth of the narrative escape his notice !

The colonization was effected in friendship,
"

amicitia," as most

manifestly appears from the ancient affinity and military alliance that

is here shewn to have existed between the Picts and Scots. Nor was

it effected all at once, but by degrees,
"
procedente tempore ;" and

occurred at a period when Tacitus, or the historians alluded to, could

not have mentioned it, unless the honour of treating of Caledonia was

to have gifted them with a second sight ofcenturies and
" unborn ages."

But Whitaker has laid this disputant, who proclaimed that "he would

put an endfor ever to the controversy" he assailed; that "his observa-

tions would quash a system that had been so long imposed for truth

upon the world ;"
" that he would decide finally, a point which had

been so long agitated ;" yet, to every paradox that he asserts, supplies

a confutation even from his own lips, as if illustrating in literature the

spear of Telephus, and remedying with one end of his lengthy work the

injury the other might have as by random effected. We regret having

been drawn into such a strain of criticism, but as the question was

so long an article of faith in Scottish history, the interests of truth

required our dwelling thus upon it.

* Introduction, p. 150.
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Ten years after this colonization, the northern ravagers perpetratied

some piracies in Ireland, as may be collected from the passages in

Saxo Grammaticus, referrible to this period as to "Ringo exercising

piracy in Ireland ;"* and the expedition of Thorias and BerOj-f (two

Danish chieftains,) to plunder the same country.

In A. D. 33 1 , the palace of Eamania, of which mention will be made

hereafter,J was destroyed by fire,§ Soon afterwards the Scots of North

Britain, strengthened by fresh auxiliaries from Ireland, and by alli-

ances with the Picts and Caledonians, commenced those devastations

*of Britain, which continued until the calling in of the Saxons. But

such chivalrous invasions and piracies have been the vices of the

greatest nations at a particular stage of society. The Iliad and the

Odyssey are the immortal records of them, and what the Greeks and

Romans systematically inflicted, should not appear so barbarous in

the Scots.

Although it has been shewn before from Eumenius, that the

depredations of the latter people in England must have commenced at

a very early age, yet, the first of these formidable campaigns of plun-

der, that brought the Britons and British Romans to the verge of

destruction and annihilation, appears most inferentially referrible

to the year 343 ; for Constans visited his British dominions in the

beginning of this year, in order to chastise the Picts and Scots for

their attempts upon the Roman provinces. The particulars of this

• "
Ringone interim apud Hiberniam piraticum exercente."—Hist. Dan. lib. 8. fo. 148.

f
" Ea tempestate Thorias ac Bero, promptissimi Rusla; milites, apud Hiberniam piraticum

munus edebant."—Hist. Dan. lib. 8. fo. 149. "We are obliged to remark that Doctor O'Conor

misquotes tbis passage also, (Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Prol. p. 2. p. cv.) and evidently to favour

his system of there being no Danes in Ireland previous to the ninth centuiy.

X Post, per. 2. sect. 6. § Aunal. Tigern. ad ann.
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expedition are lost with the first part of Ammianus Marcellinus*s

History, in which they were recorded."*

In A. D. 360, the second invasion of the Scots and Picts is record-

ed by MarceUinus, in terms that at once indicate the terror with which

the encroachments of these nations were looked upon by the Romans,

and evidence that such terror was the result ofan acewmw/afion of past

defeats and sufferings at their hands
;-|-

thus confirming the accounts

of all the preceding ravages mentioned by Eumenius, and in the lost

books of MarceUinus.

A. D. 364 is the date of the third incursion, in which, according

to Ammianus, while other enemies depopulated Gaul and Rhcetia, the

Scots harassed the Britons with renewed afflictions.
;{;

It is evident,

that " the Scoti of Ammianus were infallibly the Irish,"§ for, "on

the first mention of the name of ' Scoti' by him, it is joined with that

of 'Picti,' their confederates, just as Hiberni had been sixty-four

years before by Eumenius. || This, compared with the before-men-

tioned and subsequent authorities, affords a clear inference, that

from the very first 'Hiberni' and 'Scoti' were synonimous, that

Ireland was Scotia and the Irish Scoti."** So in like manner are the

*
Henry's England, vol. 1. p. 66.

f
" Consulatu Constantii decies, terque Juliani in Britanniis cum Scotorum, Pictorumque

gentium ferarum excursus, rupta quiete condicta loca limitibus vicina vastarent, et implicaret

formido provincias, prateritarum cladium congerie fessas ; hiemem agens apud Parisios

Caesar, distractusque in solicitudines varias, verebatur in subsidio transmarinis, ut retulimus

ante fuisse Constantem, nerectore vacuas relinqueret Gallias, Allemannisad saevitiam etiam

turn incitatis et bella. Ire igitur ad haec ratione vel vi componenda Lupicinum placuit."
—

Amra. Marc. 1. 20. c. 1.

t
" Hoc tempore

* * * « Gallias Rhaetiasque simul Alemanni populabantur, Sar-

mati Pannonias et Quadi, Picti Saxonesque et Scotti et Attacotti Britannos aerumnis vexare

conlinuis."—Amm. Marc. 1. 26. c. 4.

§ Pinkerton's Scotland, vol. 1. p. 1 16.
||
Cited ante, p. 41.

••
Pinkerton's Scotland, v. 2. p. 58.
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Scoti and Picti conjoined by Claudian,* Bede and Sidonius Apol-

linaris.-f-

The fourth devastation was continued through the years 367, 368,

and 369 ; and in MarceUinus's account, while it seems to have reduced

the Britons to the last extremity of despair, it was avowedly resisted

with all that Roman prudence, discipline, and craft could oppose to its

progress. A general of the highest military character was sent to

avert it ; he called into exertion not only all the vigour of his own

mind, but all the discipline of a veteran soldiery, whom it was thought

necessary to unite in this service; and after all, it was not without the

operation of every stratagem of war, and the most diligent personal

attention, that he was able to relieve the Britons or recover the pro-

vince which had passed into the power of the enemy. ;]:

This is the expedition which Claudian celebrates in his panegyric
on Theodosius, and the active part which the Scots had in it, is more

fully marked by that poet.
" And Theodosius," he adds, "follow-

ing the Scots with the sword through all their windings, broke the

* See post, in this section, f
" Scotum et cum Saxone Pictum."—Carm. 7. Lib. 7. 1. 90.

X
" Profectus itaque ab Ambianis Treverosque festinans, nuntio percellitur gravi, qui

Britannias indicabat barbarica conspiratione ad ultimam vexatas inopiam.
* * * Eo

tempore, Picti in duas gentes divisi, Dicaledones et Vecturiones, itidemque Attacotti bellicosa

hominum natio, et Scotti per diversa vagantes multa populabantur." And afterwards, in conti-

nuation :
" Theodosius vero dux nominis inclyti, animo vigore coUecto ab Augusta profectus,

quam veteres appellavere Lundinium, cum milite industria comparato sollerti, versis turba-

tisque Britannorum fortunis, opem raaximam tulit, Opportuna ubique ad insidiandum Bar-

baris praeveniens loca, nihil gregariis imperans cujus non ipse primitias alacri capesseret
mente. Hocque genere cum strenui militis et praeclari ducis curas expleret, fusis variis genti-

bus et fugatis, quas insolentia nutriens securitatem aggredi Romanas res inflammabat, in

integrum restituit civitates et castra multiplicibus quidem damnis afflicta, &c."—Ammian.
MarceU. b. 27. c. 8. and b. 28. c. 3.
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waves of the Hyperborean Sea with his adventurous oars ;"* and again

subsequently :
" what avails the everlasting rigour of the climate,

what the intense cold and unknown seas ? The Orcades were bedewed

with the slaughtered Saxon, the rocks of Thule were warmed with the

blood of the Picts, and icy Ireland (lerne) mourned her heaps of

Scots."'!' From all which evidences, it appears that "Theodosius

fitted out a navy, and attacked the Saxons of the Orkneys, while

he marched with an army, and invaded Caledonia ;

* * * but

Ireland was not attacked or invaded; the Irish were themselves

invaders, and the language is varied accordingly.";]; Latinus Pacatus

makes this inference yet more certain, when in his panegyric he

adds, that the Scots were driven back to their native bogs, ("redactum
ad paludes suas Scotum,")

" an expression," comments Whitaker,
"
highly characteristic of the plains of Ireland.''§

In 383, Maximus repulsed with great vigour, and overcame the

Scots and Picts, according to Gregory of Tours, and the Chronicle

of Tiro Prosper.ll Matthew of Westminster adds, that Maximus sent

Gratian with two legions against these hostile powers, who succeeded

in chasing them into Hibernia**

Gildas takes up the memorial of grievances where Ammianus

* "
Scottumque vago mucrone secutus,

Fregit Hyperboreas remis audacibus undas."—Claudian Carm. 7. 1. 55.

f
" Quid rigor eternus, quid frigora prosunt,

Ignotumque fretum ? Maduerunt Saxone fuso

Orcades
; incaluit Pictorum sanguine Thule,

Scottorum cumulos flevit glacialis leme.

X Whitaker's Genuine History, p. 181. § Whitaker's Genuine History, p. 179.

II
Citante Innes, Essay, v. 2. p. 652.

** " Cum igitur tanta calamitas Maximo nunciaretur, misit Gratianum cum duobus legi-

onibus, qui hostes in Hiberniam fugaverunt."
—Malt. West. p. 76. Frankfort edition.
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Marcellin'us drops the pen, and in 388 occurs the first devastation

mentioned by that historian. "Then it was that Britain, deprived of

every mihtary garrison and force, and of a great part of her own

youth, (who having followed the campaigns of Maximus, never return-

ed more,) and being ignorant of all art of war, and for the first time

left at the mercy of transmarine nations, of the most oppressive cha-

racter, the Scotsfrom the West and the Pictsfrom the 'North, groaned
in stupified endurance for many years ; until at last the Britons,

unable to sustain the rush of Scots and Picts, and their dreadful

tyranny, sent emissaries to Rome with letters, praying with tearful

entreaties a military force to defend them, and vowing to subject

themselves for the future to the Roman authority, with all the devo-

tion of their hearts, provided the enemy were repelled from amongst

them. To which request a legion was immediately granted, consist-

ing of warriors regardless of past misfortunes in that quarter, and

abundantly furnished with arms. These auxiliaries, having crossed

into Britain, engaged those sore opponents, (gravibus hostibus,) and

having slain a great multitude of them, both freed the borders from

their incursions, and the natives, who were subject to such cruel per-

secution, from imminent captivity."* Bede confirms this account, but

* " Exin Britannia, omni armato milite militaribusque copiis [privata], rectoribus linquitur im-

manibus, ingentijuventute spoliata, quae comitata vestigiis supradicti tyranni(Maximi) domum

nusquam ultra rediit ; et omnia belli usus ignora penitus, duabus primum gentibus transma-

rinis vehementer ssevis, Scotorum a circione, Pictorum ab aquilone, calcabilis multos stupet

gemitque per annos. Gens igitur Britonum Scotorum Pictorumque impetum non ferens

* * * ac dirissimam depressionem, legates Romam cum epistolis mittit,militarem manum ad se

vindicandam, lachrymosis postulationibus poscens, et subjectionem sui Romano Imperio con-

tinue toto animi virtute (si hostis longius arceretur) vovens. Cui mox destinatur legio praete-

riti mali immemor, sufficienter armis instructa. Quae ratibus trans oceanum in patriam ad-

vecta, et cominus cum gravibus hostibus congressa, magnamque ex eis multitudinem sternens,

et omnes a finibus depulit, et subjectos elves tarn atroci dilaceratione ex imminenti captivitate

liberavit."—Hist. Gild. cs. 11 and 12.

k2
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refers the "transmarine nations" to the Scots of North Britain and the

Picts, as both coming from beyond the friths. Even this unauthorized

interpretation, which cannot be correct, if
" a circione" means from

the west, does not invahdate the testimonies that the inhabitants of Ire-

land were deeply concerned as auxiliaries, while it clearly evinces Bede's

conception, that the Scotch colonization had then previously taken

place.
" We call these nations transmarine, not because they are

situated out of the island of Britannia, but because they were removed

from the part occupied by the Britons, by two friths communicating

respectively with sea, the one from the eastern sea, the other from

the western."*

The second devastation, described at great length by Gildas,

(cs. 13 and 14,) is referred by Doctor O'Conor to A. D. 396, and by

Whitaker-f- to 395. The latter author, in the result of his inquiry, de-

tails it as a grand naval expedition from Ireland, commanded by Nial

of the nine hostages. |,
It seems to have been upon this occasion, that

Stilicho distinguished himself in the manner celebrated by his pane-

gyrist. "Me too," Britannia is supposed to speak, "when I was

perishing under the inflictions of neighbouring nations, me too did

Stilicho assist, at the time when the Scots moved all Ireland (lerne)

against me, and the sea was harassed with their hostile oars. By
his care I was enabled no longer to tremble at the Pict, to dread the

Scottish weapons, or listen with fear from all my shores to the doubt-

* " Transmarinas autem dicimus has gentes, non quod extra Britanniam essent positae,

sed quia a parte Britonum erant remotae, duobus sinibus mari interjacentibus, quorum unus

ab orientali mari, alter ab occidentali &c."—Bede's Eecl. Hist. 1. 1. c. 12.

t Hist. Manchester, vol. 1. p. 459.

j This Nial, the Arthur of the West, was the founder of the noble house of O'Neill ; a

family so interwoven with the annals of Ireland, that its biography would be the history of

the country.
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ful winds that delayed the coming Saxon."* It is to the period of

destruction mentioned in the first hne of this metrical flattery, that

Nennius alludes, where he seems to hint a projected settlement from

Ireland among the Welsh. "Mailcunius, a great king of the ancient

Britons, expelled the Scots with prodigious slaughter from those parts,

and never did they return to seek habitations there. "-f*

Another desolating campaign is referred by Zosimus, the Chroni-

con Saxonum and Ethelwerdus, to the year 418 ; while the last of the

sufferings of the Britons, detailed in the book of Lecanj: and by

Gildas, must be referred to about A. D. 426,
"
when," exclaims the

historian with highly exasperated feelings,
"

foul bands of Scots and

Picts, partly differing in manners but agreeing in one and the same

thirst for blood, and rather covering their faces with beards than their

bodies with garments,
* * * seized from the natives with more than

their usual boldness, all the northern parts and the marches of the land

even to the wall."§ The depredators were, however, at last repelled.

* " Me quoque vicinis pereuntem gentibus, inquit.

Me juvit StUicho; totam cum Scotus Temen

Movit, et infesto spumavit remige Tethys ;

Illius efFectum curis ne tela timerem

Scotica, ne Pictum tremerem, ne littore toto

Prospicerem dubiis venturum Saxona ventis."

Claudian. Carm. 22. 1. 230, &c.

f
" Mailcunius m^nus Rex apud Britones ***** Scotos cum ingentissima

clade expulerat ab istis regionibus, et nunquam reversi fuerunt iteium ad habitandum."—Hist.

Brit. c. 64.

t Cited Ogyg. Vindic p. 44.

§
" Tetri Scotorum Pictorumque greges, moribus ex parte dissidentes at una eademque

sanguinis fundendi aviditate Concordes, furciferosque magis vultus pilis quam corporum

pudenda pudendisque proxima vestibus tegentes,
« * * *

solitoconfidentius, omnem

Aquilonarem extremamque terrse partem pro indigenis muro tenus capessunt."—Hist.

GUd. c. 15.
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but Gildas dreads them even in their flight ; "the shameless assail-

ants return to their Hibernian homes but to repeat their ravages too

soon."* So arduous indeed did the labours of the Romans, in repel-

ling these incursions, appear, that Egesippus, (a writer who flourished

some time between the days of Constantine the Great, and the fall

of the Greek empire,) when he introduces Bengorion as dissuading the

Jews from resisting the Romans, urges
" how can you oppose j-our-

selves to the conquerors of the world, whom the secret isles of the ocean

and the extremities of India obey ? Why shall I interweave in my
discourse the Britains, divided from the globe by their own sea,

and only bound to it by the chains of Roman power ? Scotia,

which links itself to no land, trembles at their name/'-t* This is per-

haps the earliest mention extant of Scotia as a country, and can

only be applied to Ireland. The Roman coins discovered in various

parts of Ireland, were probably plundered from Britain in the later

of these expeditions ; such were the golden coins of the Emperor
Valentinian and Theodosius, which were found on opening New

Grange,^ that of Valentinian dug up in the County of Antrim,§ and

the copper money of the Emperor Nero, said to have been discovered

in the Parish of Dungiven, County Londonderry.

The above is a brief sketch of the predatory ravages principally

conducted by the Scots, which induced the invitation of the Saxons,

as Claudian hints in the passage before cited, and ultimately led to the

introduction of that warlike people into England.

* " Revertuntur ergo impudentes grassatores ad Hibernas domos, post non multum tem-

poris reversuri."—Hist. Gild. c. 19.

f
" Quid vobis cum victoribus terrae, quibus secreta oceani et extrema IndiiE parent ? Quid

attexam Britannias interfuse mari a toto orbe divisas, et a Romanis in orbem terrarum re-

dactas ? Tremit hos Scotia quae terris nihil debet."

X Boate's Nat. Hist. p. 206. § Mason's Statist. Survey, vol. 1. p. 155.
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SECTION II.

Govei-nment, Constitution, Legislation, Sfc.

The object of this section, being purely relative to the internal

regulation of the island, cannot be expected to receive much light from

foreign sources ; but the Irish historians very fully inform us that

Tara, a hill in the present County of Meath, continued to be during
these four centuries, as it had been for a period of 600 years before

the birth of Christ, the seat of their heathen kings ; and that an

assembly of the Chiefs, Druids, Annalists, and Bards of the different

tribes and tributaries, was convened there annually about the middle

of October, in the presence of the king, when historical records were

corrected, provincial differences adjusted, and services and tributes in

kind imposed for the maintenance of the state ; all matters relative

thereto being decided in a kind of Areopagus, in Irish termed the

Labhereigh,* where much of that freedom of opinion was allowed,

which Tacitus seems to allude to by the words "
libertas * * * *

in conspectu Britanniae ;""t" and lastly, that on a stone there preserved,

and called Lia Fail, or Stone of Destiny, the supreme kings of Ireland

were inaugurated.

While Pinkerton admits he " can see no reason for denying to

Ireland a series of kings older than any in Europe," the only exter-

nal evidence of their mode of government and domestic regulation

that can be offered, or indeed expected, to support the above little

sketch of so early a period is, that in the first place Ptolemy says,

* Beauford's Memoirs ol' a Map. f See ante, p. 51.



Ireland was inhabited by such a variety of tribes from different na-

tions, as rendered some common assembly indispensable for general

subordination. That geographer enumerates* no less than eighteen

tribes as surrounding the coast of Ireland in the first century, in

which he is followed by Marcianus Heracleota-f and Richard of

Cirencester,:]: and powerfully illustrated by the approving comment of

the ingenious Mr. Whitaker.§ 2ndly. That there was such a scale

of Princes, Druids, and men of learning, appears from the Dissert.

Historic, de Vita S. Romuoldi, as well as from the Ogygia (Insula

p. 58,) a work which the learned Dr. Loftus, Bishop Stillingfleet, and

Ware himself, frequently quote with approbation. || Srdly. That

Ptolemy, in his map of Ireland, marks as near the river Boyne, and

where Tara actually is, a place called by him Laberus, and which Bax-

ter, a great master of the British and Irish tongues, conjectures** to be

a place where councils or parliaments were held ; for that (says he)

Lhavar, in the British language, signifies concio or sermo, as Labh-

ragh does in Irish; while Richard of Cirencester, in his work " De

situBritanniae," makes this very Laberus the capital of theVoluntii;-f-f-

(a people whose country was intersected by the Boyne.) 4thly. That

the palace of Tara is repeatedly mentioned by Probus and the other

biographers of Saint Patrick.
;]::|; othly. That Tara, as shall be shewn

in the fifth section of this period, bears to the present day on its face,

traces of pre-eminence even more ancient than this age ; while it

*
Geog. lib. 2, cs. 1 and 2. t Periplus. % De Sit Brit. p. 43.

§ History of Manchester, vol. 1. p. 430, where the respective sites and boundaries of the

tribes may be seen.

II
Ware's Writers, p. 272. ** Gloss, verb. " Laberus."

ft
" Voluntii civitatem habebant Lebarum, fluvios autem Vinderum et Buvindam."—De

sit Brit. p. 44.

XI And see Ward's Dissert, p. 359.
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is declared by Holingshed, that " the country had their meetings

and folk-motes there, as a place that was accounted the high palace of

the monarch." And lastly, that in accordance with the Irish account,

the Lia Fail appears by various concordant traditions, to have been

removed to Argyle by the before-mentioned Fergus Mac-Eire, and

thence to Scone ; when being for some ages degraded from its inaugu-

ral office, it was only restored to its original dignity at the coronation

of James the first, as King of England,* where it has since remained,

and is now we believe encased in the coronation chair of the three

kingdoms at Westminster.

- It does also appear-f- that Rathcroghan in the west, another hill

of very observable antiquities, and mentioned by Tigernach, as a

royal fortress founded by Forgo King of Connaught, was the scene

of similar assemblies as these held at Tara ; and that there were like-

wise similar stones of inauguration in other places, as on the ascent

to the church of Cashel, at Carnfree in Connaught, &c. Scc.\

In the book of the 0'Duigenans,§ mentioned by Doctor O'Conor in

the first volume of his Catalogue of the Stowe MS. (p. 125,) there

is a copy of the form of inauguration of the Connaught kings, usually

•
Speed's Theatre, p. 1222. Hume's England, Edward I. Doubts have, however, been

started, whether the stone now preserved at Westminster is the genuine one.—See Gent.

Mag. 1781, p. 452, and Id. 1782, p. 22.

t O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. (Annal. Tigern.) pp. 23, 85, and 125.

X O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 3, p. 23.

§ The book of the O'Duigenans, was an historical compilation of the fourteenth century ;

it included the interval of events from A. D. 900, to the time of its being written, and was one

of the principal sources from which the annals of the Four Masters were digested in the com-

mencement of the seventeeth century. Cucoigrighe O'Duigenan, of the County Roscommon,
was of the learned men, who assisted in the latter work ; as Manus O'Duigenan had been of

those who had collated the book of Ballymote in the fourteenth century. While various

others of the name have distinguished themselves in Irish literature, as chroniclers, family
historians, and bards.

VOL. XVI. L
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practised at Carnfree, with which Spencer's account exactly coincides.

"
They use to place him that shall be their captaine upon a stone

always reserved for that purpose, and placed commonly upon a hill ;

in some of which I have seen formed and engraven a foot, which they

say was the measure of their first captaine's foot, whereon he standing

receives an oath to preserve all the auncient former customs of the

country inviolable, and to deliver up the succession peaceably to his

tanist, and then had a wand delivered to him by some, whose proper

office that is, after which, descending from the stone, he turneth him-r

self round, thrice forward and thrice backward."*

The expenses of the government seem to have been supplied from

the royal lands surrounding Tara, now comprised in the County Meath,

and also by a subinfeudation (if the word may be applied to Ireland)

of taxes or tributes, the applotment of which was facilitated by the

countiy having been, long before the birth of Christ, subdivided into

petty provinces. The Annals of Tigernach mention, at the year 26

A. C. a portioning of Ireland into five parts, and that historian em-

phatically records the first levying of a tax from the Leinster people,

in the nature of a tribute of oxen, about A. D. 130, which he after-

wards mentions King Cormac as enforcing in the third century, and

to the remitting of which King Leogaire is recorded to have sworn in

A. D. 428.-f It is, however, stated to have been exacted in A. D, 721 .

Early in the fifth century, these provinces were thus subdivided : Ulster

into Ulster properly so called, Northern Hy Nial, and Orgiel ; Con-

naught into Hy Bruin+ Asi, Hy Bruin Breifni, and Hy-Fiacria ;
Mun-

ster into Desmond and Thomond ; and Leinster into Leinster proper,

*
Spencer's View, Christie's edition, p. 11.

t O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 2. p. 90.

1 As Hy Nial was the territory of the O'Neills, so Hy Bruin was that of the O'Briens, the

second greatest family in Ireland, and equally identified with the general history of the country.
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Southern Hy Nial, and Ossory.* And there is extant in the MSS.
of Trinity College, Dublin, the Leabhar na Ceart, or Book of Rights,

said to be written in the fifth century; but this seems an error. "It is,

however, a very ancient composition, and throws great light on the

early history of Ireland. It gives an account of the revenues and

rights of its monarchs, payable by the provincial kings and by the

chiefs of inferior districts, the subsidies paid by the monarchs to the

provincial kings and inferior chiefs for their services ; and also an ac-

count of the revenues of each of the provincial kings, payable to them

from the chiefs of districts, or tribes in their respective provinces, and

the subsidies paid by the provincial kings to those petty dynasts.

These accounts are first delivered in prose, and the same are after-

wards recorded in verse. "t* The revenues of the kings of Con-

naught are fully set out by Doctor O'Conor.^;

On the subject of legislation, the integrity and justice of Moran,

in the beginning of the first century, are as well known, as the tradi-

tion of his collar, while it may be added, that he is said to have leiJt

testamentary precepts, on the necessary qualifications of a good prince,

for the instruction of the then king of Ireland.§ Other precepts on

law and government, said to be written by King Cormac, were about

the end of the fifteenth century abridged and versified by Mac-Daire,
which version has been published in the Transactions of the Gaelic

Society, accompanied with a Latin and English translation.il The

reign of Tuthal, however, commencing A. D. 130, is that which re-

flects most spendour on the Irish annals, in the constitution and

legislation which he established. Then it was that the kings and

*
1 O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. Proleg. cxxxi.

f Trans. Ibemo-Celt. Soc. p. xxviii. ,t i

X 2 O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. 2nd Proleg. xc. § Trans. Ibemo-Celt. Soc.
jp.

xx.

11
Trans. Ibemo-Celt. Soc. p. cli.

L 2
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nobles began to devote themselves to sciences hitherto confined to the

Magi and Philosophers,* and to compile that too slandered code, the

Brehon Laws.

It would appear from the annals of the country, and the pas-

sage cited from Tacitus,-)- that the tribes of Ireland were at this

time governed by their several little kings "reguli;" while the esta-

blished observance of ages confirms what the annalists say, as to the

right of succession to such honours being regulated during all this

interval, by what was called the Law of Tanistry; by virtue of which,

as by Alexander's will, the inheritance passed to the strongest. Who-

ever of the sept or kin of the propositus was most powerful in personal

qualifications or in followers and dependants, succeeded to the de-

ceased dynast ; and such person, most commonly the brother, eldest

son, or next cousin of him in possession, being in the life-time of his

predecessor elected to succeed, took upon him the title of Tanist
;:J:

nor does the succession to other dignities, or to such real property as

was "
virtute officii" annexed to dignities, appear to have been diffe-

rently regulated.§

The descent of such other landed property, as was not so mixed

with royalty or chieftainry was undoubtedly even at this early period

regulated by the very primitive custom of Gavelkind. In the Book

of Lecan, now in the possession of the Royal Irish Academy, a very

particular instance of Gavel is recorded, as made by the before-men-

tioned Nial of the nine hostages. From which instance, as well as

-such others, as can now be shewn, it appears.
— 1st. That the fathers

or seniors of families, exercised the right of gavelling amongst the

* Warner's Hist. vol. 1. p. 72. f Anle, p. 51.

+ Vide Ware's Antiquities, c. 1 1, and Camden's Britannia, vol. 3. p. 479.

§ Hence it is, that the genealogies of every Irish famUy of rank, were preserved with such

fidelity.
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children or juniors, though generally on an equitable or equal scale.—
2nd. That the males of the families were alone capable of inheriting.—3rd. That illegitimate sons were equally entitled with legitimate, to

the lands of their father, (which shews the high, indeed the patriarchal

antiquity of the principle.
—The 4th peculiarity was, that the senior,

and not the direct heir in lineal descent from the common stock, was

qualified to make this gavel; and though this senior reserved to him-

self but an equal share, yet he continued the chiefry of the whole

estate as vested in himself, by subjecting all the other shares to a

head rent or tribute, payable to himself during his life j the duty so

imposed being certainly slight, but sufficient to denote superiority.*
—5th. It is also said, that when the gavel was made by the father,

after his death the equal share, which he allotted to himself, went to

the eldest son, according to the maxim of the Patriarchs, who allowed

a double portion to the first-born.
-f*
—And lastly, like the twin tenure

of Kent, it was not subject to escheat for treason or felony.

It may be worth noting here, that there is very strong internal

evidence of a personal honour, or order of knighthood, having been

used at this early age in Ireland. The Annals of Tigernach, at A. D.

2, suggest that Cuchullin obtained such a distinction at the early age
of seventeen. In the book of the O'Kellys, there are several ancient

poems as on the Knights of the Red Branch, :J:
and a far stronger tes-

timony from external authority will be given in the corresponding
section of the 4th Period of this Essay.§

i

In the criminal code Feidlim, the son and successor of Tuathal,

• See Vail. Coll. Hib. vol. 2. p. 32, &c. f See Vail. Coll. Hib. vol. I p. 263.

+ Trans. lb-Celt Soc. p. cxxiv.

§ It is certain that to Japhet's race were given the isles of the Gentiles, and from this

Japhet, Wintoun, in his "
Cronykil," asserts, that knighthood was derived,

"And of this Japhet come knychlhade."
—Cron. b. 2. c. 8. v. 10.
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(by Tigernach called the great lawgiver,) introduced in the year 164,

the law of retaliation and the satisfaction of crimes by mulcts, called

^rics, which were appreciated, like the tributes, by heifers and other

cattle,* Much has been said against this dispensation; yet, after all,

perhaps it was a better system to spare blood even in cases of the

greatest offences, than to shed it for the smallest. -f- It had at least

been familiarized by the use of the Anglo Saxons, as appears from the

text of King Athelstan's laws, (Chap, de diversis occisorum sanguinis

pretiis, where the several were-gilds for homicide are established in

progressive order, from the slaying of the ceorl, or peasant, up to that

of the king himself ;) by the Welch, as appears from Howell Dhu's

Leges Walliae; by the Salic law (Leg. Sal. tits. 44 and 47, citante

Vallancey, Coll. de Reb. Hib. vol. 1. p. 405,) as also by the Ripua-
rians and Frisones, (citante Vallancey,) and Tacitus says, the custom

was the same amongst the Germans, though he only mentions its use

as in minor offences.
|.

Even Homer, in his description of the shield of

Achilles, represents two citizens pleading concerning an eric or mulct

due for a homicide, and it is one of the rays that halo the memory of

Alfred, that in his day the fine for the murder of a Dane was the

same as for the murder of an Englishman.§

* Ledivich's Antiquities, p. 216. f SeeO'Conor's Dissert, p. 48.

3:

" Levioribus delictis pro modo poenarum equorum pecorumque numero convicti mulc-

tantur; pars mulctse regi vel civitati, pars ipsi qui vindicatur vel propinquis ejus exsolvitur."—
De Moribus Germanorum.

§ See Hume's England, vol. i. app. 1.
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SECTION III.

Morals and Religion.

To determine the very early history of rehgion in Ireland, it

might be necessary to ascertain the state of human faith, in which the

alleged Scythian colony left the mother country; the inquiry, however,

would be here unwarranted, and it is only necessary to state, that pre-

vious to the birth of our Saviour, there seems to have been some im-

portation of what is called the classic polytheism into the island, which

possibly continued till some time after the Christian era. Foreign tes-

timony not only goes to the fact of such its existence, but also to its

having been so imported by the Phoenicians, for Strabo cites Artemi-

dorus, (a geographer who flourished about 100 years before the Chris-

tian era,) as saying, "that there is an island near Britain, where sacri-

fices were offered to Ceres and Proserpine, just as is the custom in the

isle of Samothrace."* And the geographer there expressly premi-
ses that this account is more probable than most others from the same

source; (" Ilepi dt rrig Ar]ixr]T()0£ kqi rrjg Koptjg iriaTOTepa, on
(}>r](np

eipai. Sec") while Bochart also considers, that the inhabitants of Ire-

land received this mode of worship from the Phoenicians.
"
Therefore it

is to be concluded, that the same Phoenicians, from whom the Samo-

thraces received the religion of the Cabiri, must likewise have in-

structed the Irish in the same doctrine. "-f-

"
<I>)J<ri» iltcti iHTDt TT^Cf TU B{[TT«KXn, «««'»» Ofitia TOIf f> "^Xftoi^XXtl TTl^i T>!» A)|^U«i»»

K«i T>i» K»5D» u^trtturxi."
— Strabo. Geog. lib. 4. p. 277. Falcon edition.

t "Itaque superest ut iidem Phoenices, a quibus Cabirorum cultum Samothracesedidice-

rant, etiam hos instituerint in eadem disciplina."—Boch. Geog. Sacr. p. 2. 1. 1 . c. 39.
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It would seem, however, that this extension of the Olympian my-

thology, was but an import of short and partial fashion, and that sun-

worship, the purest and most justifiable species of Heathenism, as we

have seen it had previously attached peculiar sanctity to Ireland, at

a period when it was exclusively known to the Phoenicians,

{Sacram sic insulam

Dixere Prisci,*)

was again triumphant over the idolatry, into which politer nations

were plunged. The following testimony of Diodorus Siculus would

seem to go far towards confirming this :
*'

Among the writers of an-

tiquities, Hecateus-f and some others allege, that there is an island in

the ocean, over against Gaul, to the North, and not inferior in size

to Sicily ; that the Hyperhorei inhabit it, and that the soil is so rich

and fruitful, and the climate so congenial, that they mow there twice

*^ji/e, p. 31.

•}-

" Hecateus et nonnulli alii trad unt, contra GalUam in oceano insulam esse non minorem Sicilid,

Arctis subjectam, quainHyperhoreiincolunt.
* * * Solum hie optimum esse acfructuosumopti-

meque temperatum, ac propterea bis in anno messem fieri. Latonam hie natam fabulantur. Ideo-

que ApoUini prae diis aliis cultum deferri, et quia Deum hunc quotidie perpetua laudum decan-

tatione celebrant, et summis persequuntur honoribus, homines illos velut sacerdotes Apollinis

esse perhibent, cujus lucus ibi magnificus, et templum insigne rotundaforma donariis multis ex-

Ornatum. (vasn a.\ttXtyti ict»6tifc»s-i TTsAAei; KiKtirnrifiifct r^ai^itixt tu <r;^it^«Ti.) Urbs quoque Deo

huic sacra. Civium plerique citharista (xf^ajfo-ras,) qui citharis in fano pulsantes sacros Deo

hymnos cuntant, quibus gesta ejus honorifice prsedicantur. Lingua Ilyperboreis propria, {I'Sicv

rifx hit>.iKTov,) et singulari Graecis benevolentia ex antiquis inde temporibus confirmata ad-

dicti sunt, in primis Atheniensibus et Deliis. Quum Graecorum nonnullos ad Hyperboreas

trajecisse, et donaria reliquisse Grsecis literis inscripta, fabulantur. Sie et Abarin quondam in

Groeciam inde profectum, pristinae cum Deliis amicitiae et cognationis necessitudinem reno-

vasse. Hoc insuper memorant Lunam ex hac insula ita conspici ut parum a terra distet, et

terrestres quosdam tumulos in facie representet. Deumque Apollinem undevigenis annis

semel insulam adire, quo spatio Astrorum in pristina loca revolutiones perficiantur; ideoque

xix annorum circuitum magnum a Grajcis annum vocari. In hac Deum apparitione cithara

psallere nocte et choreas agitare continue ab a;quinoctio verno ad Pleiadum usque exortum,

buorum se laudibus successuum oblectantem."—Died. Sic. torn. 1. p. 158-9. It seemed pre-

ferable to give this long extract from the Latin version.



in the year. It is affirmed, that Latona was born there, and that

therefore the worship of Apollo is preferred to that of any other
'

god. And as they daily celebrate this deity with songs of praise,

and worship him with the highest honours, they are considered as pe-

culiarly the priests of Apollo, whose sacred grove and singular temple

of round form, endowed with many gifts, are there. They have a

city also consecrated to this divinity. Most of the citizens are harpers,

who, striking their harps in the temple, sing sacred hymns to the god,

in which his actions are proclaimed with suitable honour. Their lan-

guage is that peculiar to the Hyperboreans, and they are attached to

the Greeks by a singular affection confirmed from old times. The Athe-

nians and Delians are the principal objects of this regard, the ground
of which, according to this people, is, that, as some Greeks formed}^

sailed over to the Hyperborean regions, and left offerings which

were noted in Greek letters, so Abaris voyaged thence to Greece,

and renewed with the Delians the tie of ancient friendship and ac-

quaintance. They likewise aver, that the moon is so seen from this

island, that it appears not so distant from the earth, and seems to pre-

sent on its face certain projections like the mountains of our world;

also, that the god Apollo himself visits the island once in nineteen

Ifears, in which space the stars complete their revolutions, and return

into their old positions, and hence this cycle of nineteen years is

called by the Greeks the great year. This deity, when he does so ap-

pear, is said to sing with the harp at night, and to stimulate the dances

continually from the vernal equinox to the rising of the Pleiades,

delighting himself with the commemoration of his own great actions."

Rowlands, it is true, in his History of Anglesea, applies the above

passage to that island, and Toland,* as well as
Carte,*f- assumes

* Vol. 1. p. 161. t Gen, Hist. vol. 1. p. 53.

VOL. XVI. M
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that the Hebrides were the Hyperborean country of Diodorus ; but

when the position of the place referred to is considered
"

to the North

over against Gaul," its size
" not inferior to Sicily/' the excellent

quality of the land (solum optimum ac fructuosum,) the alleged sun

worship, of which there are so many monuments over the face of

the country, the remarkable round temple used for his worship, so un-

questionably coinciding with the round towers hereafter mentioned,

and which Giraldus Cambrensis considered of such remote antiquity,

that he even gives credit* to the tradition of some of them being over-

whelmed under Lough Neagh, by the inundation (herein-before re-

ferred to the year A. D. 63,) the musicians on the national instru-

strument, (" civium plerique citharistae,") the language (" Lingua

Hyperboreis propria,") all those concurring circumstances give consi-

derable weight to the opinion, that the island alluded to must have

been Ireland ; to which may be added the testimony of Saint Patrick

himself, in the confession which he wrote by way of epistle to the

Irish, and whose genuineness, admitted even by Innes,-t" shall be

asserted in the proper place4
" For that sun," says the apostle of

Ireland,
" which we behold is ordained by the will of God to rise

daily for us, but never shall it rule nor shall its splendour endure, but

all those who adore it shall in misery and wretchedness descend into

punishment."§
This very sun worship, so simple and exalted in comparison

with the heathen rites that polluted the banks of the Tiber and the

Ilyssus, is alike the confirmation and the consequence of such an

early Phoenician colonization, as Vossius says, introduced the same

•
Post, fifth section of this Period. f Critical Essay, vol. 2. p. 517.

i Post, Period ii. section 4.

§ "Nam sol iste, quem videmus, Deo jubente propter nos quotidie oritur, sed nunquam

regnabit neque permanebit splendor ejus, sed et omnes qui adorant eum in pcenam miseri

male devenient."—Confess, p. 22.
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religion into Spain ;* while Sir W. Ouseley is cited by Vallancey,

as having discovered a Persian geographical MS. of high character,

in which Ireland, the expensive dresses of its people, and their

devotion to the rites of Magism or fire worship, are particularly men-

tioned.-f Even the very name of Bel, still retained in the Irish

Beltinne, evidences the Phoenician origin of the worship, as is demon-

strated from Sanchoniatho, quoted by Eusebius, who says of the latter

people, that they raise their hands to heaven in honour of the sun,

whom they rank as their only God, calling him Lord of heaven,

Baal Samen
;;J;

which Roustan almost translates into his ancient his-

tory,
" Les Pheniciens furent idolatres, ils adoroient le soleil sous le

nom de Baal, qui signifie seigneur ou Roi."§ It is also remarkable,

that Grian, which signifies the sun in Irish, is an epithet of Apollo

according to Virgil, who thence sometimesll styles him Grynaeus.

Although Saint Patrick does most certainly, in his said Confes-

sion,** somewhat harshly insinuate, that idols were objects of Irish

worship in his time; and although some of his biographers conse-

quently speak of them,-f-f yet, it would seem as if the zeal of the

missionary had mistaken for idols the rude altars, stones, pillars, and

• "Cultum igitur induxerant Iberes in Hispaniam, qualis apud eos et locis finitimis obti-

neret. At Iberes gentesque vicinae Coelum et Solem Lunamque venerabantur."—De Orig. et

progr. Idol. lib. I.e. 33.

t Coll. Hib. vol. 7. p. 210.

i
"

T««- jiUfccf ejeyso J15 rtvs »v^*t»vi dt^cs t»» HXi«>, t«1)t«» y*} ^n" Si«» fv«^i^«ir ft»t»f,

»«^«»9ti Kw{<«y 1iisX-'Sufcr,y naXivtrtt"—Praeparat. lib. 1. c. 7.

§ Histoire Ancienne, vol. 1. p. 41.
|| Eclogue 6. v. 73. ^neid iv. v. 345.

** " Unde autem Hiberione, qui nunquam notitiam Dei habuerunt nisi idola et immunda

usque nunc semper coluerunt."—Confess, p. 16.

t+ See Jocelin, cs. 56 and 74,and Tripartite, p. 2. c. 3 1 ,and p. 3. c. 29. The Tripartite should

perhaps be considered with more propriety an Irish authority, the proportion of Latin having
been comparatively small, until Colgan gave the whole in the Latin language See Lani^an's

Eccl. Hist vol. l.p. 86.

M 2
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circles which but marked the scenes of sun worship, and whereof so

many yet remain in Ireland ; an inference corroborated by the fact,

that neither the ancient Gauls nor Britons had any statues in their

Druidical worship, and that no idols of shape or workmanship have

ever been discovered in Ireland, with the exception of that undefina-

ble fragment of wood, alluded to by Gough, in his edition of

Camden.*

It is true, that this most legitimate species of Paganism did in

that island, as with the Magi of Persia, appear to degenerate into fire

worship ; but the more liberal will perhaps allow in the former case, as

they do in the latter, that fire was only used as a symbol of the visible

fountain of light and heat, which was deemed in both countries, if not

the deity, at least the throne of his glory. It is also a curious coinci-

dence, that all the writers of the sixth, seventh, eighth, and immedi-

ately subsequent centuries, who speak of the ancient religion of Ire-

land as assimilating with the Persian in the veneration and solemn

use of fire, do also designate its priesthood as Magi ; while the parallel

exclusion of statues and idols, and yet more the erection of round

towers so similar to the TrvpaOeia of Strabo, and the Atush Kudu, or

fire temples enjoined by Zoroaster, (as shall be shewn in the fifth

section of this period, where further testimony of sun worship will be

given ;) and so totally unknown in any country, where Druidism,

Christianity, or Wodenism prevailed, mark the fact of some form of

worship having flourished in Ireland distinct from all these.

It is the fashion of the day to call the ancient Irish priesthood

* Camden, vol. 3. p. 472-3. It is wortliy of note, that I<ucian says, the ancient temples of

tfie Egyptians had no statues, and there were none found at the temple of Gades.^See Silius

Italicus, lib. 3. v. 30. Herodian says, (lib. 5. c. 3.) that the Phoenicians had no statues, and

he, (lib. 1. c. 131,) and Strabo (lib. 15,) affirm the same of the ancient Persians,
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Druids, but it seems more consonant with mature inquiry, that how-

,
ever the tenets of the Irish might have assimilated with those of the

Druids, as at least flowing from one source of primeval hierarchy,

however the two religions might from vicinity have blended together,

particularly when the dispersion from Mona had sent over so many
to Ireland, as Rowlands mentions,* yet the name of Druids was never

attributed to the ministers of Irish worship, by any writer prior to

. the total destruction of that order : all those who were contemporary
with them, call them Magi. It is true, the words draoi, druidh,

druth, druadh, frequently occur in Tigernach, and subsequent Irish

annalists, but the term, we insist, is only used as denoting the wis-

dom or learned caste of the individual to whom it is applied, and not

any such rank in heathen priesthood, as that of the Druids properly so

called. Thus, Tigernach records the death of Morrough O'Carty,

Ard-draoi, and chief professor of Connaught, at the year of Christ

1067, when of course Druids were long extinct as a religious frater-

nity ; and it is worthy of remark, that Hyde, in his Dissertation on the

ancient Religion of Pei'sia, says, Dara signifies a priest
—a learned man.

It seems most probable, that the name of Druid recoiled on Ireland

from Britain, and that the adoption was the more freely counte-

nanced, as the Magism of Ireland was, according to the most received

authorities, the stock whence Druidism sprang; for, as Dr. Campbell

expresses it,
"
the conceptions of British writers afford a stronger

presumption than even the pretensions of the Irish, that Ireland was

not only the more ancient nation, but that Druidism » * was

more early in Ireland than in Britain, and that Britain imported it

from Ireland."f That it did not come from Germany, the great "ofli-

cina gentium," appears from Caesar, who mentions the Germans as

* Mona Antiqua, p. 107.
-]- Campbell's Strictures, p. 67.



essentially differing from Gaul in this, that they have no such thing
as Druids,* while the same imperial author traces it, according to his

knowledge (existimatur,) as coming from Britain into Gaul ; adding,

that those, who wish to be thoroughly initiated in its mysteries, mostly

go into the former country to be educated.
-f-

It is clear, the institu-

tion was not Celtic, or it would have equally flourished in Germany
and Italy, and the Roman would not so have wondered at it when he

encountered it in Gaul; while, on the other hand, the fact that those

parts of Wales and Gaul, which lay nearest to Ireland, were, if not

the only countries, at least those most deeply imbued with its disci-

pline, and that also the various remains ascribed to its pi'iesthood, are

far more abundant in Ireland, must strongly corroborate the inference

of that country being the fountain of the institution.

, These, however, are matters of speculation not to be indulged here,

neither would it be wholly consistent with the belief of this Essayist,

to illustrate the doctrine of the Irish Magi, from the state of Druidism

in other countries. Caesar furnishes a long discourse^ upon their

office as priests, instructors, and judges; their jurisdiction, their doc-

trine theological and philosophical; their authority, mode of election,

discipline, and privileges ; their belief in the immortality of the soul,

and their knowledge of the stars. Pomponius Mela yet more enlarges

on their excellencies in astronomy. Apuleius, Ovid, Lucan, and

Pliny,§ with greater particularity record their reverence of the mis-

seltoe, and their seclusion amidst oaken groves; while Caesar, (lib. 6,)

* " Germani multum ab hac consuetudine differunt, nam neque Druides habent."—De

Bell. GaU. 1. 6.

f
"
Disciplina in Britannia reperta atque inde in Galliam translata esse existimatur, et

nunc qui diligentius earn rem coe^oscere volunt, plerumque illo disoendi causa proficis-

cuntur."—Id.

X De Bell. Gall. lib. 6. § Nat. Hist. I. 16. c. 44.
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Strabo, (lib. 4,) Tacitus, and Suetonius, (Vita Claudii,) concur in

representing them as offering human sacrifices, which Diodorus Sicu-

lus, (hb. 6,) confines to extraordinary occasions. In Ireland, howe-

ver, it is enough to know, that a religion, such as Saint Patrick

describes, did exist, that its priests were called Magi, as by Evinus

(cited, post, p. 88,) and others ; that the existence of its tenets, dis-

cipline, altars, Beltinne and Hallowe'en rites, is enforced by all the

external testimony of artificial appearances in the country, that its

ceremonies are deeply legible after the lapse of centuries in the man-

ners of the people : that the cromlechs, the upright pillars, the circu-

lar temples of stones, the round towers of the sacred fire, the holy

groves, (the
" casta nemora "

of Tacitus,) the venerated fountains

which were dedicated to sun worship, still remain; (for, like the Ger-

mans, as decribed by Tacitus,* the ancient Irish thought it was absurd

and unworthy the Author of all being and space, to limit his presence

within walls, or his worship within human architecture.) That they

had their everlasting fire, like the perpetual flame that ascended on

the altar of burnt offering at Jerusalem. That like the Guebri,

described by Dr. Hyde,-)" as kindling an annual fire, whence the

country was supplied, the Magi of Ireland too, on one particular

night, displayed their sacred fire on Tara, whence every hearth of

the island should be religiously fed, as appears from Evinus so

often praised by Usher. "
It was provided by the strictest law,

that all the fires of every district of Ireland should be extinguished on

that night, and that no body should have liberty to rekindle his own,

until the pile of sacrifices was offered at Tara by the Magi, under

pain of death to the transgressor.":^ A rite, which Benignus, in the

!v '* De Morib. German. t Cited Vallanc. Coll. v. 2. p. 283.

X
"
Lege etiam severissima cavebatur, ut omnes ignes per universas regiones ista nocte

extinguerentur, et nuUi liceat ignem reaccendere, nisi prius Temoriie a Magis rogus sacrificio-
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sixth century, (chap. 37,) and Patricius, jun. (chap. 34,) in the same

age repeat, as does Elevanus Sapiens in the eighth, (chaps. 39, 40,)

Probus in the tenth, (chap. 32,) and Jocehn in the twelfth.* And
that last of all, as the Druids of Britain ("genus vatum mendicorum-

que,") are recorded by Pliny, to have exercised the gift of prophecy,
to such perfection that they might seem to have communicated it to

the Persia7is,-f and as those of Gaul are said by Mela,
"

to profess

the knowledge of what the gods wish,'*|. so the heathen priests of Ire-

land vaunted similar revelations, as Jocelin and others notice, and

Evinus, more particularly when referring to Saint Patrick in the fol-

lowing passage : "At that time Lochra and Lochadh-Moel were

esteemed the chief of the Magi ; these, sometime previous, predicted

that a perverse and obstinate prophet would come from parts beyond
the sea, to preach a new doctrine, that many would lend him their

attention, and few resist his progress, &c."§
A perfect knowledge of their tenets and discipline, can now per-

haps never be obtained. For ages they were veiled in mysticism and

sybilline secrecy, and although, in the middle of the second century,

the Magi of Ireland, strengthened by the accession of the Druids that

had fled from Britain and Anglesea, did begin, as is recorded in the

rum extrueretur ; et quicunque banc legem in aliquo transgrederetur non alia multa quam
capitis supplicio commissi delicti poenam luebat."—Trias Thanm. p. 125.

* Cited O'Conor. Her. Hib. Script, v. 2. p. 149.

f "Britannia hodieque eam atlonite celebrat tantis ceremoniis, ut dedisse Persis videri

posset"—Nat. Hist. 1. 30. c. 4.

X "Quid dei velint, scire piofitentur."
—De Situ Orbis, lib. 3, c. 2.

§ "Magorum eo tempore principes habebantur Lochra et Lochadh-Moel; hi aliquanto
antea tempore praedixerunt, ex transmarinis partibus adventurum quendam taediosum et perver-
sum prophetam novam professurum doctrinam, cui tamen multi aures et animam accommo-
darent et jjerpauci resjsterent, &c."—Trias Thaum. p. 123.



Irish annals,* to commit their poems, laws, and philosophy to writing^
in characters doubtless only known to a few, yet it is positively stated, -f-

that Saint Patrick in a moment of that jealous triumph, too often

adopted in politics as well as in religion, utterly destroyed the books

illustrative of their principles and habits. Some fragments of their the-

ology and ritual are, however, still to be found in our ancient MSS. the

originals ofmany of which were drawn up at different periods of Paga-
nism ; and in the Book of Lecan, now in the possession of the Royal
Irish Academy, the Pythagorean doctrine of the Metempsychosis,

(which was also the doctrine of all the Celts,) is clearly given in an

allegorical fragment,J with which the belief in the tradition (preserved

by Cambrensis as from Irish Histories,^) of Ruanus, who was said to

have lived from the time of Partholanus, and to have been baptized

by Saint Patrick^ curiously agrees.
'

It does seem as if a spirit of Christian Theism followed close upon the

publication of the tenets of heathen Ireland, and the Ogygiall records a

certain judge of Connaught, named Conlavin, who kept up a written

controversy against the Druids immediately afterwards ; while it might
be inferred from Tertullian, that these discussions originated in a faint

dawning of Christianity, for he in the first century mentions,** that

parts of the British islands, which had never been approached by the

Romans, were subjected to true Christianity, (Britain and Ireland being

• See Vallanc. Collect, v. 2. p. 206. f Vail. Coll. v. 2.
p. 208.

X See O'Flaherty's Isles of Aran, p. 21.

§
" Ruanus iste (prout ex Hibernicis Historiis coUigi potest) longe trans omnem antiquo-

rum patrum longaevitatem, licet incredibile valde videatur et calumniae obnoxium, multis annis

vitam produxisse perhibetur."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 2.

II

" Conlavin insignem Connactiae judicem, qui adversus Druidas scriptis decertavit."

Ogyg. c. XXX. p. 218.

** " Brittanorum inaccessa Romania loca Christo vero subdita."—Lib. adv. Jud. c. 7.

VOL. XVI. N
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both denominated by the Romans, British isles,)
and so Baronius*

construes the passage. And though Porphyry will have it, that neither

Britain nor the Scottish nations were acquainted with Moses or the

Prophets, -f- yet, without relying on the account|. that Conal Carney,

an Irishman, witnessed the crucifixion of our Saviour at Jerusalem,

and announced not only the event, but the Gospel itself, with such

fidelity, that the King of Ulster believed in Christ, and many of the

Irish went off to Rome to be baptized ; without availing ourselves of

this tradition, which Sullivan§ and Richardson detail, but which we be-

lieve none of the ancient native annalists record, we find Eusebius more

than confirming Tertullian; for he asserts that some of the Apostles

had proceeded beyond the ocean to the islands called British, (" vKsp

Tov QiKEavov TrapeXOeiv etti, rag KaXovfiEPag^psrrapiKas vri(TOV£'"\\) in

which he is followed by Nicephorus, who in his account** of the dis-

persion of the Apostles says, that one chose Egypt and Libya, while

another w as appointed for the remote islands of the ocean, and for the

British isles. Vincentius of Beaumais particularises Saint James the

son of Zebedee, as having preached in Ireland, and selected seven

disciples there, with whom he went to Jerusalem, where he suf-

fered martyrdom,-f -f-
to which Julian of Toledo, in his Chronicle

• Tom. 6. p. 537.

f
"
Neque Britannia fertilis provincia Tyrannorum, nee Scoticae gentes omnesque acl

oceanum per circuitum barbarae nationes Moysen Proplietasque cognoverant."
— St. Hieron.

Epist. ad Ctesiphon. contra Pelag.
+ Richardson, Praelect. Eccl. v. 2. c. 27. § Histor. Hib.

II
Dem. Evang. lib. 3.

** "
AiyvjrTty icxi A<«t/i;» «AA<i; iXay^tcti, rtii Je c<r^«Toi{ rev Clmayiu kx.i t«(5 Bjerrayi-

xccif tr.roii iipia-TXTO exEjo?."
— Hist. Eccl. b. 2. C. 34.

•ff
" Nutu Dei Jacobus Hibernia2 oris appulsus verbum Dei pra;dicavit intrepidus, ubi

septem discipulos elegisse fertur. Cumque dies immineret supremus, Hierosolymam cum iis

perrexit, ibique martyrium subiit."—Spec. Hist. lib. 8. c. 57.
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adds,* that not only was Saint James in Ireland, but that he addressed

thence a canonical letter to the Jews, who were scattered through

Spain. Jacobus Valdesius, in his work (De Dignitate Hispaniae,

c. 16. s. 12.) hints, that Joseph of Arimathea visited Ireland,^ and

that from his blessing was derived its well known exemption from

venomous animals. Neither should it be omitted, that a brass medal,

which was found in digging the friars' walk in Cork in 1818, and

was scrupulously examined by antiquaries, is concluded to have been

brought into Ireland by some of its earliest missionaries. It is even

asserted, that, as a precisely similar one was found in Anglesea

among the ruins of a Druidic monument, its introduction must have

been very ancient indeed, in fact before the destruction of the Druids

by Suetonius Paulinus.

It is, however, difficult to believe that, if there had been so

early a revelation of the Gospel in Ireland, it was received with such

sanctifying grace, as to raise at so early a period in the person of

Mansuetus, a disciple of Saint Peter and a bishop to Toul, (now

Lorrain,) even though the learned primate Usher supports the po-

sition. -f*
—" That a person of that name governed the Church of Toul,

and was an Irishman, cannot indeed be denied, considering the con-

current testimonies of so many authors, and the constant tradition of

the inhabitants; there is, however, no sufficient authority to prove
that he lived in the times of Saint Peter, and it is more than probable,

that his mission to Toul did not take place until late in the fourth

century, or perhaps about the beginning of the
fifth.":]: Neither can

we credit the testimonies, though also cited by Usher,§ of the cele-

brated Cathill, having converted the province of Munster to the

.

* See Richardson's Prael. Eccl. vol. 2. c. 27. f Britt. Eccl, Ant. pp. 390-1.

t Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 3. § De Britt. Eccl. Primord. p. 751 to 760.

n2
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Christian faith, towards the end of the second century, and it is but

right to observe, that the Irish historians are silent as to all such

events.

These historians do, howeA^er, allege that in the middle of the

third century, King Connac carried on a theological discussion with

the heathen priesthood, so earnestly, that his sudden death is attri-

buted to their provoked resentment. Hector Boethius will have it,

that the Irish,
" from whom," says he,

" the Scots derive their ori-

gin,"* were converted about the middle of the fourth century, by the

instrumentality of a female; a period at which. Saint Chrysostom dis-

tinctly says,"!" the inhabitants of the Bi'itish istands not only believed

in Christ, but erected churches and altars of sacrifice {Ova-iaarTjpia)

to God. And if England heard the Gospel (as Gildas says) so early

as A. D. 62, it is impossible to conceive how Ireland could have been

ignorant of the faith, consistently with those predatory invasions

Avhich it has been shewn the Scots undertook in the fourth century.

Rupert states,:]: that in A. D. 350, Elephius, the son of a Scoto-Hiber-

nian king suffered martyrdom, having been decapitated by the

Emperor Julian, who was present at the execution ; and Gennadius

records,! how Ctelestius, when a very youth, and before he had preci-

pitated himself into the Pelagian heresy, wrote, from the monastery

wh^re he sojourned,
three letters in the manner of little books to his

• " Hiberniam, untie Scotis origo, per id tempus Christi cultum accepisse ferunt."—Hist.

Scot. lib. 6. fo. 101.

f
" A( BfiTTcttiKxi »i)r«i, cu Tn? SlaiAaTTnj «xt»{ ictifinxi Ta-jTH?, xxi ft a-jra turxi tu

riKtxtti, -m^ ^vtxfiiui r»v
{ii/<«T35 i|9-J(e»T», x«i y«5 KXKit vcxXriirixi xxt B-vrixTTV^tx TtTmyxri"—

Opera. Ed. Saviliana, t. 6. p. 635.

+ Vita Elephii, c. 12. torn. 5. oct. 16.

§
"
Cselestius, antequam Pelagianum dogma concurreret, imo adhuc adolescens scripsit ad

parentes suos de monasterio epistolas, in raodum libellorum, tres, omni Deum desideranti ne-

cessarias."—Illustr. vir. cat. c. 44.
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parents, (who were then in Ireland,) which writings, he adds, are

necessary to every one who has the love of God. This very Caelestius,

however, afterwards became the great disciple of Pelagius, and the

advocate of his heresy, in consequence of which he was, A. D. 412,

condemned in the Synod of Carthage.

Most unquestionably
"

Christianity had made some progress in

Ireland before the mission of Palladius and Patrick."* Prosper ex-

pressly says, that the former was sent from Rome the first bishop, to

those of the Scots that believed in Christ "-f while Bede assures us

that
"

it was not the custom of the Church of Rome to ordain a

bishop for any nation before Christianity had established some roots

there,".| and various saints are actually enumerated as of Ireland

before Palladius or Patrick.§ It has been urged as evidence of the

paucity of this Christian congregation, that Palladius, when he was

leaving the island, thought two monks and three churches sufficient for

its service, ("in subsidium paucorum Christianorum;"ll) yet, it should

be considered that Palladius was scarcely a year in the country, and

that his ministry was exercised but very partially ; and it must be

inferred from Saint Patrick himself, that he did encounter, in the

nearer parts of Ireland, persons who had been baptised, and clergy-

men with their flocks ; for, in his before-mentioned epistle to the Irish,

he says,
" on your account did I proceed to remote parts of the island,

beyond which there were no inhabitants, and where no one had ever

• Pinkerton's Scotland, vol. 2. pp. 260-1. *

\
" Ad Scotos in Chiistum credentes ordinatur a Papa Caelestino Palladius, et primus

Episcopus mittitur."—Antiq. Lect. t. 1.

X
" Non fuisse morem Romanae ecclesiae alicui genti Episcopum ordinare, priusquam

aliquas apud earn radices fides Christiana fixisset."—See Bolland, Vit. St. Pat. ad 17. Mart,

p. 680.

§ See Bolland, Vit. S. Patritii ad 17 Mart. p. 680.
|1
Id. p. 587.
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been who would baptize or ordain clergymen, or embody a congrega-

tion;"* while it is plainly said in his life by Jocelin, that, in one of his

journeys in the interior, he discovered "
in a cave, an altar of admira-

ble workmanship, having at the four corners, four glass chalices. "-]"

The Christian community, (such as it was,) that so existed in Ire-

land before the days of Saint Patrick, must have been governed by

an independent presbyter, as evidently no bishop was ordained for

that country until the fifth century : and although Coelius Sedulius,

who is generally considered the index of the theology of that da}-,

M'ill be found in the corresponding section of our second period, a

warm advocate of the Trinity, we have yet no doubt that the Arian-

ism which shewed itself in England in the fourth century, had a

still earlier date in Ireland. Benedict, the Abbot of Aniane, some of

whose productions are published by Baluzius, in the fifth volume of

his Miscellanea, expresses himself (at p. 54,) in his letter to Guarna-

rius, in an untranslatable mysticism, which at least shews that a cer-

tain sophistry was prevalent in Ireland, on the subject of the Trinity.

"Apud modernos scholasticos, maxime apud Scotos, est syllogismus

delusionis ut dicant Trinitatem sicut personarum ita esse substantia-

rum ; quatenus si assenserit illectus auditor Trinitatem trium esse

substantiarum Deum, trium derogetur cultor Deorum. Si autem

abnuerit, personarum denegator culpetur. Culpetur propter idioma

Graecum, derogetur propter sermonem Latinum. Sed haec de fide******
vitanda, &c." Hence it is, probably, that

Aurelius Prudentius, speaking in the fourth century of the knowledge

* "
Pergebam causa vestra etiam usque ad exteras partes, ubi nemo ultra erat, et ubi nun-

quam aliquis pervenerat qui baptizaret, aut clericos ordinaret ant populum consuimnaret."—
Opuscula, p. 20.

f
" Altare mirandi operis, habens in quatuor angulos quatuor calices vitreos, in specu sub-

terraneo."
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of the Deity, bitterly reproaches the Scots of Ireland, with having no

truer opinion on the subject ^han a camp dog ;* while Saint Jerome

actually designates the notions of Pelagius as Scottish pottage, (pultis

Scotorum,-)™) and rails at them as peculiarly Irish.J

In fact, Ireland, as far as it was Christianized, appears early to

have adopted the Arian and Pelagian heresies, and if there were a

doubt on the subject, the letters of Pope John to the Scots in 649,

must wholly satisfy it, sent, as they were, pregnant with authority and

learning, (" magn^ auctoritate atque eruditione plenas,") and in which

he says of the Pelagian errors,
" And we have ascertained this too,

that the venom of the Pelagian heresy agahi revives amongst you ;"§

while he expressly contrasts it, as if it were long established and of

general use in Ireland, with a heresy as to the time of keeping Easter,

which he says was but new and partial amongst them.

Such were the overflowing beams of Christianity that broke in

upon Ireland, and foretokened the coming of him who was happily

to fulfil the alleged prediction of the Magian prophets, ||
and whom all

tradition and biography mark as the evangelist of the Trinity and

universal Apostle to Ireland.

* " Semifer et Scotus sen tit cane milite pejor."
—Apotheos. 1. 216.

f Prolog, in com. Propli. Jeremiah. t Pinkerton's Scotland, v. 2. pp. 260-1.

Ijli
^ «£t Ijoc quoque cognovimus quod virus Pselagianae hereseos apud vos denuo.revivis-

cit, &c."—Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 2. c. 19.

II Ante, p. 88. J
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SECTION IV.

Sciences, Learning, and Learned Men.

The native tongue of the Irish people would be the best criterion of

i their eariy learning, for " where we find a language masculine and

nervous, harmonious in its articulation, copious in its phraseology,

and replete with these abstract and technical terms which no civilized

people can want, we not only grant that the speakers were once a

cultivated and a thinking people, but we must confess that the lan-

guage itself is a species of historical inscription, more ancient and

more authentic also, as far as it goes, than any precarious hearsay of

old foreign writers, strangers in general to the natural as well as civil

history of the country they describe."* Should this evidence be here

sought, the Irish language will stand the test, and impress the convic-

tion of its having been in remotest days the handmaid of science and

vehicle of knowledge; and if the fact, of the Phoenicians having colo-

nized and subsequently traded with this country, is conceded or esta-

blished,
" neither is it any wonder, that they should teach the use of

letters to the Irish ; the wonder would be on the other hand if they did

not;"-f- accordingly the Irish annals say, that what Jason did for

Colchis, and Cadmus for Boeotia, the Phoenician Phoenius achieved

for the colonists of Ireland. The position is supported by the general

belief, that
"

arts, navigation, and letters, were first taught in Europe

«
Vallancey's Irish Grammar. Pref. f Warner's Ireland, t. 1. p. 73.
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bj the Phoenicians:* and Quintus Curtius, where speaking of the

fall of Tyre, describes it as
" a city both by antiquity of origin and

vicissitudes of fortune commended to the notice of posterity. Founded

by Agenor, it subjugated every sea, not merely in its neighbourhood,

but wherever its fleets approached ; and, if the report can be accre-

dited, this nation first either taught or learnt letters. Its colonies

were unquestionably scattered over the whole universe. * * *

I believe that in their wanderings over the wide sea, and by exploring

regions unknown to all else, they selected settlements for their youth-

ful population, in which they then abounded."-!- Hence it is, that such

ancient inscriptions as can yet be discovered in Ireland, are considered

not merely like, but often the same, with the Phoenician character.

Similar evidences of early learning are said to have been discovered

as it were stamped upon the living stone, "monumentum aere peren-

nius," in the Ogham inscriptions on Callan mountain in the County

Clare, at Aghadoe Church in the County Kerry,| at Killmelkederin,J

Ballystony,:]: Ballintarman,:|; and Ounagapul.]: in the same county, of

which and the like the learned Astle remarks: "There are great num-

bers of pillars, and monuments of stone in Ireland, as well rude as

wrought with various knots, figures, and devices, and some of these

latter sort are evidently of pagan antiquity. There are also a great

number of inscribed monuments of stone." So far for his testimony

* O'Conor, Dissert, p. 13.—Newton, Chron.—Gibbon's Decl. and Fall, vol. 1. p. 25 and n. 83.

f
" Urbs et vetustate originis et crebra fortunae varietate ad memoriam posteritatis insignis ;

condita ab Agenore diu mare non vicinum modo, sed quodcunque classes ejus adierunt ditio-

nis suae fecit : et si famae libet credere haec gens literas prima aut docuit aut didicit. Coloniae

certe ejus pene orbe toto diffusae sunt ***** Credo libero commeantes mari, saepiw

usque adeundo caeteris incognitas terras, elegisse sedes juventuti qua tunc abundabant."—
Quint. Curt. lib. 4. c. 4.

X Vallancey's Collectanea, v. 6. p. 192. There are some of these, however, of which we

do not admit ourselves implicit believers.
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as to the fact, it is but candour, however, to continue the passage,

though the latter member of the sentence it will be perceived is but

inference.
" But the letters upon the most ancient of them are appa-

rently of Roman and Roman British original, and none of these

inscribed monuments are so ancient, as to prove that the Irish were

possessed of letters before the Romans had intercourse with the

Britons, though they prove that they had letters before the arrival of

Saint Patrick in that kingdom,"* Yet let any one look at the characters

etched by Astle himself, (plate xxxi of his work,) as
"
specirnens of

Ogham writing practised in Ireland," and say whether they are at all re-

ferrible to the Latin: the truth is, that the scholar, who can see nothing
classical but what associates with Greece or, Rome, shrinks from the

notion of learning in colder latitudes as untenable ; but let him know

that Joannes Magnus asserts, the northerns of Europe, had not only

the art of writing, but also regular historians long before the Latins

invented letters, and refers to the evidence of some gigantic rocks,

which presented letters sculptured on them from the most remote

antiquity. -f* Lindebrogius also is said (citante Vallancey) to affirm

that letters, philosophy, poetry, theology, and laws, were among the

Gauls even before the Greeks received them ; and Caesar, though he

asserts that neither the Druids of Britain or Gaul committed their

doctrine to writing, yet affirms that in other affairs the use of letters

was common. "Neither do they think it lawful to commit their

X Origin and Progress of Writing, c. 5. p. 119.

f
" Credendum tamen non est ipsos aquUonares omnino caruisse scriptoribus rerum a se

magnifice gestarum, cum longe ante literas inventas Ijatinas, et antequam carmenta ex Gra;ci4

ad ostia Tyberis et Romanum solum cum Evandro pervenisset, expulsisque Aboriginibus

gentem Ulam rudem mores et literas docuisset, Gothi suas literas habuerint. Cujus rei indi-

cium prasstant eximiee magnitudinis saxa, quae literarum formis insculpta persuadere possint,

quod ante universale diluvium vel paulo post gigantea virtute ibi erecta fuissent."—Hist.

Goth., &c. lib. 1. c. 7. See also Spelman's Glossary, title
" Runicae Literse."
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religious opinions to writing, although in other transactions, public as

well as private, they use [ Greek ] letters. They seem to me to have

established this regulation on two accounts, their unwillingness that

their tenets should be too commonly understood, and lest those who

are initiated in them, should, by confiding too much in the letters,

impress the matter less upon their memories ; as it frequently happens

to many, that by the artificial aid of letters they remit the due dili-

gence of learning, and also the retention of what they have learned."*

The term, "in vulgus," necessarily suggests, that writing was of

general experience, while the word Greeds has by many critics been

supposed to be a mere interpolation ; (see Rees's Cyclopaedia, tit.

Ogham:) and that it must have been so, and that this common

alphabet of the country could not have been Greek, is clearly evi-

denced by a passage in the preceding book of the same work, where

Caesar, having occasion to transmit a despatch through Gaul, sends it

written in Greek characters, lest, if his letter were intercepted, the

enemy might become acquainted with his plans. -f It is also to be

observed, that Diodorus himself, a Greek author, does not say that the

letters, which he distinctly affirms,:J; were thrown by the Gauls (as for

their departed friends) on the funeral piles of the dead, were written

in Greek, and all the specimens and characters of northern writings,

* "
Neque fas esse existimant ex literis mandare, cum in reliquis fere rebus, publicis prU

vatisque, rationibus Graecis literis utantur. Id mibi duabus de causis instituisse videntur; quod

neque in vulgus disciplinam efferri velint, neque eos qui discunt literis confisos minus memo-

riae studere ; quod fere plerisque accidit, ut prsesidio literarum diligentiam in perdiscendo ac

memoriam remittant."—DeBell. Gall. lib. 6. c. 14.

t
" Hanc Graecis conscriptam literis mittit, ne intercepta epistolS nostra ab hostibus con-

silia cognoBcantur."—De Bell. Gall. lib. 6.

tfivuXXut u( Tii> Tvf*f, uf Tftin T(TiA{vTi|)c«Twi> ictxYiuTOftttctt TtcvT»f.'—Bibl. Hist. lib. 5. p. 362.

o2
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which Wormius, as well in his
" Monumenta Danica," as in his

"
Lite-

raria Runica," presents us with, suggest no affinity to the Latin, but

are evidently of kin with the Irish Ogham.
Novel and paradoxical as it may appear to some, the fact is, that

the Latins have borrowed far more from the Celts than they have

given in return,* and the learned Abbe Pezron-f- has made it appear

that they have done so with regard to the names of all the days in the

week, most of the names of the months, the very term
"
disco," to learn,

and above three hundred obvious words, of which he has given a list,

as well as of those taken from the same source by the Greeks and

Germans. In conformity with which,
"
Quintilian instructs us, that

before the time of the Consuls the Latin was rude and barbarous in

expression, having many words from other languages, especially Gallic,

(i. e. Celtic.) In fact, the lingua prisca of Italy was the language

of the Umbrians and Sabines, who were Celts. Italy was called Gallia

Cisalpina, as being colonized from Gaul,"j: and Leibnitz decidedly

enforces this :
" The Latin language," says he,

" was compounded of

the Celtic and the Greek, and by how much the more ancient the

Celtic is, by so much the more clearly can the Latin derivatives from it

be illustrated;
* * *

so that in exploring the Irish, we would have an

exhibit, not of the Celts who were contemporaries with Caesar, but of

the progenitors of the Celts who were contemporaries with Ccesar."§

Nor were the Latins the only philological spoilers, for Plato, in his

Cratylus, is expressly of opinion, that the Greeks too had borrowed

* See Highland Report on Ossian, p. 138.

f Antiq. de la Nation et de la Lang, des Celts, p. 289, et seq.

X O'Flaherty's Isles of Aran. See also Polybius, lib. 2.—and Leibnitz, vol. 1.

§ "Lingua Latina ex Celtica, hinc melius Latinas origines ex ea illustrari posse putem,
» * * * * ut ita in Hibemis non Celtae Csesari contemporanei, sed Celtarum Caesari

contemporaneorum avi quodam modo nobis exhibeantur."—Leibnitz, Dissert. Philol. Amstel.

1716, pp. 26-7.
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many words from the barbarians.* When it thus appears that letters

were known to the northern Celts before the Romans invaded their

territories, we think we might make a rest, and ask by what probabi-

lity, may we say possibility, could Ireland be exempt from this literary

dispensation ? Do the proofs advanced of the Swedes—of the Danes—
of the Gauls, having letters, inscriptions, and characters, leave a doubt

that the Irish had them too ? Is the proposition less problematic,

when Camden, that great antiquarian, (and who never flattered Ire-

land,) records his opinion, that the Saxons borrowed their alphabet

from Ireland?"'!' And last of all, when Spencer, another powerful, as

also a reluctant evidence, enforces the absurdity of doubting the most

ancient existence of letters in Ireland ?
" Where you say the Irish have

always been without letters, you are therein much deceived ; for it is

certain that Ireland hath had the use of letters very auntiently and

long before England,
• * * * ^u^ whether they at their first

coming into the land, or afterwards by trading with other nations

which had letters, learned them of them, or devised them amongst
themselves, is very doubtful ; but that they had letters auntiently is

nothing doubtful, for the Saxons of England are said to have their

letters and learning and learned men from the Irish, and that also

appeareth by the likeness of the character, for the Saxon character is

the same with the Irish, Now the Scythians never, as I can read of

old, had letters amongst them, therefore it seemeth that they had

them from the nation which came out of Spain, for in Spain there was

(as Strabo writeth) letters aunciently used, whether brought unto

E»yo« y«j »T( x-oXXx 01 EAA)i»s; tyofiara, ecXXaf rs ti virt toi« S«jC«{o({ eixouvTi? lea^at

T«f Zx^Zx^tii tiXrt<p»rt."
—Plato, edit. Stephani, vol. 1. p. 409.

f
"
Indeque prisci Angli majores nostri rationem formandi literas accepisse videantur,

quum eadem plane characlere usi fuerint, qui bodie Hiberaicis est in usu."—Camden, Hib.

edit. 1607, p. 730.
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them by the Phcenicians or the Persians."* The passage so alluded

to in Strabo is where, speaking of the Turdetani, he says,
"
They are

considered the wisest of the Spaniards, and they know the use of

grammar, and they have writings of ancient record, and poems and

laws delivered in verse, for six thousand 3^ears, as they say. The other

Spaniards also use grammar, not, however, of the same kind, nor in

the same tongue. "-f- To which Lucan, in his Pharsalia, adds another

testimony,
" Phcenices primi, famae si creditur, ausi

Mansuram rudibus vocem signare figuiis."J

These last authorities, while they strengthen the tradition of Irish

literature at a very early period, open another channel through which

that learning must, as from necessity, have flowed in. Wormius brings

the evidence still more home, by his direct testimony to an Irish al-

phabet, "Runer Iernste,"§ and yet more by expressly mentioning as

one of the ancient Runic varieties of letters,
" Ira letur, id est Irlando-

rum liter8e."§ Add to this the evidence of Saint Patrick's biographers,ll

as to the pile of Druidical books which he burnt and destroyed ;
—the

productions of Conlavin, who, as before mentioned, («w^e,p.89,) main-

tained a written controversy with the Druids;—the copies of his own

poems sent by Fiech to the princes of Connaught ;**—and yet more,

the letters which Gennadius, as cited (ante, p. 92,) records Caelestius to

have written to his parents in Ireland, "in the manner of little books,"

and which, of course, could not have been understood by them if there

did not exist some alphabet of common use in Ireland. And after all

*
Spencer's View of Ireland, Dub. 1809, p. 65.

f
"
2oip«T«TO< S' i^iTct^tfrai t«» lSi)g«» cwt«(, xxi y^ccuftXTixn ^^utTcu, xxi tnt xxXxuti /*ti>/tiii

ly^tvtrt rvyy^UfiftxT* km vtiti/xara x.cci ttfitvf ifi/iiT^evf i%»j(,t<r^t0t iTUt, *>{ ^xiri
' kxi «> «AA«i

Ifenjs?

ji^atroii y^xftoTMit tu ftix iita' owSs
ytsj yAoTTi) tiix,"—Strabo. V. 1. p. 182. Falc. edit.

+ Pharsal. lib. 3. v. 220-1.
\\
See Vail. Coll. v. 2. p. 206.

§ Wormius Lit. Run. c. 5. p. 3& ** Post, Per. 2. sect. 4.
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these unimpeachable witnesses, can the early use of some such charac-

ters be longer questioned ?

The nature of this alphabet, known by the name of Beth-luis-nion,

is also a most satisfactory internal evidence of its antiquity. Here it

must suffice to say, that its characters differ from those of all other

European nations in name, order, number, power, and formation ; all

the letters by a natural association borrowing their names from some

tree; their order differing from that of either the Greek or Latin, B,

L, N, F, S, &c. (Hesiod has recorded that Cadmus named the first

letter of the alphabet ^ovq;) their number limited in the genuine

simple scale to eighteen, (being exactly that, which, according to

Aristotle, (citante Plinio,) Cadmus introduced into Greece. ("In
Greciam intulisse e Phoenice Cadmum * * * * * x. et viii.

priscas fuisse,")* which characters were, however, subsequently so

varied in Greece, as to be unintelligible in the days of Agesilausj-f)

and their proportion of vowels to consonants being so great ; all these

concurring qualities must evince their importation into Ireland, at a

period when letters were in their most primitive infancy.

But beside these common characters, the ancient Irish, or rather

their heathen priests, also made use of secret occult letters known by the

name of Ogham, of which there were three varieties, but the principal,

as it was the most difficult, was "composed of certain lines and marks,
which derived their power from their situation and position as they
stood in relation to one principal line, over or under which they are

placed, or through which they are drawn ; the principal line is horizon-

tal, and serveth for a rule or guide, whose upper part is called the left,

and the under side the right; above, under, and through which line the

Plinii Nat. Hist 1. 7. c. 56. f See Plutarch de Socratis Genio, p. 578.
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characters, or marks are drawn, which stand in the place of vowels, con-

sonants, and diphthongs and triphthongs. Some authors have doubted

the existence of this species of writing in cipher, called Ogham, among
the Irish, but these doubts are ill founded, as will presently appear." So

says Astle,* and Ware more strongly confirms the originality of both

the Beth-luis-nion and Ogham characters, by an appeal attainable to

every philologist ;

"
upon the strictest inquiry, I never could find any

alphabet, no, not the Runic itself, in the structure or order like the

Ogham or Beth-luis-nion elements. It follows, therefore, that as there

was no prototype to copy them from, that they must be the origi-

nals."'f Even Innes admits;]: the antiquity of these characters, and

Eusebius§ gives further confirmation to the preliminary proposition of

this Essay, when he affirms, that such secret characters were in use

among the Phoenicians, and that Sanchoniatho, who he says flourished

before the destruction of Troy, did collect his history from books writ-

ten in secret characters, which were preserved by the priests of

Amon.

Thus, then, the evidences of these alphabets and characters may be

summed up. There are the testimonies of the most ancient Danish,

and Greek, and Latin authors, not only that letters were known to the

Gauls, Celts, and northern nations of Europe before the Romans in-

A-aded these countries, but that the Latins, in the formation of their

vocabulary, actually drew upon their store. There are the best

philologists of later ages, not only confirming this antiquity of the

Celtic, but illustrating in many instances the very words that the

Latins borrowed, and that in some instances they confess they bor-

rowed. Again, so far from the Irish being miraculously exempted

*
Origin and Progress of Writing, c. 6. p. 179.

f Ware's Antiquities, fo. 22. I Critical I'iSsay, t. 2. p. 450.

§ Praep, Erang. lib. ix. cited by O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, v. 2. p. xxxvi. Epist. Nunc.
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from the light that was shining round them, Camden and Spencer,

even Camden and Spencer, insist that Ireland must have had letters

before England, and that thence the Saxons received an alphabet.

The reader is not called upon to decide, that this source alone

sufficed to remove the possibility of the Irish being without letters,

though it satisfied Leibnitz, Camden, and Spencer ; another channel

presents itself, which, in the very ancient times, peculiarly supplied
Ireland. It has been stated, and Mr. Mac-Pherson admits it,* that

the Phoenicians taught learning and the arts where they colonized,

that they did colonize Spain, and that, as Strabo tells us, Spain was

instructed, that they did colonize Ireland, and is the conclusion

obvious ? Tacitus says, that the ports of the latter country were in the

first century well known to commerce and merchants, (" melius per

commercia et negociatores cogniti,''-f") and these merchants, from the

context of the passage in Tacitus, evidently not Roman, and was a par-

ticipation of their knowledge so contraband, that Ireland should not

receive it? Superadded to all this, we have the evidence of the Irish

annals to the early revelation of letters, and the traces of these letters,

though now untranslatable, stamped upon the rocks and altars of their

Pagan worship ; and last, but not least, the internal evidence arising

from the name, order, number, power, and formation of those letters,

and the character of the language that results from their combination.

And yet, after all this chain of proof, may we further adopt the cele-

brated defence of the Roman, "en adversarius," and confront the cause

here espoused, with not to say the motives or prejudices of the opposite

party, but with the weakness of their arguments. It shall be done brief-

ly, and the curious reader referred for the fairness of the abridgment,

(paradoxical as it may appear,) to the article in Rees on "
Ogham,"

where the whole objections are collected, "to lower (as is there said) the

claims of the Irish to the level of truth, justice, and common sense!
"

* Introd. p. 265. + See Tacitus, ante, p. 51.
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1 St. Because Julius and Augustus Caesar used a species of

cipher to keep their more important communications se-

cret; ergo
--_--------_-

2nd. Because what the writer of the article is pleased to

call cryptographic modes of writing, similar to those

used by the Irish, were practised in all the northern

countries of Europe ; ergo ----____
3rd. Because the alleged characters of the ancient Irish

were not stenographic ; ergo
-------- ||

4th. Because certain modern enthusiasts, Vallancey, M'Cur- g g
s

tin, O'Halloran, and O'Flaherty, differ in their at- ^2

*^

9 ^
o

tempts to explain the meaning of characters that must c

be now inexplicable ; ergo

5th. Because Sir Richard Colt Hoare thought the inscrip- ^ ^

tion at New Grange was not Ogham ; ergo
- - - a

6th. Because Mr. O'Flanigan has been sanguine enough at

this day to attempt to translate a certain Ogham inscrip-

tion on Callan mountain, and his translation, which they

prove was an arbitrary one, is not suited to the intelli- i

gence or the omniscient critic ; ergo
- _ _ _ _ .° ^

7th. Because the Irish cipher is arranged according to the -o S

alphabet called Beth-luis-fearn, but does not totally re-

ject the alphabet called Beth-luis-nion ; ergo
- - -

Note.—What a chaos of names, which the critic evidently

does not understand^ and of which he cannot even give the |

correct orthography, obscuring, like the ink fish, the ele-

ment in which he was unable to contend.

8th. Because the book of Lucan, (meaning of course the -g,

book of Lecan, which the author of the article, with an «

c3 tp

a

2 rt

.S 'S

a
B -^
to t—
C o
o

3
O

inveterate species of petitio principii, characters as a

J3
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work as little worthy of belief, as that the Milesians

taught letters before the Christian era,) because this

book happens to name sail, a willow, as the fourth let-

ter of the Irish alphabet ; ergo
-------

Note.—The critic was ignorant how many names of trees,

shrubs, &c. the Greeks and Latins borrowed from the Celts,

e. g. Apv£, an oak, from Deru; Buxus, box, from Beus;

Oto-vj?, a twig, from Osiaj; Folium, a leaf, from Follen;

AtKra/iov, dittany, from Dittain; Canabis, hemp, from Ca-

nab; Kivov, flax, from Lin; Brassica, cabbage, from Brisgin;

MgXt^-, millet, from Mil; YIoqqoq, a leek, from Pour; Pa-

^avoQ, a radish, from Rabes; &c. &c.*

9th. Because in the time of Caesar, the Druids of Gaul did

not use letters ; ergo
----------

10th. Because the Irish Ogham was engraven on wood, and

that other nations had used the same material, particu-

larly the Anglo-Saxons, from whom he of the Cyclo-

pedia will have it, the Irish borrowed their alphabet,

contrary to the remarks of Camden and Spencer; ergo

II th. Because none of these wooden records now remain;

ergo
---------------

12th, Because Mr. Innes delivers it as his opinion, that the

Beth-luis-nion was a modern invention of the Irish

senachies ; ergo
------------

13th. Because the northerns had a Runic character, (the

antiquity of which is in the previous column said to

have been refuted,) ergo
---------

14th. Because the derivation of the word Ogham cannot

now be discovered ; ergo
---------

* See Append, of words to Pezron. Antiq. de la Nation, &c. des Celtes.

p 2

-3
a

br
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What a diffusion of the "
petitio principii

"
is discoverable in the

labours of this redoubtable advocate of Irish barbarism, yet he has

omitted one argument considered the most powerful !
—most convinc-

ing !
—most unanswerable ! For Nennius has undeniably recorded

that " Sanctus Patritius scripsit abietoria ccclxv, et eo amplius nu-

mero."* Saint Patrick wrote out three hundred and sixty-five Latin

alphabets and more ! and there is the conclusive appeal against any

previous alphabet, or indeed literature in Irdand l-f By a parity of

reasoning, some such future antiquarian will cite, that in the nineteenth

century, the nations of Britain and America traversed the seas with

steam vessels, and rely upon the fact, as evidence, that navigation
was previously to that period wholly unknown to either of these nations,

and that the victories ofthe Nile, and ofTrafalgar, were dreams of Bar-

dic imagination ! But it has been asked, if such an alphabet or rather

such a character existed in writing before the days of Saint Patrick,

where are the MSS. that should attest its existence? We shall say
more to this objection hereafter; for the present it will suffice to say,

it might as well be doubted that the Scotch had letters before Edward

the first, because, for obvious reasons, no records of such can now be

produced.

Innes contributes one arrow more to the sheaf, because, says he,

certain terms of learning, such as a book, to read, to write, &c. have

in Irish an evident affinity to the Latin terms for the same, ergo, the

people of Ireland must have been recently taught, (not merely these

specific words,) but all the sciences that they ever so remotely refer

to.:J: Fortunately, Mr. James Mac-Pherson espoused the same

opinion, and his advocacy furnishes its own defeat in the passage,

"it is more natural to suppose that the Latin owes in part its origin

• Hist. Britt. c. lix. f See post, Per. 2. Sect. 4. 1 Critical Essay, v. 2. p. 443.
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to one of the dialects of the great and general tongue, which pervaded

ancient Europe, than that it was formed by a few vagabonds who

assembled together for self-defence on the shores of the Tiber, &c."*

Such is the blindness with which this subject is viewed by those

to whom its consideration is latterly entirely committed ; such is the
" crambe repetita," the saliva of critical rumination, that is, day after

day, cast up to vilify a nation; but it may now be permitted to ask,

whether there is more credulity in believing in early Irish literature,

or in seeing a vis consequential in any one of the above anti-conclu-

sions ? Some few other objections, which are rather referrible to the

general civilization of Ireland, shall be treated of in the sixth section.

The learning thus early known in Ireland was long confined to the

Magi and Philosophers; the wisdom, however, of Tuathal,-|- did, as we

*
Introduction, p. 264.

t From this Tuathal, the once powerful family of O Tuathal, O Tothill, or O Toole,

derived their name. Spencer conjectures that they were of a colony of ancient Britons, who
in remote ages settled on the coast of the present County Wicklow. They were princes of

Jmaile and Cuolan in that district, and in Ortelius's map are placed in the barony of Balli-

nacor. They were one of the septs eligible to the dignity of Kings of Leinster, and main-

tained the right of electing the bishops and abbots of Glendaloch, even for centuries after that

see was united to Dublin. They are said to have struck their own coins before the English

invasion, and after it founded several castles, particularly those of Carnew and Castle Kevin.

(In the latter. Piers Gaveston resided for some time in the year 1308.) The Rhefeart Church at

Glendaloch, was tlie principal burial place of the O Tooles, and in it are still found some mo-

numents to the princes of this race, whose deeds are extensively spread over the annals of the

country. Archbishop Laurence O Toole, the uncompromising opponent of the early English

invaders, was of this sept. And while those invaders were establishing themselves in the island,

the O Tooles were their most harassing antagonists. Accordingly we find them in the reign of

Edward the Second, denominated "Irish felons." They caused much trouble to llichard the

Second, during his progress in Ireland, having destroyed a large body of the royal forces
; and

in the reign of Elizabeth, they are charactered as "a mischievous clan." A captain of this name,
then in the Spanish service, was one of the four who succeeded in carrying off Maria Clemen-

tina Sobieski, the betrothed of the Pretender, from Inspruch in the Tyrol, where she was de-

tained by the Emperor Charles the Sixth, at the instance of George the First.
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have seen,* induce the petty kings and nobles of the country to direct

their attention to the sciences, and accordingly professors therein of

the most illustrious families are, within this period and thenceforth,

frequently alluded to. The chief and most important object of their

cultivation was history or annals-writing, of which many highly

curious specimens yet remain. The practice of recording remark-

able national events, must have been also the natural consequence of

the Phoenician origin of the Irish, for while Herodotus-j" and Josephus;;};

describe the custom as appertaining to the Phoenicians, Pliny and

Festus Avienus extend it§ to their colonies. Why, therefore, should not

the Irish participate in the inheritance which their own antiquarians

claim from the remotest time, and which Spencer and others freely

concede to them ?

The first sentence, with which Tigernach in honest candour com-

mences his annals, has been often vaunted by short-sighted critics as

an admission, that the Irish could have no ancient monuments of lite-

rature,
" Omnia monumenta Scotorum, ante Cimbaoth sunt incerta,"

i. e. all the records of the Irish before the reign of Cimbaoth are uncer-

tain. Now as this Cimbaoth flourished about the time of Alexander the

Great, it might not seem necessary, nor within our scope, to comment

on the passage, but even in reference to our boundary line, the rea-

der will observe that Tigernach's proposition resolves itself into two

parts, II the one a fact, namely, that the Irish had such records or

monuments extant of days before those of Cimbaoth, and the other

merely matter of opinion that they were uncertain. Indeed Tigernach's

work evidences records then existing of very high antiquity; not

only does he repeatedly cite such, but his notes of remote events are

* Ante, p. 76. f Ante, p. 16.

; Artte, p. 10.
§ Atite, pp. 30, 31.

II
See 1 Catal. Stow.MS. p.60.
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given with such veracious dryness, as clearly shews the absence of

invention and the pre-existence of explicit unadorned annals. Oral

tradition never would have given them so simply pithy. In short, in

the words of the Journal des Scavans, (October, 1764,)
"

Plusieurs

scavants etrangers reconnoissent que les Irlandois ont des annales

d'une antiquite tres respectable et d'une authenticite a toute epreuve."

As these historical accounts were from the earliest period accom-

modated to verse, and intrusted very much to tradition, it is obvious

that poetry in such a national cause must have ultimately attained

some excellence, especially where its professors are recorded to have

been, like the Chinese literati, exempted from taxes and ennobled as

by right of genius. Their pretensions were subjected to some jealous

scrutiny, and in the Seabright collection of Irish MS. in Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin,* there is preserved a small tract on the necessary qualifi-

cations of a bard.-f- Like the northern Skialds,;]: this order recited

their productions on all public occasions amidst the deep attention

and breathless sympathies of thousands, who listened to impress their

verses on memories long practised to such exertions ; and thus it is,

that after the lapse of many centuries, the Finian poems of the Irish,

many of which have been attributed to Ossian, yet remain. In point of

fact, the labour of learning, and remembering so many verses, which Dr.

Johnson urges as an invincible argument against the antiquity of such

poetry, is precisely that which could alone assure us of the tenacity

with which they must have established themselves in the memory; and

Caesar, who, with the alleged attributes of Ossian, carried the genius of

history to the field, and recorded where he fought, while he witnesses

a similar practice in Gaul, relies (as we have seen) on its superior effi-

cacy.§ The Psalter of Cashel has been already alluded to as a collec-

• Class H. 54. fo. 53. f Trans. lb. Celt Soc. p. xiii.

I See Mod. Univ. Hist. v. 1 1. p. C72. fol. § De Bell. Gall. Lib. C. c. 14.
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lion of Irish records in prose and verse, compiled within this period

by the orders of Cormac from more ancient documents, and is said to

be still extant.* There is also in the book of Lecan, a poem, ascribed

to the fifth century, on the Religna Ree, or Royal Sepulchre, at Rath

Croghan, in the County Roscommon, f-

We are not here called upon to enter the arena on the obsolete

question of the authenticity of the poems attributed to Ossian by Mr.

Mac-Pherson ; the interest of the contest is long since worn out, and

at all events, every thing appertaining to Ossian, his country, his era,

his poetry, are all matter of internal evidence, or can at least be only

well established by authorities in the Irish or other Celtic languages.

Much learned extravagance has been exhibited on all sides, and even

Mr. Whitaker was so shaken by the almost national enthusiasm, to

deify this Homer of the north, that he actually quotes and relies upon
the poems given by Mac-Pherson, as historical authority ! It would

be a source of great satisfaction to every Irishman and Scotchman, if

on this occasion Whitaker's judgment were sound, and Mac-Pherson's

veracity unimpeachable; but under existing circumstances, those, who

seek that satisfaction, must draw on their credulity, and any enjoy-

ment that may result, will be, we fear, but the dream of the Athenian

madman. No early writer of Ireland we believe ever mentions Ossian

as a poet, and we are quite sure that Tigernach, the most candid of

her annalists, though he repeatedly speaks of Ossian, never hints that

he was a bard, or refers to a hne of his composition.J In truth, it

would seem that Mac-Pherson, having collected much of his raw mate-

rial from the legends of the Erse, and the Irish Finian tales, presented

it to the world in a texture so richly worked off, as at least entitles him

• Trans. lb. Celt. Soc. p. Ix. f Trans. lb. Celt. Soc. p. xxvi.

See 2 O'Conor, p. 52, &c.
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to be considered its manufacturer. The work is certainly a beautiful

imposition, at first too much extolled, and now, by an equality of re-

action, too much neglected.

The enthusiasm and rewards, with which the bards were received,

naturally led to their interweaving in their compositions, the praises

of their patrons; and more especially to gratify that family pride so

peculiar to Ireland, by tracing the lineage of such their favourites

through a long line of illustrious ancestors. The vanity of the chief-

tain was fed by the flattery of the bard, who, in his turn, received

more substantial requital. Hence it was, that pedigrees, which in

their later steps, were based on history, rose, like the ladder of the

patriarch's dream, into regions of clouds and obscurity ; and, al-

though innumerable grateful memories wandered over them, their

remoter connexions were for imagination or credulity to complete.

Very curious specimens of this science, evidently originating in this

age, are yet extant in the books of Ballymote and Lecan, and that of

the O'Kellys,* already alluded to.

* This book was composed for the O'Kellys of Hy Mania, it contains several ancient his-

torical poems, and furnishes the pedigrees of all those families, who, like them, have descended

from Nial of the nine hostages. Their own lineage is most particularly illustrated from

Ceallach, their great ancestor, to the year 1427. The family of Mac-Kellagh or Kelly, is one

of the most ancient and certainly the most extended over Ireland. In Connaught they were

petty kings of Hy Mania, a tract extending over the counties of Galway and Roscommon, of

which they were disposessed by the Berminghams and Burkes. In Leinster their authority ex-

tended over a large territory, in right of which they constituted one of the seven septs of Leix,

and were of those eligible to the dignity of kings of Leinster. Of these estates they were

also deprived by the Fitz-Geralds, Fitz-Henrys, Keatings, &c. In consequence of which

vicissitudes, many of the name passed into Scotland, where, in the reigns of Henry the Third,

and Edward the First, they will be found scattered over the counties of Haddington, Perth,

Berwick, &c., as they were soon after in Warwickshire and Lincolnshire. In 1014, a son of

O'Kelly, king of Hy Mania, was killed at the battle of Clontarf. In 1 133, Dunmore, the

royal seat of the O'Kellys of Connaught, was destroyed by Conor O'Brien. In 1244, O'Kelly

of Crioch Cualan, was one of the Irish chieftains, to whom Henry the Third directed his letter

VOL. XVI. Q
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Poetry, especially of the rhythmical character used by the Irish,

the formation of which Dr. O'Conor has employed some of his valu-

able pages in illustrating, naturally introduced music, and while the

authority of Diodorus (as cited ante, p. 80,) seems to suggest the

early use of the harp in Ireland, {KiOapiaras,) George Buchanan fully

strengthens the application of the passage, where he describes Etho-

dius, a king who reigned in Scotland before the colonization by Fergus

Mac-Erc, retaining a harper from Ireland, as was the custom of the

Scotch nobles, to play to him in his bed-chamber at night ;* and the

knowledge of music in Ireland is further confirmed by the several

ancient musical instruments which have been discovered in the

country.-^-

It cannot be doubted, after the deep intelligence in navigation

that Dionysius attributes to the Phoenicians, the extended voyages
and migrations of the eastern colony that peopled Ireland, the com-

merce of that country spoken of by Tacitus, and the more recent

expeditions of the Irish to Scotland and Britain, that the art of sail-

ing must have been well understood even at this early period, while

the nature of their naval architecture will be more aptly referred to the

following section.

to join the king's army in Scotland. In the reign of Elizabeth, the O'Kellys are enumerated

among the chief families of Ireland, and those of Galway are particularised by Spencer, as of

the septs whom it was most essential to restrain within that district. In the contest between

James the Second, and William the Third, the O'Kellys espoused the cause of the former, and

some of the family followed his fortunes into France, subsequently to which, we find an officer of

the name among the wounded in Lally's Regiment, at the battle of Lauffield village. In the

ecclesiastical history of Ireland, the name is yet more remarkable, and of the archbishops

and bishops before the commencement of the sixteenth century, about twenty are O'Kellys.

An ancient pedigree of the family is still extant at Stowe.

• " Cum, de more procerum Scotorum, fidicinem ex Hibemia in cubiculo suo pernoctan-

tem haberet, &c."—Rer. Scot. Hist. Lib. 4. (25th king.)

f Vide, Mr. Neville's paper. Lond. Phil. Trans. No. 337. Art. 32.
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' In support of their astronomical acquirements, the singular ac-

count of the Hyperborean island, as cited from Diodorus Siculus,*

cannot but be more especially recalled to the reader's attention, as well

for its striking mention of the apparent approximation of the moon,

and the appearance of mountains thence discernible on its disk, as the

evident allusion to the cycle of nineteen years, by which Meton, some

centuries previously, endeavoured to adjust the course of the sun to

that of the moon, and to make the solar and lunar years begin at the

same point of time. Add to this, that Caesar expressly mentions-f- th^

astronomical pursuits of the Druids with whom he was acquainted,

^and who we have stated were an emanation from the Magi of Ireland,)

their knowledge of the stars and their motions, of the size of the world

and its nations, &c. which Mela supports;.! and Pliny, speaking of the

mistletoe, and the ceremony with which it was gathered by the Druids,

says, it is difficult to discover, and when found, is taken with much

religious ceremony, "etante omnia sext&, LunS. quae principia men-

sium annorumque his facit, et saeculi post tricesimum annum."§ And

though CjEsar, in his ignorance of Ireland, thinks it likely that Britain

was the source of this information to the Druids, || yet without at-

taching any importance to his acknowledged doubt on the subject,

his
"
existimatur," it may at least be insisted, that it was wholly

impossible a science, which immortalized the Phcenicians, could be

* Ante, p. 80.

f "Multa praeterea de sideribus atque eorum motu, de inundi ac terrarum magnitudine,
de rerum natura, de deorum immortalium vi ac potestate disputant, et juventuti transdunt."—
De Bell. Gall. 1. 6. c. 14.

X
" Hi terrae mundique magnitudinem et formam, motus coeli ac siderum, ac quid dii

velint scire profitentur.''
—De Situ Orbis, lib. 3. c. 2.

§ Nat. Hist. lib. 16. c. 44.

II
De Bell. Gall. lib. 6, and ante, p. 86.

q2
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unknown to their colony,* or that in another view, so great an integral

part of the Druidical system of education in Gaul and Britain, could

be unrevealed in Ireland, particularly after the devastation of Mona. .

Of the medical knowledge of the day, Pliny attributes much to

the Druids of Gaul, which should be equally accessible to the inhabi-

tants of Ireland, and especially extols their acquaintance with sanative

herbs j-f- while the continuators of Tigernach, at A. D. 366, comme-

morateJ the death of a king as by poison, and of a princess by a

poisoned draught.

The Phoenicians are said to have been the first inventors, not only

of astronomy, but also of arithmetic ;§ and here also our parallel is

confirmed, by the existence of some extremely ancient Irish treatises

on that subject, especially a highly curious one preserved in the Liber

Niger, or Black Book of Christ Church, II exhibiting the state of the

science before the introduction of Arabic numerals.

Of the learned men of this interval, few are capable of being illus-

trated by foreign testimony, notwithstanding that the native annals

speak of many, and particularly that Cormac, King of Ireland, in the

third century, wrote several works on politics and jurisprudence; while

Sir George M'Kenzie, in his Defence, expressly says,
"

I have seen a

very old MS. brought from Icolmkill, written by Carbre Liffeachair,

[the son of that Cormac,] wherein is given a full account of the Irish

* Strabo admits, (Geog. lib. 16.) that it was from the Phoenicians astronomy came to

the Greeks.

t See Nat. Hist. 1. 16. c. 4.— 1. 24. cs. 4 and 12.—1. 25. c. 9.—1. 29. c. 3. and 1. 26.

in proem.

; 2 O'Conor, Rer. Ilib. Script, p. 77.

§ Diog. Laert. in proem, seg. 11. p. 8.—Jamb, in Vit. Pythag. c. 29. p. 135.—Laughton's

Ancient Egypt, p. 68.

II
See Reports of Commissioners, 1810 to 1815, p. 307.
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kings, by which I conclude, that since the Irish had MSS. then, &c."*

To these of Pagan hterature, one Christian sage may be added, Celes-

tius, the favourite and most able disciple of the heresiarch Pelagius,

whom Saint Jerome-f- more than once exhibits as a Scot or Irishman,

and whom Usher, (Primord. pp. 208 and 786,) Noris, (Hist. Pelag.

1, 1. c. 3,) and Martianay, (not. ad Prol. 1. 1,) unanimously consider

as such.

SECTION V.

The Arts.

Architecture,^ whether for comfort or defence, is the first of

the arts that seems to suggest itself to an infant society, and that the

Irish were not, even in the early period of this investigation, alto-

gether ignorant of it, would appear not only from the terms of build-

ing that occur in the most ancient specimens of their language,

but also from regulations in the Brehon laws, and unequivocal pas-

sages in the annals regarding it. These are not, however, competent
witnesses here, but neither is external testimony wholly unattainable.

Ptolemy, who wrote in the second century, mentions in Ireland the

renowned city Nagnata, the city Manapia, the city Eblana, (" Nay-
vaTa TToXig £Tn(rTr]f.iO£,"

—" Mavania ttoXiq,"
—" 'EtXava ttoXiq,")

* M'Kenzie's Defence, p. 33. fO) i>0!iJj90 b«ii Hv

f Prolog, ad lib. 1 et lib. 3, in comment, in Jeremiam.

i In reference to Irish architecture, previous to the English invasion, much interesting

matter will be found in Miss Beaufort's able Essay on that subject, published in the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. 15.
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besides other minor towns. Marcianus Heracleota, who flourished

in the third century, in his notice of Ireland, says it has sixteen

nations and eleven cities of note, (" E^et ^e sSfvij t^, ttoXsiq eirariiiovg

evdeKa' Sec.")* yet, both Ptolemy and Marcianus must have been

ignorant of many places, and consequently of many cities and towns

in the interior of the island. Saxo Grammaticus mentions Fridlevus

as besieging the city of Dublin, (" Duflynum oppidum,"-\-) in the

first century, and only at length succeeding in its capture by strata-

gem ; and again records the taking of Dublin, (" Dufflinam urbem")

in the reign of Frotho the fourth. Holingshed says,
" Dublin was

builded, or rather the building thereof enlarged, about the year 155,"

and though Jocelin introduces Saint Patrick prophesying of that

place, as then but "a small village, which yet shall be great here-

after," (" Pagus iste, nu7ic exiguus, eximius erit,")^^ nevertheless, in

the next chapter he styles it a noble city, and speaks of the conversion

of its king by Saint Patrick ; (" Urbem nobilem quae vocatur Dublinia*****
cujus Regem Patricius convertit.")§

Structures, of still more splendor, are in the Irish accounts stated

to have existed in the interior of the country, of which the most

remarkable were Eamania and Tara; the former, the palace of the

Kings of Ulster, is alleged to have been built by Cimbaoth, about

350 years before the Christian era, and as all its splendor consisted

in the arrangement of perishable materials, trunks of trees driven into

the earth, connected with woven osiers and wicker work, and lined

with rushes and mats, there is nothing vitally improbable in the ac-

counts of its extent. According to 0'Donnell,ll it existed in Columba's

time, but had ceased to be a royal residence on the advancement of

* Marc. Heracl. Peripl. p. 91. f Post, at close of this period.

J Jocelin, c. 69. § Jocelin, c, 71.

II Life of Columba, lib. 1. c. 84.
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Armagh, which rose by the downfal of this northern Mantua, "nimium
vicina Cremonje," Camden and Speed attest, that its ruins were

visible in their days ; the former writes,
" Juxta Ardmacham in colle

intumescenti supersunt rehquiae antiqui castri,
' Owen Maugh vo-

cant,' quod antiquam Regum Ultoniae habitationem fuisse ferunt ;"*

and Colgan, even in the beginning of the seventeenth century, bears

witness to the ruins of Eamania as then evidencing ancient splendor.-f-

Dr. Campbell, in modern times has visited it, and he says its site is

still traceable, all of it that could not moulder, in " a very large but

single circular entrenchment.".]:

Tara, already alluded to,§ was a place of yet greater and more

modern celebrity. Colgan says, that it was situated in the plain of

Bregia, (" sitam fuisse in campo Bregiensium ;") and while this plain

of Bregia, extending between the Boyne, the LifFey, and the sea,

was honoured with other edifices besides those at Tara, the latter were

at least pre-eminent, by having been the residence of successive Irish

kings, for an alleged period of upwards of one thousand years. All

the foreign testimony that could establish such a fact, has been

already§ adduced, and the author of this Essay can here but take

leave in a short digression to describe the state of Tara as it appeared
to him on a recent visit.

Approaching this celebrated scene from the metropolis, the tra-

veller, after pursuing his journey for miles over an extensive and

gently elevated plain, is surprised at not obtaining an earlier glimpse
of its eminence, nor is it till he finds himself at its base, that this

venerable mountain presents itself in an attitude of much interest but

* Camden's Britannia, p. 766.

t
"
Regia sedes Ultoniorum erat Eamania prope Ardmacham, nunc fossis latis vestigiis

murorum eminentibus et ruderibus pristinum redolens splendorem, Sic."—Trias Thaum. p. 6.

t Strictures, p. 18. n.
§ ^nu, pp. 71 gt seq.
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little grandeur. The road there sinks between two hills, that on the

right, terminating in the gloomy remains of the church of Screen,

while this at the left rises gently from the dark woody skirting of

the once noble mansion and demesne of Lord Tara, and uprears on

its summit, like a diadem, the royal rath. Near this "the decent

church," appears shining in whiteness over one of these ruined villages,

which so frequently occur in this unfortunate district, as ever to recall

the owl's ill-fated portion in the Eastern story.

Ascending through a little glen, at the back of Lord Tara's, the at-

tention is commanded to several remains of old stone edifices, and par-

ticularly of a very narrow bridge, that yet half spans the channel of a

weedy rivulet, but though worthy of notice, these ruins do not appear

of any comparatively remote antiquity. Thence passing through the

before-mentioned village, and crossing the church-yard, where popu-
lar tradition still identifies some large rocks, as having exercised the

strength or yielded to the sword of Fin Mac-Comhal, (i.
e. Fingal,)

with other like legends "touching" his champions, the visiter at once

finds himself on the summit of Tara; and if he goes there with none

of that wild enthusiasm, which requires towers and battlements, and

draw bridges, and bower windows, and dongeon keeps, to gratify it,

he will feel most awfully the unalterable royalty of the prospect it

commands, not of counties alone, but as over subject provinces.

When the natural advantages of the scene have obtained their duo

homage, let him examine the vestiges of " auld lang syne," and there

too he will not be disappointed ; for
" doubtless the place seemeth to

bear the shew of an ancient and famous monument."* Two large

raths extend over almost the whole ridge of the summit, they are

much superior to the generality of such works, and offer in a small

* Stanihurst, Descr. Irel. c. 4.
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scale the most accurate possible imitation of what are well known m
England as Roman camps ; so thoroughly did they wear that appear-r

ance to the present observer,* that he could almost offer it, as well as

the peculiarity of some such other fortifications through the country,

such as one at Brennanstown near Mullingar in the County West-

meath, that beautiful one at Castleknock,"!- near Dublin, (within

whose double foss the Tyrrells erected one of the earliest Castles

known in Ireland,) &c., as additional evidence of the alliance, before

alluded to, between the Irish and Picts against the Romans, and the

consequent knowledge of these Roman models of fortification. The

larger of the raths is defended with a double foss and double rampart,

which surround it on all sides but one, where they blend into the

J

* Sir Richard Colt Hoare admits a similar resemblance between other raths, and the

camps on the Wiltshire downs.—See his Tour in Ireland, p. 22.

f Castleknock is to be distinguished from Knock Castle. The former was built by Hugh
Tyrrel, in the heart of those possessions of which he was enfeoffed by Henry the Second ; the

latter was erected by Andrew De Ijynch, one of the knights who accompanied that monarch

into Ireland, whence it is frequently called Knock Lynch, and was situated in the County

Meath, where a large tract, comprising the modern denominations of Summerhill and Crpboy,

was delivered to him. The Tyrrells were lords of extensive possessions over Normandy, Eng-

land, Wales, and Ireland, and their achievements are emblazoned in the annals of each country.

Of the Lynches we may add, that in 1201, a younger branch emigrated into Connaught, where

they became, if not the foundersof Galway, at least the chief promoters of its prosperity.
—

(See

Hardiman's Galway, passim.) Soon after this, the parent stock, as appears by various ancient

records, was known by the name of Lynch or Leyns indifferently ; an alias, which was also

adopted by some of the family who figure in the monastic histories of Belgium. In the wars

for the Stuarts, the Lynches of the Knock took an active part. In 1642, the Earl of Ormond
took "the strong castle" of Knock Lynch, when the garrison, not accepting quarter, were put

to the sword. In 1688, the head of the family was taken prisoner, fighting for James at the

batUe of the Boyne; and in 1747, Colonel Lynch, who followed the fortunes of the ex-

monarch, was of those in Lally's regiment killed at the battle of Lauflield village. Knock

Castle and its manors were, in consequence of this line of politics, distributed to adventurers,

and the Lynches or Leynses were debentured into a small estate in the County Roscommon,
which lately reverted to the crown by the death of the last heir male of this line, (according to

the terms of the grant.)

VOL. XVI. R
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single foss and rampart of the second rath.* Beyond the latter is

another much smaller, though from its paramount height, being the

the only one seen from the valley, it would appear to have been the

royal station ; several others are to be found down the opposite or

western declivity, so numerous that they are all said to cover nearly

twenty acres ; while a little to the north of this supposed royal fort,

is a very singular pit, cut bowl-like out of the hill, and near it two

long parallel ridges. The former is alleged to have been used for cooking

the meat, and the latter for the purpose of enclosing a common hall.

Tradition says, that all the above-mentioned raths were crowned

with buildings, possibly similar to those of the ancient Welsh kings, -f-

and that the very fosses were arched in covered ways ; but there can

be no doubt that all such erections must have been of wood or wicker

work, covered perhaps with fern or heath, and that little credence can

be given to the poetry of "Tara's walls," from which some worthy

antiquarians have derived a deal of harmless satisfaction. This part

of the country, like most others of Ireland, was in those times forested

with timber, and prudence as well as convenience suggested the use

of that material. Of its being so used to a great extent, the Irish an-

nals, long tradition,, and exclusive probability, are the best evidences,

with which the natural and artificial appearances of Tara concur, and

hence it is, that the praises of the very ancient Irish kings, are propor-

tioned to the quantity of ground they cleared of woods.J Timber

felled for making houses, is repeatedly spoken of in Domesday Book,

while in Fenn's Lettei's,§ houses, framed and made ready on the spot

* The whole diameter of this rath is traversed by a long, broad, raised grave, containing

the bodies of nearly 300 of the misguided wretches who fell in 1798, at what is called the battle

of Tara.

t Vide Leges Wallise, pp. 167 and 263. X See Cambr. Eversus, p. -59.

§ Vol. 3. p. 141.
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where the wood was felled, to be put together elsewhere, are shewn to

have been very common in England, so late as the days of Henry the

Sixth ; and this is the very architecture, whose disappearance is re-

gretted with such keen satire in the preface to Holingshed's histories,

" When our houses were built of willow, then we had oaken men, but

now our houses are come to be built of oak, (i.
e. the bird-cage houses,)

our men are not only become willow, but a great many altogether of

straw." Forests in these days were only valuable on account of their

acorns and beechmast, the Saxons only estimated the value of a tree

by the number of hogs that could lie under it ; it is therefore not to be

wondered at, that a material, so otherwise worthless, should be as

eagerly appropriated as it was obviously adapted for architecture.

Abundant evidences could here be adduced, to illustrate the pecu-

liar beauty and elegance of the wattled or timber framed houses of the

Irish ; they are, however, reserved for a subsequent period* of this

Essay, but if the reader will for the present concede in deference to the

arrangement that such structures might have existed, it may well be

asked, what greater traces of that magnificence could Tara be expected

to present than it does at this day : all that was unperishable remains,

and what grander monuments have the Romans left in Britain, though

they occupied it even in the Augustan age and for centuries after.

Perhaps it will be answered, that the Romans held Britain but

with the desultory occupation of war, but he who knows the early

History of Ireland, will oppose the objection with fatal re-action, for

at what period of that history was an Irishman suffered to enjoy his

home w ithout a terror of barbarous invasion ? In the interval in

consideration, it was six times desolated by "Royal Danes," and were

• Post, Period 2. sect 5.

R 2



the centuries, into which this Essay is next to travel, to be here antici-

pated, what an appalling rush of rapine would be presented !

It would be trifling with the time of our readers, were we to em-

plo}^ much of ours, in illustrating the architectural beauty that may be

displayed in edifices without stone or brick.

The rustic architecture of wood, was general throughout Greece.

The Royal Palace of Zengis was of wood, and that of the destroyer of

the Roman Empire, (Attila,) was of the same material, but built with

a magnificence of which we can form no idea. It covered an imrnense

space of ground, comprehending towers and a great variety of edifices,

columns of carved and polished timber, &c. The houses of the Huns

were of wood, and structures are numerous at this day in those very

countries, with whose customs and habits Ireland in her infant days

should have most naturally associated. Timber fabrics were in truth

the models that it was sought to imitate in stone or marble, and from

the simple originals of ornamental woodwork, the most complicated

forms of gothic architecture have been fashioned,* But none should

expect that such edifices could survive the revolutions of time—of

manners—of Ireland ! Where are the buildings that were erected by
the Phoenicians in Majorca, Minorca, Malta, Spain, &c. ? Not a

vestige of them remains. Where "the ingenious cottages of cane or

reeds interwoven," used by the Egyptians-f- in the early ages .'*

Where those rustic temples and primitive erections of Grecian archi-

tecture, from whose accidental combinations the numerous ornaments

of that beautiful style have been derived ? Where those " creberrima

aedificia fere Gallicis consimilia,
"

those
"

casae quee more Gallico

stramentis erant tectae,"^ which Cajsar saw in Britain ? Where

• See Edinb. Philos. Trans, vol. 4. f Laugbton's Ancient Egypt, p. 65.

+ De Bell. Gall. lib. 6.
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these Gallic edifices that Strabo describes ? (" Tovg d' oikovq ck

CFavidcjv Kai yeppMV S](ov(Ti jxeyaXovQ BoXoeideig, opo(l)op iroWijv erri-

"SaWopres.")* Where those of Germany, to which even the Roman

historian reluctantly attributes such beauty P-f" Where are now those

timber houses, that, even after Alfred had introduced the more durable

architecture of stone, continued for ages to be fashionable in England ?

Where are the wattled cottages of Cambria, that Giraldus describes

in his Itinerary ? Where that castle of Pembroke, constructed in the

days of Henry the First
" ex virgis et cespite ?":J But to come ia

far more recent days, how few are now the vestiges of those cage-

beamed houses, that but some two centuries since were the pride

and admiration of our ancestors ? In a word, where would even the

finest streets of the mighty metropolis be traced in a few centuries if

some chilling influence were to avert what in Irish parlance may be

termed their perpetual renewal ?—Would not they too be as desolated

as if they never had a foundation but in the fancy of bards and the

credulity of enthusiasts ?

The habitations of the humbler classes during this interval, require

no foreign illustration. By that peculiar destiny, which seems in

many instances in the latter ages to have inverted the glory of Joshua,'

and stayed the advance of light from Ireland, the hovels of the first

centuries are the hovels of the nineteenth. In the simple circular hut,

ribbed with branches woven of withes or osiers, and coated with sods

or leaves, which the fevered pauper erects at the road side, or the

*
Geog. lib. 4.

-f-

" Vicos locant non in nostrum morem connexis et cohasrentibus sedificiis : suam quis-

que domum spatio circumdat, sive adversus casus ignis remedium, siveinscitia aedificandi. Ne
caementorum quidera apud illos aut tegularum usus. Materia ad omnia utuntur informi, et

citra speciem aut dilectationem. Qucedam loca diligent'ms Ulinunt terra, ita purd ac splendenle,

ut picturam ac lineamenta colorum imHelur."—Tacitus de Moribus Germanorum.

j See post, period 4. sect. 5.
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fruitman throws up in the orchard of his summer traffic, is distinctly

traced that species of dweUing, Avhich the ancient Irish hunters and

herdsmen occupied in their respective avocations ; while in the poor

oblong cabin, enclosed with the rude masonry of sods of turf and

earth, and thatched with the ready tribute of the heath, or subse-

quently of straw, without either chimneys or windows, and but one

door-way for the light and the smoke to struggle through, are still

retained the vestiges of the humblest habitations of primitive times,

the self-same Celtic edifices, that, in the days of Augustus, the peasant

of Mantua so pathetically laments,

"
Pauperis et tuguri congestum cespite culmen !

"

Villages of such edifices were scattered round the rath of the

chief, and in these troubled times, were generally pitched in the glad^

of some deep wood, and the approaches defended by rude ramparts

of earth thrown up, or of trees felled and laid across one another.

Of the raths or duns, as they are indifferently called in the Irish

annals, several are seen dispersed through different parts of Ireland :

but as in outward appearance they have much in common with the

moats or funeral mounts, that shall be noticed hereafter,* care must

be taken to distinguish them. The latter are smaller and more pre-

cipitate, and consequently wear the appearance of greater height ; but

they are all artificial, while the former are a work of art, grafted as it

were on nature, exercised in commanding situations, cut out of the

hill, not raised from the plain, and in fosses, ramparts, and entrench-

ments, even still presenting the similitude of "
grim visaged war."

In these raths the habitations of the chiefs of the district and his

family Avere constantly placed, consisting in general only of small

* Vide post, in this section.
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buildings constructed of earth and hurdles ;* they are commonly
considered Danish structures, but the error is sufficiently established

by the existence of the works at Tara, and by the name being given

to such structures as Rath Keltair, or as it is called in the ancient

lives of Saint Patrick,
" munimentum Keltarii," Rath-both, (now

Raphoe,) &c., before the Danes had made any regular settlement in

the island, while several are to be met with in parts where that people

never are recorded to have penetrated. Some, too, bear more evidence

than the "nominis umbra" of their antiquity, for one called "the

Giant's Ring," near Drumboe, has on its top a stone altar, while a

circular temple of stones crowns the summit of another near Lough
Ree, in the County of Roscommon, -f"

the respective monuments of that

heathen religion, which had wholly ceased long before the ninth cen-

tury. Nor is this conclusion at all weakened by the occurrence of those

earlier predatory excursions of the Danes, which have been recorded

here, as decidedly none of the northern pirates, previous to the ninth

century, effected such an establishment in Ireland, as would have

induced or allowed them to make erections of the above nature,

though they might subsequently have raised some, or seized those of

the Irish to their own use. And King, in his Munimenta Antiqua,;]:

concurs in these works having been erected before the settlement of

the Danes.

These raths are almost always round or oval ; (some few square
ones occur, as at Cahirmore, near Ross, another in the neighbourhood
ot Castle Freke, &c.) "They are of various sizes, some so small as not

to measure more than ten or fifteen yards in their diameter, and not so

much in height ; while others are so vastly spacious as to take up eigh-

*
King's Munimenta Antiqua, v. 1. p. 78. f See Gough's Camden, vol. 3. p. 596.

t Vol. I. p. 77.
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teen or twenty English acres within their circuit ; and one of them,

called the Giant's Ring, in the County of Down, measures round 2326

feet."* Near Castletown, in the County of Louth, and not far from

Dundalk, a great rath is raised to about fifty feet, "surrounded with a

magnificent ditch, and on the outside of this ditch, (nearly in the same

manner as at the Herefordshire Beacon,) on the east and west sides

are two plains or lower camps for cattle and for fugitives, like a sort

of redoubts, which are again themselves surrounded with a ditch, and,

together with the mount, cover the w hole summit of the hill, making
a very formidable and grand appearance for several miles to the north

and south ;"-|- and this also, Mr. King (the words of whose description

are here adopted) expressly declares to be of higher antiquity than

the Danish establishment in Ireland. Another of the more remarka-

ble of these numerous fortresses is Rath Ascul, near Athy, a plate of

which is given in Gough's Camden, (v. 3. opposite page 48.3,) with

the remains of the habitations of the chiefs still traced upon its sur-

face ; another near Kilcullen, called Knock Caellagh, on which Crom-

well is saidJ to have encamped in his way to the south of Ireland.

Near Granard is a singular rath, and another in the neighbourhood of

Newry, on the top of a hill of easy ascent and surrounded by mea-

dows, through which a river gently glides in two channels, forming

an island in which the hill of the rath is situated.

Here are evidences stamped upon the broad face of nature, which

we think we are warranted in introducing where only such could be

expected, evidences of architectural civilization, at least equal to

those of the Roman conquerors in Britain ; and yet how few of these

field fortifications would remain at this day to announce their former

* Ware's Antiquities, fo. 137-8. f Munimenta Antiqua, vol. 1. p. 80.

t Camden, vol. 3. p. 543.
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greatness, but for the superstitious regard in which they are held.

" So venerated indeed are they to this day by the peasantry, that

they cannot be prevailed on to touch them with the spade or plough,

fancying that they are inhabited by the spirits of the illustrious chiefs

and sages of antiquity."* We regret however to learn, that in the

province of Ulster, where they have not the love and fear of the fairies

so much before their eyes, not only some of the raths, but even of the

funeral mounts, are beginning to disappear, their soil being an excel-

lent refreshment to tillage lands.

"
Many of the larger raths have caves contrived within them

under ground, running in narrow galleries, some of above twenty-six

feet in length, five feet high, and as many broad, which make several

returns, and join to one another in almost right angles ; where they

meet, the passage is enlarged, and at the corners forms a sort of closets

that are square in some raths and round in others ; the walls or sides

of those galleries are made of stones laid flat on one another, with-

out mortar or other cement, like dry walls, and covered with flag

stones laid across, that rest with their ends on the side walls. * » *

Being so strait and small they could never be designed for the recep-

tion of men,
* * *

they were contrived for the convenient disposal

of their stores, arms, provisions, and other warlike necessaries, that

lay secure from the weather, and at hand ready for their use, and

under such a guard that kept them safe from thieves or enemies."-f*

Possibly too, in cases of actual attack, these cavern passages might
serve to shelter the women and children, and offer a dernier resort for

the men when all else was hopeless ; a last retreat, where a few

might retard a multitude, and probably by secret outlets effect their

*
O'Flaherty's Isles of Arron, p. 48.

t Molyneux's discourse in Boate's Nat. Hist, of Ireland, p. 209.
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ultimate escape. That those souterrains were so used as granaries

and storehouses, is made more probable by their having no passages

for light or smoke, and will be found confirmed by Giraldus Cam-

brensis ;* while their other use, as places of retreat, is illustrated by
the passage in the Icelandic annals herein-after cited.* Other caves

apparently for similar purposes, but not attached to raths, are frequent

throughout the island. It may be remarked that Tacitusf- mentions

caves among the Germans for granaries and places of retreat, and

HirtiusJ speaks of the same in Africa. Their generality is more ex-

tensively established in King's Munimenta Antiqua, (vol. I. p. 45,

&c.) In Ireland they are usually based on sand or gravel, so that

no water can rest on them.-

Of the rath caves, the most curious are, one running a considera-

ble distance under the royal station at Rath Croghan, in the County

of Roscommon ; another in the hill of Knock-an-ard-ousk, imme-

diately over Lucan, which is said to run a considerable way under

ground, linking in its course a series of six or more little circular

vaults. In removing some of the fine mould about this cave, several

stone implements of war and husbandry were discovered, some of

which, together with an ancient spur, and a piece of curiously carved

bone also found there, are in the possession ofMr. Gandon, the present

proprietor. The summit of this bold and picturesque eminence is

rounded into a fine rath, half of whose circumference is almost im-

pregnable by nature, while the other half is defended by smooth,

steep, outworks of earth. In a hill near Castle Connor, in the County

of Sligo, there is a yet more curious subterranean passage, running in

a circle, and in its diameter opening on quadrangular chambers built

* Vide post, Period 2. sect. 5. t ^^ Morib. German, c. 16.

+ De Bell. Afric. sect. 67.



of vast arched stones. Ware, in his Antiquities, has given a view of

the latter cavern, (PI. 1. No. 5.) The cavern near Portaferrj, that at

Kilbixy, (County Westmeath,)* and others, especially in the County

Mayo, seem also referrible to this class; and Sampson, in his Memoirs

of Londonderry, (p, 330,) mentions several as existing in that county.

After the raths, the funeral mounts, so much resembling them,

demand some notice ; they are equally numerous over the country,-f-

and the Irish annals, particularly those of the Four Masters,^, ascribe

to them the very highest antiquity. Indeed they are " modelled

after such a manner as vv^isely and effectually to answer the ends for

which they were first designed, defying the injuries of the weather,

and all the usual assaults of devouring time ; they have already stood

several centuries, and must outlast the most artful pieces of architec-

ture the Romans, or more refined Greeks, have left behind them; nay,

we may truly say of the fairest and largest of these mounts, that

nothing is likely to deface them but what, at the same time, must put
an end to the frame of the globe itself."§

"
They are raised on a

large base, and gradually diminish as they advance upwards, till at

length they terminate at the top in a flat surface, and in the whole

have the appearance of a cone. They differ in their dimensions and

height according to the difference of the character of the person for

whom they were raised, as they do also in the materials composing
them ; some being made of earth only heaped together, and others

of small round paving stones, with sand or earth mixed and piled up
in a high cone, covered with a coat of green sods. "II As they were

* See Anth. Hib. vol. 2. p. 316.

f There are no less than thirteen on the celebrated Curragh of Kildare.—See Gough's
Camden, vol. 3. p. 483.

+ O'Conor-s Rer. Hib. Script, pp. 3, 5, 14, 17, 21, 22, 28, 34, 49, 54, 63, &c.

§ Molyneux's Disc, ad fin. Boate's Nat. Hist. p. 190.
||
Ware's Antiquities, fo. 135.
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often thrown up over those who were killed in combat, they became

commemorative of the places where battles were fought.

The practice of raising such monuments over the dead is one of

the many aboriginal principles, which seems to have adhered to the

different societies that diverged from the confusion at Babel;* such

was the tomb of Patroclus in the twenty-third book of the Iliad ;

such were the barrows of Achilles, Antilochus, Peneleus, Ajax Tela-

mon, CEsytes, 8cc.,-f such were the mounts mentioned by Herodotus

as raised over the Scythian Kings ; such those described by Strabo

as made by the Myrsians and Phrygians over the dead; such the

monument of Dercennus, who governed Laurentum before .Eneas, as

spoken of by Virgil ;J such the royal mounts noticed by Lucan ;§ such

the pile erected over Damaratus the Corinthian, as recorded by Plu-

tarch in his life of Alexander ; such the tomb on the banks of the

Wolga, mentioned by Adam Olearius in his travels into Muscovy
and Persia

;||
and the tombs in Westphalia and Friesland, described by

Keisler in his northern antiquities ; and such were the funeral piles of

earth erected by the Danes** over their kings and heroes; and

which, during the long establishment of that people in Ireland, be-

came, as will be shewn, mixed with the corresponding memorials of

the natives.

The cairns are also said to be equally ancient, and were likewise

for sepulture ; they are found in most parts of Europe, differing from

the mounts, in being piles of stones and not of earth, and are by some

supposed to have been so erected, to guard the corses laid beneath

them from the uprooting of wolves and other wild beasts. The most

* Fide, King's Munim. Antiq. vol. 1. p. 270.

t See Chandler's Travels, vol. 1. p. 42. t .^neid, lib. 11.

§ Phars. lib. 8. H Lib. 5. p. 297.

** See Johannes Cypreas, cited post.
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remarkable are, one on the top of Knocknaree in the County of Shgo,

which is reared to the height of thirty feet, and terminates in a flat sur-

face; another on the summit of Sheve Croob, in the County ofDown;

one near Newry Water, apd another at Windgates in the County of

Wicklow. Such was the heap thrown over Achan, as mentioned in the

Scriptures;* the funeral monument of Hector, recorded in the twenty-

fourth Book of the Iliad, and that of the robber Balista, mentioned

in Virgil ; and that such was the use of the Irish cairns is sufficiently

testified by the bones and skeletons, and more rarely sepulchral urnsj-f*

which have been found beneath them, (as at Annaghcloghmullen, in

the County Armagh. ;];)
We must not confound with the cairns

those heaps of baked earth or burned stones often noticed in the

country, and with which it is apprehended the natives cooked their

victuals, placing them red hot under, over, and around their meat.

They preceded the use of turf, while they are also said to furnish an

evidence of the incorruptibility of charcoal, small pieces of which are

still to be found in them, as sound and perfect as the stone they are

mixed with.§

The religious architecture of the day was that, to which stone was

exclusively consecrated, and consisted of round towers, cromlechs,

rocking and pillar stones. In giving a short sketch of these, as has

been above given of the raths, mounts, and cairns, it is hoped,

though the inquiry cannot be much aided by foreign lights, that yet

it will not be considered a digression. It would be impossible to con-

nect the various periods and subjects which this Essay is expected to

illustrate, without some such linking evidences. The round towers

*
Joshua, vii. 26.

f See Mr. Nevilles's paper in Philosoph. Trans. No. 337. Art. 27.

t See Stuart's Armagh.

§ See Townsend's Statist. Surv. of Cork, p. 140, &c.
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are the first and most wonderful species of this ancient masonry ; so

ancient, that hke the pyramids of Egypt they baffle the attempts of

the learned to explore their era; so durable, that, while they have for

centuries resisted the impressions of time, they seem only destined to

perish in the ruin of the world. They are round* pillars of lime and

hewn stone, constructed of the best materials, and with a masonry
that shews a thorough acquaintance with quarrying and chisel work.

Their walls are generally about three feet thick, and of a conical

form, varying in height from
fifty to one hundred and thirty-two feet;

(the tower at Kildare is calculated to be four feet loftier than Trajan's

at Rome,) their outer diameter at the bottom is generally about forty-

two feet, whence they gradually diminish to the top, where the dia-

meter is generally about eighteen feet ; this top in its perfect state

terminates in a stone cap roof; the battlements which crown some

being evidently but later additions. Every tower was divided into

stories of different height, and large holes are distinctly traced inside,

in which the several floorings were joisted, or projecting stone-brackets

on which they rested. Each stage was lit with loop holes, while the

summit had four larger openings opposite one another, and regard-

ing the several cardinal points, the door of each always faces the

East,-j- and was raised much above the level of the ground, from eight

to sixteen feet or more; J all below the door inside is generally of

solid stone, but all above is hollow. Their Architecture and materials

differ widely from those of the churches near which they stand, and

while those feebler efforts of art daily crumble away in their shadow,

* Some of the Irish pillar towers are on hexagonal bases, (like those found in India,)

e. g. the tower at Kinleigh. near Iniskeen, County Cork, &c.

f Ledwich's Antiquities, p. 164.

X The round tower at Downpatrick seems the only exception to this part of the definition ;

but the rubbish of the cathedral has more probably raised the ground about it.
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they exhibit such durability, that one at Kilmacduagh, in the County

Galway, though it leans seventeen feet and an half from the per-

pendicular, still remains entire ; while another at Maghera, in the

County Down, when it fell lay upon the ground like a huge gun un-

broken. -- :

That they were erected by the ancient Irish should be apparent to

any unprejudiced inquirer; they are not to be found in any other

European country but one,* and that the very one which Ireland

colonized to the extent before mentioned ; and even there but two

solitary specimens occur, at Abernethy and Brechin, as if marking

the fact of that colonization having taken place, when the rites, for

which the round towers were erected in the mother country, were on

the decline. Tha tthe latter were not Pictish, (as some have thought-

lessly advanced, because Abernethy was the ancient seat of that

nation,) is confuted by the manner and simplicity of the only buildings

of that people, which still appear in Ross-shire, Caithness, and the

Hebrides, while it would be running against the stream of history

to attribute those in Ireland to the Picts, who, according to the most

accurate records, never regularly settled in that country, and are by
none asserted to have even for a time inhabited beyond the sea coast

of the present County Down.-f" That they were not Danish is equally

intelligible, as in no part of Denmark do such edifices appear; and if it

* I am aware that remains of round towers are said to be traced in some few other parts of

Europe, and one is particularly noted in the "
Voyage pittoresque de Sicile," where it is

designated as a " monument triomphal appelle I'Aiguille." At the first glance, it certainly

suggests a striking similarity with those of Ireland ; on examination, however, it has neither

door nor windows, in fact, it is a solid pillar, erected according to all opinions on the occa-

sion of a victory, and not associated with any notions of religion. Unkindred as this is with

the nature of the Irish structures, I do not think any greater affinity can be discovered in

the towers alleged to exist elsewhere in Europe.

t See O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2. p. 33.
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be replied that the state of warfare in which the Danes held Ireland

might have made structures necessary there, which were not in their

native country, it is as obvious that consistently with such a notion

they should be found all over England, Normandy, and other Euro-

pean countries, which the Danes are known to have visited with

similar tyranny and oppression. Again, if they were Danish, they

would naturally be confined to those places where the Danes settled,

and be most frequent where they were best established, but the fact is

otherwise ; they are found in every part of Ireland, and very many of

them in places which were never possessed by the Danes,* while

Waterford and Wexford, the strong holds of that people, do not present

one, (for Reginald's tower in the former city does not come within

this class.)

All the inferences of probability being thus favourable to the opi-

nion that these towers were of native construction, the consequence

must be, that as they are the most laboured piles of architecture in

Ireland, they must have been erected before the Danes had settled

there, with manners and religious rites wholly unassociated with these

edifices, and Math such vigilant persecution as would have necessarily

debarred the natives from applying themselves to works so general,

so laborious, and so massy. Here the Irish annals can alone support

the investigation, and in the most ancient of these the Round Towers

are recorded. •! The Ulster annals even mention the fall of no less

than fifty-seven of them in consequence of a dreadful earthquake,

(" ingenti terrae motu,") in A. D. 448,1]; while the circular arches,

that occur over the doors of many of them, give internal evidence of

their high antiquity. Neither can the ornaments in relief on the wall

*
Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 4. p. 403.

t See O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Prolog, p. 2. p. ccvii.

X See O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 2.
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and the octagonal spire to the tower at Brechin, or the occurrence of

what is called a Saxo-gothic arch, in one solitary instance at Timahoe,

or the cross that terminates the conical roof of that at Swords, be per-

mitted to invalidate this principle ; they are a very small exception

indeed, and these unusual features are evidently the additions of much

later days. In truth the interval, at present under consideration,

seems to have been precisely that, in which the building of round

towers was most practised.

Neither their founders nor their era have been more questioned

than their use. Some with Lynch and Walsh imagine they were

erected for watch-towers or beacons, but subsequently used for bel-

fries. This first purpose is obviously negatived by their situation,

many being found in deep valleys and hollow places, while in other

parts two are placed close to each other; and as to the second use, that

they were Christian belfries, as Molyneux, Ledwich, and Campbell

suppose, (although they exist no where else in Christendom,) their

structure is greatly unsuited to such a design ; for, as has been justly

observed,
" none of those towers is large enough for a single bell to

swing round in it, and from the whole of their form and dimensions,

and from the smallness of the apertures in them, they are rather cal-

culated to stifle, than to transmit to a distance, any sound that is made
in them."* Indeed it would be hard to conjecture why Christians

should build their churches of such frail materials as wicker and wood,
and erect such everlasting belfries of stone ; much less labour would

have accomplished a comfortable and roomy church. The extraordi-

nary circumstance of their door-ways being always raised from eight
to sixteen feet above the level of the ground, is an additional self

evidence against their being belfries, while the fact of there being a

• Milner's Inquiry, Letter 14.

VOL. xvr. T
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square structure for that purpose, attached to some of the churches,

immediately near which the round towers are found, as at Brechin,*

at Cormac's chapel on the rock of Cashel, and close to the beautiful

round tower of Lusk, shews that the Irish clergy of the middle ages
did not recognise from tradition the use of the round towers as bel-

fries, and completes the refutation of this hypothesis. It may not be

impertinent also to add a confirmatory notice in the annals of the

Four Masters, at A. D. 997, of the burning of Armagh by lightning,

and the destruction of its houses, stone churches, belfries, and celes-

tial towers. (In the version of Dr. O'Conor it runs " Ardmacha com-

busta a fulmine domus et ecclesiae lapideee, et campanilia et ejus turres

calestes omnes
destructae.")-f- The surmise that they were for places

of security and retreat in danger, is met by their small capacity

for any such effective accommodation. Nor is the opinion more

tenable that they were for defensive keeps or depositories for the

MSS. relics, plate, and muniments of the abbeys to which they were

annexed ; the general destruction of these valued pledges by the

Danes, while the round towers remained unassailable unless by light-

ning or earthquake, wholly repels the inference.

Another school of antiquaries, with Dean Richardson, Harris,

and Dr. Milner, insist they were built for Anchorets of an order

called Inclusi, that are said to have commenced their vocation in Ire-

land in A. D. 732,J and who used these as places wherein to immure

themselves. But the pillars of the Stylites, which are cited as their

models, are quite different and diminished structures ; and it is wild

and improbable to imagine such edifices were raised so durable, so

lofty, so divided into stages for the use of a single anchoret, or even

• See the drawing of Brechin in Ledwich's Antiquities.

t O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, v. 3. p. 627
;
and see post, Period 3. section 1.

X See post, Period 4. section 3.
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a group of humble voluntary recluses. Why would the windows be

so curiously adjusted to the cardinal points for such an intention ?

Need we allude to another singular notion of Mr. Morris, that these

towers were erected for the better exposing of the sacrament and

preaching to the people, and that with this object the windows at the

summit were constructed. This theory is overruled by the great height

and formation of these orifices, equally beyond the ordinary capacity

of eye or ear. The last opinion worth notice is, that they served as

prisons for penitents, who used to be placed first upon the uppermost

floor, and after spending there a certain space of time in proportion to

their crimes, were allowed to descend to the next floor, and so gra-

dually until they came down to the door and received absolution.*

Smith advances this hypothesis-f on the faith of some Irish MS., but

to which he neither gives a name or reference.

It is not intended to deny that such of them, as were by situation

suitable for watch towers or beacons, might have been so appropriated ;

and that others might have been, in the days of Christianity, aptly

consecrated to the purposes of that faith either for anchorets or peni

tents, or as belfries, like that at Ardmore,:}: and thence called Cloc-

teach, or the house of the bell, after their first destination was long-

obsolete; but that they were originally the shrines of that heathen

hierarchy, which, it has been sought to prove, governed the mind of

Ireland at this period, the author of this Essay entertains not the

smallest doubt. The Psalter of Cashel expressly declares§ that they
were used for the preservation of the sacred fire; and the brief but

emphatic mention of them by Giraldus Cambrensis, which Dr. Led-

wich has so misquoted, does fully confirm this opinion. It occurs

*
Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. v. 4. p. 395. f History of Cork, vol. 2. p. 408.

X See Smith's Waterford, p. 48.

§ See Miss Beaufort's Essay, Trans. R. T. A. vol. 1-5. p. 206. •"*^* -^^ * " "•' "

t2
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where he speaks of the consequences of the alleged inundation of

Lough Neagh. "It is no improbable evidence of this event, that the

fishermen of that sheet of water at times plainly behold the religious

towers, which, according to the custom of the country, are narrow,

lofty, and round, immersed under the waters; and they frequently

shew them to strangers passing over them, and wondering at the

causes of the phenomenon."* It is quite immaterial to the present

purpose, whether or not such an inundation did actually happen. It

was the opinion in Ireland at that time that it did ; it was matter of.

history in the country, for the annals of Tigernach, which relate it,

were then extant upwards of a century; and these annals, with which

Giraldus must have been well acquainted, fix its date to A. D. 62,

a time when he knew Christianity had not dawned in Ireland ; yet

he, believing the report, expressly says that these towers, denominat-

ing them "
religious," were of such antiquity, that some of them

might have been overwhelmed in that visitation ; that the fishermen

of that lake actually distinguish them under the water, ("sub undis

conspiciunt,") and repeatedly shew them to strangers, (" extraneis

frequenter ostendunt,") that they were towers for ecclesiastical uses,

necessarily meaning for the uses of a religion general at that retrospec-

tive date, as sun-worship was, though he uses a term which in its

more ordinary application is confined to Christianity, (" ecclesiasticas

turres,") while he adds that they were built agreeably with the cus-

tom of Ireland, "more patriae." Were they belfries he would natu-

rally have termed them "
campanilia," were they for any other then

known Christian purpose, he would have been sure to name it ; but

* "
Hujus autem eventus argumentum est non improbabile, quod piscatores aquae illius

turres ecclesiasticas, quae more patriae arctae sunt et altae necnon et rotundoe, sub undis mani-

feste tempore conspiciunt, et extraneis transeuntibus reique causas admirantibus frequenter

ostendunt."—Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 9.
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he saw, as every one must see, that these
"
ecclesiasticse turres," were

for the uses of a reUgion pecuhar to Ireland, and that part of Scot-

land colonized from Ireland. If they were the erections of any other

faith, Druidic, Danish, or Christian, would they not appear in Mona,

in Scandinavia, or in the rest of Christendom ? Nor can the constant

occurrence of Christian places of worship near them operate against

the theory here advanced, as the early missionaries judiciously selected

the scenes of the heathen rites for their own purer uses, not only as it

were to exorcise them of paganism, but "
that they might thereby

attract their new converts to worship the true God, in the very places

where they had been in the practice of worshipping the sun and

fire;"* and hence it happens that ancient ecclesiastical structures

always occur near the round towers, but not vice vers4.

Connecting this part of the Essay with that on the religion of this

period, the reader will readily perceive that the round towers are

considered by the writer of these pages, to have been fire-houses for

the preservation of the sacred fire, at the time when the worship of

the sun was the prevalent creed ; that they were these singular tem-

ples of round form, (" templa insignia rotunda forma,") mentioned

by DiodoruSj-f and that such their shape as well as their purpose
are additional demonstrations of the premised oriental colonization.

Governor Pownal, sensible of this, considers that the Magi of Persia,

prompted by the same zeal which sent the Jesuits to Paraguay,

might have undertaken missions for religious purposes to Ireland, and

thus have introduced there the eastern creed and customs.;]:

As the flame in the fire temples was always small, gentle, and

placed on altars, it would be ineffective, particularly in the climate of

*
Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 4. p. 408.

* * * '^f
!^ ^„^^^ p go,

J See Archaeologia. vol. 7. p. 165.

-t tba «) *'
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Ireland, as well as contrary to the principles of Zoroaster, to have the

towers, as some opponents of this theory urge, open at head ; while

such means were of course used to carry off any smoke, as Du Perron

says,* are adopted to this day by the Persians. The models of these

towers were consequently the same with those of the Mahometan

minarets, that is to say, those fire-temples of the Magians of the East,

introduced by Zoroaster, and which, according to Prideaux, he
" caused to be built wherever he came ; for whereas hitherto they
had erected their altars, on which their sacred fire was kept, on the tops

of hills and high places in the open air, and there performed all the

oflfices of their relgious worship, where often by rain, tempests, and

storms, the sacred fire was extinguished, and the holy ofiices of their

religion interrupted and disturbed ; for the preventing of this he di-

rected that, wherever any of these altars were erected, temples should

be built over them, that so the sacred fires might be the better pre-

served, ***** not that they worshipped the fire, for this

they always disowned, but God in the fire/'-f-

Strabo speaks of these edifices in Cappadocia, his native country.

"In Cappadocia (for in that place are many of the Magi, who are

called Pyroethi, or fire worshippers, and many temples of the Persian

gods,) there are Pyroetheia, i. e. fire temples, certain remarkable

enclosures, in the midst of which is an altar, whereon there is much

ashes, and the Magi preserve the everlasting fire, and daily entering

into this shrine, they, &c. &c.":|: D'Herbelot writes of them very fully,

as Pyreia (Bibl. orient : at Aluand and Parsi,) and Maurice, in his

* Zend. Avesta, torn. 2. p. 569, cited by Lanigan, Eccl. Hist. vol. 4. p. 4 1 1.

f Connect. &c. part 1 . b. 4.

* " E» di Ti) K«WH-«3«x(«, (?reAw yag urn rt t«» M«y«k <pt/A<i»
«i x«( Hv^ailei xaXivneu '

xeXXx CI x«( rai
Xli^rixat B^im

isj*,)
*#*»«« 55-7, Jj x«( Jlv^»i6u*, (rijxoi risi;

alioAoyoj
•

t» Js tcvtcis ^jo-oi; Buficf, ty u x»AAi| TI trvcio; xeei irv^ ao^so-TO ifvX»Trcv<rtv at fiuyci
'

Kdi'
Jtfitfut

h iKTutrti, ivxhv<n,, &c."—Strabo, Geog. lib. 15. p. 1040. Falc. Edit.



Indian Antiquities* says, the fire temples were always round. In per-

fect conformity with which Hanway writes, that there are at Sari, in

the province of Mazanderan in Persia, four temples of the Guebres or

worshippers of fire, who formerly inhabited that country, and he adds,

"it seemed inconsistent that the Persians suffered these temples to

remain unmolested, after the abolition of a religion which they now

esteem grossly idolatrous, but they are made of the most durable

materials. Those edifices are rotundas of about thirty feet diameter,

raised in height to a point near one hundred and twenty feet."-^ And
in the " Histoire des Decouvertes dans la Russie et la Perse," occurs

the notice of one at Bulgari,|: the ancient capital of Bulgaria, which

is there described as built of cut stone, extremely well wrought, and

crowned with a conical roof; while every modern traveller in the east

aids the present hypothesis by accounts of towers of exactly similar

construction with those of Ireland, existing at this day where the

fire worship has been or still is. Pottinger, in his travels in Beloochis-

tan, speaks of them as Atush Kidi, or fire temples, and Lord Valentia

notices two of them which he saw near Bhaugulpore in Hindoostan,

while the drawing he gives of them, presents the exact similitude of

those here treated of as to form, proportion, elevation of the door-

way about twelve feet above the ground, the four summit windows,
and the small tapering roof crowning all, and thus the noble traveller

describes them :
"
They much resemble those buildings in Ireland

which have hitherto puzzled the antiquarians of the sister kingdoms,

excepting that they are more ornamented. It is singular that there is

no tradition concerning them, nor are they held in any respect by the

Hindoos of this country. The Rajah of Jyenagur considers them as

* Cited by Lanigan, Eccl. Hist. v. 4. p. 409. f Hanway's Travels, part 3. c. 43. p. 199.

1 Vide, Vallanc. Collect. Hib. v. 3. pp. 194-5. .
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holy, and has erected a small building to shelter the great number of

his subjects who annually come to worship here;"* thus evidently

implying that they were erected by a people professing a religion

different from that of the majority of the modern Hindoos. In these fire

temples Anquetil du Perron relates,-f that the chamber of fire was

not accessible to any persons except the priests, a fact that would

seem to explain the reason of the doorways of the Irish pillar towers

being so much raised above the level of the ground and chance of

pollution.

And after the erection of such edifices, can it be supposed that the

architects were unable or unwilling to provide more comfortable resi-

dences for themselves, than those already alluded to ? The inference

must be that stone was exclusively dedicated to the service of religion,

and the remaining religious structures being also of stone will further

establish this position ; for notwithstanding the round temples which

were erected in accordance with the reformation of Zoroaster, there

are two evident traces of there being in Ireland, as there was in Persia,

another sect of fire worshippers that
" erected their altars on the tops

of hills and high places in the open air
;";]:

and hence is the Cromlech

so frequently met with in that country. It may be defined a flat

unhewn ponderous altar stone, propped in an inclined position, on two,

three, or four large stones, and frequently surrounded with a circle or

circles of stones, forming the outwork of the pyreum or fire temple.

The channels or furrows, still traceable on most of the inclined or altar

stones, make it probable that sacrifices as of oxen, &c. might have

been offered on them. But whatever were the victims, the altar is

itself thoroughly eastern and primitive; such an altar Noah " builded

• Lrod Valentia's Voyages, vol. l.p. 85.

•{-
Zend. Avesta, torn 2. p. 669, cited by Lanigap, Eccl. Hist, vol, 4. p. 410.

J Prideaux'a Connexions, ante, p. 142.
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unto the Lord," such an altar God himself commanded. "If thou

wilt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn stone,

for if thou lift up thy tool upon it thou hast polluted it." The black

mould and ashes, commonly found about these Cromlechs,* confirm

the idea of their having been used as fire temples in the open air. Nor

should the circumstance of bones having been discovered under some

few of them, -f- militate against this conclusion, or induce a belief that

Cromlechs were funereal memorials. Such bones might have been

those of the animals sacrificed, or even if human, the rareness of the

occurrence only strengthens our theory, as illustrating that the desire

of being buried near the places of worship, so prevalent in later ages,

was even then partially acknowledged.
The largest Cromlech in Ireland is supposed to be that in the

parish of Fiddown, County Kilkenny, described in the l6th vol. of

the Archaeologia. It stands on one of the Walch mountains, in the

County of Kilkenny, over the river Suir, between Carrick and Water-

ford : there is another of these Heathen remains worth most especial

attention, not only as a specimen of the ancient worship, but as a

testimony, from the geometrical accuracy of its position, of the

resources and mechanic skill of the ancient Irish.+ There is also a

fine one at Brennanstown, near Dublin, a larger at Labacally, in the

County Cork ; and the neighbourhood of Baltinglas, (which seems

to derive its name Beal-tinne-glas from these rites,) and the Isles of

Aran§ abound with such remains. King shews, 1| that Cromlechs,
similar to the Irish, exist in Syria; and Armstrong, in his history of

• See Mason's Statist. Surv. p. 388.

t King. Munim. Antiq. vol. 1. p. 249.

t See Mr. Finigan's paper, Archffiol. vol. 16. p. 264. j.'I ,,/,

§ O'FIaherty's Isles of Aran.
||
Munim. Antiq. vol. 1.

VOL. XVI. U
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the very ancient people of Minorca, mentions several still to be found

there, and commonly called
"

altars of the Gentiles."

The rocking stones, which appear to have been used for divination,

are also to be met Math in Ireland, and are an additional evidence of

the Phoenician origin of the Irish, being identically the same as the

Bostylia, the animated stones (" XiOovg snifjvxovQy") of the Phoeni-

cians mentioned by Sanchoniathon,* and described by Damascius as

moving or rocking in the air.
" Et^or tov t>aiTv\ov dia tov aspog

Kivoviievop,"'f and by Isidore,
"

sivai riva daifiova tov kivovvtci

avTov,"-f and by Photius also, "Kara tt)v UXiovnoXiv llvpiag, sig

opog TO TOV Ai&avov ttjv AcrKXrjniadrjv aveXOeiv
(l>r]<Ti,

koi iSeiv

iroXXa T(i)v Xt-yofisviav TiaiTovXiiav tj BatrvXwj/, tzbqi (ov i^ivpca Tspa-

ToXoyei.-f- The learned Bochart derives the Boetylia from the stone

which Jacob set up as a pillar and called Bethel
;;]:

and Maurice, in his

Indian Antiquities, is of the same opinion. Very few of these remains

can now be found on their poise ; the author of this Essay has, how-

ver, seen one which still in its unfrequented solitude justifies its com-

mon appellation of "
the shaking rock ;" it is so curiously balanced

that a child can shake it, and from the powerful reaction of its own

weight a hundred persons could possibly effect no more. An attempt

was made by a large body of men, with crows and other implements,

to dislodge it from its position, and hurl it down into the valley over

which it impends. The experiment has broken off a great splinter of

this huge memorial, but it still retains the poise. It stands about

three miles off the road from Bannada to Ballina, on the edge of

that group of eminences known by the name of Mass Hill, from hav-

* Ap Euseb. Praep. Evang. lib. 1. c. 10. f Cited by Bochart, Sacr. Geog. lib. 2. c. 2.

J Gen. c. 28. v. 18.
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ing been the resort of the Roman Cathohc clergy in the times of a

cruel and miscalculating persecution. It must be admitted there are no

signs of art very discoverable in its neighbourhood, no circle of stones

immediately surrounding it, but, while the huge mass itself evidently

plays upon another rock now much sunken, the deep valley below

exhibits numerous rocks and broken fragments of stone, that seem

to have been hurled down from the summit for the same gratifica-

tion, which would fain have precipitated the rocking stone itself. If

even this stone should fail to satisfy the antiquary, there is much in

the novelty and extent of the prospect to reward his excursion. A
wild assemblage of mountains and lakes, the singular hill called

Scrieb-na-mucka, with the two deep ravines that as it were saddle it,

the dark expanse of Lough Eask, and far in the distance the silvery

edges of the Atlantic, the flitting clouds and vapours that eternally
shift the landscape and vary its complexion, the rocks crowned with

mountain thyme and saxifrage, the beautiful varieties of heath, the

precipices (occasionally animated with badgers, foxes, or wild cats,)
all present a scene of solitary grandeur highly interesting. I have

heard that another rocking stone was on its poise at Kilmoragan, in

the barony of Corran, County Shgo, until overturned within the me-

mory of man, to leave way for a public road. The reverend author

of the "Sketches in Ireland" mentions another on its balance near

Lough Salt, in the County Donegal.
The pillar stones are also very numerous in Ireland,* In some

places they stand single, while in others they are placed circularly, and
otherwise

collectively. Their use is said to have been two-fold, to

commemorate events or as places of worship. In each way they are

met with in Scripture. Of the first class were the pillars of Rachel

• See Girald Cambr. on this subject. Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 18. p. 722.
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and Abraham, respectively mentioned in Genesis, xxxv, ip, 20, and

2 Samuel, xviii. 18. Such also was Absalom's pillar in the King's

Dale, and such possibly were the pillars of the sons of Seth, as men-

tioned by Josephus ;* such also were the pillar stones which, Homer

seems to intimate in the Iliad, were raised over the ashes of Hector,

and in the Odyssey, over those of Elpenor. Of the second class were

Jacob's pillar at Bethel, (Genesis, xxviii. 18 and 19,) and the pillars

erected by Joshua in Gilgal, (Joshua, iv. 20.) The famous Crom-

Cruach, which, after Christianity had prevailed in Ireland, was so jea-

lously represented as an idol, appears properly referrible to this class

of pillar stones. It stood in the midst of a circle of twelve small pil-

lars on a hill in BrefFny, a district of ancient Leitrim, and was said to

have been covered with gold and silver, and to have received all the

homage of idolatry ; but if this was the case, as seems more than

doubtful, •!•
this solitary instance rather confirms the opinion, that the

religion of ancient Ireland was the pure Magian, for the very autho-

rities, that record this instance of idolatry, view the innovation as so

abhorrent, that they mention in the same context, how the monarch

Tighermas, and a large portion of his subjects, were supernaturally

slain while paying adoration to this idol.

Sir William Ouseley notices a stone of the nature of the pillar

stones, which, he says, according to the tradition of the Persians, and

the name given by them,
" Stone of the fire temple," was dedi-

cated to the uses of that worship. He mentions it as enclosed by

stones, and says that the whole "
brought to his recollection various

remains generally supposed Druidical, which he had seen in Wales

and Ireland." He gives a drawing of this pillar stone.
;|;

The same

*
Antiquities, lib. I. c. 2. f See ante, pp. 83-4.

1 Travels, vol. 2. p. 82. It is very curious, that near this stone, according to Sir William

Ouseley, was a tree,
" the branches of which were thickly hung with rags, as high as a man
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author* notices at Dar'ab,
"

several large and rude stones forming a

cluster, irregularly circular, which from its appearance, a British anti-

quary might be almost authorized to pronounce Druidical, according

to the general application of this word among us." His drawing of

this relic completes the conviction of similarity; and it actually

appears from Herodian, (lib. 5. c. 3,) that large conical stones were

worshipped by the Phoenicians. The three last species of religious

structures are also to be found wherever Druidism prevailed, as in

Anglesey, &c., and seem to furnish a speaking testimony of that

faith having been, as Dr. Campbell would suggest,-f- derived from

the heathen worship of Ireland.

In reference to the agricultural knowledge of this period, the Bri-

tons, at the time of Csesar's invasion, sowed small quantities of corn,

and that the Irish had, previous to the commencement of the Christian

era, very much advanced from the habits of the hunter or fisher-

man, to the less precarious pursuits of pasture and tillage, would ap-

pear by frequent passages in the annals and ancient laws. In the annals

of Inisfallen, King Muredach is mentioned as giving farms, (ad ann.

A. C. 327,) to certain persons. Indeed the inscriptions of long past

cultivation are yet visible on some of the coarsest wilds, and most

primitive valleys of the western province; and the Irish denomina-

tionsj of the ancient districts and townlands evince, that they were

imposed by a people thoroughly conversant in the qualities of soils,

while sundry implements referrible to agriculture, such as querns of

freestone, which have been found in various parts of the country, at

once evince their use and their antiquity. The only foreign testimony

could conveniendy reach his hand." He also notices elsewhere (vol. 1. p. 313,) several such

trees so hung with rags ;
a singular coincidence with an Irish superstition still prevalent.

* Vol. 2. p. 124. t Ante, p. 8-5.

j See Mason's Statistical Survey.
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however, that can be brought to bear upon this early period, is that

of Mela, which, however unjustly severe upon the climate, is quite

explicit as to the exercise of agriculture and grazing.
"
Iverna," says

the geographer,
"

is of a climate unfavourable for the ripening ofseeds,

hut so luxuriant; in pasture, not only thick but sweet, that the cattle

fill themselves in a small part of the day, and if not restrained from

the pasture would burst by over-eating. The cultivators of this soil

are an uncouth race, &c. &c.," *while it would appear that the chiefs

and principal lords of the country committed the management of

their lands to the labour of slaves, either taken in war, or carried oft'

in these expeditions to Britain, which have been herein detailed ;-f a

helotism, of which further mention shall be madej hereafter.

The necessities of this agriculture, and of the commerce which Taci-

tus unequivocally attributes to Ireland, must have induced the for-

mation of roads and causeways; accordingly the annals of Tigernach

record§ a battle fought in the beginning of the third century, on the

road of Cualgnia, (in the present County Louth ;) also the battle of

"
the recess of the road ;" the battle of the corner of the causeway;

and other domestic legends say that four grand highways issued from

the celebrated hill of Usneach, (in the County Westmeath,) to the

different quarters of the country ;|| while a highly ancient causeway,

upwards of thirty feet in width, is yet traceable from Inis Caorach,

on the north side of the Shannon to the mainland ; and another

across Lough Gara in Connaught.

* " Ivema est coeli ad maturanda semina iniqui, verum adeo luxuriosa herbis, non laetis

modo sed etiam dulcibus, ut se exigua parte diei pecora impleant, et nisi pabulo prohibeantur,

diutius pasta dissiliant. Cultores ejus inconditi sunt, &c. &c."—De Situ Orbis, lib. 3. c. viii.

t Ante, p. 63, &c.

1 Post, sixth section of this Period, and sixth section of second Period.

§ O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2. p. 40.
1|
See Acta Sanctorum, p. 369.
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Of the mechanic powers of the age, the best evidence arises from

the works that undoubtedly required them, and which yet remain in

Ireland, and more especially that Cromlech between Carrick and

Waterford, already mentioned, where a mass of the most ponderous

rock has not only been raised but supported with geometrical accu-

racy, by an application of the doctrine of mechanic pressure truly

surprising.* The Cromlech at Ballymascanlan, near Dundalk, speaks

a similar appeal ; the very plate of which, in Wright's Louthiana

(book 3. pi. 5,) suggests the certainty of some very powerful machi-

nery being then known. How else could this people have upraised

those immense rocks for the majestic purposes of their religion ? How
else contrived to heave "such ponderous blocks of stone from the bowels

of the earth, to transport them over hills and valleys, to poise them

on a single point, and to make them bow by the slightest impulse.''

The Irish annals make mention of Endeus as generous in the dis-

tribution of silver, and even allege that gold mines were worked in a

part of the country near the present town of Wicklow, (while they

particularly attribute the working of them to the Phoenicians.
)•!•

Here

too is history supported by the golden crowns, rings, gorgets, collars,

fibulae, clasps, and like ornaments for civil and religious uses, which

could not have been made without a knowledge of the art of smelting

and refining gold, and have been discovered through the country, and

of which the Irish annals make mention.
:J:

And when Strabo§ and

Diodorusll speak of the golden ornaments used by the Druids of Gaul,

• See Mr. Finigan's paper, Archaeol. vol. 16. p. 264.

t O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2. p. 95, n. 2. .

;>'.

j See Annal. Four Masters. O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, ps. 24, 31, 32, and 70, &c.

§
"

Xjurixpegoi/rf ts y«g tti^i ftit tok T{«;(;i)X«I5 rr^tTrrcc i^tvTii
'

Tt^t at toij Z^x^itirt xai

T»({ Kci^yrttf y'^^'* "*' ^aj i^h rui ?<»7rT«{ (fii^wci, xai ^^vrtiratrravi, o< ii a^iuftitTi."
—Strabo,

Geog. lib. 4. p. 276.

y.ii «AA« x.xi M ata^if
'

tti^i fiii y«j to«j xx^TOVf xai rcvi £j«;^«>«{ ^iX?iia (pogcvyr Triei 5s
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it cannot be supposed their use was unknown to the heathen priest-

hood of Ireland. Modern geologists, will also have it, that coal-

mines were even at this period worked to a great extent at Ballycastle,

and that galleries, chambers, and pillars, still remain to testify the

skill of the ancient engineers.*

Even at this early period we have some sketches furnished by

foreign authors, of the military habits of the Irish people, and their

art and weapons of war ; and though Eumenius,-f- in the spirit of a

Roman author, treats them with much disrespect as compared with

his countrymen, yet Gildas speaks of them;^ as enemies not to be

slighted, (" gravibus hostibus.") Claudian expresses the terror of

the Irish military weapons, (" tela Scotica,")§ and Krantz, in his

account of the expedition of Frotho the First to Ireland says,|| "King
Frotho leaving Britain assaults Hibernia. That nation being stran-

gers** to wealth, have led a hardy life, wherefore they are the more,

formidable in war, as in their case steel and not gold is to be encoun-

tered. For even when driven to fly, they fight with spearsf-^ and

swords, which they carry on their backs; whence it happens, that

those who fall in this kind of running fight, are not fewer than they

T»u; xu)(,lt»i K^iKtVi iret^iii «/»;(;gt/o-ou{
x<«( J«xtwA(«i;5 ci\itXoytvi tri ai ^jj^vmvj Sw^ax*;."

—
Diod. Sicul. Bibl. Hist. lib. 5. p. 351.

* See Hamilton's Letters on the Coast of Antrim, p. .35.

t Ante, p. 41. t Ante, p. 67. § Ante, p. 69.

II
See post, section 6, of this Period.

**"Froto Rex relicta Britannia Hibemiam pulsat. Ea gens opum expers duram egit vitam ;

perinde bello terribilior, quippe cujus ferrum non aurum tentetur. Nam et in fugam versi

pugnant cuspidibus atque mucronibus in tergum relatis; quo fit, ut non pauciores fun-

dant in fuga quam concidant stantes in acie. Tamen tum a Frotone victi cum Cepo Rege,
et cum Germanus ejus tributa polliceretur, in jura Danorum venerunt."—Krantz. Chron.

Dan. lib. I.e. 32.

ft Tigernach mentions spears, ad annos 212, 264, &c.
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who perish in regular battle. Being, however, on this occasion

vanquished by Frotho, together with their King Cepo, and when his

brother promised tribute, they submitted to the Danish laws." Saxo

Grammaticus also, in his account of the siege of Dublin by Fridleve,

writes,
" when this prince was besieging Dublin, and perceived by

the strength of the walls that the power of taking it was denied him,

emulating the ingenious invention of Hadingianus, he ordered con-

cealed fire to be fastened to the wings of a swallow, which being so

received into their nests, the houses suddenly kindled with flames, and

while the citizens ran to extinguish the conflagration, and were more

influenced by anxiety to put down the fire than to repel the enemy, he •

takes the city/'* The same author, speaking of the expedition of

Frotho the Third to Ireland, says "In the mean time the Irish, terri-

fied by the growing reputation of the Danes for bravery, in order to

make an invasion of their island more difficult, planted iron caltraps

in the earth, by which the approach to the shores was precluded. But

the Irish nation use a light and ready kind of armour. They thin

their hair with razors, they cut off" all the hair from the top of the

head, lest in flight they might be caught thereby. They resist a

charge with their spears, and are in the habit of opposing their sharp
swords to those who pursue them, and of frequently hurling their

lances behind them, having more skill at vanquishing in
flight than in

open battle, whence it happens, that when you think the victory most

sure, the danger is most imminent. Frotho, however, following

them in one of these artful flights, with prudence rather than rashness,

* " Idem cum Duflynum oppidum obsideret, murorumque firmitate expugnationis facul-

tatem negari conspiceret, Hadingiani acuminis ingenium amulatus, hirundinis .alls inclusum

iungis ignem affigi proecepit, quibus propria nidificatione receptis, subito flammis tecta luxe-

runt: quos oppidanis restinguere concurrentibus, majoremque sopiendi ignis quam cavendi

hostis curam praestantibus, Duflino potitur."
—Saxo Gram. Hist. Dan. lib. 4. p. 67.

VOL. XVI. X
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routed Cervill, the general of their nation. ******
The king distributed the spoil among his soldiery, evincing that he

was devoid of avarice and cupidity, and actuated by the thirst of

glory only."* Saxo, in his account of the Danish incursion in Ire-

land in the time of Frotho the Fourth, mentions two Irish generals

who excelled in military operations, and carried on the war with in-

credible valour; "^conspicuo militarum operum fulgore pollebant,
* * * * incredibili bellum virtute gesserunt f-f while Solinus

calls the Irish a warlike nation, "bellicosa gens,"|. and makes express

mention of their ornamented arms, their ivory whiteness, and the

proud care with which they were kept, "Qui student cultui, dentibus

mari nantium belluarum insignicunt ensium capulos ; candicant enim

ad eburneam claritatem, nam praecipua viris gloria est in armorum

nitela."

Here is a strong testimony to the military taste and ornamental

arts of the Irish, from an author in other respects no wise favourable

to them ; while his mention of swords is an evidence against the opi-

nion of some antiquaries, that swords were not known to the Irish

before the settlement of the Danes. The country itself has cast up
some memorials of these times, and hatchets of basalt, spearheads of

grey granite, and arrow-heads of flint, have been frequently discovered,

* " Interea Hiberni, crebrescente Danicae fortitudinis fama perculsi,quo difficilioiem partium

suorum irruptionem praestarent, ferreos terrae murices intraverunt, quibus littorum vetaretur

accessus. Utitur autem Hiberaorum gens levi et parabili armatui-a. Novaculis comam exte-

nuat, totum occipitii crinem abradit, ne fugiens capellitio teneatur. Ceterum telorum cuspides

obvertit instantibus, mucronumque acumina insequentibus de industria opponere assolet ; ac

pleramque post tergum lanceas jaculari, doctior fugd superare quam bello; quo fit, ut cum vic-

toriam tibi cessisse putes discrimen immineat. Tarn insidiosam hostium fugam Frotho, consi-

deratius quam cupidius insectatus, ducem gentis Cervillum (qr. O'Carrol ?) acie fudit. * * *

Captivam Rex praedam militi dispartivit, uti se totius avaritiae expertem, et a nimia rerum cupi-

ditate aversum solius glorise lucrum appetere testaretur."—Sax. Gram. Hist. Dan, lib. 5. p. 95.

fid. lib. 6. t See pos<, sixth section of this period.
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as well as weapons of a better temper, which Stuart calls "antique

Punic" fashioned swords.* It may be added, that, although archery

seems to have been totally disused at the time of the English invasion,

yet the old chronicles of the country number it among the exercises

of the national militia, while the epithet
" of the nine hostages

"

referred to Nial the great, ad ann. 379) shews that such pledges were

allowed in the military code of this period.

It does not appear that the Irish used chariots for warlike pur-

poses, but that they had them for travelling is expressly stated in

their annals ;-f and those of the Four Masters particularly allege the

occasional use of even four horses with them, while the office and

business of a charioteer is also incidentally mentioned in other pas-

sages;J indeed there can be no reason for setting up modern incre-

dulity against the voice of Irish history. That the Britons went in

chariots to the field of battle is too well known to require illustration,§

and Diodorus Siculus extends their use to the common purposes of

travelling ; so frequent were they in Britain, that Caesar asserts that

Cassibelaunus, after he had dismissed in despair all his other forces,

still retained no fewer than four thousand of these war chariots about

his person. (" Omni spe deposita contentionis, dimissis amplioribus

copiis, millibus circiter iv retentis, &c.")|| That war chariots were also

used by the Gauls before" the time of Caesar, Livy gives a striking

testimony, where he speaks of those enemies of Rome, as displaying

*
Stuart's Armagh, p. 512.

t Annal. Tigem. O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, v. 2. ps. 44, 126 and 141. and Annal. Four

Masters, Id. v. 3. ps. 30, 37, 82, 91, and 103. Annal. Inisfall. Id. v. 2. p. 2.

t Annal. Four Masters, O'Conor's Id. vol. 3. ps. 24 and 1 17.

§ See Pomp. Mela, lib. 3. c. 5. p. 192. Diod. Sicul. lib. 5. p. 346. Tacitus Vit. Agric.
Caesar de Bell. Gall. lib. 4. cs. 24,32. Lib. 5. cs. 3, 16, 19. Dio Cassius, lib. 60. Strabo,

lib. 4. &c. &c.

II
De Bell. Gall. lib. 5. c. 19.

X 2
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the terrors of a novel warfare, and rushing to battle amidst the neighing

of horses and the crash of wheels. (" Novum pugnse conterruit genus,

essedis carrisque superstans, armatus hostis ingenti sonitu equorum

rotarumque advenit, et insolitos ejus tumultus Romanorum conter-

ruit equos.")* Diodorus Siculus is an authority to the same position, -f-

and here it is worth notice, that the Greek Kappov and the Latin car-

rus are actually derived from the Celtic
"

carr," and the very word

rota from the Celtic "rhod,";]: both retained in the Irish words carb

and roth.

It was not competent for the above authors to have pronounced

any opinion as to the use of chariots in Ireland, its inhabitants being

only known to them as the undistinguished auxiliaries of their British

and Pictish enemies, while it must be admitted the Danish testimo-

nies, as to the mode of warfare in that island, are silent concerning the

use of chariots; yet it is difficult, in deference to unsupported asser-

tions, to forego the evidence of the records of the country, the proba-

bility arising from their universal use in Britain, and the inferential

notices that abound in the ancient Irish poems. The continuators of

Tigernach mention Conall of the swift horses, atA, D. 366 ; car-borne

heroes frequently occur in the Finian poems, and the animated descrip-

tion of the chariot of the Irish chieftain, Cuchullin, confessedly used

upon Irish ground,§ is a further testimony to the same effect ; while

we think it necessary to say, that in referring to this beautiful passage

in the poems attributed to Ossian, there is none, of whose individual

authenticity there are said to be so many proofs. II Unbending preju-

dice may attempt to decry such a specimen of ancient splendour in

these countries, but the classic illustration of Florus admits, that in

*
Livy, lib. x. c. 28. + Lib. 5. p. 362.

% See Appendix to Pezron's Antiquities des Celtes^ &c.

§ See Fingal. book 1.
||
See Sinclair's Dissertation on Ossian.
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all the glories of a Roman triumph, nothing looked so singularly

splendid as a British king led captive in the silver chariot from which

he had fought, and the discoloured arms in which he bled. ("Nil tarn

conspicuum in triumpho quam rex ipse Bituitus, discoloribus armis

argenteoque carpento qualis pugnaverat."*) The painting and carving

of the British chariots wrung the admiration of even Propertius, who

mentions them "
pictoque Britannia curru;"-f- and again,

" esseda

coelatis siste Britannia jugis •"% to which we may add, that Lucian

mentions the Scythians as driving in chariots, and Plutarch numbers§

similar vehicles armed with scythes in the forces of Mithridates.

Ofthe boats and transports of the Irish at that time, prejudice has

been equally regardless ; but although from the very early emigration

of the colony from Scythia, it could not have carried the art of ship-

building to that perfection, which the after named Phoenicians became

celebrated for, yet subsequent intercourse with that people, and the

experience of commerce, as spoken of by Tacitus, would lead to the

conclusion of their naval architecture having attained somewhat more

excellence, than Caesar discovered in the transport vessels of Britain, ||

or those Solinus attributes to these stormy seas.** Tigernach speaks

of an ancient King of Ireland, with the epithet "of the ships;" and

the same historian mentions a great Irish fleet at A. D. 222, and

* Florus, lib. 3. cited by Mac-Pherson, Introduction, p. 241.

+ Book 3. Eleg. 3. t Book 2. Eleg. 1.

§ Plut. Vit. Syllae.

jl" Naves cujus generis
*****

superioribus annis usus Britannife'docuerat :

carinae primum ac statumina ex levi materia fiebant, reliquum corpus navium viminibus con-

textum coriis integebatur."
—De Bell. Civ. lib. 1. c. 54.

** "
Mare, quod Britanniam et Hiberniam interluit, undosum et inquietum, toto in anno

non nisi asstivis pauculis diebus est navigabile ; navigant autem vimineis alceis, quos circuni-

dant ambitione tergorum bubulinorum."—Solinus, c. 35. p. 166.
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records two sea fights about the same period. Claudian speaks of

the naval expedition of the Irish against Stilicho with much im-

portance,
" Totam cum Scotus lemen

Movit, et infesto spumavit remige Tethys !"

while Whitaker marks the same as a grand naval armament, though

Gildas spitefully represents these very Scots as having crossed the

seas in their curraghs,
"
emergunt certatim de curicis, quibus sunt

trans Tithicam vallem vecti/'*

SECTION VI.

Commerce, Customs, General Habits, SfC.

Of the commerce of Ireland at this period, Tacitus gives an unan-

swerable commendation in the passage already referred to.
"

Its

channels and harbours are better known to merchants than those of

Britain. "-f" A eulogy, which, as it of course refers to the first century,

and more particularly to the reign of Conary, confirms the correctness

of the native annals, that while they make frequent mention of the

custom of goods imported into the country, the harbour profits, &c.

do allege a decline of trade in the second century, being about the

period of the famine already noticed.+ That the commerce alluded

to by Tacitus was not carried on by Roman merchants, is suflliciently

clear from the admissions of his literary countrymen of their ignorance

* Hist. c. XT. t Mte, p. 51.

X Ante, p. 53.
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of Ireland ; and indeed from the very charting of that island by Taci-

tus himself, (" Hibernia medio inter Britanniam atque Hispaniam

sita,")* as well as his caUing the Irish and the Picts
"
nations

hitherto unknown ;"-f while Strabo describes the island as so intensely

cold that its inhabitants can scarcely endure it, (" KUKcog oiKovvrotv

dia ^vxoq")% That a portion of this commerce relating to the slave

trade was carried on with Gaul, appears from Probus, who mentions

of Saint Patrick, that he was carried off by a merchant and sold in

Gaul. (" Suscepit eum vir in navem suam, et vendidii eum in Galliam

et portavit pretium ejus domum, solidos scilicet triginta.")^ But that

the Phoenicians were the principal, and long the exclusive "
negotia-

tores," is sufficiently shewn by the passage already cited from

Strabojll as also from that in Ptolemy,** where he speaks of the rejec-

tion of information relative to Ireland, not as false, but as gleaned by
Phoenician merchants, who from their caste and profession were not so

likely to investigate the truth, in matters unconnected with their busi-

ness.

As to the subject matter of this mercantile intercourse, Doctor

O'Conor, in the Prolegomena to his Rerum Hibernicarum Scrip-

tores,-f-t* starts an opinion, which, as the result of his knowledge, should

be entitled to much credence, that the Phoenicians worked some of

these mines, which Nennius records as surrounding the celebrated

lakes of Killarney,:j:| and exported those
"
margaritas," that are said

to have allured Caesar to the invasion of what were called the British

isles ; and he intimates, that in return for this article, the Irish re-

*
Ante, p. 51. f Ante, p. 50.

+
Geog. lib. 2. p. 153. § Vita S. Patricii, lib. 1. s. 13.

il Ante, p. 32. «* Ante, p. 34.

ft Vol. 1. part 1. p. xTii. j+ Vide post, per 2. sec. 5.
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ceived the knowledge of extracting the celebrated Tyrlan purple from

thejuice of the shell-fish. It has been already stated,* that the Irish an-

nals record the working of mines in the County Wicklow by the Phoe-

nicians.—Dogs were also probably an article of exportation, for, while

they are often mentioned in the Irish annals, and in the book of rights

of the kings, Symmachus, in the fourth century, bears ample testimony

to their excellence, where, in a letter to his brother Flavianus, he

mentions the admiration with M'hich seven of them were beheld at

Rome.-f (A further proof of the high value set on the Irish dogs occurs

hereafter.
)."{:

Dr. Mac-Pherson adds§ to the exports live cattle and

hides, while Jocelin gives no small schedule of imports, when he speaks

of the duty which the citizens of Dublin assigned to Saint Patrick.
||

To facilitate such a traffic it is not improbable that some species

of money would have been in use, and the term "
obrisi auri," as well

as the "solidostriginta" mentioned by Probus** would so suggest; in

conformity with which, although Krantz speaks of Ireland as '* a

stranger to wealth,"-f-f yet, Saxo Grammaticus, in his account of the

expedition in the reign of Frotho the Fourth, says, that "
Uglet, the

*
Ante,^. 151.

f
"
Septem Scoticorum canum probavit oblatio, quos praelusionis die ita Roma mirata est,

ut ferreis caveis putaret advectos."—Symmachi Epist. lib. 2. epist. 76.

i Post, period 3. sect. I. The Irish dog continued to be in the highest estimation. In

the laws of Hoel Dda, he is considered an animal only for the king and the nobility, and

the fine for injuring him is very great.
—See Anth. Hib. vol. 1. p. 121.

§ Crit. Dissert, p. 216.

II

" Statuerunt reditum sancto Patricio suo patrono, videlicet de singulis navibus mercimo-

nialibvs cappam competentem Ardmachano primati, aut cadum mellis seu vini, aut ferri

falcem seu mensuram salis ; de singulis vero tabernis medonis seu cervisiae metretas singulas,

de omnibus etiam officinis et virgultis excenia, donumque conveniens in sotularibus, chyro-

thecis, cutellis, pectinibus, et aliis hujus modi rebus ; et ilia quidem die Rex et alii proceres

singula talenta obrisi auri singuli obtulerunt."—Jocelin Vita S. Patricii, c. 71.

*• Ante, p. 159.
f-j- Ante, p. 152.
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King of Ireland, though he had a treasury full of wealth, (frequens

opibus,) was nevertheless so avaricious, &c.;"* and again, "the

Danes at the city of Dublin, ordered the royal riches to be carried

out of the treasury, and publicly distributed, on which occasion so

much money (pecunia) was found, that there was no doubt of a share

of the booty reaching all."-|'

Of the dress worn at this period by the inhabitants of Ireland, no

illustration can be had from foreigners. Eumenius calls them half

naked, (" seminudi,") and Gildas in his spleen portrays them, as

"rather covering their faces with beards, than their bodies with

garments;":!: while on the other side, rich robes of purple are

frequently noticed in the Irish poems and romances as honorary gifts,

and linen as the ordinary dress of the humbler classes. Laughton,
it is worth observing, says, in his history of Egypt, (p. 59,) that

linen was the peculiar dress of the people of Egypt ; and Pliny§ gives

a very full account of the Egyptian linen.

Of the amusements ofthe day, hunting was the first which necessarily

suggested itself; and, if some naturalists are correct in their conjecture,

the early inhabitants of Ireland must have had more noble game than

the country now presents. They suppose that its woods were once

the resort of moose-deer, and that, as the timber was cleared away,
these animals, finding no place to conceal their great bulk, were con-

sequently hunted down and eaten, as the race of red deer have been

in more recent times almost to their extinction. Great numbers of

* " Rex Hibernise Hugletus, cum frequens opibus asrarium haberet, adeo tamen avaritia;

obnoxius extitit, &c."—Hist. Dan. lib. 6.

f Dani apud urbem DufBinam regias opes asrario egestas publico raptu convelli jusse-
rint. Tanta; siquidem magnitudinis pecunia reperta fuerat, ut minor partitionis cura cunctis

existeret."—Hist. Dan. lib. 6.

t Ante, p. 69.
| N^t. Hist. lib. 19. c. 2.

VOL. xvr. T
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moose deers' skeletons have undoubtedly been found in Ireland, and
" the occurrence of these fossil remains in shell marl, shews that this

magnificent animal must have lived at a comparatively late period in

those countries, where its bones are at present found."* Certainly

we cannot well suppose that their horns, fragile, slight, and porous,

could be so perfectly preserved from the action of the flood ; and Dri

Molyneux conjectures-f- their destruction might have been the conse-

quence of a pestilential murrain, many of which are recorded in the

ancient Irish annals.J That such plagues destroy herds of rein-deer

Johannes Bureus bears testimony; while SchefFer, in his description

of Lapland, (ch. 28,) mentions it as commonly annihilating whole

droves of the cervus rangifer.-f*

The Irish annals frequently allude to a more honorary species of

diversion, in the public games and royal sports celebrated at Tailten,

the Olympia of Ireland, during fifteen days before and fifteen days

after the summer solstice.§ Saxo Grammaticus also, in his narrative

of the above expedition of Frotho the Fourth, says that the King of

Ireland at that day was " zealous in his munificence to buffoons and

jesters,"|| while further evidence of the continued practice of such

sources of entertainment will be found hereafter.** In the Book of

Lecan chess is mentioned as known in Ireland in the second century ;

and in the old Brehon laws one of the taxes levied by the monarch

was to be paid in chess boards and a complete set of chess men,

while every place of entertainment was obliged to furnish a chess

*
Edinburgh Philosoph. Journ. v. 13. p. 384.

t Lond. Philos. Trans. No. 227. See also Philos. Trans. Nos. 346 and 394.

t See ante, p. 53.

§
" Ad Talteniam, ubi regiae nundinse et public! regni ludi et certamina quotannis servari

solebant." Evinus, p. 129, and Jocelin, Vita S. Patr. c. 53. See also Ware's Bishops, p. 14.

II

" Circa mimos et joculatores munificentiffi studiis uti consuevit."—Hist. Dan. lib. 6.

** Period 2. sect. 4. and Period 3. sect. 1.
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board amongst the gratuitous accommodations for travellers.* It is

also said that in the ancient Irish tale of the three sons of Usnoth,

the Finian heroes are introduced playing at chess, which species of

amusement Vallancey insinuates was introduced from the east.

On the subject of marriage it would seem as if, before Christianity

had been well established, the kings of Ireland had maintained the

practice of eastern polygamy; for in an ancient synod, extant in

D'Achery's Spicilegium,-f- the distraction of mind and affection, in-

duced by such an intercourse, is strongly deprecated.

In reference to the funeral rites then practised, in addition to the

modes of burial already alluded to, when treating of mounts and

cairns, it does appear from the Irish annals, that a short time previous

to the birth of our Saviour, a custom was introduced of burying under

ground or in caves ; and Tigernach, after A. D. 222, expressly men-

tions the battle of the tomb or grave ; yet this mode of interment seems

to have been confined to kings or great heroes ; and from the same

source it is stated that a mausoleum, denominated religna-riogh, i. e.

the resting-place of kings, was in the first century hollowed and en-

closed at Rath-Croghan, where, according to the Annals of Innisfallen,

the remains of Dathy were interred in A. D. 406.

This distinction is well borne out by the ancient Book of Canons

of sixty-one titles, in the Cotton library, written in the time of the

Anglo Saxons, where, under the head " De nomine Basilicae et ejus

scissura," we read "
Synod. Hibern. Ba(n\ev£ in Greek, Rex in

Latin, from whence Basilica Regalis, a cathedral, borrowed its name;

« See Walker's Anecdotes of Chess, Vail. Collect, v. 5. p. 366.

t "Quantam dignitatem acceperit rex, tantum timorem habere debet; multae enim muli-

eres animam ejus depravant, et animus" ejus multitudine uxorum divisus in peccalum labitur."

—
Spicil. torn. 9. p. 16.

Y 2
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because in early times kings only were buried in it, others being

either burned or buried under a heap of stones. Also, no stranger

has liberty to break up the ground of the cathedral without permis-

sion from the prince."* The burial in caves, it need scarcely be

mentioned, was also a primitive eastern custom. " And Abraham

buried Sarah his wife in the cave of the field of Machpelah."

Another eastern practice accompanied the Irish funerals, and still

proclaims itself in the remoter provinces, the lamentations of keeners,

commonly designated "the Irish cry;"-f a species of professional

lament, that in the wild districts, to which it is now confined, we can-

not but think thrillingly affecting. Chardin, when speaking of eastern

Mailings for the dead, gives an accurate notion of these practised in

Ireland,
"
they continue a long time, then cease all at once; they

begin again as suddenly at day break, and in concert. It is this sud-

denness which is so terrific, together with a greater shrillness and

loudness than one may easily imagine." The Hebrews had their

mourning women.;^ From them the Greeks,§ Romans, and Asiatics

adopted the custom. Homer speaks of the women weeping round

the corse of Hector, and Sophocles represents the chorus crying over

the remains of Ajax ; while in the laws of the Ten Tables it was

found necessary to restrain this
"

ululatus,"
"

let all costliness and

excessive wailings be banished from funerals. "H And again,
"

let not

the women tear their faces, or disfigure themselves, or make hideous

outcries."ll In India, according to Sonnerat, funeral cries are in use,

and other oriental travellers still encounter them.

Here then, in the practice of burials alone, are to be found

mounts, cairns, caves, and funeral cries for the dead, all derived

• Cited Ware's Antiquities, p. 152. t See post. Per. 4. sect. 6.

X Jerem. ix. 17—2 Kings, 3.—2 Chron. xxxv, 25.—2 Kings, cs. 1 and 3.

§ See Burder's Oriental Customs, p. 210.
||
Hooke's Roman History, b. 2. c. 27.
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from patriarchal times in the east, and more especially referrible

to this period, when primeval customs and usages must have been in

the full maturity of tradition.

As to the manners of the tribes who then inhabited Ireland, they

may be deduced from the little history contained in the above sec-

tions ; it is, however, but candid to notice what the Greeks and

Romans have said on this subject. Diodorus Siculus, speaking of the

ferocity of the Gauls north of the Hercynian forest, (" FaXariov rtjv

VKO rag apicrovg KuroiKovvTCJv,'") is said to compare them with the

people of Ireland in the words (" ^aat tivuq avOpcovrovg saOieip

UXTTtEQ Kai T(Ol> BpSTTaVO)V TOVQ KaTOlKOVVTaQ Tr]V ovofiaZ,o}ievi]v

Iqiv.")* Strabo speaks of its people as altogether barbarous,

(" Ayptojj/ reXewf avOguivoiv ;")'t and again, he alleges ridiculous

reports of their brutality, but with such reservations as shew he did

not himself confide in them. "
Concerning Ireland, (lerne,) we have

no certain accounts, except that its inhabitants are less civilized than

those of Britain, being cannibals and gluttons, making a merit of

eating their dead parents, and of promiscuous concubinage even with

their mothers and sisters. We mention these things, however, with-

out having any witnesses of them worthy of credit."% The Latin

writers do not much amend this national character. Mela says,

(lib. 3. p. 193,)
"

the inhabitants of Ireland (Hibernia,) are more
rude and ignorant of every virtue than any other nation, shrewd in

some points however, but very destitute of piety. "§ According to

* Lib. 6. ^ Geog. lib. 2. p. 153.

X
"
Hsgi Df (IsjHis) ouSs* e;^«^ei> Myut <r«?i»j, icM' tri my^iUTi^ot tuv Bj£TT«y«» VTrctf^ovo-n ci

K*ruKtviri^, ccvrrit, »>6^a7rc(p»y<ii n o»te; x»i ^(iXv(p*yoi, rovi re TrxTi^x; rnXiuTn<r»ir»i Kxria-^nti

(y KxXXu
TiSlfCivci, x«i

(pans^a; fiic-yis-Scti T»ig n ctXXaif yutm^i, xcci finr^xin K»i aiiXipai;. Kou t«ut«
a' tuTti Xiytfia af evic i^omi cc^ioTriirrtivi ftagrujas."

—
Geog. lib. 4. pp. 281-2.

§ "Cultores ejus (Hiberniae) inconditi et omnium virtutum ignari, magis quam aliae

gentes, aliquatenus tamen gnari, pietatis admodum expertes."
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Solinus, the inhabitants of Ireland are barbarous and uncouth; "a
nation inhospitable and fond of war; those of them who conquer in

battle, drink the blood of the slain, and besmear their faces with it.

They make no distinction between justice and injustice. The mother,

to whom a son is born there, gives it its first food on the sword of her

husband, and this she gently puts into the mouth of the babe, as an

auspice of its future nourishment, and prays with a species of national

voAv, that it may never die but in war and in the heat of battle."*

Here is the mass of vague invective thrown out against the

island by four historians who never visited it, who are unsupport-

ed by any contemporary author, and contradicted by Tacitus; who

do not set up that they received their information from any per-

sons of credit, but the contrary in the case of Strabo ; yet these are

the premises from which later, but not less prejudiced libellers deduce

their illogical conclusions. The fallacy of the authorities will better

appear by analysis. It is not quite certain what place Diodorus means

by Iris; from the turn of the expression, it would rather appear to be a

part of Britain, (perhaps that Erne for which Mr. James Mac-Pherson

contends in another place,) while the island which Diodorus does

mention in the remarkable passage cited, (ante p. 80,) and which so

completely agrees with Ireland, is never called Iris by him, nor does

the name occur again in all his work ; nor is it by any other author

applied to Ireland. Strabo acknowledges that, in the account he

gives of the Irish being cannibals, he had no evidence, no witness

worthy of credit, no (" alioTriorovg fiaprvpag ; ") he mentions it as a

• " Hibemia inhumana est, incolaram ritu aspeia j
***** *

gens inhospita

et bellicosa, sanguine interemptorum hausto prius, victores vultus suos oblinunt : fas ac nefas

eodem animo ducunt. Puerpera, si quando marem edidit, primes cibos gladio imponit mariti,

inque os parvuli summo mucrone auspicium alimentorum leviter infert, et gentilibus votis

optat, nee aliter quam in bello et inter arma mortem appetat."
—Solinus xxxvi.
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report, but he was too diligent an inquirer to give his own faith to the

assertion; and as to the custom alluded to of their sleeping all in com-

mon, fathers and their daughters, brothers and their sisters, it might
be very innocently witnessed at this day through the country in

huts where poverty may be, but incest is never known. Indeed

Strabo neutralizes himself as to any testimony he attempts to furnish

of the manners and habits of the Irish, not only by pleading ignorance

of the subject as above, but by clearly proving it, where he places

Ireland north of Britain, and at such a distance as to occupy the situ-

ation of the Isles of Faroe. Of these Greek authors, as well as of the

Romans Mela and Solinus, although triumphantly cited by Mr.

James Mac-Pherson, he himself, in a previous part of his work, fur-

nishes his own and their refutation, (sicut ejus est mos!) "The

Greeks and Romans affected to degrade with the name of barbarous,

all the nations beyond the pale of their own respective dominions.

The luxurious Persian, in the midst of the pomp and grandeur of the

east, was not free from the ignominy of this injurious appellative."*

Mela's ignorance of the country he thus reviles, is shewn by his

defining Ireland as lying above Britain, being as broad as it is long,

and of almost equal size with Britain, ("supra Britanniam Juverna est,

pene par spatio sed utrinque 3equalis."-|') Solinus, with equal mis-

conception, states the impossibility of navigating the sea between

Britain and Ireland, unless in a few summer days ; and unless his

account be referrible to the recorded.^ period of the famine in Ireland,

he is equally erroneous as to the
" rara avis, nusquam apis." His

allusion to blood-drinking might be innocently explained by the

practice almost peculiar to Ireland, (mentioned by Campion and

Spencer, and still frequent,) of making puddings of the blood of ani-

*
Introduction, p. 183. f Lib. 3. p. 192. Ante, p. 53.
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mals; for after all it does not appear but "the slain," ("interempto-

rum,") might refer to animals perhaps sacrificed after victory ; at

least Dioscorides, a medical writer of the days of Nero, permits them

the use of a more humane and palatable liquor, which he calls "Kovpfit

(TKBva^onsvov EK Tr}Q KpiOr]£,"* and which he says was preferred to wine,

though injurious to the head, the secretions and the nerves, and adds,

as to the process of making it, (" o-Kev^erai de ck Kvpcov rot. avra

TTOf^iaTa <i)£ ev tt] Tvpog scnrepnv lt:j]pia kui BpETTavia.*')* Camden

conjectures-f- that this drink was no other than the well known
" cwrw" of the Welsh, while it is worthy of observation, that accord-

ing to Herodotus,:J: beer was the common drink of the Egyptians.

As to the rest of the charge, and the giving the male children

their first food on the point of the sword, will the scholar shudder at

it, who has read with enthusiam of Amilcar swearing his infant son at

the altar to eternal enmity with Rome, who has admired the Spar-

tan matron, that handing the shield to her warrior youth, exclaimed

(" H Tt] t) em rrj.") Are these classical, and is that barbarous ?

But why dwell on Solinus, who has described the inhabitants of

Thule as eating grass and straw,§ and who actually writes of men

and women, whose feet were contrived like those of horses, and whose

ears were long enough to cover their whole bodies. II

It is true that Saint Jerome, in the out-pouring of his zeal

against the Irish nation, whom he represents as Pagans, or heretics,

professing the Pelagian heresy, seems to lend his name and authority

to the cannibalism of that people, as well as to their promiscuous concu-

* Dioscorides, lib. 2. c. 110. f See Britanoia.

t Lib. 2. cited in Laughton's History of Ancient Egypt, p. 55.

§ Polyhist, c. 35.

U As cited by Dr. Mac-Pherson, Crit. Diss. p.
208.
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binage,* and that in his epistle to Oceanus, he repeats the latter part

of the censure, (" promiscuas uxores, communes liberos habeant.")

But, without relying on the various readings, which, in the passage

cited below, make "Scotos,"
"
Attacottos," and "pastorum nates,"

"
porcorum nates," or the restricting words "

Scotos, gentem Britan-

nicam;" even had the exhibition, with which the father was thus in

his childhood indulged, actually occurred, yet eating human flesh in

Gaul, though by an Irishman, should no more be accounted a na-

tional taste, than eating frogs in the same country would at this day ;

but in truth, the story is too improbable to be accredited to the extent

that some would claim for it. From the extreme youth at which

Saint Jerome says he witnessed it
"
adolescentulus," it would rather

seem to have originated in one of those justly exploded stratagems,

by which nurses and tutors were accustomed to fright their infant

charges. * •«
j,, ^,|

,

Neither should credit be given to the jaundiced phrase of Mar-

cellinus,
" Scotorum Pictorumque gentium ferarum incursus, &c."f

Indeed the short simple sketch of Tacitus, who at least mingled with

his prejudices some opportunity of knowing Ireland through the

medium (however distorted,) of a banished prince, speaks
"
trumpet-

tongued" against the unfounded slanders of the above authors. ("The

genius and habits of the people do not much differ from those of Bri-

tain.".p Yet, even this masterly historian could yield to the national

* "Quid loquar de caeteris nationibus, cum ipse adolescentulus in GaUia viderem Scotos,

gentem Britannicam, humanis vesci carnibus; et cum per sylvas porcorum greges et armentorum

pecudumque reperiant, pastorum nates foeminarumque papillas abscindere solitos, eteas solas

delicias arbitrari. Scotorum natio uxores proprias non babet, et quasi Platonis politiam lege-

rit et Catonis sectetur exemplum, nulla apud eas conjux propria est, sed ut cuique libitum

fuerit, pecudum more lasciviunt."—Hieron adversus Jovianum, lib 2.

f Ante, p. 64, &c. . t ^«'*. P- 51.

VOL. XVI. Z
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failing, as is too perceptible in his misrepresentations of the Jews, and

his revilings of the "exitiabilis superstitio
"* of the Christians. But

the Greeks and Romans called all nations beyond their pale barba-

rous, the former ungratefully gave that appellation even to the Egyp-

tians, from whom they borrowed their own learning; and the Italians,

to this day, preserve the reproachful cognomen of " ultramontane
"

for the uncivilized people that inhabit northward of the Alps.

Diogenes Laertius, who flourished in the second century, evinces

the ignorant prejudice of these remarks, when he confesses that philo-

sophy was derived from the Barbarians, and the most sublime parts of

the theology of the Greeks from the Druids of the Celts ;'j' while

Clemens Alexandrinus, an author also of the second century, in seve-

ral passages strengthens the above conclusion.
"
Philosophia olim

floruit apud Barbaros, per gentes resplendens. Postea autem etiani

venit ad Graecos. Ei antem profuerunt
***** Gallorum

Druidae,":]:
—" earn spem quae est post mortem non solum perse-

quuntur, qui barbaram philosophiam agnoscunt;"§
—" Celtarum ii

qui philosophati sunt, &c. &c."J

* Annals, lib. 15.

KiAtoij ««i r<«A»T«(; TOV! x«X<ii;/«sv«us AjuiS*! x-ctt 'Ssfisohevg, xitTtcifiyi<rit A{«!-WTiPii)5 i> ru

yictyixu."
—

Diogenes Laertius, lib. 1. Prooemium.

X Strom, lib. 1. cited by Mr. Mac-Pherson.

§ Strom, lib. 4. cited by Mr. Mac-Pherson. We beg to say, once for all, that when we

have been unable ourselves to discover passages, and only then, we take leave to cite the autho-

rities that refer to them.
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PERIOD SECOND.

FROM THE ARRIVAL OF SAINT PATRICK IN 431, TO THE DANISH

INVASION A. D. 795.

SECTION I.

Social and Political History, and Geographical Notices.

During this interval also, Ireland is more generally called

Hibernia, (by Saint Patrick Hiberia and Hiberio.) In the beginning
of the seventh century, however, Isidore of Seville repeats that appel-
lation of Scotia, (which, as has been shewn, Egesippus first recog-

nised,)* while he adds,-}- that it is inhabited by the Scots, and adopts
some of the unfounded assertions of Solinus.J Adamnan and the

other writers in the Trias Thaumaturga, as well as Jonas, the author of

the Life of Saint Kilian, and Bede, continue the name of Scotia, The
author of the Life of Findan§ gives the same appellation to Ireland,

while by all of them, as well as by Orosius, Nennius, and others, the

inhabitants of the island are exclusively called Scots. Yet, from a

* Ante, p. 70.

t
" Scotia eadem et Jbernia proxima Britannioe insula, spatio terrarum angustior, sed situ

fcecundior. ***** Scotia quod ah Scotorum gentibus colitur appellata. Illic nuUus

anguis, avis rara, apis nulla."—Origin, lib. 14, c. 6.

X See post. Per. 2. sect, 5,

§ See Spelman, Gloss, tit '< Scotia."

z 2
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passage in the Confession of Saint Patrick, it would appear as if the

tribes from other countries were still distinguished from the Scots,

and that the latter composed the dominant party ; for where the holy

author is endeavouring to shew that not only many of the lower order

in Ireland had become Christians, but likewise some persons of the

better class, he applies the term Hiberni, i. e. inhabitants of Hibernia,

to the bulk population, as Festus Avienus had done in the passage

before cited, [ante, p. 31,) but of the higher order he speaks as Scots,

petty kings, and nobles.* Moses Choronensis, an Armenian bishop,

and writer of the fifth-f- century, describes Ireland as having sixteen

principal rivers and many nations, while in Bertram's edition of the

works of Richard of Cirencester, there is preserved a highly interesting

engraving of a Roman map of Ireland, which Richard himself saysj

he discovered in his travels in Italy. It is not so accurate as Pto-

lemy's, but is most valuable as evidencing the Roman ideas of that

island in the fifth century, (of which age the map is supposed to be.)

It makes the Ibernii but a small nation in the south of the island,

while the Scoti are marked as extending over all the interior. It

also places Laberus, as before mentioned,§ in the country of the

Voluntii.ll

The natural history of Ireland in this period is noticed by

Orosius, who prefers its climate to that of Britain,** while Adamnan,

in his Life of Columba, mentions a species of apple tree as known in

* " Filii Scotorum et filiaB regulorvm monachi et virgines Christi esse videntur, et etiam

una benedicta Scotta genitiva nobilis pulclierrima adulta erat, quam ego baptizavi."

f Geog. sec. 19. % Itin. lib. 1. c. 7.

§ Ante, p. 72.

II
See further as to this map in Mr. Hardiman's paper, in the fourteenth volume of the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
** " Coeli solisque temperie magis utilis."—Hist. lib. 1. c. 2.
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the island. (" Quaedam arbor erat valde pomosa prope monasterium,

&c.")* Venerable Bede is more diffuse, terming it the proper

country of the Scots, and preferring it to Britain on account of the

serenity of its climate, its rarely being incommoded by snow, its mild

winters, its exemption from venemous reptiles, its abundance of milk,

honey, vines, fishes, birds, game for hunting, &c.-f'

The history of the island during this interval, is so pre-eminently

ecclesiastical, as to be more referrible to the third section of this

period. A few circumstances, however, may be here stated. Saint

Patrick, having commenced his mission in Ireland A. D. 432,.]:

acquired such an influence in a short time, that in 438, he is said§ to

have effected a collecting and general calling in of all the aunals,

poems, and ancient documents of the nation, for revision, purgation,

and qualified publication, on which occasion he is stated to have

destroyed a mass of heathen learning.il In 448 occurred the earth-

quake already incidentally noticed.** And about A. D. 450, the

first event that legitimately connects itself with this part of the Essay,

was the incursion of a Welsh prince named Coroticus, who, landing

in Ireland with a party of armed followers, at a season of public bap-

tism, carried off a number of newly converted Christians, whom he

* Trias Thaum. p. 350, and see post, Per. 2. sect. 5.

f
"
Hibernia, et latitudine sui status et salubritate ac serenitate aerum, multum Brifannise

prsestat, itaut raro ibi nix plusquam triduana remaneat. Nemo propter hyemem aut foena secet

restate, aut stabula fabricet jumentis; nullum ibi reptile videri soleat, nullus vivere serpens

valeat. ***** Dives lactis ac mellis insula, nee vinearum expers ; piscium volu-

cnimque sed et cervorum venatu insignis. Hasc autem proprie patria Scoftorum est."—Eccl.

Hist. lib. 1. c. 1.

t See post, third section of this Period.

§ See Jocelin.—Chronicon Scottorum.—Annal. Tnisfal.—and the Annals of the Four

Masters, cited in O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, v. 1. Ep. Nunc. p. xv.

il Ajite, p. 102. ** Ante, p. 136.
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sold as slaves to nations unacquainted with God, (" genti exterae

ignoranti Deum.")* The horror of the transaction induced a letter of

excommunication from Saint Patrick against the pirate, (Epistola

in Coroticum,) which is still preserved. In 455, according to the

most credible computations, -f* Armagh was established the metropoli-

tical see for all Ireland. About A. D. 483,J was fought the battle of

Ocha, (in the present County Meath,) which led to such important

consequences in the succession to the sovereignty of Ireland,§ and

somewhat about the same period, the apostle of Ireland closed his

labours and his life.

In the beginning of the sixth century, Gildas appears to have

come.into Ireland, to improve himself in philosophy and theology, as

is deducible from a passage in Caradoc of Lhancarvan.H And at

the close of the same century, an Irish commander called Sirigi, is

said to have been slain at Llan-y-Gwydhir, (Holyhead,) by Cassive-

launus Longimanus.** The year 576 is commemorated by Tigernach,

as most abundant in nuts ; as was the year 6l9 in fruit and cattle.

The same author, at A. D. 626, records the siege (obsessio) of Bal-

clutha ; and at 632, a prevalence of floods in Munster. The year

664 is made remarkable by an eclipse of the sun, which is so accu-

rately calculated in the Irish annals, that Bede is corrected by them.tt

Immediately after it a pestilence, to which the native accounts give

the name of the yellow jaundice, broke in from England, and destroy-

ed nearly one-third of the Irish people ; an account which Bede

*
Epist. ad Coroticum. t Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. v. 1. p. 313.

t Lanigan, Id. vol. 1. p. 392. § Post, second section of this Period.

II

" Gildas Britonum historiographus, tunc remanens in Hibernia, Studium regens et prse-

dicans in civitate Ardmacha."—Cited I>anigan's Eccl. Hist. v. 1. p. 482.

**
Description of Wales before Dr. Powell's History of Wales, p. xv.

ft See O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, v. 1. Ep. Nunc. p. xiv.
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confirms.* In this year too, was held the celebrated conference at

the nunnery of Whitby, concerning the Paschal question, and some

other matters of ecclesiastical discipline, at which Colman with his

Irish clergy attended.-f All the circumstances here stated as of this

year, are also referred by Hermannus Contractus to the same time.|.

In 673, according to Eddius,§ Dagobert, prince of Austrasia,

after an exile of eighteen years in Ireland, was restored to his throne

and native country. (The Abbey of Slane was that in which he is

supposed to have resided. )|| According to Dupin,** part of Ireland

was about this time overrun by the troops of Gurmond, from Africa,

who afterwards passed into Engknd ; and the same author imme-

diately after mentions the melancholy devastation of Ireland by Bert,

the general of King Egfrid, which Bede referring to, A. D. 6'84, not

only pathetically laments as perpetrated on an unoffending people,

and as charactered by unrestrained sacrileges in churches and monas-

teries, but even attributes adversities, that soon after befel the English,
to the crying guilt of this expedition. -f-f-

* " HsRC plaga Hiberniam quoque insulam pari clade premebat. Erant ibidem eo tem-

pore multi nobilium simul et mediocrium de gente Anglorum, &c."—Eccl. Hist. lib. .3. c. 27,

See post, fourth section of this Period.

t See Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 25. + See Biblioth. Patr. vol. 18. p. 367.

§
"
Daegberth in juventute sua, ab inimicis regnantibus perditioni pulsus, navigando insu-

lam Deo juvante pervenit. Post annorum circulum amici et propinqui ejus viventem el in

perfecta aetate florentem a navigantibus audientes, misere nuntios suos ad beatum Wilfridum

Episcopum, petentes ut eum de Scotia et [aut] Hibernia ad se invitasset, et sibi ad Regem emi-

sisset; et sicsanctus Pontifex noster perfecit, suscipiens eum deHibernia venientem, « * * *

magnifice ad suam regionem emisit,"—Vita Wilfridi, in Gale's Collection of ancient British

Historians.

II
Camden's Britannia, v. 3. p. 567. •* Hist. Profan. v. 4. p. 133.

ft
" Anno Dom. Incarn. 684. Ecgfridus Rex Nordan-Humbrorum, misso in Hibemiam

cum exercitu duce Berto, vastavit misere gentem innoxiam et nationi Anglorum semper ami-

cissimam ; ita ut nee eoclesiis quidem aut monasteriis manus parceret hostilis. At insulani et

quantum valuere armis arma repellebant, et invocantes divinse auxilium pietatis, &c. * * *
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William of Malmesbury relates the same event with much the

same feeling. (" Ecgfridus, Hybernense genus sane hominum innocens

genuina simplicitate, nil unquam mali moliens, vasta clade protrivit.")*

It was in consequence of this aggression, that the famous Abbot

Adamnan was subsequently sent on an embassy from the King of

Ireland to Ecgfrid, who thereupon made reparation for the damages
so committed by his army.

In 753, a remarkable fish with three teeth that seemed of gold,

is stated in the annals of the Four Masters, (ad annum.) to have been

caught off the coast of Ulster, and to have excited such public atten-

tion, that the tradition of it even reached the days of Cambrensis,

who seems-f" to attach his belief to the "lusus naturae." This, and some

few similar circumstances should not be thought worth notice, but

for the more accredited authors whose recognitions accompany them.

In 794 (according to the Ulster annals,) or 795, (according to Bar-

tholinus,) the Danes made the prefatory incursion into Ireland, which

opened the course to their rapacious countrymen, and led to that fatal

settlement and dominion in the island, which shall be the subject of

Anno post hunc proximo, idem Rex, cum temere exercitum ad vastandam Pictorum provin-

ciam duxisset, multum prohibentibus amicis, et maxima beatae memoriae Cuthberto, qui nuper
fuerat ordinatus Episcopus,

****** cmn maxima parte copiarum, quas secum

adduxerat, extinctus, anno aetatis 40, regni 15. Sed quomodo anno praecedente noluerat audire

reverendi&sum patrem Egbertum, ne Scotiam nil se laedentem impugnaret, datum est illi ex

paena peccati illius, ne nunc eos, qui ipsum ab interilu revocare cupiebant, audiret. Ex quo

tempore spes coepit Anglorum fluere."—Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 4. c. 26.

* De Gest. Reg. Angl. lib. 1. c. 3.

f
" In Ultonid apud Carlingfordiam inventus est piscis, tarn quantitatis immensae quam

qualitatis inusitatse. Inter alia sui prodigia tres denies (ut fertur) aureos habens, quinquaginta

unciarum pondus continentes, quos aureos quidem exteriore quadam simililudine aurique

nitore, potius quam natura crediderim."—^Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 10.
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the ensuing Period. Caradoc of Lhancarvan alludes to it where he

says,
" maximam Hiberniae partem populati, Rechreyn quoque vas-

taverunt."

SECTION 11.

Government, Constitution, Legislation, ^c.

According to the native annals, the battle of Ocha, (County

Meath,) fought in 483,
"
put an end to the regal succession in the

provincial kings,"* for then "the family of Niall the Great became

so powerful, as to exclude the provincial princes for near 600 years,

and confine the sovereignty entirely to themselves."
* These are cir-

cumstances, however, which can only be established by internal evi-

dence.

The practice of ordaining the kings of Ireland, by the imposition

of hands, appears to have been early introduced with Christianity,

and so Adamnan writes of the coronation of King Aidan by Co-

lumba, (" Columba Aidanum in regem ordinavit,
*****

imponensque manum super caput ejus, ordinans benedixit.")"!* This

is certainly the oldest evidence on the subject of Christian royal ordi-

nation known ; the most ancient cited by Selden for the coronations

of Christian emperors and kings, being all subsequent to the age of

Adamnan. The Irish kings are, therefore, the oldest consecrated

kings in Europe. l];

Relative to legislation, the example offered by Ethelbert, at the

close of the sixth century, was soon followed in Ireland, and as he

* O'Conor's Dissertation, p. xxxiv. f Vita S. Columbae, lib. 3. c. 5.

i See further on this subject, O'Conor's Catal. Stow. MSS., v. 1. pp. 125-6.

VOL. XVI. A A
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"enacted, with the consent of the states of the kingdom, a body of

laws, the first written laws promulgated by any of the northern con-

querors,"* so in Ireland, as the author of Cambrensis Eversus (John

Lynch) mentions, a bishop, a judge, and a poet, in 686 reduced

into a body the scattered fragments of the laws, and called them

Brathaneimhadh, or sacred judgments, the rights affected by which

he sums up in the two lines :

" Quod sit jus cleri, satrapae, vatisque fabrique,

Necnon agricolae, liber iste docebit abunde."

These were the laws which Spencer defines
"

to have been a rule of

right unwritten, but delivered by tradition from one to another, in

which oftentimes there appeared great shew of equity in determining

the right between party and party, but in many things repugnant

quite both to God's laws and man's;" and although they were the

object of statutory prohibition, they continued to be of force in some

of the remoter parts of Ireland, even in the reign of Elizabeth. •!

It is not the province of this Essay, to enter into any discussion

on the subject of the Brehon code, but it may be permitted to say,

that while it is believed the most complete, and a very large col-

lection of these curious documents is now in the Library of Trinity

College, Dublin,:]: their publication, under judicious revision and with

historic illustrations, would open "a very delightful and instructive

5;
* Hume's England, vol. I .

f Blackstone's Commentaries, vol. 1. Introduction.

t Doctor O'Conor, in a note to the Annals of Tigemach, (Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2.' p. 47,)

makes mention of a collection of the Brehon laws in the Library at Stowe. Primate Usher

assures us, that the Irish in his days had large volumes of their laws in their own language ;

and so late as the beginning of the last century, we are told that Sir Richard Cox saw

several of them.—See Trans. lb. Celt. Soc. p. viii. In the catalogue of the Clarendon Collec-

tion of MSS. we find a notice of sixteen folio sheets of the Brehon laws.
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view of many ancient rights and customs of this country, which as

yet continue in the utmost darkness and obscurity."* The Royal

Irish Academy have often entertained the subject, but the labour of

finishing such a work, as it should be executed, must demand an appli-

cation of funds greater than that body could command, and a devo-

tion of time and honest research, beyond what the most enthusiastic

could be expected to impart gratuitously.

Different species of ordeal seem to have been introduced at this

time into the administration of justice. S. Brigid is said to have

touched the altar in testimony of her chastity. -f- And Bede, in his

Martyrology, (at 1st February,) repeats the tradition of a miracle on

the occasion.
:]:

There is evidence also from a canon made in a synod

held by Saint Patrick, Auxilius, and Isserninus, that the trial by com-

bat, (the barbarous model of duelling,) was then too prevalent.
" If

a clerk," says that canon,§
" become surety for a gentile in any sum,

and if it happen, which is not uncommon, that the gentile by any
craft should over-reach the clerk in his dealings, the clerk shall pay
the debt ; for, if he engage in combat with him, he shall be justly

adjudged to be out of the pale of the church." Canonical modes of

purgation were also in certain cases enjoined ; thus, in an ancient

canon of Saint Patrick, under the title
" De contentione duorum

absque testibus," it is decreed, that if any fact is to be proved, it

* Nicholson's Irish Histor, Lib. p. 134, and see London Philosoph. Trans. No. 336,

Art 3.

f
" Altari genua humiliter flectens, et suam virginalem corollam coram Domino omnipo-

tente offerens, fundamentum ligneum, quo altare fulciebatur, tetigit. Quod lignum in comme-

morationem pristinae virtutis usque ad pra;sens tempus viride, ac si non esset excisum et decor-

ticatum sed in radicibus fixum, virescit.''—Cogitos. Vita. S. Brigid. c. 3.

1
" Quae (S. Brigida) cum lignum altaris in testimonium virginitatis tetigisset, viride

factum est."

§ As cited by Ware. Antiquities, fo. 153.

A A 2
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shall be attested on the four Evangelists, before taking the commu-

nion, and afterwards the credibility shall be left to the judge."* Con-

secrated articles were also frequently tendered to be sworn upon judi-

cially, such as the sacred bell of S. Nennius,"t- and other like objects

of popular veneration.

SECTION III.

Morals and Religion.

It has been already suggested,;]: that there were some dawnings

of Christianity in Ireland long before the fifth century, and without

doubt, several believers in its sacred truths did exist there, previous to

the arrival of Saint Patrick in the island. Prosper says, Palladius was

sent " ad Scotos in Christum credentes," where by
" Scotos

"
he

clearly means the inhabitants of Ireland, as when he next mentions

the mission, he talks in the true spirit of Roman vanity, of its glorious

effects on the "barbaram insulam," in opposition with the "Roma-

nam insulam," (Britain.) Some even record the names of four holy

bishops as exercising Christian duties over the Irish people, previous to

the arrival of Palladius ;
—Ailbe of Emly, Declan of Ardmore, Ibar

of Begery, and Kiaran of Saigir ; but this is contradicted by the pas-

sage below from Prosper, and by the most credible biography of these

individuals. Ailbe could not be a bishop in the course of nature,

* Ware's Antiquities, fo. 152,

t
"
Cymbalum seu campana Nennii appellatur,

***** per quod, in veritate

asserenda sacramentum illius tactu, indigenae aliique vicini solent jurare."—Acta Sancto-

rum, p. 114.

J Ante, p. 90.
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before Saint Patrick's arrival in 432, for the accurate annals of Ulster

and Innisfalen, fix his death in the year 526, and Declan survived

him, as appears from the tract called Declan's Life, and from the Acta

Sanctorum, p. 608, (" Ailbeum Episcopum, qui obiit vivente S. De-

clano.") Ibar is expressly named in several lives of Saint Patrick, as

having been his disciple, and his death is referred to the year 500 by
the before-mentioned annals, while the history of Keiran is so wholly

fabulous, as to be unworthy of a moment's credit.*

Palladius was decidedly the first bishop, sent in 431, to gather this

little flock into the fold. "Ad Scotos in Christum credentes, ordinatus

a Pap'^ Celestino, Palladius primus Episcopus mittitur," an explicit

record from Prosper,*!* to which Nennius adds a more difficult and

not less certain commission, "missus est Palladius episcopus primitus

a Celestino Pap^l Romano ad Scotos in Christum converte7i(los."j^

The success of the mission was, as is usual in such cases, exaggerated at

Rome, and the same Prosper hesitated not to say§ that all Ireland-

was Christianized by this appointment of Celestine. Such enthusi-

asm was, however, then without foundation, for, as Harpsfeld states, ||

Palladius encountered so many difficulties, at least in the work of con-

version, so much obstinate heathenism, that he left the country in

despair, and died in Scotland. Nennius had previously attributed**

* See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 30.

f Chron. ad. ann. 431, and see post, in this Period.

Hist. Britt. c. 54.

§
" Nee segniore cura ab hoc eodem moibo (Pelagiano) Brittannias liberavit, quando quos-

dam inimicos gratia;, solum suae originis occupantes, etiam ab illo secreto exclusit oceani : et

ordinate Scotis Episcopo, dum Romanam insulam studet servare Catholicam, fecit etiam

barbaram Christianam."—De Gratia et Lib. Arb. contra Cassianum, c. 41.

II
Hist. Eccl. Angl. lib. 1. c. 21.

*• "Prohibitus a Deo per quasdam tempestates, quia nemo potest quidquam accipere in

terra nisi de coelo datum illi fuerit. Et profectus est ille Palladius de Hibernia ad Brittan-

niam, et ibi defunclus est in terrd Pictorum."—Hist. Brit. c. 54.
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the same issue to his endeavours, immediately after the passage above

cited. Tlius was the great harvest of conversion in Ireland reserved

for Saint Patrick.*

It would be idle to occupy much space here with the litigated

discussion of his birth-place. Armoric Gaul, Scotland, Wales,

England, and Ireland, respectively contend for the honour. (" Non

nostrum est- afnyll i<f yi^ tantas componere lites.") The certain-

ties of his biography are sufficient for the purpose of this little sketch.

He was carried captive into Ireland, (" captivus apud Scotos,")-|- at

the age of sixteen, when wholly ignorant of the true God ; (" anno-

rum eram tunc fere sedecim, Deum verum ignorabam ; et Hiberione

in captivitate adductus sum;")|| and there it was, as he admits, that

Christianity revealed itself to him
-,1^

while the employment, in which

he was occupied by his master, afforded ample opportunities for conti-

nued rumination, "quotidie pecora pascebam;"|| or as Nennius has it,

"
porcarius illo erat."§ From this bondage he effected his escape,

and although he was again led into slavery, (" iterum post annos

non multos capturam dedi,")ll the same providential interposition

* "Earn "
(Hibemiam) says Erric of Auxerre, (De mirac. S. Germani, c. 12.)

"
doctrina,

miraculis nunc quoque et in perpetuam mirificis apostolatus sui illustrabat (Patricius) privi-

legiis;" and Nennius (Hist. Britt. c. 58,) goes more into detail, "Sanctus itaque Patricius

evangelium Christi • * * «
praedicabat, virtutes apostolicas faciebat, coecos illuminabat,

leprosos mundabat, surdos audire faciebat, dsmones ex obsessis corporibus fugabat, mortuos

ix. suscitavit, captivos multos utriusque sexus suis propriis sumptibus redemit," which miracles

Matthew of Westminster (ad. ann. 491,) and others reiterate."

]- Nennius, Hist. Britt. c. 54, and vide Ann. Inisf. ad. ann. 388.

X
" Et ibi Dominus aperuit sensum incredulitatis meae, ut vel sero remunerarem delicta

mea, et ut converterer toto corde adDominum meum : qui respexit humilitalem meam, et miser-

tus est adolescentiae et ignorantiae meae, et custodivit me antequam saperem vel distinguerem
inter bonum et malum, et munivit me, et consolatus est me, ut pater filium."—Confessio.

§ Hist. Britt c, 54.

11 Confessio.
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once more released him. The remembrance, however, of the beautiful

island he had seen clouded with heathenism, concurred with his piety

in inducing him to attempt a thorough conversion there. His Confes-

sion attributes the resolution to a vision, which, under the influence of

such thoughts, it was extremely probable he should have had, (" vidi

in visu nocte virum venientem quasi de Hiberni^,, &c.)* He does

not, however, appear to have gratified his wishes without the sanction

of the Roman Pontiff, Celestine, to whom, according to Erric of

Auxerre-f* and Nennius,J he received powerful recommendations, and

with whose countenance he proposed to proceed on his mission.

In perfect conformity with this allegation. Saint Patrick himself

will be found, in one of his canons,§ expressly directing, that if any

questions of conscience arise in this island, they shall be referred to

Rome, (ad sedem Apostolicam referantur.) William of Malmsbury
takes up the narrative, where he says that Saint Germanus, after hav-

ing settled the affairs of Britain, "inde in patriam meditatus reditum,

Patricium ad familiare contubernium ascivit, eundemque post aliquot
annos Hiberniensibus, jubente Celestino Papa, praedicatorem misit."i1

The death of Palladius hastened the departure of this new mis-

sionary, and accordingly his first landing is recorded as occurring in

* Confessio.

|-

" Ad sanctum Cailestinum urbis Romse Papam per Segetium presbyterum suum eum
direxit (Germanus,) qui viro praestantissimi probitatis ecclesiastics testimonium apud sedem
ferret apostolicam. Cujus judicio approbatus, auctoritate fultus, benedictione denique robo-

ratus, Hibemiae partes expetiit."
—Vita S. Germani, lib. 1. c. 12.

+ Hist. Britt. c. 54. § D'Acherii Spicilegium, p. 13.

II

" Audita morte Palladii Episcopi Patricias, Theodosio et Valentiniano regnantibus, a
Celestino Papa Romano ****** ad Scotos convertendos in Christum mittitur."

With which agrees the Chronicon Alberici, at A. D. 431, (as edited by Leibnitz,) and the

Chronicon Sigeberti more fully at the year 432, where Patrick is,
"
par excellence," called

'tArchiepiscopus Scottorum."—De Antiq. Glast. Eccl. Gale's Collection, p. 300.
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A. D. 432, on the shore of DubUn, (" consummato igitur navigio ac

labore, S. Patricius in optatum portum regionis Evolenorum, utique

apud nos clarissimum, delatus est,")* which harbour sounds hke the

"portum Eblanorum, of Ptolemy, (i.e.of Dubhn;) and the word "cla-

rissimum " seems to fortify the description given by Tacitus of the

ports of Ireland. After various repulses and persecutions, and being not

unfrequently driven out to sea by the pagan Irish, he at length arrived

in view of Tara, at the very time whfen King Leogaire was celebrating

a heathen festival, and his Magi were about displaying that sacred

fire, until the lighting of which no other flame was permitted to be

kindled. -f Saint Patrick, however, had the confidence to raise such

a beacon blaze at Slane, as was plainly distinguished from the heights

of Tara ; the king, no less alarmed than astonished, appealed to his

Magi, and earnestly inquired by whom or for what purpose it was

displayed, and it was then that these priests are recorded to have

made the memoi'able reply :
—" This fire, which has to-night been

kindled in our presence, before the flame was lit up in your palace,

unless extinguished this very night, shall never be extinguished more.

Yea, it will triumph over all the fires of our ancient rites, and he who

lights it shall scatter your kingdom. ".|.
The prediction was happily

fulfilled; Leogaire, after some opposition, renounced the religion of his

ancestors, and his royal example was soon followed by many of his

court.§ Even the chief poet of the king believed, and with the zeal

• Probus, Vita S. Patricii, lib. 1. c. 27. See also Annal. Ulton: ad ann.

t ^nle, pp. 87-8. f

X "Hie ignis, quem videmus, qui in hac nocte succensus est, antequam succenderetur

ignis in domo tua, * * * * nisi extinctus fuerit hac nocte, non extinguetur in aeternum :

insuper et omnes ignes nostras consuetudinis superexcellet, et ille qui incendit eum regnum

tuum dissipabit."
—Probus. lib, 1. c. 35.

§
" Filii Scotorum et filise regulorum monachi et virgines Christi esse videntur."—

Confessio.
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of a new proselyte, converted the pseans, in which he had celebrated

false gods, to hymns in praise of the Almighty and his sacred minis-

ters.*

After these successes the venerable missionary retired to the

seclusion of Croagh Patrick, a mountain in the province of Con-

naught, where he passed forty days in exercises of devotion and mor-

tification
;-f-

a part of the narrative which Matthew of Westminster

confirms. From this retreat he came forth with renovated enthu-

siasm, and wherever he traversed the country, Christianity beamed

and churches sprang up around him. About A. D. 455 he founded

the Cathedral of Armagh, (" et adificavit in eo monasteria et habi-

tationes religiosorum virorum, in quo loco jam civitas est Ardmach

nominata, ubi sedes episcopatus et regiminis est Hiberniae
;").j;

invest-

ing it with a traditional supremacy, which William of Newborough§
confirms, and on this occasion he deposited there his celebrated cro-

sier, which became so famous under the name of the staflP of Jesus, II

Saint Bernard, indeed, insinuates that the possession of it and of

Saint Patrick's text of the gospels almost conferred the bishopric;**

and Cambrensis intimates that it was removed to Dublin, possibly to

aid the claim of supremacy advanced by that province. -f-f-

* "
Carmina, quae quondam studio florente peregit in laudem falsorum Deorum, jam in

usum meliorem mentem mutans et linguam, poemata clariora composuit in laudem omnipo-
tentis Dei et sanctorum ejus praeconum."

—Jocelin, Vit S. Patr. c. 44.

f
" Diebus xl totidemque noctibus in cacumine collis Eli jejunavit, id est Cruachan-

eli."— Nennii, Hist. Britt. c. 59.

* Probus, Vita S. Patricii, c. 44. § Hist. lib. 3. c. 9.

II
Jocelin writes of this relic,

" baculus iste in Hibernia magaae venerationis habetur, et

usque in praesens baculus Jesu nominatur."—Jocelin, Vit. Patr. c. 24.

1* " In ea reverentia sunt apud omnes, ut qui ilia habere visus fuerit, ipsum babeat Epis-

copum."—Vita Malachiae in Messingham. Florileg. c. 8.

-f f
" Virtuosus ille et famosus (baculus), quern baculum Jesu vocant, non immerito pri-

VOL. XVI. B B
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Saint Patrick next founded a church in Dubhn, and when Ireland

seemed inspired with the true faith, he appears to have even extended

his labours to the neighbouring coasts of Scotland and England, and

to the Isle of Man.—(See Jocehn, Vita S. Patricii, c. 92 ; Usher's

Index Chron. p. 518; Ware's Bishops, p. 20, &c. &c.) Hence the

Chronicon Manniee, while it frequently mentions the isle and church

of Saint Patrick in Man, expressly says, that according to all tradi-

tions, he was the first who preached the catholic faith in that island.*

His labours terminated, only with his life, which, according to all

accounts, was prolonged to nearly the close of the sixth century, when
"

in senectute bona migravit ad Dominum, ubi nunc laitatur in

ssecula sseculorum."-]-

Matthew of Westminster, in his
" Flores Historiarum," reiterates

this sketch in all its passages.

There are, however, two controversial questions respecting the Apos-
tle of Ireland, which, in deference to the present question, it is thought

necessary to notice, each is fortunately upheld by a solitary authority,

and when such a secession occurs from all who have ever thought or

written before on the subject, it might be enough to state the singular

heresy ; the matter, however, may not be deemed unworthy of a

more particular consideration. Doctor Ledwich, as the greater unbe-

liever, comes first under consideration.—He ventures to doubt the

existence of Saint Patrick altogether, because, as he says, no author

previous to the ninth century mentions the saint ; but while even the

mus et praecipuus esse videtur. • * * * » Nostris autem lemporibus et nostrornm

opera, nobilis thesaurus ab Armachia Dubliniam est translatus.''—Top. Hib, Dist. 3. c. 34.

and see post, Period 4. sect. 3.

* " Beatus Patricius primus fidem catbolicam predicasse fertur Mannensibus."—Antiq.

Celt. Norman, p. 43.

t Nennii, Hist. Brit. p. 60.
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truth of the premises would not warrant a conclusion so extensive,

their fallacy completely invalidates it. Benignus wrote a life of Saint

Patrick about the end of the fifth century ; Probus another, supposed

to be of the seventh, which is yet extant. Adamnan, undoubtedly
of the seventh century, whose authority primate Usher upholds, men-

tions Saint Patrick expressly, and speaks of him as a bishop in that

second preface to his work, from which Ledwich himself quotes,

(" sancti Patricii episcopi discipulus.")* Cumian, Abbot of lona,

of whom Ledwich repeatedly speaks with the highest praise,-f- and

who lived in the same century, mentions Saint Patrick in his letter

to Segienus,;J; and in the commencement of his Life of Columba,

(" Patricius namque primus HibernicC Apostolus, &c.")§ Tirechan

at the same time|| wrote "two books of the Acts of Saint Patrick,"

hereafter alluded to. Nennius, who according to the more received

accounts, lived in the seventh, (and not in the ninth century,) fre-

quently alludes to him,** as has been shewn above. Alcuin, at

the close of the eighth, mentions Saint Patrick in his Life of Saint

AVillibrord.

i
"
Patricius, Kieranus, Scotorum gloriae gentis ;

•

,

Atque Columbanus, Comgallus, Adamnanus,
Praeclari patres vitae morumque magistri.''

iiKni-.'

.y:.LXO':i I;: ^-.-; :^:'

And the unhesitating belief in his existence, from the eighth to the

twelfth century, is evidenced by the notices that occur relative to him

in that Martyrology, of which Bede proclaims himself the author ;-f-f-

in the Roman Martyrology, in those of Usuard, Rhabanus, and

* Trias Thaum. p. 336. + See Ledw. Antqs. 2nd edit. pp. 107-8-9, and 364-5.

t Syllog. Ep. Hib. § Trias Thaumat. p. 325.

II
See Ware's Writers, p. 30. ** Britt. Hist. cs. 54, 58, 69, 60, and 61. -

ft Ad. fin. Hist. lib. 5. c. 24.

B B 2
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Notker, in the Chronicle of Sigebert, the Saxon Chronicle, in that of

Addo, in the works of Saint Bernard, Erric of Auxerre, Giraldus

Cambrensis, William of Malmesbury, Marianus Scotus, and other

ancient writers, and by the fact of there being in that interval no less

than "
sixty" Lives of him extant, before Jocelin commenced his ;

while in the fourteenth century, Matthew of Westminster and Floren-

tius Wigorniensis transmit his commemoration, and are implicitly

accredited by a succession of divines and antiquaries, all wholly

unsceptical as to the saint's existence ; Bale, Camden, Ware, Bollan-

dus, Spelman, Mosheim, Fleury, Stillingfleet, Cave, Nicholson, Tille-

mont. Usher, Harris, &c. Not to mention the native memorials in

the hymn of Fiech in the sixth century,* the ancient document men-

tioned by Mabillon,-|- and above all, the hymn in honour of Saint

Patrick, contained in that most venerable MS, the Antiphonarium

Benchorense, published by Muratori, and pronounced by him to be

tlien about 1000 years old..|. Add to these, that there are literary

works yet extant, which bear the name of Saint Patrick, exhibit inter-

nal evidence of emanating from such a source, and are acknowledged
to be his by the most competent judges ;§ there are churches erected

through all these ages to his name, not only in Ireland, but wherever

the Scoto-Irish settled ; there has been a tradition universal and im-

memorial concerning his mission, and his festival has been hallowed

in the observance of centuries.

Against all this weight of authority and argument. Dr. Ledwich

stands alone, and although he occasionally admits the saint into exer-

* See O'Conor'sRer.Hib. Script. vol. l.Proleg.partl.p.xc. f Vet. Anal. vol. 2, p. 669, &c.

X See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. pp.59, &c., and see more fully O'Conor's Rer. Hib.

Script, vol. 1. Nunc. Epist. p. clxiii.

§ See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 61.

II
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cise and service* in the mazes of his pages, he yet considers him as

but a phantom of no being, and all those successive notices of him

but shadowy interpolations ; while the reverend antiquarian himself,

a second-Marraton, traverses the field of inquiry in solitary substance,

and every where discovers the error, and unmasks the delusion of long-

departed worthies.

His arguments, however, if they can be called such, need only

to be stated ; they carry their own refutation.

1st. Because the place of Saint Patrick's birth is disputed,

...^ ergo,
----- - - -

The same test would erase Homer, Constantino the Great,

and thousands of others from the pages of history.

2nd. Because there was a holy Patrick of Auvergne, and

another of Nola ; ergo
----------

Because he could not have been a Lateran canon, or

decorated with a pall, and constituted a legate, as

some late \v riters have said ; ergo
-------

Because some of his biographers have attributed im-

probable miracles to his agency ; ergo
- - - - -

Because Bede does not mention him ; ergo
- - - -

But Bede does mention him, as far as was requisite

to the purpose of an historian of the English Church, in a

martyrology which the venerable author himself speaks of,

and acknowledges as his own in his ecclesiastical history, &c.

3rd.

4th.

5tl1.
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The above are the chief arguments, which the Doctor urges to

Irishmen against the existence of their missionary ; these are the

* See Ledwich's Antiquities, second edition, pp. 79, 140, &c.
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strength of his arbitrary and despotical conclusions, and it surely

cannot be required to enter more into their merits. But there is

another who, equally "contrary to the consent of all the writers that

ever make mention of Saint Patrick,"* many of them actually or

very nearly his contemporaries, labours to establish that the world

has been hitherto wholly in error as to the era of the saint ; that he,

in the nineteenth century, knows more of the matter than those who

lived in the fifth, and has "taken a view altogether novel with respect

to the ancient Church of Ireland and Saint Patrick's mission, and in-

deed as to the history of Ireland generally /'-f

"The truth is," says this gentleman, "as will be shewn in the fol-

lowing pages, that the first apostle of Ireland, Patrick, the Roman

Briton, introduced Christianity into Ireland centuries before the year

430, and Palladius was truly sent to the Scots believing in Christ,
''^ a nation oj Christians," where a Christian Church had long flou-

rished in apostolic purity ; and Celestine, on the spread of the Pela-

gian heresy in the British islands, sent Palladius on a mission to

eradicate that error ;"+ so says Sir William Betham, and it is very

observable, that while he attempts to displace the object of his specu-

lation from the century in which he has been unanimously placed, he

neither in the above nor in any of his subsequent pages, ventures to

fix the period in which he did live, and we only know that Sir Wil-

liam says he lived centuries before 431, while reason obliges us to fix

him at least subsequent to the days of our Redeemer. But now for

the grounds of this literary oscillation.

A certain book, styled in the Researches
" The Book of Armagh,"

spenis intended to be the sole document on which this
" novel view

"

* Usher's Letters, No. 33. f Betham's Antiquarian Researches, p. 248.

1 Betham's Antiquarian Researches.
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is grounded ; and what is this work proved to be ?* It is a MS. on

vellum, fairly written in the Irish character mixed with Greek capi-

tals, formerly covered with crimson and subsequently with black

leather ; was once in the custody of the Mac-Mayres, by one of

whom, although he held lands on the tenure of its safe keepingj-f-

it was pawned at the close of the seventeenth century for five pounds,
after which it came to the hands of Arthur Brownlow, esq., (it is not

said when,) who compounded, arranged, and collaied it, (Researches,

p. 256,) and is now in the possession of Sir WiUiam, (it is not said

how.) It is a MS. which that gentleman supposes to have been

written early in the seventh century, yet professes itself to be partly

written by Saint Patrick himself, and so Lhuid and Ware considered,

(Researches, pp. 253-4.) It contains an entry purporting to be made

by Calvus Perennis, in the presence of Brian Boroimhe, Emperor of

the Scots, and stated to be sealed with his seal of wax, (Researches

pp. 393-4,) which of course is conceded to be written at the close

of the tenth century, and while it presents at page 19» a discus-

sion on the privileges of Armagh, her right to the supremacy and

ultimate jurisdiction, (a very suspicious controversy to be referred

even to the seventh century,) it also furnishes sentences destructive

of its own antiquity, which have not escaped its present advocate,

but which, with due consistence, he declares to be interpolations,

(Researches, pp. 423, 431, &c.,) and last of all, it affords fragments of

Lives of Saint Patrick, written by divers authors, for the most part

anonymous.
And on the authority of such a MS. as this, which both Ware,

Lhuid, and Usher inspected,:]: without seeing any grounds to assail

*
Researches, p. 250, &c. f Researches, p. 253.

I Researches, pp. 247, 257. ^
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the era of Saint Patrick, on the ipse dixit of this document, the world

is called upon to believe, sometimes that the apostle Patrick lived

centuries before 430, sometimes that he laboured in his mission

partly before and partly after A, D. 430, (Researches, p, 287,) again,

that Patrick was Palladius and Palladius was Patrick, (Researches,

pp. 266, 287, and 2970 At pages 278 and 283, the doctrine is

changed, and there are two Patricks, and at p. 290 there are three,

so stubborn an opponent is this Irish apostle ; and yet strange to say,

if the whole MS. were evidence, there is not one peculiar passage in

it cited by Sir William, that could support any of the above para-

doxes. The work contains a few lives of Saint Patrick, (similar to

those published by Colgan,* and attributing quite as many miracles

to him,) a work of Aidus, a confession of Saint Patrick, defective on

comparison with those hitherto known, a letter of Saint Jerome to

Pope Damasus, a text of the gospels, epistles, acts of the apostles,

and a life of Saint Martin of Tours : but in all these not one word to

ground the assertion with which Sir William commences, or to shake

the authority of immemorial Church history.

We had almost intended to overlook the copious quotations which

Sir William furnishes, as collections of Tirechan, in said book of

Armagh, with inferences that they demonstrate the age of Saint

Patrick, as earlier than that commonly fixed, and also that his mission

was a sinecure, Ireland being then " a nation of Christians." We
are, however, quite at a loss to know from what innuendos, applied even

to these collections, any such conclusions can be drawn. We find

Tirechan expressly mentions that Saint Patrick was subsequent to

Palladius, and that he encountered Magi as in full influence in several

parts of the island, but that God gave him the whole island. Yet

•
Resea'ches, p. 258.
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though we think the evidence of this author would fully support our

view, we candidly reject him as a witness unworthy of credit, at least

as he is represented to testify in the
" Book of Armagh." Who can be-

lieve him, when he speaks of incense and wax candles burned in the

time of even our Saint Patrick, when he mentions as of that day

spades, gardens, meadows, hay for cows, and bearded monks ; when

he records that heifers were offered as an oblation to God and Saint

Patrick, that the holy man wrote primers, prayed that no one should

conquer Ireland before seven years previous to the day of Judgment,
and raised from the grave a saint 120 feet long and 100 years dead

—
to be baptised ! Is this a witness to confront the belief of centuries ?

To " the Summary of Aidus " we equally object, when its author

professes of himself, "m^ knowledge is small, my authors doubtful, my

memory treacherous, and, what is worst of all, the common tradition

of the country is against me."*

There are, however, some few arguments, not connected with this

Book of Armagh, which are advanced in the "
Researches," against

the common chronology of Saint Patrick, that claim more especial

notice ; while it is premised that all the authorities, already cited to

the tact of his existence, do equally support the common computation
ot his era. The first of these arguments is based on a position laid

down by Doctor O'Conor, that monachism was introduced into Ireland

almost a whole century before the coming of Saint Patrick ; but the

principal witness, that Doctor O'Conor urges to establish this, breaks

down on examination. Gennadius is supposed to say that Caelestius,

an Irishman, and the fellow-labourer of Pelagius, dedicated him-

self from his youth to a monastery, and therefore monachism had

,
been long known in Ireland previous to Saint Patrick. But Genna-

* Researches, p. 404.
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dius goes no such length, he only says* that Caelestius was at a

monastery, from which he wrote three letters to his parents, whence

it has been more naturally inferred that this monastery was not in Ire-

land ; some say it was that of Pelagius at Bangor, others, of whom
Doctor O'Conor himself is one, think it was that of Saint Martin at

Tours : but all agree it was not in Ireland.

The second objection is in the same track. Because Palladius

was sent in 430 " ad Scotos in Christum credentes," therefore Saint

Patrick could not in 432 be Ireland's Apostle. The whole ecclesi-

astical history of Ireland shews the fallacy of this argument! There

were undoubtedly some scanty believers in Ireland before Palladius,

travellers or captives without a Church, or who had only heard the

word faintly from foreign countries ; but the failure of Palladius suf-

ficiently evinces that Christianity had no preacher, no delegated mis-

sionary, no legitimate apostle, to whom Ireland should be so indebted

before his time. The third objection is, that Athanasius, in his second

Apology against the Arians, mentions that bishops from the British

islands attended the Council of Sardis in 347, but while it would be

an ignorant absurdity for any bishop from the Irish Scots, to be then

self-styled as from a British isle, the text of Athanasius by no means

warrants such an interpretation. He says bishops attended "
sk

^iravitt)v, raWiiav, BpsTTuvKov, &c. ;" thus calling Spain, Gaul, and

Britain, by the same phrase of amplification, possibly injustice to the

numerous provinces they contained. And if even Gennadius and

Athanasius were to be received as witnesses of a Hierarchy in Ireland

before Palladius, (whom all writers call the first bishop,) yet their

texts would by no means reach those '•
centuries

"
that Sir William

•
Jnte, p. 92.
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claims, as both Cselestius lived, and the Council of Sardis occurred,

in the fourth century.

The fourth objection is drawn from a passage in the Confession of

Saint Patrick, wherein, says Sir William, "he speaks of his fellow-

citizens and Roman citizens,
' civibus Romanorum,* evidently speak-

ing of Britain as a Roman province, and because the last Roman

legion left Britain about the year 404, consequently these trans-

actions could not refer to the more advanced period of the fifth cen-

tury."* But in truth, no such conclusion can be deduced, as that

Saint Patrick meant by the " civibus Sanctorum Romanorum," that

Britain was then in the actual occupation of the Romans ; and the

last Roman legion did not leave Britain until A. D. 420,'f' and even

if it had left it long before, it appears from
Bede,::|:

that the Britons,

borne down as the}^ had been by the incursipns of the Picts and Scots,

took a politic pride in calling their country a Roman province, and

even fondl}'^ looked to I'etaining that name, after every legion had

abandoned it ; for in their last embassies to Rome in 446, they im-

plored that the name of a Roman province, which had so long been

held illustrious amongst them, might not by the wickedness of foreign

nations be overwhelmed and become of no account ;§ while the many,
who had acquired possessions in Britain, and continued to remain

there, II not as Roman soldiers, but as " cives Romanorum," gave more

colour than was required to the appellation.

The fifth objection is drawn from the same source. Because the

*
Researches, p. 278.

t SeeBede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 1. c. 12. and Gildas, Hist. cs. 13 and 14.

t Eccl. Hist. lib. I.e. 12.

§
" Ne nomen Romanae provincial quod apud eos tarn diu claruerat, exterarum gentium

improbitate obrutum, vilesceret."—Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 1. c. 12.

II
See Zosimus. lib. 6.
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Confession of Saint Patrick quotes from the septuagint version of the

Scriptures, and not from the more recent version of Saint Jerome,*

ergo, Saint Patrick must have existed before Saint Jerome. This

itself would not necessarily antedate Saint Patrick beyond the fourth

century, but it wholly wants the vis consequentite, and although the

version of Saint Jerome was written a few years before the time of

Saint Patrick's arrival in Ireland, it yet was not received into general

use but after much opposition, and until the sixth century. The sixth

objection is grounded on a passage in the letter to Coroticus, in which

the saint
"
speaks of the incursions of the Picts and Scots

"
as of then

passing events. -f*
Had he done so, it would rather favour the ancient

chronology, for it was from the close of the fourth to the middle of

the fifth century, that these incursions became so insupportable ; but

no such historical date can be assigned ; as the letter merely alludes

to the Scots and Picts, as purchasing Christian slaves that had been

carried off with rapine and bloodshed, and upbraids Coroticus with

being the foul agent of bringing these unfortunate beings into the

hands of the Scots and Picts, (" in manus Scotorum atque Picto-

rum ; ") meaning by the Scots (as is evident by their connexion with

the Picts, and by his saying a few lines farther, that the Irish Scots

were converted,) that colony, which emigrated into Scotland in the

beginning of the fourth century, and thus farther strengthening the

commonly assigned era of that event.

The seventh objection also relies on a passage in the letter to

Coroticus, where mention is made of pious men being sent with money
to redeem captives from amongst the Franks and other nations.|

* See Researches, p. 273. t Researches, p. 279.

X
" Consuetude Romanorum et Gallorum Christianoruin, nuttunt viros sanctos idoneos

ad Francos et cajteras gentes, cum tot mil : solidorum ad redimendos caplivos baptizatos."
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"This expression" is said to be "another proof that the period, when

Patrick wrote, was before the foundation of the kingdom of the Franks

under Pharamond in 420, at which time the Franks had estabUshed

their dominion in Gaul."* It would, however, be quite enough to

shew that this passage only points to a time while the Franks con-

tinued pagans, which they were till the close ofthe fifth century, when

Clovis and his followers became Christians, and his zeal rendered the

continuance of such traffic impracticable ; but the above inference can

be equally rebutted, for the kingdom of the Franks was not established

in the person of Pharamond but in that of Clovis, and not in 420 but

in 481. The 8th objection is,
" because the Roman writers call many

men Patrick, who, while living, never bore the name ;"!- and the last ap-

pears to be that,which ledLedwich to doubt his existence altogether,
—

because the lives written of him, as well as the Annals of the Four

Masters, ascribe to him what are termed gross fabrications. These sha-

dows certainly require no exorcism, yet such is the reasoning by
which it is sought to shew,

" that Patrick, the genuine apostle of Ire-

land, flourished ages before the fifth century."^. The opinion would

be such a dislocation of Irish history, that we could not be excused

from combating it.

The reader is already in possession of the long received history of

Saint Patrick, and the authorities on which it is founded, to which

might be added abundant evidences from the native annals of the

country ; but this is neither allowable nor necessary to adduce here.

Whether and when other Patricks may have existed, there are fixed

principles by which the age of this can be easily adjusted. It must

have been, (according to those who have written while the tradition

* Researches, p. 279. f Researches, p. 245.

J Researches, p. 305.
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was fresh,) in the time of Pope Celestine and Saint Germanus; in the

reign of Theodosius and Valentinian, and immediately after the failure

of Palladius. No year can so well coincide with these several requi-

sites as about A. D. 432 : and accordingly Bede* marks the time of

Palladius's mission as in 431 ; Matthew of Westminster, as in 433 ;

while Marianus Scotus, at the year 432, says, that Palladius having
been ordained by Pope Celestine, was sent the first bishop to those of

the Scots who believed in Christ, (not
" a nation of Christians " as Sir

William would translate it,)-)" and that after him Patrick was sent

under the same auspices. :|:
To this last year Florentius Wigorniensis re-

fers the same account, with the inversion of "annos Ix." for "annosxl."

While the foreign authors thus singularly point to the year of his

mission, they vary not more as to the time of his death. The regis-

ter of Glastonbury§ mentions it as in 472 ; the Anglican Martyro-

logy at481 ; Sigebert says the saint died in 491,11 aged 122 years;

Florentius Wigorniensis agrees with the last account, and Matthew of

Westminster assigns it to the same year.** It would seem that the

earlier date is the more correct ; and that, though the saint certainly

died at a very advanced age, the effort to prolong it to the later

• "Theodosius junior, post Honorium regnum suscipiens, viginti et septem annis tenuit,

cujus anno imperii octavo Palladius ad Scotos in Christum credentes, a Pontifice Romanae

ecclesiae Celestino, primus mittitur episcopus."
—Eccl. Hist. b. 1. c. 13.

f See Researches, p. 250.

I
" Ad Scotos in Christum credentes, ordinatus a Papa Celestino, Palladius primus Epis-

copus missus est ; post ipsum, S. Patritius fuit, genera Brito, a Sancto Celestino ordinatus,

et ad Archiepiscopatum Hibernensem mittitur; ibi per annos xl. signis atque mirabilibue

praedicans, totam insulam Hibemiam convertit ad fidem."—Chronic, ad arm. 432.

§ Cited Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 131.

II The Annals of Tigemach say A. D. 493.

** " Sanctus Patricius, secundus Hiberniae archiepiscopus, (having named Palladius as

the first,) anno aetatis suae 122 in Domino quievitj de cujus sanctitate et miraculis multo

leguntur insignia."
—Flor. Hist.
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period, originated in a wish to assimilate his history with that of

Moses ; a simple ambition which Nennius indeed avows.*

The results of Saint Patrick's preaching are less obscure. It threw

a sudden illumination over the islaaid, the curious flocked in from

every quarter, and went back to their families converts and proselytes.

Episcopal jurisdictions were marked out, and prelates and clergymen
were commissioned, in numbers sufficient for the labours of religious

controversy and spiritual direction. Ecclesiastical schools were every

established. "The country was filled with bishops, priests, and reli-

gious houses ; the monks dispersed themselves into every corner, and

no place was more celebrated for the sanctity and learning of its

several monastic orders. The retreats, which they pitched upon, they

cleared and cultivated with their own hands, they fasted and prayed

without intermission, and preached even more by their example than

their precept. Hence, the name of the sacred island, or the island of

saints, was given to it."-f- It has been justly remarked, that this

"
quick and easy reception of Christianity in Ireland, is an unequivo-

cal proof, not only of the liberal and tolerating spirit of the religion it

supplanted, but also of enlightened civilization and charitable for-

bearance certainly without parallel in the early records of the Chris-

tian world
;".];

and Giraldus himself admits, that in the retrospect of

centuries, the saints of the island were all confessors, and not one a

martyr.§ It was also the natural result of the mild and conciliating

* " Quatuor modis sequantur Moyses et Patritius. Primo id est, angelo sibi coUoquente in

rubo igneo; secundo, in monte xl. noctibus jejunavit ; tertio, similes fuerunt aetata cxx. annis ;

quarto, sepulchrum illius non invenitur, sed in occulto humatus est nemine sciente."—Hist.

Britt c 61.

t Warner's History of Ireland, vol. 1. p. 85. J O'Flaherty's Isles of Aran, p. 39.

§
" Omnes sancti terrae istius confessores sunt et nallus martyr, quod in alio regno Chris-

tiano difficile erit inveniri."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 29. The same commendation is also set

forth in the "
Speculum Regale."
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manners of the new priesthood, the charities with which they insinu-

ated their doctrine into the heart of the country, founding their semi-

naries where tlie Magi had taught, enclosing their casiols in the

groves of the ancient rites, carving the sign of Christianity on the

pillar stones* of heathenism, consecrating as stations for prayer those

wells which had been invested with immemorial superstitions ;-f"
kind-

ling the bel-tinne for purposes of innocent diversion, perpetuating the

sacred fire on the altar of the Most High,J and, above all, construct-

ing the simple models of their churches in the shadow of the round

towers : thus imperceptibly
"
succeeding to the veneration and au-

thority of their pagan predecessors. "§

The Christian ecclesiastics were, however, not the less firm, where

firmness was essential. They diligently expounded the Scriptures to

the people, as Jonas relatesll of Columba. The enemy were met in

controversy at their strongest holds, and piles of heathen learning,

the spoils of victory, were consigned to unrelenting destruction.

Saint Patrick sanctioned the policy of this despoliation, and is said

to have destroyed with his own hand two hundred volumes of the

writings of the Magi. His successors, no less zealous in the cause of

truth, well merited these praises which Camden so liberally bestows

upon them,** enlarging their schools, multiplying their churches,

fixing themselves as beacons of salvation in the wildest districts, every

where edifying by their example, they drew to their schools the

* See Anth. Hib, vol. 1. p. 285. f See Tripait. Vita S. Patricii. c. 70.

: See post, p. 232.

§ Grose's Antiquities of Ireland, Introduction, p. v.

II
"Tantum in ejuspectore divinarum thesauri scripturarum conditi tenebantur, ut intra

adolesceutiae aetatem detentus, psalmorum librum elimato sermone exponeret, multaqjie alia,

quae ad canlum. sunt digna vel ad docendum utilia, condidit dicta."—Jonas Vit. Columb. c. 2.

**
Britannia, p. 730.
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young and the old, while the converts gladly flocked to their habita-

tions for more frequent spiritual assistance. Thus were little cities

associated and monasteries incorporated.

The ecclesiastical societies so formed were governed with much

severity of discipline, as appears from the rule of Columba ; that of

Adamnan, which Tigernach mentions as restored to use in Ireland in

727, and the laws of Brandan, Columbkill, &c. referred to by the

same historian. Implicit obedience to the superior, as it was the pal-

ladium of their existence, was most enforced ; silence was strictly

enjoined unless is cases of necessity ; fasting was made obligatory on

Wednesdays and Fridays, according to the ancient Roman custom ;*

and further abstinence and privation in the matter of diet recom-

mended, whence it is observed that Saint Bridget and her virgins

took no food until evening, and then only supported nature with

herbsand water ;

"
Vespere flumineas quaerebant fontibus herbas,

Antiqui soliti quels vitam ducere sancti,

Frigida cum crispis sumebant pocula et herbis."-]-

i ;

Other self-mortifications and penitential duties were inflicted ; pil-

grimages were practised, as appears from Saint Columb, Saint Brigid,

&c. who respectively performed one to the Abbey of Glastonbury ;:J:

and the celebrated Virgilius also undertook one to the Holy Land.§
These ecclesiastics likewise assigned particular hours for the recurrence

pf devotional exercises, and withal, in the intervals of their clerical

* See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 4. p. 352.—See also the canons mentioned in the index

to O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Nunc. Lit. ,,r;^ pii.r

t Trias Thaum. p. 593. J Stephens's Monast. vol. 1. p. 420.
•

§ Usher's Sylloge, p. 131.
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occupations, laboured at least sufficiently for their own support ;*

whence it is said in the Life of Saint Brandan,
" a monk should be

fed and clothed by the labour of his own hands."-f

Twenty was the earliest age at Avhich monastic vows could be

taken.:}: The garments of the professed were of the simplest materials,

while over all a plain white surplice was worn, according to a fashion

which Saint Patrick himself introduced.§ So Adamnan speaksH of

the " Candida tunica" of Saint Columba, and in Cumian's life of that

saint, (c. 6,) it is stated that he instructed in Hy
" candidos mona-

chorum greges." Cogitosus also mentions the "
pallium album et

vestem candidam "
of Saint Brigid.**

The author of this Essay, however wholly reluctant to enter into

controversy, feels it necessary here to state, that an important diffe-

rence from the present discipline of the Church of Rome, appears to

have then existed, in the marriage of the Irish clergy being rather

disapproved of than forbidden : thus Saint Bernard says,
" octo

extiterunt ante Celsum viri uxorati, et absque ordinibus, literati ta-

men."-f"-f' And a few lines before, "mos pessimus inoleverat * * *

sedem sanctam obtentam iri hereditaria successione, &c."-|'-f- It is

• " Ad exemplum venerabUium Patrum, sub regula et abbate canonico in magna continen-

tia et sinceritate, proprio labore manuum vivunt."—Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 4. c. 4.

f "Monachum oportet labore manuum suarum vesci et vestiri."—C. 10. sect. 7.

+ « A viginti annis debet unusquisque constringi, non adtestando sed voto perficiendo,

ut est ilhid, unusquisque sicut proposuit corde suo faciat, et ut vota mea reddam in conspectu

Domini etreliqua, &c."—Synod of Saint Patrick, c. 17, in Spelman's Concilia, vol. 1. p. 58.

§
"
Super caetera indumenta cuculla Candida amiciebatur, ****** unde et

monachi in Hibernia S. Patricii sequendi vestigia, per multa temporum volumina habitu sim-

plici contenti erant, quem ovium ministrabat lana, qualibet extrinseca tinctura remota."—

Jocelin, c. 185.

II
Vita Columb. lib. 2, c. 44. ** See post, in this section,

•f-f Vita Malachiae, c. 7.
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true, these passages might be explained away, but the synod of Saint

Patrick gives more distinct intimation of the fact.
"
Quicunque cle-

ricus ab hostiario usque ad sacerdotem sine tunica visus fuerit, et si non

more Romano capilli ejus tonsi sint, et uxor ejus si non velato capite

ambulaverit, pariter a laicis contemnantur et ab ecclesia separentur."

The observance of the tonsure here alluded to, seems, however, to

have been soon neglected, and in this mighty matter of discipline,

which once engaged the attention of Europe, the Irish priesthood

appear to have dissented from the 40th canon of the Council of

Toledo.*

The discipline, which the clergy then observed, they endeavoured

as much as possible to brin^ into general use. They enjoined pe-

nance-f* according to the guilt of the sinner ; Saint Patrick says, in

one of his canons,
"

if any one is frail let him do penance (agat peni-

tentiam) even from necessity, for God is merciful;".]: and the position

is further illustrated by the work of Cumian in the seventh centuiy,
" De mensura poenitentiarum." They prescribed times and seasons

for fasting, they inculcated the exemplary benefit of pilgrimages,

(Tigernach, ad ann. 6lO, mentions the death of a prince in pilgrimage,

and of another in 723;) they enforced the observance of Easter, but

at a period considered erroneous by the Roman see, and this variance

in discipline was the ground ofPope Gregory's Letter in 592, addressed
"

universis'Episcopis per Hiberniam," in which he entreats them, that

putting down all pride of heart, they should return to their Mother

Church,^ so much the sooner as they knew they were daily sought by

* See Stuart's Armagh, p. 623, and Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 3. p. 68, &c.

+ See O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 71, and Synod of Saint Patrick in Speljnan.

X D'Acherii SpicUeg. torn. 9. p. 44.

§ "Mentis tumore deposito, tanto citius .»d matrem vestram, quae filios suos expectat et

invitat, ecclesiam redeatis, quanto vos ab e4 quotidie expectari cognoscitis."
—Vet Hib.

Syllog. p. 2.

D D 2
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her ; while it must be admitted, that in the same letter he plainly

intimates they had not deviated in doctrine.
" Nulla vos animorum

intentio a concordiae unitate dissociet, nulla persuasio rependo vos a

recto itinera defatiget."*

It was not, however, until the year 630, that any active measures

were taken to adjust this difference: an assembly of the clergy was

then held at Leighlin, to debate upon the proper time for the celebra-

tion of this festival. Saint Lasrian being delegated by the Pope -to

defend the Roman custom, while Munic warmly supported the old

rules ; after much deliberation, the synod broke up without coming
to any decision. The discussion, however, had its effect, and Bede,

while he expressly arraigns the heresy of the "
septentrionalis Scot-

torum provincia "-f- in this respect, does establish that the southern

Irish did conform to the Romish computation,-^- which he attributes

principally to the remonstrances of Adamnan
;.|.

the rest of Ireland,

however, maintained the error, and Bede gives an admonitory letter

of Honorius on the subject,§ which a subsequent Pope was obliged to

repeat. II From neither of these ecclesiastical reprimands, does any
variance in doctrine seem to have existed or been alleged, and the

paschal question is the "head and front" of Cumian's charge of

* Vet. Hib. Sylloge, p. 1.

f
" Si quidem gentes Scotorum, quas in australibus Hiberniae partibus morabantur,

jamjudum ad admonitionem apostolicae sedis antistitis, pascha canonico ritu celebrare didi-

cerunt."—Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 3.

.
+ See Eccl. Hist. lib. 5. c. 16.

§"AnnoDom. incarn. dcxxxv, misit idem Papa Honorius literas etiam genti Scoto-

rum, quos in observatione s. pascfase errare compererat, juxta quod supra docuimus."—Eccl.

Hist. lib. 2. c. 19.

II

" Sad et Johannes, qui successori ejusdem Honorii Severino successit, cum adhuc esset

electus in pontificatum, pro eodem errore corrigendo literas eis * * * * *
direxit."—

Eccl. Hist. lib. 2. c. 19.
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heresy against the Irish, in his celebrated letter to Segienus in A. D.

650.*

It would be far beyond the scope of this Essay, to enter into the

whole evidences of the Christian doctrine, as professed at that period,

it involves a controversy which is cheerfully committed to those, who

may be more disposed or able to conduct it. Primate Usher on the

one side endeavours to establish,
" that the ancient Irish Christians

differed much from the faith and doctrine now received in the Roman

Church, particularly concerning the books of canonical Scripture,

justification, purgatory, the real presence, confession, absolution, Eas-

ter, church power, and the supremacy,"'!' while Doctor Lanigan, in

his Ecclesiastical History of Ireland, combats these opinions with

much learning and authority.

It might, however, be considered a desertion of our subject, were

we not to examine the Confession of Saint Patrick and his Letter to

Coroticus, as well as the works of two authors, who are more especially

considered the indices of Irish theology at this period. We allude to

Coelius Sedulius, and Cumian ; the former was the author of several

religious comments, written, according to Trithemius, about A. D.

430: the latter has left behind him that well known Essay "De men-

sura Pcenitentiarum," which is preserved in the " Bibliotheca Patrum,"

(vol. 12. p. 42, &c.) and which DupinJ considers the best criterion

extant of the doctrine of the ancient Irish. These works have, there-

fore, been examined with a view of here furnishing a simple summary
of their contents, and the following analysis is the result of the inves-

tigation.

• See Sylloge, p. 17. . ja.H -i :

f Nicholson's Irish Hist. Lib. p. 68. See also De La Roche's Bibl. Angloise, torn. 4.

p. 320, and the Irish MS. there alluded to.

t Bibliotheque ad sept. cent.
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Saint Patrick strongly enforces the mystery of the Trinity, ("jfides

trinitatis ;"—" unum Deum in trinitate sacri nominis, &c.") Coelius

SeduHus has a whole chapter* in support of this article of faith, in

which he mentions the wonders accomplished in the Old and New Tes-

tament,
"
quaenam filius paterno consortio sanctoque spiritu secum ges-

serit constitute, ut deitatis una potentia inseperabili semper A'irtute con-

spicua, etsimplici majestate sit triplex et triplici majestate sit simplex.

Haec est vera fides et firma credulitas. Hanc salutem infelix Arrius ha-

bere contempsit, &c.-f* and he also, in many other passages, strongly

advocates the divinity of Christ.J Saint Patrick preaches baptism, as

does also Sedulius,§ and Cumian's Essay repeatedly inculcates its ne-r

cessity. Probus states the questions that were asked, and the form

observed in administering it, while Bede writes, that Oswald, Prince

of Northumberland, received that sacrament in Ireland, "inter quos

(Scotos) exulans ipse (Oswaldus) baptismatis sacramenta, cum his qui

secum erant militibus, consecutus erat,"ll a circumstance which Adam-

nan had previously related, where he makes an exception from the

gentilism of England,
"
excepto ipso Rege Oswaldo cum duodecim

viris, qui cum eo Scotos inter exsulante baptizati sunt."** It would

seem from Saint Patrick's Letter to Coroticus, that confirmation was

then usually administered immediately after baptism,-f"t" an inference

which is perhaps strengthened by the use of the plural number,

*
Opens Pasch. lib. 1. c. 22.

t Opens Pasch. lib. 1. c. 22. And see also same author, in Epist. ad Philaemon, c. 3. and

in Epist. Rom. c. 11.

X See in Epist. Rom. c. 1.

§ Operis Pasch. lib. 2. c. 8; and again in Epist. ad Rom. c. 6.

II
Eccl. Hist, lib. 3. c. 3.

•* Vita Columbae, lib. 1. c. 1.

tt
" De sanguine innocentium Christianorum, quos ego innumeros Deo genui atque in

Christo confirmavi, postera die qua chrisma neophyti in veste Candida flagrabat in fronte

ipsorum, &c."
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**
sacramenta/' in the above citation from Bede. Curaian's Essay

commends the exercise of charity in its scriptural sense, (as do Saint

Patrick and SeduHus;)* of alms-giving,
"
eleemosynarum fructus,"

(which Sedulius had also extolled, )-f-
of contrition,

"
effusio lachry-

marum," of confession of sins,
" criminum

confessio,";]: of penitence

and mortification,
"

afflictio cordis et corporis," of the labours of con-

version,
" conversio et salus aliorum," of intercession, "intercessio

sanctorum," and of the efficacy of prayer to obtain temporal advan-

tages ; the latter article of faith is frequently alluded to by Saint

Patrick, and is expressly recognised by Adamnan, (Vita Columbse,

lib. 2. cs. 44, 45,) where rain is said to have been obtained by prayers

of intercession,§ and a storm to have been appeased on invoking the

interposition of Saint Columba, who, in the commendation of a pre-

vious chapter,
"

ventis et oceano, Christi invocato nomine, potuit im-

perare.ll It is likewise further evidenced by a passage in the Anti-

phonarium Benchorense.

" Patricius episcopus oret pro nobis omnibus,

Ut deleantur protinus peccata quae commisimus,

Patricii laudes semper dicamus,

Ut nos cum illo semper vivamus."** '

The merit of fasting and abstinence is also suggested by Saint

Patrick. In respect to the Sacrament of the Eucharist, Saint Patrick

*
Epist. in Pom. c. 8.—Epist. ad Timotheum, c. 1 .

f Operis Pasch. lib. 4. c. 1. and again in Epist ad Corinth, c. 8.

X Bede expressly mentions an Irishman,
" de genere Scotorum Adamnanus," as making

his confession to a priest—Eccl. Hist lib. 4. c. 25.

§ See post, sect 5, of this Period ; and see post, Period 4. sect 5.

II
Adamn. Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 42. See also Annal. Tigemach, ad annos. 561, 64S>.

** See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 295. As to oblations for the dead, see 1 O'Gonor's

Rer. Hib. Script Ind. "canqnes." .
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only says, that the Lord had permitted him "
bibere calicem ejus,"

but Seduhus is very full, where, speaking of the blood and water flow-

ing from the side of our Saviour, he adds " O quam catholicae dog-

mati sociatur haec causa ; O quantum trinitatis fidei conveniunt haec

sacrata. Corpus namque sanguis et aqua tria vitae nostrae sunt mune-

ra. Omnes enim, qui Christo duce nostro in aquarum fonte renascimur,

ejus corpus et sanguinem sumentes edimus ac potamus, ut sancti spi-

ritus esse mereamur."* Saint Patrick dwells much on the sanction of

everlasting rewards and punishments, and the resurrection of the just

on the last day,
" cohseredes Christi et conformes futurae imaginis

ipsius," Sedulius also relies much on the resurrection-f- of the body,

and well defines the distinction between prescience and predestination,;];

while* in reference to matrimony, Saint Patrick urges the divine power,

by which the contract made by the clergy thereby is ratified in

heaven,
" summam divinam sublimem potestatem, quos ligarent super

terram ligatos esse et in coelis."

Cumian, (to analyze his Essay,) in the first chapter treats of the

penance to be inflicted for sins of gluttony and drunkenness ; in the

second for sins of unchastity, to control which, the fourteenth canon

of the synod of Saint Patrick, as published by Spelman, also provides;

the third chapter regulates the scale of atonement for adultery, incest,

&c. ; while the nineteenth canon of the same synod further labours for

the suppression of these vices; and the seventeenth visits with pecu-

liar severity the breaking vows of chastity. The fourth chapter con-

cerns sacrilege and theft, as does the fifteenth canon of the synod; the

fifth, perjury, lying, &c. ; the sixth, murder and homicide, as does the

fourteenth canon of the synod ;§ the seventh condemns " maleficos et

•
Oper. Pasch. lib. 5. c. 1 8. f Epist. in Rom. c. 15. t Epist. in Rom. c. 8.

§ Cities of sanctuai-y appear to have been established even at tliis early period, for Cogi-

tosus speaks of Kildare,
"
civitas est refugii tutissima deforis suburbana, in tola Scotorum

terra."
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veneficos," and the same canon in its censure, adds fortune-telling

"more gentilium;" the eighth treats of usury, avarice, &c., and the

twentieth canon forbids fraud,
"

ritu gentilium ;" the ninth chapter

refers to sins of anger and envy, the tenth of sloth, and the eleventh

of pride and heresy : prayer, abstinence, and fasting, are the sanction

by which these offences are sought to be controlled, excommunica-

tion being the last resort in cases of incorrigible impenitence ; the

twelfth chapter regulates the due observance of the sabbath, and the

thirteenth and last the performance of mass,* (" solemnitatis missee,"
" sacrificium missae,"

"
si quis permiserit haeretico missam suam cele-

brare in ecclesia catholica, &c.")-t' So Adamnan speaks of celebrat-

ing mass,
"

sacrae eucharistiae mysteria conficientem,"J
"

sacrificiale

mysterium;" and even in stronger terms "
Christi corpus ex more con-

ficere."§ (See to the same conclusion, Cogitosus, Vita Saint Brigid,

c. 35; Sedulius, Carm. Pasch. lib. 4; and Lanigan's Ecclesiastical

History, vol. 3. p. 305, &c., and other evidences from the Leabhar

Dhimma, preserved by Sir William Betham in his "Antiquarian

Researches," pp. 56, 57.) While it may be inferred from Bede, that

in all points of
difficulty, the Irish were accustomed to consult the

Romish See, (Eccl. Hist. b. 2. c. 19,) and to submit to its decisions,

(Id. b. 3. c. 3,) and Cumian, in his letter to Segienus, says, that, to

obtain the judgment of the Holy See, "misimus, quos novimus sapi-

entes esse, velut natos ad matrem."ll

The establishment of monasteries was quickly followed by t^at of

nunneries; Saint Patrick mentions "mulieres religiosas,''
but the first

regular institution of that nature appears to have been that of Saint

* See post, Period 3. sect. 3. f Cumian's Essay, c. 1 1 .

+ Vita S. Columb. lib. 1. c. 40.—Id. lib. 2. c. 1.—Id. lib. :'. cs. 12 and 17.

§ Vita S. Columbse, lib, 1. c. 44.
|1 Usser, Syllog. Ep. p. 34.

VOL. XVI, E 15
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Brigid, whose piety Hector Boethius so much extols.* It was at the

close of the fifth century, she sought to become a nun, when Macca-

leus, a bishop,
"

coeleste intuens desiderium et pudicitiam, et tan-

tum castitatis amorem in tali virgine, pallium album et vestem candi-

dam super ipsius venerabile caput imposuit •."f on which occasion, it

is added, that she gave the testimony of her chastity before alluded

to.J No sooner was she professed, than her fame collected zealous asso-

ciates round her little cell at Kildare, for whose accommodation she

founded that celebrated abbey.§ The most mysterious circumstance,

connected with the history of Saint Brigid, is the perpetual fire which

Cambrensis says she preserved at Kildare. 11 They, who rely on his

single and singular narrative, represent this fire as a spark of the Bel-

tinne, a superstition of the same primeval source with the vestal light

of the Romans ;** but as the rite is only put forward in his work, and

never even alluded to by any of the old writers of Saint Brigid's

biography, its authenticity seems very questionable, or if it was sanc-

tioned, it was most probably kindled to allure the gentiles of the

country with the solemnity of their favourite element, but converted

* " Effecta est ejusdem Brigidae virginis ad posteritatem, ob pietatem insignem, Celebris

adeo memoria, ut Scoti, Picti, Hibernici et qui illis gentibus vicinas habent sedes Angli, earn

intefr foeminas, quas Christiana ecclesia in Sanctorum numerum retulit, secundum Deiparam

Virginem praecipua semper habuerint veneratione."—Hist. Scot. Rer. lib. 9. fo. clxiv.

f Cogitosus, c. 3. X ^nte.jp. 179.

§
" Tbi magnum monasterium plurimarum construxit virginum."

—Fourth Life of S.

Brigid, lib. 2. c. 3.

II

"
Apud Kildariam Lageniae urbem, quam gloriosa Brigida reddit illustrem, digna me-

moratu sunt miracula multa, inter quae primum occurrit ignis Brigidae, quem inextinguibilem

diciint, non quod extingui non possit, sed quia tam solicite tam accurate moniales et sanctje

mulieres ignem, suppetente materia, fovent et nutriunt, ut a tempore Virginis per tot anno-

rum curricula, semper manserit inextinctus ; et cum tanta lignorum strues tanto in tempore

sit hie consumpta, nunquam tamen cinis excreverit."—Top. Hib. Dist. 2, c. 34.

«»
See.Langhorne's edition of Plutarch's Lives, vol. 1. pp. 106, 175, 176, 178 and 323.
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to the uses of a pure spiritual worship ; no other nunneries admitted

it, yet these estabUshments became so numerous, as to c^irn the espe-

cial consideration of the synod of Saint Patrick.* - - -

Certain writers, particularly of Scotland,"!" have endeavoured to

prove that in this period, and under the especial patronage of no less

a personage than Columba, a particular class of believers existed in

Ireland and in the celebrated monastery of lona, to whom the name

of Culdees (quasi cultores Dei) has been given, and of whom it is

necessary to add a few words. They are spoken of as having many

peculiarities both in discipline and doctrine, and are upheld by their

historians as the pure depositories of Christianity ; but the great dis-

tinction (the touchstone of Scotch enthusiasm on the subject) is, that

they are said to have elected their own superiors without consecration,

a datum which once conceded, greatly facilitates the inference that

the primitive government of the Christian Church was Presbyterian ;

Lloyd,;]; however, has demonstrated the absurdity of this opinion.

Buchanan speaks largely of their sanctity :§ and Doctor Jamieson

writes a quarto on the subject, very culpably compounded on the

• "
Virgo, qu« voverit Deo, permaneal casta, et si postea nupserit camalem sponsum,

excommunionis sit donee convertatur. Si conversa fuerit et dinjiserit adulterum, pceniten-

tiam
agat,

et postea non in una domonec in una villa habitent"—Spelman's Concilia, vol. 1.

p. 53. con. 17.

f See Hect. Boelh. lib. 6. But Boethius so abounds in errors, as to be the object of the

following epigram of Leland :

" Hectoris historic! tot quot mendacia scripsit,
* '

,«|'^ .

Si vis ut numerem, lector amice tibi.

Me jubeas etiam fluctus numerare marinos,

Et liquidi Stellas commemorare poli." uqo i.

i On Church Government, c. 7.

§ "Multi ex Brittanibus Christiani, saevitiam Diocletian! timentes, ad eos confugerant; e

quibus complures, doctrina et vitae integritate clari in Scotia substiterunt, vitamque solitariam

tanta sanctitatis opinione apud omnes vixerunt, ut viti functorum cellae in templa commuta-

rentur. Ex eo quoque consuetudo mansit apud posteros, ut prisci Scot! templa cellas vocent;

hoc genus monachorum Culdeos appellabant."
—Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 4, xxxv. Rex.

£ £ 2
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broad misrepresentation, of Bede having repeatedly mentioned them in

his Ecclesiastical History, and whole passages are actually cited from

Bede, lib. .3 c. 4.—lib. 4. c. 4.—lib. 3. c. 5, &c., as characterising this

priesthood of the imagination ; but when the passages are examined,

it will be found that all the descriptions, which Jamieson would con-

verge to the one focus, are referrible to totally distinct persons, to

Columba, to Colman, to Aidan, and other different Irish priests, all

of whom must become Culdees under the auspices of the Doctor, who

crushes every flower of Bede's classic eulogy into an ill-assorted gar-

land for lona, and this, although Bede never in all his works—never

in any one of the passages cited by Jamieson, mentions the name of

Culdee, or any thing at all tantamount to it. Ledwich also upholds

them as established by Saint Columba, but instead of representing

them as presbyters, he would shew* them to have been Episcopalians.

He had with equal confidence referred to Bede, and in similar error ad-

duces Lloyd and Usher, as if they had Avritten highly in favour of

the Culdees; while the fact is, that Lloyd, though he often mentions

yet never praises them, laughs at the Scotch stories concerning them,

observes he could find no notice of them till A. D. 900, and expressly

distinguishes them from the Columbian and old Irish monks ; and

Usher, while he is wholly neutral as to their merits, never confounds

them with the followers of Columba.

Thus it is, that these gentlemen would conjure
"

spirits from the

vasty deep,"
" most willing spirits, that promise noble service." Yet

Doctor O'Conor seems to favour their antiquity in Ireland, and ha-

zards an opinion-f- that they were originally a heathen commu-

nity, who having abjured Paganism, and embraced Christianity,

mingling Pagan frauds and miracles with the austerity of the new

faith, imposed a great opinion of their sanctity on their credulous

^
*
Antiq. p. 106. f O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 3.p. 315. n.
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votaries ; and Giraldus Cambrensis's work contains* some obscure

notices of such an order as existing in Ireland, which seem to have

misled Spelman-f" and other antiquaries; but, after all, when it appears

on examination that venerable Bede, notwithstanding all he writes of

Columba and his disciples, and concerning the Irish missions to the

north of Britain, yet never says one word of Culdees ; that never in

the whole history of lona and its dependencies, does the name of

Culdees once occur, which would be wholly improbable had that

establishment been of such : that Colgan, in his account^ of Saint

Columba's priests, has not a word about them, and that all the nume-

rous lives of that saint are equally silent concerning them, the whole

order seems founded in conjecture, or if it ever had reality, must be

referrible to a much later period.

The Magian religion of Ireland could not long withstand the

powerful and exemplary superiority of the Christian teachers. Like

a mist before the rising day, it passed off from the broad face of the

country, and only hung in thick but partial cloudiness over the deeper

valleys and remoter islands of the west, or the kindred mountains of

Caledonia. From the immense stone altars, pillar stones, circles, and

other like remains of their architecture, that Mr. Hardiman, in his

valuable History of Galway, states§ as existing in the isles of Aran, it

would seem that these lonely rocks afforded them a last retreat, while

the two round towers, apparently of more modern times, that still re-

main in Scotland, furnish similar architectural evidence as to that coun-

try. Adamnan yet more satisfactorily supports this assertion in his Life

ofColumba; once, where he speaks ofthe Magi as amidst the Grampian
hills, and that one of them " Broichanus Magus," attempted to raise

* See post. Per. 4. sect. 3. f See Glossary, tit.
" Culdei."

X Trias Thaum. p. 487. § p. 319.
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a storm in opposition to the missionary ;* and previously, where he re-

lates their efforts to drown the voice of the preacher.-f-

It is, however, advanced in the life of Gildas Badonicus, that he

was invited over in the close of the sixth century, by Anmericus,

King of Ireland, to restore the Catholic faith, which had become

almost extinct in the country ;:J:
and a long account is subjoined of the

miracles by which he recalled the people to the true faith ; while

Ward, Colgan, and others assert, that the heathen hierarchy, which

they call Druidism, lingered in Ireland even in the eighth century ;

yet Bede's, or rather Jonas's description, seems far more applicable to

its people at this period ;§ and the numerous and distant missions,

undertaken by Irish ecclesiastics all over Europe, furnish still better

testimony, that the sanction of Providence had rendered their labours

comparatively unnecessary at home.

The history of these glorious missions would claim a volume for

itself. Columba early converted the Picts,|| and, as has been mentioned,

founded the monastery of lona, so celebrated for learning and classic

collections, that according to Gibbon,** it opened a hope of furnish-

ing a complete Livy. Fursey, in 637, established Cnobersburgh, now

Burgh Castle, in Suffolk. Maidulph is said to have erected Malms-

• See Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 34.

f
" Quidam Magi, ad eos propius accedentes, in quantum poterant prohibere conabantur

ne de ore ipsorum divinae laudis sonus inter gentiles audiretur populos."
—Adaninan, Vita

Columb. lib. 1. c. 37.

I
" Ut ecclesiasticam ordinem in suo regno restauraret, quia pene Catholicam fidem in

ipsa insula omnes reliquerunt"
—Acta Sanctorum, p. 183.

§
"
Gens, quanquam absque reliquarum gentium legibus, tamen in Christiano dogmate

florens, omnium vicinarum gentium fidem praepollet."
—Columb. Vita, c. 1.

II
Cumian Vita Columboe.—Adamnan, Do.—Trias Thaum. pp. 325, 336, and Bede, Eccl.

Hist. lib. 3. c. 4. &c. &c.

** Vol. 6. p. 246.
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bury,* previously called Inglebome, where, about the year 676,

he instructed the English youth in classic literature
;•!•

and that some

ecclesiastics of the same country, extended their charitable labours

even to Iceland, may be inferred from the remarkable tradition pre-

served in the Antiquitates Celto-Scandinavige, (p. 14,) relative to

the discovery of Iceland by the Norwegians.J

Enlarging the sphere of their proselytism, they founded the most

flourishing schools of Christian Europe, and to them the world is in-

debted for the introduction of scholastic divinity, and the application

of philosophic reasoning to illustrate the doctrines of theology, as

Benedict, a writer of the eighth century, has mentioned, and Mosheira

recorded.! ^^^j ^^o are conversant with the literature of the conti-

nent, encounter perpetual acknowledgments for the benefits con-

ferred on its kingdoms by Irish ecclesiastics. Hence, Jonas, in his

Life of Saint Kilian,ll says,
"
Scotia, quae et Hibernia dicitur, insula est

maris oceani, fecunda quidem glebis, sed sanctissimis clarior viris; ex

quibus Columbano gaudet Italia, Gallo ditatur Alemania, Kiliano

Teutonica nobilitatur Francia ;" and Camden still more extends the

eulogy.** Italy was not more indebted to ColuBftbanus than to Fri-

-l-i. ^^J ,.,. p r. ,.,.

• See William of Malmsbury, lib.l. c. 2. f Holland's Camden, p. 242.

j
"
Antequam Islandia a Norwegis inhabitaretur, ibi homines fuerant quos Norwegi Papas

vocant, qui religionem Christianam profitebantur, et ab occidente per mare advenisse credun-

tur, ab iis enim relicti Hbri Hihernici, nolae et litui et res adhuc plures reperiebantur, &c."

§ Eccl. Hist. vol. 2. p. 51. n. and century eighth.

II
Edit. tom. 4. Antiq. Lect. H. Canisii. p. 629.

** "Patricii discipuli tantos progressas in re Christiana fecerunt, ut subsequenti aetate

Hibernia Sanctorum patria diceretur, et Scoticis in Hibernia et Britannia monachis nihil

sanctius nihil eruditius fuerit ; et in universam Europam sanctissimorum virorum examina

emiserunt; quibus Luxovium Burgundiae, Bobiense Italis, Herbipolis Franconise, S. Grallus

Helvetiae, Malmesburia, Lindisfama, et quamplura alia in Britannia monasteria originem
debent suam. Ex Hibernia enim fuerunt Celsus Sedulius presbyter, Columba, Columbanus,

Colmannus, Aidanus, Gallus, Kilianus, Maidulphus, Brendanus, et alii plures vitse sancti-

tate et doctrina inclyti."
—Britannia, p. 730.
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gidianus, Cataldus, and Donatus ; Germany acknowledged other

Irish apostles besides Kilian in Albertus, Fintan, Livin, Fridolin,

Rupertus, and above all, in Virgilius, who, with seven Irish bishops,

emigrated to that country in the beginning of the eighth century.*

This was the ecclesiastic who won the favour of King Pepin, and was

by him made Bishop of Saltzburgh, but was subsequently degraded

by Pope Zachary for publishing his discoveries of the real figure

of the earth. -f By his especial exertions Germany first emerged
from that ignorance in which Tacitus found it.J Gallus, the high

character of whose institutions is celebrated by Bucelin,§ established

the Abbey of Stinace near the Lake of Constance.
||

In France,

about A. D. 646, Arbogast, an Irishman, founded an oratory where

Hagenau was afterwards built, and Gertrude, (the daughter of the

illustrious Pepin
" Maire du Palais" successively to Clothaire the

second, Dagobert and Sigebert,) sent to Ireland for persons qualified

to instruct the "religieuse" of the Abbey of Neville, not only in theo-

logy and pious studies, but also in church harmony, or psalm-sing-

ing,
"
pour instruire la communaute dans le chant des Pseaumes et

la meditation des choses saintes.** And Charlemagne placed the uni-

versities of Paris and Ticinum under the guidance of two Irishmen,

Albin and Clements respectively.-ft" These were the celebrated indi-

viduals who presented themselves in the French market-place,JJ saying

* Usher's Sylloge, p. 34. f See post, sect. 4. of this Period.

i
" Literarum secreta viri pariter et fajminas ignorant."

—De Moribus German.

§ Aquila Imp. Bened. p. 242.

II
VitaS. Galli.in Messing. Florileg. p. 255.

**
Fleury, Hist. Reg. Angl. p. 68.

ft Notker Balbulus apud Canis. Antiq. Lect torn. 1. p. 360. et Vine. Spec. Hist. lib. 23.

c. 173. et Anton. Chron. tit. 14. c. 4. s. 12.

XI See the Monk of S. Gall, de gest. Carol. Magn. in Canis. Antiq. Lect. torn. 1.
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they had learning for sale ;
'*

si quis sapientiae cupidus est, veniat ad

nos."* It is of their and their comates' exertions that Erricus Antisi-

dorensis expresses such grateful enthusiasm.
-f* Such indeed was the

extent of the ecclesiastical foundations established by Irishmen in

France during this interval, that in the Council of Meaux, held in

845, it was decreed, that complaints should be made to the king, of

the ruin into which they were then latterly allowed to fall.
" Le Roi

sera averti de la desolation des hopitaux, principalement de ceux des

Ecossois, c'est a dire des Hibernois, fondez en ce Roiaume par des

personnes pieuses de cette nation."J
*^ The cordial reception of these Irish ecclesiastics, and the easy

amalgamation of their rules with those of the continental monks, is,

as Doctor Lingard observes,§ a speaking evidence that in all points

of doctrine the Irish agreed with the Romish See.

* Rossius Hist. Reg. Angl. p. 68.

f
" Quid Hiberniam memorem, contempto pelagi discrimine, pene totam cum grege philo-

sophorum ad littora nostra migrantem, quorum quisquis peritior est ultro sibi indicit exilium,

ut Solomoni sapientissimo famuletur ad votum ?"—Ad Carolum Calvum.

t Fleury, Eccl. Hist. § Hist. Eng. vol. 2. p. 357.

mm
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SECTION IV.

Sciences, Learning, and Learned Men.

GRATIFY! I?G as it shoiild be to an Irishman, to find his country

maintaining at this period such a pre-eminence in her foreign relations,

as the last se<?tion has exhibited, it is a still more splendid enjoyment

to contemplate her in the pride of her home, surrounded with Chris-

tian charities, ^.d basking in the revelation of science. When the

rest of Europe was,, aa Doctor Campbell expresses it,
"
canopied in

ignorance ;" whep the Roman Empire was crumbling into ruin, and

darkness hung over its pagan tributaries, the children of Ireland

alone "had light in their dwellings." Their country was, as Aldhelm

is obliged to describe it, in that letter of jealous sarcasm which Usher

has preserved in the
"
Sylloge," a country rich in the wealth of science,

and as thickly set with learned men as the poles are with stars.*

She was the asylum of religion, the storehouse of learning, the guide

of youth. -f- Like the pelican of the east, she gathered her aliment in

the desert, and opened her bosom to the young.

With Christianity Saint Patrick naturally introduced the know-

ledge and alphabet of the Latin language,.^ doubtless from the wish

* " Rus discentium opulans vemansque,
•***»»*

pascuosa numerositate

lectorum, quemadmodum poli cardines astriferis miscantium ornentur vibraminibus side-

nun."—Sylloge, p. 26, &c.

f
" Erat vero Hibemia totius tunc scientiae promptuarium et alumna."—Rossius, Hist.

Reg. Angl. p. 67.—Innes himself admits it, vol. 2. p. 404.

X
" S. Patricius scripsit abietoria 365, et eo amplius numero."—Nennius, Hist. Britt.
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that the Irish might thus be familiarized with the numerous works

of theology written in that tongue, and possibly with the deeper

design, that the proselytes might draw their doctrine the more di-

rectly from Rome. In the Tripartite* he is said to have taught
this alphabet to the poet Fiech, who, in the very same chapter, is

mentioned as having, previous to his receiving this instruction, sent

copies of his own poettis to some of the princes of Connaught, thus

clearly distinguishing the Irish and Roman characters. It does also

appear, that the saint changed the order of the Latin letters in such a

manner as would evidence an antecedent alphabet, to which it was

sought to conform the new characters, and it is avowed particularly

in his Biography, as written by Tirechan, that it was his custom to

give every convert an "
abietorium," or alphabet of this construction.

Accordingly the new system of philosophy was soon almost univer-

sally substituted for the old, and, as before Christianity the Magi
were the repositories of learning, the ecclesiastics of the reformed

faith succeeded to their trust.

The treasures of Roman lore were profitably spread over the coun-

try; the writings of Sedulius testify that classic poetry was cul-

tivated at a very early period in Ireland. Maidulph was the precep-

tor of Aldhelm, the first Englishman who wrote Latin verses, while

the classic Alcuin styles the Irish prelector, Colcus, his Master. -f-

The familiar use of the Greek and Roman authors at the close of the

present period, is still more evidenced by the frequent quotations from

them in the glossary of Cormac, the royal bishop of Munster. Even

oriental literature must have been known and cultivated, for Adam-r

* Lib. 3. c. 21. t Vet. Ep. Hib. Sylloge, p, 36.

P F 2
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nan, in his derivation of Columba or lona, deduces it from the

Hebrew.*

The Irish language was not, however, suffered to sink into obh-

vion, in the ambition of foreign acquirements. -f-
Giraldus says the

Irish had four prophets of this period, whose works, written in Irish,

were extant in his day ;:]:
and it is particularly recorded, that when

Aidan preached in that dialect to the Northumbrians, their king,

Oswin himself, interpreted his discourse to the people.§

Marts of literature, to which all nations flocked, were opened

throughout the island. The school of Armagh, according to the Tri-

partite, was the head of these academies, (" summum studium lite-

rale.") The English annals, cited by Magnesius,ll make mention of

no less than 7000 matriculated students resident there at one time ;

in fact, a division of the town was called Trian-Saxon, as long set

apart for English students, who then flocked to Ireland.** Besides

this academy. Saint Patrick was also the founder of another cele-

* " Quod Hebraice dicitur lona, Graecitas vero Peristera vocitat, et Latina lingua

Columba nuncupatur.'"
—Adamn. Vita Columb. secunda. praefat.

f See ante, p. 215, for tbe "Libri Hibernici" found in Ireland.—Pos/, for the books

written in Irish by S. Columba, &c.; and also Period 3. sect. 4. for the prevalence of the Irish

language in the 11th century.

X
" Quatuor Hibernici prophetas habere dicuntur, Molingum, Braccanum, Patricium,

Columbkillum ; quorum etiam apud illos libri adhuc extant hibernice scripti."
—

Top. Hib.

lib. 2. c. 33.

§
" Ubi pulcherrimo saepe spectaculo contigit, ut evangelizante Antistite qui Anglorum

linguam perfecte non noverit, ipse Rex Oswaldus suis ducibus ac ministris interpres verbi

exisleret ccElestis, quia nimirum tarn longo exilii sui tempore linguam Scottorum jam plene

didicerat."—Bede, Hist. Eccl. lib. 3. c. 3.

II Apolog. p. 112.

*• "Trian-Saxon, id est tertia portio Saxonum appellata, quae nomen videtur adepta ex

eo, quod vel mercatores vel, quod verosimilius est, studiosi Anglo-Saxones illic inhabitarerint."

—Tr. Thaum. p. 300, and see Bede, Hist. Eccl. lib. 3. c. 2, and lib. 4. cs. 3. and 4.
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brated seminary at Louth.* Ibar, his contemporary, had a school

at Beg-erin.-f- In the sixth century, a great university was esta-

bUshed at Clonard,:J; which, in the enthusiasm of monkish praise,

is termed the repository of saints, the hive of Christian wisdom, and

the cradle of sanctity. Other schools were established at Roscar-

berry,§ Cork, II Lismore, Roscrea, Clonfert, Clonmacnois, in the

romantic valleys of Glendaloch, at Cashel, Leighlin, Fore, Kildare, at

Slane, where Dagobert, the prince of Austrasia, during the exile be-

fore mentioned,** is supposed to have received his education
j-f-f-

at

Bangor, Down, in the island of Inisbofin, and at Mayo. .j,

The last establishment was founded by Colman, peculiarly for the

converted Saxons, J;|l
who gladly availed themselves of so noble an

exercise of friendship ;§§ so much so indeed, that this literary resort be-

came an object of proverbial notoriety, and the Irish nation is enthu-

siastically commemorated by Bede, not only as bestowing education

and morality on every class of his countrymen, but even supply-

ing them with sustenance, books, and all attendance of masters, jjll

* Archdall Mon. Hib. p. 469. f See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 1. p. 404.

X Ware's Antiquities, p. 24 1 .

§ Acta Sanctorum, p. 196, and Ware's Antiquities, p. 242.

jl
Smith's Cork, vol. 1. p. 369. ** Ante, p. 173.

ff Mezeray's France, tom. 1. p. 245.

J J "Invenit locum in Hibemia insula aptum monasterio constituendo, qui lingua Scoto-

rum Magh-eo nominatur ;
* * * " Et constructo statim monasterio, * * * *

Anglos ibidem collocavit, quod usque hodie ab Anglis tenetur incolis, et egregium examen

continet monachorum."—Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 3.

§§
"
Anglo-Saxones etiam nostri ilia state in Hiberniam, tanquam ad bonarum literarum

mercaturam, undique confluxerunt, unde de viris Sanctis saepissime in nostris scriptoribus

legitur, amandatus est ad disciplinam in Hiberniam."—Camden's Britannia, p. 730.

nil
"Multi nobUium simul et mediocrium de gente Anglorum ***** relicta.

insulS, patria, vel divinae lectionis vel continentioris vitee gratia, illo (ad Hiberniam) secesserant;

***** quos omnes Scotti libentissime suscipientes, victum eis quotidianum sine pretio,

libros quoque ad legendum et magisterium gratuitum prabere curabant."— Bede, Eccl. Hist,

lib. 3. c. 3.
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In this establishment at Mayo, the Oswald received his education,

who has been mentioned* as baptised in Ireland, and who after-

wards sent-f" for teachers thence to instruct the Northumbrians ; and

in this monastery most probably the Northumbrian prince, Alfred,

studied, as suggested by BedeJ and Harpsfeld ;§ while Bede also

saysjll that the sons of King ^Edelfrid were welcomed and taught

among the Scots.

There are abundant testimonies extant as to the system of educa-

tion, that gave the Irish schools so decided a preference.** After

theology, which justly and necessarily engaged a paramount atten-

tion, the sciences cultivated in these seminaries were grammar, rhe-

toric, logic, arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy. •f-f- Each

principal of a seminary propounded treatises on these sciences to his

pupils, and a very curious work comprehending all those subjects,

and written about the year 466, by Martianus Capella, has come
down to the present day, and is admitted even by Ledwich,|.:]: to

have formed one of the books of instruction in the Irish course ; in-

deed two comments, which are still in existence, written by Irishmen,

(Scotus Erigena, and Duncant,) put the matter beyond a question.

Capella's treatise is therefore a just criterion of the scientific pursuits

*
A)ite,p.206. f Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 2. p. 417.

I
" Aldfridum Hibemi Doctores erudiebant."—Eccl. Hist. lib. 5. c. 19. and lib. 3. c. 7.

§
" ^Ifredum * » * * * invitatum ex Hibernia a proceribus ad regnum capes-

sendum, ubi exul sed magno suo bono delituerat. Literis sacris prsesertim egregie ibidem

animum excoluit, in quarum insigniter cognitione profecerat, et administrandae reipublicse

magis inde idoneus redditus est."

II
Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 1.

** "
Magistros docuisse secundum formam studiorum antiquorum cum divinis videlicet

studiis, humaniorem etiam literaturam conjungentes."
—Cited Primord. p. 710.

ft See Sylloge. Aldhelm's Letter to Eadfrid and O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, p. 169, &c.

It Antiquities, p. 352.
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ofthe day, and Is further worth notice as having been edited by Gro-

tius, when he was only fourteen years of age.

Historical composition must have had many votaries at a period,

when both the domestic and foreign relations of Ireland were so well

worth recording. Innes coldly admits the fact.
" In these ages

when that country was more famous for learning and learned men

than most other nations, by consequence it is natural to expect that

they should have had as good monuments of history, civil and eccle-

siastical as any country, though by the Danish invasions and other

accidents many valuable pieces of that kind may have perished."*

The revision and castigation of the Irish chronicles by Saint Patrick,

has been already alluded to, "I"
and is a conclusive testimony that such

histories must have existed in abundance, while even Cambrensis.]:

mentions the
"
antiquissimas Hibernensium historias."

Poetry, it has already been shewn, was of the highest antiquity

amongst the Irish,§ in truth there was a period when the bards appear
to have been the sole movers and conductors of their public affairs.

At the close of the sixth century, according to the native annals,

their number had so increased, and their extortions and licentious-

ness become so insupportable, that their total suppression was only

prevented by the interference of Columba, when wholesome regula-

tions were established for their observance.il It has been before men-

tioned from the lives of Saint Patrick, how Dubthach, the chief bard

* Critical Essay, vol. 2> p. 404.

t ^nte, p. 178. J Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 1.

§ See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. Nunc. Epist. ccxliv.

II Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 2. p. 237, &c., and Walker's Irish Bards, p. 53, &c. In

about a century after, the Welsh formed the same institutions for their bards under Cadwal-

lader, as did Gurniund, King of Denmark, for the Northern Scalds, in 880.—See Anthol.

Hib. voa. 3, p. 2.43,

bcsl do tntiiUt^. ini-rbX toflae la la/fpiqaoO .Iffhsvaosxioo .hflj'jsfab siq (

.&! .3 ,0 J?.ia .(JiH .qoT—''.lojatftisl
• » * » is-xl>om aca l':
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of the Pagan king, Leogaire, was one of the first converts to Chris-

tianity.* Adamnan furnishes a very beautiful notice of the Irish poet,

Cronan, in A. D. 560 i-f and there are poems of this period even

yet extant, which are said to evince much learning and talent. One

attributed to A. D. 511, has been already alluded
to,|.

and the

author of this Essay has had the pleasure of translating into Enghsh

verse, together with several other ancient Irish poems, the celebrated
" Lament of Torna,"| which is generally supposed to have been writ-

ten about the year 420, or at latest, at the commencement of this

period. There is, however, a naivet6 in the original Irish, that seems

to preclude the possibility of their being effectively rendered into any
other language.

Music naturally succeeds, and on this subject, besides the trum-

pets of brass which have been every where found in the country,

Cambrensis will be discovered speaking of the harp of Keivin, the

patron and founder of the ecclesiastical city of Glendaloch, at the

close of the sixth century. || Columba is mentioned as having ex-

pounded the psalms and many other things which were thought wor-

* See ante, p. 184.

f
" Alio in tempore S. Columba, cum juxta stragnum Cei," (which Doctor O'Conor con-

jectures to be the lake at Rockingham in the ancient district of Moy Lurg, County Roscom-

mon,) "prope ostium fluminis, quod latine Bos (Boyle) dicitur, die aliqua cum fratribus aederet,

quidam ad eos Scoticus poeta devenit, qui cum post aliquam recessisset sermocionationem,

fratres ad sanctum, cur, aiunt, a nobis regrediente Cronano aliquod ex more sua arlis canticum

non postulasti modulabilUer decantari ? Quibus Sanctus, quare et vos nunc inutilia praefatis

verba? Quomodo ab illo misero homuncione carmen postularim laetitiae, &c."—Vita Columb.

lib. 1. c. 42. The close of the extract bears a striking similarity to the beautiful passage in the

137th Psalm.

t Ante, p. 56.

§ They will appear in Mr. Hardiman's interesting collection of ancient Irish poems, now

in the press.

II

" Hinc accidit ut episcopi et abbates el sancti in Hibemia viri cytharas circumferre,

et in eis modulando pie delectari, consueverint. Quapropter et sancti Keivini cythara ab indi-

genis in reverentia non modica • « • « habetur.''—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 12.
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thy of adapting to song,
"

quae ad cantum sunt digna."* The author

of the ancient Life of Saint Kieran says, that the King of Munster, in

the year 489, had the best collection of harpers, who used to accom-

pany their own singing, while they celebrated the achievements of

heroes in his presence. -f-
In the Life of Kentigern, who lived in 580,

it is stated that the King of Ireland sent a joculator or jongleur to the

Welsh court for political purposes, who, being admitted, sang and

played on the harp, and delighted the king and his nobles during the

Christmas.J Mr. Warton indeed asserts that the Welsh received

instructions in the bardic profession from Ireland.§ Iso, a monk of

S. Gall, an establishment which, as has been shewn, was founded by
an Irishman, and supplied with Irish monks, speaks particularly of the

harp. II From Ireland its use seems to have passed to the sister island,

for Bede writes of Cedmon, who died in 680, that he was remarkable

for composing sacred songs that inspired the minds of his auditors

with a contempt for this world, and a longing for eternal life.** He
did not, however, relish the frivolous and lighter music of the festive

scene, "unde nonnumquam in conviviis, cum esset laetitiae causi decre-

tum, id omnes per ordinem cantare deberent, ille, ubi appropinquare

sibi citharam cernebat, surgebat a media caen^, et egressus ad suam

domum repedabat." The interview between Columba and Cronan,"!-!-

and the desire expressed to hear him sing,
" modulabiter ex more

*
Ante, p. 200.

f
"
Regem Momoniae CEngusium citharistas habuisse optimos, qui dulciter coram eo,

acta heroum in carmine citharizantes canebant.''—Vita S, Kierani, edit, a Capgravio, c. 17. et

Acta Sanctor. p. 489.

X See Anthol. Hibern. vol. 3. p. 9, See also ante, p. 162, as to Joculatores.

§ Hist. Eng. Poet. Dissertat. 1.
||
Du Fresne Glossar. tit.

"
harpa."

** " Carmina religioni et pietati apta,
***** quibus multorum saspe animi ad

contemptum seculi etad appetitum sunt vitae caelestis accensi."—Eccl. Hist. lib. 4. c. 24,

ft Ante, p. 224.

VOL. XVI. G G
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suae artis/' shews that singing was subjected to some regular rules;

while the fact of Gertrude bringing persons from Ireland to teach

psalm-singing in France,* is equally conclusive as to the excellence

of Church music in the former country. -f-
It may be worth adding,

that the psaltery used by the Irish was different from that in use with

the Roman See, as appears from a passage in Eddius's Life of Wil-

frid,!, which is echoed by William of Malmsbury.§
The knowledge of navigation already alleged, receives additional

evidences in the numerous voyages spoken of in the Irish annals dur-

ing this interval, particularly these, alleged to have been accomplished

by Saint Brendan, || to islands never till then heard of.** It is confi-

dently stated in the native records, that this saint discovered Iceland,

a circumstance brought nearer to certainty by the account given of

Irish books being found there, as mentioned, ante^ p. 215;—by Van

Troil, in his letters on Iceland, and more fully and satisfactorily by

Arngrymus Jonas, in his History of Iceland. -f-f- The curious reader

* Ante, p. 216. f See al?o;>os<, sect. 6. of this Period.

J See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 159.

§
"
Wilfridus, Cantiam adveniens, Romanas consuetudines, quae Scottorum scientiam

vincebant, gnarus addidicit ; psalterium denique, quod a Scotis juxta translationem Beati

Hieronymi acceperat pro Romano more juxta quintam editionem, lectitavit et tenuit."—De

Gest. Pontif. lib. 3. ad init.

II
See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2. p. 316. and Catal. Stow. vol. 1. p. 161.

** Even Gibbon, with all his scepticism, considers that every thing was not to be rejected

which was related in the lives of saints.—(Gibbon's Decline and Fall, cited O'Conor, Rer.

Hib. Script, p. 129.) We adduce them to evidence historical occurrences and customs, and

little more;

ff
" Nautas nescio quos, Islandiae litora aliquando attigisse, quorum nolas, cruces ligneas,

aliaque opere et arte Irlandica et Britannica facta deprehendit Ingulfus ; unde verisimUe est,

piscatores Irlandos, vel Scotos, ut et hodie Anglos, juxta Islandiam piscari solitos, in terram

descendisse, atque ita Christianas religionis utensilia reliquisse, etenim Irlandi jam turn Chris-

tianismo imbuti erant."—Hist. Island, c. 2. cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 141.
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will see more upon this subject in O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4.

p. 141. Saint Cormac, a disciple of Columba, about the same period,

as Adamnan relates,* undertook a laborious voyage from Eirros-

domnon, (supposed to be Errus in the County Mayo,)'|' into the

Atlantic Ocean.J And in the very chapter that records this adven-

turous excursion, notice is taken of " scapham,"
"
naviculam,"

" na-

vis carinam,"
"

latera puppimque,"
"
proram,"

" tectum pelliceum,'
"
remorum," and " sentinam ;" while, in the same work, Columba's

vessel is spoken of, as assailed by mountains of waves, yet gallantly

riding out the storm.§ It is also worth adding, that, while the Annals

of the Four Masters record a great naval engagement, between the

Irish of the north and west in A. D. 728, Probus will be found

expressly mentioning ships of war,
" naves bellicas,"ll as of the sixth

century.

In reference to astronomical pursuits, the names of several Irish

proficients in that day are yet preserved. Cumian, about the year

634, was the author of that learned letter to Segienus, the Abbot of

Hy, concerning the paschal question, which displays such curious

scientific calculations.
" In it," sa3's Ledwich,

" we can discover

Cumian's acquaintance with the doctrine of time, and the chronologi-

cal characters. He is no stranger to the solar, lunar, and bissextile

* Vita Columb. lib. 1. c. 6.
. - . -

^ Vide, ante, p. 54.

j Per infinitum oceanum plenis enavigans veils;
****** et post longos cir-

cuitus Orcadas devenit insulas;**••* ejus navis a terns tertia navigatione in

oceano mari, per quatuordecim sestei temporis dies totidemque noctes, plenis velis austro fiante

vento ad septentrionalis plagam cash directo excurreret cursu, cujusmodi navigatio ultra

humani excursus modum irremeahilis videbatur."—Vit. Columb. lib. 2. c. 42.

§
" Totum namque vas navis, valde concussum magnis undarum cumulis, fortiter ferieba-

tur, grandi undique insistente ventorum tempestate. Nautae turn forte sancto, sentinam cum
illis exhaurire conanti, &c."—Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 12.

II
See post, section 6 of this Period.

G G 2
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years, to the epactal days and embolismal months, nor to the names

of the Hebrew, Macedonian, and Egyptian months."* "
It would at

any time be esteemed argumentative and learned, and the number

of books, he possessed or must have perused, are considerable ; he cites

Jerome, Origen, Cyril, Cyprian, Gregory, and Augustin ; he adduces

Annatolius's cycle of nineteen years, Theophylus's of ninety-five,

Cyril's of the same, Dionysius's octaetris, Victorinus's of 532 years,

with those of Augustin, Morinus, and Pachomius."-|- Virgilius,

whom Bruschius calls
"

vir pietate et doctrini clarus," and whose

country is marked by Alcuin, in the well known epigram :

"
Egregius praesul meritis et moribus almus,

Protulit in lucem quem mater Hibernia primum,

Instituit,—docuit,—nutrivit.";):

this very Virgilius, in the year 767» asserted the spherical figure of the

earth, at a time when all Europe was ignorant of the fact,§ and com-

bated the opinions of Lactantius, Augustin, and other fathers of the

Church, who supposed that the earth had a plane surface. Pope

Zachary, in a letter to Boniface, entitled "De caus4 Virgilii Hiberni,"

strangely misconceives and execrates this novel opinion, as tending to

irreligion and
infidelity, and actually sentences its promulgator to

excommunication and privation of clerical rank. II Aventinus, how-

ever, draws a more correct view of the discovery and its author.**

*
Antiquities, p. 108. f Antiquities, p. 355.

i Epigram 231, and see O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Proleg. p. ccxxvii.

§ See Vet. Epist. Hib. Syll. pp. 35 and 36.

II

" De perversa autem et iniqua doctrini, quam contra Deum et animam suam locutus est

(Virgilius,) si clarificatum fuerit, ita eum confiteri, quod alius mundus est et alii homines sub

terras sint, hunc, accito concilio, ab ecclesia pelle sacerdotii honore privatum."
—

Sylloge,

p. 35.

** "
Virgilium, in disciplinis, mathematicis, et in philosophia profana, magis quam tunc

Christiani mores ferebant, eruditum ex illius modi scitis, contra vulgi opinionem, et D. Augus-
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The whole controversy on the subject is to be found in the works of

Canisius, Aventine, and Velser.

The astronomical learning of this age is yet further established by
the accuracy with which eclipses solar and lunar, appearances of co-

mets, &c., are computed ;* particularly an eclipse of the sun in 495,

one in 664, by which Bede's calculation is corrected
;-f*

an eclipse of

the moon in 673, the appearance of a comet, in 676, which is observed

at the same year by Hermannus Contractus, j;
another eclipse of the

moon in 717, and one more in 733, which Florentius Wigorniensis

refers to 734.§ In 743, the Annals of the Four Masters record

strange celestial phoenomena, which Florentius Wigorniensis notices

at the same year, (" visas sunt stellae quasi de caslo cadere ;") while

similar accounts of strange appearances in the stars, as in 744, is con-

firmed by the Chronicon Saxon, ad ann. 744, (" hoc anno stellae

item de caslo frequentes deciderunt.")

Little can be collected as to the medical knowledge of the day,

except that commentaries, referrible to this period, upon the apho-
risms of Hippocrates, are said to be yet extant, the first letters of each

aphorism, large and embellished with colours in the old monkish

style. II

Ware, in his work on the writers of Ireland, gives a gratifying

detail of the learned authors of this period ; and it must be obvious

tini et alionim patram sententiam docuisse, circumfundi terras homines undique, et conversis

inter se pedibus stare, unde antipodes Graeci nuncupant voce."—Cited O'Conor, Eer. Hib.

Script, vol. 4. p. 173.

• See Id. vol. 1. Nunc. Epist. p. xc. &c. f Id. p. xiv.

X "Cometa per tres menses visus."—Bibl. Patrum. vol, 18. p. 367.

§
" Luna sanguinis rubore perfusa, quasi hora integra 2 cal. Februarii circa gallicantum,

dehinc nigredine subsequente ad lucem propriam visa est reversa."—Florent. Wigom. ad
ann. 734.

11
See Anthol. Hibern. vol. 3. pp. 258-9.
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from what has been already said, that there could be no paucity of

such. The most remarkable were Saint Patrick, who has left behind

him two undoubted productions already frequently cited, the Confes-

sion and the Letter to Coroticus ; the former speaks itself to have been

written a short time before his death, from the passages in it, "quate-
nus modo ipse appeto in senectute med,'' and the concluding words,
"

et haec est confessio mea antequam moriar." Both these docu-

ments are considered genuine by Ware, who first published them from

very ancient MSS. ; by the Bollandists, who gave a new edition of them

from a MS. different from that used by Ware; and by Tillembnt, who

expressly mentions their genuineness ; to which we may add that they

are acknowledged by Innes, and bear internal evidence of their own

high antiquity.

The next in order is Coelius Sedulius ; Ledwich surmises he was

not an Irishman,* but Usher, Colgan, Ware, and Harris, maintain

the contrary, and satisfactorily prove their position ;-|"
while Stani-

hurst wonders, that the country of tliis sacred poet could have been

disputed.;}; Some of the most beautiful hymns in the Catholic ser-

vice, e. g.
" A solis ortus cardine, &c." are taken from this author.

Of his merits, Dupin, while he calls him a Scot, thus speaks:
"

this

author had a genius, the style of his poem is noble and great, his no-

tions are poetical, and his verses very passable,"§ while Trithemius,

also styling him a Scot, enlarges on his qualifications ; his profound

knowledge of divinity and humanity, his superiority in verse and

prose, his literary labours in France and Italy, his distinguished

career in Rome, the quantity of his works, &c.||

*
Antiquities, p. 349.

•(•
Ware's Writers, p. 9.

t
" Coelium Sedulium poetam nobilem Hibernum fuisse perspicuum est."

§ Eccl. Hist, of the fifth century.

II

" Sedulius presbyter natione Scotus, * * * * vir in divinis scripturis exercitatus.
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About the year 521, Saint Columba was born, commonly called

Columbkill, on account of the number of monasteries founded by
him.* The influence, that his learning procured for this individual, is

so estimated by Buchanan, that he says neither the kings nor the

people would undertake any thing without his advice
;-f-

and the same

author seems even to concede him an exercise of prophetic powers.J

Giraldus mentions his foretelling the English invasion,§ and speaks

of him as one of those prophets, whose works, written in Irish, were

extant even in his day. II Saint Brigid was his contemporary, and it

appears from the mention of her pursuits, ("a sua pueritia bonarum

literarum studiis inolevit,")** that female education was not less

attended to.

In the seventh century appeared Columbanus,
" the glory, not

only of the country which gave him birth, but of the age in which he

lived."-!"-f He it is, whose precocious acquirements in the sciences, in

grammar, rhetoric, geometry, and divinity, are so extolled by Jonas.
:}:|:

et in secularibus Uteris eruditissimus, carmine excellens et prosa, a more discendi Seotiam re-

linquens venit in Franciam, deinde Italiam. * * * * In urbe Roma mirabili doctrina

clarus effulsit. Scripsit, aiunt, et metra et soluta oratione plura opuscula, &c."—De Script.

Eccl. p. 69.

• « Cui erat composito vocabulo a cella et Columba vocatus est Columbkillus."—Bede,

Eccl. Hist, cited Spelman's Gloss, title
" Kil."

f
" Erat enim in illis temporibus tanta ejus viri auctoritas, ut nihil Reges Populusve

absque ejus consilio susciperent."
—Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 5.

X
" Hanc victoriam, fama est, eadem hora qua res gesta fliit, Columbam in Fond insula

suis sodalibus renunciasse."—Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 6.

§
" Tunc impletum est, ut dicitur, illud Hibernici Columbae vaticinium, &c."—Hib.

Expugn. lib. 2. c. 16.

11 Ante, p. 220. **
Cogitosus vita Brigidse, c. 1.

ft Campbell's Strictures, p. 120.

$J"InHibemia « * * inter primordia fidei natus,
• • » •

peractis in-

fantise annis in pueritiae setate liberalium literarum doctrinis, et grammaticorum studiis, inge-

nio capaci dare coepit laborem, * * *
ingenio sudaverat in grammatica, rhetorica, et

geometria, et divinarum scripturarum serie."—See Jonas, Vita Columb. cs. 1 and 2.
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He died at the monastery of Bobio, which himself had founded, and

near that Trebia, more classically consecrated by the misfortunes of

Hannibal. About this time flourished Cumian also, the author of the

letter to Segienus, and of the treatise
" de mensur^ poenitentiarum,"

both before alluded to. Tirechan, likewise, whose Life of Saint

Patrick, so often mentioned by Usher,* has been before mentioned,

appears to have been their contemporary.
The eighth century was adorned by Adamnan, whom Bede styles

"
vir bonus et sapiens et scientia scripturarum nobilissime instruc-

tus ;"-f- and most zealously commends, as the medium of introducing

the Roman observance of Easter in Ireland, while he asserts that he

was also the author, or rather the compiler of a description of the

topography of the Holy Land, on the dictation of Arcuulf.J Next

succeeds Virgilius, already mentioned, and who from his love of soli-

tude was surnamed Solivagus. Soon after him Dicuil or Dicul, the

Irish geographer, wrote a treatise of the survey of the earth yet

extant in MS.§ And last of all, in chronological order, is the cele-

brated Alcuin, whom Hume mentions!! as having been subsequently

brought over by Charlemagne, to oppose his learning to the heresy of

Felix, Bishop of Urgil in Catalonia. In his latter days he assumed

the more classical appellation of Flaccus Albinus,** and is particularly

noticed in Ware's Writers, as of the commencement of the ninth cen-

tury.

* Primord. pp. 829, 835, 848, 853, 887 and 899.

t Eccl. Hist. lib. 5. c. 16.

t
"
Scripsit idem vir de locis Sanctis, librum legentibus multum utilissimum, cujus auctor

est docendo et dictitando Galliarum episcopus Arcuulfus, qui locorum gratia sanctorum vene-

rat Hierosolymam."—Eccl. Hist lib. 5. c. 16.

§ See Ware's Writers, O'Conor's Prolegomena. &c.

II
Hist. Engl. vol. I.e. 1.

** See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 3. p. 211.
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SECTION V.

The Arts.

Dr. Ledwich, and others of his school aver, that the Irish in

the sixth century were troglodytes, meaning thereby, for it some-

what requires interpretation, that they commonly lived in caverns,

and he is bold enough to call in Gildas to prop the position ; but the

error lies in misquotation, and we cannot but say, it is a happy in-

stance of the facility with which passages may be garbled to serve a

purpose. The whole sentence in Gildas is but a rancorous compari-

son, '•''foul droves of Scots and Picts," says the exasperated chroni-

cler,
"
they come up out of their corraghs, just like odious regiments of

reptiles, from the deep caverns of their earth-holes, when the summer

heat is at the highest ;"* of this passage, however, the antiquaries allud-

ed to retain only the words italicised, as fit for their quotation. Several

souterrains, that might answer such uses, are certainly found over the

country; and Smith, in his History of Cork,-f- enumerates a great many;
but while there is no evidence attainable to their having been the ordi-

nary habitations of the Irish, there is abundant testimony to their use,

continuing to be, as already alleged, for storehouses or granaries,

and as a last retreat in extreme danger and persecution ; Giraldus

supports the former position, as a long established custom,:]: while the

•«* In alluding in the last page to Hannibal at Trebia, we find that, like the generals

opposed to him, we wrole of his "
misfortunes," where we should have said his "

victory."

Many a bulletin has exhibited the same erratum, not so soon confessed.

*
"Emergunt de curicis, quasi in alto titane incalescenteque caumate, de arctissimisfora-

minum cavernulis fusci vermiculorum cunei, tetri Scotorum Pictorumque greges, &c."—Hist.

Gildas. c. 15.

f Vol. 2. p. 402. X Hib. Expugn. lib. 2. c. 17.

VOL. XVI. H H



Antiquitates Celto-Scandinaviae furnish a highly interesting evidence

of their other apphcation,* which might perhaps be also derived from

oriental usage. Such was the cave at Engeli, in which David and his

men concealed themselves, (1 Sam, xxiv.) such were "the dens in the

mountains, and caves, and strongholds," that the children of Israel

constructed to protect themselves from the Midianites, (Judges, vi.

2.) such the use of the caves of Arbela near Gallilee, according to

Josephusj-f' and of those beyond Damascus, mentioned by Strabo,

(Geog. lib. 16.) such the caves in which the men of Israel hid them-

selves, when "
they saw that they were in a strait," (1 Samuel xiii.

6.) Certainly the period of our story is approaching, when the na-

tives of Ireland were too frequently reduced to such straits, when, in

the language of the prophet, they might have said "to the mountains

—cover us ! and to the hills—fall on us !" We will not, however,

admit that up to this interval, caverns were their ordinary habita-

tions.

It has been already intimated, that on the introduction of Chris-

tianity, communities were collected, and little cities established round

the cells of holy men, as at Glendaloch, where a city grew up under

the patronage of Saint Kevin, ("clara et religiosa in honore S. Co-

emgeni crevit.")J The sites selected were, for reasons already assigned,

in the vicinity of those round towers, which had been appropriated to

the pagan religion of Ireland, but it must not be inferred that the ruins

' * '^ Leifus. autem piraticam occidentem versus suscepit, et Hiberniam armis infestavit,

ubi cellam magnam subterranejim invenit, quam intrans tenebras offendit ; ille autem progres-

sus usque quo splendorem vidit gladii, quem vir quidam manu tenuit, quo occiso gladium et

ingentes alias opes inde reportavit ; postea Horleifus [Leifus gladii] appellatus est. Multis in

Hiberniae locis piraticam exercuit et magnam praedam reportavit, ibi decern servos cepit quorum
nomina sunt Dufthakus, &c."—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 14.

t Ants. lib. 14. c. 15. and Bell. Jud. lib. 1. c. 16.

:j: Usher, Primord. p. 956.
- !., f^ -",••; I *

li il . ,. : .
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yet remaining on the sites of such cities, are the structures of the fifst

foundation, it would rather appear that no changes whatsoever occur-

red in the civil buildings of this period, from those heretofore men-

tioned; the novelties in architecture were wholly ecclesiastical, and the

natural consequence of the new religion. The first localities, to which

it was sought to attach the veneration of the people, were probably
stone crosses, multiplied according to the facility of collecting con-

gregations, while there are some feeble suggestions, that stone

churches were not unknown even in this early interval. In the Office

of Saint Kenan, extant in MS. in the public Library at Cambridge,*
it is said that the saint built a church of stone at Duleek, whence its

name Daimhliag, i. e. house of stone,
"

for that before this time the

churches of Ireland Avere built of wattles and boards." In the

churchyard of Ardmore, Saint Declan's small stone-roofed house is

still pointed out. Sampson, in his History of Londonderry, says he

has been "
in the chapel where Columba first taught Christianity,

and mentions its walls as still standing in 1 807 ',
and lastly, the

Annals of Ulster speak of "ostium oraiorii lapidei in Ardmacha," as in

the year 788 ; yet if even all these could be proved to have been so

erected, they are too few to form any notable exception, and it is

therefore confidently laid down, that all the churches of the day were

of wood, and much on the plan of the private residences then still in*

fashion ; timber was the material most obvious for such purpose, as

well as that which the machinery of the day could best combine with

neatness and comfort.

Concubran, where he writes of the old chapel of Monenna,
built A. D. 630, at Kilslieve, in the County of Armagh, describes

it as a church " constructed of squared pieces of wood, accord-

• Ware's Bishops, p. 137.

H H 2
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ing to the Scotto-Irish fashion, because they do not ordinarily (non

Solent) erect stone walls."* And when Bede writes that Columba

built his church in a certain place called the plain of oaks, from

the abundance of that timber there growing,-|- it is manifest, he

insinuates, that the monastery was constructed of these oaks, for

describing a church founded in 635, by Finan, an Irish Bishop of

Lindisfarne, he says, that Finan built a church in that island, accord-

ing to the fashion of the Irish, not of stone, but of worked oak, and

covered it with reeds. The woodwork, however, was so very solid, that

in the instance of this very church, the roof of reeds was taken away
and replaced by one of

lead.;]:
The plate given in Spelman's Con-

cilia,§ and the account of another ancient chapel at Greensted, in

Essex, sketched in Ducarell's Anglo-Norman Antiquities, (p. 100,)

seem calculated to give the curious reader an adequate notion of the

common Irish church architecture of this day. There may have

been, however, some of a much superior class, and it is not unreason-

able to claim such an admission in favour of the several Irish annals

that so represent them. If full faith could be given to Cogitosus,

the church and nunnery of Kildare were finished with a splendour

that would do honour to much later artists. He states this structure

to have been "
solo spatiosa et in altum minace proceritate porrecta;"

enumerates its
"

tria oratoria ampla," notices the
"

altaris decorati,"

* "Ecclesiam in ejus monasterioe tabulis dedolatis constructam juxta morem Scottorum

gentium, quia macerias non solent facere."
— Cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 135.

f
" Fecerat autem, priusquam in Britanniam veniret, monasterium nobile in Hibemia,

quod a copia roborum Dearmach lingua Scotorum, hoc est campus roborum, cognominatur."
—

Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 4.

J
" A Scotis ordinatus ac missus * * * * in insula Lindisfamensi fecit ecclesiam

episcopali sede congruam, quam tamen more Scotorum non de lapide sed de robore secto totam

composuit, atque arundine texit.
* * * Eadbert ablata arundine plumbi laminis earn totam,

hoc est et tectum et ipsos quoque parietes ejus, cooperire curavit."—Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 25.

§ Vol. 1. p. 11.
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the tomb of Saint Brigid adorned "
vario cultu auri et argenti et gem-

marum et pretiosi lapidis, atque coronis aureis et argenteis ;" the
"

pictis tabulis," "parietibus tabulatis," "paries decoratus et imagini-

bus depictus,"
" multas fenestras,"

" ornatam portam," &c, &c. ;

and this edifice too, in accordance with Bede's remark, was erected in

the very heart of a district, which derived its name Chille-daire, from

the forests of oaks that covered it.

Such were the first efforts of piety to found the simple churches of

Christ amidst the ruins of paganism, and while convenience or custom

led to a preference of wood in their formation, it does appear from

several existing remains, that they were frequently defended and en-

circled with a massy enclosure of stone. Doctor Ledwich announces

such as mandrae, but in the phrase of those parts of the country where

they are found, they are called
"

casiols." Bede is the only author

who throws light on the use and motive of such a building, and he

defines it to be ecclesiastical ; that alluded to by him was erected in

684 by Cuthbert, an Irish bishop of Lindisfarn,* and is described as

a round structure of four or five perches diameter, the wall of which

was on the outer side somewhat higher than a man erect, while within

it was made in effect higher, by deepening the enclosed space, with

the design of restraining the eyes and thoughts of the pious occupants

from earthly objects and desires, to look only to heaven. This wall,

he adds, was not built of hewn stone or with mortar, but with rough

stone of a huge size and the earth that was dug out of the enclosed

space ; in it were two structures, one for prayer, and the other for the

ordinary uses of a dwelling. -f-

* " Cuthbertus legio dicitur natus sanguine in Hibernia."—Godwin de Prsesul. p. 95.

f
" Est autem aedificium situ pene rotundum, a muro usque ad murum mensura quatuor

ferme sive quinque perticarum distentum ; murus ipse deforis altior longitudine stantis ho-

minis. Nam intrinsecus vivam cedendo rupem multo ilium fecit altiorem, quatenus ad cohi-
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f There are several remains of such "
casiols

"
over Ireland, many

hitherto unnoticed ; one of monstrous unhewn stones, without cement,

and capable of containing 200 beeves, is found at Dun jEngus, in the

greater isle of Aran, on a cliff over the sea, and another in the middle

isle.* Tradition-f confirms the ecclesiastical use of this edifice, as that

it was built by S. Endeus, at the close of the fifth century, around his

little churches. There is another in the island of Inismurry,:}: off the

coast of Sligo, expressly called the casiol, the enclosing wall there is

also wholly without mortar, but the stones so admirably inserted into

each other as to need none ; it is from five to eight feet thick, and

about ten feet high, containing within it some rude subterranean cells

and three stone chapels, but the latter are evidently of a more recent

date than the rest of the workmanship.§ There is a very fine specimen
of this species of building, called Cull-Casiol, near the village of Kil-

mavee, in the County Mayo, and a similar but much dilapidated

structure on the lands of Mr. Phillips of Clonmore, in the same

bendam oculorum sire cogitationum lasciviam, ad erigendam in superna desideria totam

mentis intentionem, pius incola nil de sua mansione prseter coelum posset intueri ; quern vide-

licet Diurum non de secto lapide vel latere et cemento, sed impolitis prorsus lapidibus et ces-

pite, quern de medio loei fodendo tulerat, composuit E quibus quidam tantse erant grandi-

tatis, ut vix a quatuor viris viderentur potuisse levari. ***** Duas in mansione

habebat domos, oratorium scilicet, et aUud ad communes usus aptum habitaculum
; quorum

parietes quidem, de naturali terra multum intus forisque circumfodiendo sive cedendo confecif,

culmina vero de lignis informibus et foeno superposuit."
—Vita Cuthberti, c. 17.

* "
Dun-jEngus ingens opus lapideum sine cemento, tamen quod ducentas vaccas in

area contineret, supra altissimam maris crepidinem e vastae molis rupibus erectum adhuc extat

in Aranna magna j

* * *
alia -similis maceries inde non procul ad ortum in Aranna

media insula."—Ogygia, p. 175.

t Archdall. Men. Hib. p. 272.

X See a rery full description of this island and its antiquities in the Antholog. Hibern.

vol. 4. p. 436-7.

§ See Archdall. Mon. Hib., and Gough's Camden, vol. 3. p. 591. In the latter there is

a plate of the place.
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County, which imparts its generic name to the townland Cara-caslol:

another in the County Kerry, is called the Staigue fort, of which Mr.

Leslie Foster has presented a model to the Dublin Society, and a very

exact description may be seen in the Dublin Philosophical Journal.

It is worthy of notice, that Camden, while in confirmation of a

former proposition laid down in this work, he mentions several monu-

ments in Anglesea, referrible to Druid worship, as named from thelrish,

also notices smaller specimens of the casiols, as then extant in that

island, adding, that they were denominated "
Irish cots" and "Irish

stones," and even records that traditions in Anglesea go the length of

proving, that before Christianity the Irish possessed that island.*

Few specimens ofeither the oratories or dwellings that were constructed

within the Irish casiols now remain, and these only in the most

isolated situations, such as Inismurry, Inisglory, &c., where possibly

too, a dearth of timber might have compelled the application of stone,

which is the sole material in these exposed islands.

Touching pasturage and agriculture. Saint Patrick's occupation,

while a captive in Ireland, -f-
furnishes evidence that the former was

carried on to some extent, while Adamnan speaks of Columba " cum

in Scotia versaretur," as obtaining by his intercession and prayers

such rains as caused a most abundant harvest.J The same work men-

tions§ "^orrfei modii,"
^*
arando,"

"^
sefninando,"

'^ messem" ^^ hor-

reum," &c. Granges, of the nature of farm yards, were also anciently

appendant to monasteries,!! and it would appear from the frequent

occurrence of the name in Ireland, where it always evidences ancient

abbey land, that the necessity of their use was there felt and provided

* Camden, vol. 2. p. 568. f See ante, p. 182.

X
" Valde laetas eodem anno segetes."

—Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 44.

§ Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 3, and lib. 3. c. 23. .i ik>*

II Spelman's Glossary, tit "
Grangia."
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for. It is also to be remarked, that all the continental notices of the

missionaries from that country, who Christianised Europe, speak of

them as not less the cultivators of the soil, than the improvers of the

mind, and while the Annals of Tigernach mention mills as in 651,

(" molendino Maelodrani,") and also speak of Saint Patrick's barn

(" granarium seu horreum S. Patricii,")* the Four Masters allude to

mills in 647, and the lives of the Irish saints, -f- (Acta Sanctorum pas-

sim,) speak of "
molendinis,"

"
jugis boum,"

"
vomeribus,"

"
cul-

tris," "horreis," "segetibus," "plaustris," &c., and alsoof "pomis,"
"
pomariis,"

"
meda," et "

cervisia." Adamnan mentions an apple

tree, ("arbor valde pomosa,") as blest by Saint Columba,:^ while the

story of Saint Kevin and the apples,§ shews such fruit was not unusual

in Ireland. Bede describes the island as flowing with milk and honey,

("dives lactis ac mellis insula;") the ancient life of Saint Berach||

mentions " vasa medone plena" and though Giraldus insists** that

bees were only spelled across, after the days of Solinus by Saint

Domnach from Saint Davids, yet it appears that long before the days
of Domnach, Saint Patrick, in his Confession, talks of wild honey,

(" mel sylvestre,") as a substance then well understood in Ireland.

By a rule of Saint Ailbe, of Emly, it is ordered that a portion of

honeycomb should be allowed the monks at their mealj-f-f* and Mr.

Walker asserts that he had seen a collection of Brehon laws expressly

ordained for the protection of bees,;|;J

*
O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 2. p. 273.

t O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 3. p. 211. J Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 2.

§ In Speculo Regali, Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 287.
. t|

Acta Sanctorum, p. 342.

**
Top. Hib. Dist. 1. c. 6, and Acta Sanctorum, p. 327.

ff
" Cum sedent ad mensam adferantur herbae give radices aqua lotae in mundis scutellis,

item poma cervisia et ex alveario mellis ad latitudinem poUicis."

XX See Anthol. Hib. vol. 1, p. 132. n.
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Bede adds that even vines were cultivated in Ireland, (" nee vine-

arum expers;") undoubtedly it is said that a small part of the garden
of every monastery was appropriated to the vineyard, and that in an

Irish almanack of the fourteenth century, the time of gathering grapes

and drinking musd, or new wine, is noticed,* while the circumstance of

several Irish words relating to vines, fion-abhal, a grape ; fion-dlos, a

wine press ; fion-chaor, a grape ; fion-duille, a vine-leaf ; fion-ghort,

a vineyard, &c., (especially if they are found in ancient authors,)

would seem to support what might otherwise appear improbable.

There is also an ancient canon extant, which imposes penalties on the

owner of any hens that damage grain, or vines, or gardens properly

fenced.
"I*

The gavel system and the law of
tanistry, which still con-

tinued to prevail, must, however, have operated as a great check on

any permanent improvements, and the feudal pride, (which even to this

day paralyzes the exertions of the Irish gentry,) by consigning the

management of the land to outcasts and slaves, severed that identity of

interest, which should ever subsist between the lord and the labourer.

That such was the class by which the work of agriculture was carried

on, will be more aptly shewn in the following section.

In reference to internal communication, Tigernach mentions a bat-

tle fought at the road of Dathy, in 587, at the road of the rock in

726, and another in 76I,

Of the mines and minerals then known in Ireland, the ancient

verses of Nennius, on Lough Lene, (now Killarney,) are a remarkable

testimony :

• See Anthol. Hibem. vol. 1. p. 130.

f "Hibemenses dicunt, gallinae si devastaverint messem aut vlneam, aut horlulum in

civitate sepe circumdatum, qua; altitudinem habet usque ad mentum viri et coronam spinarum

habuerit, reddet dominus earum, &c."—Dacherii Spicil. torn. ix. p. 46.

VOL. XVI. II
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" Momonix stagnum, Loch-lenius, undique zonis

Quatuor ambitur, prior est ex aere, secunda

Plumbea, de rigido conflatur terfia ferro :

Quarta renidenti pallescit linea stanno.*

To which the Ogygia adds,-f "et in eo stagno margaritae niultae repe-

riuntur, quas ponunt reges in auribus suis;'' and a very curious paper

on the pearl fisheries of Ireland, may be found in the Philosophical

Transactions, (No. 198.)

Of workers in the several metals, there are many available evi-

dences. Saint Patrick's staff before mentioned, was covered with

gold and precious gems ; and his artificer in the coarser utensils is

expressly named.
;}^

Saint Brigid's largess of a silver vase (vas) to

three lepers, is recorded by Cogitosus.§ The same author describes

the church of Kildare and the tomb of Saint Brigid, &c., adorned

with various ornaments of gold and silver, and gems, and precious

stones, and particularly with crowns of gold and silver. H And in the

Antiphonarium Benchorense, occur the following epithets of Bangor,

n the present County Down.1

" Benchuir bond regula,

* * » »

Area cherubim tecta,

Omni parte aurata,

Sacrosanctis referta,

* * * *

Vere regalis aula

Variisgemmis ornata."**

•
Cited, Smith's Kerry, p. 125. t P- 292.

1
" Fertchemus ***** faber S. Patricii campanulas, calices, aliaque sacra

rasa et utensUia fabricare consuetus."—Acta Sanctorum, p. 364.

§
" Tribus leprosis postulantibus munus aliquod ab ea quodcumque accipere, vas largita

est argenteum."—Cogitos. Vita Brigid, c. 28. riEcib JK

H
" Vario cultu auri et argenti et gemmarum et pretiosi lapidis, atque coronis aureis et

argenteis."
** See CConor, Ker. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Nunc. Epist. p. 172.
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The author of the ancient Life of Saint Dageus, extols the great

ingenuity of the holy man, in making various articles of iron, brass,

and the precious metals for the use of the church, such as bells,*

cymbals, crosiers, crosses, caskets, boxes, pixes, chalices, little altars,

vessels for the holy oil, and cases for books, some of them plain, but

others richly inlaid with gold and silver, and precious gems.-f* Cela-

nus's description^ of the cup of a king of Teffia,§ speaks it to have

been a work of wonderful beauty and skill. Adamnan expressly men-

tions blacksmiths, ("fabros ferrarios.")]] Dagius is stated to have been,
"

S. Kierani faber tam in ferro quam sere,^'** while in the Tripartite

it is stated, that " Asicus sanctus fuit faber <xris Patritii ;
* * *

fecit pro S. Patritio altaria et sacros codices quadrangulares et patenas

quadrangulares . "-f -|-

* The use of bells in the Irish churches, even so early as the days of Saint Patrick, has

been just alluded to, ( ante, p. 242, and see Mason's Statistical Survey, vol. 2. p. 440.)

The celebrated Gildas is said to have sent Saint Brigid a small bell cast by himself, (Trias

Thaum. p. 605, and Acta Sanct. p. 183.) Adamnan mentions bells for the more speedily

gathering the people to church, and it has been already shewn, {ante, p. 180,) that Saint Nen-

nius's bell and those of other venerated persons, were tendered to be sworn upon. Iron bells

appear also to have been introduced in the churches, constructed by the Irish missionaries in

Iceland, (see Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 15.) In the monasteries of France and Italy, they were also

used in the seventh and eighth centuries, (see Ledwich's Ant. second edition, pp. 161-4.)

f
" Plurima de ferro et aere, de auro atque argento, uteusilia ad usum ecclesiae pertinentia

artificiose manus ista operabitur ;
* * » *

quod totum postea completum est. Idem

enim Episcopus Abbatibus aliisque Hibemife Sanctis campanas, cymbala, baculos, cruces,

scrinia, capsas, pixides, calices, altariola, chrismalia, librorumque co-opertoria, quajdam ho-

rum nuda, quaedam vero alia auro atque argento gemmisque pretiosis circumtexta * * *

ingeniose ac mirabiliter composuit."
—Acta Sancton p. 733.

"

X See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 167.

§ A district extending over parts of the present Counties of Westmeath and Longford,

which, immediately, after the English invasion, was allotted to the D'AItons, Petits, and

Tuites.

II
Vita Columb. lib. 3. c. 9.

•• Acta Sanctorum, p. 374.

-t-|-
Lib. 2. c. 39.

I I 2
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The opinion herein-before hazarded, as to the use of chariots in

Ireland at a much earher period, is considerably strengthened in this.

Jocelin, after saying that Saint Patrick used to walk on his mission

even to the age of 55, adds, that thenceforward, according to an

ancient custom of the country, he used a chariot in his progresses.*

His charioteer is even named.
-f*

And in the synod attributed to him,

one of the canons prohibits a clergyman's travelling from town to

town, with a female in the same vehicle.;]: Cogitosus repeatedly

speaks of the car of Brigid, (" currus Brigida^,") "and how'' Bri-

gida, ut conventionem plebis visitaret, curru sedens equis binis vehe-

batur;" and defines "
habenis," "jugo,"

"
rotis," &c. Animosus

also, in his Life of Saint Brigid, gives a very distinct description of

the chariot of Bishop Conlian.§ Adamnan speaks of Saint Columba's

chariot and charioteer,i| and furnishes in another place, evidence of

such vehicles being used in battle, where, speaking of the engagement
at Monamoire, in Ulster, he records the escape of Echod Laib in his

chariot,** a proposition which Tigernach confirms, by stating chariots

as in use in battle in A. D. 500.

That glass was not unknown, would appear from Saint Patrick's

• " fixtunc currus vehiculo, more illim regionis illo in tempore auueto ob difficultatem iti-

neris, in praedicatione utebatur."—Vita S. Patricii, c. 185.

f "Odrani, qui aurigam viri Dei (Patricii) agebat."
—Acta Sanctorum, p. 371.

j
" Monachus et virgo

• • * • ju mjo curru a vUla in villain non discurrant."—
Spelman's Concilia, vol. 1. p. 52.

§
" Conlianus Episcopus,

« * «
qui habebat cellam in australi parte campi

Liffei, venit in curru ad S. Brigidam.
• • « •

Auriga vero illius, jungens currum, rose-

tag oblitus est ponere contra rotas, &c."—Trias Thaum. p. 552.

il
Vita Columb. lib. 2. c. 43.

*• "De rage Cruthniorum qui Echodus Laib vocabatur, quemadmodum rictus currui inse-

dcns evaserit."—Vila Columb. lib. 1. c. 7.
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shewing his disciple, Ailbeus, an altar of beautiful workmanship, hav-

ing a glass chalice at each of its four angles.*

The art of painting also appears to have been much cultivated at

this period; Cogitosus, in his description of Kildare, it will be remem-

bered, extols-f"
"

pictis tabulis,"
"

parietibus tabulatis,"
*'

paries ima-

ginibus depictus," &c., and other similar evidences could be multi-

plied here if necessary. The Irish MSS. too, of the greatest antiquity,

are adorned with highly finished and coloured illustrations, such as

the heads, beaks, and talons of birds, quadrupeds, &c., and the most

striking evidence of all, is that relative to the Book of Kildare,

wrung from Giraldus Cambrensis, who had seen it frequently. He calls

it a wonderful book, presenting as many figures as pages, and each

distinguished by different shades of colour.
"
Here," says he, "you

might behold a countenance of majesty divinely executed; there

mystic delineations of the evangelists ; in other places, eagles, calves,

lions, human faces, and other figures multiplied to infinity. And
if you inspect the minute secrets of its workmanship, the intricacy of

the ornaments, so exquisitely delicate, so proportioned yet so crouded,so

grouped and blending together, and withal illumined with such a, fresh-

ness of colouring, you would rather swear it was the work of an angel's

diligence, than of any human application. The more frequently and

attentively I inspect it, the more am I struck with its new attractions,

and more and more am I riveted in the contemplation of its won-

ders."J Lhuid also eulogises the paintings and skilful wreathings of

• " Altare mirandi opens, liabens in quatuor angulis quatuor calices vilreos, &c."—^Joce-

lin. Vita Patric. c. 105,

t Vita S. Brigidae,c. 35,

t
" Liber mirandus * * * * ubi quot paginae fere sunt, tot figurae diversae variisque

coloribus distinctissimae. Hie majestatis vultum videas divinitus impressum, hinc mysticas

eyangelistarum formas nunc senas nunc quatemas nunc binas alas habentes, hinc aquilam.
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the capital letters in the Book of Kells, commonly called
" the Book

of Columbkill,"* which is still preserved among the MSS. of Trinity

College, Dublin, and of whose ornamented pages Doctor O'Conor fur-

nishes-f- a more detailed account.

The spirit of peace, which, like a blessing, mingled with the pro-

gress of Christianity, leaves nothing in this period referrible to the art

military.J In naval affairs, however, there was a very interesting

improvement, though not less for pacific§ purposes ; something has

been already said as to the science of navigation ; the nature of the

shipping, however, requires some illustration. The humble corragh

certainly was not yet cast aside ; Tigernach mentions small corraghs

in 622, and Probus speaks of the
" navi pellea,"ll

and the " navem

unius pellis absque gubernaculo ;"** but there is a host of witnesses

to establish, that far superior art was employed where necessity re-

quired it ; and though Adamnan expressly says, that the vessel, in

which Saint Cormac undertook the hazardous voyage already alluded

to, was but a larger species of corragh, (" pelliceum tectum na-

inde vitulum, hinc hominis faciem inde leonis, aliasque figuras pene infinitas. • • * *

Sin autem ***** ^j g^j-jjg arcana transpenetraveris, tarn delicatas et subtUes, tarn

artas et arctas, tam nodosas et vinculatim colligatas, tamque recentibus adhuc coloribus illus-

tratas, notare poteris infricaturas, ut vere haic omnia angelica potius quam humana diligentia

jam asseveraveiis esse composita. Hoec equidem quanto frequentius et diligentius intueor,

semper quasi novis bbstupeo semperque magis ac magis admirando conspicio."
—Top. Hib.

Dist. c. 38.

* " Cum picturis passim intersertis literisque quibusdam intertextis miri operis et antiqui-

tatis, qui liber Columbkill vulgo dicitur."—Archseol. p. 436.

t O'Conor, Eer. Hib. Script, vol. 1. Nunc. Epist. p. 289.

X Tigernach mentions a warrior in 609, with the epithet
" of the lance or spear." And it

appears from Adamnan, that the Irish still retained the custom, noted by Solinus, of adorning

their swords and daggers with the polished teeth of animals.—See Mac-Pherson's Annals of

Commerce, vol. I. p. 223.

§ Tigernach, however, mentions a sea-fight as in A. D. 719.

II
Vita S. Patricii, lib. 2. c. 11. *» Vita S. Patricii, lib. 2. c. 10.
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vis,")* yet it does appear that when Saint Patrick entered his ship,

the captain spread his sails to the winds, ("dedit vela ventis.")'!' "The

corragh, in which Columba came from Ireland into lona, must have

been little less than forty feet long, if the tradition hitherto preserved

in that island deserves credit ;"j: yet this too was cased with skins.§

And the vessel in which Saint Brendan made these remarkable

voyages, on which the Irish annalists so fondly dwell, is very credi-

tably described in the Cotton MS. mentioned by Dr. O'Conor.H It

was covered with skins, but had a mast, a sail, and all other requisites

for the government of a ship j-f -f-
while Probus, in pllain terms dis-

tinguishes ships for the service of war;J|: thus confinning Tigernach's

mention of a sea-fight. It may be permitted to add, that the latter

historian mentions a great shipwreck oft' the coast of Ireland in 729,

also a fleet as in 733, and epithets indicative of maritime knowledge,
are in three or four instances applied by him to persons flourishing

within this period.

• Vita S. Columbae, lib. 2. c. 42. f Tripartita Vita, lib. 1. c. 44,

X Mac-Pherson's Dissertation, p. 298,

§ Charon's ferry-boat, with all its classic crews, is sketched as of the same materials :

" Simul accipit alveo

Ingentem ^neam, gemuit sub pondere cymba
Sulitis."

li
Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 143.

ft
" Arborem in medio navis fixum, et velum, et caetera, quae ad gubernationem navis

pertinent."

J{ "Intumescebant ultra modum fluctus maris,
*****

prohibentes nawj ie//j-

cas ne ad invicem convenire ullatenus potuissent."
—Vita S. Patricii, lib. 2. c. 38. As to citing

so frequently the biographers of Saint Patrick and of other saints, Mac-Pherson in his

" Annals of Commerce," (vol. I. p, 223,) has observed, that they were almost the only writers

of the western world in the dark ages, and may be referred to " in every thing except the

miracles." .iad;iiu.o'J ; ;i f - . ;

-,
Jt.
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SECTION VI.

Commerce, Customs, General Habits, ^'c.

The mention of Dublin as
" clarissimum portum,"* and of the

resort of merchants (mercatores) to Armagh, -f continues the evidence

of Ireland's commercial celebrity, while the trade during this interval

seems to have been principally maintained with Gaul. Jonas, speak-

ing of Columbanus, says, he and his companions departed from the

city of Nantz (" Nammetensi oppido,") for Ireland, in a ship that

was appropriated to trading with the Irish, and that he brought over

with him numerous casks of wine, fruit, and other miscellaneous arti-

cles ;% while Mabillon furnishes testimony, that the vessels so used in

this trade were at least sometimes Irish, when he mentions Columba-

nus's departure from France in an Irish ship,("parata naviScotica coep-

ta navigatio.") The frequent use of the above articles is reiterated by
the Irish annals &nd poems; wine is particularly alluded to by Adam-

nan, (lib. 2. c. 1,) and Tigernach, at A. D. 534, mentions the drown-

ing of a king in wine. The subject matter, however, of this com-

mercial intercourse can be better collected from what has been said on

this head in the preceding period, and the nature of the duty stated

to have been laid on certain articles of trade in favour of Saint

Patrick,^ as well as from the section on commerce in the following

*
Ante, p. 184. + Ante, p. 220.

X
" Centum modia vini ducentaque frumenti, sed et bracis centum modia ac promiscue

alia centum modia, ***** repertdque navi quae Scotorum commercia vexerat, om-

nem supellectilem comitesque suscepit."
—Vita Columban, cs. 21 and 22 in Messingbam's

florileg.

§ See ante, p. 160.
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period ;* while it is too evident from the biography of that saint, and

from the human spoil taken by Leifus, (" deeem servos,")-!- that

bondsmen and slaves formed no small article of traffic. In the ad-

vance ofthe Christian religion, however, many attempts seem to have

been made to supersede this horrible practice, the efforts of charity

were directed towards the redemption of captives, and in the synod
attributed to Saint Patrick, two canons (the 1st. and 32nd.) were pro-

mulgated.]: with this laudable object. A custom was likewise intro-

duced, agreeably to the Mosaic institution,§ that a bondsman should,

as of right, be manumitted in the seventh year. 1|

• tr Relative to money and coins, it is to be observed, that while

Leifus is said to have carried off "ingentes opes" in his expedition,**
Saint Patrick is recorded to have redeemed at his own charges (" suis

propriis sumptibus,")-^f captives of both sexes, and these evidently

captives in bondage in Ireland ; and a far more inferential testimony is

furnished in a canon, preserved by D'Achery, (Spicil. tom. ix. p. 35,)

and attributed to Saint Patrick's time. "
Si quis acceTpent permissionem

Po7itiJicis, et collectum sit pretium captivi non plus exigens quam ne-

cessitas poscit, si quid supra remanserit, ponat super altare et indi-

gentibus detur et captivis."

As to the dress of this period, the reader will find much satisfac-

tory information in the fourth volume of Lanigan's Ecclesiastical

History of Ireland, an author of great research and rare accuracy,
but whose opinions and conclusions are unfortunately delivered with

too little forbearance or respect for those of others.

* See post, Period 4. sect. 6. t -^w'*' P- 234,

I Spelman's Concilia, vol. 1. pp. 51, 53.

§ Exod. xxi. 2.—Levit. xxv. 40 Deuteron. xv. 12.—Jerem. xxxiv. 14.

II
See Trias Thaumat pp. 12, 37, 120, &c. **

Ante, p. 234.

ft Jnie, p. 182.

VOL. XVI. K K
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Hunting would seem to have been still the popular diversion of

this period, for Bede calls the island
" insula cervorum venatu insig-

nis,"* therein so curiously echoing the words of Diodorus,
" venatio

illic omnis generis ferarum suppetit/'-f* Other diversions of a more

gregarious or domestic nature, seem to have resulted from the inge-

nuity of the first missionaries in substituting festivals and social recre-

ations, for pagan rites and unhallowed meetings.J The attachment of

the people, however, for some of their old superstitions was not to be

wholly eradicated, (in some instances perhaps it may be said to have

come down to our own days.) Fortune-telling we have seen, {ante,

p. 209,) was condemned by an express canon, and the practice of sor-

cery is earnestly deprecated by a poet of the year 550.§

The funeral ceremonies practised by the Pagan Irish have been

already noticed, those which Christianity introduced varied little from

the custom of the present day. Psalm singing and religious exercises

preceded the interment, as at the burial of Saint Patrick, or what is

called
"

exequiae sancti,"|| and when corruption had done its work,

the bones of the holy were frequently gathered, and deposited in

shrines like those of Saint Barr at Cashel.** The last wish of earthly

affection so beautifully expressed in the entreaty of Jacob,
"
bury me

not, I pray thee, in Egypt; but I will lie with my fathers, and thou shalt

carry me out of Egypt, and bury me in their burying-place.
* * *

Bury me with my fathers in the cave, that is in the field of Ephron the

Hittite;" the same lingering remembrances appear to have dictated

the ancient Irish canon preserved by D'Achery,
" Vir sive mulier in

* Eccl. Hist. lib. 1. c. 1. f Ante, p. 34.

X See Priestley's History of the Church. § See Trans. lb. Celt. See. ad ann.

II

" Homines relijifiosi, orantes a.c psalvtos canentes, sacrum corpus ex more custodiebant."—
Probus, Vita S. Patricii, lib. 2. c. 36.

** Ware's Bishops, p. 556.
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suo paterno sepulchro sepeliatur, dicitur enim maledictus omnis homo

qui non sepelitur in sepulchro patrum suorum,"* and in Hke manner

as to the clergy,
"

si quis in ecclesi^ conjunctus fuerit, in e^ sepelie-

tur/'-f- The dues to the Church, and their priority to other demands on

the deceased, are also stated in the same collection of canons.J

*
Spicileg. torn. ix. p. 11.

-f
Id. p. 12.

X
" Omne corpus sepultum liabet in jure suo vaccam et equum et vestimentum et orna-

mentum lecti sui, nee quidquam horum redditur in alia debita, quia corpori ejus tanquam ver-

nacula debentur."—Id. p. 12.

K K 2
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PERIOD THIRD.

FROM THE DANISH INVASION IN A. D. 795, TO THE BATTLE OF

CLONTARF IN A. D. 1014.

SECTION I.

Social and Political History^ and Geographical Notices.

During this interval too, the name of Scotia was exclusively

attributed to Ireland, as by Eginhard, the secretary of Charlemagne,

by Donatus, Rabanus, King Alfred in his Saxon translation of Orosius,

Notker Balbulus, &c. The collective name of Scots, however, was,

as theretofore by Bede, frequently imparted to the settlers of North

Britain, but far more usually to the inhabitants of the mother

country.

There is one general notice of Ireland in this period, which, while

it cannot be referred to any particular head, is well worthy of inser-

tion ; it is that of Donatus, who, in the middle of the ninth century,

thus beautifully describes the island ;

" Finibus occiduis describitur optima tellus,

Nomine et antiquis Scotia scripta libris ;

Insula dives opum, gemmarum, vestis et auri,

Commoda corporibus, aere, sole, solo ;

Melle fluit, pulchris et lacteis Scotia campis,

Vestibus atque armis, frugibus, arte, viris.

Ursorum rabies nulla est ibi saeva, leonum
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Semina nee unquam Scotica terra tulit.

Nulla venena nocent, nee serpens serpit in herba.

Nee conquesta canit garrula rana lacu.

In qud Scotorum gentes habitare merentur,

Inclyta gens hominum milite, paee, fide.*

After this highly interesting description of a country, peaceful and

sequestered, what a frightful, appalling history succeeds ; as if Dona-

tus's picture had been sketched when the fame of Ireland was setting

in grandeur, and all that too rapidly follows is mist and vapour, and

intellectual darkness, illumined only by the torch of desolation, the

fire of churches, convents, palaces, and cities, consuming into promis-

cuous ashes. -f"

The pirates of the north, Danes, Frisians, Norwegians, Swedes,

and Livonians,:]: had within the scope of the last period, commenced

those systematic expeditions for plunder, which assimilated them to

the descendants of Ishmael, their hand against every man, and every
man's hand against them. At first these incursions were conducted

with little system,
" a chieftain sailed with a few ships and collected

all the scattered adventurers who were willing to partake his fortunes ;

they landed on the coast, and formed a temporary fortress, to which,

as to a strong hold, they drove all the cattle, and having killed and

salted them, the freebooters returned home, where they spent their

jol, (i. e. yule,) or brumal feast, with much glee and triumph. Such

an expedition was called a strand-hoggva, or strand-slaughter. "§

Horses, it would appear, were on such occasions a great article of ra-

pine, and the feast of jol, which lasted three days, is thought to have

derived its name from the eating the flesh of these animals. II

• De Burgo's Hibemia Dominicana, p. S.

•J- "Tempus tenebrarum Hibemise illud autumant, quo prius Gurmundus ac postea Tur-

gesius, Norwegienses principes pagani, in Hibemid debellata rcgnabant"—Jocelin, VitaS. Pa-

tricii, c. 175.

X Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 72. § Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 65. n.

II

" Jo-ol ab equinsB camis esu baud absurde forte quis derivaverit."—Edda Saemund. p. 599.
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In A. D. 801 ,
lona was burned in one of these invasions,

" a genti-

libus."* In 806, they penetrated to the Abbey of Incheymorey , (in the

county of Longford,) which they destroyed.* In 807 they laid waste

Roscommon and the surrounding country, while in the same year the

monastery of Kells was founded by a monk of lona.-f- Comparatively

limited as was this scale of depredation, it does, however, seem to

have excited the provident alarm of other nations, and Charlemagne,

probably about this period, roused by the descent of the Danes on his

own coasts, formed that remarkable alliance of friendship with Ireland,

of which some Scotch writers have toiled to deplume her. Accord-

ing to Eginhard, it was the result of much reciprocal affection.J An

allegation which the Chronicon Abbatis Urspergen repeats, yet,

Fordun will have it, that the " Scottorum reges," in Eginhard's Nar-

rative, was Achaius, king of the Scots of North Britain, though

Achaius died before Charlemagne was born,§ though foreign writers

rarely, if ever, called any of this period Scots but the people of Ireland,

and though Eginhard himself, when he speaks of Scots at A, D. 812,

expressly defines them to be the inhabitants of the island Hibernia.ll

* Annal. Ulton.

f
" Anno 807 Dani et Norwegi in Hibemiam appulerunt, et Roscommoniam regionem-

que adjacentem ferro flammaque vastaverunt. Eodem tempore Cellacus Abbas caenobii S.

Columbae Hyensis, multis e suis Norvegorum crudelitale interfectis, in Hibemiam profugit et

Kenanusae monasterium (now Kells) in honorem S, Columbae sive condidit sive restau-

ravit."—Ware's Annal. Hibern.

X
" Scotorum reges sic habuit ad suam voluntatem per suam munificentiam inclinatos, ut

eum numquam aliter quam dominum seque subditos et servos ejus pronuntiarent. Extant

epistolae ab lis ad ilium missse, quibus hujusmodi affectus eorum erga iUum indicatur.''^

Vita Caroli Magni.

§ See Hailes's Remarks on the History of Scotland.

II

" Classis Nordmannorum, Hibemiam Scoiorum insulam aggressa, commissoque cum

Scotis praelio, parte nee modica Nordmannorum interfecla, turpiter fugiendo domum reversa

est."—Eginhard, cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 178.
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A further memorial of this alHance is said to have been preserved in the

ancient paintings at Versailles, where a king of Ireland is represented

standing in the row of princes in amity with Charlemagne, and drawn

with the Irish harp by his right side.* It is also perhaps worth

observing, that Ariosto, in the eleventh canto of his Orlando Furioso,

the story of which, it is scarcely necessary to say, is laid in the time

of Charlemagne, seems to supply an additional link to the evidence of

this alliance, where he mentions Oberto King of Ireland :

" Oberto sopraviene

Oberto il Re d'Ibemia, c'avea inteso

Che'l marin, monstro era su'l lito steso."—St. 59.

And how he immediately recognized Orlando from the intimacy of

their youth, which was passed together in the court of France.

" La conoscea, perch'era stato infante

D'onore in Francia, e se n'era parti

Per pigliar la corona I'anno inante

Del padre suo, ch'era di vita uscito

Tante volte veduto e tante e tante, &c. &c."—St 62.

To which it is only necessary to add, that Hugh, surnamed

Dorndighe, was the king of Ireland about this time.

The defeat of the Danes in 812, as mentioned above, is repeated
in Regino's Chronicle,"!* in that of Hermannus Contractus, in the

|,
Annales Mettenses and the Annales Fuldenses respectively, though

I
the Ulster Annals refer it to 810. A more successful band of these

- marauders in 812 burned Bangor. To 8 14 Des Roches assigns that

expedition of the celebrated Regner Lodbrog, of which Saxo Gram-

• Kenned. Genealog. Stuart, p. 181, cited O'Conor's Dissert, p. 219. See further con-

lirmation of this league, in O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 83.

f Lib. 1. adann.
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maticus makes mention ;* and Krantz, in his history, repeats."^
—In

the time of this prince, indeed, the Danes were so given to piracy, that

there were more of them at sea than on land, and, according to an

ancient historian,J the whole people wore nothing but the habits

of sailors, that they might be always ready to embark on the first

signal.§

In the following year (815) occurred the great invasion under

Turgesius, the most fatal in its effects of any that ever desolated Ire-

land. 1|
His name was a talisman, and while crowds of adventurers

followed in the wake of his vessel, all the Danes of hitherto individual

interests, that were scattered over the island, flocked to his welcome

banner, and leagued in one unholy partnership for the destruction of

a devoted country, in which the dissensions of the native princes ena-

bled them to make too speedy and permanent settlements. In 816

they plundered Mayo** and Iniscattery, putting the monks of the

latter place to the sword, and defacing the monument of its patron

saint. -f-f- In 820, Smith:|:J mentions the destruction of Cork by the

Danes, while the Ulster Annals record a general devastation of the

island, and an especial abduction of females, (" praeda magna muli-

erum raptarum.") In 822, Armagh suffered from lightning,|§ and

Bangor, (in the County Down,) from the Danes. 1111 In 823, they

• " Exitio in opem filiis Hiberniam petit, occisoque ejus rege Melbrico Duflinam, barbaris

opibus refertissimam, obsedit—oppugnavit
—

accepit: ibique anno stativis habitis, &c."—

Lib. 9. p. 176.

f Lib. 4. p. 139. + Arnold. Lubeck. Chron.

§ See Mallet's Northern Antiquities, p. 254.

II
"Circa annum 815, Turgesius, Norwegus, Hiberniam primum invasit."—Ant. Celt.

Scand. p. 73.

** Usher. +t Archdall. Mon. Hib.

It Vol. 2. p. 11. §§ Annal. Ulton.

nil Tr. Thaum. Index.
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burned Moville in the same county, and all its sacred edifices, (" cum
suis sacris aedibus.")* In 830 Duleek Abbey was plundered by

them.-f In 831 Rathmuighe and its monastery sustained the same

fate.j: In 832 they dreadfully wasted Armagh, carried away the

relics and treasures, and obliged the abbot to seek shelter in Munster,

In the same year they spoiled and burned Clondalkin, (county Dub-

lin,) and plundered Clonemore, (county Wexford.) In 833 they

despoiled Glendaloch,§ Slane, and Clonmacnois.il Iniskeltair (county

Clare) was ravaged and burned by this lawless people, as also the isle

and abbey of Devenish in the same year, and subsequently in 842.**

In 835 they burned Kildare and Iniscattery.-f -|-
—In this last year an

eftbrt was made to establish in Connaught what was called the law of

Saint Patrick,JJ being certain dues payable by pre-eminence to the

see of Armagh, as will be hereafter mentioned, (see post, sect. 3 of

this Period.)

In 836 two fleets of Normans arrived, one in the Boyne, and ano-

ther in the LifFey, who, in their depredations exceeded even the rapa-

city of the Danes, carrying off shrines, herds, and captives, from every

quarter,§§ until their precursors, in the work of desolation, feeling as

if they alone had a prescriptive right in its continuance, for once

united with the unfortunate natives against these intruders, and ulti-

mately drove them from the island. In 839 the Danes resumed their

depredations, burned Armagh and all its sacred edifices, llll as also

* Acta Sanctorum, p. 650. t Tr. Thaum. p. 633.

X Acta Sanctorum, p. 378. § Trias Thaum. p. 668.

II
Annal. Ulton. ** Mc Geogh. vol. 1. p. 380.

ft Archd. Mon. Hib.

XX "Diermitius sede pulsus profectus est in Connaciam, causa legis Sancti Patricii ibi sta-

biliendae."—Trias Thaum. p. 295.

§§ See Annals of the Four Masters.

|lll"Ard.macha civitas cum omnibus sacris aedibus incendio vaetata."—Trias Thaum.

p. 295.

VOL. XVI. L L
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Kinetty abbey, (in the King's County.) In 841 they burned Clonfert

and Seirkeran abbeys.* In 843 they took the fortress of Dunamase

by storm, ("expugnatione Dunmasgii municipii,) and put many of its

garrison to the sword, -f In 844 they sacked Castledermot4 and in

845 Clonmacnois, Clonfert, Lorhan, and Tirdaglass,§ were subjected
to a similar visitation.

In the latter year, according to the Danish historians, Grammati-

cus, Pontanus, and Meursius, the celebrated Regner Lodbrog, before

alluded to, deserted by his usual good fortune, was taken prisoner

among the Irish, and cruelly put to death.
||

It was on this occasion

he is supposed to have composed the beautiful funeral song preserved

by Olaus Wormius in his work, "De Literature Runic^."** Certainly

it was about this period that a better fortune seemed for a short in-

terval to open on the country. In 848 the Danes in every quarter

sustained signal defeats, which the Annals of the Four Masters, of

Tigernach and Inisfallen, concur in recording. And to the same year,

most probably, the death of Turgesius should be referred. -f-f Cam-
brensis givesj:|: a romantic narrative of a stratagem by which this

event was accomplished, and the curious reader will find in Warner's

Albion's England, (b. 5. c. 25,) a very old and quaint poem on this

supposed catastrophe. The death of the Dane is, however, in the

simplicity of the Irish annals, stated to have been the result of his

discomfiture in battle, when the victor condemned him to be thrown

into a lake near the present town of Mullingar.

Acta Sanctorum, p. 473, and Trias Thaum. p. 634. f Trias Thaum. p. 629.

X Archdall's Mon. Hib. § Ware's Ant. Hib.

II
See Univers. Hist. Mod. vol. 11. p. 686.

** It is more attainable to ordinary readers in Blair's Dissertation on Ossian,

tt Lanigan's Eccl. Hist vol. 3. p. 279. } Cambr. Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 40.
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His death was the signal of revenge; the long persecuted natives

sprung upon their despots, and the astounded northerns were either

slain in battle, waylaid by stratagems, or compelled to return to their

mother country.* An impolitic application of the allegory, that the

best way to banish foul birds is to destroy their nests, imprudently in-

duced the Irish to raze the castles which those tyrants had, in the

plenitude of their power, constructed over the island. -f- Such indeed

was the excess of their exultation at this unexpected redemption from

slavery, that their king even sent ambassadors to Charles the Bald,

signifying his wish to offer his thanksgivings at Rome, and praying a

liberty of free passage through the territories of France.J

Unfortunately, however, "the time, which should have been em-

ployed by the natives in providing a naval force, in repairing for their

own protection the Danish fortifications, which, in the height of their

tury, they had so demolished, or in erecting new ones on their coasts,

they wasted either in ease which was unmanly, or in exercises which

were unprofitable."§ The enemy that was prowling without, greedily
seized the opportunity thus presented, and in A. D. 849, fresh aux-

iliaries in their interest, passed over in 140 ships to Ireland, and

renewed the barbarism of the preceding years. ll After some partial

*
"Norvegienses ubique truncantur, et in brevi omnes omnino seu vi seu dolo vel morti

traduntur, vel iterum Norvegiam et insulas unde venerant navigio adire compelluntur."
—Top.

Hib. Dist. 3. c. 41.

f
" In castellorum Norvegiensium destructione Hibernenses per totam insulam unanimi-

ter insurrexerunt."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 42.

t
"

Scoti, super Northmannos irruentes, auxilio Dei vietores eos e snis finibus propelle-
runt ; unde rex Scotorum ad Carolum Calvum pads et amicitiae gratia legatos cum muneribus

mittit, viam sibi petendi Romam concedi deposcens."
—Chronicon de Gest. Nordman. in torn. 2.

Hist. Franc. Script, by Duchesne, p. 525.

§ Warner's Ireland, vol. 2. p. 111.

}|

" Auxiliares copiae, e Dania et Norwegid cxl navibus in Hiberniam appellentes, bellum

magno Hibernorum damno redintegrarunt."
—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 75. • -

L l2
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feuds with those of the earher invaders, who yet hngered in the mari-

time towns, as particularly detailed in the Ulster Annals in 850 and

851, all soon coalesced in the cruelty of their nature. Giraldus will

have it, and Ranulphus subscribes to his assertion, that this new set-

tlement of the Danes was with the consent of the natives, and under

the pretext of friendship and commerce,* but the promptitude and

continuance of their devastations would induce a contrary conviction.

In the Easter of 852 Armagh was laid waste by these marauders, -f*

In 856 a great battle was fought between them and the Irish.J In

857 Cathaldus Albus was routed by the Danes in Munster. In

865 the Ulster Annals record the prodigy of a lake turned to blood,

which is curiously confirmed by the Chronicon Saxon,§ at the same

year,|| and Caradoc of Lhancarvan repeats the prodigy. In 868-9

Amlave destroyed and burned Armagh after much slaughter.** In

878 Duleek was devastated by the Danes. About the same period,

Buchanan states-f-t* a predatory incursion on Scotland by the people

of Dublin, as reprisal for damages inflicted on them ; a statement in

which Grafton and Cooper concur, while Boethius and Buchanan re-

cord a severe retaliation by Gregory, then King of Scotland, in

which he committed great havoc on the Irish, and took Dublin.

In 883 the Danes despoiled Kildare and carried the monks into cap-

tivity, ("ad praedatorum naves.")++ In 886 they laid waste Ardbrac-

* " Sub pads obtentu et quasi mercaturae exercendae praetextu."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3.

c. 43.

f
" Ardmacha ipso paschatis die a Danis devastata est"—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 75.

t
" Inter Melachlinum et Danos atrox ortum est bellum, quo multi utrinque cecide-

runt."—Ware's Ants. Hib.

§ Cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. 4. p. 228.

II

" Hoc anno contigit in Britannia sanguinea pluvia, lac item et butyrum conversa fuere in

sanguinem."
«* Annal. Ulton. and Ware's Ant. Hib. ff Rer. Scot. Hist. 73rd king.

Xt Trias Thaum. p. 629.

v>
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can, and again in 940. In 887 they plundered Kildare, and repeated

their outrages there in 888, 895, 920, 924, 929, 953, and g62;

on the last occasion they took several captives, some of whom Neill

O'Hurley* ransomed with his own money. 'f'
In 890 they levelled to

the ground the principal church, and different other sacred edifices at

Armagh, (" summam basilicam et diversa sacra aedificia.)J In or

about 896, according to the Antiquitates Celt. Scand. (p. 11,) the

same ecclesiastical city was plundered by Eric, the son of Harald.

(" Ericus Haraldi filius,
***** cum piraticam pri-

mum in mari orientali (Baltico) per annos quatuor exercuit, deinde

occidentem versus per mare vectus circa littora Scotiae, Bretlandiae,

Hiberniffi et Vallandiaj praedis grassabatur per annos etiam quatuor.")

In 902 a Danish fleet was routed by the people of Leinster.§ About

A. D. 903 two Danish princes, being furnished with ships of war,

committed great ravages on the coasts of Ireland, &c. They are said

to be the first who thoroughly reduced Dublin to the Danish sway ;

one of them was carried off by a poisoned draught, the other

* The O'Hurleys or O'Herlihys are generally supposed to have been a famUy of English

extraction, who, becoming were Irish, assumed the native appellative. (Certainly the De Hor-

leys are recorded in Bedfordshire, in the reign of Edward the First, and the De Hurleys in

other parts of England, in the time of Edward the Third.) This mention, however, shews the

error of the deduction. The chief settlement of this sept was in Limerick, and accordingly

Ortelius's map places them there in the Barony of Coonagh. In 1642 Thomas Hurley was

Bishop of Emly, and a canonist of great reputation. In J 563 Thomas O'Herlihy, Bishop of

Ross, assisted at the Council of Trent. In 1583 Dermott Hurley, Archbishop of Cashel, suf-

fered martyrdom in Dublin, and was buried in Saint Kevin's Church, where his tomb bore the

repute of many alleged miracles. In 1638 James O'Hurley was Bishop of Emly. In 1647

Maurice Hurley of Kilduffe, was of the confederate Catholics who sat at Kilkenny, &c. &c.

The name, however, has now with many more illustrious, descended to the lower grades. In

Mr. Hardiman's Essay on ancient Irish Deeds, (p. 17,) there is preserved a very old and

curious mortgage of land to Connor Oge O'Hurly.

f
"
Propriis pecuniis redemit Nellus Oherliubh."—Trias Thaumat. p. 630.

% Trias Thaumat. p. 296. § Ware's Ant. Hib.
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reigned a long time in Dublin. ("Thorgilso et Frothoni dedit

Haraldus rex naves bellicas, quibus occidenlem versus ad pirati-

cam vecti, Scotise,* Bretlandiae et Hiberniae littora populati sunt.

Dublinium suae ditionis hi primi fecere Nortraannorum. Mixto

potioni veneno sublatum e vivis tradunt Frothonem, Dublini autem

longo tempore regnabat Thorgilsus, sed Hibernorum dolo circumven-

tus ibi tandem cecidit.")-f" In 905 the Annals of the Four Masters

state the prodigy of two suns as seen in one day, which is met in the

Saxon Chronicle,:|: at the year 906. In 913, the Danes devastated

Cork and Aghaboe,§ and, according to Caradoc Lhancarvan laid

waste the Isle of Anglesey, while the Ulster Annals speak of a naval

tengagement between two rival fleets of that nation, off the Isle of

Man. The notice of Olave's predatory invasion of Ireland and

storming of DuhYm, stated in the Antiquitates Celt. Scand.,11 seems

also to bear upon this period.

In 917 the Danes despoiled the abbey of Trevet, (county

Meath.)** In 918 they plundered Kells and laid the church

"basiliam" level with the ground. -f-f-
In 919 one of tiheir leaders

plundered Armagh, "pepercit tamen ecclesiis, colideis et infir-

~rais."U Armagh suffered the same fate in 931 and 943. In 921, a

Danish fleet plundered Clonmacnois and the islands of Lough Ree,

• The extract is but a translation, apd no reliance can be placed upon it, as applying

the name of" Scotia" to Scotland at this period : that name, it will be found, was not given to

North Britain until the 1 1th century.

t Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 13. J Cited O'Conor, Eer. Hib. Script, vol. 3. p. 417.

% Trias Thaum. p. 633.

II

" Oleifus Albus in occidente piraticam exercuit, ac Dubliniam in Hibernia et Dublinis.

Icidum expugnavit, ubi et rex factus est.
« • • • • Oleifus in Hibernia in proelio ceci-

dit."—p. 19.

*» Archdall's Mon. Hib, tf Trias Thaum. p. 508.

XX Trias Thaum. p. 296.
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and carried off great spoil of gold and silver and many precious arti-

cles,* a visitation which was ruinously repeated in 930, 935, 948,

and 953. In 928 they plundered Ferns, and in or about the year

930, according to Saxo Grammaticus, Harald and Canute, the sons

of Gormo, king of Denmark, entertained hopes of subjecting the whole

island to themselves. The native king, however, laid siege to Dublin,

and stationing himself in a wood close to the city, with a party

of skilful archers, when Canute came out with a great body of sol-

diers, to witness some games and sports that were held in the night,

he caused him to be shot through the body with a deadly arrow. -f-

Krantz mentions the same expedition in much the same language with

Saxo,J records the wounding of Canute as by the stratagem and on

the occasion stated by Saxo, and adds, that the Danish prince,

disabled as he was, gave the word to his men to scale the walls and

storm the city, nor was it till he saw the walls taken by his associates,

that he acknowledged himself mortally wounded.§
In 937 the Danes plundered Kilcullen. In 938 happened the

memorable battle of Brunanburh, in Northumberland, in which the

* " Vastavit Cluanmacnois et omnes insulag lacus, et abstulit pradam ingentem auri et ar^

genti, et pretiosa plurima."—Annal. Ulton.

f
" Crebris piraticae quaestibus locupletati, summa cum fiducia spes suas ad injicien-

dum manus HibernisE promoverunt : cujus rex Duflina, quae provincias caput habebatur, obsessa,

cum paucis admodum sagittariae artis peritis conjunctim urbi nemus ingressus, Canutum

magna cum militum frequentia nociurnis ludorum tpectaculis interpositum, insidioso fraudis

circujtu vulnifica procul sagittd petivit, quae in adversum ejus corpus incidens mortificum ei

vulnus intorsit, &c."—Saxo Grammat. lib. 10. p. 180.

X
" Aucta fiducia cum res ad vota succederent, ausi sunt juvenes (Har-aldus et Knuto,)

Hibemiam bello lacessere," (Krantz had previously mentioned their forays in England.)
<'

DufHinamque urbem regionis metropolin obsidere."—Chronicon Danioe, lib. 4. p. 146.

§
"
Praecepit muros scandere, omni conatu oppugnare mania, ***** nee ante

se vulneratum prodidit ad mortem, quam maenia a suis capta conspiceret."
—Chronicon

Daniae, lib. 4. p. 146.
;

•

.
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Danish king of Dublin, aided it would appear by some Irish auxilia-

ries, was defeated with great slaughter, and the loss of hisJine Jleet
*

Henry of Huntingdon also records the same transaction,
-f*

In 939,

says Caradoc of Lhancarvan,
" died Abloive, (i. e. Aulaf,) the chief

king of Ireland." In 940 and 942 the Danes plundered and burned

Downpatrick, probably during those wanton invasions, in which, ac-

cording to the Antiquitates Celt. Scand.,J Eric used to indulge dur-

ing the summer months, and by which he is said to have acquired

great wealth and riches. Indeed the chivalry of these expeditions

is matter of commendation with the Danish annalists, who trium-

phantly acquaint us, that their countrymen formed companies for pira-

tic expeditions, and actually sanctioned their partnership by an oath,

thus, add their eulogists, honourably acquiring wealth for themselves.§

In fact, villages of the north grew into cities, from the riches of

these spoliations, as Lundenll in Scania and others could be deduced

to prove.**

In 946 they devastated Meath.-ff In 948 they burned Slane,

and put many of the clergy to death. |]: In 950 they plundered

* jEthelstanus rex ej usque frater interfecerunt Hibernos in praelio Brunanburh. * *

***** Scotorum gens et navium classis egregia peribant.
* »»»»»*

Maestae reliquiae in mari resono ultra profundam aquam Difelinam pelunt."—Chronicon Saxon,

ad ann. 937.

f
" Gens vero Hibernensium et puppium habitatores fatales corruerunt in praelio Brune-

burh."—Hist. lib. 5.

I
" Nimis arcta idcirco cum erat ei (Eiriko) quam tenebat provincia, aestivis semper tem-

poribus in piratica frequens Scotiam et Hebrides insulas Hibemiam et Britanniam latrociniis

vexabat, qua opes sibi et divitias comparavit."
—P. 64.

§
" Societatem sub juramento inierunt, piraticam exercentes qua pecuniam sibi honorijice

qucBsiverunt."
—Bartholinus de Antiq. Dan. p. 457.

II
See Adam, of Bremen, de Sit. Dan. c. 213.

••
It was about this time the same adventurous tribes made so many establishments in the

northern parts of France.—See Hume's England, vol. 1. c. 3.

tt Ware's Ant. Hib. H Archdall. Men. Hib. p. 572.
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Kells, Downpatrick, Ardbraccan, and many other churches, taking

several captives, and much spoil of cattle, horses, gold and silver,*

This might have occurred in the expedition, where Eiric's sons are re-

presented as continuing the system of their father, as mentioned ante,

p. 261, (" per aestatem autem mare occidentale piratical infestum red-

didere, praedas agentes circa littora Scotise atque Hiberniae.")'!" In

957 they burned the bell-house at Slane, ("campanile Slanense,")

when the best bell (Archdall erroneously says clock,) in Ireland

was consumed. In the autumn of 956, a Danish prince, Triggisinus,

plundered the coasts.J In 959 the sons of Abloic, Danish king of

Irjeland, ventured to land in Anglesea, and having burned Holyhead,

wasted the country of Lhyn.§ And in 960 a party of these foreign-

ers plundered and destroyed Rathmuighell and Cork.**

About A. D. 964 the great majority of the Danes of Ireland em-

braced Christianity, and an old charter of Edgar, the Saxon king,

bearing upon this event, is preserved in Usher's Sylloge, (p. 90.)-t"|' It

was long, however, before their wolfish nature could be reclaimed.

In 966, according to Caradoc of Lhancarvan,
" the Irish," (meaning

the Danes from Ireland,) animated by their late expedition, landed

again in Anglesea, and having slain Roderic, the son of Edwal-Foel,

* " Ubi capta sunt tria millia hominum vel plus, cum maxima praeda bourn, equorum,

auri, argentique."
—Annal. Ulton, ad ann.

t Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 67.

X "Ab expeditione piratica in man occidentali reversus est Tryggisinus rex. Circa littora

Hiberniae et Scotiae bello atque rapinis antea fuerat grassatus."
—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 67.

§ Caradoc of Lhancarvan.
||
Acta Sanctorum, p. 378.

** Trias Thaum. p. 633.

ft This document is not less remarkable as setting up a claim by Edgar himself in right of

conquest to the greatest part of Ireland, and especially to its very noble city.
" Mihi autem

concessit propitia divinitas,
«***•• maximam partem Hiberniae cum sua nobi-

lissimd civitate Anglorum regno subjugare."

VOL. XVI. . :
• MM " ^x ,/;. .,>
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destroyed Aberffraw." In 968 they plundered Down and lona.* In

972 they committed great devastations in Iniscattery.-f* In 977 at

Glendaloch.j: In 980 was fought the celebrated battle of Temoria, or

Tara, it was gained over the Danes by Malachy the second,§ the last

of the Hy Niall race. In 986 the Annals of the Four Masters and

those of Tigernach record a great mortality of cattle, which is met by

* Annal. Inisfallen. f Acta Sanctorum, p. 542.

+ Archdall's Mon. ITib.

§ This illustrious prince was of the race of the O'Melaghlins, a name long since lost in

obscurity, though once of the most illustrious in the country, alike distinguishable from the

O'Loughlins and the Mac-Laughlins. They claimed descent equally with the O'Neills, from

Nial of the Nine Hostages, and were accordingly in that right, the kings of southern Hy Nial

or Meath, or as they are also frequently styled kings of Temoria, and in Ortellius's map are

placed as in the baronies of Moyashel and Magheredernon. As lords of so great a principa-

lity, they were one of the five septs enfranchised by special grace, and enabled to take benefit

of the laws of England. The earliest mention of the name occurs in the seventh century, and

in A. D. 655, the death of Melaghlin, Abbot of Tirdeglas, is recorded in the Annals of

Ulster. Their military and political achievements as princes of Meath, are soon after embla-

zoned in rapid succession. Nor are they less traceable by their liberal endowments of various

religious establishments, Clonmacnois, Bective, Clonard, Newry, &c. A daughter of the

house of O'Melaghlin, was the alleged inducement of the stratagem, (similar to that recorded

by Plutarch in his Life of Pelopidas,) by which Turgesius is by some supposed to have pe-

rished in 848, (see ante, p. 258.) In 1022 the above Malachy O'Melaghlin, pre-eminently

styled the Great, died in an island of Lough Annin, (near Mullingar.) His obsequies were

celebrated with great funeral honours and sincere lamentations. In 1133 Murrough O'Me-

laghlin destroyed the bridge and citadel of Athlone. In 1152 the abduction of Dervorgilla,

the daughter of Murrough O'Melaghlin and wife of O'Ruarc, was a remote cause of the Eng-
lish invasion. In 1157, at the synod of Mellifont, Donogh O'Melaghlin was deposed for

alleged acts of irreligion, and his kingdom was given to his brother. In 1167 Dermot O'Me-

laghlin, king of Meath, was one of those who attended the synod of Athboy, &c. &c.—In 1462

the influence of the sept of the O'Melaghlins was so powerful in Meath, notwithstanding the

grant to De Lacy, and the long occupation of the pale, that on an invasion of their remaining

estates by the Petits encouraged and aided by the lord deputy, the neighbouring clans rose in

their cause, and the assailants were so effectually met, that even the lord deputy was taken

prisoner. In 1541 O'Melaghlin was one of the chiefs who renounced the authority of the Pope,

and swore allegiance to king Henry. Iii 1570 the O'Melaghlins are numbered by Cam-
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the Chronicon Saxon,* and Caradoc Lhancarvan (p. 65,) states the

same fatality as having existed in Wales. In 988 the Danes plun-
dered and burned Downpatrickj-f" and again in 994.

:{:
In 989 they

wasted Derry, as also in 991 and 996. § In 990 another Olave laid

waste the coasts. II In 992 they plundered Kildare and its religious

houses,** and again in 998.
' In or about the year 994 a remarkable mention is to be found in

the Antiq. Celt. Scand,-f-f regarding the sagacity of an Irish dog,
that among an immense quantity of cattle which the above Olave

was carrying off, distinguished and selected from the rest his master's

herd, all of which were noted with the same mark. The Chronicle

adds, that Olave was so pleased at the circumstance, that he restored

this part of his spoil, and purchased the dog for a golden ring, and the

pion as of the noblest families of Meath. In 1646 Maurice O'Melaghlin was one of the chiefs of

Leinster, who seceded from the peace closed by Ormond, and leagued with the Nuncio. Soon

after which event the name is lost, or at least no longer distinguishable. .
,

• " Hoc anno primum sasviit magna animalium lues in Anglica natione."

i f Trias Thaumaturga, p. 633. X Annal. Ulton. M'A
.. § Trias Thaum. p. 630. r»oJ8 sdi ftssilmnJijn /oH

II
A. D. 990,

" Olafus > • • • gjjga Hibemiam quoque late populatus, &c."—
Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 69.

* ** Archd. Mon. Hib.

^•t- "In Hibemia dum cummoratur Olafus, in expeditione quadam constitutus quae navibus

fiebat, cum opus esset pecora ad littus abigere atque mactare, suarum quosdam ad vicina rura

ablegat, qui ingentem pecorum turbam ad littus abegerunt. Hos secutus rusticus quidam
Olafum supplex oravit, ut quaj suae fuerant sibi daret vaccas. Annuens Olafus jussit rusticum

suas sibi habere vaccas, si agnoscere possit, sed iter festinantes non morari. Habebat ibi secum

rusticus canem ingentem pecoris custodem, quern bourn armentum jussit intrare, plura vero

boum ibi agebantur centena. Per totum bourn armentum discurrens canis tot inde segregavit

boves, quot rusticus dixerat se desiderare, omnes eodem signo notatos. Visus est igitur eis canis

suos recte dignovisse insignisque esse sagacitatis. Rogatus ab Olafo rusticus an sibi canem

vellet vendere, se lubenti animo donaturum illi respondit. Pro cane Olafus annulum dedit

aureum, suam praeterea rustico pollicitus amicitiam. Dictus ille Vigius omnium canuni

praestantissimus, quern Olafus postea longo possedit tempore."
—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 75.

M M 2
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promise of his future friendship to the former owner. In 997 occurred

a very remarkable conflagration by Ughtning, in which Armagh, its

houses, and stone churches, belfreys, and celestial towers, were all de-

stroyed.* The reader will perceive in the passage as given below, the

marked distinction drawn between the "
campanilia" and the "

tur-

res coelestes." In 1006 Saint Columba's book before mentioned was

stolen fi'om the church of Kells, and not found for two months, when

it was discovered in a bog despoiled of its golden ornaments.
-f- In

1012 the Danes burned Glendaloch, Clonard, Clonmacnois, Kildare,

and Swords ; but the extinction of their power was fast approaching,
the manumission of their victims' thraldom ;

"
libertas quse sera ta-

men respexit inertem."

The year 1014 is remarkable for the victory of Clontarf, in which

Brien Boroimhe, the most splendid ornament of the O'Brien dynasty,
the lawgiver and hero, the Alfred and Epaminondas of his country,

for ever crushed the hopes of the Danes, but perished in the glorious

achievement. The particulars of this battle are detailed at much

length in the various Irish annals ; particularly in the Book of

Howth, which somewhat naturalizes the story of Lucretia, and attri-

butes the whole catastrophe to the revenge of an injured husband.

The Antiquitates Celt. Scand. (p. 120,) are also very full in its reci-

tal ; and the Leabhar Oiris, cited in O'Conor's Dissertation, (sect.

18,) is most diffuse in the particulars of the death of Brien Boroimhe;

* " Ardmacha combusta a fulmine domus et ecclesiae lapideee, et campanilia et ejus turret

ccelestes omnes destructai."—Annals Four Masters. See also Trias Thaum. p. 297.

f
"
Evangelium magnum Columbaj-cille, a fure ablatum nocte ex sacra domo inferiori

ecclesiae lapideae magnas Cellensis, prascipua reliquia sacra juramentorum occidentalis mundi

fuit ista, propter honorem ejus scriptoris sapientis, et inventum est post xx noctes et duos

menses, postquam furte ablatum fuisset ejus aurum, et cespitibus involutum."—Annals Four

Masters, ad ann.

S*. 1.1 ..1
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while in the Chronicle of Ademar* occurs the interesting passage

cited below, and evidently regarding the preparations for this battle,

as the historian immediately after speaks of Canute the Great. This

author represents it to have been the intention of the Danes on this

occasion to extinguish the very name of Irishmen and Ireland, and pos-

sess themselves of that most wealthy country, with all its cities, &c.'f*

If Labbe be correct in thinking that this chronicle was written

before 1031, it is most probably the oldest document in which the

name "
Irlanda," Ireland, is to be found.

The battle of Clontarf may be further noticed, as having been the

inspiring theme of that beautiful Icelandic poem, which Gray has per-

haps failed to improve in his Ode of " The Fatal Sisters."

SECTION II.

Government, Constitution, Legidation, Sfc.
.

If other evidences were wanting, the passage just cited from Ade-

mar's Chronicle, would suffice to shew that Ireland continued to be

governed by one supreme king, (" opulentissimam terram, quae civita-

tes cum amplissimis episcopatibus et unum regem habet.") A revo-

lution, however, most important regarding the eligibility to that

•
Ap. Labbe Nova Bibl. MSS. Libr. t. 2. cited Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. 3. p. 423.

f
" His tempoiibus Normanni supradicti, quod patres eorum nunquam perpetrasse ausi

sunt, cum innumeia classe Hiberniam insulam, quae Irlanda dicitur, ingressi sunt una cum

uxoribus et liberis et captivis Christianis quos fecerunt sibi servos, ut Hirlandis extinctis

ipsiproipsis inhabitarent opulentissimam terram, quae civitates cxxvi amplissimis episcopatibus

et unum regem babet, ac propriam linguam sed Latinas literas, quam S. Patricius Romanus

ad fidem convertit, &c."
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dignity did take place at the close of the period now under considera-

tion, whereby the facilities of the impending English invasion were

much increased. Malachy the second, whose government was over-

thrown by Brien Boroimhe, was the last of his race, the last of the

Hy Nial family, in whom for six centuries (since that battle of Ocha

of which express mention has been made, ante, p. 174) the monar-

chy of all Ireland was retained.* On his overthrow " the anciently

established system of succession to the throne of the whole kingdom
was overturned, and as there remained no paramount power authorized

to control the provincial kings or minor chieftains,"-|~ jealousies were

created, ambitions fed, and the energies of the nation wasted in petty

broils. The chieftains no longer rose to sovereignty by acknowledged

rights or with the auspices of religion, but only through military pre-

eminence, asserted in all that elective licentiousness which the Black

Book of Christ Church so strongly condemns.
l{;

These are, however,

political changes as to which the scope of evidence defined for this

Essay precludes any inquiry.

In public solemnities and in battle the kings appeared crowned ;§

and it is stated in the principal accounts of the engagement at Clon-

tarf, that when Brien Boroimhe was found dead on the field, he had

the royal diadem on his head.

No external evidence opens any prospect of the legislation of this

period ; the Annals of Tigernach record the death of Flannus in

*
Turgesius is perhaps the only prince out of this course, in whom the sceptre of what is

called the Milesian line may be said to have rested. The interval of his power, however, was

.but a reign of terror unrightful and unacknowledged.

i;, f Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. iii. p. 427.

^; J:
"
Isti reges non fuerunt ordinati solemnitate alicujus ordinis, nee unctionis Sacramento

nee jure haereditario, vel aliqua proprietatis successione; sed vi etarmis quilibet regnum suum

obtinuit."—Cited Davis's Historic. Rel. p. 10.

§ Vita Rumoldi, p. 170.
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A. D. 1002, whom they state to have been the chief Brehon of the

northern moiety of Ireland ; and various similar allusions to the ex-

istence of the Brehon jurisdiction and code abound in the domestic

histories.*

SECTION III.

Morals and Religion.

It is obviously deducible from the history of this interval, that

the march of religion and morality must have been cruelly checked by
the progress of the Danish tyrannies. Christianity had hitherto, as

Cambrensis admits, remained untainted and unshaken, (illibata et

inconcussa,) but henceforward the Christian clergy could only pre-

serve their lives in the intricacy of woods, and bogs, and caverns;

and Jocelin goes the length of affirming, that deviations both in

discipline and doctrine were the result of this breaking up of

the ecclesiastical comm unities,
-f- By great efforts of endurance,

however, some of the principal schools were maintained, and no-

tices can still be found of many a youth, who " in Hiberniam erudi-

tionis caus'^ missus, Ardmachae humanis literis imbutus est.":{:

The atonement of external persecution did not satisfy the morti-

fying spirit of the more zealous ; penances and pilgrimages were still

enforced. The Irish Annals speak of regular penitential houses, such

* See O'Reilly on the Brehon Laws.

|-

" In illis enim diebus sancti in cavernis et speluncis, quasi carbones cineribus cooperti,

latitabant a facie impiorum, qui eos tota die quam oves occisionis mortificabant. Ex qua re

accidit, ut varii ritus contra ecclesiastica instituta in Hibemid adducerentur, et a prelatis sanctae

ecclesiae divinae legis ignaris, contra formam ejusdem nova sacramenta conficerentur."

X Mabillon, Annal. Bened. ad. ann. 944.
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as that of Louth, mentioned by Tigernach at the year 087, (" tectum

hospitaUs poenitentium Louthiae.") It has been also already stated,*

that on the defeat of the Danes in A. D. 848, the then king of Ireland

sent messengers to France, requesting liberty to pass through that

country on a pilgrimage to Rome. In 892,-1- according to Ethelwer-

dus and Florentius Wigorniensis, three Scots of Ireland sailed thence

on a pilgrimage in a leathern boat, willing at any hazard to fly from

their polluted country. ;J: (Matthew of Westminster is more particular

in his description of their little boat.)§ After seven days' sail they arriv-

ed in Cornwall, whence they proceeded to visit king Alfred, and were

by him most graciously received ; afterwards they pursued their jour-

ney to Rome,
" ut soliti crebro Christi magistri petitum," (as Ethel-

werd in his barbarous Latin expresses it,) intending to proceed thence

to Jerusalem. To one of them particularly Ethelwerd concedes much

literary repute. II In 951 the Abbot of Seirkeran died in pilgrimage

(" in sua peregrinatione ") at Glendaloch.** Hector Boethius gives

a full detail-f-f- of the devotions of Gregory, king of Scotland, when

on his taking Dublin, in that expedition of his before alluded to,J|.

he made a solemn procession to the then Church of Saint Patrick

*
A)ite, p. 259.

f Matthew of Westminster and the Saxon Chronicle refer it to 891.

I
" Hibernia stirpe tres viri lecti furtim consuunt lembum taurinis byrsis."

—Ethelwerd,

ad ann.

§ See post, sect. 5 of this Period.

II

" Artibus frondens, litenL doctus, magister insignis Scoitorum."—Ad ann. 892.
** Acta Sanctorum, p. 473.

ft
" Cormacus (Episcopus) loci antistes, solemni habitu amictus manibus crucifixi Christi

effigiem cum cruce tenens, * * * * *
Gregorius

*****
gquo dissiliens,

positis ante Cormacum genibus, Christi effigiem venerabundus est deosculatus. * * » *

Tunc ad Deiparse Virginis cedem, inde ad divi Patricii templum voti nomine adequitavit, satris

ibi celebri ritu peractis in aream se recepit,"
—Lib. x. fol. 220.

XX Ante, p.HeO.
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It also appears that in the earlier part of the interval now under coti-

sideration, lived an Abbot Patrick, who is described as much *'

given

to superstition and founder of the fabulous purgatory, which goeth in

Ireland under the name of Saint Patrick's purgatorie ;* so write

Ranulphus, monk, of Chester, and Bale, Bishop of Ossory."-f' -en' '^•;

fi-^'-In reference to religious doctrine, there is much evidence that

prayers for the dead were usual in this interval;J: as in the succeeding
centuries ;§ and about the same period the introduction of statues

and images in churches, though much controverted, and particularly

by two Irish missionary bishops, Clement, who vehemently opposed
their use, while Dungal only deprecated their abuse, seems, however,

to have been permitted in the Irish churches. An ancient statue of

Saint lUand, with mitre and crosier, was preserved in his abbey at

Rathlibthen, even to the days of Colgan. In the last page we have

seen mention made of a crucifix,
"

crucifixi Christi effigiem cum

cruce," as in 878 ; and in the Abbey of the Virgin, which was built

about 948 by some converted Danes, there was a statue of the Virgin
with a crown on her head, which was afterwards used at the corona-

tion of Lambert Simnel in Christ Church.

In reference to the ecclesiastical revenues in former times, the

founder of a church was obliged to endow it with certain property

before any bishop would consecrate it, II and accordingly in Ireland

lands sufficient for its uses were assigned to every monastic founda-

* See on this superstition "Richardson's Folly of Pilgrimages." Among the MSS. of

Sydney-Sussex, Cambridge, there is one " de loco Purgatorii in Hibemia, et de milite quodam

qui ibi diversas poenas pertulit.'' Another relation concerning it is in the Clarendon MSS
;

and in those of Trinity College, Dublin, there remains " Visio Tyndali Hibemi de Purgatorie

et inferis."

f Hanmer, p. 172. Ware's Writers, p. 59. J See Acta Sanctorum ad Martii 6.

§ See post, Period 4. sects. 3. and 6.

II
ConcU. Braccens. c. 6, cited Stuart's Armagh, p. 616.

VOL. XVI. N N
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tion.
*' Usher has written a most learned treatise on the Erenach,

Termon, and Corban lands, which were the ancient demesnes or

mensals of the Irish Church."* After endowing any church with

such possessions, the donor could no longer exercise any power of dis-

posing of them, but the entire ordering thereof appertained to the

abbot free from all temporal impositions and exactions, (which

exemptions were still further enforced by the fourth constitution of the

council held at Cashel in 1172.) The occupants and cultivators of

the lands so assigned, passed by the grant, and thenceforth their

services belonged in the way of villeinage to the church, to which

their farms were transferred. At first the abbots of these several

houses were exclusively ecclesiastical, and exercised powers within

their districts, with which even the bishops could not interfere ;!• and

hence in Zona's Life of Eustacius, they are called Praesules. After

the Danish invasion, however, when religion was despised, and its

establishments profaned by those unbelievers, a custom began to pre-

vail, as it were " ex necessitate," of appointing the most powerful

persons of the country patrons of the church, who, in process of time,

from a desire of gain, usurped the whole right, appropriating to their

own use the possessions of all the lands, and leaving to the clergy

only the altars with their tenths and oblations, and the dues for

strictly ecclesiastical purposes. These lay usurpers assumed to them-

selves the names of abbots, and became very frequent throughout Ire-

land,:]: as they were also in Wales.§ Besides these landed revenues, the

clergy had also oblations, mortuaries, and the like offerings from the

liberality of the people, while the proceeds of all were devoted to the

* See Nicholson's Irish Historical Lib. p. 21, and post,
Period 4. sect. 3.

t See Bede, Eccl. Hist. lib. 3. c. 4. J See Vita Malachiae, cs. 7, S, 9.

§ Girald. Itin. Cambr. lib. 2. c. 4.
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honour of the church, the maintenance of its servants, the rehefof the

sick and the needy, and the extension of hospitality to travellers and

strangers. The church of Armagh used likewise to receive certain

peculiar dues, according to the regulation called the
" the law of

Saint Patrick"* and so known from his day. Even this acknow-

ledged assessment furnishes a strong evidence of the existence and era

of the apostle, while it is singular that even in the days of Charles the

First, certain ridges of corn continued to be set apart for the clergy,,

with the special name of " Saint Patrick's ridges."
—See Curry's

Review.

In one of the frequent pillagings which Armagh sustained during
this interval, it has been shewn that a notice occurs of Culdees or

Colideij-f" it would have been, however, desirable to know the Irish

word which Colgan has so translated "Colidei."J The Four Masters

at A. D. 919 speak of the order as transmarine.

The persecution, which the clergy encountered in Ireland, must

necessarily have driven many to foreign countries, and Fleury com-

plains§ that in 813 some of them made in France an unfair traffic and

livelihood of their spiritual powers for simoniacal purposes. Osbern,

whose judgment and eloquence are so much praised by William of

Malmesbury,!! in his Life of Saint Dunstan, attributes purer pursuits

to the Irish that emigrated to Glastonbury. It would appear that

such instructors were indeed greatly needed in England ;

" the mo-

* See ante, p. 257. And see Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. iii. p. 428, and vol. iv. Index.

t ^nte, p. 262. + See post, Period 4. sect 3. § Hist. EccL lib. 46. s. 5.

If

"
Hicque mos cum plerosque turn vehementer adhuc manet Hibemos, quia quod aliis

bona voluntas in consuetudinem, hoc illis consuetude vertit in natunun, quorum multi atque

illustres" viri divinis ac secularibus lileris nobiliter eruditi, dum relicta Hibernia in terra Anglo-
rum peregrinaturi venissent, locumque habitationis suae Glestoniam delegissent j

* * * *

lii suscipiunt filios nobilium liberalibns studiis imbuendos. * « * * Adest ergo nobilis-

simus in Christo puer Dunstanus inter alios unus, &c."—De Reg. Angl. c. 8.

N N 'i



nastic institutions, which Alfred had endeavoured partly to restore,

having ceased to exist, there were no pubhc schools established in

their stead ;"* and it is said that scarcely a priest in Britain could

then be found capable of translating, much less of writing, a Latin

letter
j-f-

an ignorance which also prevailed in Scotland,
" ubi litera*'

rum studio neglecta erant."J

Of continental missions undertaken in this and the preceding

interval, Vernulaeus, in his work "De Propagatione fidei Christianas

in Belgio per sanctos ex Hibernia," gives a very gratifying history,

detailing their successful preaching in Mechlin, Brabant, Flanders,

Artois, Haynault, Namur, Leyden, Gilderland, Holland, Friesland,

and Luxembourg. In Ludewig's
"
ReHquiae MSS.," (vol. 4. p. 244,

&c.) occurs the charter of the monastery of Saint Mary at Vienna,

to which the founder, Henry Duke of Austria, in 1161, makes only
Scots eligible on account of their long and acknowledged piety. And
in the eighth volume of the same work, p. 52, the book of the Irish

monastery of Ratisbon is mentioned; also at p. 50, an Irish monastery
in Wurzburg, and another near Memmingen. See also to the same

point Bucelin "
Aquila Imp. Bened." It was in this interval too

that the monastery of Irish missionaries was established at Cologne,

of which Marianus Scotus, and Florentius Wigorniensis speak with

such encomiums.

_,„,The religious opinions of the Danes are not strictly within the

scope of this Essay; a short sketch, however, of their singular belief,

with a general reference to Mallet's Northern Antiquities may not be

unacceptable. They believed in three supreme gods; Odin or Woden,

analogous to the Roman Jupiter, Frya to Venus but of chaster attri-

*
Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. iii. p. 395. f Mabillon, Annal. Bened. ad ann. 940.

X Mabillon, Annal. Bened, ad ann. 944.
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butes, and Thor to Mars. In honour of them three days of the week

are still nominally dedicated. The first of these deities, Odin, the

Mahomet of the north, is thought to have been one of those allies

whom Mithridates sought on the banks of the Tanais, and in the

bosom of the Scythian forests. A few years before the birth of Christ,

he is said to have invaded the North, where he found those traces of

the one pure and primitive religion, which diverged from the East

over all the world. He was, however, successful in introducing there

polytheism, with all its incidental doctrine of inferior agents in

the management of the universe. He taught a belief in evil spirits,

and that they were held in chains until a fixed revolution of time,

when they were to be let loose for the destruction of the world and

the dissolution of matter. He inspired military ardour with the opinion

that certain virgin valkaries, corresponding with the Mahometan hou-

ries, attended in Valhall, the paradise of the brave, and there received

and welcomed such warriors as fell gloriously in battle. That three

destinies, respectively presiding over the past, present, and future,

dispensed the ages and fortunes of the human race ; that the consum-

mation of all things was to be effected by the spirits of evil in their

ambition attacking the gods, by whom they are to be effectually

subdued and flung into a hell remote from the sun, and horrible with

serpents and winged dragons. The votaries of this self-elected prophet

believed in two heavens and two hells, one of each temporary until

the general renovation, when, according to his revelation, a new world

shall arise where calamities are to be unknown, and the Deity to shine

forth in his best attributes. Their external worship consisted in sacri-

fices of herbs and first fruits, then of animals, and lastly of men ; and

many of those long flat rocks supported by three or four others, which

are in common parlance attributed to Druids, were the altars of

their immolation. They practised a species of infant baptism to pre-
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serve their children from the influence of magic ; they had their

prophetesses and fortune-tellers, their charms, their oracles, their in-

spired dreams, &;c. In reference to which last supposed source of

revelation, the battle of Clontarf was said to have been foreshown in

a dream to a warrior in the ^budas, which the supernatural herald is

made thus to recount ;

"
Ipse fui praesens homines ubi conseraere

Praelia, personuit gladius regione in Hiberna,

Multa ubi scuta congressa fuere, metaJla

Stridula clangebant, galearum in murmure fusco."*

Broder too, one of the Danish warriors at that battle, is represented

as having consulted augury to forelearn the fate of the day.-f*
-

Early in the tenth century, however, conversion began its work

among this people too. In or about 920 special notice occurs of the

baptism of Arius, a chieftain of their
race.;]: About the year 948

they are said to have built that Abbey of Saint Mary near Dublin, for

monks of the Benedictine order, which still gives name to a street

upon its ancient site. And in 964, as has been remarked, the great

majority embraced Christianity ; the conversion, however, was even

then neither universal nor unwavering, of which the Broder already

mentioned, furnishes a remarkable instance.§

* Ant. Celt. Scand, p. 128.

f
" Hoc per veneficia explorante quemadmorfum abitura esaet pugna, responsum oraculi

sic tuleiat, &c."—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 121.

X
" Arius revertendi copiam non habuit, ibique baptizatus est. Hsec Rafn Limrecipeta,

qui Limreci in Hibernia diu commoratus fuerat, primus retulit."—Ant. Celt. Scand.

§
"
Broder, qui religionem Christianam olim amplexus, atque diaconi officio functus eam

rejecerat, factusque Dei maledictor nunc gentilia numina colebat, erat multo omnium artis

magicae peritissimus, armatuque instructus militari, qui omne respuebat ferrum, porro et sta-

tttra grandi et magnis viribus, promissaque adeo coma ut earn balteo subtexuerit, colore nigri-

cante."—Ant. Celt. Scwd.p, 113-
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In 982 Tigemach speaks of the cutting down of the tree of ado-

ration;* the event, however, is not communicated as an instance of

existing idolatry, though it might have been of superstitious devo-

tion. The field of adoration in Connaught is spoken of much earlier,

and the cutting down of a similar tree there, is mentioned by Tiger-

nach ad ann. 1050.

SECTION IV.

Sciences, Learning, and Learned Men.

When the Danes first arrived in Ireland, they found the country, as

has been shewn, covered with populous towns and flourishing schools,

wherein the i^iences were taught and the arts cultivated ; but in

the melancholy period of their military occupation, they rioted over

the land with such ruinous desolation, that scarcely a monument

of its former pride was suffered to survive. Trained up, as they

were, from their infancy to the barbarous chivalry of a pirate life,

devoted to the profession of arms so as to pay almost divine ho-

nours to their swords ; inured and accustomed to feats of desperate

valour, educated only in the experience of dangerous exercises, leap-

ing, skating, and swimming ; they set but little value on the oppor-

tunities for better instruction, which, on their first coming into Ireland

opened around them. Notwithstanding their ravages, however, some

of the academies maintained a precarious establishment, as has been

shewn in the case of Armagh ;-f- and "after the destruction of Icolm-

kill, Ireland sheltered and preserved that learning, which Scotland in

a great measure lost ; whence, in Ireland are to be found numerous

• See Annals of the Four Masters, ad ann. 1051. f Ante, p. 271.
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historical documents and records, which the antiquarian looks for in

vain among any archives or collections of antiquities in Scotland."*

Some few native annals-writers flourished at this period, whose

works have partly descended to the present age. Cormac, a petty

king of Munster, is the most remarkable of these, as being the author

of the Psalter of Cashel, a MS. we believe yet extant, and considered

of the highest authority. Mac Liag was also an eminent annalist of

the day. He was chief antiquary of Ireland in the time of Brien

Boroimhe, whose life he wrote. He also composed the Munster book

of battles, which gives the most authentic account of the rencounters

with the Danes down to the memorable action at Clontarf.-f- He
Avas likewise an eminent poet, and some of his poems are still extant.

Of these an address to Kincora after the fall of Boroimhe, is one of Mr.

Hardiman's forthcoming collection, which the author of this Essay
has attempted to translate into English verse. Archdall, citing

Mac Geoghegan, records a similar union of the historian and poet, in

an Abbot of Kenetty who died in 87
!..{:

The science of music it is alleged found not only a patron but an

adept in even Boroimhe himself, and his harp, which is fully described

in the thirteenth number of Vallancey's Collect. Hib., is still shewn in

the museum of Trinity College, Dublin. According to generally re-

ceived tradition, it was carried to Rome by Donogh his sqn, on his

being dethroned in 1064 ; and the exile is said to have laid the harp
with the crown and other regalia of the Irish monarchs at the feet of

the Pope, as a full submission of the kingdom of Ireland. It is even

asserted that Adrian avowed this circumstance as one of the principal

grounds for the title which by his alleged Bull h^ transf(?rred to Henry

*
Report of the Highland Society on Ossian, pp. 47-8.

t Nicholson's Irish Hist. Lib. p. 51. % Monast. Hibern. p. 401.
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the Second. These symbols ofhomage remained in the Vatican till the

reign of Henry the eighth, when the Pope, reserving to himself the

crown, which was of massive gold, sent the harp to that English

sovereign. The tyrant, however, placing but little value on the in-

strument, gave it to the first Earl of Clanrickard, in whose family it

continued to the beginning of the last century, when it passed in the

female line into other custody, and has been ultimately deposited in

the Museum before mentioned. Ledwich doubts the antiquity of

this relic, on account of the arms of the O'Briens, which now appear

chased upon it, but these may have been a later ornament.

It is asserted that the Welsh had their harp from the Irish,* and

Warton, in his first dissertation on English poetry says, that "even

so late as the tenth century, the practice continued among the

Welsh bards, of receiving instructions in their profession from Ire-

land." It also appears that the Welsh bards were reformed and

regulated by Gryffith ap Conan, King of Wales, in the year 1078,

who, according to Powell, -f-

"
brought over with him from Ireland

divers cunning musicians into Wales, who devised in a manner all the

instrumental music that is now there used, as appeareth as well by the

books written of the same, as also by the names of the tunes and mea-

sures used among them to this day." The Danes likewise borrowed

this species of music from their victims ; and the Polychronicon at the

year 925, records a story, (similar to the well known stratagem of

Alfred,) of Aulaife, the Danish king of Dublin, entering the tent of

Athelstan in the disguise of a harper, to ascertain the strength of the

Saxons before the battle of Brunneburgh.:|: All the musical recom-

pense the foreigners seem to have communicated, was the introduc-

• See Walker's Irish Bards, p. 69. t Hist. Cambr. p. 191.

t Polychron. lib. 6. c. 6. ...... i:.:. : .i. .. ....
VOL. XVI. O O
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tion of those brazen trumpets, emblematic of their martial barbarism,

and of which so many have been found in Ireland.* We cannot omit

that the Annals of Ulster at A. D. 814, make mention of organs'!"

also,
"

direptio organorum ecclesiae Cloonerene."

Relative to the naval knowledge of the day, the Irish annals fur-

nish some evidences of victories obtained even over the Scandinavians,

whose maritime expeditions were indeed astonishing, and whose ordi-

nary barks were capable of containing 100 or 120 men. This alone

would at least speak much for the aptitude of the natives in this de-

partment, while Tigernach expressly speaks of an Irish prince in A. D.

981, with the epithet "of the ships," and another in 986.

Of their astronomical knowledge, Dungallus is an eminent exam-

ple.
" A native of Ireland," says Mosheim, "he left his country,

and retired into a French monastery, where he taught philosophy and

astronomy with the greatest reputation. He wrote an epistle to Char-

lemagne on a solar eclipse, which is found in D'Achery and the Biblio-

theca Patrum. Dupin confesses he has numerous quotations from the

Greek and Latin fathers, and much erudition ."J There are also several

accurate notices in the Irish annals of eclipses during this interval ;

of the sun and moon in 864, of the moon in 807 and 877, of the sun

in 810 and 884, and the appearance of a comet is referred to 911.§

The medical knowledge of the Irish receives some illustration from

Stanihurst, who speaks of them as reading very old and smoke dis-

coloured MSS. of vellum, and written in the Irish character, which

• See Walker's Irish Bards, p. 109.

f Organs were known and used in England in the time of king Edgar.
—See Spelman's

Glossary, tit.
"
Organum."

X Cited Ledwich's Ants. p. 362. See also, as to Dungallus, O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script.

Proleg. ii. p. cxxxvi. and Hist. Litt. de la France, torn. iv. p. 493.

§ It may be noted, that the Danes in computing time used calendars called Runic

staffs.—Mallet's Northern Antiquities.
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they held in great repute, as containing medical rules and maxims of

very ancient tradition,* while Hanmer advances on authority,
"
that in

the time of Alfred, king of the West Saxons, anno 872, as Fabian and

Cooper have noted, there was a grievous malady reigning among that

people called the evil ficus, which also took the king, so that, say mine

authors, an Irish maid came out of Ireland, called Modwen, whose

monastery in time of rebellion was destroyed, and cured the king/'-f

The more distinguished learned authors of this period, were

Claude, a theological writer and commentator on many parts of the

Bible. Dungal, the author of the before-mentioned work,
" De ima-

ginibus," preserved in the Bibliotheca Patrum, and of the epistle to

Charlemagne on the eclipse of the sun in 8IO4 Muratori says of

him, "hominem eruditum fuisse, sacrisque etiam literis ornatum, ac

simul in grammaticali foro ac Prisciani deliciis enutritum, ut legenti

constabit ;"§ and Colgan satisfactorily proves]] that he was an Irish-

man. Donatus succeeds in the catalogue,
"
quem nobis Hibernia

Scotorum insula transmisit,"** and who in his epitaph at Fiesole,

speaks of himself as the author of tracts, poetical and theological :

" Fesulana preesul in urbe fui,

Gratuita discipuli dictabam scripta libellis,

Schemata metrorum dicta, beata senum."

The classical and philosophical Johannes Scotus Erigena is the

next worthy of notice, the friend and companion of Charles the Bald,

and if history does not confound identity, the preceptor also of Alfred

• "
Pervetustas et fumosas membranulas multis literis interpunctas Hibemice scriptas,

quasin ore et amore mirifice habent; in quibus artis medicinae regulae antiquitus traditae ser-

vabantur."—De Reb. Hibern. Antw. 1684. p. 44.

t Hanmer's Chronicle, ad ann. \ Preserved in D'Achery, Spicileg. torn. x.

§ Rer. Ital. Script, torn. i. part. 2. p. 152.
||
Acta Sanctorum, p. 257.

** Acta Sanctorum, p. 237.

o o 2
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the Great, and the restorer of learning in the University of Oxford.

It is of him Anastasius speaks in his letter to Charles the Bald,* and

William of Malmesbury, while he says he was well versed in Latin

and Greek, adds " Johannes Scotus vir perspicacis ingenii et multae

facundiae, qui
* * * * in Franciam ad Carolum Calvum

transierat,
***** succedentibus annis munificenti^ Alfredi

allectus, venit in Angliam, &c."-t- Trithemius also extols his charac-

ter.J

Cormac, king of Munster, was another celebrated personage of

this day, the author of the Psalter of Cashel before mentioned, as also

(it is supposed) of an ancient Irish Glossary, and a book on the gene-

alogies of the Irish saints. And last of all must be noticed, Probus,

who, in his Life of Saint Patrick, proves himself to have been an Irish-

man, when he speaks of the saint entering the Irish Sea,
" mare nos-

trum adiit,"§ when he mentions the harbour at which the missionary

landed,
"
utique apud nos clarissimum,"ll and repeatedly calls Saint

Patrick, our most holy father.**

* " Mirandum quomodo vir ille barbarus, qui in finibus mundi positus, quanto ab homi-

nibus conversatione tanto credi potuit, alterius linguse dictione longinquius talia intellectu

eapere, in aliamque linguam (e Graeca) tranferre voluerit. Johannem innuo Scotigenam virum,

quem auditu comperui per omnia sanctum."—Usher's Sylloge, p. 45.

f De Gest. Reg. Angl. lib. 2. c. 4.

I
" Monachns in divinis scripturis doctus, et in discipline secularum literarum eruditissi-

mus, Graecis et Latinis ad plenum instructus, eloquio ingenio subtilis, sermone compositus."
—

De Script. Eccl.

§ Vita S. Patricii, lib. 1. c. 25. II
Id. lib. I. c. 27.

•* Id. lib. 2. c. 41.
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: SECTION V.

The Arts.

There is abundance of continuing evidence as to the existence of

cities in Ireland ; the terms of building which occur in the Irish lan-

guage, and yet more the regulations in the Brehon laws of the period

concerning architecture, internally establish this ; while it will be re-

membered that Edgar speaks of Dublin as " nobilissima civitas," and

other "
civitates," are lauded by their respective historians. But al-

though Krantz makes a Danish prince, when besieging Dublin, exhort

his men to scale the walls and storm the city,
" muros scandere,"

"oppugnare mania, &c."* yet, that these cities must have continued

to be constructed of wood cannot be better evinced than by the faci-

lity with which they were burned and rebuilt. The Danes seem cer-

tainly to have set the example of stone structures for habitation and

strength ; they built depots for their plunder, which enlarged into

cities vigilantly garrisoned and enclosed, but in the situations of such

they only considered the facility of shipping and piracy. Cambrensis

says they were also the builders of many forts and round castles, -f

which he states the English found unoccupied and ruinous, an incon-

trovertible testimony that such castles could not have been of native

* Anle, p. 263.

f
"
Turgesius

• • * * * totam undique terram locis idoneis incastellavit, unde et

fossata infinita, alta nimis, rotunda quoque, ac pleraque triplicia castella, etiam murata et

adhuc Integra, vacua tamen et deserta, ex reliquiis illis et antiquitatis vestigiia hie usque in

hodiernum multa reperies. Hibernicus enim populus castella non curat, sylvis namque pro

castris, paludibus utitur pro fossatis."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 37.
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use or exigence. In truth, the Irish too confidently rehed upon the

nerve of pubHc valour,* while their tyrants not only castled them-

selves in these strong holds, but even erected them in many in-

stances on ancient raths to be yet more impregnable ; the structures at

Clough, Castle-Screen, &c. are proofs of this, but the best specimen
of these castles yet remaining, is that called

"
Reginald's Tower,"

situated in Waterford, and recorded to have been built about A. D.

1003. There is another edifice of this people still standing at Grants-

town, in the Queen's County.

They even in many instances imitated the raths, funeral mounts,
and cairns, which we are disposed to think they found in the country.
The much greater frequency of their occurrence in Ireland, than in

any other country invaded by the Danes, would induce a faith that

those mentioned by Olaus, Joannes Cypreus, &c. as erected by them

in their native country and elsewhere, were the result of an imitation

of what they had seen in Ireland.

The most splendid monument of this foreign adoption yet disco-

vered, is the Cairn of New Grange, near Drogheda. Some of our

readers may be surprised that it has not been spoken of at an earlier

period of this Essay, but all the evidences and accounts of this curious

antiquity, leave the strongest impression in our mind, that it was of

Danish construction, and for sepulchral uses. It has been so often

described, that any lengthened account of it here would be unneces-

sary, perhaps unjustifiable. Suflfice it to say, it is an acknowledged
cairn, seventy feet high, of a curvilinear periphery, covering about two

acres of ground, and containing nearly 190,000 tons' weight of stone.

Around the base is a circle of very large stones, from seven to eight

* Dunamase, in the Queen's County, appears to be a solitary instance of a rath rudely
fortified at this early period by the Irish, as may be concluded from the account of its being
stormed by the Danes in 843, "expugnatio Dunimasgli municipii."

—See ante, p. 258.
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feet high, a few of which only are now upright. When first disco-

vered it was topped by a tall pillar stone, conformably with the

Danish usage, as recorded by Wormius.* Within the centre of this

cairn, is a cave built just like those described by Wormius,*f- consist-

ing of a long gallery gradually rising in height, and terminating in a

dark hollow cave, of an irregular figure, opening opposite the entrance

of the gallery and on either side of it into cells, each about ten feet

in length, and nearly of similar appearance, so that the whole subter-

ranean part presents such a marked cruciform figure as might origi-

nate in the semi-christian notions of the Danes, about the period to

which we would assign it. In the whole work appears no sign of

mortar or cement. A pyramidal quarry stone, that probably once

stood uptight, now lies prostrate in the middle of the centre cave, and

in two of the cells there yet remain rude freestone cisterns. The

tracing of certain spiral lines is still discoverable on the face of some

of the stones, characters which are also identified with those sketched

by Wormius. When first opened, two entire skeletons, not burned,

•were found on the floor, while the cells and cisterns, being three in

number, shew they were dedicated to the superior gods of the Danish

idolatry.J In clearing the cave two Roman coins were discovered,

one of the Emperor Valentinian, and the other of Theodosius; whence

it has been concluded, that the cave was constructed before the inva-

sion of the Danes. The deduction, however, is not consequential, but

while it shews, from the depth and place where these coins were dis-

covered, that the monument could not have been erected before the

days of these emperors, i. e. the close of the fourth century, and there-

fore could not well have been for the purposes of fire-worship, as ima-

* See Ledwich's Antiquities, second edition, p. 48.

t Monum. Danic. lib. 1. c. 7. J See ante, p. 276, and Wormius, lib. ]. c. 3.
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gined by Vallancey* and Miss Beaufort ;-t' it further evinces that the

pile must have been raised by the Danes, who were most hkely to

have brought such coin into Ireland. Such, indeed, was for centuries

the current coin of Europe, and WormiusJ here again confirms our

hypothesis, acquainting us that it was the Danish custom to bury in

the cairns of their heroes, money and other articles prized by them in

life. Lhuid, who first saw this monument, gives but a vague account

of it, and pronounces no decision on its era or use. Doctor Molineux,

in an excellent paper published in the Archaeologia, concludes it to

be Danish. Ware coincides with him, and Pownal in his ingenious

account of the place, published iii the second volume of the Archaeolo-

gia, (p. 236, &c.) arrives at the same conviction. Fortified by these

arguments and authorities, we venture to rank this remarkable anti-

quity as not earlier than the ninth century.

The ecclesiastical edifices during the earlier part of this interval,

were also constructed of wood, and accordingly the Irish missionaries,

on their arrival in Iceland in the ninth century, constructed a church

of wood with angular pillars and iron bells.§ The use of lead in the

roofs was afterwards introduced, as on the Abbey of Mayo, according

to the ancient Life of Giraldus Saxonicus.il

At the beginning of the tenth century. Christian churches of stone

* Coll. Hib. vol. vi. p. 443. f Trans. R. I. A. vol. xv. Ants. p. 131.

+ Lib. 1. c. 7.

§
"
Episcopus illi materiam ligneam tradidit, templo extruendo destinatam, plenarium,

campanam ferream, nummum aureum et humum consecratam, quam columnis angularibiis

consecrationis loco supponeret, templumque sancto Columbkillje dedicavit."—Ant. Celt.

Scand. p. 15.

II

"
Turgesius Norwegiensis, tyrannus valde crudelis, totam devastans Hibemiam tandem

ad Maionensem deveniens ecclesiam, templum, quod fuit ibi a Sanctis constructum ac asseribus

plumbeis contectum,
***** comburendo destruxit."—Cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib.

Script, vol. .iii p. HI.
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were first erected in Ireland ; the first specimens were small, with

stone pediments and circular arches, and these continued to be

erected to the period of the English invasion, after which no such are

known to have been constructed. Cormac's chapel at Cashel is per-

haps the oldest of these now extant. Saint Doulogh's, near Dublin,

was also evidently built before the English invasion ; it has a double

stone roof, the tomb of Saint Doulogh in the porch, a very ancient

crypt, a consecrated well, roofed, and other remains of very high an-

tiquity. Saint Kevin's kitchen, in the deep sequestered scenery of

Glendaloch, is another of the stone roofed structures, to which can be

added tli,e crypt of Killaloe, and a few more yet remaining in the

island. To this species of churches succeeded an order of architec-

ture that evinced the builders to have become acquainted with the

Saxon style,* particularly in the ornamental work round the arches of

the doors ; of this class are the ruins at Glendaloch, Clonmacnois,

Kildare, Timahoe, and Monaincha ; to the antiquity of the last of

which Giraldus Cambrensis himself bears especial testimony. -f*

Of the pasturage and agriculture of this period, the mention at

A. D. 994 of the Irish dog which Olafus purchased from the herd,

and which had that Swiss quality of tending his master's cattle, so

remarkably described as " omnes eodem signo notatos," establishes

not only the sagacity of the dog, but suggests the practice of exten-

sive pasturage, which must have needed cunning herding at a period

when all Ireland was a common to the depredations of foreigners.

* See Archaeol. vol. yiii. p. 193.

f "Est lacus in Momonia boreali duas continens insulas, unam majorem et alteram

minorem. Major ecclesiam habet antiquoe religionis, minor vero capellam cui pauci c«libe»,

quos calicolos velcolideos vocant, devote deserviunt."—Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 4. ..yJi Ml I

VOL. XVI. P P
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The mortality among the cattle in 986,* is another evidence to this

point; and Giraldus-f- notices sheep also as very frequent in the island

before his time. The use of tillage is testified by the great quantities

of corn said to have been exported from Ireland soon after the Danish

invasion,J while Caradocus of Lhancarvan records that "
in 897 the

kingdom of Ireland suffered extremely by locusts, who consumed all

the corn and the grass through the whole country." There are some

internal evidences that this agriculture was carried on by the agency
of slaves, and Buchanan mentions, that about the year 994, some

Scottish islanders sought subsistence in Ireland by their daily labour.^

Of roads, &c. Tigernach mentions the construction of the road

of Athlone, by Cathal O'Conor and Malachy O'Melaghlin in 1001,

but no external evidence can be expected of such events.

The practice of working the precious metals, is again evidenced

beyond the necessity of external testimony, by the quantity of golden

ornaments, crowns, cups, gorgets, bracelets, broches, rings, &c., that

have been found in the country. The Irish histories frequently speak
of such, and as has been remarked at the year 921, the Danes that

devastated Clonmacnois, are said to have taken "great spoil of gold
and silver and many precious ornaments."|| The Danes used to make

presents of these, particularly when wrought into rings.** It is also

to be observed, that the Book of Columbkill is allegedff to have been

adorned with gold, and the harp attributed to Brien Boroimhe, pre-

sents much carving and chasing of brass, silver, Scc^X Donatus says

* See ante, p. 266. f See post, section 6 of this Period.

X Betham's Antiq. Research, part i. p. 5.

§
" Ut in Hiberniam plurimi discederent, et ibi mercenaria opera victum qusererent."

—
Hist. Scot.

II Ante, p. 263. ** Ant Celt. Scand. pp. 144 and 147.

ft ^nte, p. 268. + See Vallanc. Coll. de Beb. Hib. No. 13.
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Ireland was, "insula dives opum, gemmarum, vestis et auri/'* Saxo

Grammaticus mentions, that Dublin in 814 was filled M'ith riches,

(" Duflinam barbaris opibus refertissimam ;") the Antiquitates Celt.

Scand.,-f* speak of the golden bracelet and embroidered robe of the '

Irish king, (" armillam auream et togam quae erat Regis Hiberno-

rum,") and enough has been already said of the golden crown of

Boroimhe.

In the art of painting, an Irish proficient is alluded to in the me-

trical letter of Ethelwolf :

*
" Ex quibus est Ultan praeclaro nomine dictus ;

Presbyter iste fuit, Scottorum gente beatus,

Coraptis qui potuit notis ornare libellos."J

And Harpsfeld speaks of the elegant execution of the same

artist.§

Relative to statuary and sculpture, the statues of the Redeemer,

("Christi crucifixi effigies,") of the Virgin, and of Saint Illand, have

been already alluded to, II as has also the sculpture at Glendaloch,

Cormac's chapel, Clonmacnois, Monaincha, &c., while the grotesque

carvings and characters on the crosses at old Kilcullen, Monaster-'

boice, &;c., furnish proofs of their antiquity, which become convic-

tion by a comparison with others, sketched by Mr. Cordiner in his

account of the remarkable ruins in Scotland.

Naval architecture must have fallen back under the paramount
maritime power of the Danes; the native annals, however, record

•
Ante, p. 252. f P. 75.

t Cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. iv. p. 139.

§
" Ultanus ille Scotus fuit, qui polite atque concinne Ubros sacros ad csenobii usum

exscribere solebat."—Hist. c. 14. p. 177.

11 /Inie, p. 273.

p p 2
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engagements at sea, in which the Irish were sometimes victorious;

yet, the use of the primitive corraghs was not abandoned, and the

bark employed by the three pilgrims in 892, is described by Matthew
of Westminster* as of the rudest materials; this, however, might have

arisen from the exigence of the circumstances under which they fled.

SECTION VI.

Commerce, Customs, General Habits, ^c.

The Irish were too powerfully overawed to continue their com-

mercial pursuits during this interval ; their oppressors were decidedly

masters of the sea, and the inertness induced by their despair was so

great, that Giraldus misrepresents it as a natural sloth and unfitness

for the business of life. -f Commerce did not, however, wholly desert

Ii'eland, it continued to be preserved with Gaul, and Giraldus is a

witness:|: that the Danish settlers themselves practised it extensively.

There are also evidences attainable of internal traffic ; we read of a

celebrated fair at Roscrea in 942, where the Danes most treacherously

attacked the Irish, but were defeated with much slaughter,§ and it is

alleged that such fairs were held annually. ||

The coinage of this interval would be worthy of some attention.

* " Construxerunt namque sibi, ex tribus coriis bovinis et dimidio, naviculam quandam
brevissimam sine omni navis instrumento, qua adjuncto sibi unius septimanae victu clam mare

sunt ingressi, &c."—Flores. Hist, ad ann. 891.

f
" Quoniam enim innataj ociocitatis vitio gens Hibernica, ut diximus, nee maria lustrare

nee mercatura indulgere aliquatenus voluerat"—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 43.

t Ante, p. 260.
§ See Warner's Ireland, vol. i. p. 163.

Ij
O'Halloran's Ireland, vol. ii. p. 203.
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"The study of coins and medals," says Doctor Walsh in his too short

notice of those that illustrate the progress of Christianity, (p. 5,)
"

is

recommended to our attention by many interesting circumstances, as

displaying the most unerring and best preserved monuments of ancient

art, as conveying to us the dress of the times to which they belong, as

bringing us acquainted with the features and character of the persons

they represent, and above all, as illustrating the events which occurred

at the period of their impression, and so being the standards of history

and the testimony of its truth or falsehood." The great length of this

Essay, however, compels us to be very brief upon a subject not strictly

within the limits of the question.

,,. The earliest mints alleged by the Irish Annals were said to have

been erected at Armagh and Cashel in the time of Saint Patrick, and

there are very strong reasons to conclude that " there must have been

a great deal of wealth and treasure in Ireland, to have allured the

Ostmen and Normen to have invaded it so often ; it was * * *

money they most sought, for, as the Bua Saga expresses, they used to

enter into partnerships upon oath to exercise their piracies,"
"
qu^

pecuniam sibi honorifice qU(£siveru7itJ"* In this period it will be re-

membered the Ulster Annals speak of the plunder of Clonmacnois in

921
,
as

"
praedam ingentem auri et argenti et pretiosa plurima.""!- Eirik

in 940 is said to have acquired much wealth and riches by plundering

Ireland, (" opes sibi €t divitias comparavit.")* The Annals of Ulster

in 950 mention the plunder obtained by the Danes from several Irish

churches, as "
praeda boum equorum auri argentique."J In 962 a

charitable Irishman ransomed captives with his own money, {^^ pro-

priis pecuniis redemit,")§ while Sturlesonius remarks that all who wit-

* Ante, p. 264. f -^w'*' P- 263.

X Ante, f. 266. ^ Ante^p. 261.
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nessed the Danish spoils, wondered that so much gold could be col-

lected in any northern country,* (" admirati sunt in septentrionalibus

terris tantum auri collectum esse.") The Irish Annals, it is true, speak
of gold as paid by the ounce, -f-

but this would not be conclusive

against the assertion of previously coined money. We would rather,

however, subscribe to the opinion that the Danes were the first esta-

blishers of a mint, and that soon after their conversion to Christianity,

at least the earliest of those coins that have been yet discovered, exhi-

bit proofs of such an origin.J There are also evidences of a coinage

of Ethelred the Second, struck in Dublin at the end of the tenth cen-

tury; but for further information on this branch of the subject, the

curious reader is referred to Simon's Treatise on Irish Coins, and to

Keder's " Nummorum in Hibernia cusorum indagatio."

Of the dress of the day we have seen that Donatus describes Ire-

land as " dives vestis," and the Polychronicon contains a notice§ pre-

cisely to the same effect, while the fashion of the garment is suggested

in a passage of the Antiquitates Celt. Scand. (p. 246.) (" Haraldus

Gillius Hibernico fere utebatur amictu, veste nimirum curt'^ levique.")

The last mentioned work also, after furnishing a very curious account

of the betrothal and marriage contract of that Olafe before mentionedlf

with the daughter of an Irish king, describes several who attended the

ceremony as arrayed in most valuable and splendid dresses.** It

appears that in the marriages of the Danes,"f-f the bride was con-

* See also anle, p. 288, as to "nummus aureus."

t See Annal. Ulton. ad ann. 1004, 1152, 1157, 1161, &c.

t See Anth. Hib. vol, iv. p. 106. § Ap. Gale, pp. 179, 180.

II Ante, p. 262.
•* " Vestibus quam pretiosissimis induti, pluresque alii omnes splendide ornati."—Ant.

Celt. Scand. p. 73.

ft See Mallefs Northern Ants.
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ducted to the nuptial bed by lier father, lights being carried before,

according to the Roman custom ; while it may be added, that it was

at their feasts this people principally debated the affairs of their com-

munity, referring, however, all determination to the morning, on the

principle that the proper time to speak each others sentiments was

when the soul was too open for disguise, and to decide when it was

too cautious to err. As to the habit already noticed of retaining buf-

foons and jesters for domestic diversion, Tigernach mentions that a

king of the Danes was slain by his own jester in 989.

The funeral ceremonies of the Irish continued in this interval the

same that Christianity had introduced. In 933 Concovar,
" Ardma-

chae cum magni honore sepultus est,"* while the funeral of Brien

Boroimhe and his sons after the battle of Clontarf, and the religious

watchings on the occasion are fully detailed in the Annals of Ulster

(ad ann. 1014,) and in the Trias Thaumaturga, (p. 298.)-f' The Danes,

up to their conversion to Christianity, appear to have buried their

dead under mounts and cairns, similar in many respects to those pre-

viously in use with the Irish, but also distinguished as in the instance

of New Grange,:]: by some of the peculiarities of their own religion,

and accordingly the number of those monuments in Ireland was in

this period considerably increased by the then peculiar practice of

the invaders.§ Even after the introduction of coffins, the mounts

• Trias Thaum. p. 296.

t
" Profectus est postea vicarius Patricii cum religiosis et reliquiis sanctorum usque Sor-

dum oppidum S. Columbae, et abstulit inde corpus Briani regis Hiberniae et corpus Murchadi

filii ejus, et caput Conangi et caput Mothli ad sepelienda in Ardmacha in novo sepulchro.

Duodecem noctibus vigilaverunt religiosi congregationis S. Patricii, custodientes corpora, prop-

ter honorem regfis positi."

X See ante, p. 286, &c.

§ See Vail. Coll. Hib. vol. ii. p. 94, and Ware's Ants. p. 136, &c.
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were not wholly discontinued ; for in the isle of Raghery ,
"under seve-

ral tumuli, stone coffins, brazen swords, brazen spear-heads, and in-

one instance a silver fibula of skilful workmanship, have been disco-

vered.
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PERIOD FOURTH.

FROM THE BATTLE OF CLONTARF TO THE ENGLISH INVASION.

SECTION I.

Social and Political History, and Geographical Notices.

Ireland in this interval too continued to be called Scotia and

its people Scots, as by Florence of Worcester,* Theodoric of S. Trudo,

Jonas, S. Bernard, Marianas Scotus, Giraldus Cambrensis, Henry of

Huntingdon, Hermannus Contractus, and Sulgenus junior ; and in

the ages succeeding the scope of this Essay, the same denomination is

given by Johannes Capgravius, Caesarius, Higden, Ceolfrid, Richard

of Cirencester, John Major, John of Tinmouth, Canisius, Gobellinus,

Aimoinus, Surius, Vernul^us, Bozius, Gretser, and Wandelbert.

Marianus Scotus-f- was the first who also attached the name of Scotia

to Scotland.;]: Soon after which we learn that king Edgar by a

solemn edict sanctioned the new appellation ; § and it is only subse-

quently to this that the learned, as e. g. S. Bernard, Conradus in Vita

S. Erchardi, Mercator, Maurice a Portu, Stanihurst, Camden, Salmo-
.i

f

* We have inadvertently classed this author as of the fourteenth century, {ante, p. 188.)
'

t Ad ann. 1034, 1040, and 1050.

X
"

Scotiffi nomen Marianus Scotus, et ipse Hibemus, ad Britanniae Scotiam primus

transtulit, ita tamen ut Hibernos Scotorum nomine non raro designaverit."
—Ogygia Vindi-

cated, p. 293.

% De Burg. Hib. Dominic, p. 6. citing Genebrardus.

VOL. XVI. Q Q
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net, &c. distinguish Ireland as Scotia Major, while by Gretzer it is

designated
" vetus Scotia," and by Cluverius, D'Anville, and Gibbon,

" Scotia antiqua."* Even Mr. Mac-Pherson admits, that "
Ireland

received the name of Scotia some centuries before it was appropriated

to Caledonia,"-f- thus granting a premise, from which, according to his

own arguments,J though subversive of the cause he advocates, the

colonization of Scotland from Ireland must be inferentially de-

duced.

The notices, professedly most referrible to Ireland in this period,

are those contained in the works of Giraldus Cambrensis. He visited

that country as the instructor of Prince (afterwards King) John, and

continued in the island for nearly two years, during which he made

many observations, which are necessarily very curious at this day,

but are nevertheless to be received with considerable caution. It must

not be forgotten that he came over, the advocate of English dominion

and Roman discipline, that without the facilities of a native or even a

long resident, and with a total ignorance, if not a contempt of the lan-

guage of the country, he assumed to describe its general nature,

customs, and habits, from that very limited part of the kingdom which

the English adventurers then fearfully ventured to traverse. Con-

scious as he must have been of his own deficiencies, he tries to supply

the want of diligence by difFuseness, and that of material by ill-timed

encomiums on the fellow-labourers of his mission ; or what is still less

excusable, by retailing the miracles, traditions, and calumnies which

the idle attendants of his royal pupil's boy-court manufactured for

his credulous and superstitious ear. The appeals of truth have in

many instances compelled him to retract his assertions ; and in a word,

• See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. i. Proleg. part ii. p. xlvi.

t Introduction, p. 122. % Introduction, p. 153.
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he can scarcely be relied upon with any confidence, except where his

pi'aises of Ireland or its people may be more forcibly appealed to, as

the confessions of an adversary.

His "
Topographia Hibernica "

is an attempt at a natural history

of Ireland, in which he furnishes a long detail of its zoology, and par-

ticularly of its birds. He censures,* perhaps with justice, the system of

agriculture pursued in Ireland, but praises the quality of the soil, and

is enthusiastic in his eulogy of the climate. -f In the Speculum Regale,
a work supposed to have been written about the middle of the twelfth

century, the climate of Ireland is noticed in much the same language
as by Giraldus, with an addition that "

the domestic flocks of sheep
and oxen are continually fed out of doors, not but the inhabitants are

clothed as well in summer as in winter." This book, as it appears

partially extracted in the second volume of the Antiquarian Reper-

tory, details many curious traditions relative to Ireland, which Giral-

dus has also preserved, and particularly speaksj of one of its principal

cities as having been overwhelmed by a visitation of Providence, on

account of a wrongful judgment given there by a king, curiously coin-

ciding with the Irish account of the destructive inundation of Lough

Neagh.§
It may be permitted to add, that in the centuries immediately sub-

sequent to the English invasion, Richard of Cirencester will be found||

nearly adopting the description given by Bede as referrible to his day ;

* See post, section 6 of this Period.

t
" Terra terrarum hsec omnium temperatissima. Non Cancri calor aestuans compellit

ad umbras, non ad focos Capricomi rigor urgenter invitat.
• * • * * Aeris quoque

dementia tanta est, ut nee nebula inficiens nee spiritus hie pestilens nee aura corrumpens.
Medicorum opera parvum indiget insula."—Top. Hib. Dist. 1. c. 25.

I Antiq. Report, vol. ii. p. 336. § Ante, p. 46.

II
Lib. 1. c. 8. s. 6.

Q Q 2
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Bartholomaeus Anglicus also says of Ireland,
" In this land is much

plentie of corne fieldes, of wells and of rivers, of fair meads and woods,

of metal and of precious stones. * * * * *
It is a good tem-

perate countrie, there is little or none passing heat or cold."* Hadri-

anus Junius makes Ireland thus speak for herself:

"
Ille ego sum Graiis glacialis Hibernia dicta,

Cui Deus et melior nascenfium origo

Jus commune dedit cum Creta altrice Tonantis,

J Angues ne nostris difTundant sibila in oris."

Nor is Buchanan less liberal in his commendations of the climate.—
But enough of this subject, the civil history of the period demands

more immediate attention.

The Danes, though unquestionably shaken from all dominion in

Ireland by the memorable battle of Clontarf, were not wholly dis-

lodged from their settlements in the seaports. They are admitted in

the Irish annals to be still resident in the great commercial cities

even beyond the time of the English invasion, and the charters of the

early English monarchs to those cities, reserving, as they prudently did,

the rights and privileges of those mercantile strangers, furnish the

best confirmation of their importance. The sojourners, however, were

principally traders or mechanics, and were, after the English obtained

a footing, restricted to particular quarters of these towns which they
were allowed to inhabit. Many also, who had intermarried with the

natives, were suffered to remain scattered over the island, and are the

stock of several of its ancient families, as the Cruises, Coppingers,

Dowdalls, Everards, Ferrises, Harolds, Plunkets, Revels, &c., remain

to testify .-f-

*
Property of Tilings, lib. 15. c. 80.

•f- Many families in England trace their pedigrees to the same source, even the illustrious
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Neither were the depredations of those martial adventurers, though

much less frequently exercised, entirely checked. The forays, how-

ever, that succeed, were more properly desultory expeditions perpe-

trated by external pirates, than the result of any dominant tyranny

at home. In 1015 Downpatrick was plundered and burned by the

Danes, an outrage which they repeated in the years 1040 and 1069.*

They also burned Kells in 1015, 1036, 1040, 1073, 1095, and

1099.* In 1017 Einar Jarlus plundered the coasts of Ireland, &c.-t-

In 1020 the chief library of the kingdom at Armagh was consumed,

as it would seem, by the instrumentality of the Danes,J a destruction

which the Annals of Tigernach feelingly lament.§ In 1022 Malachy
the Second died at his palace in an island of Lough Annin. It was

on his deposition by Boroimhe, as before mentioned,!! that the Hy Nial

dynasty was overthrown ; and although on the death of his rival he had

been permitted to hold the government of Ireland for the space of

eight years, yet the failure of the usual order of succession seems more

referrible to the period to which we have assigned it. .

In 1023 Duleek was devastated by the Danes, as also in 1037, and

burned in 1050.** In 1031 Ardbraccan and other monasteries were

Percys are said to have descended from one of those Danish chiefs, who in the ninth century

conquered that portion of France to which they gave the name of Normandy.
• Trias Thaum. p. 633.

f
" Einarus Jarlus per ajstates saepius in piratica versabatur circa littora Hibemise, Sco-

tise at Bretlandiae."—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 167.

X Trias Thaum. p. 298.

§ "Ardmacha combusta tertio Kal. Maii cum nosacomiis suis omnibus, non excepta

domo scripturarum sanctarum, et combustae sunt plurima; domus in temariis regionibus

civitatis, et cathedralis ecclesia magna, lapidea, et campanile cum suis campanis, et lapidea

ecclesia electionum, et ecclesia lapidea Saballi, et cathedra doctrinalis Praedicatorum et copia

ingens auri et argenti et res pretioscB similiter." To which the Annals of Ulster add, "ecclesia

saxea magna cum suo tegmento plumbeo."

II Ante, p. 270. •• Trias Thaum. p. 633.
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plundered by the same people. The year 1047 is commemorated in

the Annals of the Four Masters for an awful fall of snow, with which

Florence of Worcester agrees, (ad ann.)* In 1049, according to the

latter author, a band of Irish pn-ates ran up the Severn, and plundered
the adjacent country.-f In 1051 Harold fled to Ireland.^ In 1052

the same chieftain came over from Ireland, and made several success-

ful incursions on Somersetshire and Devonshire,§ which Florence of

Worcester confirms. In 1056, or perhaps some years subsequently,

according to the Chronicon Mannia?, (p. 8,) Godred subdued Dublin

and a great part of Leinster, and so oppressed the Scots of Ireland,

that they dared not build a ship or even the smallest boat.il This

must be the Godred, to whom Lanfranc Archbishop of Canterbury
wrote the letter given in Usher's Sylloge,** and which is more particu-

larly mentioned hereafter.

In 1 064, according to some accounts, Donough, the son of Brien

Boroimhe, on being banished from his kingdom by his cousin Tur-

lough, made that before-mentioned'f'f notable pilgrimage to Rome, in

which he affected, by the delivery of his father's crown and harp, to

make a constitutional transfer of the dominion of Ireland to the Pope.
It is alleged to have been done with the expectation of present aid in

* " Nix in occidente tanta cecidit, ut silvas quoque frangeret. Quo etiam anno hiems

extitit durissima."

f
" Hibemienses piratae, xxxvi navibus ostium intrantes Sabrinae fluminis, in loco qui dici-

tur Wilesceaxan appulerunt, et cum adjutorio Griffini regis Australium Britonum circa loca

ilia prffidam agentes nunnulla mala fecerunt, Ike."

i Saxon Chronicle, ad ann.

§
" Reversus est Haroldus de Hibernia cum novem navibus, &c."—Saxon Chron.

ad ann.

II

" Godred subjugavit sibi Dubliniam et magnam partem de Laynester. Scotos vero ita

perdomuit ut nullus, qui fabricaret navem vel scapham, ausus esset plusquam tres clavos

inserere."

**
Page 48. H Ante, p. 280.
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the assertion of his title; but that being deferred,
" he took the habit

of a rehgious in Saint Stephen's Abbey in Rome, and spent the rest of

his days in the exercises of devotion."* On his departure, Turlough,

without any election, assumed the kingdom. How highly he was held

in estimation in other countries, appears from various authorities, and

particularly from the passage below-f- cited from the letter of Primate

Lanfranc to him, directed
"
Magnifico Hiberniae Regi Toi'delbaco,"

and preserved in the Sylloge Epist. Hibern. (p. 50.).|.

In 1067 " came one of Harold's sons from Ireland with a naval

force into the mouth of the Avon unawares, and plundered over all

that quarter.§ Florentius Wigorniensis seems to refer this last expe-

dition to the year 1068,11 while he mentions another similar expedition

of these princes from Ireland in the following year,** with which the

Saxon Chronicle nearly agrees.

In 1070 a fleet of Danes, laden with the plunder of England, was

cast away by a great storm, and many of their ships wrecked on the

coast of Ireland.
-f-j*

In 1071 Clondalkin Abbey was despoiled and

burned, and again in 1076.
i^::!:

In 1073 the Irish of Ulster were ac-

* Warner, vol. ii. p. 232.

f "Tot tantaque bona de magnitudinis vestrae erga bonos pia Immilitate, contra pravas

districta. severitate, circa omne honiinum genus discretissima equitate, frater et coepiscopus

noster Patricius narravit, ut quamvis nos nunquam viderimus, tanquam visos tamen vos dili-

gamus, &c."

I It was to the liberality of this prince Westminster Abbey was indebted for its beautiful

roof of Irish oak.

§ Saxon Chron. ad ann;

!|

" Haraldi regis filii Godwinus, Eadmundus, Magnus de Hibernid redeuntes in Sumer-

setania applicuerunt, et de Domnania et Cornubia praeda rapta non modica in Hiberniam

redierunt."

•• "
xliv. navibus de Hibernia venientes in ostio fluminis Tavi applicuerunt, &c."

•ft Saxon Chron. It Trias Thaum. p. 633.
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tive in restoring Grj'fFyd, a Welsh prince, to his kingdom;* and in

1079 supphed him with additional aids to quiet his possession.* In

1081 the great Isle of Arran was plundered by the Danes.

In 1086 the above mentioned Turlogh died,-f in consequence of

which the island became divided into two rival principalities, one

under his son Murtough in the south, and the other under Donald

O'Loughlin of Alichia,;}; a circumstance which was the source of

much bloodshed and devastation. The former, according to Wil-

liam of Malmesbury,§ was long in strict amity with, if not lie-

gance to Henry the First. The Annals of Leighlin and other domes-

* Caradoc LhancaiTan. f Four Masters, Annal. Ulton., &c.

X Aileach (i. e. the eagle's nest,) or Alichia, a very ancient rath situated about three miles

north of Derry, was the parent settlement from which the various tribes of the O'Loughlins

have issued. Previous to the tenth century, a chieftain of this line passed into Connaughtand
became the founder of that family so often mentioned in the Irish Annals, as the O'Loughlins

of East Corcumroe or Burren, and whose descendants are still established in that rocky district.

The pedigree and achievements of this name are veiy fully illustrated in the Book of the

O'Kellys, as extracted from the Registry of Saul Abbey. In 1019 the death of a prince of the

house of Alichia, is commemorated with deep regret by the Irish Annals, which extol him

not'less for his mental than his personal attractions, nor more for the nobility of his birth than

the pre-eminence of his genius. The more martial exploits of his brother Conor O'Loughlin,

and particularly the expedition which he led through the Curlew Mountains into Connaught,

are also the theme of no less eulogy. In 1135, O'Loughlin, king of Burren, was slain by

Cormac Mac-Carthy. In 1148 the supreme power of Mortough O'Loughlin of Alichia, was

recognised by the principal chieftains and nobles of the north, in the same manner as his pre-

decessor Donald had been, although he was not equally successful in asserting it. The fall of

this chieftain at last in the battle of Letterluin, extinguished the hopes and pretensions of his

family ; and although on the death of Roderic O'Conor, a claimant started up of the Alichia

line, he was immediately deposed, and the contested tide finally conceded to the O'Conors.

The O'Loughlins, however, maintained their local sovereignty of Alichia and Tyrone for a

considerable time afterwards, and the successful incursions of Donald O'Loughlin, king of

Tyrone, on the districts of Ulster occupied by the English, were obstinately continued until he

lost his life in the cause, and was honourably interred at Armagh.

§ See post, Period iv. section 6.
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tic account extol him most liberally, while the letter of Anselm

Archbishop of Canterbury, preserved in the Sylloge, (p. 60,) is

addressed to him as
"

glorioso gratis dei regi Hiberniae," and he is

therein much commended for the peace in which he endeavoured to

govern his subjects. In the Chronicon Mannia? it is said, (but with

a palpably erroneous date,) that the nobility of that island, during the

minority of their rightful prince, sent ambassadors to Mortough, re-

questing that he would send them a king of the royal stock of Ireland,

with which he is said to have most willingly complied.*

In 1089 the Irish were again active in restoring a Welsh prince to his

territories.-f In the same year the Danes plundered the Abbey of Inis-

bofin,:]: (County Longford.) In 1095 the Annals of the Four Masters

record a plague, which the Chronicon Saxon refers to 1096, and states

as proceeding from famine; while Holinshed (p. 23) mentions a set-

tlement of the Easterlings in the same year at the north side of the

Lift'ey, adjoining Dublin,
" which of them to this day is called Ost-

mantoune." In 1099 a Norwegian prince, of whom the Chronicon

Manniae relates (p. 11) an absurd instance of arrogance not worth

detailing, depopulated Ireland.§ Torfaeus, in his History of Norway,
is very diffuse in the exploits of this royal pirate. In 1100 Derry was

plundered, and burned in 1131, 1149, and 1166
;||

and in 1111

Downpatrick and Kells sustained the same fate. II In 1115 the

* " Miserunt legatos ad Murecardum O'Brien regem Ybemiae, postulantes ut aliquem

virum industrium de regali stirpe (Hiberniae) in regem eis mitteret, donee Olaus filius Godredi

cresceret. Annuit eis rex libentissime."—Chronic. Manniae, pp. 8 and 9.

f
" Hiberni eodem anno Rbysum restituerunt, el deinde cum gloria ad patriam suam re-

Tcrsi sunt."—Caradoc Lhancarvan.

X See Acta Sanctorum, p. 423.

§
"
Magnus rex, in Hiberniam cum copiis devectus, populatur."—Ant. Celt. Scand.

p. 240.

II
Trias Thaum. p. 633.

VOL. XVI. R R
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Annals of Ulster record a remarkable fall of snow, which is confirmed

by the Chronicon Saxon,* and Florentius Wigorniensis adds, as an

additional proof of its severe continuance, that almost all the bridges

of England were shattered by the frost.

About this time Turlough O'Conor,-!* the prince of Connaught,

taking advantage of the dissensions of the rival kings, began to make

encroachments upon each, and on the death of Mortough in 1119,

and of Donald in 1121, he appears to have acquired the dominions of

both, and an acknowledgment of his title as supreme king of Ireland

by the great majority of the nation.

In 1133 the Danes despoiled Ardbraccan, and carried away many

prisoners. :|:
In 1134, according to Torfaeus and Saxo Grammaticus,

one Harold, born in Ireland, committed great devastations in Norway.§

In 1135 Kells was despoiled by the Danes, and subsequently in 1143,

1144, 1150, 1156, and 1170.|| In 1148, according to the Welsh his-

torians, Cadwallader, in the dissensions that prevailed in Wales,

brought over succours from Ireland to establish his cause. In 1149

the Danes plundered Duleek,l| and again in 1169 and 1171. In 1156

Kells was burned,
" cum templis et ajdificiis."** In 1159 a fresh party

of Danes are said to have come over to the gleaning of Irish plunder. -f-f*

11

* •" Hoc anno adeo rigebat hyems nivibus et pruinis, ut nuUus qui tunc vixit durioris

unquam hyemis meminerit. Hinc autem facta est magna, pecorum lues."

f The family of the O'Conors, that can almost vie in antiquity with the O'Neills, and

that rose on their ruins from the provincial government of Connaught to the sovereignty of Ire-

land, can boast a yet prouder distinction, in having called forth recognitions of such their title

from a long line of English kings subsequent to the invasion of Henry the Second. But any
further illustration of so historic a sept vpould be incompatible with the compass of this Essay.

} Archdall's Mon. Hib.

§
" Haraldus Hybernicarum partium oriundus, florentissimum Norvagise statum veluti

fulmen aliquod ac tempestas concussit."—Saxo Gram. Hist. Dan. lib. 13.

II
Trias Thaum. p. 633. ** Trias Thaum. p. 508.

ff See post, section 6 of this Period.
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In 1164 a considerable Irish force was engaged as allies in a Scotch

rebellion, and sustained a signal defeat at Renfrew.*

About the year 1166 Roderic O'Conor, the son of the before-men-

tioned Turlough, succeeded to the sovereignty of Ireland, from which

he was for some years withheld by the power and machinations of

rival princes; and in 1167 he convened at Athboy the last assembly
of the states ever held by any of the native Irish kings.

This was the time when Dermod, the petty king of Leinster, who

had some years previously carried otf the wife of O'Ruarc of Breffny,

Avas compelled to abdicate his kingdom, and even to fly the country
in consequence of the successful influence of the injured husband, and

especially the power of Roderic, who espoused his cause. The exiled

prince, having crossed to Bristol to solicit the aid of the English mo-

narch, and having there learned the absence of Henry, continued his

journey to France, where that king was then sojourning ;

" craved

his assistance in restoring him to his sovereignty, and offered on the

success of that interference, to hold his kingdom in vassalage under

the crown of England. "-t The suppliant, as might be supposed, ob-

tained a ready hearing from one who had long watched for some pre-

tence whereon to ground an invasion of Ireland. It is even confidently

alleged, that he had many years previously obtained the Pope's Bull,!]!

as an ecclesiastical sanction, but is supposed to have been withheld

from acting on it by the advice of his mother the Empress Matilda.

For the present, however, he contented himself with giving Dermod a

power, to associate to his cause all volunteers who were willing to

espouse it; a sanction which, strengthened by glowing prospects and

* See Chron. Melros ad ann. 1164, cited in Doctor Mac-Pherson's Dissertation, p. 251.

f Hume's History of England, vol. i.

{ A Bull to this effect is published in many works, but its authenticity is disputed.

K R 2
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splendid promises, soon collected a band of Welsh adventurers, who,
with nothing to lose and much to expect, landed in Ireland in 1169.

This scanty group of invaders could not, however, have effected much

but for the divisions that then distracted the country, to adjust or op-

pose which, the eloquence and zeal of the celebrated Laurence O'Toole

were vainly directed ; the maxim of Tacitus was never more applicable,

"dum singuli pugnant universi vincuntur;" and the Irish having no lon-

ger any "cement of federal union among them, their being a prey sooner

or later to some neighbouring civilized nation was unavoidable."* In

1 170, Strongbow, the celebrated Earl of Pembroke, gave his name

and followers to the cause; and in 1171 the English sovereign himself,

hearing of the singular success of the invaders, and perhaps fearfully

jealous of their conquests, arrived at Waterford with 400 ships, -f-
to

receive the homage and submission of the Irish princes.

After a visit to the metropolis, which was intended to awe and

dazzle the deluded natives, and after receiving their submissions with

wily complacence, he bethought him of those interests of religion, which

formed the pretence of the Pope's alleged interference ; an interference

grounded on the assumption of universal temporal supremacy,:^: and

ostensibly granted for the extension of that supremacy ,§ with theaddir

tional injunction of levying Peter's pence from every house in the island. I!

*
Ogygia Vindicated, p. xxvii.

f
" CCCC magnis navibus onustis viris bellicosis et equis et armis et victu."—Hoveden.

t
" Sane Hiberniam et omnes insulas, quibus sol justitiae Christus illuxit, et quae docu-

menta fidei Christianae receperunt, ad jus beati Petri et sacro-sanctae Romanse ecclesise (quod

ttia eliamnobilitas recognoscit,) non est dubium pertinere."
— Rymer's Foedera, vol. i.

§
" Pro dilatandis ecclesiae terminis, pro vitiorum restringendo decursu, pro corrigendis

moribus et virtutibus inserendis, pro Christianae religionis augraento, insulam illani ingredia-

ris, et quae ad honorem Dei et salatem illius spectaverint, exequaris."
—Id.

II
"Jure nimirum ecclesiarum illibato et integro permanente, et salvabeato Petro et sacro-

eanctsc Romanje ecclesix de singulii domibus annua unius denarii pensimie.'*
—Id.

L* n SI
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In furtherance of this pohtical subterfuge, Henry convened a meeting
of the clergy at Cashel, where a Bull to the above effect, and purport-

ing to be from Adrian, was read and received, and several ordinances

framed for the reformation of manners and protection of the ecclesiasti-

cal constitutions. Henry's personal exertions in Ireland, were, however,

prevented by the intelligence of his sons' disaffection, which no sooner

reached his ears, than hastily making feudatory grants to his Norman

followers, in all of which the cantreds occupied by the Danes were,

as before-mentioned, prudently excepted,* he left the country at the

mercy of his greedy tributaries.

bn Koderic O'Conor, of wliom mention has been already made, was

the only Irish prince, who obstinately refused to submit to English

power. His measures, however, were tardy and ill concerted, and

too feebly supported to restore the country to its former indepen-

dence, yet, scorning to treat with any of the buccaneers of the day,

when he found he could no longer avert the storm, he sent three am-

bassadors to Henry, then resident at Windsor, where a league and

final accommodation, still extant, -f and by no means degrading to

Koderic, was concluded.
ji

The years that immediately succeeded carry a deep but melan-

choly interest, feudal principles and passions were introduced into

the country, not with the magnificence and chivalry that are their

usual associates, but debased by the wants and necessities with which

they were mixed up, and stimulated into riotous desolation by the im-

punity with which they might be exercised in this then comparatively

remote country. The mask of religion, for a time assumed, was soon

flung off, vice strode forth in all its deformity, and the epochs of history

became beacons of guilt and oppression, like the crosses that meet the

* See Smith's Cork, vol. i. p. 369. f See post, section 2 of this Period.
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traveller in southern climates, they but point where guilt has done its

work.
* The country, as far as it was precariously subjected to English

power, was cantoned among adventurers, whose direct interest it was

to exterminate and debase the native inhabitants. Strong to oppress
but feeble to govern,

"
they persuaded the king of England that it

was unfit to communicate the laws of England to their victims; that

it was the best policy to hold them as aliens and enemies, and to prose-

cute them with a continual war ;"* and indeed it would seem as if no-

thing but the necessity of using the Irish as slaves and villeins prevented
their utter extirpation, until at length "tttese large scopes of land and

great liberties, with the absolute power to make war and peace, did

raise the English lords to that height of pride and ambition, as that

they could not endure one another."*

Roderic lived to witness the ruinous consequences of his own inde-

cision. Stung with remorse for not having opposed the encroach-

ments of these marauders, with that political ability which had placed

his family on the throne, and broken-hearted at the unnatural rebel-

lion of his sons,-f* he sought a retreat in the solitude of a convent,

and died in the Abbey of Cong, where his tomb is still marked by
tradition.

Thus, as well among the English adventurers as the Irish natives,

faction and civil war had shed their baneful seeds in a soil unhappily
too apt for such a harvest. Feuds and rebellions sprang up luxuri-

antly in every province; the march of civilization was impeded, and

even the scanty streams of justice, which the better policy of govem-

* Davis's Historical Relations, p. 64. Hence the historian of the Crusades remarks, that

Ireland was by Henry the Second connected with England,
" sous le litre d'esclave plutot qui

de sujette."— L'Esprit des Croisades, vol. ii. p. 18.

f See Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. vol. iv. p. 333.
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ment might from time to time have communicated, were clogged or

corrupted in their gloomy channels.

Happily we live in times when we can look back upon such scenes

with the feelings of the crew, who have worked through the rocks and

survived the storm ; the tossing of the waves may yet be visible even

in the wake of our course, but the prospect is clearing around us, and

religion, surrounded once again with all her Christian charities, like

the spirit of God, is moving on the face of the waters. ^

SECTION II.

Government, Constitution, Legislation, Sec.

In this last interval it cannot be said that Ireland was legitimately

governed by any acknowledged supreme king, though several petty

princes of provinces did undoubtedly assume the title, and were

upheld as such by their respective factions and followers. The eli-

gibility was no longer, as before the deposition of Malachy, confined

to a particular family, and command was only acquired by the quali-

fications of strength and courage. They, however, who so established

their pretensions at home, were equally received as such abroad, as

has been shewn* in the instances of Turlough and Murtough, while

Henry the Second, in the league already mentioned and concluded

between him and Roderic O'Conor in 1175, treats him as a king,
"
regem Connactensem," and his independence as such is expressly

stipulated. Roderic was, however, undoubtedly the last who even

assumed the appellation of king of Ireland, and although provincial

* Anle, pp. 303 and 305.
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and local kings of the island are frequently acknowledged in the let-

ters, charters, and grants from the successsors of Henry the Second,

yet, if faith can be given to Froissart's narrative of the interview be-

tween Richard the Second and the four Irish petty kings, it would

be a melancholy proof to what a state of degradation the tyranny and

oppression of the English adventurers had reduced them.

It has been hinted as an evidence of the vanity of the Irish annals,

that they record so many kings as ruling over such petty districts of

country. This application of the term, however, seems also derivable

from the East ; Homer abounds in instances of such sovereigns ; Ulys-
ses was king of Ithaca, our venerable friend Nestor was king of Pylos,

in a small tract of Palestine Joshua enumerates thirty-one kings ; and

Callaway, in his Oriental Observations, (p. 18,) mentions that "
the

natives of Ceylon often style the governors and judges of the supreme
courts rajas or kings." In fact, the title of petty king in Ireland was

somewhat analogous to that of baron in the feudal dispensation, and

like it (in its first institution,) held by tenure.

In 1167, as has been observed, Roderic held the last assembly
of the States (such as had been usually held on Tara) at Athboy,

County Meath, where Gelasius the Primate, and the celebrated Lau-

rence O'TooIe, Archbishop of Dublin, attended. In 1172 Henry the

Second convened that synod at Cashel, at which the archbishops and

bishops of the country are said to have given him sealed charters, con-

finning the kingdom of Ireland to him and his heirs for ever, in consi-

deration of which the benefit of the English laws was at the same time,

tendered on the king's part.* The royal invader was not regardless of

the advantages which this submission opened to himself and his family,

and it seems now satisfactorily proved, that he proposed making it a

• Ware's Bibhops, p. 468.
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separate kingdom in his own line, and that in pursuance of such inten-

tion, he actually conferred upon his son John the sovereignty of the

island, which Pope Urban confirmed by a Bull, and "in token of

confirmation, sent him a crown of peacocks' feathers set in gold^,

The speculation, which possibly would have made Ireland an indepen-

dent nation to this day, was frustrated by the death of prince Arthur,

and the consequent succession of John to the British diadem.

The Pagan custom, of inaugurating the petty princes on the stones

immemorially used for such purposes, still continued, and in Ware's

Annals mention is made of a rock near Kilmacrenan,* on which the

0'Donnells,-f princes of Tyrconnel, were always inaugurated. In

*
It is better known by tbe name of the rock of Doune^ and is situated in a wild and al-

most inaccessible part of tbe County Donegal.

t The O'Donnells (perhaps more correctly O'Donnails,) were also one of the families

that branched from that fruitful stock, Nial of the Nine Hostages, through Connell his son,

wlio, according to Jocelin, received a particular blessing from Saint Patrick, and was also the

ancestor of Columbkill, the founder of so many churches in Ireland as
w^ll

as of the celebrated

monastery of lona, and whom the northern Picts regarded as their apostle. Nial granted to

this Conall all that district of the north, called from him Tyr-Connell, (now County Donegal,)

to which his descendants made large additions; so much so, that in the thirteenth century, they

ruled over Tyrconnel, Fermanagh, Monaghan, and even parts of Derry, Sligo, and Mayo,

Early in the tenth century the O'Donnails are mentioned in the Irish Annals. In 1056 Flan

of Bute is said to have written a poem yet extant, on the rights and privileges of the O'Neills

and O'Donnells. In 1090 O'Donnel was slain at the battle of Moylena. In 11 77 the

O'Donnells gave much opposition to De Courcy in his invasion of Ulster. In 1241 Donell,

king of Tyrconnell, is commended in all the annals, not more for his achievements in war than

his virtues in peace. In 1264 he was specially requested as king of Tyrconnell, by letter from

Henry the Third, to join the lord justice for the service against Scotland, and in 1313 his

grandson received a similar summons. In 1319 Thomas O'Donnell was bishop of Raphoe.
In 1394 O'Donnell did homage to Richard the Second, at Drogheda. In 1422 Nial Garbh

O'Donnell harassed the English until he was at length taken prisoner, and died in captivity

in the Isle of Man. There is a patent of 1429 in the tower of London, for the safe conduct of

Nigel O'Donnel,
" Dominus Tyrconnel," to advise the king according to his liegeance. In 1504

O'Donnell assisted at the battle of Knocktow, near Galway. In 1505 Hugh Oge O'Donnell

in a pilgrimage to Rome, spent several weeks in London, where be was most honourably en-

VOL. XVI. S S
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Speed's map of Lough Neagh, the inauguration pillar of the O'Neills

is marked as then standing.

Regarding heraldry, Cassaneus states the ancient armorial bearings

of the monarchs of Ireland to be, a king holding a golden lily,
and

tertained by King Henry. In 151 1 O'Donel received knighthood at the justs, which Henry the

Eighth held at Westminster, in honour of the birth of a prince. In 1614 the intercourse

between the O'Donnells and the kings of Scotland gave much uneasiness to King Henry
and was productive of several curious letters and communications yet extant. In 1520 Manus

O'Donnel, prince of Tyrconnel, wrote the Life of Saint Columba. In 1522 Hugh Dhu O'Don-

nel paid 140 milch cows for the Book of Ballymote, (now among the MSS. of the Royal Irish

Academy.) In 1529 Roderic O'Donnel was bishop of Derry. In 1554 Manus O'Donnel

rewarded a poet who wrote in his praise, with a mare of his stud for every rami (four verses)

of the poem. In 1564 Calvagh O'Donnell is styled "Dominus" in a treaty with the Lord

Deputy. In 1567 Hugh O'Donnell was knighted by Sir Henry Sidney. In 1585 William

O'Donnell, A. B. of Tuam, finished a translation of the New Testament into Irish, which Dr.

Donnellan had commenced. The close of the sixteenth century is filled with the exploits of

Hugh Roe O'Donnell, who, by the impolitic and dishonourable conduct of Perrot, was insti-

gated into such acts of daring warfare, as nearly endangered the English interests in this

country. His history is that of Ireland in his day. He was ultimately obliged to fly to

Spain, where he was received by that proud nation with royal honours, and dying there was

buried with great pomp at Valladolid. In 1603 Roderic O'Donnell, going into England with

Lord Mountjoy, was created Earl of Tyrconnel, but in 1607 deprived thereof, on which occa-

sion he and O'Neill fled to the continent, leaving their lands and hereditary honours to the

crown. Thus it was that king James was enabled to apportion 800,000 acres in Ulster among

English and Scotch Protestants.—[See Pinnar's Survey.) After the flight of Hugh Roe, and

yet more, after the abdication of the Stuarts, the family of O'Donnel following their fortunes,

diffused themselves over France, Germany, Spain, Italy, and the Netherlands. Hugh O'Don-

nel (second Earl of Tyrconnel,) was page to the daughter of Philip the Third, King of Spain.

In 1629 Michael O'Donnell was prior of a convent at Prague. In 1669 Bernard O'Donnel

was of the establishment at Lovain. In 1690 Baldearg O'Donnell was summoned to retrieve

the fortunes of the Irish in consequence of a ridiculous prophecy. In 1709 O'Donnel and his

comrades signalized themselves at Malplaquet, and several of the name have since risen high
to honour in the Austrian, and yet later in the Spanish service. The O'Donnels were the

founders of many churches, as at Easroa, Derry, Armagh, Donegal, Kill-o-dofinell, Magheri-

beg, &c. and many ancient pedigrees and poems concerning them from the fourteenth century

down, are yet extant.
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sitting in majesty in a black field,* And in confirmation of our fiDi-

mer assertion, that orders ofknighthood existed at a very remote period

in Ireland, Froissart gives a very remarkable narrative of four Irish

kings, who having made their submissions to king Richard the

Second, that monarch proposed to confer upon them the order of

English knighthood, which, when explained to them, they alleged that

they had long before received knighthood from their fathers at their

respective ages of seven years, according to an ancient practice by
which the kings of Ireland were accustomed to create their sons

knights at that period of their lives ;-f thus perfectly agreeing with the

account from Tigernach, relative to Cuchullin.J .,

9c While it is to be inferred that the knowledge of family pedigrees

must have been preserved with jealous accuracy, in consequence of the

frequent contests which the bards used to maintain for the honour of

their respective patrons, it is said that Brien Boroimhe was the first

who appointed surnames of distinction to all the branches of the

Milesian race, and regulated the precedence of the nobility in the

general assemblies, allowing none to bear arms in his court but the

Dal-Cassians. O'Halloran is credulously diffuse in his account of the

heraldry, armorial bearings, &c., displayed at the court of Brien,

while certainly Stephanus Vitus, in the Chronicon Ratisbonense, says

of Conor O'Brien, who was king of Munster form 1120 to 1142, that

he .sent knights companions, distinguished by the blazon of the cross,

and destined for Jerusalem, to Lothaire, king of the Romans, and

• " Rex HybemisB habet regem aureum tenentem lilium, in majestate sedentem in campo

nigro."
—Catal. Glorise Mnndi, p. 1. Conclus. 17. p. 11.

t See L'ljistoire de Froissart, vol. iv. p. 203, very fully as to this interview.

X
"
Septimum aetatis annum attigit, quando obtinuit insignia militaria."—See Ante, p. 77,

where the word " seventeen " should have been " seven."

s s 2
•"
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with them most hberal presents.* A further evidence that the Irish

were acquainted with armorial bearings before the time of the EngUsh

invasion, might perhaps be deduced from the ancient prophecy con-

fidently stated as referring to De Courcy, that Ulster should be sub-

dued by a stranger mounted on a white horse, with a shield charged

with painted birds.

Contributions for the maintenance of the government it would

appear continued to be paid in kine."!*

As to the legislation of what may be properly called Ireland and

the Irish people, though Henry had offered the extension and parti-

cipation of the English laws, and the pale was divided into shires to

facilitate that design ; and though the acknowledgment of the Pope's

authority immediate from Rome,;]; must have introduced the canon

and civil laws, which, as Giraldus complains, had then stifled all other

knowledge in Europe, ("reliquas scientias omnes sufFocaverant,") yet,

from the time of the English invasion, to the fifth year of the reign

of James the First, (a period of above 400 years,) the Brehon law

prevailed in every part of Ireland not actually included in the pale.

Sufficient has been said concerning this code in the corresponding

sections of former periods, to which we shall only beg leave to add

Campion's sketch of the Brehon judges in his day.
" Other lawyers

they have liable to certain families, which after the custom of the

* <' Comites cruce signatos et Hierosolymam petUuros ad Lotharium regem Romanorum et

ingentia etiam munera misisse."—See further on the subject. Annals of Inisfallen ad ann.

1043, Annals of the Four Masters ad ann. 1169, and O'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. i.

Proleg. part ii. p. clii. Tasso in his " Jerusalem Delivered," numbers among the allies of

Godfred,
"
Questi dall' alte selve visuti manda

La divisa del mondo ultima Irlanda."

t Trias Thaumat. p. 306. J See post, section 3 of this Period.
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country determine andjudge causes. These consider of wrongs offered

and received among their neighbours, be it murder, or felony, or tres-

pass, all is redeemed by composition, (except the grudge of parties

seek revenge,) and the time they have to spare from spoiling and

proining, they lightly bestow in parling about such matters. The

Breighoon (so they call this kind of lawyer) sitteth him down on a

bank, the lords and gentlemen at variance round about him, and then

they proceed." And such an ancient judgment-seat of the Brehons

is to this day shewn on the hill of Kyle, (Queen's County,) of which

Ledwich in his Antiquities, (p. S21,) furnishes a print.

The law of Tanistry was recognised by the English government

€ven in the sixteenth century,* and gavelkind may be said still to

prevail among the humbler classes of the Irish to a ruinous degree,

though perhaps necessitated by the want of manufactures to employ
the younger branches.

:^

SECTION III.

Morals and Religion.

The taint left in the manners of the people of Ireland, by their

intercourse with the Danes, seems sadly evidenced through the histo-

rians of this age, and though Brien Boroimhe is said to have laboured

most assiduously to restore the schools, and encourage religion and

the sciences
',-f yet, if the picture drawn by the pen of Saint Bernard

were accurate to the whole extent, the degeneracy in his day was in-

* See Hume's History of England, reign of James the First,

f See Warner, vol. ii. p. 192. .^i— .*it^ ^«i,i .o
a>«',*'-'jJ ^m aii •
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deed deplorable.* And Adrian's alleged Bull to Henry the Second

intimates as much, where he incites the royal missionary to subdue the

Irish to the laws, and to extirpate from amongst them the nurseries

of vice, ("ad subdendum ilium populum legibus, et vitiorum planta-

ria inde extirpanda,") a commission which Matthew Paris characterises

as that of another Joshua. -f* But our little history has now reached

the Rubicon of political prejudices, and henceforth the field of history

is crowded with treacherous insinuations and conflicting assertions,

that make truth attainable only by the narrowest and most impartial

examination. Saint Bernard was the civil as Henry was the military

agent for advancing the jurisdiction and discipline of the Romish

Church, and it was obviously the interest of each, and of the histo-

rians of their party, to decry the state of Ireland, in such a proportion

as might better justify the encroachments they claimed as necessary

for the welfare of the faith.
:J:

At least Laurence and Anselm are

• " Tunc intellexit homo Dei non ad homines se sed ad bestias destinatum. Nusquam
adhuc tales expertus fuerat in quantacunque barbaric; nusquam repererat sic protervos ad mo-

res, sic ferales ad ritus, sic ad fidem impios, ad leges barbaros, cervicosos ad disciplinam,

spurcosad vitam; Chrisliani nomine, re Pagani, non decimas non primitias dare, non legitima

inire conjugia, non facere confessiones ; poenitentias nee qui peteret nee qui daret penitus inve-

niri. Ministri altaris pauci admodum erant, sed enim quid quis pluribus, ubi ipsa paucitas

inter laicos propemodum otiosa vacaret. Non erat quod de suis fructificarent officiis in populo

nequam. Nee enim in ecclesiis aut praidicantis vox aut cantantis audiebatur. Quid faceret

athleta Domini."—Vita Malach. c. 6.

f
"
Hybemise insulam hostiliter intrare et terrain subjugare, atque homines illas bestiales

ad fidem et riam reducere veritatis, extirpatis ibi plantariis vitiorum."

X Wintown, with a quaint simplicity, furnishes the touchstone by which the Irish character

in the time of Henry the Second was appraised :

„• • « • The pepil of Ireland,

. .,,... ,, Unfaithful wes and mystrowand.

And led them all be Fretis wyle

Nowcht be the lauche of the Ewangyle ;

Nowther wald thai do na wyrk

Be the tecbyng of Haly Kyrk."—B. 7. c. 7. v. 221, &c.
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liberal in their eulogies of the Irish priesthood, and even Giraldus*

does not decline to add his suffrage, qualifying it by a complaint, that

they too much confined themselves to the internal practice of monastic

rules,
" and neglected the principal office of clerg3anen, the duty of

instructing the ignorance and of reproving the vices of the people."i* ;

The most remarkable circumstance in the ecclesiastical govern-

ment of this interval, was the revolution by which the nomination of

bishops, being for centuries domestic,J was ultimately transferred to

the Pope ',
and this too will be found equally referrible to the religious

laxity induced during the occupation of the Danes. It has been

already shewn,§ how lay abbots insinuated themselves into the govern-

ment and revenues of particular ecclesiastical establishments. By a

still greater enormity, and evidently with a view to countenance and

maintain these usurpations, the powerful septs assumed not merely to

recommend, but even in some instances to elect, the bishops of their

districts ; and this was one of the grounds of Lanfranc's remonstrance

to king Murtough, as well as of that multiplication of bishops and

episcopal jurisdictions which Saint Bernard justly deprecates.il From

the period of Saint Patrick, though there were no Archbishops in Ire-

land, the metropolitan of Armagh seems to have been more particu-

larly respected as his vicar, comorb, or successor, and a paramount
ecclesiastical power acknowledged as consequential thereto by all the

Christians of Ireland. The Danes, however, of the seaports, alarmed

at the innovations which threw such a weight of influence into the

hands of the native septs, would not submit to have their bishops

*
Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 27. + Lingard's Hist. Eng. c. 12.

X See Cambrensis, Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 17. § Ante, p. 274.

II

" Mutabantur et multiplicantur episcopi pro libitu Metropolitani, ita ut unus episcopa-

tus uno non esset contentus, seel singulae pene ecclesiae singulos hab^ent episcopos."
—Saint

Bernard, Vit. Malach.
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derived from such a nomination, and as they always disdained to

attribute their conversion to the Irish, but rather, as the truth was, to

the Anglo-Saxons, they naturally looked in this crisis to the English

Primate for the consecration of their bishops. The earliest instance of

this foreign appeal occurred in 1074, when the inhabitants of Dublin,

encouraged by the influence of Godred, their Danish king, led the way
to external nomination; and in their letter to Lanfranc, Archbishop of

Canterbury,* acquainted him that they had chosen a bishop of the

name of Patrick, long known to them, and by birth, morals, disci-

pline, doctrine, scriptural knowledge, and theological learning, well

qualified for the duty, and entreated him (Lanfranc) to ordain him a

bishop for them with all reasonable despatch. -f Accordingly this

bishop elect, was consecrated by Lanfranc in Saint Paul's Church,

as was Donatus, who succeeded him about A. D. 1075.+ In 1095

Samuel, the nephew of Donatus, was by like authority appointed to

succeed his uncle in the see of Dublin. Eadmer, the friend and his-

torian of Archbishop Anselm, records the circumstance as below,§ and

the reader will perceive with a\ hat policy he assumes the words "juxta

morem antiquum^
In 1097 the same circumstance threw the nomination of a bishop

*
Sylloge, p. 48.

t
"
Propterea elegimus Presbyterum nomine Patricium, nobis sufficientissime cognilum,

natalibus et moribus nobilem, Apostolica et ecclesiastica disciplina imbutum, fide Catholicum,

in scripturarum sensibus cautum, in dogmatibus ecclesiasticis exercitum, quem nobis quanto-

cius petimus ordinari Episcopum, &c."

X Holinshed's Chronicles, p. 31.

§
" Venit ad Anselmum Cantuariensem Archiepiscopum quidam monachus cacnobii S.

Albani, natione Hibernensis nomine Samuel. Hie, defuncto bonas memoriae Donato, Dubliniae

civitatis Episcopo, a rege Hiberniae Muriertach O'Brien nomine, necnon a clero et populo in

Episcopatum illius civitatis electus est, atque ad Anselmum juxta morem antiquum sacrandus

cum communi decreto directus, &c."—Hist. Nov.
p.

34.
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of Waterford (Malchus) into Anselm's jurisdiction.* The decree fol-

lows the passage, as cited also from Eadmer. Usher has preserved

the letter which the people of Waterford wrote on this occasion to

Anselm, wherein they say that the king of Ireland, the bishops, and

the people, had elected a bishop of eminent, moral, and religious qua-

lifications,+ and entreat his ordination. And in letters from Anselm,

as well to the before-mentioned Samuel,J as to this Malchus,§ further

claims to metropolitan jurisdiction are insinuated and assumed. The

reader will find more upon this subject in Selden's Notes on Eadmer,

(p. 202.)

That we have illustrated the true spirit which dictated these elec-

tions, and the submission to external nomination, is further evidenced

by the letter from the people of Dublin to Ralph, Archbishop of Can-

terbury, about the year 1121, wherein they avow the jealousy they
had incurred from the Irish bishops by not submitting to their ordi-

nation. II ...•>

• " Rex Hiberniae Murcertachus nomine et Dofnaldus episcopus, cum cseteris episcopis et

quique nobiles cum clero et populo ipsius insulae miserunt nuncios ac literas ad Anselmum,
innotescentes ei civitatem quandam Waterfordam nomine in una suarum provinciarum esse,

cut ob numerosam civium multitudinem expediret episcopum institui, simulque petentes ipse

qiiatenus primatus quem super eos gerebat postestate, et quS. fungebatur vicis apostolica; autho-

ritate, sanctae Christianitati ac necessaria; plebium utilitati instituendo eis Pontificem subveniret ;*«••••
elegerant autem idem ipsi in hoc officium quendam sueb gentis vinmi

vocabulo Malchum, eumque sacrandum cum communi decreto ad Anselmum transierunt."—
Hist. Nov. p. 36.

^,,
»• •••• Nobis sufficientissime cognitum, natalibus et moribus nobilem,

apostolici et ecclesiastic^ disciplina imbutum, fide Catholicum, prudentem, docibilem, patien-

tem, moribus temperatum, vita castum, sobrium, humilem, affabilem, misericordem, literatum

in lege Dei, instructum in scripturarum sensibus, cautum, hospitalem, modestum, 8ua3 domui

bene praepositum, non neophytum, habentem testimonium bonum in gradibus singulis. Hunc
nobis petimus a vestri patemitate ordinari pontificem."'

—
Sylloge, p. 64.

X Sylloge, p. 69. § Sylloge, p. 68.

II

" Ut Gregorium nostrum electum Dei gratid ad vos mittamus, antecessorum enim magis-

VOL. XVI. T T
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No attempt appears to have been made during this interval, to

subject Armagh, or indeed any of the native bishopricks, to foreign

jurisdiction. About the year 1134, however, Nigel having usurped
the see of Armagh, as if it were his by inheritance, the prelates and

princes of the country persuaded the celebrated Malachy to accept

that see, and the usurper, unable to oppose his power, was obliged to

fly, not without his share of ecclesiastical booty.*

About this time the claim of the Pope's supremacy or spiritual

influence in matters of discipline, which seems to have been for pre-

vious centuries discontinued and disregarded, was once again brought

forward and openly asserted in Ireland. It has been shewn-f- how

far that supremacy was exercised in the earlier ages of the Irish

church, and also, that some peculiar title, however ill-grounded, was

said to have been derived from the submission of Ireland to Urban,

by Donough's gift of the regalia, :|.
and in Gregory's letter to the king

of Ireland in 1084, the right to jurisdiction over Irish affairs is yet

more extensively asserted.§ Yet never, we apprehend, till this period

was any right to supremacy avowed with a view to its immediate

exercise and ultimate authority. Gillebert, Bishop of Limerick, the

lerio semper nostros libenter subdimus, a quo recordamur nostras accepisse dignitatem ecclesias-

ticam. Sciatis vos revera quod episcopi Hibernice maximam zelum crga nos habent, et maxime

ille episcopus qui habitat Ardinacha, quia nos nolumus obedire eorutn ordivationi, sed semper

tub vestro domino esse volumus. Idcirco vestra suflFragia supplices petimus, quatenus Gregorium

ad sacrum ordinem episcopatus piomoveatis, si amplius illam parochiam, quam multo tempore

vobi$ servavimus, retinere volueritis."—Sylloge, p. 70.

*"Tulit secum insignia quajdam a-dis illius, textum scilicet evangelium, qui fuit beati

Patricii, baculumque auro tectum gemniis pretiosissimis adornatum, quemnominant baculum

Jesu."—Vita Malach. c. 5. and see ante, p. 185-

t Ante, pp. 203-4. I Ante, p. 280.

§
" Si qua vero negotia penes vos emerserint quae nostro digna videantur auxilio, incunc-

tanter ad nos dirigere studete, et quod juste postulaveritis, Deo auxiliante, impetrabitis."
—

Sylloge.
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first apostolic legate of Ireland, paved the way for this assumption,

in a short but very curious tract, (yet extant in Usher's Sylloge,

p. 55.) It was composed for the use of the Irish, to give them some

knowledge of and taste for the Roman hierarchy. An allegorical

drawing accompanied it, formed of three arches, the highest was cover-

ed with birds representing the angels in heaven, the middle or this

world was filled with men, and the lowest or the infernal region was

crowded with animals and reptiles, types of its inhabitants. He like-

wise describes the Church under the form of a pyramid. The laity

is the base, then succeed monks and the lowest clerical orders, their

head is the priest; above them are bishops, archbishops, and primates;

the Pope is seated on the apex."*

Gillebert, having effected much by this little work towards the

introduction of Roman authority, in 1139 voluntarily divested himself

of the legatine authority, which the Pope thereupon conferred upon the

aforesaid Malachy. The appointment could not be more judiciously

made. The new legate was well disposed to discover the abuses and

immoralities which pervaded the country, many of which possibly ex-

isted, but which the magnifying medium of his biographer (S. Bernard)

has so distorted to posterity. The interposition of the Pope presented

to him the only salvation for the island. Immediately previous to his

appointment, he had taken a journey to Rome, to solicit two palls

from Innocent the Second, one for the See of Armagh, which,

from the beginning, as Saint Bernard writes, never had the use of the

pall, and the other for the new Metropolitical Church constituted b}-

Celsus, and supposed to be Cashel.-f- In the exercise of his legatine

function, he held many synods,^ and considerably disposed the public

* liedwich's Antiquities, p. 363. t Ware's Bishops, p. 55.

X Ware's Bishops, p. 66.

T T 2
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mind to receive the authority of the Roman See. " In 1148 he under-

took another journey towards Rome, in order to obtain the palls, but

died on the road in the Abbey of Clarevall, in the arms of Saint Ber-

nard, who was then its Abbot."*

Hitherto no ecclesiastical jurisdiction can be shewn to have resided

in the Pope, and none of the bishops named, or any other Irish bishops

appear on their appointment to have applied to Rome for Bulls of rati-

fication. The feeling, however, inspired by Gillebert and Malachy was

not suffered to subside, and in 1152 a synod was convened at Kells, at

which Cardinal Paparo, as the Pope's legate, presided. It was attended

by such of the prelates, abbots, priors, and inferior clergy of Ireland,

as were friendly to the innovation, -j-
and there " the council being as-

sembled, Cardinal Paparo distributed the four palliums for Armagh,

Cashel, Dublin, and Tuam; he then declared, as it was right to do, the

Archbishop of Armagh Primate over the others ;
*****

and the Cardinal ordered, in virtue of apostolic authority, that tithes

should be paid, but on this point he was very badly obeyed, for it is

certain that tithes were, if at all, very little exacted in Ireland until

after the establishment of the English power."J Cambrensis expressly

says that the Irish people did not pay tithes, and gives it as a criterion

of their barbarism, ("nondum enim decimas vel primitias solvunt.")

Suffragan Sees were at the same time fixed for the four Metropoli-

tans."§ Soon after this synod, Adrian, in his reputed Bull to Henry
the Second, asserts the title which he thus established, and thence-

^,
• Ware's Bishops, p. 56. f See Lanigan'sEccl. Hist. vol. iv. p. 140.

X Lanigan, vol. iv. p. 282. It is said in a charter from Dermod Mac-Morrough to tli€

monasteiy of All Saints, near Dublin, and supposed to be granted in 1168, that the gift is made
" sine aliqua decimarum exactione."—See Harris's Collect. MSS. vol. i. p. 2.

§ Lanigan, vol. iv. p. 146. Warner, vol. i. pp. 21 and 22.
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forward exercised as one of natural right and universal extent over

all countries,
"
quibus soljustitiae Christus illuxit." ;nh

In 1 175, in that very council at Windsor where the league was rati-

fied between Henry and Roderic, the former is recorded to have exer-

cised the first act of that authority in the ecclesiastical affairs of Ire-

land, which the Pope's Bull, if genuine, would have delegated to him,

in appointing a bishop to the then vacant see of Waterford, Hoveden

mentions this circumstance in his Annals, ad ann. 1175,* and it is

evident from his account, how prudently he exercised this first act of

interference, not only in selecting an Irishman for the see, and send-

ing him back in the company and as with the concurrence of the

Archbishop of Dublin, but also in directing him to be consecrated by
his future metropolitan.
' Doubtless from the corrupt mode of domestic nomination, much

ecclesiastical disorder must have ensued. Saint Bernard attributes to

it a want of canonical discipline among the clergy, and a general im-

morality and superstition among the laity. -f* It was probably this

laxity of clerical example that caused the decree of the council of

Clane in 1163, that no one should be admitted a reader in divinity

unless he had been educated at Armagh.J On the subject of the mar-

riage of the clergy, although such marriages were severely reproved

in Cumian's Essay,
" De Poenitentiarum mensura," (c. 3,) and in the

twelfth canon of Columbanus's Book upon the same subject, they yet

continued to be very generally practised^ to the time of Malachy,

In eodem vero concUio dedit rex Angliae magistro Augustino Hibernensi episcopatum

Waterfordiae, qui tunc vacabat in Hybemia. Et misit eum in Hybemiam cum Laurentio

Diviliniae archiepiscopo, ad consecrandum a Donate Cassiliensi archiepiscopo."

+
" Inde tota ilia per universam Hyberniam, de qua multa snperius diximus, dissolutio

ecclesiasticas disciplinae, censurae enervatio, religionis evacatio, inde ilia ubique pro consuetudine

Christiana sseva introducta barbaries, &c."—Vita Malachiae, c. 7.

X See Borlase's Reduction of Ireland, p. 44. § See Archdall. Mon. Hib. p. 23.
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whose historian severely animadverts upon their prevalence. Saint

Bernard, however, wrote with the same prejudices which actuated

Malachy, and his work is therefore too truly charactered as
"
the

grand reservoir, from which all succeeding defamers of the Irish

Church and nation have drawn their authorities and arguments."*
This much, however, is certain, that Malachy was the first who seri-

ously applied himself to abolishing such marriages. -f-

At the synod of Cashel, held by Henry the Second in 1172, of

which and the decrees passed therein Giraldus gives a very full de-

tail, ;{:
the attention of the assembly seems to have been particularly

directed to the prohibition of marriages within canonical degrees, and

the regulations of the ceremonies of celebrating lawful marriages, in

such an earnest manner, as seems to justify the reproaches of Lan-

franc§ and Anselm§ on that head ; further regulations were there also

made concerning the celebration of baptism in public churches, the

payment of tithes, the exemption of church lands from all taxes and

impositions, the due execution of wills by a person dying,
"

confes-

sore suo et vicinis astantibus," the rites of Christian burial, and the

introduction of the Roman liturgy.

In the constitutions and canons of Comyn, Archbishop of Dublin,

at the close of the twelfth century, || confirmed by Pope Urban the

« O'Halloran's History, vol. ii. p. 322.

t Malachie archevesqued'Armaghe.enHibemie obeissantaux ordinances du papeCalixte,

i'ut le premier qui en son diocese renonce au marriage, ayans este tous ses predecesseurs mar-

ries ; tellement que ceste dignite archiepiscopale etoit venue jusques a luy de pere en fils par

cinque generations."
—

Vignier Hist, de I'Eglise, p. 338. And again, the same author says,

"Malachie legat du pape en Hibernie voulut contraindre les prestres de son diocese de laisser

leur femmes des quels ils auoient jusques alors use en marriage, dont il excita des grandz

troubles a I'encontre de luy."
—Vignier, Hist, de I'Eglise, p. 350.

J Hib. Expug. lib. i. c. 36. § See their letters in Usher's Sylloge.

ii
See Ware's Bishops, p. 316, and Lanigan, yuI. iv. p.

269.
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Third, some curious notices occur. Priests are forbidden from cele-

brating mass upon a wooden table, as had been the practice introduced

by Saint Patrick, (the council of Epone, which first condemned such

altars, not having taken place till the year 517,)* and all altars are

enjoined to be for the future of stone ;

" and if a stone of sufficient

size to cover the whole surface of the altar cannot be had, that in such

case a square, entire and polished stone be fixed in the middle of the

altar where Christ's body is consecrated, "-f- an ordinance still preserved

in the altar stones used at the celebration of masses in country cha-

pels or private houses. The chalices of monasteries or rich churches

were also, in the same synod, ordered to be of gold or silver, but that

in poorer places of worship pewter might be substituted. Immoveable

fonts were directed to be fixed in every baptismal church, many beau-

tiful specimens of which still maintain their places in the churches of

Ireland, as well as in those of the sister country. Tithes were ordered

to be paid out of provisions, hay, the young of animals, flax, wool,

gardens, orchards, and out of all things that grow and renew yearly;

other decrees are made respecting the celebration of mass, the vest-

ments, the coverings of the altar, &c. and also concerning Christian

burial as hereafter stated,J and it is observable, that in the thirteenth

canon of this very synod, it is expressly said, that " the clergy of Ire-

land, among other virtues, have been always remarkably eminent for

their chastity."§ There are also numerous evidences that extreme

unction of the dyingH and prayers for the dead** were of constant

practice in this interval.

Even if Cambrensis had not so expressly informed us that tithes

•
Lanigan, vol. iv. p. 272. f Ware's Bishops, p. 316.

X Post, section 6 of this Period. § Ware's Bishops, p. 317.

II Post, section 6 of this Period. ** See post, sections 3 and 4 of this Period.
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were not of the Irish Church estabhshment, it might be sufficiently

inferred from the humiUty, self-denial, and abstinence, in which the

clergy of that country appear to have lived. Cambrensis himself says,

that when Gelasius, Archbishop of Armagh, came down to visit King

Henry, a white cow was driven before him, from whose milk he de-

rived his only sustenance.* And in the ancient
"
History of the Arch-

bishops of Bremen," (p. 64,) a very singular instance indeed is given

of the limited revenues of an Irish divine. It is introduced in the

account of the council of Lateran, where an Irish bishop stated that

his whole maintenance was three milch cows, which on failure of milk

were replaced by his parishioners.-l- The revenues, however, necessary

for the service of religion and support of hospitality, continued to be

derived from those Corban, Erenach, and Termon lands, on which

Spelman furnishes an elaborate discourse in his Glossary, :J:
as does

Doctor Lanigan in his Ecclesiastical History.§ Sitric, the Danish

prince of Dublin, in 1038 bestowed part of that tract of land which

extends along the shore from Dublin to Howth, on his religious foun-

dations. || The monasteries were also supported by frequent donations

of cattle.**

The Irish annalists are most diffuse in describing the splendid do-

nations given by the before-mentioned Turlough O'Conor,
"

in pios

* " Vaccam caudidam, cujus solum lacte vescebatur, secum quocunque venerat circumdu-

cens."—Hibem. Expugn. lib. 1. c. 34.

+
" Erat ibi etiam Hybernicus, (Episcopus,) qui retulit se non habere alias reditus prseter

tres vaccas lactantes, quas in defectu lactis parochiani sui per alias innovabant."

I Title,
" Corban." § Vol. iv. p. 80, &c.

II
See Grose's Antiquities, p. 19.

** In 1 106 " S. Celsus archiepiscopus Ardmachanus circuit et visitat Ultoniam, et juxta po-

puli taxationem ad numerum quemque senarium personarum accipit unum bovem, vel ad uu-

merum ternarium unam juvencam, cum multis aliis donariis et oblutionibus." And in the same

year he took a circuit of Munster,
" Et in singulis cantharedis accepit septem boves, septem

oves, et mediam unciam argenti, cum multis aliis gratuitis donariis."—Trias Thaum. p. 299.
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usus." In 1150, Gelasius, who enured himself to such abstinence,

made a visitation of his diocese,
" ut pro more," in which he collected

supplies of cattle from the princes and nobles.* In the same year we

find the Abbot of Derry making a circuit of collection for the repairs

of his church which was burned in IMQ.-f* In 1157 a synod was

held for the purpose of consecrating the church of Mellifont, (County

Louth,) when many rich grants were made to that monastery. The An-

nals of the Four Masters are most minute in recounting the assem-

blage of personages, and the offerings of each on that occasion for the

good of their souls, (eleemosynam pro anima su&..") Townlands, cows,

sheep, and ounces of gold, were the principal articles of contribution.

It was on this occasion the unfortunate Dervorgilla, whose amours

with Dermot remotely induced the English invasion, presented the

offerings of her sorrowing spirit, |.
and in this establishment in 1193,

she closed her days in penitence.

Pilgrimages continued to be practised in this period. Tigernach

mentions one in 1026, and another in 1043. In 1037 Cathald, son

of Roderic, lord of west Connaught,
" dominus occidentalis Con-

naciae," performed a pilgrimage to Armagh.§ The Acta Sanctorum

(p. 407) commemorate similar penitential visits to Clonard in 1052,

1070 and 1141. In 1098 the son of the historian Tigernach died

under the severity of a pilgrimage.il In 1122, a professor of the

• Trias Thaum. p. 306.

t It is stated that Murtough O'Loghlin, King of Ireland,
"
viginti boves cum ipsius

regis equo, et aureo annulo unciarum quinque accepit; item a singulis proceribus equum unum,

et communi reliquorum contributione juxta taxatum personarum numerum, a singulis binis

burgimagistris unum bovem, &c."—Trias Thaum. p. 504.

t
"
Sexaginta uncias auri et calicem ex auro pro summ4 altari, et sacra paramenta pro

singulis altaribus."—See Trias Thaumat. p. 309, et Acta Sanctor. p. 656.

^ Trias Thaum. p. 298.
1| Acts^ Sanctorum, p. 416.

VOL. XVI. V V M>i'^
'"
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Abbey of Clonard died in pilgrimage at Glendaloch.* In 1129 a prin-

cess of Munster died "in peregrinatione
"

at Derry,
"
post laudabi-

lem pcenitentiam."-f- A pilgrimage to Armagh in 1131, and another

"sancta peregrinatio animam salutari" in 1134, are recorded in the

Trias Thaumaturga, (p. 303 ;) and the same work makes mention

(p. 306) of the death of a princess in pilgrimage at Armagh. The

Annals of Innisfallen record, at the year 1043, a pilgrimage even to

Jerusalem ; and one to Rome in 1064 is mentioned by Tigernach,
In later days we find the ill-fated Pierce De Gaveston making his

offerings at the shrine of Saint Kevin, in Glendaloch, after he had

routed the O'Byrnes.J That Saint Patrick's Purgatory in Lough

Derg was also frequented in these ages, appears from Caesarius of

Heisterbach,§ who urges (" Qui de Purgatorio dubitat, &c.") "He
that hath the least doubt of Purgatory, let him go to Scotia, and

enter into the Purgatory of Saint Patrick, and then he will no longer
doubt of the pain of Purgatory." While Doctor Hanmer records the

pilgrimage thither of a knight, who had long served in King Stephen's

wars,
"

the strange sights he saw there, and how he made report

thereof unto King Stephen."||

One of the supposed uses of the round towers, was, it will be re-

membered, as chambers in the nature of stylite pillars for penitents

of the order of Inclusi.** No evidence, however, we believe can be

adduced to their being so tenanted in Ireland ; there are, however,

notices in this interval of individuals, defined to be "
Scoti," who

submitted to such inclusion in foreign countries. Florentius Wigor-
niensis (ad ann. 1043) mentions one instance in Aminchad, ("Amin-

• Acta Sanctorum, p. 407. f Trias Thaum. p. 507.

:j; Pembrige's Annals. § Dial. lib. 12. c. 38. cited Ware's Ants. p. 8.

II
See Henry of Saltrey in 1 153, and also the Ulster Annals at 1497-

•*
Vide, anU, p. 138.
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chadus Scoius monachus et inclusus in Fuld^ obiiti") and another in

Marianus (" Marianus Scotus inclusus,^') at the same year, as well as

at the years 1058, 1 059, and 1069; and at 1058 he speaks of " Pater-

nus Scotus multis annis ificlusus," which Marianus, in his own Chronicle

(ad ann. 1069) confirms.* We have not, however, been able to dis-

cover that any trace of a building resembling the Irish round tower,

has been discovered in Fulda, which would seem a necessary step to

the application of the "
inclusi

"
hypothesis to Ireland. No durable

structures were erected for such recluses, and Matthaeus shews-f* that

those, who merely shut themselves up in their ordinary cells, were called
"

inclusi.

In reference to the alleged order of Culdees,J there are in this

interval, and in the subsequent centuries, some obscure mentions of

such priests. Even in the Irish annals the name of Culdee or Keli-

deus does sometimes occur, but rather as the attribute of individuals,

than as the generic name of any community. § Giraldus, speaking of

Monaincha, certainly mentions Culdees (" coelicolas vel colideos,")|l

as inhabiting a cell there, and in his Cambrian Itinerary,** he speaks

of them as existing in Bardsey. Hector Boethius, in his history,

(lib. 6,) speaks of this order as in Ireland and Scotland, In the

register of Archbishop May, they are recorded as in Armagh in 1445;

* "
Ego miser Marianus, jussu episcopi Moguntinensis et abbatis Fuldensis post annos

X meae inclusionis solutus de clusa in Fulda, ad Moguntiam veni, et in festivitale septein fra-

trum secundo indudor." Marianus also mentions " Pafernus Scotus inclusus," ad ann. 1058.

+ Vet ^vi. Analect. vol. iii. p. 139. j Vide, ante, p. 211, &c.

§
" S. Comganus cognomento Kele-De seu Deicola."—Trias Thaum. p. 478. " S. Angus

merito cognomentum illud adeptus est, quo vulgo Kele-De indigetatur, quae vox Latine reddita

Deicolam seu Amadeum designat."
—Acta Sanctorum, p. 680.

II Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 4.

""Insula modica quam monacbi inhabitant religiosissimi, quos caelibes vel colideo*

vocant."—Itln. Cambr. lib. 2. c. 6.

U U 2
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and in 1447 they are mentioned in a rescript of Pope Nicholas the

Fifth.* Usher, in his Primordia (p, 637,) says, "in the great churches

in Ulster, as at Cluannis and Daminnis, (Devenish) particularly at

Armagh, in our memory were priests called Culdees, who celebrated

divine service in the choir. Their president was styled Prior of the Cul-

dees, and he acted as precentor." And lastly, Harris, in his notes on

Ware-f* says, the Culdees of Armagh were a corporate body, and pos-

sessed of a considerable landed property.

In 1220 Henry Loundres Archbishop of Dublin, is said to have

put out the before-mentioned:]: fire, hitherto preserved at Kiidare.

" Be that how it will, without doubt the custom of preserving a fire

in that convent by the nuns of Saint Brigid, for the benefit of the

poor and strangers, as was pretended, was continued down afterwards

until the suppression of monasteries in the reign of King Henry the

Eighth."§

• See Spelman's Glossary, tit. Culdei. f Antiquities, c. 3-5.

X Ante, p. 210. § Ware's Antiquities, c. 35. ad fin.

tHiif.'-V:
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SECTION IV.

Sciences, Learning, and Learned Men.

Ireland still struggled to maintain its high character for learn-

ing and education, and even in the eleventh century,
" that dark

period of the middle age,"* Sulgenus Bishop of Saint Davids,

"
Exemplo patrum commotus amore legend!,

Ivit ad Hibemos sophia mirabili claros ;

Ast ibi per denos trinos jam placidus annos

Congregat immensam pretioso pond ere massam,

Protinus arguta thesaurum roente recondens;

Post haec ad patriam remeans jam dogmate claras."f

Tigernach (ad ann. 1040, &c.) mentions several schools as of his

day flourishing in the island, while that of Armagh still seems to

have asserted its pre-eminence ; the synod held at Clane has been

already alluded to,J where it was decreed " that none should for the

time to come be admitted public readers in divinity, but such as had

been students in the University of Armagh ;"§ and, adds Harris, "in

the year 1169, Roderic O'Conor, King of Ireland, enlarged the sti-

pend of the chief master of this academy, by binding himself and his

successors to the payment of a pension of ten oxen yearly to him and

his successors, on condition that the " studium generale
"

or public

school, should be continued and kept open for all students who should

*
Campbell's Strictures, p. 101.

f Verses by Sulgenus Junior, cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. iv. p. 353.

X Ante, p. 325. § Ware's Antiquities, p. 241.
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come to Armagh, as well from every part of Ireland as from Scotland."*

Yet the literary monopoly, which Ireland had so long enjoyed, seems

to have ceased ; and it is recorded that Ceallach (Celsus) Archbishop
of Armagh in 1106, who was universally skilled in the circle of the

sciences, -t* received his education partly at Oxford.J
Of the historians and annalists of this time, every monastery had

its scribe and registry, and notwithstanding the literary ravages of

subsequent centuries, some few bf their chronicles are yet extant,

which, though modern critics have been so severe in their censures of

them, as the Bishop of Down so justly laments,§ yet will be found well

worthy of credit and attention. The most remarkable within our

present period, are the Annals of Tigernach, a chronographer, not only

inviting inquiry as the most ancient annalist in any northern language,

(unless the Psalter of Casliel be yet extant,) but also as meriting it for

the diligence of his researches and the ingenuousness of his narrative.

The antiquity of his chronicles is proved by the remark in Marianus,
" hoc autem mihi retulit Tigernach senior meus,"ll and even more by
the internal evidence of their own simplicity. They are a naked,

honest, unadorned statement of facts, communicated with veracious

dryness, and only varied by notices of the changes of the weather,

the appearances of the heavens, the visitation of epidemical com-

plaints, and the courses of the crops. His pages are, however, fre-

quently illustrated by quotations from Latin and Greek authors, as

6. g. Horace, Virgil, Phny the younger, Eusebius, Origen, Saint

Jerome, Julius Africanus, Anatolius, Bede, &c., whom he not only
cites with accuracy, but frequently balances and contrasts their au-

Ware's Antiquities, p. 241. f Ant. Acad. Oxf. Apol. 1. 2. s. 280.

I Ware's Bishops.

§ Defence of the Ancient Irish Historians, Preface, p. vi.

I Cited O'Conor, Rer. Hib.. Script Proleg. part 2. p. clxxiii.
'^^ '"'
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thorities with much critical acumen.* It is therefore but reasonable

to conclude, that he is equally correct in his allusions to, or extracts

from the native authors, not only those of the seventh, eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries, but even those lost
" monumenta Scotorum,*'

which were then still echoed in tradition. He begins his history, not

with the introduction of Christianity, as Doctor Beauford asserts,-!*

but with the year 305 before Christ, and concludes with A. D. 1088,

when the annalist himself died,]: In the same century, Flannus, of

the monasteiy of Bute, (County Meath,) wrote his metrical history of

the kings of Ireland, still extant at Stowe.§ With this century too

the Annals of Inisfallen terminate. In the close of the twelfth cen-

tury, a detail of the exploits of the early English adventurers in Ire-

land was composed; it is ascribed to Maurice Regan, secretary of Der-

mot Mac-Murrough, and is published in Harris's Hibernica,|| In the .

same age flourished Concubran, who wrote the Biography of Saint

Moninna, In the thirteenth century, if we may be allowed to look

somewhat beyond our cordon, the most remarkable chronicles are the

Annals of Ulster, Connaught, Inisfallen, Boyle, and Multifernam ;

in the fourteenth the annals by Pembrige and Clynn, and those of

Ballymote and Lecan; in the fifteenth those annals of Ireland com-

posed by Charles Maguire, a canon of Armagh, and comprising the

period from 444 to 1498. In the sixteenth century those of Flattis-

bury and Stanihurst, and in the seventeenth the Annals of the Four

Masters are eminently entitled to notice. The latter history is par-

* See Annal. Tigem. ad ann. A. C. 164—ad ann. A, D. 91, 1 10, &c. And see O'Conor's

Catal. Stow. vol. i. pp. 37 and 193.

t Vallanc. Collect. De Reb. Hib. vol. ii. p. 209. X Nichols. Irish Hist. Library, p. 30.

§ See O'Conor, Rer. Hib, Script, vol. iii. p. 142.

II
Doctor O'Conor woiild throw some doubt on this being Regan's work.—See Catal. Lib.

Stow. vol. i. pp. 209,210, .
.

; .^ .a 4.
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ticularly copious, beginning with the earlier legends of Irish history,

and terminating with the English invasion. And in all these histories

will be found on examination just such an agreement in essential, and

such a difference in unimportant matters, as bespeak that veracity

without combination, which has been deduced as the best evidence of

authenticity in a more vital cause. It must not be omitted, that about

the commencement of this period, a compilation was made from more

ancient documents, entitled the "
Dinn-Seanchas," which professes to

illustrate much of the ancient topography of Ireland, but is conside-

rably alloyed by fabulous narratives.*

-•' The poetry of the day may safely be consigned to internal evi-

dence. It survived the independence of the country, and even in the

days of Elizabeth, the author of the "
Faerie Queene," thus reluc-

tantly extols the poems of the Irish bards. "
I have caused divers of

them to be translated unto me, that I might understand them; and

surely they savoured of sweet wit and good invention. -f

That music had been, long previously to the period at present un-

der consideration, introduced in the service of religion, is most satis-

factorily evidenced by the existence of the Antiphonarium Bencho-

rense ; that valuable document, were other evidence wanting, must

evince, that though the Roman canticles might not have been sung in

Ireland till the time of Malachy, as S. Bernard would seem to testify in

his life of that saint,J yet the Irish were not without their own an-

cient ecclesiastical music.§ At the obsequies of Brien Boroimhe and

* See O'Reilly's Account of Irish Writers, Trans. lb. Celt. Soc. p. xxxvii. He who read*

this interesting treatise will but regret its conciseness.

U. f View of the State of Ireland.

X See O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. iv. p. 158, and see ante, p. 318.

§ On the testimony afforded by this document, see Gerbert. Hist. Mus. cited O'Conor,

Rer. Hib. Script, vol. iv, p. 166.
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his son, according to the Annals of Inisfallen, ad ann. 1014, the

clergy sang hymns and canticles for the souls of the departed heroes.*

In 1022 the obsequies of King Malachy were celebrated with like

respect by bishops and priests, ("qui sacrijiciis, hymnis, canticis et psal-

modi4 ejus exequias solemniter celebr^runt,") Giraldus mentions the

bishops, &c. as carrying harps, and delighting in sacred melodies
;-f*

while he speaks of the general musical talent of the country with such

raptures, and at the same time such criticism and taste, as would be

prejudiced by translation ; yet even this eulogy he could not but

qualify with a censure, and accordingly he invidiously alleges, that

it is in them a solitary gift of
genius.."]:

Polydore Vergil, an Italian, who flourished partly in the fifteenth

and partly in the sixteenth centuries, while he accuses, the Irish of

* " Duodecem noctibus vigilavere, custodientes corpora, legentes psalmos et preces cum

pluribus hymnis et canticis pro animabus eoricm."

f
"
Episcopi et abbates et sancti in Hibernia viri citharas circumferre, et in eis modulando

pie deiectari, consueverint."

X
" In musicis instrumentis, ***** prse omni natione quam vidimus, incom-

porabiliter est instructa [gens Hibemica;] non enim in his, sicut in Britannicis (quibus assu-

eti sumus) instrumentis, tarda et morosa est modulatio, verum velox et praesens, suavis tamen

etjucnnda sonoritas. Mirum quod in tanto tam prajcipiti digitorum rapacitate musica serva-

tur proportio, et arte per omnia indemni inter crispatos modules, organaque multipliciter intri-

cata tam suavi velocitate, tam dispari paritate, tam discordi concordia, consona redditur, et

completur melodia, seu diatesseron seu diapente chordae concrepent. Semper tamen ab

molli incipiunt et in idem redeunt, ut cuncta sub jucundae sonoritatis dulcedine compleantnr.
Tam subtiliter modules intrant et exeunt, sicque sub obtuso grossioris chorda^ sonitu, gracilium

tinnitus licentius ludunt, latentius delectant, lasciviusque demulcent, ut pars artis maxima

videat artem velare. • • • • • Notandnm vero quod Scotia et Gwallia, haec propaga-

tionis, ilia commeationis et affinitatis gratia, Hiberniam in modulis aemula imitari nituntur dis-

ciplin£L.
• » • » * Multorum autem opinione hodie Scotia non tantum magistram

equiparavit Hiberniam, verum etiam in musica peritii longe praevalet et praecellet." We
could not willingly suppress the eulogy of Scotland, which the latter member of the sentence

contains.—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 11.

VOL. XVI. XX
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indolence and neglect of the other accomplishments, excepts music*

Paulus Jovius, the contemporary of Vergil, in his description of Ire-

land, concedes the same praise. And Peter Lombard writes
"

musicii.

delectantur et poesi/'-f- Giraldus describes the musical instruments

used there as the cythara and tympanum,;]; which probably refer to two

different species of the harp, for Brompton says the Irish had two

kinds of harps, the one bold and rapid, the other soft and soothing; the

latter and smaller was used by females and by ecclesiastics, as an ac-

companiment to their songs and hymns, while the former was sounded

only in the public assemblies of the people.

It has been already mentioned§ that the Welsh received their

music from Ireland, and that, according to Warton,
"

in 1078 Gryf-

fith ap Conan brought over with him from Ireland many Irish bards

for the information and improvement of the Welsh. "|| Innumerable

authorities could be also adduced to shew the admitted pre-eminence

of the music of Ireland during the middle and subsequent ages.

John de Fordun, a Scottish priest, who was sent over to this king-

dom in the fourteenth century, to collect materials for a history of

Scotland, expressly says that Ireland was the fountain of music in his

time, whence it then began to flow into Scotland and Wales. John

Major, in his panegyric on James the First of Scotland, calls that

prince
"
another Orpheus, who touched the harp more exquisitely

* "Musicam, cujus peritissimi sunt, canunt enim cum voce turn fidibus eleganter, sed

vehementi quodam impetu, sic ut mirabile sit in tanta vocis linguaeque atque digitorum velo-

citate, posse artis numeros conservari, id quod illi ad unguem faciunt."—Hist. Angl. lib. 13.

p. 223.

t See post, section 6 of this Period.

X Hibemia quidem tantum duobus utitur et delectatur instrumentis, cythara scilicet et

lympano. JEneis quoque magis utuntur chordis Hibemi quam de corio factis."—Top. Hib.

Dist. 3. c. 1 1.

§ Ante, p. 281.
J Hist. Engl. Poetry. Dissert. 1.
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than either the Highlanders or the Irish, who were the most eminent

harpers then known," Le Comte de Hoghenski speaks thus of the

practical knowledge of the Irish harpers at a later day.
" Les Ire-

landois sont entre tous les peuples ceux qui passent pour jouer le

mieux de cet instrument," (the harp.) John Clynn, the annalist, in

extolling the merits of O'Carrol the harper and his pupils, not only

shews the flourishing state of music in this kingdom at the time he

wrote, (A. D. 1340,) but gives grounds to believe the existence of a

school of harpers.* Stanihurst subsequently celebrates the praises of

Crusius, an eminent harper of the sixteenth century, residing within
'

the pale.-f* Vicentio Gallilei, in his "
Dialogo della musica antica e

moderna," says, that according to Dante, that most ancient instru-

ment the harp was brought to Italy /row Ireland, where, he adds,

harps are excellently made, and in great numbers, the inhabitants of

that island having practised on them for many ages : and he concludes

by describing the Irish harp and the mode of playing on it. Fuller,

in his Account of the Holy Wars, says "Ireland also putteth in for

her portion of honour in this service ;

* * * * witness many houses

for templars, and the stately priory of Kilmainham, nigh Dublin; yea,

we may well think that all the concert of Christendom in this war

would have made no music, if the Irish harp had been wanting. *':{:

• " Camum O'Carvill famosum fuisse tympanistam et citharistam, in arte sua phoenicem ;

ea pollens praerogativa et virtute cum aliis tympanistis discipulis ejus circiter viginti, qui etsi

non fuerit artis musicae chordalis primus inventor, omnium tamen praedecessorum et praeceden-

tium ipse ac contemporaneorum corrector, doctor et director extitit."—Walker's Irish Bards,

pp. 121-2

•f

" Vivit hac nostra aetata Crusius, ad lyram post hominum memoriam quam maxime in-

sis^iS : is ab illo incondite strepitu, qui incontinentis secumque discordantibus fidibus sit,

plurimum abhorrel : contraque eo modorum ordine, sonorum compositione, musicum observat

concentum, quo auditorum aures mirabiliter ferit, ut enim citius solum quam summum cytha-

ristam judicare, ex quo intelligi potest non musicis lyram, sed lyrae musicos hactenus defu-

isise."—Walker's Irish Bards, p. 145.

+ Fuller's Holy Wars, b. 5. c. 23.

X X 2
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According to Bacon,
" no harp hath the sound so melting and so

prolonged as the Irish harp."* Handel, who styled Carolan the Irish

Orpheus, -f-
declared that he would rather have been author of Ellen-

a-roon, than of all the music he had ever composed ;";|.
and Gemi-

niani was so struck with the harmony of the Irish music, as to declare

he found none so original
" on this side of the Alps." Even in this

age when music, like the gilded statue of Lysippus, has lost all its

simplicity in foreign embelUshments, he, who has an ear left for the

untutored songs of nature, may yet in the "
terras incognitas

"
of

Errus and Connamara, catch strains, whose flowing melody and thrill-

ing pathos will strike at his heart, and excite an interest—a sympathy
that flippant science and heartless execution never can effectuate.

While music was thus flourishing in Ireland, its professors were

naturally respected with the highest honours. This more particularly

appears to have been the case, from a passage in "L'Histoire et Cro-

nique de Froissart." As the passage is extremely curious, we will

give it unabridged, and in the historian's own simple diction. He

says that Richard Seury, an ancient knight, who had accompanied

Richard the Second to Ireland, and was deputed by that prince to

study the customs and manners of the four Irish kings who had sub-

mitted to him, informed him that
"
Quand ces roys estoyent asis a

la table, et servis du premier mets, ils faisoyent seoir devant eux leurs

menestriers et leurs prochains varlets, et manger a leur escuelle, et

boire a leurs hanaps : et me disoyent que bel estoit I'usage du pais, et

qu' en toutes choses, reserve le lict, ils estoyent tous communs. Je

leur souffiri tout ce faire trois jours ; et au quatrieme ie fei ordonner

tables, et courrir en la salle ainsi comme il appartenoit: et fei les qua-

« Walker's Irish Bards, p. 166. f Campbell's Strictures, p. 26.

X O'Conor's Dissertation, p. 58.
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tre roys seoir a haute table, et les menestriers a une table bien ensus

d'eux, et les varlets d'autre part: dont par semblant ils furent tous

courrouces : et regardoyent I'un I'autre : et ne vouloyent manger : et

disoyent qu'on leur vouloit oster leur bon usage : auguel ils auoyont

este nourris. Je leur respondy, tout en souriant, pour les appaiser,

que leur estat n' estoit point honneste, n' honorable, a estre ainsi

comme au-devant ils auoyent fait et qu'il le leur convenoit laisser, et

eux mettre a I'usage d'Angleterre car de ce faire i' estoye charge et

me I'avoit le roy et son conseil baill6 par ordonnance. Quand ils

suirent ce, ils souffrirent (pourtant que mis s' estoyent en I'obeisance

du Roy d'Angleterre,) et persevererent en celuy estat assez douce-

ment, tant que ie fu avecques eux."*

Of navigation Tigernach mentions a sea-fight at 1022, while the

Four Masters record that in the twelfth century, Turlough O'Conor

sent out a fleet consisting of several ships to coast the north of Ireland.

Neither perhaps should it be omitted, that there are some evidences

attainable, that in the eleventh century, the Danes from Ireland and

elsewhere, made discoveries and even settlements in North Ame-

rica.-f-

In reference to astronomy, the same internal evidence as to the

calculation of eclipses is to be found continued in the Irish Annals,

and in 1066 the appearance of a comet is minutely noticed by Tiger-

nach. J The Four Masters concur in his relation, and the Saxon

Chronicle and Florentius Wigomiensis record the event almost as

• Walker's Irish Bards, p. 125. f See Antholog. Hibern. vol. ii, p. 417, &c.

X He says, through the medium of Doctor O'Conor's translation,
" Stella crinita mirabili-

ter ingens apparuit in aere die martis parvi paschse a Kalendis Mails ad XXIII Lunae ; fuit

in plenitudine sud et lumen ejus ut estimabant populi quasi lumen lunae, et ita remansit qua-
tuor diebus."
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fully at the same year, while the Annals of Multifernam refer the

phoenomenon to A. D. 1067.*

Of learned men, mention has been made of Celsus " bom in Ire-

land and schooled in the University of Oxford,"-!* as also of Malachy,

Gillebert, and the several annalists. To those -we shall only add the

name of Marianus Scotus, an historian of the first rank, born in 1028,
of whom Trithemius says

'* Marianus * * « » natione Sco ifi/s,

vir in divinis scripturis eruditus et secularium literarum non ignarus,

historiographus et computista insignis."."!; His chronicle is a universal

history,
" mira subtilitate ostendens errorem chronographorum,"§ for

which Harpsfeld says, the English nation are more especially indebted

on account of the diligence, care, and fidelity, with which their actions

are recorded.il
" There is a still more irresistible argument for the

value of this work, from the stress that was laid upon it by Edward

the First, as an authority to support his claim to the sovereignty of

Scotland, for Marianus is oftener appealed to than William of Malmes-

bury, Roger Hoveden, Henry of Huntingdon, Ralph De Diceto, &c.

put together. And when Henry the Fourth renewed the claims of

Edward, he appears to have rested the proof of his right upon the

testimony of this writer, whom he alleged to be a Caledonian Scot,

which the Scotch commissioners as firmly denied, by asserting that

he was an Irish Scot. The circumstances of this dispute are pre-

served by Primate Usher."**

* O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script, vol. ii. p. 306. f Stanihurst, p. 39.

X De Script. Eccl. See more particulariy, as to Marianus, Cambrensis Evers. p. 164.

§ Sigebert, Hist. Eccl.

II

" Quorum res gestas summa diligentia et cura magnaque fide et sinceritate a Beds ad

sua usque tempora accurate descripserit."
—Saec. 11. c. 26.

•* See Campbell's Strictures, p. 207.
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SECTION V.

The Arts.

Op the domestic architecture of the day, king Henry is said,

when he visited DubUn, to have constructed near the present site of

Saint Andrew's Church, a palace
" of smooth twigs or wattles after

the Irish fashion ;"* and in this structure the English sovereign held

his Christmas, and "feasted all the princes and nobility of Ireland who

had done homage to him."-f- Cambrensis has given a similar descrip-

of the castle of Pembroke.:}; Need we add, that not a trace of any of

these edifices, no more than of those at Tara, can now be distinguished.

It is not, however, to be considered, that structures of stone for civil

or military purposes, continued to be unknown to the natives ofIreland,

although the passage in Saint Bernard, hereafter mentioned, has been

cited to that effect. The castle of Athlone is mentioned§ by the Four

Masters in 1129. " A castle erected at Tuam of lime and stone, by
Roderic O'Conor, King of Connaught in 1161, got the name of
" castrum mirificum," not because of the noVelty as being built of

lime and stone, but because it was vaulted and built with more ele-

gance than was usual in these times,"ll while Smith, in his History of

* Hoveden describes it as "palatium regium, miro artificio de virgis Isevigatis ad modum

patriae illius constructum."

f Littleton's Hist. Henry Second, vol. iii. p. 86.

I
" Primus hoc castrum Arnulphus De Montgomery sub Anglorum rege Henrico Prime,

ex virgis et cespite tenui, satis exile construxit."—Itin. Cambr. lib. 1. c. 12.

§ Post, in this section.

II
Cambr. Eversus, p. 117. See Ware's Antiquities, p. 134.
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Cork, even adds his belief to a tradition, that in removing an old wall

at Castle Lehane, a stone was laid open with the inscription
" Lehane

O'Cullane, A. D. 1104:." It is also to be remarked, that besides

Dublin, Waterford, Armagh, and other cities heretofore mentioned,

as well as those seaports established by the Danes,* other towns of

considerable note are alluded to in this interval. Lismore, now so

wretched in its appearance, was then a celebrated city. Cong, says

Archdall,
" was formerly a town of great note, being for some time

the residence of the kings of Connaught." Kells, says the same autho-

rity,
" was in former ages a city of note, and on the arrival of the

English it was walled and fortified with towers."-|- Giraldus, in the

version of Hooker, speaks of Tibrach,
" an old town, which in times

past was rich and very well inhabited ; it lieth upon the north side of

the Suir ;J while Saint Bernard§ speaks frequently of "
Corcagia

civitas."

In reference to military architecture, the Irish seemed even still re-

luctant to rebel against the Spartan proverb, that the city is best envi-

roned which has a wall of men instead of brick. || Regan** mentions

a rude species of fortification, where he says, that when "
King Der-

mot entered into the County of Ossory, he found that Donald, the

king thereof, plashed a pace, made largetmd deep trenches in the same,

with hedges upon them, and manned with 5000 men."-f-|' The Eng-

• See Davis's Hist. Rel. p. 75.

'

f Mon. Hib. p. 541.

I Hooker, pp. 21 and 22. § Vita Malachise.

II
Even so late as the days of Henry the Eighth, Con O'Neill left his curse on any of his

posterity who should erect a stone house.

••
Ap. Harris, Hibemica.

ff Plashing was practised in Homer's day :

• • * * *
v^n^ht 3i rx»Xtir%mt

^ 0||»-T(» DJD{6(.
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lish, however, from the moment they got any footing in Ireland,

eagerly repaired such of the Danish fortresses as were fitted for their

purpose, and built many of their own over the country. Henry in-

deed commanded his great feudatories to erect such on their respec-

tive possessions, and accordingly in 1173, Strongbow laid the founda-

tion of a castle in Kilkenny, which was demolished by the Irish. In

1176 a castle was constructed at Kells as a check upon the incursions

of the O'Neills.* Ardfinnan castle was subsequently built by King

John, on a bold and picturesque rock, overhanging the river Suir,-f-

and the castle of Lismore was erected by the same prince in a similar

situation.

For ecclesiastical uses structures of wood seem to have been still

preferred, as well on account of their convenience as their cheapness,

as appears from a passage in the Life ofMalachy.|. It is to be remarked,

however, that there is a notice in the same work, which has been often

invidiously relied upon as a proof that the Irish had no stone build-

ings till he erected one at Bangor, (County Down,) but we think no

candid reader could ever draw such an inference from these words,
" Visum est Malachiae debere construi in Benchor oratorium lapideum
instar illorum, quje in aliis regionibus extructa conspexerat. Et cum

coepisset jacere fundamenta, indigence quidam inirati sunt, quod in

terrd Hid necdwn ejusmodi sdificia invenirentur. * * *

O Bone vir ! quid tibi visum est nostris banc inducere regionibus no-

vitatem. Scoti sumus non Galli ! Quaenam levitas haec .'' Quid opus

erat opere tarn superjluo, tarn superbo ? Unde tibi pauperi et inopi

* " Castellum Kenennasi construitur ad obviandum O'Nellis."—Trias Thaum. p. 608.

f See Grose's Antiquities, vol. i. p. 66.

t
" Oratorium a Sancto Malachid consummatum est de lignis quidem levigatis, sed apta

firmiterque contextum, opus Scoticum, pulchrum satis."—Vita Malachiae, c. 5.

VOL. XVI. Y Y
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sumptus ad perficiendum ? Quis perfectum videbit, &c. ?*—While

the term "
regionibus

"
may be as reasonably limited to the particular

district about Bangor, as extended to all Ireland, it must surely be

obvious that the wonder excited and avowed was not at the material

(stone) used in the architecture, but on account of the great size

which was meditated in the laying out of the foundation, "funda-

menta indigenae quidam mirati sunt ;" and Archdall, speaking of the

recent appearance of the edifice, exactly justifies their surprise, for he

says
"
the traces of the foundation shew that the building was of

great extent." Indeed the very same Bernard rather suggests that

the edifice at Bangor, before Malachy's time, was of much the same

material.-j"

It will be remembered, that in the account of the conflagration at

Armagh in 1020, mention is made of several stone churches, and one

particularly with a leaden roof.J The stone church of Kilcullen is

mentioned by the Four Masters at 1037, that of Clonfert at 1045,

that of Kildare at 1050, of Emly at 1058, of Duleek in 1070, those

of Armagh in 1101, 1105, 1125, and 1129, that of Clonmacnois in

1106 and 1125, of Ardbraccan in 1115, of Lusk in 1133, &c. In

fact the stone-roofed churches continued to be raised in several places,

while the gothic architecture was also introduced in this interval.

Grose§ attributes its introduction to those who came over from Eng-

land, on the marriage of Donough with the daughter of Earl Godwin,

or rather to the refugees who fled to Ireland from the persecution of

William the Conqueror. Christ Church Cathedral in Dublin was

• Vita Malachiae, c. 9.

f "Ipsum quoque locum Benchor tradidit et princeps, ut jedificaret ibi monasterium, vel

potius readificaret, nempe nobilissimum extiterat ante sub primo patre Congello, multa millia

monachorum genetans, multorum monasteriorum caput."
—Vita MalachiiE, c. 5.

X Ante, p. 301. § Introd. to Antiq. Ireland, vol. ii.
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built, as appears by its own records so early as 1038, upwards of 100

years before the English invasion ; and Saint Patrick's being built in

1190, gave Dublin the distinction of two cathedrals, an honour which

we believe no other city can boast, except Saragossa in Spain. In 1100

the church ofDungiven, in the County of Londonderry, is said to have

been founded by the O'Cathairs ; it was of mixed architecture, and

its ruins yet remain.* In 1125 Celsus covered the roof of Armagh
Cathedral with tiles. -f"

In 1145 it is expressly recorded that Gelasius

constructed a prodigious limekiln, in order to procure sufficient mor-

tar for repairing the Church of Armagh, and other sacred edifices.J
In 1162 there is a notice of one of those structures already mentioned,

and called a casiol, built round a church at Derry; ( "lapideum am-

bitum qui vulgo casiol anurlair vocatur.")§ About A. D. 1170, the

cathedral of Cashel is supposed to have been founded, ||
as was about

the same period the abbey of Holy Cross in the same county ; and

certainly even these few specimens which we have here enumerated,

afford no mean notion of what the taste of the country might have

effected, but for the confusion and revolutions that checked all culti-

*
Sampson's Londonderry, p. 225.

f
"
Tegulis integre contecta et restaurata est ecclesia Cathedralis Ardmachana per sanc-

tum Celsum archiepiscopum, post quam pro annis centum triginta non nisi ex parte fuisset con-

tecta."—Trias Thaum. p. 300.

X Cogitans de Ardmachana basilica aliisque sacris aedibus adhaerentibus reparandis,

extruxit, procalceet cemento in hunc finem excoquendo, ingentismolisfornacem,cujus latitu-

de ab omni parte erat sexaginta pedes protensa."
—Trias Thaum. p. 305.

§ Trias Thaum. p. 505.

II Watkinson, in his Philosophical Survey, (p. 123,) alludes to an inquisition ofthe second

of Henry the Fourth, which, through the kindness of Mr. Hardiman, we have seen. The

jurors were required as to the founder of the Church of Cashel, and the time of its foundation ;

and they say on their oaths that it was founded by Donald More O'Breen, lonp before the time

of Henry the Second, (diu ante conquestum,) and that King John, by letters patent con-

firmed his donation and foundation.— Rot. Pat. Jac. 1. second year, 3 part dorso.

Y Y 2
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vation of the politer arts. The rareness of such edifices, in this inter-

val, may be also referred to the strong national prejudice, avowed in

the instance of Malachy's oratory, against such unwieldy structures,

as inconsistent with the simplicity of the times.

Of the husbandry of this period, though Giraldus in one place says
that the Irish despised agriculture, (" gens haec agriculture labores

aspernatur,") yet the same author, in his subsequent description of

the country, shews that the natives were rather disinclined to than

wholly neglectful of it.* Querns, which were the first mode in use for

grinding the grain, had been superseded in the interval of our former

period by mills, and at this time Giraldus, while he particularly writes
" de tritici semine per imprecationem Corcagiensis episcopi non prove-

niente,"-f- notices " molendinum Sancti Lucherni,"."!:
" molendinum

Sancti Phechini,"§ both which " seem to have been water-mills erected

by the monks, and to which the vicinity resorted. "l| The same author

speaks of corn plundered from churches and mills, ("annonam quam
ab ecclesiis et molendino passim rapuerant.")** In the grant to Earl

Richard, (about 1173,) mills are mentioned, also in the grant of

Meath to Hugh De Lacy, in that from Fitz-Adelm to the monastery
of Saint Thomas near Dublin, and likewise in several charters of

prince John.-f-f-

* " Pecore montes, nemorosa feris abundant. Pascuis tamenquam frugibus, gramine quam

grano, foecundior est insula ; multam fruges in herba, plurimam in culmis, minorem in granis

spem promittit. Tritici namque grana contracta sunt hie et minuta, et vix vanni alicujus

beneficio purganda ; abunde satis et campi vestiuntur et borrea farciuntur, sola vero granaria

destituuntur."—Top. Hib. Dist. 1. c. 4.

t Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 49. +
Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 51.

§ Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 52.
||
Ledwicb's Antiquities, p. 373.

••
Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 53.

ft See Harris's Coll. MSS. vol. i. pp. 13, 20, 24, 33, &c. See also the Reports of the Com-

missioners on-the Records, 1810 to 1815, p, 309. William Fitz-Stephen, in the reign of Henry
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The practice of extensive pasturage may be collected from the no-

tice in the Speculum Regale, {ante, p. 299,) and other evidence could

be adduced if necessary to the same point. That a considerable part

of the country, however, had relapsed into woods and forests, is

evinced by the well-known embassy from William Rufus to the before-

mentioned Turlough, to request
" he might be furnished with a suffi-

cient quantity of Irish oak for the roof of Westminster Hall, that was

then building, and his request was gratified."* Tradition has named

the very district from which this supply was drawn, as the wood of

Shillelah, (County Wexford,) but Hanmer refers it to the neighbour-

hood of Dublin. " The fair green or common now called Ostman-

town Green was all wood, and he that diggeth at this day to any depth

shall find the ground full of great roots. From thence A. D. 1098,

king William Rufus, by license of Murchard, had that frame which

made up the roof of Westminster Hall, where (adds the doctor bit-

terly) no English spider webbeth or breedeth to this day.""!- Tasso

likewise, as we have seen, makes mention as of his day
"

dall* alte

selve
"
of Ireland,

On the subject of roads, &;c. the Annals of the Four Masters

record the making of the road of Athleague in 1000, and Turlough
O'Conor is said to have erected bridges at Athleague, Athlone, and

Killaloe; they seem, however, to have been only of wood put together

in a very slender and perishable manner. It has been stated, |:
that

the bridge and citadel of Athlone were destroyed by Murrough

the Second, tlius speaks of the pastures about London.—"On the north side are fields for pas.

tare and meadows very pleasant, among which the river waters do flow, and the wheels of tlie

mills are turned about with a delightful noise."

• Warner, vol. ii. p. 234.

•|-
Various other Enfflish abbeys and public edifices were roofed with the same material.

t Ante, p. 266.
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O'Melaghlin in 1133, and that which was subsequently thrown across

there by Turlough, as well as his bridge at Athleague, are spoken of

as *' viminei pontes."

In relation to mines, Rymer, in his Foedera, preserves a commission

granted by Edward the Third, in the year 1360, to the justiciary and

treasurers of Ireland and the Archbishop of Dublin, to which, as it has

a restrospective effect, we may be allowed to refer.* The authorities

so addressed were thereby empowered to inquire into the situation, &c.

of the various celebrated mines of gold and silver in Ireland, but it

does not appear that any thing of importance was effectuated on this

subject. Stanihurst supports the tradition, where he says
" so many

rich mines, furnished with all kind of metals, as nature seemed to have

formed this country for the store-house or jewel-house of her chiefest

treasure."f* Bartholomaeus Anglicus mentions Ireland and its "much

plenty of metal and of precious stones, ";[.
to which Hadrianus Junius

adds :

"
Stanniqne fodinas,

Et puri argenti venas, quas terra refossis

Visceribus manes imos viscera recludit."

Consistently with this sketch of the island, the native annals repeatedly

mention ornaments and ounces of gold and silver. According to Arch-

dall,§ a silver chalice engraved with the arms of the daughter of Rory

O'Conor, was stolen in 1108 from the Abbey of Clonmacnois. In the

destruction at Armagh in 1120, among the losses are stated "copia in-

* "Quia datum est nobis intelligi, quod quamplures minae auriet argenti in diversis locis

in dicta terrS. nostra Hibernia existunt, unde maximum proficium tarn nobis quam toti com-

munitati terrse praedictae provenire poterit, si minae illte bene scrutatae fuerint et custoditae, &c.''

t Description of Ireland, p. 31. % •^'*' P- ^^'

§ Men. Hib. p. 387.
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gens auri et argenti et res pretiosje;"* the pious donations of Turlough

have been already alluded to,-f he is said to have presented to the

churches of Clonmacnois alone, in A, D. 1140,
" a number of crosses,

goblets, and chalices of solid silver, richly ornamented with gold."J
The golden offerings at the consecration of Mellifont, and on other

occasions, have been also already detailed. § In 1186 it has been

stated that the chalices were ordered to be of gold or silver, and in

the poorer churches of pewter. Cambrensis asserts after all the ra-

vages of the Danes, that even in his day Ireland abounded with gold,|}

while it is in proof that a present of Irish pearl was made to Anselm,

Archbishop of Canterbury, by Gillebert, Bishop of Limerick, about

the year 1094,** and it is also of record that " a silver seal of one of

the kings of Connaught, and a bit of a bridle of solid gold of ten

ounces, which were found in digging in some grounds, were sent as a

present to King Charles the First, by the Earl of StafFord."-t-f

Respecting painting and drawing, we can only at present refer to

our former notice of the allegorical sketch that accompanied Gille-

bert's tract on clerical ranks. :^J

Of sculpture, the Church of Dungiven is a testimony, said to

have been founded in 1100 by the O'Cahanes, and "
exhibiting many

tombs of that family, ornamented in no mean style of carving."§§

There are also many curious ancient Irish crosses referrible to this

period, beautifully carved. There was one particularly at Kells,

•
y4n/e, p. 301. f ^nte, pp. 328-9.

i O'Halloran's Introduction. § Ante, pp. 328-9.

11
See Pref. to Top. Hib.

*• " Munuscnlum paupertatis mese et devotionis transmitto xxv margaritulas inter optimos
etviliores'"—Sylloge, p. 61.

ft Warner, vol. i. p. 49. It An(e, p. 323.

§§ Sampson's Londonderry, p. 225.
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" ornamented with figures in bas relief and many curious inscriptions

in the ancient Irish character."*

Of the art ofwar mention has been already made of the little reliance

which the Irish placed in fortifications, and of the simple mode of en-

trenchment adopted by the Prince of Ossory, (anfe, p. 344,) with which

the words of Sir John Davis fully agree: "all the passes are cleared, and

places of fastness laid open, which are the proper walls and castles of

the Irish,*' and while Giraldus particularizes the weapons used by the

native Irish as of three kinds, lances, darts, and axes,"!" it is evident,

from his silence as to their using shields or helmets, that the same

rash chivalry, which raised a prejudice againt fortifications, seems to

have despised the use of defensive armour. The native annals, how-

ever, allude frequently to shields at a much earlier period, and Hove-

den, in his Nomenclator,J observes, that "some used a head-piece

covered with the hides of beasts." To the arms mentioned by Giral-

dus, the skene, or short sword, should be added; it was "sometimes a

foot and a half long, sometimes shorter, and m as a Firbolgian instru-

ment. When the Irish did homage to Richard the Second, they laid

aside, as Davis tells us, their caps, skenes, and girdles."§ In the

*
Archdall, Mon. Hib. p. 541.

f "Tribus uluntur armorum generibus, lanceis non longis et jaculis binis in qtiibus et

Basclensium mores sunt imitati. Securibusquoque amplis fabrili diligentia optirae chalybatis,

quas a Norwagiensibus et Ostmannis sunt muluati, una tantum manu et non ambabus in securi

percutiunt, pollice desuper manubrium in longum extenso ictumque regente, a quo nos galea

caput in collum erecta, nee reliquum corpus ferrea loriciE tricatura tuetur. Unde et in nostris

coutigit temporibus totam militis coxam, ferro ulrimque fideliter vestitam, uno securis ictu

praecisam fuisse, ex un& parte equi coxa cum tibia, ex altera vero corpore cadente moribund©.

Lapides quoque pugillares cum alia defecerint hostibus in conflictu damnosissimos prae ali&

gente promptius et exfteditius ad manum habent."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 10.

X Cited Ware's Antiquities, p. 162. § Ledwich's Antiq. p. 287.
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poem of Robin Hood, in Percy's Relics, the following allusion is made

to this weapon: ;d r T •

^irf* «i,«iM n» ,i'u? -^^zj -vVA. '/''*'

" Robin pulled forth an Irish knife

And nicked Sir Guy in the face, t

W '

That he was ne'er of woman bom
Could know whose head it was."

'

:,Tr

Of the horse force of the Irish.—" In the age of Cambrensis they
had bridles, but no stirrups, boots, or spurs. Even in 1584 when

Stanihurst writ, they were without spurs, as was Mac-Murrough in

1399. The Irish cavalry were styled Hobillers. * * *
Spelman

informs us that Hobillers made part of the Irish army up to the reign

of Henry the Eighth."*
" Mention is made in the records of the

Tower of London, that King Edward the Third had issued orders for

the sending 2000 Hobillers out of Ireland against the Scots, but it

does not appear how many were actually sent. Anno 1347 there were

mustered in the army of the same king, at the siege of Calais, twenty-
sieven Hobillers, "f- (besides other soldiers,) under Maurice Earl of Kil-

dare, and fourteen Hobillers under Sir Fulck De Freign, an Irishman.
* * * * These horsemen are mentioned by Camden to have been

in use in Britain, and to have served for giving intelligence of the

approaches of the enemy by day, as beacons did by night. ''J Stani-

hurst furnishes a very long and faithful account of the Hobillers, as

also of the Galloglasses and Kerns, which constituted the infantry of

the Irish for many centuries before his time. It is, however, too long
to append to this Essay, the curious reader will find it in Stanihurst's

work, De Rebus Hibernicis, lib. 1. pp. 40, 41, and 42. In 1189,

• Ledwich's Antiquities, p. 284, and the authorities there cited; and see Spelman's GIos.

sary, title
" Hobellarii."

f See Spelman's Glossary, title
" Hobellarii."

+ Ware's Antiquities, c. 22, and the authorities there cited.

VOL. xvr. z z
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according to Holinshed, on the breaking up of Robin Hood's com-

pany, "little John was fain to flee the realm by sailing into Ireland,

where he sojourned for a few days at Dublin,"* and exhibited some

feats of his archery,
"
rather by posterity to be wondered, than possi-

ble by any man living to be cortnterscored."* We would not perhaps

note the circumstance, but that "
the old Irish chronicles number

archery with the exercises of the militia commanded by Fion Mac-

Cumhal," (Fingal.)t

Concerning naval architecture at this time, mention has been

already made.| of the restraints imposed upon the Irish by Godred

the Dane, as to building ships. In 1022, however, the Annals of

Tigernach record a sea fight, in which the Danes were vanquished by
the people of Ulster. In the year 1054, says Hanmer, citing Powell,
"
King Edward, by evil council as it was thought, banished Algar,

Earl of Chester, which had treason laid to his charge, whereupon

Algar got him into Ireland, and there providing him eighteen ships of

war well appointed and manned with stalworth men of Irish birth,

returned, and joined himself with Griffith, King or Prince of Wales."§

*
Description of Ireland, p. 24. + See Anthol. Hib. vol. ii. p. 275.

X Ante, p. 302. § Hanmer's Chronicle, ad ann.
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SECTION VI.

Commerce, Customs, and General Habits.

GiRALDUS is a witness of the continued commerce maintained

between Ireland and Gaul in his day, where he says that French

wine was sent into Ireland in abundance, and hides and skins re-

turned as the exports.* The Antiquitates Celt. Scand. furnish a more

full detail of imports as from England, where speaking of Swein's

expedition to Ireland in 1159,'t' and the inference thence deduced,

that Ireland maintained much commerce with England before Strong-

bow's invasion, is considerably strengthened by a passage in William

of Malmesbury, where, speaking of Murtough, King of Ireland, he

adds, that at one time, when he was disposed to hold himself too

arrogantly towards the English, his pride was checked by their

monarch, (Henry the First,) laying certain restraints upon com-

merce and navigation.
—" For what would Ireland avail," exclaims

• " Pictavia enim de plenitudine sua ei copiose vina transmittit, eui et animalium coria

et pecudum ferarumque lergora Hibernia non ingrata remittit."—Top. Hib. Dist. 1. c. 5.

\
" Hinc occasum versus ad Hibemiam navigdrunt, ibique arma circumtulerunt ; verum

cum meridiem versus prope Dublinium delati essent, ex alto adnavigarunt cioli duo qui ex

Anglia venerant, Dublinium tendentes et pannis Anglicis atque multifariis rebus utilibus onusti.

Ad hos Sveinn cum suis naves applicat, et nautas ad proelium provocat. Anglos quippe nihil

fere se tueri potuerant, singulis qua; navibus inerant rebus spolidrunt, excepto quod vestes in

quotidianas usus et commeatum aliquantum retinentes ciolis adveherentur. * » • •

Pannis Anglicis se texerunt. • * * » * Sveinn spoliaverat ciolos vino hand exiguo et

mulso Anglico.".
—^Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 270-1.

z z 2
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the historian,
"

if the merchandize of England were not carried

to it."*

According to Madox's History of the Exchequer, the Irish ex-

ported their surplus woollens to England in the reign of Henry the

Third, fifty years after the arrival of Strongbow, In the reign of

Edward the Second,
" the Lombard society of the Frescobaldi car-

ried on a trade with Ireland for her peltry chiefly and a woollen stuft"

called sayes, which was wider than that manufactured elsewhere. "-f"

Irish woollens were exported to Italy before 1357, as appears from

the notice in the Dittamondi of Fazio Delli Uberti, a Florentine poet

of that period, and who, it would seem, had visited Ireland :

" Similemente passamo en Irlanda

La qual fra noi, e degna difama
Par le nobUe sale che ci manda."

The subject, however, goes beyond our tropics, but the reader, who

may wish to pursue it, will find much information on the point in

the Earl of Charlemont's paper in the first volume of the Transac-

tions of the Royal Irish Academy, and in the Newry Magazine,
vol. ii. p. 92.

The Irish horses called hobbies, from which the cavalry derived

their name of Hobillers, would also appear to have been exported.
" Paulus Jovius affirms, that of this kind of horses, he saw twelve of a

* " Hibemiensium regem Murchardum et successores ejus, quorum nomina fama non

extulit, ita devotos habuit noster Henricus (primus,) ut nihil nisi quod eum palparet scriberent,

nihil nisi quod juberet agerent ; quamvis feratur Murchardum, nescio qua de causa, paucis

diebus inflatius in Anglos egisse, sed mox pro interdicto navigio et mercimonio navigantium

lumorem pectoris sedasse. Quanti enim valeret Hibernia, si non adnavigarent merces ex

Anglia."
—

Reg. Angl. lib. 5.

t Antholog. Hibem. vol. i. p. 20.
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most beautiful white colour, adorned with purple and silver reins,

led in the Pope's train without riders,"* which Peter Lombard also

asserts. -f"

The continuance of the slave trade in Ireland is evidenced at this

time by many of the English historians, who allege that the inhabi-

tants of England sold slaves to the Irish; and the wife of Earl Godwin

is said to have particularly profited by this human traffic.J At the

council held in Armagh in 1170, the English invasion was, according
to Giraldus, attributed to the vengeance of heaven for this horrible

practice; and it was there accordingly decreed, that all the English,

who were in a state of slavery in the island, should be forthwith set

at liberty. §

Besides this the most atrocious species of slavery, there were also

other bondmen of the nature of villeins,
"
regardant to manors and

esteemed as a part of the
,
inheritance or farm, as appears from the

Black Book of Christ Church, Dublin, where the lands given by King
Sitric to that church, are said to be granted with the villems, and

cows, and corn."|| A similar grant is also extant, made previous to

the English invasion, by Dermot, King of Leinster, of " the townland

* Ware's Antiquities, p. 166. f De Reg. Hib. Com. p. 97.

X See Campbell's Strictures, p. 234.

§
"
Propter peccata scilicet populi sui, eoque praecipue quod Anglos olim tam a mercato-

ribus quam prasdonibus atque pyratis emere passim et in servitutem redigere consueverant,

divina censura vindictae hoc eis incommodum accidisse, ut et ipsi quoque ab eadem gente in

servitutem vice riciproca jam redigantur. Anglorum namque populus adhuc integro eorum

regno, communi gentis vitio liberos suos venales exponere, et priusquam inopiam ullam aut

mediam sustinerent. Alios proprios et cognatos in Hiberniam vendere consueverant. * * *
* * * * Decretum est itaque praedicto consilio

* * * * • m Angli ubique

per insulam servitutis vinculo manicipati in pristinam revocentur libertatem."—Hib. Expug.
lib. 1. c. 18. See also William of Malmesbury on the same subject.

" Ware's Antiquities, c. 20.
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called Balljdughal with the villeins thereof."* Betagh or service

tenants were also customary, and many such tenures exist to a certain

degree, even to the present day.

Of the mintage of this period, it is to be remarked, that coins of

the Danish King Anlaf in 1029, are recorded by Ware, and by Simon

in his Essay on Irish Coins, (pp. 9 and 10.) The commercial pursuits

of this people rendered such a medium of negotiation essential, and

although the Roman coins found in Ireland might have been part of

the plunder of Britain, as suggested, (ante, p. 70,) yet it seems far

more probable that they were introduced into circulation by the

Danes.-f" In 1074 we find Lanfranc, in his letter to Turlough, com-

plaining
"
quod sacri ordines per pecuniam ab episcopis dantur."J

In 1150, according to the Chronicon Ratisbonense,§ Murtough
O'Brien contributed a large sum of money out of the treasury at

Cashel, towards building churches, &c. in Ratisbon. About 1154

we findll the Pope in his Bull to Henry the Second, (supposing it

genuine,) requiring a pecuniary contribution from the houses of Ire-

land,
" annua unius denarii pensio." All these external authorities,

however, only shew that money was current in Ireland, but none of

them, it must be admitted, establish the fact of an Irish mint. It is

not, however, to be overlooked, that Turlough O'Conor, King of Ire-

land, is said** to have erected a mint and coined silver at Clonmacnois

about A. D. 1156; and it has been stated, -f-f-
from the Irish Annals,

that the O'Tooles coined their own money before the English inva-

sion. After that event halfpence were coined by Prince John, in Dub-

lin, and for all subsequent mintage, the curious reader is referred to

the Essay on Irish Coins, by Simon, already alluded to.

* Ware's Antiquities, c. 20.

I Sylloge, p. 50.

II
See ante, p. 308.

It Ante, p. 109.

t Ante, pp. 287-8.

§ Cited Cambr. Evers. p. 164.

** Cambrensis Eversuf, p.
85.
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The general character attributed to the people of Ireland, while

the recentness of the English invasion rendered it politic to decry

them, cannot be much relied on ; hence little faith should be given

to Giraldus when he calls the Irish
"
gens inhospita, gens ex bestiis

solum et bestialiter vivens, gens a primo pastoralis vitae vivendi modo

non recedens ;"*
"
gens spurcissima, gens vitiis involutissima ;"-f"

"
gens adultera, gens incerta, gens illegitime nata et copulata, gens

exlex, &c. ;"J the very cast of the epithets so used betrays rancour

and malevolence. Neither is his contemporary, William of Newburg,
to be believed when he says

"
populos habet (Hibernia) moribus in-

cultos et barbaros, legum et disciplinaj fere ignaros, in agriculturam

desides et ideo lacte magis quam pane viventes."§ Froissart praises

only the agility of the Irish,
"

ils congnoissent leur pais et sont tres

appertes gens : et n epeut homme d'armes monte a cheval si fort

courir (tant soit bien monte) qu'ils ne I'attaingnent et saillent de terre

sur un cheval, et embrassent un homme par derniere, et le tirent jus;

cor se sont trop fortes gens de bras; parquoy celui qui est tenus d'eux,

ne se peut defFendre."|| Torfaeus** gives a curious little narrative of

such a race actually tried and won by an Irish pedestrian. Stanihurst

praises the hospitality of the natives, f-f- and Peter Lombard, an anti-

quary of the same age, who had studied under the celebrated Camden

at Westminster School, more elaborately describes their character.
:|;j:

*
Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 10. f Id. c. 19.

; Id. c. 35. § De Reb. Angl. lib. 2. c. 26. ad init.

II Froissart, vol. iv. c. 63. ** Hist. Norveg. part 3. lib. 8. c. 10.

ff
" Sunt sane homines hospitalissimi, neque illis uUa in re magis gratificari potes, quam

vel sponte ac voluntate eorum domes frequentare vel illis invitatum condicere."—Stanihurst,

De Reb. Hib. p. 33.

XX
" Quod ad studia spectat, mechanicis operis et artibus non sunt multum dediti, et in iis

parum etiam sunt industrii et periti ; ubi tamen ad eas applicati tantisper assuefiant, donee

earum sentiant commoda, et emolumenta evadunt, laboriosi satis atque diligentes. Musicd
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The diversion, or rather the occupation of fishing, is, during this

interval superadded in evidence to that of hunting. Giraldus, as has

been noticed,* speaks of the fishermen of Lough Neagh, while we

find Arngrim Jonas expressly mentioning the
"

piscatores Irlandos"

as navigating the northern seas."|- It is also to be remarked, that

about A. D. 1138, Turlough O'Conor revived:J: those Taltenian games

already mentioned,§ but which had been for a long time discon-

tinued.

The Antiquitates Celto-Scandinaviaell furnish some evidence of

the Irish dress previous to the time of Giraldus, and Torfaeus, in his

Hist. Norveg. (vol. iii. p. 486,) gives a precisely similar account.

Giraldus is more full as cited below,** and his description is almost

literally followed by Brompton in his Chronicle, (p. 1075.) It is

satisfactory to remark how closely the notices of the Danish and

English historians coincide on the above point. Grose, in the Intro-

duction to his Antiquities of Ireland, furnishes a drawing of a native

delectantur et poesi. Ad mUitiam maxime sunt affecti, et ad earn cum primis qaibnsqiie apti

nationibus, utpote animosi, fortes, expediti, patientes laboris et inediae, appetentes gloria el

capacissimi cum totius disciplince militaris turn usus atque exercitii armorum oninis generis.

Scientias seu liberales disciplinas multum amant, et viros eruditos plurimum honorant. Sunt

etiam passim acutis praediti ingeniis, et ubi commoditatem ad id nacti addicunt se libenter

studiis, diligenter eis insistunt ; primores vero ad ea feriuntur studiorum sive scientiarum

genera in quibus ingenii acumen, quam alia in quibus nulla mentis vis exercet se et exerit."—
DeHib. Com. p. 112.

•
Ante, p. 140. f Ante, p. 226.

X See ©'Conor's Rer. Hib. Script, vol. i. Prol. p. clxxxiii. § Ante, p. 162.

II

" Venit iUe et hoc quidem modo vestitus, interulam braccasque (talares) ligulis sub plantis

constrictas, et breve pallium indutus, capite pilleum Hibernicum, hastile autem manu gesta<

bat."—Ant. Celt. Scand. p. 248.

** "
Capuliis namque modicis assueti sunt et arctis, trans humeros deorsum, cubito tenus

protensis variisque colorum generibus panniculorumque plerumque consutis : sub quibus pha-

lingis laneis quoque palliorum vice utuntur seu braccis caligatis seu caligis braccatis, et his

plerumque colore fucatis."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 10.
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iittired according to the above descriptions ; and the reader will also

obtain a pretty accurate notion of the dress of the age, from the

figures of O'More's soldiers in two drawings of Ledwich. With these

also agree the notices of the Irish chieftains, who, in the time of

•Richard the Second,
" made their oaths of fidelity to the Earl Mar-

shal, laying aside their girdles, their skeins, and their caps."*

Of the colour of the Irish garments, Cambrensis would seem to

imply that they were mostly black, -f-
while in the native poems

" red

or crimson robes are frequently mentioned, and a number of Irish acts

of parliament bear witness to the propensity of the old inhabitants to

yellow. Black, crimson, purple, and yellow, therefore, appear to have

been the principal colours in use among the ancient Irish, as among
the ancient Britons and Gauls

;":]:
and the materials, from which these

colours were extracted, are illustrated in the second volume of the

Anthologia Hibernica, (pp. 334, &c.) Spelman, in his Glossary, title

"
coccula," also mentions a species of mantle as used by the Irish

from remote ages.§
^

In reference to the manners and customs of this ancient and inte-

resting people, we must not here omit two usages,
"
proper and pecu-

liar to the Irishry,"|i which, though not heretofore mentioned, seem

to have originated in a period far earlier than the present ;
—foster-

ing and gossipred.
—" For fostering I did never hear or read that

•- tJu:;.,:-.:^ '^ -- --^.— : - - •••--

•
Davis's Hist Rel. p. 22.

t
" Laneis tenuiter utuntur, el his" bninfbus ferine nigris, (quia terres istius oves nigrx

sunt,) et barbaro ritu compositis."
—

^Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 10.

J Anthol. Hib. vol. ii. p. 334.

§
"
Coccula, sagum Hibemicunji villosum absque snturS, et quod marginem inferiorein

planam exhibet, superiorem arcuatam cirrisque sive jubis laneis fimbriatam."

I Davis's Hist. Rel. p. 78.
-./=<-

VOt, XVI. 3 A
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it was in that use or reputation in any other country* barbarous or

civil, as it has been and yet is in Ireland ; where they put away all

their children to fosterers, the potent and rich men selling, the

meaner sort buying the alterage of their children ; and the reason

is, because in the opinion of this people, fostering had always been a

stronger alliance than blood, and the foster children do love and are be-

loved of their foster fathers and their sept, more than of their own natu-

ral parents and kindred, and do participate of their means more frankly,

and do adhere unto them in all fortunes with more affection and con-

stancy ;""f" with which definition of Sir John Davis Giraldus bitterly

coincides.J The like may be said of gossipred or compaternity,

which, though by the canon law it be a spiritual affinity, and a juror,

that was gossip to either of the parties, might in former times have

been challenged as not indifferent by our law, yet there was no na-

tion under the sun that ever made so religious account thereof as the

Irish."§

Relative to the marriages of this period, enough has been

said of those of the clerical order, and also of the proneness of the

laity to form such connexions within the prohibited degrees ; and the

letters of Lanfranc and Anselm touching these matters have been

already referred to. The distinctions between the
"

sponsalia de prae-

senti" and the "
sponsalia de futuro,'' and the preference given by the

Irish to the latter form of contract, are very fully illustrated by Doctor

•
Fostering, however, was customary with other nations, see Anth. Hib. vol. iii. p. 266,

and in Forsyth's Antiquary's Portfolio, vol. ii. p. 220, instances are adduced of its prevalence

and influence in Wales.

t Davis's Hist. Rel. pp. 78-9.

X
" Solum vero alumnis et coUactaneis, si quod habent vel amoris vel fidei, illud ha-

bent."—Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 23.

§ Davis's Hist. Rel. p. 79.
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Lanigan.* Some of the royal marriages of these ages are particularly

noticed in history. That of Donough to the sister of Harold, King of

England, has been noticed.-f- In 1100, according to Caradoc, "Ar-

nulph, Earl of Pembroke, sent Gerald his steward to Murkart, King
of Ireland, desiring his daughter in marriage, which was easily granted

with the promise too of great succours and large supplies." In the

same year another daughter of the said Murkart (Murtough) was mar-

ried to the King of Man,J both which alliances are also related in

Enderbie's Cambria Triumphans, (p. 254.) The nuptials of Strong-

bow with Eva, the daughter of Dermot, King of Leinster, are also

prominently mentioned in the chronicles of this period.

Some notices which occur regarding death-bed and funeral rites

are worth recording. It has been mentioned§ that a confessor was by

synod appointed to witness a death-bed will, and on the same occa-

sion it was enacted,
" ut cum bon&, confessione decedentibus et missa-

rum et vigiliarum exhibitione et more sepeliendi obsequium debitum

persolvatur."|| In 1022, Malachy the Second, King of Ireland, received

the last Christian rites from the hands of Amalgaid, and was buried

with splendid honours at Armagh,** while the clergy, as before men-

tioned, celebrated his obsequies with masses, hymns, canticles, and

psalms. -f-f Extreme Unction is also mentioned by Saint Bernard as

• See Index to Lanigan's Eccl. Hist. tit. "Marriage." f ^"'«. P- 3^^.

X
"
Magnus Manniam rediens, quam armis redegerat, et tribus ibi conditis arcibus, nun-

cios misit in Hiberniam, ad aliam Murcertachi filiam, pro filio suo in uxorem petendam, qua
obtentd filium istum Manniae regem constituit."—Caradoc, ad ann.

§ Ante, p. 326.
||
Hib. Expugn. lib. 1. c. 34.

•
-' ** "

Migravit ad Dominum viatico corporis et sanguinis Cbristi pie sumpto, et sacra unc-

tione prsemunitus."

ff "Sacrificiis, hymnis, canticis et psalmodia ejusexequias solemniter celebrdrunt."—Trias'

Thaum. p. 298.

3 A 2



administered to the dying by Malachy.* The oriental custom of the

weeping women, before alluded to,-f continued to accompany the

corse to the grave. :^
Stanihurst gives a faithful and lively descrip-

tion of it in his time,§ which is no less applicable to the usage of

some parts of Ireland at the present day. In 1196 the son of Mur-

tough, King of Ireland, was interred at Derry ;
"
ejusque corpus

Doriam delatum ibi cum funebri pompa et honore sepultum est."ll

The eleventh canon of the Synod of Comyn, at the close of the

twelfth century, "prohibits, under the pain of an anathema, any per-

son to bury in a churchyard, unless he can shew by an authentic

writing or undeniable evidence, that it was consecrated by a bishop,
not only as a sanctuary or place of refuge, but also for a place of

sepulture ; and that no laymen shall presume to bury their dead in

such a consecrated place without the presence of a priest."** These

churchyards, we learn from Giraldus, were usually planted with yew,-t"t-

i

* " Et unxit earn, sciens in hoc Sacramento remitti peccata, quod oratio fidei salvet ip-

firmum;***** et ilia peracta pcenitentia quam sibi Malachias injunxerat in bond

eonfessione,
• • • * •

migravit ad Dominum."—Vita Malachiae ap. Messingham,

Florileg. p. 369.

t Ante, p. 164. J See Gir. Cambr. Top. Hib. Dist. 3. c. 12.

§
" Jam vero si quis inter Hibernicos praesertim summo loco natus a vita discedat, incre-

dibile est quanto et quam foemineo fletu omnia loca circumsonare soleant. * * * * Namut

primum unus ex his, qui in honoribus populi versatur, halitum extremum efHat, videre licet

complures mulieres per vicos et campos cursare, lupino ululantique clamore, omnium aures

obtundere. At vero ubi templum in quo mortuo parentatur ingrediuntur, quanto ejulatu sa-

cram complent a;dem non facile dixerim. Buccis inflatis exclamant perquam flebiliter, voces

eliciunt, redimicula ponunt, capita nudant, crines lacerant, frontem feriunt, latera intundunt,

palmas dilatant, manus in caelum extollunl, mortuorum cistas versant, operimenta dOoricant,

cadaver complexantur, oscula infigunt, mortuum humari vix permittunt."
—Stanihurst. De

Reb. Hib. lib. I. pp. 47-8.

II
Four Masters, cited Trias Thaum. p. 605. ** Ware's Bishops, p. 316.

f-f-
" Prae terris autem omnibus quas intravimus, longe copiosius amaro hie succo taxus

abundat, maxime vero in caemeteriis antiquis locisque sacris, sanctorum virorum manibus

olim plantatas."—Gir. Cambr. Top. Hib, Dist. 3. c. 10. It would appear, however, that yews
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and it is recorded by the same authority, that some bands of archers,
"
plurimas sagittariorum turmas," who were quartered in the twelfth

century at Finglas near Dublin, having been guilty of a misprision

of sacrilege, in cutting down and lopping the ash trees and yews
which holy hands had planted in its churchyard, were immediately
afflicted with a sudden and singular disease, as a punishment for their

impiety.* Perhaps this act of violence was the cause of the 20th

canon of the Synod of Comyn, whereby it was provided, that all

archers, and all others who carry arms not for the defence of the peo-

ple, but for plunder and sordid lucre, shall on every Lord's day, be

excommunicated by bell, book, and candle, and at last be refused

Christian burial.
-f-

-All 1iiX}l lO ';-. .. iiliV I. . . >

had become exceedingly scarce in Ireland in the time of Edward the Fourth, for by an act of

the twelfth year of his reign, every merchant importing goods thither, was at the same time

obliged to import a certain number of bows, which can only be properly made of this wood.—
See Anth. Hib. vol. i. p. 131.

* In fraxinos et taxos arboresque varios, quas nobilis Abbas Kenacus aliique viri sancti,

(quorum frequens religio locum illustrayerat,) propriis manibus quasi ad ornatum ecclesiae

circa ca;meterium olim plantaverant, enormiter et irreverenter desaevire caeperunt.
* * *

Sed incontinenti a Deo divina indignatione,
* * * * subita quadam et singulari pesti-

lentia percussi sunt."—Gir. Cambr. Top. Hib. Dist. 2. c. 54.

t Ware's Bishops, p 317.
.

^
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CONCLUSION.

I H AVE arrived at the close of my labours ; I have encountered a

few cloudy positions ; I have struggled through some litigated ques-

tions ; I have travelled over many a dusty
—many a worm-eaten

folio ; but in the inquiry after the external evidences of Irish history,

arts, and sciences, my path has presented many a cheering interval

of sunshine and flowers. I have wandered up the course of long un-

noted years ; I have looked back into the works with which my
boyhood was conversant; I have recalled the associates—the play-

mates—the friends of my youth
—all on whom the innocence of early

affection was spontaneously diffiised. The retrospect has abounded

with many a moral gratification, whether it has been equally produc-

tive to the subject, which I have attempted to illustrate, is for others

than myself to judge.

I will at least with confidence aflSrm, that I have thoroughly exa-

mined every standard work, that could in the time have been accessi-

ble ; and that I have not relied on a single citation, without myself

exploring the source and credibility of its authority. But after all,

what can be expected from the literature of foreign languages, but the

hearsay fragments of those who have never visited the country, or the

interested suggestions of these who have. It is in the annals, the

poetry, the laws, the synods of Ireland, the decrees of her councils,

the rules of her monks, the registries of her churches, and the lives

of her bishops and saints, that the speaking evidences of her former
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days can alone be legitimately traced ; to this first—best guide the

voice of what is pre-eminently termed classic literature, can be but a

handmaid.

To lead the inquiry into these unexplored regions, is a work far

more arduous, and less familiar with the pleasures ofassociation; a work

that must be begun with caution, diligence, and critical examination,

pursued with unbiassed ardour, and perseveringly completed in des-

pite of disappointment. The records and archives of Ireland have

been fatally scattered, the consuming lapse of centuries has been the

least effective of their destroyers. The Christian missionaries set the

example of literary despoliation ;* they were indefatigable in suppress-

ing the records of heathenism. The Danes were the bitter agents of

retaliation ; they flung the torch on every monastic receptacle of lite-

rature, and during their military occupation of nearly 250 years,

laboured unceasingly to accomplish that total annihilation of native

MSS., which they subsequently so effectuated in England. In the

beginning of the eleventh century, a deplorable conflagration reduced

to ashes the great library of Armagh,"!" the shrine of much that had

escaped the fury of the northern invaders. The first English adven-

turers were scarcely less rapacious of the gleanings which their fore-

runners had overlooked ; the same policy, that dictated the destruc-

tion of the memorials of Scotland in the reign of Edward the First,

continued to be openly professed towards Ireland to the days of

James.

The literary spoliation, induced by the suppression of the monas-

teries, was not less wantonly exercised in Ireland than in England,
while the happy result of King Henry's appointment of Leland to the

office of Royal Antiquary, by which so many valuable monuments of

•
Ante, p. 200. f Ante, p. 301.
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learning were redeemed, "vvas *not extended to the former country;
In the reign of EHzabeth, Carew and Sidney were instructed to de-

stroy all the MSS. they could find,* and too etFectually did they

accomplish the order.

The visitation of Cromwell succeeded,—"a career of slaughter,;

confiscation, and religious persecution. ""f- Two rebellions, the result of

miguided loyalty and ill-requited enthusiasm, having involved all that

was respectable in the country, were crushed with frightful reaction.

All Ireland was in a manner declared forfeited to the crown, and its

ancient inhabitants subjected to the ruinous consequences of one par-

liamentary attainder. The victims of this fatal policy, expatriated

from the scenes of their hereditary history, were at least eager, where

they could, to carry with them its records and memorials; they snatched

from the libraries, and monasteries, and cabinets, the annals, the

muniments, the title deeds of the land ; they carried them as all of

venerable, that could then be saved from the desolation that rioted

over their homes ; they treasured them as the penates of their early

attachment, and when they looked upon the mouldering fragments of

these national documents in the respective lands of their exile, the

remembrances of their country were softened into melancholy endu-

rance

The detail of these literary mortalities might damp the ardour of

inquiry. Even the most enthusiastic might well question the authen-

ticity of what could survive such a succession of deadly enmity ; but

we live in an age, when, happily, every day presents us with the cheer-

ing assurance of an Irish record rescued from oblivion, and endued

* See Button's Survey of Galway, p. 244. f Edinb. Review, vol. xli. p. 147.

I Booth, (Analecta, p. 557.) Lynch, Walsh, and others, who were contemporaries with the

times of which they speak, bitterly lament the destruction of the Irish MSS. and monasteries

in the days of CromwelL
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with the comparative immortaUty of print. The liberaUty of exalted

minds has flung off the petty prejudices, that brooded Hke the dust

upon the records of Ireland ; the wisdom of parliament has chival-

rously unlocked them to universal inspection ; the illustrious indivi-

dual, who fills (and long may he
fill)

the throne of these realms, has

himself given the glowing example, and his command is at this mo-

jnent effectuating for his own library, transcripts of the rarest and

most curious annals of Ireland. Much has been done to convince

the disbelievers of that country's importance, more indeed than could

have been expected in such a welcome interval ; much, however, yet

remains to be done, and I am happy to add, there is still a vast body

of material inviting the application of industry. In Ireland* there is

yet much valuable illustration in " the rolls and journals of parha-

ment, the acts and orders of council, the records of state, and the rolls

of chancery, as well as in the public and private libraries ;"-f- more

especially the MSS. in the respective libraries of Trinity College,

of the Royal Irish Academy, and of Saint Sepulchre's ; the remains

of the Brehon laws, scattered as they are in the depositories of diffe-

rent collectors ; and lastly, the valuable compilations of Mr, Harris,

now in the possession of the Dublin Society. In England there is

perhaps a much greater number of Irish relics,
"

in the council and

secretaries' offices, in the Museum, and the Tower, in the Bodleian and

Lambeth libraries, and in the cabinets of the curious ;"-f- and above

* Lhuid says (Lond. Philos. Trans. No. 335, Art. 4.) that in his rambles in Ireland, K^

met near Lame a descendant of the bards of the house of O'Neill, from whom " he made an

easy purchase of about a dozen ancient MSS. on parchment." And in the same work, (No.

336, Art. 3.) he says,
" I have picked up in various parts of that kingdom about twenty or

thirty Irish manuscripts on parchment."—See also Webb's Analysis of the Antiquities of

Ireland, p. 1 15, &c.

t Warner, vol. i. Pref. p. rii.

VOL. XVI. 3 B
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all, the MSS. in the Duke of Buckingham's magnificent library, and

in the Seabright, Cotton, and Harleian collections. Inquiry must not

rest even here, the literary receptacles of foreign states and monaste-

ries must be diligently explored ; the repositories of Copenhagen* and

JStockholm must be consulted, the libraries of France and Germany?
of Italy, particularly that of the Vatican, and of Spain, especially the

Escurial, may well be expected to contain abundance of such refugee

memorials ; and Toland is sensible of this, when he writes, that
"
not-

withstanding the long state of barbarity in which that nation (Ireland)

hath lain, and after all the rebellions and wars with which the king-

dom has been harassed, they have incomparably more ancient ma-

terials of that kind for their history, to which even their mythology
is not unserviceable, than either the English or the French, or any
other European nation with whose manuscripts I have any acquain-

tance."

To discover these remains, the inquirer must be clothed with a

character that would guarantee to individuals the application and

safety of their private collections, and must be accredited with such a

sanction as to command the inspection of public repositories, a sanc-

tion of royal grace, such as unlocked to the author of the Foedera the

first authentic materials of English history. Then commences the

labour of the honest historian; what he finds he must diligently copy,

himself comparing and decyphering his transcripts with the originals ;

he must thoroughly examine the state and circumstances in which he

encounters every document ; he must peruse them with acuteness and

* In (lie reign of Queen Elizabeth, the King of Denmark was anxious to have the Irish

MSS. in his possession, and which had been brought from Ireland by his countrymen, trans-

lated ; and accordingly he applied to the English queen to send him a j^erson qualified for this

task, but for state reasons the proposition was opposed at the council, and ultimately aban-

doned.—See Button's Galway, p. 244.
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patience, and sift the grain from the chaff, the genuine originals from

the base impositions that are too frequently ushered into the world ta

serve the narrow views of a prejudice, a faction, or a bigotry.

The materials, which the antiquarian thus collects, the Irish histo-

rian must subject to a further castigation ; it will be for him to take

from fable its extravagance, to disembarrass truth from the drapery of

romance, to raise the telescope to a perspective of ages when tradition

held the place of history ; to draw out the concurring testimonies of

facts from songs and ballads, to discover the identity of biography in

the fleeting tales of the Bards, the adulatory genealogies of the

Fileah, and the varying traditions of the Seanachies, all of which it

were as unbecoming to receive with implicit credulity, as to reject

with uncompromising scepticism. There are those on the one side

who will close their eyes, and affirm that the sun does not shine, while

on the other there are devotees, who, like the worshippers of the

Veiled Prophet, imagine magnificence in every thing that is stu-

diously concealed from observation : either extreme must blast the

expectation of that grand national work—an Irish History !

-n The late Doctor O'Conor, the venerable Bede of the cause, has

done much towards re-uniting the fragments of his country's chronicles

in the annals, which, by the princely munificence of his Grace of Buck-

ingham and Chandos, he has launched into the world, not only scru-

pulously examined and faithfully translated, but also accompanied

with such evidences as fix the value and high authority of what was

before varying and unstable, and with such remarks and illustrations,

as only his combination of genius, research, and learning could supply.

It is not for me to dilate on the proud importance of the histories

thus now for the first time subjected to universal inspection, it is not

for me to enter into their defence against Doctor Innes, and the many
of his school, who have misdoubted their existence, or blindly dete-

3 B 2
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rfbrated their value ; the records are now before the public eye, and

they speak their own powerful appeal. They are the unadorned state-

ments of naked facts, dates, names, and places, faithfully and honestly

delivered, like those of ancient Rome, whose kindred simplicity

Cicero records.*

'' In the most remote era of these annals, they singularly mingle and

coincide with Rabbinical traditions, which only modern centuries

have made known in Europe ; their narratives of Pagan days abound

with such unqualified praises of the Heathen priesthood and their

actions,"!" as at once evince an origin too deeply rooted in the memo-

ries of the people, for even the jealous vigilance of Christianity to era-

dicate. They present those antiquated expressions and phrases,;};

which, like the inscriptions on coins and medals, determine their own

era ; yet, strange to say, in many instances, where the frequent recur-

rence of this self evidencing antiquity has rendered some MSS. diffi-

cult to be understood, less pains-taking inquirers than Doctor O'Conor,

have at once pronounced the memorials worthless or wholly unintelli-

gible ;
like the Princess Micomicona in Don Quixote, who confidently

inferred that her father's MSS. were either Greek or Chaldean, be-

cause she could not understand them.

These are not the only testimonies to the histories under conside-

ration ; their chronology is marked by the most accurate calculations

of eclipses and astronomical observations, and confirmed by the testi-

mony of Sir Isaac Newton in his accounts of contemporary nations

'
'.

• " Ab initio rerum Romanarum usque ad Publium Mutium pontificem maximum, his-

toria nihil aliud fuit nisi annalium confectio. • • • » Hanc similitudinem scribendi

multi secuti sunt sine ullis ornamentis, monumenta solum temporum, hominum, locorum, ges-

tarumque rerum reliquerunt."
— Cicero de Orator, lib. ii. c. 12.

t See Warner, vol. i, pp. 280, 287 and 298, and Smith's Cork, vol. i. p. 45.

J See 1 O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Script. Prol. Part i. p. Ixxxix.
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and dynasties; the facts so simply detailed are, where capable of

foreign illustration, authenticated by writers to whom the Irish

annalists could by no possibility have had access ; and withal, the

characters of the personages that figure in these memoirs, exhibit an

individual consistence that could only be grounded in truth, and a

respective diversity that could have originated but in human nature.

Some of these evidences it is true fail to impress a full conviction

on those, who are unacquainted with the Irish language, but, while

enough remains to shake the most sceptical, it may be allowed to re-

gret the prejudice that has hitherto limited the communication in that

tongue to grades, that, ignorant of its pristine beauty and value, have

deformed and debased it with all the consequences of vulgar currency.

Yet, perhaps, but one other language, of all that emanated from the

plains of Shinar, has more powerful claims on the attention by its

structure, its antiquity, and its associations. Hebrew speaks to the

soul, it is linked with all the evidences of a Christian's faith ; it is

associated with the land of the most holy, it was the language of

God's chosen people, that in which the divinity deigned to communi-

nicate with man. With such attributes it stands paramount to all the

varieties of human philology, and it almost sounds blasphemy to

bring any other tongue in juxtaposition with it ; Stanihurst, however,

has hazarded the responsibility.*

Doctor Beauford says,
" the Irish language, notwithstanding the

several alterations which it must have undergone by time and other

circumstances, is with the Erse and Welsh the only genuine remains

at this day, of that universal tongue spoken by all the aboriginal inha-

* " Gravissimorum hominum auctoritas fidem mihi jamdudum facit, earn (Hibernicam

linguam) verborum granditate, dietionum concinnitate atque dicacitate redundare, denique
cum Hebraica lingud communi conglutination is vinculo contineri."—Stanihurst de Reb. Hib-

p. 29.
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bitants of Europe, and from which proceeded not only the Greek and

Roman languages, but the foundation of the modern Italian, Swiss,

French, and Spanish, with much of the Dutch and German ; and

though at this time little understood or spoken except by the natives,

and even by them in a very corrupt manner, appears to have been

when in its utmost purity, a bold and masculine language, not consist-

ing of a number of words, but extremely expressive ; and when properly

spoken, had an harmonious and beautiful cadence, rendering it proper

for poetic composition,"* Leibnitz gives it a still more exclusive

pre-eminence ; while he suggests that if there were an island beyond

Ireland, whose inhabitants spoke the same language, it would furnish

a clew to lead us into still higher antiquity ."i*

By a striking coincidence with the latter remark of Leibnitz, Mr.

O'Flaherty says of the Isles of Aran, that "
perhaps in no portion of

the Celtic world, could one at this time be more powerfully and faith-

fully reminded of the primitive manners and religious notions of the

Celts."J Sir William Temple says, the Irish is
" an original lan-

guage, without any affinity to the old British, or any other upon the

continent, and perhaps with less mixture than any other of these

original languages yet remaining in any parts of Europe."§

Of its internal structure many evidences could be adduced to its

untranslateable excellencies ; that it is
"
copious without luxuriance,

* Vail. Coll. de Reb. Hib. vol. ii. p. 232.

t
" Postremo ad perficiendam vel certe valde promovendam literaturam Celticam, diligen-

tius linguae Hibernicae studium adjungendum censeo, ut Lloydius egregie facere coepit.
* *

* * * Ex Hibernicis vetustiorum adhuc Celtarum Germanorum, et ut generaliter dicam

accolarum oceani Britannici Cismarinorum Antiquitates illustrantur. Et si ultra Hiberniam

esset aliqua insula Celtic! sermonis, ejus file in multo adhuc antiquiora duceremur."—Coll.

Elymol. p. 1 29. This opinion is not to be considered as militating with the similarity traced

between the Eastern and the Irish language.
—See ante, pp. 11, &c.

X O'Flaherty's Isles of Aran, p. 61. § Introduction to the History of England, p. 27.
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laconic without obscurity, nervous, figurative, and pathetic ;"* and

that "in it are compositions of sublime sentiment, nervous expressions,

and others of tenderness and simplicity unequalled. "-f* i

With such a language as the grand medium of research, with such

interesting subjects, such authentic evidences, such accessible mate-

rials as Ireland offers, with such capabilities of foreign and classic

illustration as it has been the endeavour of this Essay to exhibit, is it

not a paradox in the republic of letters, that, while almost every town-

land in the sister island has its historian and commemorator, no high

road has yet been opened to the history of the former country, that

all knowledge of those revolutions, which, as a popular Review re-

marks, |.

" hold out lessons far more precious, far more forcible, and

far more immediately applicable than all that is elsewhere recorded in

the annals of mankind," is yet only snatched in paths and by-ways,

and this, though tiiere is no other point of literature regarding the

British empire so interesting, so national, so needed.§ How much

•
Warner, vol. i. p. 67.

f Highland Report on Ossian, p. 25. We will add ibr the curious reader the observa-

tion of Peter Lombard, which is, perhaps, like many others on Ireland, more ancient than

antiquated.
—"Dialecti quidem variatio ita se habere passim aestimatur, ut cum sint quatuor

Hibemiae provinciae, penes Conactes sint et potestas rectae pronunciationis et phraseos vera

proprietas ; penes Momonienses potestas sine proprietale, penes Ultones proprietas sine potes-

tate, penes Lagenos nee potestas pronunciationis nee phraseos proprietas."
—De Reg. Hib.

Com. p. 7. 1

t Edinburgh Review, vol. xlvi. p. 433.

§ It is a matter not less of wonder than regret, that among the professorships appointed in

the University of Dublin, none has been assigned (or the History or Antiquities of Ireland.

The spirit of the times, however, when Trinity College was founded, (see ante, p. 370.) may be

a retrospective justification, but it should be so no longer ; and we do confidently hope that

learned body will ere long, by a vigilant selection, redeem themselves from reproach, and the

inestimable treasures of their library and manuscript rooms from oblivion and decay. We at

least foreshew their duty to any future colleges, or literary institutions that may be established.

There is not wanting a harvest for the labourer, but a labourer for the harvest.
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more needed, how welcome would it be, at a moment like the present,

when parties long divided should be taught the mutual errors that

hitherto estranged them, and feel at length how deeply it is their

interest to cooperate in the enjoyment and diffusion of those blessings,

which would then be the spontaneous result of a gifted country, a

line people, and a glorious constitution.

I feel proudly confident that I have myself contributed much to

what was hithert oconsidered a hopeless undertaking, a history of Ire-

land in the ages that precede all official records, and I will not suppress

from the well wishers of the cause the full force of the example. I too

was once a heretic to the grandeur of ancient Ireland, but the con-

victions of time and research have made me as orthodox a believer as

the most enthusiastic of them could reasonably desire ; and although

I have myself the most valuable collections for the history of Ireland

from the period of the English invasion, as well as for the historic

illustration of its topography and ecclesiastical remains, I yet com-

menced this Work with rash apprehensions that I should encounter

a sad scarcity of authentic materials for any accounts anterior to

that event. So much, however, did I miscalculate, that I have been

obliged to circumscribe even this long Essay within the means of my
subject and the evidences of my research. Yet my period and my
illustrations were prescribed : how much more satisfactorily would the

question have been elucidated, if the weight of internal evidence had

been superadded.

I have given but the outline of an extensive landscape, it

remains for others to fill the picture, and give it life and co-

louring ; to illustrate that high antiquity which links itself with

Egypt,*
—the country of Thebes, Sesostris, and the Pyramids ;

with

Phoenicia* and the merchants of the world ; with Persia, and the coni-

•
Ante, pp. 15, et seq. and p. 97.
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paratively exalted tenets of sun-worship ;
* that high antiquity which

at the Council of Constance gave precedence to the ambassadors of

England, only as Ireland was annexed to the British diadem ;-t' to

analyse the history and habits of a people, from whomDruidismJand its

interesting ceremonies are supposed to have emanated ;
a people associ-

ated with all the learning of the East, and who, while they are shewn

to have opposed the Roman eagles in Britain,§ were themselves until

the era of the Danish invasion, never subjected to those inroads—
those military ravages, that proved fatal to other nations ; to exhibit

the country that, almost in the short interval prescribed for this Essay,

presents itself in so many interesting attitudes ; that received and

protected II the refugees of nations whom Roman oppression had ex-

patriated ; that excited the jealous admiration of Agricola ;^ that

colonized** the land of which the mother country may well be proud,

that shook with the terror of its war-f "f*
the provinces of Roman

Britain ; that sheltered and restored the exiled princes of France, !};J

of England,§§ and of Wales ;||ll that kindled with the chivalry of the

Crusades,<[[^
and participated with the third Edward in the glories of

his continental campaigns ;*** that by its sincere piety and domestic

virtues, acquired and well merited the glorious appellative of " the

Island of Saints r-f-f-t that not only founded abbeys within itself for

the conversion and support of the Saxons,j.|4 but even inspired learn-

ing and religion, not merely into the provinces of the British empire,

*
Ante, pp. 80, et seq.

t See O'Flaherty's Ogygia, p. 1, and the authorities there cited.—See also Hutcheson's

Defence, p. 25, and De Burgo's Hibem. Dominic, p. 3.

J Ante, pp. 85-6. § Ante, p. 42.
1| Ante, pp.47.8.

If Ante, pp. 50.1. »• ^nie, p. 55. et seq. ft ^nfe, pp. 63, et seq.

It Ante, p. 175 §§ .4n/e, pp. 206, 302-3.
|1|! .4w<e, pp.304,305,&306.

ff ./?/i<c, pp. 315-6. ***
Ante, p. 353. -[^i Ante, pp. 199, and 21^.

ill Ante, p. 221.
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but into every comer of continental Europe ;
* that gave letters to

ancient England ;-f- that sent forth the men who formed the mind

of Alfred J and instructed that of Charlemagne ; § that in Vir-

gilius produced the first asserter of the earth's true figure, 11 that

exhibited princes whose alliance was the ambition of the latter po-

tentate ; ^ that, in a word, during the ages when darkness brooded

over the rest of the world, was alone enlightened, alone the shrine of

that knowledge and faith, which, however migratory, providence has

decreed shall be immortal. And when it shall thus be shewn that

this beautiful island was once the land of genius and the mart of

literature, it will yet remain to identify the scenes where the illumi-

nating deeds of her history were enacted ; to marshal with fidelity the .

associations that give place its charm, to record the everlasting archi-

tecture of her round towers, her raths, and her mounts ; to illustrate

her caves, her cromlechs, her rocking-stones, her pillars, her casiols,

and her crosses ; to appreciate the language in which so much Celtic

literature is still secreted, in which such works of history and poetry

iare yet extant ; to trace the powerful musical pre-eminence tliat

guided the early taste of Wales,** Scotlandj^ff- and perhapsof Italy ^ij:

that wrung the praises §^ of Giraldus Cambrensis, Polydore Virgil,

Paulus Jovius, Fordun, Clynn, Stanihurst, Fuller, Gallilei, Dante,

Bacoii, Handel, and Geminiani ! To explore the nature of that com-

merce, which may well be inferred from the earlier portion of this

Essay, and whose existence Tacitus expressly admits ; llll and lastly, to

•
Ante, pp. 214, &c. + y4«/e, p. 101.

: Ante, pp. 283-4. § Ante, pp. 232, and 283.

11 Ajite, p. 228. U Ante, pp. 254-5.

** Ante, pp. 225, and 281. +t Ante, pp. 337-8.

ft Ante, p. 339. \h Ante, pp. 337, et seq.

!l!|
Ante, pp, 158-9.
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display all those natural advantages which inveterate prejudice has

long successfully decried. This were indeed an ennobling Mork, a fair

and everlasting monument, well worthy of that national patronage

which could alone enable an individual to perfect its researches. The

work of an Irishman, particularly where his own country is the theme,

has been too long an alien to public or private patronage ; they, who

should have been as his kindred, but raise their voices to detract from

his merits, and the stranger is almost warranted in disowning one who

would seek his notice with so inauspicious an introduction.—But I

have already trespassed too far in this my farewell ; and yet I take

leave of the subject with reluctance ; the parting

'

_
"is such sweet sorrow.

That I could say good night ! till it were morrow."

The work, which I now consign to the judgment of the public,

has beguiled some hours of leisure that might have been less profit-

ably employed ; and when I look back upon its pages, I own a heartfelt

satisfaction that it was not my lot to record any event, the memory of

which could make one Irishman unfriendly to another ; what I have

said, I have said in candour and impartiality.
"

I have insulted no

man's opinion ;
I have blackened no man's character ;

I have jostled

no creature in my way." I have sacrificed nothing to party spirit.

" Tros Tyriusve mihi nullo discrimine habetur ;"

and while I glory in the proud pre-eminence, that through my whole

life, I have ever kept myself beyond the electricity of factions, politi-

cal prejudices, and unholy bigotries, I fondly hope I have illustrated

a period, when they were not the Lares of an Irish home •
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On the double Refraction of Light in a crystallized Medium, according

to the Principles of Fresnel. By JAMES Mac CULLAGH, Esq.

Communicated by the Rev. Dr. Sadleir, S. F. T. C, D,, Vice

President.

Read June 21st, 1830.

The mathematical difficulties under which the beautiful and inter-

esting theory of Fresnel has hitherto laboured, are well known, and

have been regarded as almost insuperable. He tells us, in his

Memoir, (see the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences of

Paris, torn-, vii. p. 136), that the calculations, by which he assured

himself of the truth of his construction for finding the surface of the

wave, were so tedious and embarrassing, that he was obliged to omit

them altogether. A direct demonstration has since been supplied by
M. Ampere, (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, tom. xxxix.

p. 1 13) ; but his solution is excessively complicated and difficult.

Judging from the simplicity and elegance of the results, that there

must be some simple method of arriving at them, I have been led to

consider the subject with the attention which it merits, and have

succeeded in discovering a method by which the whole may be ex-

plained with that simplicity which is characteristic of every theory

that is founded in nature.

In the following paper I shall give a brief view of this method,

sufficient to enable those who are acquainted with the mechanical

principles laid down in the original memoir of Fresnel, to trace, at a

glance, the connexion between the several parts of his theory. For

this purpose it will be convenient to premise the following geometri-
cal Lemmas. Lemma 1 . If a, h, c, be the Semiaxes of an Ellip-
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soid, and a, /3, y, the angles which they make with a perpendicular

from the centre on a tangent plane, the square of the perpendicular

will be equal to

a^ COS.- 06+^' •^os-' /3 + c' COS.' y.

Let a plane through the point of contact Q
and one of the semiaxes OA, intersect the ellip-

soid in the ellipse AON, and the tangent plane in

the tangent QL, and draw QM perpendicular to

OA ; then OA is a semiaxis of the ellipse AON,
and therefore is a mean proportional between

OM and OL ; whence OL =
-j

> denoting OM by x. But if p de-

note the length of the perpendicular from the centre O on the tangent

plane at Q, the cosine of the angle which it makes with OA will be

equal to ol' and therefore

Similarly

Hence

px , px
COS. « = -S- , and a cos. « = s—

a' a

b COS. ^ r: -^=^ , and c cos. y z= J-—
.

c

«"- cos.^ « + 6^ cos.^ ^ + c^ cos.^ y=/
(^ + £ +

£.j
=

p=.

Cor. Since a', y, z, are as the cosines of the angles which OQ
makes with the semiaxes, it appears from the demonstration that the

cosines of the angles which the perpendicular to a tangent plane

makes with the semiaxes are, with respect to each other, directly as

the cosines of the angles which the semidiameter through the point

of contact makes with the semiaxes, and inversely as the squares of

the semiaxes themselves.

2. If the semiaxes a, b, c, and a', b', c', of two concentric ellip-

soids, coincide in direction and be reciprocally proportional, so that
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ad = W = cc = A* ; arid if a semidiameter OR of the one be cut

perpendicularly in P by a plane which touches the other, then will

OR be inversely as OP, so that OP x OR will be always equal to A:*.

Let OR be a semidiameter of the ellipsoid whose semiaxes are

a', b', c ; and let «, /3, y, be the angles which it makes with them ;

then if x, y, z, be the coordinates of R, we have
,

-?1+ iC_+ -£--1
o'2
^

b'^

~
c'^

"~ *'

and therefore

1 _ COS.* «
, C0S.«/3 COS.«y

—jX («• COS.* « + 6« COS.* /3 + C« COS.' v).

But by the preceding lemma, since OP is perpendicular to the tan-

gent plane at Q, we have

Hence

and therefore

OP^ = a- COS." a ^ b^ COS.'' /3 -f- C° COS.' y.

J 0F*_

OP X 0R = k'.

3. If through the point of contact Q, the straight line OQ be

drawn to meet in N the tangent plane at R, it will meet it at right

angles.

For the cosines of the angles made by OP with the semiaxes are

directly as the cosines of the angles made by OQ with them, and

inversely as the squares of a, b, c, (lem. 1. cor.) ; and the cosines of

the angles made with the semiaxes by a perpendicular to the tangent

plane at R, are directly as the cosines of the angles made with them

by OP, and inversely as the squares of a, b', c, or as the same cosines

and the squares of a, 6, c, directly ; that is, simply, as the cosines

L 2
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of the angles made by OQ with the semiaxes. Hence OQ coincides

with the perpendicular to the tangent plane at R.

4. It" a perpendicular at O to the plane POQ meet the surface of

the ellipsoid ahc in q, then will OQ and Oq be the semiaxes of the

section QOq made by a plane passing through them.

For the tangent plane at Q and the plane QOq are perpendi-

cular to POQ, and therefore the intersection of the two former, which

is a tangent to the ellipse QOq at Q, is perpendicular to OQ ;

whence OQ is one semiaxis, and Oq the other.

If the perpendicular Oq meet the other ellipsoid in r, then OR
and Or will be the semiaxes of the section ROr made by a plane

passing through them ;
for (by lem. 3.) the straight hne OQN is per-

pendicular to the tangent plane at R.

5. In a straight line at right angles to any diametral section QOq
of the ellipsoid abc, let OT and OV be taken equal to OQ and Oq the

semiaxes of the section, and imagine the double surface which is

the locus of all the points T and V ; then if OS be perpendicular to

the plane wjiich touches this surface in T, and OP to that which

touches the elhpsoid in Q ; the lines OP and OS will be equal and

perpendicular to each other, and the four, OP, OQ, OS, OT, will lie

in the same plane which will be at right angles to Oq.

By the preceding lemma it is evident that Oq is

perpendicular to the plane POQ, and since OT is per-

pendicular to the plane QOq, it follows that OP, OQ,

OT, are in the same plane at right angles to Oq. In

the surface which is the locus of T, and in the plane

TOq, let a point T^ be taken indefinitely near to T ;

then the plane of the section at right angles to OT,

will pass through OQ, and will have one of its semi-

axes (that to which OT, is equal) indefinitely near to OQ, and there-
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fore differing from OQ by an indefinitely small quantity of the se-

cond order, adopting, for brevity, the language of infinitesimals. To

see this, it is only necessary to recollect, that by the property of

maxima and minima, the semiaxis differs from any semidiameter in-

definitely near to it, such as OQ, by an indefinitely small quantity of

the second order. Hence, since OT is equal to OQ, and OT, to the

above-mentioned semiaxis, it follows that OT and OT, differ by an

indefinitely small quantity of the second order, and that therefore the

angle OTT, is ultimately a right angle : consequently the tangent to

the curve in which the plane TOq intersects the locus of T is perpen-

dicular to the plane PQOT. But the tangent plane at T passes

through this tangent, and therefore the perpendicular OS to the tan-

gent plane must lie in the plane PQOT.

Again, let a point T' indefinitely near to T, and in the plane

PQOT, be taken in the surface which is the locus of T, and let the

plane of the section which is perpendicular to OT intersect the plane

PQOT in the straight line OQ' which meets the ellipsoid in Q'. Then

that semiaxis of the section to which OT' is equal, will be indefinitely

near to OQ' and will therefore diflfer from it by an indefinitely small

quantity of the second order. Hence, since OT is equal to OQ, the

angle OTT' will be ultimately equal to OQQ'; and therefore, TS
and QP being tangents, the angles OTS and OQP are equal. But

OT = OQ, and the angles P and S are right, therefore OS = OP,
and the angle SOT = POQ ; whence SOP

;=^ TOQ = a right

angle.

Similarly, if one perpendicular be let fall from O on a plane

touching the locus in V, and another on the plane touching the ellip-

soid in q, it may be proved that the two perpendiculars are equal and

at right angles to each other, and that with the lines OV and Oq,

they lie in a plane at right angles to OQ.
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6. An ellipsoid being cut by any plane through its centre, the

difference between the squares of the reciprocals of the semiaxes of

the section is proportional to the rectangle under the sines of the

angles which the plane of the section makes with the planes of the

two circular sections of the ellipsoid,
—(See Fresnel's Memoir,

p. 150.)

Let the plane which cuts the ellipsoid

intersect its circular sections in the lines

OR', OS', and let the principal section AOC
of the ellipsoid cut the circular sections in

OR and OS ; then OR, OS, OR', OS', will

be all equal to the mean semiaxis OB, and

hence the semiaxes OA', OC, of the section

A'OC will bisect the acute and obtuse angles

made by OR' and OS'. Let a plane through

OB and OA' intersect the principal plane AOC in the line OT.

Then by the nature of the ellipse, we have, in the ellipse A'OC,

OR" Ol^
-

\0C^
~

OA^J
^'"•^ ^'^^''

and in the ellipse BOT,

W - o^ =
(0^

-
O^)

sin.' BOA'.

Hence, observing that OB and OR' are equal, we have

0C'»"~ OAi Vofii OT'J

But the ellipse AOC gives

1 \ sin.* BOA'
sin.» A'OR'

[ORII
-

oTJ
=

(ok
-

o!f)
^'^'"•^ ^^^- '"'' ^^^) =

( oZ?"
-w) X

sin. ROT sin. SOT.
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Therefore

because OB and OR are equal.

Imagine a sphere described from the centre O with a radius equal

to OB, and passing through R' and S', and cutting A'O in P. The

sides BP and PR' of the spherical triangle BPR' subtend the angles

BOA' and A'OR' at the centre ; and its angle PBR' is equal to the

angle ROT ; whence the sines of the sides being porportional to the

sines of the opposite spherical angles, it follows that

sin. BOA'
sin. A'OR'

sin. ROT

is equal to the sine of the spherical angle BR'P, which is the angle

made by the section A'OC with the plane of the circular section

BOR. Similarly, by means of the spherical triangle BPS', it may
be shewn that

sin. BOA'
sin. A' OS'

sin. SOT

is equal to the sine of the angle made by the plane A'OC with the

plane of the circular section BOS. Therefore, since the angles

A'OR' and A'OS' are equal, it follows that

—
TTTT >s equal to

OC" OA' ^ DC' OA'

multiplied by the product of the sines of the angles which the plane

A'OC makes with the planes of the two circular sections.

I shall now demonstrate a geometrical construction for finding the

magnitude and direction of the elastic force arising from a displace-

ment in any direction—a construction, which, with the help of the

preceding lemmas, will lead us immediately to all the conclusions

established by Fresnel.
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Let O be the position of a point in the medium when quiescent,

and let three rectangular axes passing through it, and fixed in space,

be taken for the axes of coordinates. For a small displacement in

the direction of x, let the elastic forces, excited in the directions of

X, y, z, be cr, b, c ; for an equal displacement in the direction of?/

let the forces be a', l/, d ; and for the same in the direction of z let

them be a", h'\ c". Then if a point receive an equal displacement in

a du-ection 01 making with OX, OY, OR, the angles a, /3, 7, the

forces in the direction oix^ y, z, (denoting then by X, Y, Z, respec-

tively,) will be

X z= a COS. a, -\- a' cos. /3 -f- a" cos. y,

F = 6 COS. « -f i' COS. /3 -|- b'' COS. y,

Zt =. c COS. « 4- c' COS. jS -\- c" COS. y,

as follows from considering (see Fresnel's Memoir, p. 82.) that the

force arising from a displacement in any direction is the resultant of

the forces arising fi'om the three displacements in the directions of

X, y, z, which are the statical components of that displacement. But

since (p. 90,) the force in the direction of one of the axes arising

from a displacement in the direction of another, is equal to the force

in the direction of the latter arising from an equal displacement in

the direction of the former, it follows that a' = b, a" = c, b" — d \

and hence

.Y= a COS. « -f- 6 COS. /3 4- c COS. y,

Y= b COS. « + 6' COS. /3 -|- C COS. y,

Z=-C COS. a. -{ c' COS, /3 + c" COS. y.

Let a.r* + i'?/* + d'z' + Idyz + Icxz -}- ^bxy = 1 be the equa-

tion of a surface of the second order. Let 01 intersect it in I, the

coordinates of I being x', y', %' ; then the equation of the tangent

plane at I will be, by the known formulas

{ax' 4- hj' + cz') X + [bx' + b'y> -{ c'z') y + {ex' + c'y' + c"z') 2=1.
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Put 01 = r, and let the tangent plane intersect OX, OY, OZ, in

the points P, Q, R ; then from this equation we have

y-T^
= ax' + by' -\- cz' z= r (a cos. « -j- 6 cos. /3 + c cos. y) = rX,

z: l>x' -\- b'y' -\- c'z' ^r {b cos. »-{- b' cos. /i + c' cos. y) r: rF,
0«

1

Uli
——= c.t'

-}- c'y' -{- c"z' = »• (c cos. « -f- c' cos, /3 ^ c" cos. y) = rZ.

Now if p be the length of the perpendicular let fall from O on the

tangent plane, the cosines of the angles which this perpendicular

makes with the axes of coordinates will be equal to

P p p
OP' OQ' OR'

respectively, that is, to prX, prY, prZ ; and since the sum of the

squares of these cosines is equal to unity, we have

pr^/ X'+ Y' + Z'zzl.

Hence it appears that the perpendicular let fall from O on the

tangent plane is parallel to the direction of the resultant elastic force,

and that the magnitude of the resultant is expressed by
~-

From this conclusion we may, with the greatest facility, deduce

several corollaries.

1", Since the elastic force is supposed finite, whatever be the direc-

tion of the displacement, it is manifest that the above-mentioned sur-

face of the second order must be an ellipsoid, and that when the dis-

placement is in the direction of any of the three axes of the ellipsoid,

the elastic force excited will be in the direction of the same axis,

because the tangent plane will be perpendicular to it. Hence the

remarkable consequence, that there are always three axes of elas-

ticity at right angles to each other. —(Memoir, p. 93.) Also the

VOL. XVI. M
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elasticities arising from equal displacements in the directions of the

three axes are inversely as the squares of the axes ; and hence, the

positions of the axes, and the elasticities in their respective directions

being given, the ellipsoid may be constructed.

2°. The ellipsoid being thus constructed, the direction of the

elastic force, arising from a displacement in the direction of any of its

semidiameters, will be parallel to the normal at the extremity of that

semidiameter ; and for equal displacements the magnitude ot the

force will be inversely as the rectangle under the semidiameter and

the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane at its extre-

mity. If the displacements are proportional to the semidiameters,

the elastic forces will be both parallel and proportional to the nor-

mals ; for the normal, terminated by any of the principal planes, is

inversely as the perpendicular on the tangent plane.

3°. If the elastic force be resolved into two, one parallel and the

other perpendicular to the direction of the displacement, the former

will be inversely as the square of the semidiameter in the direction of

the displacement.

4". If the ellipsoid be cut by a plane through its centre, and if

the elastic force arising from a displacement in the direction of either

axis of the section be resolved parallel and perpendicular to that axis,

the part perpendicular to the axis will also be perpendicular to the

plane of the section. For (by lem, 4.) the plane passing through one

axis and the perpendicular to the tangent plane at its extremity, is

perpendicular to the other axis, and therefore to the plane of the

section. But if the displacement be in the direction of any other

diameter of the section, the elastic force, resolved perpendicularly to

that diameter, will be oblique to the plane of the section.

To apply these things to the double refraction of light in a crys-
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tallized medium, imagine the ellipsoid to be described as above, and

let it be cut through its centre by a plane parallel to that of a pla7ie

wave of light incident on the crystal ; then if the vibrations of the

light be parallel to either of the axes of the section, the plane con-

taining the direction of the vibrations and that of the elastic force

arising from them will be perpendicular to the plane of the wave

(No. 4, preceding) ; and therefore, according to Fresnel's theory, the

direction of the vibrations will remain parallel to itself, while the

wave is propagated. But if the light be common light, or if it be

polarised, and the plane of polarisation be not perpendicular to either

of the axes of the section, the wave will be divided into two others

having the directions of their vibrations parallel to the semiaxes of

the elliptic section, and their planes of polarisation perpendicular to

them : their velocities of propagation
—measured in a direction per-

pendicular to their plane
—will be different, and will be in the sub-

duplicate ratio of the elasticities in the direction of their respective

vibrations, and therefore (by No. 3.) inversely as the semiaxes of the

section to which those vibrations are parallel. ;; jo - -

If a wave be propagated m all directions from an origin O
within a crystal, its surface will at each instant be touched by the

simultaneous position of a plane wave which passed through O at the

instant when the former began to be propagated (Memoir, p. 127.)

Hence, to find the- surface of the double wave in a crystal, let the

abovementioned ellipsoid be cut by any plane through its centre O,

and imagine two other planes parallel to this section, and at distances

from it which are third proportionals to its semiaxes OR, Or, and any

given line k : the double surface which touches these planes in all

their positions will be the surface of the wave.

Now conceive another concentric ellipsoid, having the directions

of its semiaxes the same, but their lengths a, b, c, inversely propor-

M 2
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tional to those of the former, so that the rectangle under any coin-

ciding pair of semiaxes, is equal to A;* : then if a plane, touching this

second ellipsoid in Q, cut OR perdendicu-

larly in P, the line OP will be a third pro-

portional to OR and A*, (lem. 2.) and if Or

intersect the second ellipsoid in q, the semi-

axes of the section QOq will be OQ and Oq
(lem. 4.) Draw OT perpendicular to QOq and

equal to OQ, and conceive the surface which

is the locus of the point T to be described, and a tangent plane, to

which the line OS is drawn perpendicular, to be applied at the point T.

Then OS will be perpendicular to the plane ROr and equal to OP

(lem. 5.): and hence the point T always lies in the surface of the

wave. Similar things may be proved with respect to the other semi-

axis Or of the ellipse ROr. Hence we deduce the following con-

struction for the surface of the wave :
—

" Describe an ellipsoid whose axes are in the directions of the

axes of elasticity, the squares of their lengths being directly as the

elasticities in their respective directions ; cut the ellipsoid by a plane

through its centre, as QOq, and in a perpendicular to that plane take

two portions OT and OV equal to the semiaxes OQ and Oq of the

section. The double surface which is the locus of the points T and V
is the surface of the wave."

As to the planes of polarisation of the rays belonging to the two

parts of the wave, Fresnel has shewn how to find them by means of

a surface which he calls the surface of elasticity. But it is desirable

to be able to find them by means of the same ellipsoid which serves

to find the surface of the wave. Now TS, parallel to OR, is the

direction of the vibrations of the ray OT, and the tangent plane at Q
is perpendicular to OR, and therefore parallel to the plane of polari-
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sation of the ray OT. In like manner the plane of polarisation of

the ray OV is parallel to the tangent plane at q. Hence the planes

of polarisation of two different rays, having a common direction,

are parallel to the planes which touch the ellipsoid at the extremities

of the semiaxes of the diametral section perpendicular to their com-

mon direction.

When two of the axes are equal, the ellipsoid becomes a spheroid,

and the crystal is said to be uniaxal, the double refraction being re-

gulated by the third axis which is perpendicular to their plane. Let

AOB be a section of the spheroid through the third

axis OA, which is its axis of revolution ; take OB'

= OB, and OA' = OA, and let the ellipse A'OB'

and the circle BOB' revolve about OB' as an axis ;

they will describe a surface compounded of a sphe-

roid and sphere, which will in this case be the sur-

face of the double wave. For if OM be the direc-

tion of a ray, and if a plane perpendicular to OM cut the ellipse

AOB in OQ, and the equator of the spheroid in Oq, the lines OQ
and Oq, of which the latter is equal to OB, will be the semiaxes of

the section QOq. Taking therefore OT and OV equal to OQ and

OB, the locus of V will evidently be the circle BOB' ; and the locus

of T will be the ellipse A'OB', since the angle B'OT is equal to the

angle BOQ.
In the general case, OT and OV, which are equal to OQ and Oq,

represent the velocities of the two different sorts of rays having a com-

mon direction in the crystal ; and two right lines, which lie in the

plane of the greatest and least axes of the ellipsoid, and are perpen-
dicular to its two circular sections, are called the optic axes. It

appears, therefore, by the 6th lemma, that the difference of the

squares of the reciprocals of the velocities of the two rays having a



common direction in the crystal, is proportional to the product of the

sines of the angles which that direction makes with the optic axes.

This is the celebrated law of M. Biot, to which he was led by ana-

logy, and which he afterwards found to agree with that previously

laid down by Dr. Brewster.

Such, in their simplest form, are the principal features of the

Mechanical Theory of double Refraction, invented by the late M.
Fresnel—a theory which would do honour to the sagacity of Newton,
and which gives us ample reason to regret that the life of its author

was not longer spared, to enrich with further discoveries his favourite

science. Of him it may be said, as Newton said of Cotes—and

apparenth'^ with much greater reason—that if he had lived longer,

we should have known something at last of the laws of nature.

Trinity College, Dublin,

Oclober 27, 1829.



Geometrical Theorems oil the Rectification of the Conic Sections.

By JAMES Mac CULLAGH, Esq. Communicated hy the

Rev. Dii. Sadleir, S. F. T. C. D., Vice President.

Read June 21st, 1830.

Lemma 1 . Let T and t be two

points indefinitely near each other

on any given curve AT, and let

tangents at T and t meet in the

points P and p any other given

line MN, straight or curved, and

draw Vq perpendicular to tp ; then the difference between the arc

AT and the tangent TP will exceed or fall short of the difference be-

tween the arc At and the tangent tp by a quantity which is ulti-

mately to pq in a ratio of equality.

For the increment of TP, or the difference of TP and tp, is ulti-

mately equal to the sum of pq, VT, and V^, (V being the intersection

of pt and PT produced) ; and T^, or the increment of the arc AT, i.s

ultimately equal to the sum of VT and Yt ; therefore the difference

of the increments is ultimately equal to pq. Whence the proposition

is manifest.
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PROB. Tofind the Length of the Arc ofa Parabola.

Let F be the focus and A the vertex of a

parabola AT : draw AK perpendicular to AF,

and let a tangent at the point T meet it in P ;

take p indefinitely near to P, and let Fp in-

tersect PT in q : then since FP and Fp are

perpendicular to the tangents PT and pf, it

follows (by the preceding lemma) that
P(jr

is

ultimately equal to the increment of the dif-

ference between the arc AT and the tangent
TP. With the centre F and semiaxis FA
describe the equilateral hyperbola GAH, and

bisect the angles AFP, AFp by the straight lines FL, F/. Then

(since the square of the radius vector of an equilateral hyberbola
is inversely as the cosine of twice the angle which it makes with

the axis) the square of LF will be equal to AF x PF ; and because the

angle LF/ is half the angle PF^f, therefore the area LF/ will be equal

to one-fourth of the rectangle under AF and P^.

Hence the hyperbolic sector AFL is equal to one-fourth of the

rectangle under AF and the difterence between the parabolic arc AT
and the tangent TP.

Lemma 2. If on either axis of an ellipse

a semicircle be described, of which CD and

CH are two radii at right angles to each

other, and if DN and HM be drawn per-

pendicular to the axis oA, and meeting the

ellipse in E and L
; then CE and CL will be conjugate semi-

diameters.

a N
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For tangents at H and L will meet in a point T in Aa produced ;

the triangles HMT and DNC will be similar, and DN and HM will

be similarly divided in E and L, therefore CE and TL will be paral-

lel, and consequently CE and CL will be conjugate semidiameters.

Lemma 3. Take in the elUpsea point I indefinitely near to L, and

draw through it mh parallel to MH ; join Ch, and with the centre C

and a radius equal to CE describe the arc K/f meeting CH and CA

in K and k : then KA; will be ultimately equal to L/.

For U : Bh :: LT : HT :; CE : CD :: CK ; CH :: Kk : Uh.

Thei'efore hi =; Kk.

Lemma 4. If the semiaxes AC and

BC of an ellipse be equal to the sum

and difference of the sides PQ, QR, of /^,^rVs~~\ \ ^-^
a triangle PQR, and if the angle BCP
be equal to half the contained angle

PQR (ADa being the semicircle on

Aa); then, DEN being drawn perpendicular to Aa, CE will be equal

to the base PR. Take QU and QS equal to QR ; then PS and PU
will be equal to AC and CB, and the angle CDN to TSP ; therefore

drawing PT perpendicular to TS, DN and NC will be equal to TS

and TP. But URS being a right angle, UR is parallel to PT, and

therefore TS : TR :: PS : PU :: AC : BC :: DN : EN ; but TS = DN,
therefore TR w EN, and since PT = CN, it follows that PR = CE.

THEOREM.

Let AT and AT be an ellipse and hyperbola, the semiaxis (CA or

C'AO of either being equal to (C'F' or CF) the distance between the

focus and centre of the other ;
and let tangents at the points T and T'

meet in P and P the circles described on the axes, so that FP == FP';

VOL. XVI. If
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let also a" B" A" be another ellipse whose semiaxes (A" C" and B" C")
are equal to a¥ and FA, and take in its circumference a point L so

that the semidiameter conjugate to that passing through L may be

equal to FP or F'F; then will the excess of the elliptic arc AT above

its tangent TP be greater than the excess of the hyperbolic arc A'P
above its tangent T'P', by twice the elliptic arc A"L.

f'^W c' jL' 7»MA?

Take the point L so that when the ordinate MLH is drawn to

meet in H the semicircle described on the axis, the angle HC'M may
be equal to half the angle PCF (or P'C'F', for the triangles PCF and

P'C'F' have all their sides and angles equal) ; draw C"D perpendicular

to C"H and DE to A"a" meeting the ellipse in E ; then by lem. 2,

C"E will be conjugate to C'L, and by lem. 4, it will be equal to FP,

since the angle B"C"D is equal to HC'M and is therefore half of PCF,
whilst the semiaxes C"A!', C"B", are the sum and difference of PC and

CF. Hence the point L thus found is that required by the enuncia-

tion. Take p, p', h, indefinitely near to P, P', H, and similarly related

to each other ;
let Fp and Fp' intersect TP and T'P' in q and q', and

with the centre C' and a radius equal to C"E describe the evanescent

arc Kk. Then FP, F'P' are always perpendidular to TP, TP', and

therefore Vq is ultimately the increment of the difference between

the arc AT and the tangent TP (/em. 1.) and F'q' the increment

of the difference between the arc A'T' and the tangent TP' ; also by
lem. 3. KA; is ultimately equal to LI the increment of the arc A"L.

Now the angles CFP and CFp are equal to CT'F and C'p'F' ;, there-
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fore PF/j is equal to the sum of P'Fy and P'Cy, or to F¥'p' with

twice HC'Vj : but FP, FT', and C"K are all equal, and therefore

Pg^ is equal to P'q' and twice KA", or to P'q' and twice hi. Whence

the proposition is manifest.

Schol. The angle E'CU is half the angle /"CP or f'C'P', and

therefore by lent. 4, the semidiameter CL is equal to the straight

line/'P orf'P'. This gives another and easier method of finding the

, point L.

Hence every arc of a hyperbola may be found by means of

two elliptic arcs. This beautiful theorem was discovered by Landen,
and is now for the first time demonstrated geometrically ; but the

manner in which it is stated by him and by succeeding writers differs

from the above, and is much more complicated. The different forms

under which they have presented it may be easily deduced from the

preceding, by means of the theorem of Fagnani, of which a geome-
trical demonstration was first given in Vol. IX. of these Transactions,

by the Lord Bishop of Cloyne.

Decmier 23, 1829.





An account of a Peculiarity not hitherto described in the Ankle, or

Hock-joint of the Home ; with Remarks on the Structure of the

Vertebra in the Species of Whale, entitled Delphinus Diodon. By
ROBERT J. GRAVES, M. D. M. R. I. A., King's Professor of

the Institutes of Medicine, Honorary Member of the Royal Medi-

cal Society of Berlin, of the Medical Association of Hamburgh,

SfC. ^c.

Read July 5th, 1830.

Being engaged in the dissection of the horse, on examining the

hock-joint, I found that any effort to flex or bend the limb at that

joint, was counteracted by a considerable resistance, which continued

until the limb was bent to a certain extent; after which, suddenly
and without the aid of any external force, it attained to its extreme

degree of flexion. In attempting to restore the extended position

of the limb, I found that a similar impediment existed to its exten-

sion, until the same point was passed, when the limb suddenly, as it

were, snapped into its extreme degree of extension at this joint.

At first I conceived that this phenomenon depended on the ten-

dons of the flexor and extensor muscles of this joint; but on removing
all these muscles and their tendons, it was not diminished, and it

therefore became clear that it depended on some peculiar mechanism

within the joint itself.

Before I enter into the details of this mechanism, it is necessary

to remark, that it is evidently connected with the power this animal

possesses, of sleeping standing, for it serves the purpose of keeping the

VOL. XVI. O
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hock-joint in the extended position, so far as to counteract the oscilla-

tions of the body, without the aid of muscular exertion ; and in this

respect it resembles the provision made to effect a similar purpose in

certain birds, as the stork, and some others of the grallae, which sleep

standing on one foot. It will appear, also, in the sequel, that not

only is the effect produced the same, but the mechanism is in many

respects similar, if the account given by Cuvier, and also by Dr. Ma-

cartney, in Rees's Cyclopaedia, article Birds, be correct.

Sheep and cows are not provided with ankle-joints of a similar struc-

ture, audit is well known that tJiese animals do not possess the power

of sleeping standing. Another circumstance which adds additional

interest to this peculiarity of structure, is, that it may possibly be con-

nected with the disease termed String-halt, in which the limb is at

each step suddenly flexed, to a degree far beyond that required in

ordinary progression. Whether this is owing to a sudden and jerk-

ing flexion of the whole limb, or to flexion of the hock-joint alone, I

have had no opportunity lately of determining. If the latter be the

case, it is probably connected with the structure of the hock-joint,

which I am about to describe. It may be right to observe, that not

even a probable conjecture has been advanced, concerning the nature

and cause of string-halt, a disease to which the sheep and cow are not

subject, and we have already observed, that in these animals the struc-

ture of this joint presents nothing remarkable.

The hock-joint is a good example of what is termed the hinge-like

articulation, and is formed between the tibia and astragalus, which

latter bone presents an articulating surface, with a nearly semicir-

cular outline, and divided into two ridges, including between them

a deep fossa. The tibia is furnished with depressions which ride

upon the ridges of the astragalus, and has anterior and posterior

projections, which, moving in the fossa, are received into corres-
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ponding depressions in the astragalus, at the moment the Hmb ar-'

rives at the greatest degree either of flexion or of extension.

V iThe shape of the surfaces of the astragalus concerned in the arti-

culation, is not that of a given circle throughout, for towards either

extremity, the descent is more rapid, or, in other words, answers to an

arc of a smaller circle. Hence, when one of the projections of the

tibia has arrived at its corresponding cavity in the astragalus, which

happens when the limb is either completely flexed or completely ex-

tended, the rapid cur^'e of the articulating surface presents a conside-

rable obstruction to change of position. Thus, the form of the articu-

lating surfaces, in itself, to a certain degree explains the phenomenon,
but its chief cause is to be found in the disposition and arrangement
of the ligaments.

The external malleolus of the tibia is divided by a deep groove, for

the passage of a tendon, into an anterior and posterior tubercle; from

the latter of which and close to the edge of the articulating surface,

arises a strong and broad ligament, that is inserted into the os calcis.

Under this lies another ligament, which arising from the anterior

tubercle, is also inserted into the os calcis. It is to be observed, that

the origin of the latter is anterior to that of the former, but its inser-

tion posterior, so that these lateral ligaments cross each other in the

form of an X. The external articulating protuberance of the astra-

galus on which the tibia revolves, has, as has been already stated, a

nearly circular outline, and the attachments of the ligaments just de-

scribed, are at points on the outside of the os calcis, which would

lie nearly in the circumference of that circle, were it continued from

the articulating surface ; so that each of these ligaments has one of its

extremities fixed in a certain point of the circumferance, while its

opposite extremity revolves during the motion of the joint, nearly in

the circumference of the same circle. This observation applies like-

o 2
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wise to the two lateral ligaments on the inner side of the joint, which

have nearly the same relation to each other, and to the general con-

tour of the joint, as that just described ; so it is obvious, that during

the rotation of the joint, as the origins of these ligaments move along
the same circumference in which their attachments are fixed, the

ligaments will be most stretched when they correspond to diameters

of that circle.

Now it is so arranged that this happens at the same time for all,

and consequently the ligaments on each side correspond not merely
as to direction, but as to the point of time they become most stretch-

ed, which is nearly at the moment that the joint has no tendency to

move either way, and at that moment, it is to be observed, that

although the ligaments are most tense, and of course react on their

points of attachment with greatest force, yet this produces no motion,

as the force is exerted in a direction perpendicular to the circumfe-

rence
;
but as soon as the tibia is moved beyond this point of inac-

tion for the ligaments, the latter, no longer representing diameters,

by their contractile force evidently tend to accelerate the motion,

and as they all act in the same direction, and are assisted by the

shape of the articulating surfaces, a sudden motion of flexion or

extension is thus produced.

The preceding explanation supposes the ligaments of this joint

to possess, contrary to the nature of ligaments in general, a certain

degree of elasticity, which was evidently the case in all, but particu-

larly in the most deep-seated of those on the inner side of the joint,

which, therefore, appears most concerned in producing the sudden

motion, whether of flexion or extension.

In the autumn of 1829, two of the species of whale called Del-

phinus diodon, by Hunter, Hyperoodon, by La-Cepede, and Ceto-
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diodon, by Dr. Jacob, were captured near Dublin, one of which,

measuring about sixteen feet in length, I procured for the purpose
of preparing its skeleton.

After the spinal column had undergone maceration for a few

days, I found that the intervertebral substance could be easily de-

tached from the bodies of the vertebrae, and that it carried with it,

firmly attached to each of its extremities, a flat circular bone,

about a quarter of an inch in thickness, and exactly corresponding in

the extent and shape of its surface, to the surface of the body of the

vertebra, from which it had been separated.

The separation was effected with facility, and took place sponta-

neously and completely when the maceration had been continued

some time longer.

The surface of the flat bone, where it had been adherent to the

body of the vertebra, was of a spongy texture, afforded a passage to

many blood-vessels, and was marked by numerous sharp projections

and deep furrows, diverging from its centre, and answering to simi-

lar projections and furrows on the denuded extremity of the vertebra ;

of course the surface of these bones varied in shape and size with the

extremities of the vertebrae to which they were attached, being from

five to six inches in diameter at the dorsal, and not more than one

inch at the last caudal vertebra.

The substance of these bones towards the intervertebral substance

was of much harder and closer texture than that of the bodies of the

vertebrae themselves, and where it was adherent to the intervertebral

substance, it had a smooth surface, marked with a great number of

concentric lines, answering to the arrangement of the fibres in the

intervertebral tissue, which adhered to this face of the bone with

great strength. This marking was deficient towards the centre where

the intervertebral substance is fluid.

The facility with which these bones are detached, is the reason
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why we never find them adhering to the vertebras of those young
whales which have been wrecked on our coast, and whose skeletons

have been exposed to the action of the waves and the weather. Their

flat shape too renders them liable to be covered by the sand, and

hence I have never known them to be found separately, even when
the vertebrae and other bones of this species of whale were scattered

along the coast in great numbers, as happened at Dungarvan some

years after several of these animals had been captured and dragged
ashore by the fishermen.

The bones I have described must evidently be considered in the

light of terminal epiphyses of the bodies of the vertebrae, and are

deserving of notice on account of the facility with which they can be

detached, even in very large, and of course not very young animals of
this species, as I observed in the two skeletons preserved in the Col-

lege of Surgeons, one of which measures thirty feet in length; so that

when the skeleton has been artificially prepared, they resemble sepa-

rate intervertebral bones rather than vertebral epiphyses. In the

land mammalia the consolidation takes place much more rapidly, and

a few years are sufficient to efface all traces of former separation be-

tween the epiphysis and the body of the vertebra; the comparative
slowness of this process in the whale, is probably referable to the

longevity of the animal, and the greater length of time necessary

to complete its growth. A knowledge of this fact puts us in pos-

session of a new and useful mark of the animal's age, independant

of its size, and it is for this purpose I have brought it forward, for

although not noticed by any author I have seen on the Anatomy
of Whales, it must nevertheless have been known to several. If we

find that the terminal epiphysis has become completely united to the

body of the vertebra, we may be assured that the bone, whether

large or small, belonged to an animal arrived at maturity ; but if not,

we may conclude that it had not yet attained to its greatest size. To
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facilitate this inquiry, I may remark, that a very slight examination

of a vertebra is sufficient to determine, whether the epiphysis has, or

has not been detached ; as in the former case the surface is marked

hy deep ridges andfurrows diverging from the centre towards the cir-

cumference; whereas in the latter, if the animal was of moderate size,

the marking consists of concentric lines, answering to the attachments

of the intervertebral substance ; and if the individual was very large,

these concentric lines are exaggerated into concentric furrows ; and

whether the attachments of the intervertebral substance be marked

by concentric lines or by concentric furrows, a considerable portion of

the central part of the bone, where it had been in contact with the in-

ternal substance of the intervertebral ligaments, is quite destitute of

this marking, and presents a striking contrast to the rest of the sur-

face.

I am not aware that the true cause of this remarkable difference

between the markings on the extremities of the vertebrae of the

cetacea has been before explained.

It may not be uninteresting to add, that the cranium of the Del-

phinus diodon in my possession, and both those in the Museum ot

the College of Surgeons, present, in a very remarkable manner, the

want of symmetry between the right and the left sides of the cranium,

which was first observed by Meckel in the skulls of the cetacea.

Note.—Since the preceding notice concerning the hock-joint of the horse, was submitted to

theAcademy, I have had an opportunity of examining two horses affected with string-hah, and

am inclined to attribute the disease to a spasmodic affection of the flexors of the limb gene-

rally, rather than to any derangement in the structure of the hock-joint. It may be right to

mention that the following authors on Comparative Anatomy, and the Anatomy of the Horse,

have been searched, but they contain no notice of the peculiarity in the structure of the hock-

joint, above described.—Macartney, Cuvier, Carus, Blumenbach, Meckel, Clater, Blaine,

Stubbs, Percivall, Boardman, White, Lawrence, Osmer, Home, Bourgelat,
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Second Supplement to an Essay on the Theory of Systems of Rays.

By WILLIAM R. HAMILTON, Royal Astronomer of Ireland,

Sfc. ^c.

Read October 25, 1830.

INTRODUCTION.

T.HE present Supplement contains the integration of some partial

differential equations, to which I have been conducted by the view

of mathematical optics, proposed in my former memoirs. Accord-

ing to that view, the geometrical properties of an optical system of

rays, may be deduced by analytic methods, from the form of one

characteristic function
; of which the partial differential coeffi-

cients of the first order, taken with respect to the three rectangular

coordinates of any proposed point of the system, are, in the case of

ordinary light, equal to the index of refraction of the medium, mul-

tiplied by the cosines of the angles which the ray passing through

the point makes with the axes of coordinates: and as these cosines

are connected by the known relation that the sum of their squares is

VOL. XVI. P
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unity, there results a corresponding connexion between the partial

differential coefficients to which they are proportional. This con-

nexion is expressed by an equation which it is interesting to study

and to integrate, because it contains a general property of ordinary

systems of rays, and because its integral is a general form for the

characteristic function of such a system. The integral which I have

given in the present memoir, is deduced from equations assigned in

my former Supplement ; an elimination which had been before

supposed, being now effected, by the theorems which Laplace has

established in the second Book of the Micanique Celeste, for the

development of functions into series. The development thus ob-

tained, proceeds according to the ascending powers of the perpendi-

cular distances of a variable point from the tangent planes of the

two rectangular developable pencils which pass through an assumed

ray of the system, and according to the descending powers of the

distances of the projection of the variable point upon the assumed

ray, from the points in which that ray touches the two caustic sur-

faces. In the case of rays contained in one plane, or symmetric

about one axis, the partial differential equation takes simpler forms,

of which I have assigned the integrals, and have given an example of

their optical use, by briefly shewing their connexion with the longi-

tudinal aberrations of curvature. I hope, in a future memoir, to

point out other methods of integrating the general equation for the
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characteristic function of ordinary systems of rays, and other ap-

phcations of the resulting expressions, to the solution of optical pro-

blems.

WILLIAM R. HAMILTON.

Observatory, October, 1830.
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SECOND SUPPLEMENT.

Statement and Integration of the Partial Differential Equation^ which

determines the Characteristic Function of Ordinary Systems ofRays,

produced by any Number of successive Reflexions or Refractions.

1. Suppose that rays of a given colour diverge from a given

luminous origin, and undergo any number of successive changes of

direction, according to the known laws of ordinary reflexion and

refraction, at surfaces having any given shapes and positions, and

enclosing media of any given refractive indices. Let a, /S, y, be the

cosines of the angles which the direction of a final ray makes with

three rectangular axes, and let a;, y, z, be the three rectangular

coordinates, referred to the same axes, of a point upon this final ray ;

then u, jS, y, will in general be functions of a;, y, z, such, that if «.

denote the refractive index of the final medium, for rays of the given

colour, the expression

is equal to the differential of a certain function V, of which I have

shewn the existence and the meaning in former memoirs, and which

I have called the characteristicfunction of the final system. The de-
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sign of the present Supplement, is to point out some new properties

and uses of this function, resulting from the partial differential

equation

-which we obtain by eliminating the three cosines a, /3, y, between

the three equations

dv dv . dv ,„>

by the help of the known relation

a' + /3^ + 7= = 1

2. The equation {A), is a particular case of a more general

differential equation, for all optical systems of rays ordinary or

extraordinary, obtained by eliminating the same three cosines, «,/3,7,

by the same known relation between the three following equations,

assigned in my former memoirs,

dF_S«^ dV_lv_ rff_3u.^ "*~
?«

'

dy
~'

i^' dz
~"

Sy
'

in which V is the characteristic function of the system, and t; is a

homogeneous function of «, /S, y, of the first dimension, representing

the velocity of the light, estimated on the hypothesis of emission,

and differentiated as if a, /3, y, were three independent variables.

And the integral of (^), is a particular case of a more general inte-

gral, extending to all optical systems of straight rays, and consist-

ing of the following combination of equations, assigned in my fbr-

mer Supplement :
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SfV _ S'v rv i'v

SPF rv rv r-v= '=T:%7 + yT^ + ^

between which the three quantities a, j8, y, are to be eUminated ; TV

being an arbitrary but homogeneous function of these three quanti-

ties, of the dimension zero ; and the partial differential coefficients in

which the sign S occurs, being formed by differentiating the homoge-
neous functions fV, v, as if a, /3, y, were three independent variables.

In applying these general results to ordinary systems of rays, we are

to put

w = f.(«^ + ^^ + y»)*;

Sv jM-'a
St) __ j/,"/}

Sr
[x.^Y

^v u^ „ „ .„, pv ,2£1 _ tl r«' — L<,2 «M -fiL - ^ („2 _ <,= an i-^ - iil (^ _ u,^ v«i

f^ ~
?~ '

3/33y v^ '

"hyla.

~ ~ '

or, (making after the differentiations a* -f- /S* + y* = 1,)

Ju Iv Iv

|^=^(l_«"-), 1^=^(1-^^). |^=f.(l_y.).

S'^u 3=u 3'u= -."-'"^> s^is:^
= — f'^y ' ^;a:=— f*y«i

3«J.3
- '' '

3.5Sy

-
'^''^ '

3yS,

#
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W + V =
fj. {»x + /Sy + yz) ,

^W
, , ,

-t_ = ^.r
—

|x« (eu; + |8y -f- yz) ,

ooc

-^
= fx.y- l^^ (»x + I3y + yz) ,

jp-=:i^z
—

iJ.y {»x + /iy + yz) .

This system of equations (C) is one form for the integral of the

partial differential equation {A) ; the quantities a, /3, y, being sup-

posed to be eliminated) and W being an arbitrary function of these

quantities, of the kind already mentioned.

Transformation and Development of the Integral.

3. The system of equations (C) may be transformed into the

following :

dU dU
jr , rr dU

, ^ dU ,„.

^x=-^, i.y= -^, V+U=.-^+^^; (D)

in which C7 is a function of the three independent variables a, (2, z,

obtained from the function W by putting

U=W—iuyz, (E)

and by considering y as a function of a, jS. Let us now proceed to

eliminate a, /3, between the three equations (D), by the theorems

which Laplace has given in the second Book of the MScanique

CSleste, for the development of functions into series.

This elimination may be simplified by a proper choice of the

coordinates. The rays of an ordinary system being perpendicular to

to the surfaces which have for equation

V = const. ,
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compose in general two series of rectangular developable pencils, and

are tangents to two caustic surfaces. Let us therefore denote by

^,, y^^ z^, three rectangular coordinates so chosen, that the axis of
z^

coincides with some given ray, and that the planes of x, z^ and y^ z^

are the tangent planes of the two developable pencils to which that

ray belongs ; and let a /3 y denote, for any proposed ray of the sys-

tem, the cosines of the angles which the ray makes with the axes of

x,y,z^. The equations (^) (B) (C) (D) (E) will apply to the

coordinates thus chosen, by simply changing x y z to x,y^z,; and

by changing y to its value

y = ^ 1 — «2 _ ^2
_

1 _ * + ^^ _
y(4)
_

yC6)
__ &c. ,

in which

..+.^-l- 3-5....( 2i + l) («' + ^n' + ^

' ~
2.4.6. ,..(2t

•

+ 2) 2i + 4
'

the function W will in general admit of being thus developed,

W^''\ A, B, being constants, and JV^^\ W^*\ W^'\ being rational

homogeneous functions of the two small variables a, /S, of the dimen-

sions 3, 4, i, respectively. The constants A, B, are here the dis-

tances upon the ray, from the points in which it touches the two

caustic surfaces, to the origin of the coordinates x^ y^ z^ ; and the

terms proportional to a, /3, a/3, disappear from the development of W,

by the choice which we have made of these coordinates, and by the

principles of the former Supplement. In this manner the function

U becomes

U= [t,WyO)
—

fAz, + -^1 (z, + A)»' + (2, + B)
/3^}

+ |xt/'(3) + ^.I/W + &c. , (O)

VOL. XVI. Q
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in which

and the two first of the equations (D) become

ccz=u, + {z, + A)-'f^; ^ = ^. + (s/ + B)-^ ^ ,

if we put for abridgment

, ^, = —1^, <P = -(t-'(3)+f/W+&C.) (I)

z, + A ' '^'~
z, + B

On account of the smallness of ^' ^' the quantities
a

, /3,, are

approximate values of a, /S ; and to develope a, /3, themselves, or any

function of them, F (a, (3), in a series of ascending powers of these

approximate values, we have, by the theorems of Laplace before re-

ferred to,

(. [«+!]" + '

(=/ + ^)'"
+ ' ''"

[« + 1]"+Mz/+ 5)" + ' 3

,2 cc,
«, rf«,"

dli.'^'Ydcc,
dfiXdccJ [dfij '^dxXd^J d/3\d»J '^d^,\daj d*\di3j 5

^"'"^ "• °

[„ + 1]»4-1 [„' + 1]«'+1 (2;, + ^)''
+ l

(z, + S)"' + l
",

the functions F„ (p,, being formed from F, (p, by changing a, ^, to

a,, jS,,
and

\ji
+ l]""^', [n + l]"'"^'? being known factorial symbols ;

we have therefore,

da.;^' Xdd., I
J ^

[„+ i]»
+ i(z^4. ^)» + i

d^d^\d»,d/3\da,) \d/i, ) )

y
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( rfi+n. /
ffgip^ .dip, \"\-^/dip,Y'\

f ,

Now, if we differentiate F as a function of the three independent

variables a, /S^ 2r,,
we have by (B) and (I), ,^j

„
^^

.,

J r rfF dV

we have also V z=
(ji^z^
—

i^W-"^ , when «^, ^,, vanish ; and therefore,

z, being considered as constant in the integrations, and the integrals

being so determined as to vanish with a^, j8^. Substituting in this

expression (N), the developments of a, (2, and performing the inte-

grations, we find the following development for - j

- = z,- wm + ^
|(z,

-}. ^) «/ + (z," + B)
^;}

4. 2
* " </«," dJF V t^*, ^/3/ V d^^ \d^' / .

/Q)

M'hich is another form for the integral of the partial differential

equation (J), obtained from the elimination (D). And if we wish

to introduce any other rectangular coordinates x, y, z, into the ex-
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pression of this integral (0), instead of a?,, y,, «,, we may do so by

the known methods, by putting

X, = (x
—

x„) COS. XX, + {y
—

y,i)
COS. yx,+ (z

—
2„) cos. zx, \

y,= {x
—

x,i)
COS. xy, + (y

—
y„) cos. yy, + (z

—
3„) cos. zy, V (P)

2, = (x
—

a-„) COS. xz, 4- {y
-

Vii)
COS. yz, + (z

—
z„) cos. zz, ^

*'// ^/z ^// being the values oi x y z that belong to the point upon the

ray which had been taken for origin.

Verifications of theforegoing Developments.

4i. We may verify the form (0) which we have thus found for

the integral of (A), by the following condition, resulting from (M),

d V », d V fi, d V ,._.,. /Q)
,,,^._ dz/ IX, z, + A d», ij, z, + B

d/i, ij.

- y '^ * '^
'

of which each member is an expression for the cosine y ot the

small angle which a near ray makes with the ray that we have

taken for the axis of z^ . The condition (Q) may be put under

the form

^•-_(««, + ^/3,) = Vl-*' -^'^ (^)

in which, by (O),
d F _i ,

-^Z -f /3/'
,

d(p,

rfz,

•

ft

~
"*" 2

'^
dz,

+ 2,(»)

C '^" (fd<l>,Y+^ d'^, \ d"
//d(p,Y+i d'tp, \ ^

o] rf»,''lw«J du,dz,) d/3,''\{d,S,J d^,dz,J >
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( [«]« (» + 2) {z, + .4)"
^-2 +

[n]» (n + 2) (2,+ B)" l-« 3

"
(», ») 0,'

(-„ ^ J-]„+l |-„' _^ l-|„'+l (z, + J)M 1
[z, + /?)»+'

_2 °°. fp + ^
+ ''^ +

. ) du.J'd&r'\dx,d^\d»,) \dli,) ) (s^
(n, n'l 0, V n J. 1

~
m' _U 1 7 —

.

' ' '— \_JXiI 1 • l-';

and, by (L),
f d^ /^\n+l

•

a ^ /(/», X" + 1
1

(«)0

^ |-„ ^ j-]„^.l (^^ ^ ^)„^.l i--|-^ ^ ]-]„.l
1

(2^ ^ £)» + !

j

"^ *'
"(».«') 0.'

[-^p [•„, ^ l|„.
1- 1

(z^ ^ ^)» -t-i
(2^ 4. £)»' + 1

d^'J-"- /
d'(p, .d(l>,.n+ l/cf^N"'X

, 3 _ 0. 0. d»,'^dli«\du.,d^\dcc,) W0,) /
. (T)

while the development of

»", +M

may be deduced from the general formula (K) by changing

F («, /3) to 7 = -/ 1 — «' — /3S

and
, F,toy,= -/l-«/_,3/.

To compare these several developments, and to examine whether

they satisfy the condition QK), we are to observe, that from the

nature of the function <p, we have by the foregoing number.

yj_. ^'^1 -n ,^yj_. ^f> - ^°y/ . \
'»,

'

rf/3,rfz, '^''^d^/ d»,dli,dz,- d»,dfi,
' Jda, dz, di

VOL. XVI. B

(U)
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and therefore

J_ (
<p<p, /dip, Y + 1

(d^Y + M - '^y^ f^Y + ' f^Y + '

dz, \d»,dfi\d», J \dlij )
~

dx,d^\d»J {'//ij

+ r+rf«,;u^j dfr \d^) ^v'^wJw "^/w
by which means the difference of the developments (S) and (T)
becomes

d
v_

5^---(««/+^^.
i d^//d^Y+^dy,\ d^f /d^Y+^dy^\ )

^/)=r/ + 2^,j o" j dccr\[d»J d^j </A"VW ^y (
C [ji4- 1]»J

1

(j, ^ ^/'+i
+

[n + l]''+i (2, + B)''+i" >

+2 „
". » rf<rf^,"' \du,dii\d»j w>j_jj»\d/3j ^/ {d»J_;^dfiXd» ) T»Sdk, ) \

[n + l]Mi [n' + Ijx'+i (z, -f J)»+i (2^4- .O-'+'i^
'

and the series in this second member being exactly that which would
result as the development of

y=. ^ i — cc^—fi^.

from the formula (ZT), we see that the condition (Q) or (R) is satis-

lied, and the sought verification is obtained.

Another verification of the foregoing developments may be
obtained by applying the general expresssion in series (A^), for any
function F of the cosines «, /S, to the case where this function is =
£-• We find, first

dp dip, ,
A j(l//f[?^y'

+ >f^A d^_i ,d<p.n^\ d'tp, ^-^

^'^".S '^''^' (d<l>y'^'fdP,Y'^\d'<p,/d<pY+\d fd<p,Y'^\ d^<p, ,d<p.-^'id ,d<p.'"H-)

+ 2 "."du-dfirld'c^'dfiXdJ \d^J '^dcc^\d/3j d/3/ [dj -^d^\,dZ') di
'

{d^} \
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which may be put under the form

rf«~ wo [«+ l]''il(z, + ^)''
*

'"-"''O/O
j-^-ln^^'^ ip'+l(2 .j.J)n(2 .j.^)«'+l'

that is, by (L),

dp
d»
= (r,+ ^) («_»,). (Y)

(A')

Avhich agrees with the conditions (H). A similar verification may
be obtained from the same conditions (H), by considering the deve-

lopment of jg.

Finally, we may observe that the condition

becomes, by (G) and (1),

^= z,
- WW + (2, + A) (««,- ^) + (z, + J5) (^^,- '^) + «>

in which, by (^K) and (L),

w 4- I d" / dp, y+ ''^

' 2 2 W "[«"+T]»+i (2 + ^)"'*'*

__ _
CO,

a, d»/'dfi,'>'\d<»,di3\duj \d/3,) J

(n.»')0.'0 [„]»[«'+ l]«'
+ l(z,+ ^)"+ 2(z, -J- £)« + !

M + 1 rf" /dip, \'"+2

2-2 ^"^" [n+ l]''+M2, + ^)''+*

'

_d^+^/_£p^ (dp,\»
+ 1/^y+ ^

\

» M da^d^f \da,d/i, \d», ) W/ / /

:'!»^>)ta '-kilj io unci -mo lu^ f>7fi-,
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-P
=

?, + 2

L [n+ 1]»
1 M^/+^)"+' [«+ l]H-i(z, + B)«+ i

„„ (« + "+^^^7^Vrf^A5^>' U,/ /
.

(B')
+

^(»^') o.'o [» + Ij-'
+ i

[n' -t- IJ-Hri (2^ ^ ^)«+i (z, ^ ^)«'H
1 '

SO that we are conducted by this other method to the same expres-

sion (0) for the characteristic function of an ordinary optical sys-

tem, as that which we before obtained by performing the integra-

tions (N). In all these expressions the sign 2(„,„,o,'o° denotes a sum-

mation with reference to the variable integers n, n, from zero to

infinity.

Case of a Plane System.

5. A similar analysis may be applied to integrate the partial dif-

ferential equation

to which the equation QA') of this Supplement reduces itself, when

we consider a system of rays of ordinary light, contained in the plane

o( xz. In this case, if we put

X,
=

(.T
—

x,.) COS. XX, + (a
—

z,,) COS. zx, 1

( (D')
. Z^Z= (X

—
Xii) COS. XZ, -jr (Z 3„) COS. zz,

-'

t

we may suppose x:, 2, to be new rectangular coordinates, in the same

plane as nz, and such that the axis of z^
coincides with the direction

of some given ray of the system : and we may denote by a, y, the

cosines of the angles which any near ray makes with these new axes,

so that

We shall then have for one form of the integral of the partial diffe-
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rential equation (C), the following combination of equations:

dU . dU _

between which a is conceived to be eliminated, and in which

(F')

' + ^' ^
2.4.6... (2j + 2) 2i + 4

'

W{^), WiJ^%, being constant coefficients in the development of the

function W, according to the powers of a, and A being another con-

stant in that development, namely, the distance upon the given ray^

from the point where it touches the caustic curve of the plane sys-

tem, to the origin of x^ and z^ . The first of the two equations C^O
becomes

<;>

«« = «/ +
2/
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from F, (p, by changing « to «, . The cosines «, y, may therefore be

thus developed,

d" /dip, \"+ 1

dct"
'

\dit, )
» = », + 2(„," j-„ ^ 1

-|„
,.

1

^2^ -j- J)»+
1

^ da,"
'

da, \det, )

(HO

if we put
y, = ^ 1

— «/ •

And since F may be thus expressed,

because

dV=y. {udx, 4- yf^r,)
=

fx-a (z, + J) rf«, + // (««, + y) dz, ,

and because F becomes fi.z,
—

fji,WW when «^
= 0, we find, finally,

d« /d^,Y+^
— = z,

— fr(o) + _^j_±j^W_ ^-UJ . (K')

This form (K') for the integral of the partial differential equation

(C), may be verified by observing that it satisfies the condition

1 dV^ = -. + y, (LO
f/, dz,

V being differentiated for z, and a, as two independent variables ;

because

d^, , =. («+*L , , »/' i!?^ _ ^ + „
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and therefore, differentiating (X') as if «, were constant,

c?" /dO,\'>

d»,"\da,)

d" fd0,\n+ 1

rf» (fy, /rf(p, \" + 1

rf< 5,"

"

£?«; \,c/«, /* ("X* r« -4- I "i» )- Wz a. /t>TT- ' ^

that is by (fl').

[» H- rj"
-f- 1

(*/ + ^)"+ '
'

1 dV
It. dz,

I ' I

f
I

Ca^e ©/"a System of Revolution.

6. Another particular case of the partial differential equation

(A^, deserves to be considered specially ; namely the case of sys-

tems of revolution, symmetric about some single ray. In this case,

if we take for the axis of z, the ray which is the axis of the system,

V will be a function of z and of x* + ?/' ; and if we put

a^ + y^=n, (O )

we may in general suppose V developed according to positive integer

powers of ri, in a series satisfying the condition,

To integrate this partial differential equation (P'), which is a

particular case of C-4), we may employ the corresponding case of

the general system of equations (D), (E), putting for abridgment

»' + /i' = i. (Q')
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and
considering the quantities W, U, as functions of s, which we

shall suppose capable of being developed according to positive inte-

ger powers of that variable. In this manner we shall obtain

du . du du „ du
d» at dfi dt

^

and therefore by (D),

We have also by (E),

t.= ^_,.^TTr7, ^ = ^+|i. (T')

in which

(U')

r = v'l — «;

and we may put

dW wA „ ,. „, ...

-dT
=

2 -^ ^^if^ (* + 2) '"^ "'•^+* '

"ST
-

2
— f^^i

— + = -(,) UiM «+'
;

,,_,., o, , 1.3.5...(2t 4- 1) z
c^+i

=
(» + 2) «.^^ + -2X6:.w + 2T-2-

'

in which WW , W2i + 4 , ^, are constants of the same kind as be-

fore, A denoting the distance of the origin from the focus of central

rays. Hence, if we put for abridgment,

.
- -'

^' + f
fV'^
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I,
is an approximate value of e, and we have the following relation

between e, and e, ,

which gives, by the theorems before referred to,

/(O being a function of e, and /, -^/^ being formed from /, »//, by

changing « to
s^

. We have also, by (S') (T') (f/')j

and therefore, by (X'),

/x
2 »-^

in which,

y^o
^' '^'' = ~

^(fl « ^'+1
•

r+2 ' ''
=
(7T"^7

•

The development (^') is one form of the integral of the partial

differential equation (PO ; another form of the same integral, may
be obtained from the expression (XO for the characteristic function

of a plane system, by changing a^ to j^rj »
^^^ ^y ^^ ^' ^"^^ ^^>

VOL. XVI. r
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in which

C__2 - ^J!!±i_/«, .

_|
l-3.5...(2i+ 1) z \

*'- WO
(2 + ^)2' + *

V 2'i-*^2.4.6.,.(2J + 2) 2t + 4/ ^ ^

Each of these forms gives, when we neglect ;?'*, the following

approximate expression for the characteristic function F of a system
of ordinary rays, symmetric about the axis of «,

l - 2 _ H/(0) 4-
'* _ <~=+ ^'".y _ i'+^6w,y iz+8w,)V _

l^

~
^2(z+ A) S{z + AY I6(z + Af "^

&(z + ^)'
' ^ '

in which, ;; = a;* + ?/*, and ^0), yj, w,, w^, are constants in the

development of the connected function W, such that when we neglect
the eighth power of the sine of the angle contained between a near

ray, and the axis of revolution of the system, we have

j= mo) + ^("' + ^') + u>, (^' + fi-^f + w, («^ + fi^r ' (D")

a, ^, being, as before, the cosines of the angles that the near ray

makes with the axes of x and y, to which it is nearly perpendi-

cular.

Verification of the approximate Integralfor Systems of Revolution.

7. The approximate expression (C") for the characteristic function

of an optical system of revolution, admits of extensive applications:

it is therefore useful to consider other methods, by which it may be

obtained or verified. An immediate verification may be derived

from the partial differential equation (P') of which (C") ought to be
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an approximate integral ; namely, by computing from (C") the ap-

proximate expressions of

and trying whether their sum is unity, when rf is neglected. Putting

for this purpose the expression (C") under the form

V K fl" 1^— = « — riO) +
2(2 + A)

~
8(2 + Af

^
16(2 + Af

(A—^wy (32M>,-16«>6--3^y (^ — 8m>JV „„
"*

8(2 + Ar
^

16(2+^)6
"^

8(2+^)''
' ^ '

we find, by differentiation,

1 dv
+ 3«'' 5»'

f/-
«f2 2(2 + Af ^

8(2 + ^)* 16(2 + Af

(^— 8m>,V- _ 3(32«>,
— 16tOe—3^y _ 1{A - 8k>JV

2(2 +^)'^ 8(2 + J)'' 8(2+^)^
'

2 «/K 1 3,^
, (^ -8u>J,

^ rf« 2
-f- J 2(2 + ^)3

"T-
8(2 + ^f "•'

2(2 + Af

3(32w, — 16W, — 3J)„' 3(J— 8«;JV
*"

8(2 + Af +
4(2 + Af

'

and therefore, neglecting ;;*,

^Adzl (s+j)2-r

+

i' «^ _ (^—Stojr
(2+"^r (2+^f (z+^f

(IM — 112m;, +48«;,y 7(^4
— 8«;,)V.

4(2 + Af

4, /(^F\2
1.2 \dn)

~
{zJfAf (2+ J)*

^ '--^ ^« ^

1 12w, 4
4(2 + A)

(IM— 112w, +48wjii^ 7(/J — 8«;, )V
1 "T

4(2 + ^)«
'

_ ,
(^— 8«>,V

(2+^)0
+

(2+ Af

£--8ttv)V.
4(2 + Af

'

(F")

(G")
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expressions of which the sum is unity, as it ought to be. We may
remark that the former of these two expressions represents the square

of the cosine, and the latter the square of the sine, of the angle

which a near ray makes with the axis of revolution of the system.

Other Method of obtaining the Approximate Integral.

8. Again, the approximate integral (C") of the partial differen-

tial equation (P')j may be obtained in the following manner. Since

V is supposed capable of being developed according to positive inte-

ger powers of a, let us assume

V
^
= FCO) -t- FCi) « 4- F(2) „2 + F(3) «3 ^ (jj„j

neglecting rf", and considering F^°\ F'*', F'^', F'^', as functions of z, of

which the forms are to be determined. To determine these forms,

we have, when ;j
= 0,

dV .„.. dW , _„, d^V

(1")

iSdi -^ IT ' <^
~

'^
dz

'

dvi^dz
- ^ dz

'

dn'dz
- ^ dz

dV dV
The equation (P') shews that -^ = ± [/,,

when n = :, and-^
is positive,

if we suppose the motion of the light directed from the

negative towards the positive part of the axis of » ; we have there-

fore, by (/"),

dz
-=1. (K")

The equation (P') gives also, by differentiating it with respect

to >?,
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dz dndz
*" "

af« rf.,^

"^ Wi /
'

„ dVd?V
. (d^V\^ , , dVd'V

, , fd^V\2 , ^dl
dri dtl^

f._dV d*V
, ^ t^=r d^V . dVd*V . _ dWdW

(L")

dz dr?dz dr^dz dn'dz
+ ^''

</« rf,*
+ ^^^

dv" dn'

^^'^
d^ d^ +

^''U.v
'

and, making ;? = 0, we find by (I") the following equations in ordi-

nary differentials, from which V'-^\ V'-^, V^^\ are to be deduced :

dvn= ^4- 2FW»;
dz '

= rfFW

dz + 8^« »''^> + ^ (^)^ (M")

= dF(3)

dz

dvmdvv^
+ 12 FU) F(3) 4-^^ + 8F«2

These three differential equations, when divided respectively by

K'*'*, F'"*, F"^^, can easily be integrated, and give, when combined

with the integral of [K"),

V
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(O")

and these forms for tbe coefficients of the development {H"), agree

perfectly with the development (C") or (E"), when we establish the

following relations between the constants :

Do = — WW ;v,=z2A;v,=— I6iv, ; v^ = 8 (IQw,
— 8w, — A) : (P")

we see, therefore, that the present method of integration confirms the

former results.

Connexion of the Longitudinal Aberration in a System of Revolution,

with the Development of the Characteristic Function V.

9. To give now an example of the optical use of the development

which has been thus obtained, let us consider its connexion with the

aberrations of the near rays, from the principal oc central focus. We
have already remarked that the constant A denotes the distance of

the origin of coordinates, upon the central ray, beyond this principal

focus, in such a manner that the focal ordinate is = — A. For the

ordinate Z, of intersection of any near ray with the central ray, we

have by the fourth of the equations (C), of the present Supplement,

z^-^l—lf, (Q")

if we form the coefficient ^ by putting W under the form of a homo-

geneous function of a, /S, y, of the dimension zero, with the help of

the relation a* + /3* + y* = 1, and by then differentiating this

function, and if «, /3, were constant, and y the only variable.
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Employing therefore for — the development

which is of the homogeneous form required, and, after differentiating

for 7, making «* + /3* + y* = 1
, we find for the ordinate Z^

Z = - ^ + J (1
_

y)
~ y 2,^ ^ (2/ + 4) w^.^^{a^ + ^=)H-

>
, (S")

a series of which the term — A being the ordinate of the central

focus, the remainder is the longitudinal aberration : y is the cosine

of the angle which the near ray makes with the central ray, and

a* + /3* is the square of the sine of that angle. If therefore we de-

note the aberration 2^ -j- ^ by A, we may develope A in a series of

the form

A = Z («H ^3=) + L, («' + ,3^)^ + &c. ^T")

in which

/,=-. i.4— 4w^, I,, =1^4 +2tt>, — 6«;„.
'

(U")

And if by these relations (C/"), we eliminate w^ xi\ from the ap-

proximate expression (E"), we fmd the following formula :

IJ-w' C 2L, —dL 6L°- »

"*"
12{« + y})5 I z + A '^(z+Af'^*\' (^")

which shews the connexion in a system of revolution between the

development of the longitudinal aberration A, and that of the cha-

racteristic function V.
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Changes ofa System of Revolution produced by Ordinary Refraction.

10. Suppose now that the rays of this system of revolution fall

upon a refracting surface of revolution, having for axis the axis of

the system, and having for equation

in which jj is still = .r* + ?/* = the square of the perpendicular distance

of a point xyz from the axis ; and let
;«.'

be the refracting index of

the new medium into which the rays pass after refraction. It is evi-

dent that in this new medium, the rays will compose a new sysem of

revolution, symmetric about the same axis as before ; and we may in

general suppose the characteristic function V of this new system,

Avhich is analogous to V of the old, developed in a series similar

to(P'),

*"
12(z + A'Y I z+ A'

*"
(2 -t- -dT 5

the constants A' L' L\ being similar to A L L^ ,
in such a manner

that the ordinate Z' of intersection of the axis with a near ray, is

Z' = — A'+L' («'^ + P) + L\ («'^ + fi'Y , (Y")

if a* + /3'* denote the square of the sine of the angle which the near

ray makes with the axis, and if we neglect the sixth power of this

sine. To connect the new and old constants in the development of

the characteristic function, we have, by the nature of this function,

and by the principles ofmy former memoirs, the condition

= AF=F'— F; (Z")
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which is to be satisfied for all the points of the refracting surface, and

which may therefore be differentiated, considering AF as a function

of z, ti, namely the difference of the developments (V") (X"), and

considering z as itself a function of »?, assigned by the equation of the

refracting surface (ff"). In this manner we find, transposing the

symbols A, d,

dti dn
d_F
dz

. ^d'V, „dz d^V
, (dz\dz\^ d^V d>z dV

^l? + -d7
^

dz
'

0- a'^^J.'^'^^ a
'^'^ dz\^

+'(£)
d'V /dzY ^
dz^d„

+ WJ ^
dz^

(A'")

^ d^,..dz_d^ dyV dh dV
"^

dn'
^

dzdn
"^

dft dr?
^

rfa»
+

dn^ dz

and, making after the differentiations >?
== 0, we have

_ dz d'z _„ d^z
"-'''" TT:

— "'' TaIS '^^s 5 -rT = bz^;d^ dn' dr?

dV d'V „ d^V
d;^ d!^

dV
^^=^^' z+A

F-

dzdn

d'V
^ |U,Z. ft

'^
"^ ~ '^

12(2 + AY
~

4(z+^f 1-

(z + ^f (/s'ttfi (z + Af J
;

V (B'")

d^v

d^V

dn^ (a+ Af \ 2(z

2L, — 5L

l(z+

SZ,"

+ ^)
^

(3 + AY H-.).

We have therefore, I", for the change of— A, the ordinate of the

central focus.

VOL. XVI.
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IF", for the change of L the first or principal coefficient of aber-

ration,

Iir", for the change of i-i the coefficient of the fourth power of the

sine of the angular aberration, in the expresssion of the longitu-

dinal,

u, f2L.—5L ,
3Z.«

, ,\ , o . H- /— 2i
,

\

z being the ordinate of the point of central incidence. With respect

to the present meaning of the sign A, we may remark, that the

first of the three equations (C'") (D"'_) (-E'") is equivalent to the

following :

and the two others are to be similarly interpreted.

Example ; Spheric Refraction ; Mr. HerscheVs Formula for Aberration

ofa thin Lens.

11. These general equations for refracting surfaces of revolu-

tion may be adapted to the case of a refracting spheric surface, by

making '.
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the two first, for example, becoming

0=a(^-^ + ^); (H'")

which contain under a convenient form, the known theorems for the

change of the central focus, and of the principal coefficient of aber-

ration, by refraction of a spheric surface ; r being the radius of this

surface, and being considered as positive or negative, according as the

convexity or concavity is turned towards the incident rays.

If, for instance, we consider an infinitely thin lens in vacuo, hav-

ing |M.
for its refractive index, and having r, r', for the radii of its two

spheric surfaces, (positive when those surfaces are convex towards

the incident rays,^ we may take the point of central incidence for

origin, and the equation (H'") will become,

~
A' A +

r
'
^

A" A' ^ r-
'

^/^
^

— A, — A', — A", being the ordinates of the central focus in the

three successive states of the system ; and similarly, (I'") will give

- ^t£ _^ (JL. J_\ (^ i_^ 4. ^—^ • 1
A'* A*

~~
\A'^ A' J \rA" rA'J

"^
»^

'

^
(L'")

2i^' 2^' /_1_ j^\ _ /_2_ _2f^\ 1_-^ (

L, L'
,
L"

, being the three successive values of the principal coeffi-
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cient of aberration. Adding the two equations (L'"), the interme-

diate coefficient L' disappears, and we find,

"—
A"* A* U'" Ay ^ A" U' ~/

~"
(7:4^

~
7A') +<'*— ')

(75-— 75J'

in which, by (K'"),

A'
-

IJ.A

~
ij.r

'
Jr'
-

A '^ ''^
'\r'

~
r/'

and therefore,

N^-#=(^')(^-|)(«+^+^)
if we put for abridgment

Mio) =4 4- _L+^JiiL + li

—
2/^ + ft»

•yr

r' r

M(2) = H 3 ,

(M'")

(N'")

.in

I (P'")

It is easy to see that the formula (0'") agrees with the expression

for the spherical aberration of an infinitely thin lens, which Mr.

Herschel has deduced by reasonings of a different kind, in his Me-

moir "On Aberrations of Compound Lenses and Object-glasses," pub-

lished in the second part of the Philosophical Transactions for the

year 1821 ; and in his excellent
"

Treatise on Light," published in

the Encyclopadia Metropolitana.
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The elegance of this formula of Mr. Herschel, and the important

consequences which he has obtained from it, have induced us to

shew how the same expression may be derived from the develop-

ment of the characteristic function of an ordinary system of revolu-

tion, assigned in the present Supplement. The same form of deve-

lopment, and those other forms which we have assigned in the same

Supplement, for systems not of revolution, contain the solution of

other optical problems, of which we hope to treat hereafter.

Vol. XVI.



TTie Reader is requested to make thefollowing Correctmit:

In formulae A'). rea(/ V=f^z,—lJ.WW-\-iJ./[(z,+ A)»d*,+{x, +B) ^djS,]

In
( V'),for z^ + y» read x" + y'

Before [A"), for "and is" read "and supposing Wj,^ j= 0, and is"

In formula (B") of First Supplement, for z read x.
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Notice of a new Indigenous Heath, found in Cunnamara. By
JAMES TOWNSEND MACKAY, M.R.I.A. A.L.S.

I BEG leave to state to the Royal Irish Academy, that, in an excur-

sion made to Cunnamara, in the latter end of last month, I disco-

vered a species of Heath, (Erica Mediterranean) not known before

as being indigenous to Britain or Ireland.

It grows on a declivity, by a stream, in boggy ground, at the

foot of Urrisbeg mountain, near Roundstone, on its western side ;

occupying a space of above half a mile in length, and covering be-

tween two and three acres of ground.

The Mediterranean Heath is also indigenous to Portugal, from

whence it appears to have been first introduced into the British gar-

dens ; and it is the principal Heath of Corsica.

In gardens it forms a handsome shrub, from three to five feet

high, and is very ornamental in spring, which is its flowering

season.

I may also mention that the Menziesia polifolia, (Erica Dabeoci

Linn—Saint Dabeoc's Heath, or Irish Heath, very abundant on the

sides of mountains, and on dry Heaths all over Cunnamara, and in

the county of Mayo, as far north as Croagh Patrick, although no

where else found in Britain or Ireland,) is, as well as the other, indi-

genous to the south of Europe ; being found on the western Pyre-

nees and at Anjou. A variety of this last, with white flowers, of

VOL. XVI. z
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which I have a living specimen in the College Botanic Garden, has

lately been observed on the hill, above Mr. D'Arcy's house, at Clif-

den, Cunnamara, growing along with the common variety which has

purple flowers; and it has alsoj.beea found sparingly in the county of

Mayo.
It is rather remarkable, that two such interesting plants, indige-

nous to the south of Europe, should be found in so remote a corner of

our island.

College Botanic Garden,

November 30, 1830.
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Note to a Paper on the Error of a received Principle of Analysis.

By WILLIAM R. HAMILTON, &c.

Read April 18, 1831.

The Royal Irish Academy having done me the honour to pubUsh,

in the First Part of the Sixteenth Volume of their Transactions, a

short Paper, in which I brought forward a certain exponential func-

tion as an example of the Error of a received Principle respecting

Developments, I am desirous to mention that I have since seen (with-

in the last few days) an earlier Memoir by a profound French Mathe-

matician, in which the same function is employed to prove the fal-

lacy of another usual principle. In the French Memoir, (tom. v. of

the Royal Academy of Sciences, at page 13, of the History of the

Academy,) the exponential \e **/ is given by M. Cauchy, as an

example of the vanishing of a function and of all its differential

coefficients, for a particular value of the variable {x), without the

llinction vanishing for other values of the variable. In my Paper
the same exponential is given as an example of a function, which

vanishes with its variable, and yet cannot be represented by any

development according to powers of that variable, with constant

positive exponents, integer or fractional. There is therefore a diffe-

rence between the purposes for which this function has been em-

VOL. XVI. 2 ^
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ployed in the two Memoirs, although there is also a sufHcient resem-

blance to induce me to wish, that at the time of publishing my Paper,

I had been acquainted with the earlier remarks of M. Cauchy, in

order to have noticed their existence.

OflSERVATOUy,

April 16, 1831,
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Smbfect proposed £y ^ Rmfal imfc Aeaitm̂ - To knaiigaU fftc

mmikenticUy of the Poems of Osaimm^ hotk. m gnm m Mmty

^knom's tnm^atiom, amd m$ pmkKiiktd w Gmdk, J^maim 1807,

tmder the mMmetiam of tike OfgUmid Sodety of Lmdom ; omdom
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Prize Essay, by WILLLVM HAMILTON DRUMMOND, D. D.

M. R, I. A.
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SBCTION L

Historic V»em!^tke JUmamdl^rognio^t

"Podet iB talibos iaeptss (MaqphosoBB sdKooQ i

That tbe subject of inquiry pn^osed by ihe Royal Irish Acadnty,

relatiTc to die authenticity t^Ossan"^ Poens, HHiy be pursued with

most advantage, it is deemed expedient to to—rnrr with an historic

TKw ofthe rise and progress <^ the Osaamc contrcHPersy.

We kam from the Report of the Highhud Society of Scotbad,

drawn up by Hauy Maci^^azie, Esq. and pulAshed in B^^h^^gi^
1805 ; that Jerome Stone of Dunkeid was the first vho wmde any
collection of the ancient poems of the Highlands. Of oae of these

poems he published a translation in the Scots Mi^awae, fer Janoaiy

1756, accompanied with a lett»- stating that diose who ha>ne any
b2



tolerable acquaintance with the Irish language, must know that there

are a great many poetical compositions in it, and that they are tender,

simple, and sublime. The specimen which he published, was entitled

' Bas Fhraoich, or the Death of Fraoch, who was destroyed by the

treacherous passion of his Mother-in-law." The original, with two

translations, the one in loose paraphrastic rhymes, the other, close

and literal, may be seen in the Vllth No. of the Highland Report.

Neither in the poem nor in the letter, is any mention made of Fingal

or Ossian,
" About the same time, Mr. Pope, minister of Reay, in Caithness,

well known for his abilities as a scholar, and his great knowledge of

the Gaelic language, had thoughts of making a collection of the an-

cient poetry of the Highlands, in concert with another gentleman,''*

whose death put an end to the scheme. They wrote some poems,

"said to be composed by Ossian," from oral tradition,
" but could not,

from the best information, learn that there was any manuscript of

them in that part of the kingdom." On the publication of Macpher-

son's work, Mr. Pope recollected that he had heard some fragments of

Lathmon, and found that the Erragon of Temora is called Dibird fli,

and the poem which mentions the death of Oscar, Ca Gaur, in the

Gaelic of the Highlands. -f"
- «n i

n .
In June 1760, Mr. James Macpherson published, at Edinburgh,

his
"
Fragments of Ancient Poetry, collected in the Highlands, and

translated from the Gaelic or Erse Language." These fragments were

fifteen in number, and formed the first specimen, of . the celebrated

poems attributed to Ossian.J -T' -')

On the appearance of these poems, the literary world was asto-

nished. A new sun had blazed forth in the hemisphere, and all eyes

*
Report of the Highland Society, p. 25. f IfJ* -Appendix, 53.

X Ritchie's Life of Hume, p. 137.



were raised to admire, and all hearts were ready to pay homage to the

splendid phenomenon. Scotland in particular was delighted. She

flattered herself that now she had a poet who would rival Homer, and

it became a point of national honour to laud and magnify his various

beauties. We learn from a letter of Hume's, that every one was per-

suaded of his authenticity, that philosophers and men of letters, the

celebrated Adam Smith, and the Laird of Mac-Farlane^ the greatest

antiquary in Scotland, and Major Mackay, Lord Rae's brother, and

the Laird and the Lady Macleod, to say nothing of names of inferior

note, were all of one sentiment on the subject. It was now disco-

vered, that in the Highlands every body could repeat the poems in

the original,- that the names of Fingal and Ossian, and Oscar and

Dermid, were as common to the mountaineers of Scotland, as Ctesar

and Pompey to the old citizens of Rome, insomuch, that their favou-

rite mastiffs were designated by those heroic appellations.* The

happy translator, who had experienced how hard it is
" to climb the

slippery steep of fame," now found himself transported, as bv a sud-

den bound, to its highest elevation. A liberal subscription was com-

menced among the patrons of genius in Edinburgh, to reward his la-

bours, and enable him to make a tour to the Highlands, to discover

more poetical treasures. In that tour he fulfilled the object of his

mission, and in the commencement of the ensuing year, published in

London a new and enlarged edition of the poems, which seems to have

obtained an extensive circulation, and added much to his celebrity.

Blair, the distinguished divine and professor of Rhetoric and Belles

Lettres, became, through the influence of Home, the well-known au-

thor of the. Tragedy of Douglas, their zealous and decided advocate.

* Lord Kaims says that Luath and Bran, the names of Fingal's dogs, were the appellations

still retained.
. .Q .Q ;iic!ri it-jH'lo ttf^.JhW'ij.:* ^^liJ 3;in(. J.'.ucja:. .



To fix their fame on a stable basis, he exerted all his ingenuity, and

produced a dissertation on their authenticity, which is eulogized by
Hill, his biographer, as "

combining the subtilty of Aristotle with the

elegance of Longinus."* In this dissertation, he founds his principal

argument on internal evidence ; but not contented with this, he pro-

posed to accompany it with certain documents corroborative of his

reasoning, and, accordingly, wrote to Hume, in London, for his opi-

nion as to the nature of the evidence which he should endeavour to

obtain. Hume candidly replied, that he often heard the poems re-

jected with disdain and indignation as a palpable and most impudent

forgery; that he foresaw, if they were left to stand on their present

footing, they would soon fall into final oblivion ; that for his own part,

he had many particular reasons to believe the poems genuine, more

than it was possible for any Englishman to have, yet, he was not

without scruples ; that the Jtianners, notwithstanding all the art with

which Blair had endeavoured to varnish them, formed a strong reason

against them ; that the preservation of such long and such connected

poems, by oral tradition alone, during a course of fourteen centuries,

is so much out of the course of human affairs, that it requires the

strongest reason to make us believe it ; that the capital point should

be established, not that the poems are so ancient as the age of Seve-

rus, but that they were not forged within the five preceding years by
James Macpherson; that the proofs must not be arguments but tes-

timonies ; that the fact should be ascertained whether, as Macpher-
son pretended, a manuscript of great part of Fingal, did actually exist

in the family of Clanranald,

With this advice of his sagacious philosophic friend, Blair seemed

desirous to comply. He wrote to the Highlands, and received letters,

* Hill's Account of the Life and Writings of Hugh Blair, D. D. Edin. 1807, pp. 39-40.



setting forth what the writers, chiefly clergymen, knew of the matter.*

He pubhshed the result in an appendix to the dissertation, but the ori*I

ginal still remained in obscurity. He ascertained no fact, and found

no document sufficient to answer the demands, or satisfy the doubts of

such sceptics as Hume. .

Macpherson soon found that he would not be suffered to sit down

unmolested under the shade of his laurels. Notwithstanding the po-

pular feeling and national partiality in favour of his work, many began
to entertain the same scruples as Hume. All wondered how poems
of such length could have been preserved by oral tradition in a rude

country, and through a long series of dark and barbarous ages. A
consideration of the changes to which all languages are subject?

even when bound by the strictest chains of syntax and orthography,

naturally created a suspicion that " the whole truth" had not

been divulged. Morover, the manners which they described

were so contrary to men's previous ideas on the subject, and they

presented a state of society so different from that of the heroic

ages of every other country, that they corroborated such suspi-

cions. Notwithstanding the varnish of Blair, and the patriotic in-

dustry of Lord Kaims, to prove that " the manners were Caledonian,

and not pure fiction," doubts rose upon doubts. The timid whisper

swelled into bold vociferation ; and the dread sounds of forgery and

imposition were reverberated from the metropolis of England to the

mountains of Caledonia. The luminous shafts of criticism flew thick

and fast through the poetic mists of Fingal and Temora. The ghosts

of Morven were heard to shriek in their airy halls, and the spirit of

Loda trembled in fear of utter dissolution.

^o' Foremost in the van of Macpherson's opponents, stood the
•

: :vjii,<jil'jii male .

;

.«OHmtel«*.oaF-}.
*
Highland Report. .,^^ ^^^,^,^ ^
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learned Doctor Samuel Johnson. In his Tour to the Western Isles,

published in 1774, he has discussed the subject of Ossian with a

strength of reasoning, which nothing but the clearest demonstration

of opposing facts can ever set aside. By a force of mental compres-

sion, which was eminently his own, he has condensed into a few sen-

tences the sum of almost all that can be adduced against the authen-

ticity of Macpherson's Ossian. "
I believe," says he,

" that the

poems of Ossian never existed in any other form than that in which

we have seen them. The editor, or author, never could shew the ori-

ginal, nor can it be shewn by any other. To revenge rational incre-

dulity by refusing evidence, is a degree of insolence with which the

world is not yet acquainted, and stubborn audacity is the last refuge

of guilt. It would be easy to shew it if he had it ; but whence could

it be had ? It is. too long to be remembered, and the language for-

merly had nothing written. He has, doubtless, inserted names that cir-

culated in popular stories, and may have translated some wandering

ballads, if any can be found; and the names and some of the images be-

ing recollected, make an inaccurate auditor imagine, with the help of

some Caledonian bigotry, that he has formerly heard the whole."

If Macpherson had answered these weighty objections satisfac-

torily, he would have ended the dispute, and established his own

reputation. But being of the irritabih genus, or, as Hume calls him,

a "
heteroclite mortal," one who thought, perhaps, that his genius

should stamp authority on his words, and set him above the critic's

scrutiny or suspicion, instead of vindicating his character and addu-

cing his proofs, he thought fit to proceed by a more summary way,

and threatened the critic whom he could not confute. He wrote an in-

solent letter to Johnson, and was answered in the following
"
rough

phrase of stern defiance :"*

*
Murphy's Essay on the Life and Genius of DoctoJi; JohnsoA.



Mil. James Macpherson,

I have received your foolish and impudent letter.

Any violence that shall be attempted upon me, I will do my best to

repel ; and what I cannot do for myself, the law shall do for me ;

for I will not be hindered from exposing what I think a cheat, by the

menaces of a ruffian. What would you have me retract ? I thought

your work an injposture ; I think so still ; and for my opinion, I have

given reasons which I here dare you to refute. Your abilities, since

your Homer, are not so formidable ; and what I hear of your mora-

lity, inclines me to credit rather what you shall prove, than what

you shall say.

S. JOHNSOX.

Finding that the redoubtable critic was no more to be intimi-

dated than Cuchullin of spears, or the car-borne king of woody

Morven, Macpherson became convinced that his Ossianic mode of

deciding the controversy would be attended by no success. Casting

off the buskin, and descending from his Iambics, he caused the fol-

lowing advertisement, in the name of his bookseller, to be edited in

some of the public journals: "that during six weeks after the first'

publication of the poems, the original manuscript lay at his shop, for

the inspection of the curious."

(Signed) "T. Becket."

Shaw affirms that this MS. was never seen ; that he had no MS.

to deposit with Becket, unless some Irish one, in which, had an Irish

gentleman gone to inspect it, he might have found the genealogy of

his own family. For, he adds, "it is well known that the Earse dialect

of the Gaelic was never' written nor printed until Mr. Mac-Farlane,
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late minister of Killinvir, in Argyleshire, published in 1754 a trans-

lation of Baxter's Call to the Unconverted."*

Shaw's conjecture, that he had an Irish MS. which he may have

sometimes shewn, is strongly corroborated by Johnson's declaration,

that the editor has been heard to say, that part of the poem has been

received by him in the Saxon character. The Irish character having
some resemblance to the Saxon, may have led him, from ignorance,

to conclude, that it was the latter; unconscious how such a conclusion

Avould expose him to the caustic observation of the critic, that " he

had then found, by some peculiar fortune, an unwritten language,

written in a character which the natives probably never beheld."

In 1781, Shaw, the author of a Gaelic Grammar and Dictionary,

published an inquiry into the authenticity of the poems ascribed to

Ossian. He wrote in a bold popular style, and having evinced him-

self to be a master of the Gaelic language, his opinions were calcu-

lated to have no small influence in the contest. He stood boldly

forth as
" a sturdy moralist, who loved truth better than Scotland,"

and wrote with the earnestness of one conscious of the truth for which

he was contending. He coincided in Doctor Johnson's arguments,
and added to them all the weight of his authority derived from his

knowledge of the history, language, and customs of the Highlands,

as well as from having travelled through them, for the express pur-

pose of gleaning information relative to the question in dispute.
"
Many mountains," says he, "I traversed, many valleys I explored,

and into many humble cottages I crept on all four, to interrogate

their inhabitants. I wandered from island to island, wet, fatigued,

and uncomfortable. No labour I thought too much, no expense too

great, while I flattered myself with converting the disbelieving Doctor

• Shaw's Inquiry, pp. 26-27.
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Johnson, recovering some of the poetry of Ossian, and stripping Mr.

Macpherson's brow of what I then used to call them,
'
stolen bays ;' for

I then believed there might be an original, and that he rather wished

to appear the author than the translator.'" He was frequently en-

gaged in long discourses with the blind, the lame, and the aged; "but

I found myself," he proceeds, "not a little mortified, when all they

could repeat was nothing but a few fabulous and marvellous verses

or stories concerning Fionn Mac-Cumhal, alias Fingal ; his Fiona or

followers chasing each other from island to island, striding from

mountain to mountain, or crossing a frith at a hop, with the help of

his spear. There was much of enchantments, fairies, goblins, incan-

tation rhymes, and the second sight. When I heard those of one

country I heard all, for they all repeated in general the same stories ;

and when I had the narration of a few, I had every thing."

Having no success in the way of oral communication, he turned

his attention to the discovery of manuscripts. And here his inquiries,

as he expected, for he knew that the Erse was never written, proved

equally unsuccessful. He was told of one person who had a manu-

script; but that person referred him to a second, and the second

to a third, and the third to the first again, till having gone round the

circle, he was at length told that Macpherson had carried them all

to London. He found, indeed, in the possession of Mr. Macintyre,

of Glenace, Argyleshire, a parchment manuscript of Irish genealog}^,

written in the Irish character, dialect, and contraction. It was shewn

to him as containing the object of his search; but after much difficulty

in decyphering it, he saw that it did not contain a line of Ossian's

poetry.
"
Having made this fruitless inquiry," he continues, "after

the genuine Ossian's poetry, from which I only learned there never had

been any, I passed over to Ireland, there also to pursue Ossian, and

yther inquiries. I rummaged, with the consent of Doctor Leland,
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Trinity College library, examined manuscripts, had different persons

who understood the character and language, in pay, conversed with

all who might know any thing of the matter; and, after all, could dis-

cover no such poetry as Macpherson's ; but that the Irish had been

more careful than the Highlanders, and had committed to writing

even those compositions of theffteenth cenlurxj!^

An attack so bold and vigorous as Shaw's, if not repelled, must

have proved decisive. The honour of Scotland was in jeopardy, and a

champion arose in its defence. This was Mr. John Clarke, anonymous
editor of "The Works of the Caledonian Bards," published in 1778,

containing various epic, elegiac, and pastoral compositions of other

Highland bards, different from those of Ossian. We learn from theAbbe

Cesarotti, that he was a young Highlander of genius and understand-

ing, and thoroughly acquainted with the Gaelic, which was his verna-

cular tongue. The poems which he published, though ancient, were

far inferior, he acknowledged, to those of Macpherson. For the

authenticity of these he strenuously contended, and wrote against

Shaw in a spirit of acrimonious invective ; I'epresenting him as " un-

principled, selfish, revengeful, ungrateful towards his best friends, a

flatterer of Johnson ; and above all, an impostor and bare-faced slan-

derer, who was at perpetual contradiction with himself and truth."*

As Shaw, when he put forth his first publication, entitled "An Ana-

lysis of the Gaelic language," had been a strenuous defender of the

authenticity of Ossian, Clarke makes a dexterous use of the arguments

employed in that work; and in a part of his answer, called "Shaw

against Shaw," convicts him of inconsistency, and thus endeavours to

neutralize his conclusions. Such inconsistency, however, as may be

fairly contended, was only a proof of Shaw's candour. In giving up

•
Cesarotti's Dissertation, published with Ossian's Poems, in the original Gaelic, by Sir

John Sinclair, Bart. vol. iii. p. 317.
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his former prepossessions, and yielding to the force of truth, he acted

as became a philosophic mind. It is not without weighty reasons that

a man deserts or opposes the cause which he has once espoused, espe-

cially if it be popular, favourable to his interests, or gratifying to his

national vanity. Shaw, in his inquiry, seems conscious that he would

expose himself to much bitter animadversion; and says, "if I have

the approbation of the sensible, liberal, and discerning part of my
countrymen, I shall feel little anxiety from the apprehension of the

malignant virulence and personalities that may issue from the illibe-

ral few. I never yet could dissemble, nor personate a hypocrite ;

truth has always been dearer to me than my country ; nor shall I ever

support an ideal national honour, founded on an imposture, though it

were to my hindrance," (p. 72.) And again:
"

I should be as happy
as any of my countrymen can be, to have it in my power to produce
the original, and to satisfy the world ; but, as not one line of it has

hitherto been seen, but what Mr. Macpherson has favoured us with,

imposed as a specimen, though actually translatedfrom the original

English ;
I am so far a friend to truth, that I cannot permit an

imposition to descend to posterity undetected. Had I been ignorant

of the Gaelic, less credit might be expected to my narration of facts ;

but having written a Grammatical Analysis and Dictionary of it, it

may be readily believed I should rejoice to have it in my power to

produce the originals of these poems to the public, as the Dictionary

and Grammar might, perhaps, be sought after, to help the curious in

forming some opinion of the original. Thus, it would be my interest

to support the authenticity, did I think it honest," (pp. 102, 104.)

This is surely the language of honesty and truth. No man can

write in a style like this, from any principle but conviction. In an

appendix to the second edition of his
"
Inquiry," Shaw replies to

Clarke. He "
rests the strength of his arguments on the mysterious
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conduct of Macpherson, in withholding from the pubhc the Gaehc

originals,"* and says candidly,
"

if Fingal exists in Gaelic, let it be

shewn; and if ever the originals can be shewn, opposition maybe
silenced."

Another powerful auxiliary to the cause of Macpherson appeared
in 1780, in a work of Mr. John Smith, minister at Kilbrandon,

Argyleshire. This work is entitled "Gaelic Antiquities, consisting of a

History ofthe Druids, particularly of those of Caledonia ; a Dissertation

on the authenticity of the Poems of Ossian, and a collection of ancient

Poems translated from the Gaelic of Ullin, Ossian, Orran, and others.

This was followed in 1787 by the publication of Sean Dana; le Oisian,

Orran, Ullann, &c., ancient poems collected in the western Highlands
and isles, being the originals of the translations published some time ago
in the Gaelic Antiquities, by John Smith, D. D., minister of the Gospel

at Campbelton." This collection consists of fifteen poems, eleven of

which are ascribed to Ossian, the rest to three of the most celebrated

of his contemporary bards. Smith follows close in the wake of Blair,

whose arguments from internal evidence, he repeats. He thinks the

prevalence of the bardic institutions will account for the preservation

of the poems through so many ages.

In 1783, Thomas Hill, an English gentleman, published a small

work, containing several Gaelic songs and poems, collected during a

tour through the Highlands of Scotland in 1780, but they were

mostly of that class which Macpherson and Smith would have re-

jected. This was unfortunate. Had he been so lucky as to stumble

on an ancient copy of the real Ossian, how he would have been en-

riched !

As it became the fashion to admire Ossian, it also became fashion-

able to make collections of Ossianic poems. Foreigners caught the

• Sir John Sinclair's Ossian, iii. 361.
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infection, translations were made, and foreign presses took an interest in

multiplying copies. We learn from the notes to the Abbe Cesarotti's Dis-

sertation, that "in 1787 the Baron Edmund De Harold, colonel in the

service of the Elector Palatine, published at Dusseldorf an English ver-

sion of seventeen little Caledonian poems, which he had discovered,

with the following titles: The Songs ofTara; The Song of Phelim; Evir-

allen; Sulmora; Ryno's Song on the Death of Oscar; Malvina, a dra-

matic poem; Rinfena and Sira; A song of Ossian after the defeat of the

Romans; Bosmina; The Songs of Comfort; The Last Song of Ossian ;

Sulima; Sitric; Lamor; Larnul, or the Song of Despair ; The Death

of Asala; The Morning Song of the Bard Dlorah." All these poems
the Baron ascribed to Ossian, except that of Lamor, which is supposed
to be of more remote antiquity ; and that of Sitric, which appears to

be of the ninth century. Of these poems it is observed, that "
the

style is neither so figurative nor so bold as in those published by Mac-

pherson. In Ossian'e Poems no mention is to be found of any deity,

while those translated by the Baron, on the contrary, are filled with

the most sublime descriptions of the supreme Being. Macpherson's
Ossian appears to have been a native of the Highlands of Scotland ;

and De Harold's Ossian seems to be a native of Ireland."

Ireland, it may be supposed, was not an uninterested spectator of

these transactions. Till now her claim to the Fenian bards and

heroes had no more been disputed, than her claim to Brian Boroimhe

and his bard Mac-Liag. She heard with amazement of the usurpa-

tion of her right, in favour of the Gael Albanach. Her renowned

chief. Fin Mac-Cumhal, the general of one of her ancient kings, had

undergone a metamorphosis beneath the spells of a sorcerer, called

Macpherson, almost as great as that which he suffered from the in-

cantations of the daughter of GuUen.* The Fenian chief was become

* See the Irish Poem of The Chase.
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the king of woody Morven, an obscure district in Argyleshire, the

name of which, till now, had never been heard beyond its own limits.

Her pride was alarmed, her history falsified, her literary glory threa-

tened with extinction ; and though fully aware of the invalidity and

falsehood of all rival claims, she was not at the instant prepared to

confute them. The sudden and unexpected invasion surprised, but

did not rob her either of the courage or the weapons by which it

could be successfully repelled.

A short time after Macpherson's first publication of Ossian, while

he was in London, passing a second edition through the press, an ad-

vertisement appeared in the Dublin Freeman's Journal, announcing
the speedy publication of Fingal,

" a poem originally wrote in the

Irish or Erse language, and stating that the translation would set

forth all the blunders and absurdities in the edition now printing in

London." This gave Macpherson apparently just room to complain,
"
that a gentleman in Dublin accused him to the public of commit-

ting blunders and absurdities in translating the language of his own

country, and that before any translation of his appeared." The last

clause of the complaint was untrue, for his translation had appeared
in Edinburgh in June of the preceding year. But as no poem of the

name of Fingal is known to exist in the L'ish language, no Irish gen-
tleman could have thought of making such an announcement. Theophi-
lus O'Flanagan, Secretary of the Gaelic Society of Dublin, accuses

Macpherson of having himself inserted that advertisement ; and the

charge is, in all probability, well founded. Such an artifice accords with

the disingenuousness of his whole character, and no doubt, it ren-

dered good service to his cause in exciting public attention, and cre-

ating a belief that an Irish original did actually exist.

But nothing is more difllicult than to carry on such a literary im-

position long, without some untoward circumstance awakening suspi-
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cion and leading to detection. Macpherson, with a temerity which

experience afterwards taught him to correct, pubhshed some hnes of

the original of Temora, stating, that
"

the words are not, after the

Irish manner, bristled over with unnecessary quiescent consonants so

disagreeable to the eye, and which rather embarrass than assist the

reader.'^ General Vallancey, who had studied the Gaelic with such

accuracy, as enabled him to publish a valuable grammar of the Irish

language, was forcibly struck by these extraordinary observations so

contrary to the experience of every Celtic scholar. The corruption

of the Celtic in that single specimen, consisting of only twelve lineis,

afforded, in his opinion, "a striking proof of the novelty of the poem,

or, if it be ancient, it is a proof," says he,
" of the unlettered igno-

rance of the ancient Gaelic Scots." This he illustrates by example,
and adds, "if we were to criticise on every corrupt word in the twelve

lines, it would require many pages." Such observations from a man
of so much knowledge in Celtic learning as Vallancey, confirmed Shaw

in M'hat he says he always believed, that the specimen given by Mac-

pherson, was his own translation from the original English. •\-

The well-founded opinion of Vallancey was amply corroborated

by the investigation of succeeding writers. In 1775 appeared "The

Ogygia Vindicated," a posthumous work of O'Flaherty's, published

by C. O'Conor, Esq. The editor, in his preface, remarks, that Mac-

pherson
"
forgot to prove how those poems could, through a series of

more than a thousand years, be preserved among an illiterate people ;

or how mere oral tradition, which taints every other human composi-

tion, and corrupts its stream as it flows, should prove a salt for keep-

ing the works of Ossiaii sweet in their primitive purity. He forgot also

to assign a reason how that illiterate bard should be so descriptive of

arts and customs unknown in his own age, and so silent of the rites

* Shaw's Inquiry, p. 34.
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and customs which prevailed in it. He may, perhaps, find it easy to

give such problems a solution by referring to the inspiration of the anr

cient poets, who could foretel the future, and explain to their hearers

what otherwise they could not understand. But we conceive that

every critical reader will give a quite different solution, and not spare

a moment for hesitation in pronouncing those poems mere modern

compositions, collected by the industry, and shaped into form by the

interpolations of the ingenious editor," pp. xiii. xiv.

In the summer of 1784 Doctor Young, F. T. C. D. M. R. I. A.

and afterwards Bishop of Clonfert, made a tour to the Highlands of

Scotland, with the express view of collecting ancient Gaelic poems,

and ascertaining, as far as possible, from what materials Macpherson

had fabricated his Ossian. The result is published in the first volume

of the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. He accuses Mac-

pherson of having altered the dates of his originals, which appear to

be the Irish Fenian Tales, of giving them a much higher antiquity

than belongs to them, of suppressing the name of Saint Patrick, and

altering both the form and the matter. He tells us that Mr. M'Arthur,

minister of Mull, in reply to some inquiries of one of the Professors

in the University of Glasgow, wrote to him that there were many spu-

rious Irish songs wandering through the country, but to satisfy his

scruples, he sent him four fragments extracted from the genuine

poems of Ossian. The first and second of these specimens of the

genuine Ossian, were found by Doctor Young to be extracted from an

Irish poem, of which there is a beautiful copy in the Library of the

University of Dublin, entitled Laoi Mhanuis Mhoir. The third is

taken from the Marbhrann Oscair ; and the fourth from the poem of

Oran eadar Ailte agus do Maronnan, of which also there is a copy in

the Dublin University.
"

It appears, therefore, that those spurious

Irish ballads, as they are called by Macpherson and M'Arthur, are

the very originals of which the former compiled his Ossian."



Doctor Young was much surprised to find that out of so large a

work as Temora, Fingal, and all the other shorter poems, M'Arthur

should happen to select only such passages as occurred in the Erse

songs that fell into Mr, Hill's hands or his own. "This," he observes,
" seems to indicate, that the foundation of Macpherson's Ossian is

much narrower than, perhaps, we might have suspected."

In comparing the Irish copies with the Scotch fragments, and the

poems published in 1786, in Gillies's Perth edition of Gaelic Poems,

he found that the most perverse industry had been employed to corrupt

and falsify the genuine Irish text, to make it accord with Macpher-
son's fabrications. The name of Saint Patrick, though of frequent

occurrence in the Irish, was carefully excluded from the Scotch

copies, because the era of the saint did not synchronise with that of

Ossian. The name of Manus was also excluded, and another substi-

tuted, for a similar reason ; and all such passages as represented

Fin and Ossian to be natives of Ireland, were carefully expunged, to

make room for a version favourable to the new hypothesis.* Every

thing was done which it was possible to effect by suppression, addi-

tion, and falsification, to give plausibility and currency to the grand

imposition.

"Talibus insidiis perjurique arte Sinonis,

Credita res."
i I

ViRG.
,
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Doctor Campbell, in his
" Strictures on the Ecclesiastical and

Literary History of Ireland," published in 1789, follows in the same

strain as Doctor Young, whom he eulogizes as a writer whose "mind,

* "Ex uno disce omnes." In the combat of CoN, son of Dargo, and Gaul, son of Morne,

the messenger of Fin is made to say, "For what cause have you come into Ireland?" But in

the Perth edition it is changed into (the Gaelic of)
" For what cause have you come into this

CODNTRY ?"

D 2
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during his whole course of inquiry, appears divested of prepossessions,

and guided only by the love of truth. In his publication nothing is

strained, nothing distorted ;
his facts are collected with philosophical

calmness, and his deductions drawn with mathematical precision."

But notwithstanding the whole mass of Irish authority, historical,

antiquarian, and critical, was so unhesitating, so unanimous, and so

decisive, the question still continued to be agitated. Grave English

and Scottish writers suffered themselves to be deceived, and the

stream of history was in some danger of being polluted by the lees of

Ossianic fiction. Not only did critics like Blair and Karnes delude

themselves and others, but professed historians began to appeal to

Macpherson's Ossian as to authentic historical documents. Whitaker,

in his History of Manchester, published in London, 1773, says of

those poems, that
"
they carry in themselves sufficient proofs of their

authenticity;"* and acting on this conviction, weaves part of his his-

toric web with the spider-thread woof of Caledonian fancy.
" The

last considerable attempt," as he obligingly informs us,
"

to reduce the

Caledonians, was made by the Roman Emperor in person, by Severus,

and the collected power of the empire under him. And they were

then subject to Fingal, the Vind-Gall or head of the Britons, the son

of Comhall, the grandson of Trathal, and the great grandson of Tren-

mor, a dictator fit to be the antagonist of Severus, and a chief wor-

thy to be the hero of Ossian. "j- Henry, also, wha wrote the History

of England, expresses himself a sound believer in the authenticity of

Ossian, and illustrates the subject of the early poetry of the Britons

at great length, by copious extracts from Macpherson's Ossian's

Poems, as if they were all genuine! J But Irish writers, who had access

to the real sources of Irish history and antiquities, were not thus

deceived. They detected and exposed the novel theories which had

« Vol. i. p. 24. f Vol. ii. p. 214. J Henry's England, book i. c. 5.



been presented to the public. In the prehminary matter of a learned

work, to which reference has been already made,
" The Ogygia Vin-

dicated," the author animadverts with just severity, not only on the

blundering inventions of the poet Macpherson, but on the historical

"
inconsistencies, contradictions, and impositions," of his friend and

coadjutor Doctor Macpherson, author of certain fabulous "critical

Dissertations on the origin, &c. of the ancient Caledonians," which

endeavour to subvert some of the most clearly attested facts in our

early annals. Wynne, also, in his History of Ireland, (published

in 1773,) speaking of Whitaker, says, that so far from his account

of "
Fingal, sovereign of Morven, and chief of the Caledonians,

bearing any token of the genuine Irish History, it has scarcely

the resemblance necessary to work up the circumstances into a

drama. If some of our northern neighbours took it into their

heads to reverse the chronicles of Ireland, in order to make poems
out of them, in support of their own particular prejudices, there

is surely no occasion for our grave historians to follow in their foot-

steps, and to insist, that, without any one real superior advantage
over their neighbours, these Caledonians should know the history of

that country better than its inhabitants, who profess to have kept its

records for many succeeding ages." But a Scotch avenger of insulted

historic truth arose in Pinkerton, a writer of pith and marrow, who

did not hesitate to give his sentiments all that energy of expression

which he could well command, and expose to merited reprobation,

the attempts which had been made to overthrow, by shallow argu-

ments, the positive testimonies of Claudian, Orosius, Isidorus, Gil-

das, and Bede.* " God knows," says he,
" our antiquities were too

* Pinkerton's Essay on the Origin of Scotch Poetry.

Macpherson says, in his Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland, that

he rejects the testimony of Ossian
; but, replies Pinkerton,

"
it is as false as if it rested on it.

To say of his Introduction, that it
" teems with every error which a man can fall into, who
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obscure before, without having an additional weight of nonsense

thrown around them. To ascribe poetry or romance to any age,

though written by ourselves, is an innocent deceit ; but to connect

such writings with ancient history, nay, to pretend to alter and cor-

rect ancient history by them, is so strange a breach of modesty, that

I know not what to call it, no similar instance occurring in the annals

of literature. Mr. Macpherson's learning is very ill digested, as Mr.

Whitaker has shewn the public ; yet, with all his ignorance of the

ancient state of his own country, he has misled many. Doctor

Henry, a Dutch compilator, though without Dutch learning, and

Mr. Whitaker, a French visionary, though without French vivacity*

may shake hands and congratulate one another on the solemn

occasion."

In 1804 appeared Laing's History of Scotland, with a Disserta-

tion on the Poems of Ossian annexed. In this Dissertation the

author has entered so fully into the subject, with such learning,

taste, and discrimination, as to have left little to be done by succeed-

ing critics. He exposes many of Macpherson's numberless errors, and

dwells with great success on his imitations of Virgil and Homer, of the

Sacred Scriptures, and several of the English and Scotch poets. He

proves clearly from Macpherson's own admissions, that he had no

original, and that it was " the shame of being known only as a trans-

lator, that kept him from publishing the fragments
"
from which his

work was constructed.
" Such an idea," Laing justly observes,

" could have occurred only to a person conscious that the poems were

writes upon a subject without any knowledge of it, is not the greatest charge against that pro.

duction. It also abounds with direct misquotations, in order to mislead. « • » » He

says his theory is nev;, and he ought to have known that, of course, it \s false. It would be

quite new to assert that Xerxes never existed, and for this we have only history, as well as for

the origin of the Scots."

:. > iiJSUJ s:
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his own, not to a genuine translator, like Pope or Dryden, but to

one unwilling to forfeit by a pretended translation, all claim to his

own productions, or to the conscious merit of an original poet." 'a

This work of Laing's was afterwards followed by the publication

of an edition of Ossian's Poems, with notes pointing out more parti-

cularly the sources from which Macpherson had replenished his poe-

tical urn.

It might be supposed that such able exposures as these would

have brought the question to a conclusion, and afforded truth a

triumph in the complete extinction of all further belief in the authen-

ticity of the Scotch Ossian. But some were still found, and the race

is not yet extinct, who remained obstinately attached to their first

opinion, so hard is it to eradicate established error, or expel a favou-

rite prepossession.

In 1805 was published the Report of the Committee of the High-
land Society of Scotland, appointed to inquire into the nature and

authenticity of the Poems of Ossian. This report was drawn up by

Henry Mackenzie, Esq. with considerable clearness and apparent

impartiality. The report is accompanied with a copious appendix,

containing letters addressed to Doctor Blair and Mr. Mackenzie,

from various persons in the Highlands, with affidavits and declara-

tions, and specimens of Gaelic poems both original and translated.

This work was followed in 1807 by an "
Essay on the Authenticity

of Ossian's Poems, in which the objections of Malcolm Laing, Esq.

are particularly considered and refuted by Patrick Graham, D. D.,

minister of Aberfoyle. To which is added, an Essay on the Mytho-

logy of Ossian's Poems, by Professor Richardson, of Glasgow Col-

lege." In this work the author pronounces a handsome eulogy on

the Highland Society, and lauds it for declining to enter into the

argument, and maintaining a becoming reserve.
" Anxious only to



collect facts, it has been little solicitous to offer opinions, or to enter

into controversial discussion."* For its anxiety to collect facts, the

Society merits the praise of its panegyrist. Facts are always valua-

able. Give us these and w^e shall draw our own conclusions. Again,

he says,
" the Committee has thought it beneath its dignity, to stoop

to the refutation of the arguments of Mr. Laing." Now we really

cannot conceive that the Committee would have suffered any loss of

dignity by refuting Mr. Laing. He was an adversary worthy of

being overcome. He was their own countryman, a gentleman, a

scholar, a member of Parliament, and an excellent historian. We
rather think the Committee would have gained more dignity by van-

quishing him, if they were able, in an honourable conflict, than by

exposing themselves to the ironically sarcastic charge of having

"been very laudably employed in collating one forgery with another,

and giving their sanction to a very gross fabrication. "-f- But the task

which the Highland Committee could not condescend to undertake,

was, it seems, not beneath the dignity of Doctor Graham. Accord-

ingly he has set forth in an ostentatious title, that he has refuted

Malcolm Laing, Esq., but whether to any one's satisfaction, except his

own, may well be questioned. As for
" the sum of Doctor Johnson's

argument on this occasion, he deems it of too small amount to re-

quire any particular notice \"^

In 1807 came forth, in three splendid volumes,
" The Poems of

Ossian in the original Gaelic, with a literal translation into Latin,

by the late Robert Macfarlane, A. M.; together with a Dissertation

on the Authenticity of the Poems, by Sir John Sinclair, Bart.; and a

translation from the Italian of the Abbe Cesarottis Dissertation on

* Introduction, p. 12. f Id. p. 13.

•f Lfiing's Preface. % Graham's Essay, Introduction, p. ix.



the Controversy, respecting the authenticity oj Ossian, with notes ; and

a Supplemental Essay, by John M^Arthur, L.L.D.; published under

the sanction of the Highland Society of London." This work seems

intended to supersede the necessity of all further publication on the

subject. Sir John Sinclair appears to think that it will fully confute

all the objections by which the authenticity of the poems ever has

been, or ever will be opposed. We have come to a different conclu-

sion. We are of opinion that such a work alone was wanting to con-

firm our objections, and that it has supplied additional proofs of the

imposition. :;,^
„,j

The principal evidence on which Sir John rests his cause, is, that
" a manuscript of Ossian in Gaelic, actually existed at Douay, in

Flanders, previous to Mr. Macpherson's having made any collection

of those poems." Influenced by a laudable desire to arrive at the

truth, and having heard that the Roman Catholic Bishop, Cameron,

resident in Edinburgh, could give useful information on the subject,

he opened a correspondence with him, and learned the following

facts : 1st, That the Rev. John Farquharson, Avhen a, missionary in

Strathglass, in the Highlands of Scotland, collected about the year

1745, a number of Gaelic Poems, which were called by him Ossian's

Poems, and which he affirmed were not inferior to Virgil or Homer ;

2nd, and 3rd, That the said MS. collection was left by him, first at the

College of Douay, then at Dinant, and lastly at Douay again, among
his own countrymen there resident ; 4th, That it was written on large

folio paper; 5th, That it was at Douay in 1777, when Bishop Chisholm

left that place, but that it was then much damaged, and became so

much neglected, that the leaves were torn out, and were used, so long
as they lasted, to light the fire ; 6th, That in 1766 or 1767, Farquhar-
son received Macpherson's translation, and compared Fingal and

Temora, and some of the lesser poems, with the Gaelic ; 7th, That he
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frequently complained that the English version did not come up to

the strength of the original ; 8th, That the Rev. James Macgillivray,

a student of poetry and rhetoric, an admirer of the ancient classics,

and a contemner of Erse poems, being converted by the translation of

Macpherson, paid more attention to Farquharson's comparison than

he would have otherwise done ; 9th, and finally, That Farquharson

was a man of great sincerity and good information on the authenticity

of Ossian.

Such is the substance of the new evidence which Sir John Sinclair

has brought before the public, and which he thinks capable of remov^

ing the doubts of the most incredulous.

That Mr. Farquharson did make a collection of compositions in

the Gaelic language, is not disputed, nor that it was contained in a

large folio paper book, about three inches thick, written close in a

small letter. The evidence for this is satisfactory. It is equally so,

that he was assisted in his studies by Mrs. Eraser, of Culbokie, who

had made a similar collection, which she called a Bolg solair, written

m Jine large Irish characters, and that Mr. Farquharson acknow-

ledged he had got a great many of his poems from that lady. But

it does not appear that his collection was confined, as Sir John Sin-

clair's proposition might lead us to suppose, to poems called by him

Ossian's Poems, but that it was of a very miscellaneous description,

and "
contained," as the compiler was repeatedly heard to assertj

" various Gaelic songs, a few fragments of modern composition, but

chiefly extracts of Ossian's Poems." Bishop Cameron speaks of it as

containing only "a very considerable part of what was afterwards

translated and published by Macpherson." Mr. Macgillivray was

convinced that it contained them all ; nay, it must have contained

more; for he avers, that he "often heard Mr. Farquharson regret,

that Macpherson had not found or published several poems contamed
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in his MS., and of no less merit than any of those laid before the

pubhc." •:'• / *-
; r-i •"•''

t: :
•

'

In these accounts ai'e some discrepancies, not, however, of suffi-

cient magnitude to invalidate the existence of the Gaelic miscellany,

but to cause some hesitation in believing all that is reported of its

contents. That it was left at Douay College, and remained there for

years, seems unquestionable. It was seen there by gentlemen whose

veracity we cannot doubt. But is it not possible that in some cir-

cumstances connected with it, they may have been deceived .'* It

does not appear that any one of the witnesses whose direct testimony

is given on this occasion, examined the MS. for himself, or formed

any comparison between it and the translation. This task had de-

volved solely upon Farquharson, and they are contented with repeat-

ing his observations. Were they assured, or was Farquharson the

compiler himself assured, that the supposed originals of Ossian were

not transcripts of the Irish Fenian Poems, in which the names of

Oisin and Fin so frequently occur ? Were they asked whether they

ever heard the name of Patrick in the poems, or if any of them were

in the form of dialogue between Oisin and the Irish saint .'' Is it even

clearly ascertained that any part of the miscellany was known or

designated as the composition of Ossian, son of Fingal, prior to the

appearance of Macpherson's work ? Was Mrs. Fraser ever heard to

ascribe any part of her collection to the great Celtic bard ? Do not

thej^ne large Irish characters of her MS., from which Farquharson

enriched his volume, point both to the true character and source of its

most elegant
" extracts ?"

Admitting as we do, that Mr. Macgillivray and the other wit-

nesses, whom Sir John Sinclair has adduced, have reported truly

what they saw, heard, and believed, we should come next to the

examination of Farquharson's character as a competent scholar and

E 2
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honest critic. But here unfortunately no data are given by which

we can form a just estimate, or ascertain what respect is due to his

authority. The only criterion by which we can form any judgment,
is his declaration, that the translation falls short of the original, and

that Ossian is
" not inferior to Virgil or Homer." The latter decla-

ration does not, we confess, enhance our opinion of his critical dis-

cernment. But we shall not dispute :

"
Cedite, Romani Scriptores ! Cedite, Graii !"

Some prefer Robin Hood's Garland to the Iliad, and think Will

Scarlet and Little John much nobler heroes than Achilles and Ajax.

As to the former declaration, it is worth nothing unless supported by

proof. There are hundreds of Irish scholars at this moment, who

will affirm that no translation can render justice to the beauty and

force of their vernacular tongue.

Our judgment of Farquharson must rest upon the credit which we

attach to the testimony of his friends and admirers. That testimony

is derived from memory, and after a lapse of many years. But me-

mory, as all men know, is often fallacious. It supplies a few broken

or insulated facts, which imagination combines, and endeavours to

form into a consistent history. Mr. Macgillivray, the principal wit-

ness, left the College of Douay in 1775, and thirty-one years after-

wards, in 1806, informs us, that in 1766 or 1767 Farquharson first

received a copy of Macpherson's translation, and compared it with

the Gaelic. Prior to this event, Mr. Macgillivray had been obsti-

nate in denying the merit of the Highland bards, but the beauty of

the new version wrought a complete revolution in his taste, and, con-

trary to the usual process, he found in the translation, perfections

which till now had never been discovered in the original. His eyes

were opened, and he was taught to believe that even the new version.
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with all its superlative excellence, was but a faint shadow of the

strength and majesty of the Celtic Homer. But Gaelic poetry, as

he informs us, was now "
frequently brought upon the carpet."

Ossian was become a subject of national interest, and the ancient lite-

rary renown of Caledonia, was involved in the question of his superior

genius. It was equally involved in the question of his authenticity,

and unless this could be supported, all would be lost. To settle this

point, Bishop Cameron, in one of his letters, informed Sir John Sin-

clair, that Mr. Macgillivray saw the greatest "part of Fingal and

Temora collated by Mr. Farquharson with the original ; and Macgil-

livray himself says,
"

I have an hundred times seen him turning over

the folio, when he read the translation, and comparing it with the

Erse
;
and I can positively say, that I saw him in this manner go

through the whole poems of Fingal and Temora." This is strong and

decisive language ; still we hesitate. Had he only made a proper use

of some one of the "hundred" opportunities which he enjoyed, to

take down in writing a few of the passages which most forcibly struck

either Farquharson or himself, both in the original and the transla-

tion, page for page, and line for line, and presented them to the

world as a specimen of the mode in which the comparison was con-

ducted, his assertions might have claimed more respect ; and we can-

not but marvel that he did not execute this task, or induce his friend

to execute it, both for their own and the public satisfacton. That Mr.

Farquharson turned over his folio
" an hundred times

"
to search for

passages similar to those which he admired in Macpherson's Ossian,

we can readily believe, and also that he may have found certain simi-

larities of thought and of diction, with an identity of names. Such si-

milarities are found in the Fenian Tales, from which, we feel confident,

Macpherson took many of the materials of his centos ; and which we

doubt not were, in the present instance, copied from Mrs. Fraser's col-



lection, written in^ne la7'ge Irish characters; for even Mr. Macgilli-

vray says, "he has a sort of reinemhrance^ that he (Farquharson)/re-

quently mentioned his having got a great many of the poems from Mrs.

Fraser." That such poems as either Fingal or Temora ever existed in

their present form, in the Graehc language, until they were translated

into it from the English, we are forbidden to believe by the irrefutable

internal evidence, to say nothing of the external, by which such an

hypothesis is overthrown. How many in the Highlands of Scotland

have been heard to assert, that they well knew those who could repeat

the whole of Ossian's Poems in their native Erse ? But when brought

to the proof, it was found that they had only indulged a popular fal-

lacy, engendered by imagination, from some bardic song or wandering

tradition. Could the Douay MS. be restored, and we regret as much

as Sir John Sinclair himself, that it cannot, we are strongly inclined

to think that it would corroborate the justice of our opinion, and shew

that the poems which Mr. Macgillivray is pleased, after Macpherson,

to denominate Fingal and Temora, are no other than Erragon, Mag-
nus More, or some other of the well-known Irish tales. But if they

were really what he supposes and affirms them to have been, is it, in

the least degree, credible that their existence should be confined to

a single copy, or at most, to a second, in the hands of Macpherson,

while copies of far inferior compositions, are to be found in the libra-

ry of every curious collector ? Is it not contrary to all human expe-

rience to suppose that the worthless is preserved, while the valuable

is left to perish ? Homer lives ; Choerilus and all the cyclical poets

have died.

But if there was only one copy left of the genuine Ossian in the

original tongue, wherefore was it not preserved ? Why did not the

friends of Scotland, in Douay, guard the MS. as the palladium of

their country ? There is not, perhaps, in the records of literature, a



more disgraceful history than this of the Douay collection. Its fate

reflects dishonour on all who had a knowledge of its existence, but

particularly on those who should have felt an interest in its preserva-

tion. Why were they so wanting to their country's fame and their

own, as to suffer it to be destroyed ? Let it not be pleaded that this

was done without their knowledge, or a consciousness of its value.

Macgillivray, who is praised as
" a great proficient in poetry, and

much admired for his taste," saw it hastening to decay in 1775 ; but

notwithstanding the interest which he appears to have taken in the

general subject, he left it quietly to its fate. It was not, however,

doomed to rapid destruction, neither was it surreptitiously removed

by an Irish Ulysses, jealous of his own dear country's renown. When

Bishop Chisholm left Douay in 1777, it was still in existence, and

might have been saved. But he also forbore to take it under his pro-

tection ; and thus, this most invaluable collection of Gaelic poems,

this Ossian,
" not inferior to Homer and Virgil," this precious and

unique treasure is deserted by its best friends in a foreign land, to be

treated as a thing vile and contemptible, torn and mutilated by stu-

dents ignorant of its contents, and at last employed, leaf after leaf, as

a substitute for fire-wood to kindle their stove ! And all this at the

very time the Ossianic controversy was raging, when its appearance

would have acted as a charm in stilling the noise of the combat,

turned Doctor Johnson, with all his literary myrmidons, to flight, and

for ever secured the triumph of Scotland, and put her enemies to

shame ! Was there no library in Douay College, in which books

might be safely lodged ;
nor librarian, nor provost or rector, to pro-

hibit the licentious waste of such valuable manuscripts ? We can

imagine only one plea by which we think it possible to justify or pal-

liate the neglect and destruction of Farquharson's miscellany, and

this is, that it was not worth preserving. It would have rendered



no service to the cause of Macpherson. Living, it might have tended

only to his exposure ; dead, it could tell no tales. But since it has

fulfilled its destinies, and Douay students, ignorant of Gaelic as

Opician* mice of Greek, have celebrated its funeral rites in their

stove, wherefore now disturb its ashes, or evoke its ghost to testify in

behalf of the most audacious forgery of modern times ?

SECTION 11.

MacpliersorCs Ossian compared with the new Translation of the pretended

original Gaelic Version.

The defenders of Macpherson's Ossian being foiled and van-

quished in all their attempts to support its authenticity, have as-

sumed a new position, and affirm that he was utterly destitute of

the genius necessary to the composition of those exquisite produc-

tions which bear his name. As a proof, they allege the failure of his

translation of Homer, and conclude, that he fell as far short of giv-

ing a just English version of the Celtic as of the Grecian bard.
"
When," says Graham, "we consider the rest of his literary efforts

with an impartial eye, it is presumed that they will be found to exhi-

bit an inferiority of genius and a mediocrity of talent altogether

unequal to the splendid poetry, which, under the name of Ossian, has

attracted the admiration of Europe." Poor Macpherson ! How

dreadfully would he be mortified by such defences as this ! After all

his industry in compiling poems for the honour of Scotland, to be

t) '"Et divina Ofici rodebant carmina mures."—Juv.



thus cruelly sacrificed at the shrine of the Celtic bard ! Every spe-

cies of literary abuse is heaped upon his head. It is discovered that

his genius never soared above mediocrity ; that he had not even the

requisites of a faithful translator ; that he was unjust to his original ;

that he maims him by retrenchment, or deforms him by excrescences.

His fate we cannot help acknowledging to be merited, but it should

have been inflicted by other hands. He should not have had to ex-

claim, ''Et tu Brute !"*

They who urge the charges of ignorance and incompetency

against Macpherson, pride themselves on having the genuine Poems

of Ossian to substantiate their charges. They are printed in a splen-

did edition, with a Latin version, in Sir John Sinclair's work ; and to

enable the mere English reader to determine how far the censures

heaped on Macpherson are just, a new translation by the Rev.

Thomas Ross, is printed with Macpherson's translation on opposite

pages. To the former the following notice is prefixed :
" The atten-

tion of the reader is particularly requested to those passages in this

* Ross, throughout the notes to his translation of the first Book of Fingal, in the first

volume of Sir John Sinclair's publication, is unsparing in his censure of Macpherson. He
accuses him of ignorance of Gaelic, of want ofjudgment and taste, and of frequent insertion

of the ideas of other poets. In a note on a speech of Cuchullin, beginning at the 101st line,

he asks, is this the language of a great commander, addressing his associates in arms, in a

grand council of war, assembled on the most pressing emergency ? Or does it not rather re-

semble the incoherent ravings of a madman ? Again, he avers of some ideas in a speech of

Calmar, lines 140-1 46, that they are borrowed from the speech of Belial in Milton, and have no

more connexion with Calmar's speech than the ravings of Sancho Panza with the sublimity of

Paradise Ijost. Once more he tells us, that " the translator, hardly ever faithful to his original,

departs entirely from the sense of the Gaelic poem, and disgusts his readers with the indi-

gested and absurd extravagancies of his own confused imagination !" Finally, he condemns

him for the stupidity of his conceits, for foolish pomposity of words without any conceivable

meaning ; for borrowing from the Scriptures and other sources ; and for the random insertion

of fantasies and absurdities too gross for any reflecting mind !
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translation which are printed in itahcs, as clearly proving the superio-

rity of the new translation." With this request we shall comply, bring

the two versions into fair comparison, and draw our own inference.

The first passage worthy of notice commences at the seventh line :

Macpherson's Translation.

The scout of ocean fcomeS

Moran, the son of Fithil.

"
Arise," says the youth,

" Cuthullin arise !"

I see the ships of the north !

Many, chief of men, are the foe ;

Many the heroes of the sea-borne Swaran !"

'Ross's Translation.

The scout of ocean came

The swift, high-bounding son of Fithil.

Rise ! CuchuUin rise !

I see a mighty fleet from the ilorth !

Haste, haste, thou chief of the feast ;

Great is Swaran, numerous his host.

We think we can perceive more taste, with more simplicity and pro-

priety, in Macpherson's lines, than in those of his rival. He does not

waste time in giving superfluous epithets to the scout of ocean.
"

I

see the ships of the north," is less prosaic than " I see a mighty fleet

from the north." The former expression particularizes the object,

and intimates a knowledge and a fear of approaching hostility. The

haste, hasle ! of Ross after the rise, rise ! looks like rhetorical artifice,

and " thou chief of thefeast," unless a sarcasm were meant, is quite

inapplicable to Cuchullin lying with his spear and shield by the wall

of Tura. We, therefore, prefer Macpherson's
" chief of men." It

reminds us of ava^ apcpojv, our old school-boy acquaintance. We
also deem Macpherson's repetition of many, preferable to the great

and numerous of Ross. The epithet sea-borne, independently of the

musical swell which it gives to the rhythm, is happily introduced, and

the loth and 16th lines, viz :

" It is Fingal, king of deserts.

With aid to green Erin of streams."

are incomparably more poetical than Ross's,

" Son of Fithil, it is Fingal,

High chief of the dusky hills."
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It is evident that the two passages cannot be from a common

original.

Macpherson, line 18.

" I beheld their chief," says Moran,
" Tall as a glittering rock.

His spear is a blasted pine.

His shield the rising moon !

He sat on the shore !

Like a cloud of mist on the silent hill !"

Ross»

" I beheld their chief," said Moran,
" Their hero is like a rock.

His spear like a fir on the mountain cliff.

Like the rising moon his shield.

He sat upon a rock on the shore.

Like the mist on yonder hill."

Mr. Ross is terribly severe on Macpherson for giving his lines as a

translation of Ossian. For there is no such epithet as glittering in the

original ; and what he says of the spear is
"
ridiculously absurd ; for

it absolutely constitutes the spear a blasted pine; and no poet of real

genius would compare the spear of a hero to a blasted tree, which

conveys the idea of weakness, not of strength.
* « « *

'j^j^g

true poet of nature knew better things, and the image which he pre-

sents to the mind is one of the most picturesque, sublime, and beau-

tiful, in the whole compass of nature."

Notwithstanding this
" most sublime, and beautiful, and pictu-

resque" panegyric, we are still so deficient in taste, as to prefer the

old version to the new. If the hero were like a rock for firmness or

strength, or any other quality, being clothed in mail he was like a

glittering rock,* unless his armour had contracted rust from the salt

sea spray, and this is not mentioned. The original of the compari-
son of a spear to a pine, is to be found in the club of Polyphemus,
which Homer equals to the mast of a ship, otraov ^' i<^ov vrjog,

Oddy. ix. 322. Virgil terms it a truncated pine. Trunca manum

pinus regit, et vestigia firmat.—^En. iii. 659. Our own great poet

* In the first edition, the hero was tall as a rock of ICB, but this being found too frigid a

comparison, it was changed to a flittering rock.
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caught the idea, and enriched it with all his wonted power of ampli-

fication :

" His spear, to equal which the tallest pine,

Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast.

Of some great ammiral, were but a wand."

Thence it passed into the hands of James Macpherson, Esq.

being in the process of transplantation, blasted; and thence into a

new version of his Ossian into Gaelic, again to be revivified and re-

produced in an English translation, by the Rev. Thomas Ross, with

all its leafy honours thick about it, deep-rooted and unscathed " on

a mountain cliff." But we are of opinion that it would have been

better to let the blasted pine remain unmolested. It forms no unapt

similitude to a spear; a fir tree on a mountain cliff, unless it be

blasted, conveys none. Those whom all will acknowledge to be

genuine poets of nature, never thought of such a comparison. Homer

compares the giant's club, or walking staff, not to a tree growing, but

to a tree whose growth was past, namely, the mast of a ship. In Virgil

it is irunca pinus, a pine maimed of its head and roots; and in Mil-

ton, a pine hewn to be a mast, of course stripped of every leafy and

branchy incumbrance. The epithet blasted does not necessarily im-

ply the idea of weakness, but of denudation. We do not, however,

insist on its propriety. All we contend for is, that Macpherson's

comparison is more just and natural, than that either in the Gaelic or

in Ross's version.

Macpherson, line 24.
i

Ross.

Many, chief of heroes ! I said ! Leader of strangers, numerous

Many are our hands of war.
| Are the impetuous hosts which rise with thee.

Well art thou named the mighty man ; .
j

Fierce warriors of most desperate strokes.

But many mighty men are seen
;
Whose swords are sharp in the strife of

From Tura's wia^iy walls. heroes :

But more numerous and mighty chiefs,

JJ \l Surround the windy Tura.
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From the most cursory glance of these lines, we should have no

hesitation in pronouncing Macpherson's the original, and Ross's the

imitation. An original writer is contented with a brief and simple

idea or description ; a translator generally amplifies, and an imitator

endeavours, as he ought, to improve. They often become paraphras-

tic, and hope to merit the praise of originality for some new accessory

thought or embellishment. The address of Moran to Swaran, in the

above lines of Macpherson, is brief and appropriate ; his object

being to intimidate the invaders by a statement of the number and

valour of the foes by whom they were about to be encountered.

This he makes simply and forcibly, at the same time paying a due

compliment to the leader. Ross's lines have those marks of imita-

tion which have been noticed. They are crowded with epithets. The

effort to improve is manifest, and the attempted improvement itself is

injudicious. Wherefore should Swaran be told of his own forces that

they were numerous, and impetuous, of desperate strokes and sharp

swords ? And how did Moran know all these particulars
" of stran-

gers
"
who had only just landed, who had made no impetuous attack,

whose strokes were yet unfelt, and whose swords still slept in their

scabbards .''

Macpherson, line 42.

Fingal says

That the king of ocean fell !

But Swaran says, he stood ! ilV) o.:iii id ;

Ross.

Said Fingal the king.

The chief of the ocean has fallen in the vale.

He is not fallen, my answer was.

The antithetical strength and brevity of Macpherson in these

lines, are too manifestly superior to his rival's, with their unnecessary

adjuncts, to require any comment.

Macpherson.

Dark Cuthullin shall be great or dead.

Ross.

Cuchullin, as undaunted as he.

Shall conquer in the field, or nobly die.

i i-uh
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Here Macpherson expresses with poetic energy in three mono-

syllables, a sentiment which Ross renders weak and insipid by ex-

pansion into nearly two whole lines, and one of them an heroic, con-

sisting of ten syllables ! Who can doubt which is the original ?

Cucbullin's speech consists of eight short lines in Macpher-
son's version, in Ross's it is diluted into ten, of which the ninth con-

tains twelve syllables, and the tenth eleven.
" My heroes shall hear

and obey
"

says the former version. The latter, of words more libe-

ral, repeats a command already given,
"

strike, son of Fithil, the

shield of Semo with speed," and adds, with colloquial bathos,
"

call

in our heroes from the copses and woods," and this is a specimen of

the genuine Ossian, which is to throw Macpherson into utter oblivion

or contempt !

Macpherson, line 74.

Caolt stretch thy side as thou movest

Along the whistling heath of Mora,

Thy side that is white as the foam of the trou-

bled seas.

When the dark winds pour it on rocky Cu-

thon.

Ross.

Stretch thy fair limbs, O Caolt,

Whilst moving with speed from Mora ;

Fairer than the drifted foam.

On the face of a stormy sea.

The "
whilst

"
of Ross is a heavy word that clogs the speed of

Caolt. " Drifted foam
"

is a happy expression. Macpherson's

description is more amplified, but it is also enriched with the images
of whistling heath, dark winds, and rocky Cuthon.

Macpherson, 95.

liike mist that shades the hills of autumn.

When broken and dark it settles high.

And lifts its head to heaven.

Boss.

Like the grey mist of autumn,

Which closes round the mountain ridge.

And binds its summit to the skies.
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Binds its summit to the skies ! A palpable modern refinement !

To use the language of my Lord Kaims, a peeping out of the cloven

foot !

Macpherson, 124.

Fingal, who scatters the mighty.

As stormy wind the heath,

When streams roar through echoing Cona,

And night settles with all her clouds on the

hUl.

Ross.

Fingal, who disperses the brave,

As the whirlwind scatters the grass.

When the torrent roars through the rocky

Cona,

And Morven is wrapt in the robe of heaven.

"Scatter the mighty" is scriptural lari^age. The strong
"

scatter
"

of Macpherson is preferable to the weak "
disperses

"
of

Ross, who employs scatter also in the second line, where it is not

wanted, and thus violates the precept of the Roman critic,
"

verbis

lassas onerantibus aures." Macpherson's "Night settling with all her

clouds on the hill," is a magnificent picture. Ross's " Morven

wrapt in the robe of heaven," conveys no distinct idea to our minds,

or if any, it is not in keeping with the whirlwind and torrent. If by
robe he means the clouds, he should have employed a more expres-

sive metaphor to harmonize with the rest of the description. A robe

is a dress for beauty and majesty, and not for the rocky and stormy

Morven. Had he wrapt it in a brown surtout, or highland plaid, we

should have understood him better.

Macpherson, 142.

Amid the tempest let me die,

Tom in a cloud by angry ghosts of men ;

Amid the tempest let Calmar die.

If ever chase was sport to him,

So much as the battle of shields.

Ross,

May I perish by a blast from heaven,

(Or, may I fall by the breath of a ghost ;)

If I prefer not to the chase of the deer.

The hottest conflicts of embattled hosts.
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!
'

Laing says,
"

this hyperbolical rant is derived from Milton's imi-

tation of Virgil :"

"
Caught in a fiery tempest shall be hurled

Each on his rock transfixed, the sport and prey

Of wracking whirlwinds."

" Ilium expirantem transfixo pectore flammis.

Turbine corripuit, scopuloque infixit acuto."

Milton.

^N. 1.

Macpherson's lines partake of the spirit of the great originals from

whom he borrowed. They are strong and full of imagery. Ross's,

as usual, are crowded with unnecessary epithets. The conflict of

hosts would have been sufficiently significative without either hottest

or embattled. The battle of shields is much better.

Macpherson, 161.

To me CuthuUin replies.

Pleasant is the noise of arms.

Pleasant as the thunder of heaven

Before the shower of spring.

Ross.

Pleasant to me, said the chief of heroes.

Is the hard crash of contending arms ;

Pleasant as the thunder on the hills

When the soft rain of spring descends.

These lines of Macpherson have the character of originality,

Ross's of imitation. In the former we see the first ideas as they spring

fresh and vigorous in the mind of a poet, in the other an abortive

attempt to surpass them by epithets and amplification.

Macpherson, 165.

But gather all the shining tribes.

That I may view the sons of war.

Let them pass along the heath,

Bright as the sun-shine before a storm.

When the west wind collects the clouds,

And Morven echoes over all her oaks.

Ross.

Let the mighty sons of Erin arise.

Let each band form itself in shining arms :

With speed let them sweep along the heath,

As a sun-beam on the mountain top.

When the west wind blows from the sea,

And collects the thickening clouds :

A sound is heard from the tufted Morven,

And from the leafless oak on the plain.
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" Gather all the shining tribes^" reminds us of the gathering of

the clans, a comparatively modern practice. Men in arms and in

orderly array before a battle, may be compared to sunshine before a

storm. But what similitude have they sweeping along the heath, i. e.

the plain, to Ross's sun-beam on the mountain top ? Ross gives us

in the four concluding lines, what Macpherson expresses with more

force and beauty in two. " Morven echoing over all her oaks," is

truly grand and poetical. How cold and insipid after this is the "sound

heard from the tufted Morven and from the leafless oak on the plain ?"

Can any one doubt that the latter is an attempt to improve upon the

former, as tasteless as it is abortive ?

Macpherson, 193.

Morna ! fairest of maids !

Calm is thy sleep in the cave of the rock,

Thou hast fallen in darkness, like a star

That shoots across the desert ;

When the traveller is alone.

And mourns the transient beam.

Ross.

Morna ! fairest of maids !

Calm is thy sleep in the cave of the rock ;

The delight of the people is fallen

As a nightly star sparkling in the vale :

The lonely traveller is sad

When the light begins to fail.

Macpherson's apostrophe is beautiful. What could more strikingly

express the premature fate of Morna fallen in darkness, than the com-

parison to a star shooting across the desert ? Ross's nightly star spark-

ling in the vale, presents an image of permanent rural tranquillity.

The original conception is totally mistaken and misrepresented in the

Gaelic version, translated by Ross. What can be more flat and spirit-

less than " The light beginning to fail ?" In the image of the genuine

poet, there is no beginning nor progression. It is instantaneous, and

conveys the most striking idea of transient, evanescent existence.
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Macpherson, 218.

Thou art like the snow on the heath.

Thy hair is the mist of Cromla

When it curls on the hill,

When it shines to the beam of the west.

Ross.

Thou art like the snow on the heath.

Thy ringlets are like the mists of Cromla

When it climbs the side of the hill,

In the beams of the western sun.

Ross is cruel in his reprehension of these hnes of Macpherson.

"This simile," he observes,
"

is one of the most elegant and beautiful

to be met with in the works of any poet. In the original it is inimi-

tably fine. The translation of Mr. Macpherson is a mass of absolute

confusion, unlike to any thing in the compass of nature. The hair

is mist. That mist one while curls on a hill, and again, shines to the

beam of the west." What then ? Where is the confusion ? When

he says the hair is mist, he means like mist, and every one under-

stands the expression thus, as distinctly as if it were introduced in the

shape of Ross's formal comparison. What is a metaphor but a brief

similitude .'' The one is as incapable as the other of being misunder-

stood by any reader of taste. Macpherson's mist does not one while

curl and again shine, but wherefore might it not ? It curls and shines

at the same time. Ross has given us ringlets instead of hair, judi-

ciously. But for a strikingly picturesque word, on which much of the

beauty of the description depends, he has substituted another, by
which it is impaired. The hair in Macpherson is like mist when it

curls ; in Ross when it climbs. Were it bristled up like an angry

boar's, or standing on end, "like quills upon the fretful porcupine," it

might be compared to climbing mist. But the poet is .speaking of

the tresses of the
"

fairest of women," and assimilates them to the

evening mist when it curls on, not climbs up, but pours down, or along

the side of a hill, and is gilded by the beams of the setting sun. He
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would no more have compared them to climbing mist, than a water-

fall to a sky-rocket.

Macpherson, 254.

Long shall Moma wait for Cathba !

Behold this sword unsheathed.

Here wanders the blood of Cathba.

Long shall Moma wait.

He fell by the stream of Branno !

Ross.

Long shalt thou wait, O Moma,
For the boisterous son of Armin.

Lo ! on this sharp-edged sword.

To ITS VERY BACK is the blood of Cathbat.

The hero was slain by me.

Long shalt thou wait, O Moma.

Here again we discover evident marks of superiority in Macpher-
son. As usual, he is more simple and delicate. The words which he

ascribes to Duchomar, "Behold this sword unsheathed, here wanders

the blood of Cathba," indicate the fate of her lover by his hand, with

sufficient plainness, without the frigid tautology of Ross,
" the hero

was slain by me." The expression to its very back we have no doubt

is common to this day in the Highlands. It is characteristically savage,

and quite unworthy of the pretended refinement of the classic age of

the king of tufted Morven.

Macph»rson, 287.

She came, in all her tears she came ;

She drew the sword from his breast.

He pierced her white side !

He spread her fair locks on the ground !

Her bursting blood sounds from her side ;

Her white arm is stained with red.

Ross.

Tearful and slow she came,

To draw the sword from his side.

He pierced the fair breast of the maid,

She fell ; her locks were spread on the ground ;

The blood ran purling down ;

It was red on her arm of snow.

This passage furnishes Ross with an opportunity, which he never

fails to improve, of abusing Macpherson. He lays on his critical lash

with so little mercy and so little justice, as to considerably diminish

our compassion for his own egregious offences.
"
Here," says he,

" the

g2



translator, hardly ever faithful to his original, departs entirely from

the sense of the Gaelic poem, and disgusts his reader with the undi-

gested and absurd extravagancies of his own confused imagination.

He tells us that Morna, who stabbed Duchomar, came afterwards, at

his request, and drew the sword from his breast ; upon which, though
the sword was in the hands of Morna, he adds, that Duchomar

pierced her white side without a weapon, and then took the trouble

to spread her fair locks on the ground. What a contrast to the sim-

ple tale of the poet of nature ! It tells us that Morna approached

Duchomar, to draw the sword from his side, but that as soon as she

came within reach of his arm, he seized her by the breast, and by
a last desperate effort of expiring nature, drew the sword from his

own side, and plunged it into her heart. He adds, in all the simpli-

city of nature,
*' She fell, her locks were spread on the ground."

Notwithstanding this high-seasoned morsel of criticism, our fasti-

dious taste is not satisfied. We think Macpherson's account of the

fact is fully as intelligible and consistent as that of Ross. We under-

stand from the former, that Morna did approach and draw the sword

from the bosom of Duchomar. We are at liberty to suppose that

she did not retain the sword, but rather cast it by his side, within his

reach, or that he snatched it from her, and re-grasped it in his dying

hand, or that he had his Highland dirk prepared to wreak his revenge.

Any supposition is preferable to Ross's crude invention, that the ex-

piring ruffian extricated the sword by his own efforts, and seized the

maid by the breast, and pierced her white side. By the way, this

improver and corrector of Macpherson is guilty of the gross inconsis-

tency of giving Duchomar his death-wound in the side, then saying,
" cold is the sword, it is cold in my breast, O Morna !" The critic

is manifestly ignorant of the language of poetry, or he never could

have made so silly an observation, as that " he took the trouble to
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spread her fair locks on the ground." The English verb, spread, for

instance, is often used, particularly in poetry, in a sense similar to

that of the Hebrew conjugation, Hiphil, and signifies not the action

of which we are the immediate agent, but of which we are the cause.

"He spread her locks," means that he was the cause of her locks

being spread, or dishevelled by her fall to the ground. When one

warrior is said to stretch another on the plain, the expression does

not mean, as Ross would interpret it, that he performed the office of

an old woman, by putting himself to
" the trouble" of stretching the

limbs of a corse to prepare it for the coffin, but simply, that he slew

or laid him prostrate. Sad penance to be obliged to descend to cri-

ticisms like this! Ross says, the "blood ran purling down." So

would blood from the scratch of a pin or the prick of a needle. The

true poet says, the
"
bursting blood sounds from her side," thus

intimating the depth, the force, and the fatal effects of her death

wound,

" Cruor emicat alte.

Non aliter, quam cum vitiato fistula plumbo,

Scinditur, et tenues, stridente foramine, longe

Ejaculatur aquas : atque ictibus aera rumpit."

Ovid.

Macpherson, 350.

It bends behind like a wave near a rock ;

Like the sun-streaked mist of the heath.

Its sides are embossed with stones,

And sparkle like the sea round the boat of

night.

Of polished yew is its beam ;

Its seat of the smoothest bone.

The sides are replenished with spears ;

The bottom is the foot-stool of heroes !

Ross.

Behind, it bends down like a wave,

Or mist round the cliff of a rugged rock ;

Around it is the glare of gems.

Like the sea round the vessel at night.

Its beam is of shining yew.

Its seat of polished bone,

It is filled with spears.

With shields, with swords, with heroes.
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This is the description of the famous car of CuchuDin. Ever

since its first appearance, it has furnished critics with a very satisfac-

tory proof of its being recently constructed of materials collected

from Homer, Ovid, and the Song of Solomon. But our object at

present is, to compare Macpherson's description with that presented

to us by Mr. Ross, as a faithful transcript of the genuine and original

Gaelic. Ross admits that Macpherson, on whom, as usual, he is un-

sparingly severe, "has borrowed, perhaps," some ideas from the Can-

ticles that are not suggested by the original. The former, instead of

saying that "
its sides are replenished with spears, and its bottom is

the footstool of heroes," says,
"

it is filled with spears, with shields,

with swords, with heroes." Macpherson's version is unquestionably

more elegant, and he should be forgiven for borrowing a few orna-

ments from the Hebrew bard, only for the dishonest endeavour

to make them his own. Ross, instead of presenting us with the fine

image of the footstool of heroes, Jills the car with all kinds of arms,

and converts it into a baggage waggon. He says, "that the absurdity

of comparing the curvature behind the car, first to a wave near a rock,

and next to the sun streaked mist of the heath, is not vindicated by
the original, where it is compared to a wave or to mist round the cliff

of a rock." The former comparison to a " wave near a rock," where

it assumes a hollow curve, is just and beautiful : but Ross omits

" near the rock," and so loses both the propriety of the simile and the

beauty of the image. Why it should be compared to
" mist on the

heath," or
"

to mist round a rugged rock," we cannot discover; but

if one of these comparisons must be admitted, we prefer the former ;

for it may be mist driven by the wind, and its motion will be one

point of resemblance at least ; but mist round a rock, gives us the

idea of something stationary, and has no more resemblance to a war-

rior's car rushing to battle, than a sleeping ward of invalids, to the

British cavalry charging the enemy.
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Throughout Ross's description both of the car and the horses,

there is an evident effort, which as evidently fails, to surpass Mac-

pherson's, by the addition of epithets which can serve no purpose, but

that of filling up the rhythm of the verse in the Gaelic translation.

Macpherson says, "the rapid car of Cuthullin, the noble son of

Semo." This must be improved, says Ross ; and accordingly he

writes,
"
the polished rapid car of CuchuUin, the noble son of mighty

Semo."—*' Before the right side of the car," says Macpherson,
"

is

seen the snorting horse." We shall improve this also, quoth Ross;

and forthwith appears :
" On the right side of the noble car, is seen

the high-blooded snorting steed." High-blooded, if we mistake not,

betrays the "cloven foot." Again, Macpherson says, "the fleet,

bounding son of the hill;" and Ross exclaims, the original is "swift-

footed, white-nosed son of the hills !" Which has the superior claim

to originality, let the reader judge.

In " the embossed stones sparkling like the sea round the boat of

night," we have a simile of great beauty. Ross has destroyed it in

his version. Instead of embossed stones sparkling like the sea, he

gives us with marvellous infelicity, the "glare of gems like the sea,"

omitting the very, and the only word, sparkling, which gives a true

image of the phosphorescent or luminous appearance of the ocean,

which does not glare, but sparkle. With equal infelicity he substitutes

vessel for boat, and the prose at night, for the poetry
" of night."

The warrior's car might well be assimilated to a boat, which is in fact

a floating car ; but the term, vessel, suggests the idea of masts and

sails, and altogether undoes the resemblance.

Macpherson, 363.

The spreading of the mane above.

Is like a stream of smoke on a ridge of rocks.

Ross.

The spreading of his forelock above.

Like the mist on the dwelling of the deer.
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Ross says,
" the incongruous and fantastic figure of a stream of

smoke on a ridge of rocks is not in the Gaelic poem ; but the horse's

forelock is said to be like a small cloud of mist on the top of a hill."

Here the text is at variance with the note, and contains nothing about

either a small cloud, or the top of a hill. In Macpherson's simile we

can trace some resemblance between the objects compared, in Ross's

none. A horse's neck, to a fanciful imagination, may bear some simi-

litude to a curved ridge of rocks ; and his mane, tossing as he moves,

to a current of smoke, such as Macpherson must have often seen

rising from a kelp-kiln, and sailing along the cliffs on the sea beach.

But in the name of all the muses nine, and of all the ancient Irish

and Caledonian bards, where is the resemblance between a horse*s

forelock and "mist on the dwelling of deer," i. e. mist in a deer park?

Not long since, Morna's hair was compared to mist : how did the

horse's mane or forelock become entitled to a similar comparison ^

Macpherson has shown more taste and variety in preferring smoke.

Nothing can be more injudicious than the description of the car

of CuchuHin, by the timid scout of Swaran. He is described as hav-

ing just returned from spying the approaching enemy, as trembling

with fear,
"

his eyes rolled wildly round, his heart beat high against

his side, his words were faltering
—broken—slow." Instead of speak-

ing in a style accordant to this character, and breaking out into a few

hasty ejaculations expressive of his fear, and of the necessity of pre-

paration for instant combat, he gives us a long elaborate speech

of fifty-three lines, inflated with high-sounding epithets, and em-

bossed with similes about mist and smoke, and gems, and foot-

stools, and the boat of night, eagles, and winter storms, and the king

of shells, and white-nosed horses ! We wonder he did not tell us the

name of the farrier of these horses, with what metal they were shod,

and the number of nails employed in the arming of their loud resound-
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ing hoofs; and that he did not make Sulinsifadda or Dusronnal speak

and prophesy Hke their prototype Xanthus, in Homer. Ross endea-

vours to obviate some of the objections which have been made to the

authenticity and propriety of the description, but with no success.

" The minuteness of the description," he says,
" can be considered

as no objection whatever, as the whole speech," (though broken—
faltering

—slow—and almost the length of a moderate sermon,)
"
may have been delivered in the space of one minute and a

half of time !"
" And how did Garrick speak the soliloquy last

night. Oh ! against all rules, my Lord, most achronometrically .

He suspended his voice a dozen times, three seconds, and three-fifths,

by a stop-watch, my Lord, each time." Admirable critic ! We
hope for the sake of the son of Arno, that Swaran had not Mr. Ross's

stop-watch, and that he was not addicted to the sin of criticism.

Macpherson, 485.

The field echoes from wing to wing,

As a hundred hammers that rise

By turns, on the red son of the furnace.

Ross,

The cry of battle from wing to wing, 1

The roaring bloody hot encounter.

Like a hundred hammers wildly beating

Successive sparks from the red son of the fur-

nace.

Here again, we see the plainest marks of imitation in the lines of

Ross. The translator into Gaelic seems to have entertained the com-

mon idea, that to amplify is to improve. Hence he gives us a long

string of useless adjuncts. The encounter is roaring and bloody, and

hoi of course. But why are the hammers made to beat wildly ? The

rising by turns of Macpherson, gives us abetter idea of the measured

cadence of hammer and sledge, with their alternate strokes. The

word successive is clogging and superfluous. The original of the com-

parison itself is to be found in the Irish poem, )^0)'b ^<t5tiu)r
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fhO)f\, in which the son of Comhal and the king of LochUn are de-

picted as striking fire from their mail, or encountering swords, hke

the sparkles from two hammers.

"Jo mat) beftl/ift yie M o^Cb

Thus paraphrastically rendered by Miss Brooke :

" As when two sinewy sons of flame

At the dark anvil meet;

With thundering sound, and ceaseless aim.

Their mighty hammers beat :

Such are the fierce contending kings !

Such strokes their fury sends ;

Such thunder from their weapons rings.

And sparkling flame ascends."

The two hammers of the Irish poem are multiplied by Macpherson
into a hundred. The improver on Macpherson sets these hundred

hammers wildly a beating; and another improver, for the knowledge

of whom we are indebted to the Report of the Highland Society,

p. 212, is so obliging as to inform us of the precise time when they

are animated to their licentious frenzy. It is

Is caoir theinntigh teachd a teallach.

" When the bar comes fiery red hot from the furnace !"

Macpherson, 599.

Her white bosom is seen from her robe.

As the moon from the clouds of night.

When its edge heaves white on the view.

From the darkness which covers its orb ;

Her voice was softer than the harp.

To raise the song of grief:

Her soul was fixed on Grudar,

The secret look of her eye was his.

Ross.

From her light robe appeared.

Her heaving breast like the full moon of night.

When its disk begins to emerge

From the darkness of its shade to light.

Her voice was soft as the harp.

While she raised the song of grief.

(Her eye was like a star.)
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The reader will observe in Ross's version here the same fault of

which we have had such frequent occasion to complain, the use of

unnecessary epithets. Instead of Macpherson's
"
robe," he gives us

"light robe;" instead of "moon," the "full moon;" when half a

moon or a crescent would have answered as well. "When its disk be-

gins to emerge," is technically astronomic, and not to be compared

either in beauty or simplicity, to
"

its edge heaves white on the

view." Heaves is, in this situation, one of those happy picturesque

words, of which Ross seems to have had no perception.
" From the

darkness of its shade to light," leaves us in doubt as to the precise

image intended by the poet. Ross says,
" the figure unquestionably

is that of the moon beginning to emerge from a total eclipse." But

he should have remembered that eclipses were objects of terror to the

old Caledonians of Ossian's days ; that they thought such pheno-
mena portended disastrous changes to the nations, as we learn from a

passage of Macpherson, imitated from Milton ; and that, therefore, so

judicious a poet as the great Celtic bard could never be so deficient

in taste, as to compare his heroine's bosom to the moon emerging
from an eclipse, especially when he could say with equal elegance,

with not less meaning, and assuredly with far more simplicity,
" from

the darkness which covers its orb," viz. the shadow of a passing

cloud. The attempt to improve on the original is obvious. Macpher-
son has some meaning in saying, "the secret look of her eye was

his." But what is the object of the other version in saying, in a pa-

renthesis, "her eye was like a star?" By the way, this simile is

borrowed from the Irish poem of " The Chase," where it is stated

that the eye of Guillen's daughter, the fair enchantress, was like a
"
freezing star."

We have now proceeded in our comparison of the two versions

far enough for our own complete satisfaction, we trust, of our reader's

H 2
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also, and have arrived at a conclusion the very reverse of Sir John

Sinclair's. He has stated it, as his opinion, that
" whoever care-

fully examines and compares the two translations, will be convinced

that Mr. Ross's new translation furnishes the strongest possible inter-

nal proofs, that the Gaelic was the original, and Macpherson's a

loose, and in many parts, a turgid translation from that original.
" He fortifies his own opinion by that of Miss Baillie's, the dramatic

author, who remarks, that the new translation appears less pom-

pous, more simple, and more appropriate, than that of Macpherson ;

and besides being free from those particular images and forms of

expression, which, in his seem to be borrowed from other sources ; it

presents us with the story, and the images, and sentiments, that en-

rich the story in a more distinct and defined manner, avoiding the

great repetition of general epithets, which give to the other, notwith-

standing all its beauties, a fatiguing sameness, of which many have

complained. This I should think must impress the public at large

with a belief that the Gaelic copy is the original, and Macpherson's a

translation."

We are sorry Miss Baillie ever penned these observations ; they

compel us to believe and to affirm, that in them she has sacrificed

her taste and judgment to complaisance ; and that had she fairly

examined and compared the two versions, she would have dissented

from Sir John Sinclair's opinion as much as ourselves. We beg the

reader to bear in mind, that the passages which we have compared,

are, with one or two brief exceptions, those printed in italic in Ross's

version, as containing the demonstration of the Baronet's problem.

Unless we are egregiously deceived, we have clearly proved the supe-

riority of the parallel passages in Macpherson. They are less laboured,

less bolstered up with epithets, in imagery more correct, in the choice

of particular expressions more picturesque, and altogether have more of
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the freshness and simpUcity of an original. Such being our judgment
from passages of Sir John's, or Ross's own selection, how much afor-

tiori would it be strengthened, were we to institute a comparison with

passages selected by ourselves ? But we waive our advantage, being

fully satisfied that the Gaelic, from which Ross made his version, is a

translation from Macpherson's English Ossian; and that the materials

of the latter are to be found in the Greek, Latin, and English poets,

in the Hebrew Scriptures, and the Irish Fenian tales.

ADDENDA.

Mr. Laing informs us that " the original Earse of Malvina's dream, was produced by the

translator at Lord Kaims's request. The greatest difficulty was to produce the English ori-

ginal : for a ballad in blank verse of eight syllables, with a few occasional rhymes, may enable

us to conceive the extreme facility of composition in his vernacular tongue. In the following

verses there are neither the numbers of ancient, nor the ryhmes of modern poetry, nor the

artful alliteration of the Scalds and of the Irish bards, but the same rude rhythm or cadence,

with his measured prose." >

Se gatb nnaim mo ilun at ano !

0'>' ainmic ga aisliag Mhaliuhin, tha

Fosglaibhse ialla nau speur,

Aitbriclie Tlioscair nan cruai bbeam
,

Fosglaibbse dorsa nan nial,

Tha ceaina Mbalmbioe gu dian.

It was tbe voice of m; love.

Seldom art tbou in tbe dreams of Malviua.

Open jour airy balls, (balls of tbe sky,)

O fatbers of Toscar of sbields, (bard blows,)

Open tbe gates (doors) of your clouds ;

The steps of Malvina (Malvina's departure) are near.

On these lines he observes, that "if the massy halls of Selma, its towers, and its shaded walls,

are inconsistent with the wattled huts of the third century, we discover here the gothic hall,

and its doors by name. Talla, a corruption of hall, occurs neither in O'Brian nor in the old

description of Tigh Teamhra, the hall or house of Temora ;
—and dorus, a door, is a word

equally universal among the northern nations, and inconsistent with Ossian. Speur, spier,

the sky, is confessedly the Latin spheera.
* * * * The last line, the steps of Malvina

in the first edition, of Malvina's departure, are near, is transcribed from Scripture,
" the time
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of my departure is at hand," 2 Tim. iv. 6. But the translator discovered that the Earse had

no word equivalent to departure, as expressive of death, which was therefore omitted, and
.

from the poverty of language, the voice of departed bards, was translated, guth nam bard nach

beo ; not being, not alive."

We have quoted this passage from Laing, to shew not only the modern date of the Gaelic,

but to give the reader an opportunity of comparing it with the second original which Mac-

pherson produced, and Sir John Sinclair published.

The latter runs thus :

Se |i;utb ciain mo ruin a t' ann !

Neo-mhinic gann ga m'aisUng fein tha.

Fosglaibh siblis' bhur talla thall.

Shinns're Thoscair nan ard spear ;

Fosglalbh sibhse dorsa nan neul.

Tba Malmbina ga dian fo dheur.

Est vox lenii mei amantls quae adest.!

Inrreqnens rara ad ineam ipsins somnium tu Tenia.

Aperite vos vestrum domiciliam ultra (nubes)

Proari Toscaris arduarum spbaeraram

Aperite vos portas nabiam.

Est Malvina vehementer snb lacr^mis.

There is such a marked discrepancy between the two versions, both in diction and ortho-

graphy, that one might be excused for supposing them to be extracted from different compo-

sitions. The fact seems to be, that the former was the first literal translation from the

English, and that the second is an improved copy, which has undergone the same process

of alteration as translations generally experience, and as is particularly exemplified in the spe-

cimens quoted by Doctor Johnson of Pope's translation of the Iliad, in his life of that poet.

The Highland Society, in the XVth Number of the Appendix, has published
"
Passages

extracted from ancient Gaelic Poems, in the possession of the Committee, with a literal trans-

lation by Doctor Donald Smith, compared with parts of the Epic Poem of Fingal, as pub-

lished by Mr. Macpherson."
These passages are collected from different sources, and have but a very distant resem-

blance to Macpherson's English Fingal, and, of course, to its Gaelic translation. Some of

them, we suppose, are borrowed from old Irish poems, lines and phrases at least ; others are

of modem fabrication. " Son of Cairbre, from the red tree," chraoibh ruaidh of the red

haanch, is evidently indicative of the Irish knights who were designated by that title. Instead

of Cuchullin sitting by the wall of Tura, Daol, is represented in the first of these passages, as

watching the ocean, and then hastening to apprize the king of Tara of an approaching fleet of

invaders, led, not by Macpherson's Swaran, but by Garve, the son of Stamo. His description

of the chief shall be given here both in the Gaelic and the English, that the reader may com-

pare them with Macpherson's.
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Highland Society's ancient Gaelic.

Gum be sad am fear madhant

I> e na staaigb alia mara cliogain

Cbite an laoch mar aiteal ceo

B'amhail is crann ginsaicb (a mhoid)

A no an corag nan cothao dlutb

Mar am fenr fn an osaig cbiuia.

Translation by Br. Donald Smith.

Tbeir chief, dexterous in arms.

Is a rock bending orer our shore,

I beheld the hero like a spreading mist ;

(Tall) be seemed as a pine of the forest

In the array of the hosts, close waving

Like the grass that is mored b; the gentle breeze.

Maepherson's Gaelic.

Coimeas do 'n charraig an triath,

A sbleagh mar ghiubhas air scor-bheina,

jMar ghealaich ag eirigh a sgiath :

Shiudh e air carralg san traigh

Maran ceo tha thall air a bbeinn

'S lionar, a chinn-nidhe nan daimb

Lamh chombraig, a dh'eireas leat fein.

Ross's Translation.

The hero is like a rock,

His spear like a fir on the moantain cliff.

Like the rising moon his shield ;

He sat upon the rock on the shore.

Like the mist on yonder hill.

Leader of strangers, nnmeroas

Are the impetaons hosts which rise with tbee.

Maepherson's English.

Tall as a glittering rock.

His spear is a blasted pine.

He sat on the shore.

Like a cloud of mist on tbe silent bill.

FiMGAt, Book I. London, 1773.

Which of these is the original ? We have no hesitation in boldly affirming, the last,

Maepherson's English ; because it is more brief and simple than the others, which are evi-

dently amplified improvements. It is not to be imagined that Macpherson, with a Gaelic ori-

ginal before him, containing the simile of the shield to a moon, would have omitted it in

his version. In the subsequent edition of 1789, after he had time to embellish, he inserted

" his shield the rising moon." which has accordingly been translated into the Gaelic, and pre-

sented to a credulous public, as the genuine original composition of Ossian !
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SECTION III.

On the Imitations in MacpJierson's Ossian.

In no place is Macpherson's Ossian more vulnerable than in his

Imitations. These meet us in every page ; they are visible to the

most inexperienced eye, and assailable by the shafts of every young
recruit of criticism. The defenders of Ossian are sensible of their

weakness in this point, and accordingly exercise all their ingenuity tp

repel the attacks of their assailants. But in vain. Mr. Laing is an

antagonist, whose keen and well tempered weapons they can neither

blunt nor turn aside.

Macpherson has exercised considerable skill in some of his imita-

tions, and employed much art to disguise them ; but to hide was

impossible. The prosaic form, which, for wise reasons, he preferred

to rhyme, or legitimate blank verse, rendered them less liable to

recognition. Even Gray, suspecting no fraud, did not at first disco-

ver that some of his own poetry had been transferred to the pages of

Ossianic fiction. But Mr. Laing, though in his younger days he dream-

ed of nothing less than imposition, having his doubts once excited,

entered on the inquiry, and pursued it with diligence and success, till

it terminated in the clearest and strongest conviction. In the essay

annexed to his History of Scotland, and in his edition of Macpher-
son's Ossian, he has shewn that many of the choicest flowers of the

pretended Caledonian bard, notwithstanding their new arrangement
and connexion, were the original property of the poets of Greece,

and the prophets of Judea.



In reply to the objection founded on the imitations, Sir John

Sinclair gives the following quotation from a literary journal:
" That

Mr. Macpherson in the short space of time in which he was employed
in translating the works of Ossian, should have scraped together such

a quantity of unconnected passages as it is contended he has done,

and that he should by a hint taken from one author, and a word from

another, have wrought up such uniform and beautiful descriptions,

as that of the desert Balclutha for example, are facts utterly incre-

dible."

AVe cannot see where the incredibility lies. Macpherson, as he

himself confesses,
" served an apprenticeship in secret to the muses,"

and that it was the usual length of apprenticeships, seven years at

the least, may well be conceded. He had also received a classical

education, taught the classics, and was therefore familiar with some

of the principal authors of Greece and Rome. He wrote and pub-

lished the poem of the Highlander, with other poems, and of course

had his attention early turned to Highland scenery. Writing poetry

was the favourite occupation of his life. What time he actually em-

ployed in fabricating Ossian, and in scraping together materials for

the structure, has not been ascertained, nor is it a matter of any impor-

tance to learn. But that he did scrape from various quarters the

great mass of his descriptions, it is marvellous incredulity to doubt.

Many also had been his pioneers in the same employment, and when

he did not choose to consult the original authors, he could find

enough for his purpose, at second hand, in such productions as the

Gradus ad Parnassum ; Flavissa Poeticce ; and in Bysshes and

Gildon's Arts of Poetry. Macpherson, in his preface, has asserted

that " the making of poetry, like any other handicraft, may be

learned by industry ;" and his Ossian is exactly such a proof and

illustration of his assertion as we should expect. It is a fine speci-

VOL. XVI. J
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men of that handicraft poetry, which by some taste in the arts of

joining and gluing, of dovetaiUng and varnishing, may be formed

from the membra disjecta of other poets. No draught from Helicon,

or inspiration from Urania is necessary to the artificer. He is the

poet that is made, not born—an image of clay without the prome-
thean fire—one of the servum pecus of Horace, not the vales egregiiis

of Juvenal.

Cui non sit publica vena.

Qui nihil expositum soleat deducere, nee qui

Communi feriat carmen triviale moneta.

Jcv. Sat. viL 53.

Not HE, the bard of every age and clime.

Of genius fruitful and of soul sublime.

Who from the glowing mint of fancy pours

No spurious metal fused from common ores.

But gold, to matchless purity refined.

And Btamp'd with all the godhead in his mind.

GlFFOOD.

Doctor Graham, as well as Sir John Sinclair's critic in the Literary

Journal, thinks it incredible, that Macpherson could be the artificer

of his curious poetical mosaic work. He expatiates on the univer-

sity education of Macpherson :
"

his mind," says he,
" was enriched

with the stores of ancient and modern literature; he was familiarized

from an early period of life to the modes of acting, and thinking,

and expressing himself, which characterize the scholar of the present

times. That a person of such education, and of such habits of think-

ing, should so completely divest himself of all his previous acquisi-

tions in literature and science, and of every idea rendered familiar to

him by long use ; and that he should be able to write with uniform

consistency, in the character of a person who is supposed to have lived

fourteen hundred years ago, and in a state of society so very diflfe-
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rent from the present order of things ; in short, that a modern Euro-

pean should produce such a work as the poetry of Ossian, distin-

guished exclusively by the ideas peculiar to a people in the most sim-

ple state of society ; all these, I confess, I must consider as efforts

beyond the reach of humanity."

From which confession we are obliged to infer that its author did

not take sufficient pains to inform himself of what humanity is capa-

ble of effecting, or he would have considered the poetry which he

eulogizes as within the compass of very ordinary powers. Indeed,

had Macpherson been destitute of those literary stores, both ancient

and modern, with which his mind was enriched, there would have

been some validity in the argument. But as it is stated, the very

premises expose the fallacy of the conclusion. Were it even true,

which we are far from admitting, that the poetry is
"
distinguished

exclusively by the ideas peculiar to a people in the most simple state

of society ;" what would such a truth prove more than this, that the

author had carefully observed those laws which the nature of his

work required, and which he could not violate without shocking all

probability ? A poet who sits down to write a pastoral, if he is not

ignorant of his art, knows that he ought not, and of course will not,

introduce ideas foreign to the pastoral life. He will not give his

shepherds the manners of courtiers, nor present his goatherds disput-

ing about metaphysics. The dramatic writer who lays his scene on

the borders of the artic circle, will be careful how he employs the

imagery of the tropics. He is an unskilful artist who covers his can-

vas with incongruities, who paints a dolphin in the woods and a boar

in the waves. Macpherson knew this well, and having fixed on an

age and country for his pastoral epics, he exercised as much skill as

he possessed to make his colouring and imagery correspond. But

after all his care, he did not succeed so happily as to hide his artifice.

I 2
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He endeavoured to form a statue of surpassing beauty, but failed in

the execution. It proved to be the monster with the horse's head

and the fish's tail, clothed with rich and gaudy plumage, contributed

by all the birds of the air.

Doctor Graham assumes it as a fact not to be contested, that

Macpherson's Ossian is a collection of super-excellent poetry ; that it

is perfectly inimitable ; that the loftiest flights of Pindar, and the

sustained sublimities of Homer, fall far below the elevated soarings

of the Caledonian swan. Such extravagant panegyric amuses and

disgusts by turns. That the poetry has beauties we do not deny ;

but that they are transplanted from a foreign soil, we should think

apparent to every unprejudiced judge. Notwithstanding, Doctor

Graham, and the critics of his school, labour industriously to shew

that they are the indigenous growth of the Highlands, and that cer-

tain coincidences both of thought and expression, may be traced in

authors who lived in ages and countries most remote from each other.

There are passages in Homer, and in the Sacred Scriptures, which have

a mutual resemblance, and yet no one will pretend that the one is an

original, and the other an imitation. To illustrate this, the words of the

Patriarch Jacob,
" Ye will bring down my grey hairs with sorrow to

the grave," are compared with those of Priam, lamenting for his son

Hector, ov
fi a^og o^v KaTOiaerai a'idoQ ektw,

"
my sharp sorrow

for whom will bring me down to the grave." A more apt illustra-

tion might have been selected. The thought in both passages is un-

questionably similar. It is one of those common-place ideas which

are to be found in all languages. But the dress and imagery in

which it is arrayed in the Scriptures, make it peculiarly their own.

In Homer, grief is the agent. In Scripture, the agents are the

Patriarch's own sons, a consideration which must add poignancy to

his grief, and heighten our sympathy. The grey hairs present us
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with an image as pathetic as it is picturesque. There is nothing Uke

it in Homer. -

Graham argues with plausibiHty, that the aspect of external na-

ture, and the constitution of the human mind, are every where the

same, and that consequently we need not be surprised to meet paral-

lelisms of thought and expression in different languages. This, to a

certain extent, is admitted. But it is not for some casual coinci-

dences, nor "
vague similarities," as Doctor Graham is pleased to

term Macpherson's plagiarisms, quoted by Mr. Laing, nor on princi-

ples like those by which Fluellan identified Macedonia and Mon-

mouth, that the English Ossian is accused; but for broad, plain,

palpable, and frequent imitation of thought, of diction, and even of

singular structure of sentences. There are certain peculiarities of

sentiment, of manners, of imagery and expression, which, belonging

exclusively to one region, are no more to be expected in another, than

rein deer on the sands of the torrid zone, or the elephant in Siberia.

Who would not be amazed to hear the epics of Homer rhapsodized

by a Celtic bard, or the Canticles of Solomon warbled forth in the

songs of Selma ?

We cannot attribute it to mere casual coincidence, that many of

Ossian's similes have not only a general, but a very particular

resemblance to those of the greatest poets, though presented to

us in various guise, with different appendages, and in different

colours. We might pass over the comparison of the two sons of

Usnoth, to
" two young trees in the valley, growing in a shower,"

though we can find something like it in Homer ; and Fingal's ques-

tion, "stand they like a silent wood?" and "the white-bosomed

maids, beholding them above like a grove ;" and again, in the

same poem, Carthon, they
" stood like a silent grove that lifts its

head in Gormal." But what shall we say, when we find the same



comparison dilated into the following? "stood Erin's few sad sons,

like a grove through which the flame had rushed, hurried on by the

winds of the stormy night ; distant, withered, dark, they stand with

not a leaf to shake in the gale ;" and again,
" Lochlin stands like a half

consumed grove of oaks, when we see the sky through its branches,

and the meteor passing behind." We think we have seen the same

grove of oaks before in a different scene, and though without the

accompaniment of the sky, and the omnipresent Ossianic meteor,

not less magnificent, nor less powerfully depicted ; and we cannot

resist the conviction, that we should never have seen it in Ossian,

had it not previously appeared in Milton and Virgil.

Faithful how they stood.

Their glory withered, as when heaven's fire

Hath scathed the forest oaks or mountain pines ;

With singed top their stately, growth, though bare,

Stands on the blasted heath.

Par. Lost, i. 611.

Virgil thus compares the Cyclops to a grove :

^tnaeos fratres, cceIo capita alta ferentes.

Concilium horrendum : quales cum vertice celso

Aeriae quercus, aut coniferas cyparissi

Constiterant, sylva alta Jovis, lucusve Dianae.

The monstrous race we spy

A host of giants towering in the sky.

So on some mountain towers the lofty grove

Of beauteous Dian, or imperial Jove ;

Th' aerial pines in pointed spires from far.

^N. iii. 678.

Or spreading oaks majestic nod in air.*

Pitt.

*
Dr^deD, ia bis translation of these verses, becomes Ossianic in this line : ,

" The misty cloads about their foreheads flf."



Doctor Graham seems to think there is no imitation where there

is no repetition both of thought and expression. But he should have

recollected that imitators often wish to pass for originals, and that it

is part of their art to embellish the thoughts which they borrow, and

give them such new colouring and construction as will best serve for

disguise. We do not suppose, with Doctor Graham, that Mr. Laing
intended any burlesque on criticism, when he said that Macpherson
imitated Tibullus as well as Milton, in the following passage:

"
Loveli-

ness was around her as light, her steps were the music of songs."

And again, "awe moved around her stately steps, like two stars were

her radiant eyes. If on the heath she moved, her breast was whiter

than the down of Cana ; if on the sea-beat shore, than the foam of

the rolling ocean."

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye,

In every gesture dignity and love. MiLTON.

lUam quidquid agit, quoque vestigia movet,

Componit furtim, subsequiturque decor.

Seu solvit crines, fusis decet esse capillis :

Seu compsit, comtis est veneranda comis.

Urit, seu Tyria voluit procedere palla,

Urit, seu nivea Candida veste venit.

Tib. lib, 4,

" The lines of Tibullus," says Laing, "were certainly in Milton's

contemplation. But his paraphrase is more literally transcribed by

Macpherson." The similarity of the remaining part of the passage

consists not in the imagery. We have neither the down of Cana, nor

the foam of ocean in Tibullus, nor the Tyrian nor the snow-white robe

in Ossian ; yet are we clearly of opinion, that the latter has imitated

the former, and that the modern Scotch is indebted to the ancient

Roman poet for the ''peculiar construction" of his sentence. The

dress is Ossianic, the figure Latian.
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To convince such sceptics as Doctor Graham, we shall produce
a few examples in which the marks of imitation are still more

decisive :

I
"
Happy," said the Queen of Sheba to Solomon,

" are thy men,
and happy are these thy servants, which stand continually before thee,

and hear thy wisdom."— 2 Chron. ix. 7.
"
Happy are thy people, O Fingal ; thou art the first in their

danger, the wisest in the days of their peace."
—

Fingal, book v.

Micaiah the prophet says to Ahab, "I saw all Israel scat-

tered upon the hills, as sheep that have no shepherd."—! Kings,
xxii. 17.

Hidallan, in Comala, says,
" the nations are scattered on the

hills !" Here Macpherson stopped short. The introduction of the pas-

toral simile did not suit the drama of a hunting age; besides, it would

have too plainly discovered the source from which he drew.

The prophet Isaiah asks,
" who hath measured the waters in the

hollow of his hand ?" and the spirit of Loda in Ossian echoes,
"
the

blasts are in the hollow of my hand !"

Sternholdand Hopkins, in their translation of the first Psalm, say
of the wicked, that

Like they are unto the chaff.

Which wind drives to and fro.

And Macpherson in Cathloda repeats, "his words are wind—wind,

that to and fro drives the thistle." He could not say chaff, for that

would indicate too improved a state of society for the age of his

refined sentimental heroes.

Eliphaz in Job says of the wicked, "by the blast of God they

perish ; and by the breath of his nostrils are they consumed."— Job.

iv. 9.
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I) The spirit of Loda re-echoes, "I look on the nations, and they
vanish : my nostrils pour the blast of death."

: The first clause reminds us of Psalm civ. 32. " He looketh on

the earth, and it trembleth." Here Macpherson seems ambitious of

excelling the inspired writer.

J "The little hills," says the Psalmist, "rejoice on every side."

"The hills of Inistore rejoiced," replies Macpherson, in Carrick-

Isaiah, in the spirit of propliecy, sings, "the heavens shall be

rolled together as a scroll;" and Macpherson rechants, "when the

skies were rolled together, then thy feast was spread."
— Temora,

book iii.

" He shall fly away as a dream, and shall not be found," says

Job, XX. 8-9.

" We shall pass away like a dream : the hunter shall not know the

place of our rest," reiterates Macpherson: and again, in the Songs of

Selma, he repeats the thought,
"
my life flies away hke a dream ;

why should I stay behind ?"

" We are consumed by thine anger, and by thy wrath are we

troubled," says the Psalmist, Ps. xc. 7. ; and Macpherson responds,
"
they were consumed in the flames of thy wrath."

o A multitude of similar passages might be quoted, in which we at

once perceive not only the ideas, but the very words of Scripture ;

and yet shall we be told they are not imitations? Plagiarisms, indeed,

would be a more fitting appellation.

Macpherson appears to have been so familiar with the language

of Scripture, that he frequently employs it, we should suppose, un-

consciously ; or with a marvellous carelessness or intrepidity of detec-

tion. Sometimes he conglomerates images and expressions from

different passages ; and works them up into one description. The
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Song of Solomon, the Book of Isaiah, and the Psalms, have furnished

him with many materials. But he does not confine himself to these.

He levies contributions unsparingly from every part of the sacred

volume, in which he can find any thing to suit his purpose.
" Who is this," asks Solomon,

" that cometh out of the wilderness

like pillars of smoke? "Is that Cuthullin," resounds Macpherson, "or

a pillar of smoke on the heath ?" Carthon is termed " a pillar of

fire." Solomon invokes the north and the south winds :

"
awake, O

north wind, and come thou south." And Macpherson has a similar

invocation,
"
cease a little while, O wind ! stream, be thou silent

awhile!" and again, "arise, winds of autumn, arise!"

The following passages from Canticles, Isaiah, and Ezekiel, are

frequently imitated. " Who is she that looketh forth as the morn-

ing, fair as the moon, clear as the sun.—Song of Sol. vi. 10. His

locks are bushy, (or curled,) v. II., as the appearance of the bow that

is in the cloud in the day of rain.—Ez. i. 28. Who is this that cometh

from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah ? This that is glorious

in his apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength ?—Is. Ixiii. 1.

" Who," asks Macpherson,
" comes from the hill like a steed in his strength ?—Who

comes like a stag of the desert, with all his herd behind him ?—Who comes towards my son

with the murmur of a song ?—Who cometh from the hill like a cloud, tinged with the beam

of the west?—Who," said the soft- voiced Carril, "who come like bounding roes?—Who
comes from Lubar's vale ?—From the skirts of the morning mist ?—Was he white as the

snow of Ardven—blooming as the bow of the shower ?—Was his hair like the mist of the

hill, soft and curling in the day of the sun ?—Who is that before them like the terrible course

of a stream ?—Who on his staff, is this ?—Who comes from the land of strangers, with his

thousands around him ? * « * * Who is it but Comhal's son ?

Though Macpherson sometimes makes a change in the imagery

of the sacred writers, who does not see at a glance, that his descrip^

tions, as they were suggested, are also compounded of phrases sup-
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has not escaped him, for he tells us, that " Clonar is pierced by

Cathmor, nor yet lay the chief on earth : an oak seized his hair

in his fall."—Temora, book viii. This Cathmor had his prototype

in Homer's Axylus.
—II. vi. 14. Who is described as

4>tXoc av^pwiroKTi

Havrag yap ^tXtEdKEv, oS(f> tin oiKta vaiCjv.

T. liV lo one lo't d-^uo
A friend to human race.

Fast by the road his ever open door.

Obliged the wealthy and relieved the poor. ^ ,,,,;»,, i ; ^„ ; . ^ ,?T
Pope.

But Macpherson was determined that his hero should exceed

H<imer's, and accordingly he assures us, that "seven paths led to his

halls. Seven chiefs stood on the paths, and called the stranger to the

feast! But Cathmor dwelt in the wood to shun the voice of praise!"—

Temora, book i.

What generous hospitality in a hunting age, when venison was

the only food ! What delicate refinement of soul to withdraw from

the loud huzzas of the people, or
"
the applause of listening senates,"

was it.'' to dwell in the wood while his seven chiefs presided at the

feast, and, from flowing shells, drank deep to the health of their mu-

nificent, but, ah ! too sensitive benefactor ? But notwithstanding his

extreme sensibility, he was a "
high-bounding king, who hewed

down the ridge of shields," and performed for Clonar the same office

as Job performed for Absalom! " Clonar is pierced by Cathmor!"

Justice, however, compels us to admit that this deed was prior to

the seizure of the unhappy warrior's hair by the oak.

Virgil describes Acestes as coming down from the top .of a moun-

tain, roughly clad in the skin of a Libyan bear :
.

*

, r
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" Vertice montis ;»»»*****
Horridus in jaculis, et pelle Libystidis urste."

-(En. v. 35.

And Macpherson informs us, that " Arindal descended from the

hill, rough in the spoils of the chase." Would it not have been better

to have rolled him in the folds of a bear-skin at once? Yes, but

then the imitation had been too visible ; and though such a dress was

suitable enough for one of Virgil's heroes, it was too barbarous for

a hero of Ossian !

The imitations from Gray are equally striking :

" Nor yet beside the rill.

Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he."

Macpherson reiterates,
'* nor by the rock, nor by the stream is

he," preserving the very measure and cadence of the line : and again,
" nor by that stream nor (by that) wood are they."

Gray says at the beginning of one of his sublime odes :

" Ruin seize thee ruthless king !

Confusion on thy banners wait !"

And Comala exclaims,
" confusion pursue thee over thy plains ;

ruin overtake thee, thou king of the world !"

1)

Gray had written :

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Macpherson, to emulate these lines, writes of "the flower of the

rock that lifts its fair head unseen ; and strews its withered leaves in

the blast
"
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iib Graham says, that "
this image surpasses that of Catullus :

hits UiiQjii , . : ,.: lornii^.asiJ '.:o -x-ioo

tti <ifim'
" Flos in septis, secretis nascitur hortis,"

in point of appropriate elegance, but it may, perhaps, be allowed to

be inferior to Gray's !" But he treats with scorn the idea that it is

an imitation from Gray. For why ? an imitator would in this in-

stance, probably, have chosen " Strews fragrance" instead of " Strews

withered leaves!"

Macpherson says to a star,
"
the waves come around thee with

joy ; they bathe thy lovely hair !"

But Homer had written before him of a star that was bathed in

the ocean, \e\siisvoQ coKsavoio, and Virgil of the morning star, per-

fusus Lucifer unda.—^En. viii. 589; a passage which Scaliger alleges

to be sweeter than ambrosia. Profecto ne ambrosia quidem dulcior

est.—Poetices, Lib. v. p. 572.

So bathed in ocean, with a vivid ray.

Flames the refulgent star that leads the day.

Pitt. u-'^

io iiiiii fijjiiio
r

,
So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed.

And yet anon repairs his drooping head,
'*'^'

^^'

i>v-^Ui:
.'1 ;

( And tricks his beams, and with new spangled ore,

^.',,\
,, .^ -,. i' Flames in the forehead of the morning sky.

Milton's Lycidas.

^neas thrice invokes the manes of Deiphobus,
"
magtia manes

ter voce vocaviJ"—^n. vi. 506. And Macpherson makes his

heroes say,
" we thrice called the ghosts of our fathers." He ap-

pears like the God in Virgil to have rejoiced in the number three ;

" Numero Deus impare gaudet ;"—Eel. viii. 75, for he says,
" Tren-

more sighed thrice over the hero—thrice the winds of the night

roared around—and Cairbar thrice stroked his beard!"
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Doctor Graham is indignant at Mr. Laing for asserting that the

comparison of Clessamor to a steed in his strength, is a hteral and

wretched transcript from Pope's translation of the same simile in

Homer, We agree with Laing, and wonder how any one pretending

to the name of critic, can for a moment question the justice of his

assertion. He has also shewn perfectly to our satisfaction, and we

should think of every impartial judge, that all the elements of the

celebrated address to the sun, may be found in Paradise Lost, Sam-

son Agonistes, Home's Douglas, Addison's Cato, Pope's Rape of the

Lock, and the Sacred Scriptures ; and those of the description of

Balclutha in Hosea, Lamentations and Zephaniah. The image of the

fox looking out of the windows, is taken from the voice of the cor-

morant and bittern singing in the windows, Zeph. ii. 14, combined

with an image from Pope's Windsor Forest :

" The Fox obscene to gaping tombs retires.

And savage bowlings fill the sacred choirs."

No one was such a perfect master as Macpherson of the art of

selecting images and poetical ideas from various sources, and of

disguising and combining them in altered forms. He stole the co-

lours which he deemed most beautiful from every pallet, and hoped

by his dexterity in compounding them, in spreading them on his

poetical canvas, and wrapping his pictures in Caledonian mist, that

they would be mistaken for originals, and that no eagle-eyed critic

like Laing, would be able to detect the theft. Cacus dragged the

bulls and cows of Hercules into his den by the tail, to prevent disco-

very, ne qua forent pedihus vestigia rectis. But an unfortunate

bellow betrayed the robber, and though he had the art to involve

himself and his cavern in dense darkness, caca caligine, he could not

escape the vengeance of the exasperated hero :
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Panditur extemplo foribus domua atra revulsis;

^

Abstracteeque boves, abjurataeque rapinse

Coelo ostenduntur,.. .

.

.

,, ^j,i ,

ViRG. ^N. viii. 262.

The God then burst the gates ; and open lie

The den's vast depths, all naked to the sky :

Th' expanded caves dismiss th* imprison'd prey,

From the black darksome dungeon to the day.

Pitt.

.C ][00<j ^AOKl'i

IMITATIONS FROM SCRIPTURE.

Job, in one of his most sublime passages, says,
" a spirit passed before my face," iv. 15.;

and Macpherson introduces one of his ghosts in almost the same words :
" a thin form passed

before me."

.£1 .v«i
" Y'e shall seek me and shall not find me."

John, vii. 34.

' The maids shall seek thee on the heath, but they shall not find thee."

Macpherson.

" That field was called the field of blood unto this day."

^o-cJirruiiiiioi. ::
Mat. xxvii. 8.

"She (Grudar) mourned him in the field of blood."

FiNGAL, book i.

Every beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills."

Ps. 1. 10.

" Comhal was the chief of a hundred hills
;

His deer drank of a thousand streams !"

FiNOALj ii.
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" The earth was without form, and void."

Gen. i. 2.

" His face is without fonn, and dark."

War of Caros.

" Who maketh the clouds his chariot."

Ps. civ. 3.

" Two dark clouds that are the chariots of ghosts."

FiNGAt, book 3.

" Then shall thy light break forth as the morning."

Isaiah, Iviii. 8.

' Then shall my soul come forth like a light from the gates of the mom."

Temora, book viii., note second.

" The little hills rejoice on every side."

Pa. Ixv. 12.

"The isles that are in the sea shall be troubled."

Ez. XXvi. 18.

" The little hills are troubled before him."

Lathmon.

" From the blood of the slain, from the fat of the mighty, the bow of Jonathan turned

not back, and the sword of Saul returned not empty."
2 Sam, i. 22.

" His spear never returned unstained with blood ; nor his bow from the strife of the mighty."

Death of Cuthullin.

.0! .'

"When I went out to the gate through the city, when I prepared my seat in the street,

the young men saw me, and hid themselves."

Job, xxix. 7, 8.
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" Dost thou not see, O Gaul ! how the steps of my age are honoured ? Morna moves

forth, and the youn^ men meet him with awe, and turn their eyes with silent joy on his

course."

Lathmon.

" My doctrine shall drop as the rain,
• • » and as the showers upon the grass."

Deut. xxxii. 2.

"My words are pleasant as the shower which falls on the sunny field."

FiNGAL, book V.

MISCELLANEOUS IMITATIONS.

" Nisus ait : Dii ne hunc ardorem mentibus addunt

Euryale ? an sua cuique Deus fit dira cupido ?

Aut pugnam, aut aliquid jamdudum invadere magnum
Mens agitat mihi ; nee placida contenta quiete est.

Cernis, quae Rutulos habeat fiducia rerum :

Lumina rara micant : somno vinoque soluti , , . ,.

. » Procubuere : silent late loca."

ViRG. ix. 184.

" Son of Fingal ! he said, why bums the soul of Gaul ? My heart beats high. My steps

are disordered ; my hand trembles on my sword. When I look towards the foe my soul

lightens before me. I see their sleeping host. Tremble thus the souls of the valiant in bat-

tles of the spear ?"—Lathmon.

The episode of Gaul and Ossian, in the Poem of Lathmon is copied from that of Nisus

and Euryalus in Virgil, with such variations as the author supposed most likely to throw a

column of mist over his plagiarisms. The Trojan heroes slay their foes sleeping, but the

more generous Gael, disdaining to steal a victory, strike their bossy shields in the camp of

their enemies, that they may be slaughtered awake. Anxious to see how the Latin transla-

tion of this poem would appear beside the strains of the Mantuan bard, we suffered great

disappointment on finding that it is not inserted in Sir John Sinclair's volumes. Why this

©mission?

VOL. XVI. '^"^^ L
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" Hse tibi erunt artes ; pacisque imponere morem,

Parcere subjeclis, et debellare superbos." Vxrg.

" O Oscar, bend the strong in arm, but spare the feeble hand."

FiNGAL, book iii.

" Ossian be thou a storm in war, but mild when the foe is low."

Calthon and Conmau

"
Smooth-sliding without step."

Milton.

'
Its large limbs did not move in steps."

Cartoon.

" Penthesilea furens, mediisque in millihus ardet."

" Fierce Cairbar roared in the midst of thousands.'

ViRG.

Macfherson.

" Like a broad shield amid the watry waste."

Pope's Odyssey.

On the third day arose Tromathon, like a blue shield in the midst of the sea."

Oithona.

"Skirted his loins and thighs with downy gold."
Milton.

'A sun-beam was on his skirts; they glittered like the gold of the stranger."
Macpherson.

part huge of bulk

"
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait

Tempest the ocean." Par. Lost, book vii. 410.

" The waves sport unwieldy round with all their backs of foam."

Temora, book viii.

«
Windy Troy."

"
Windy Temora."

J

HoM. Macpherson.
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"Where were ye, nymphs, when the remorseless deep

Closed o'er the head of your loved Lycidas ?
- - - ^ -

For neither were ye playing on the steep.

Where your old bards, the famous Druids, lie, &c."

Milton's Lycidas.

Imitated from Virgil, Ecl. x. 9, and Theocritus, Idyl. i. 66.

" Where have ye been, ye southern winds ! when the sons of my love were deceived ?

But ye have been sporting on the plain, pursuing the thistle's beard."

Darthula.

A multitude of imitations might be added to these, but we are unwilling to exhaust the

patience of the reader.

SECTION IV.

Of the Argument founded on the Excellence of the Poetry, i

The supposed excellence of Macpherson's poems, is with some

a good argument in favour of their authenticity : --i

" To suppose," says Blair,
" that two or three hundred years ago, when we well know

the Highlands to have been in a state of gross ignorance and barbarity, there should have

arisen in that country a poet of such exquisite genius, and of such deep knowledge of man-

kind and of history, as to divest himself of the ideas and manners of his own age, and to

give us a just and natural picture of a state of society ancienter by a thousand years; one

who could support this counterfeited antiquity, through such a large collection of poems,

without the least inconsistency ; and who, possessed of all this genius and art, had at the

same time the self-denial of concealing himself, and of ascribing his own work to an anti-

quated bard, without the imposture being detected, is a supposition that transcends all

bounds of credibility."
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Graham follows Blair, and says :

" If it be ascertained that these poems were composed by a contemporary, imbued as Mr.

Macpherson certainly was, in a very respectable measure, with the literature of Greece and

Rome, as well as of modern times, we are presented with a phenomenon still more inexpli-

cable. That such a person should have produced a body of poetry, which has been justly

considered as possessing so high a merit,
• as to have given a new tone to poetry throughout

Europe ;'* but at the same time devoid of all modern allusion, and formed neither in its ima-

gery or expression on the model of those ancient authors, who have communicated their pecu-

liar colouring so generally, to all modem compositions, appears to be a circumstance still

more strange, than the supposition of the high antiquity which has been ascribed to iff

Sir John Sinclair re-echoes the same sentiments. He has laboured

to prove
—

"
1st, That the poems of Ossian are authentic ancient poetry ; and 2nd, That in a remote

period of our history, the mountains of Scotland produced a bard whose works must ren-

der his name immortal, and whose genius has not been surpassed by the efforts of any
modem or even ancient competiton"

Elsewhere we find these poems extolled as equal or superior to Homer

and Virgil, or if in any respect they are inferior to those of the father

of poetry, their tasteful defender can account for their inferiority !

But notwithstanding the extravagant eulogies of Blair, Graham,
the Edinburgh Reviewers, and Sir John Sinclair ; Homer, nay even

Virgil, still holds a distinguished pre-eminence over Macpherson.
Had the poems of the latter been left to rest on their own intrinsic

merit, they would long since have sunk into oblivion. They derived

whatever interest they possessed from their supposed antiquity ; and

Hume, as has been already noticed, stated truly to Blair, that not-

withstanding all the varnish with which he covered them, they would

fall into discredit, unless their authenticity were proved. Accord-

*
Edinburgh Review, No. XII. Art. 7. f Graham's Introduction, pp. vii. viii.



ingly they have been gradually declining in public estimation, and

are regarded now only as a curious imposition, deriving an adventi-

tious interest from the literary controversies to which they have

given birth.

The question recurs, if they were not original, is it to be supposed

that Macpherson could compose them ? Why not ? Why should not

Macpherson have as much genius as the son of Fin Mac-Cumhal ?

He had certainly infinitely more literary advantages. The stores of

Greek, and Latin, and Hebrew, and English poetry, were open to him,

and from all of them he drew as liberally as if they were his own exclu-

sive property. Every page of his poems bears evidence of his industry

in collecting and disposing his borrowed materials. He has recast and

disguised them, to be sure, and intermingled them with some foreign

ingredients. Instead of the rude Cyclopean architecture of the an-

cient Celts, he has presented us with a new composite order of his

own construction, which deserves to be named the Macphersonian.
His poems have the same relation to Homer and Virgil, that a High-
land shieling has to the Parthenon or Colosseum.

By a curious kind of fatality, the defenders of the authenticity of

Ossian, almost always furnish arguments for their own confutation.

Thus, after stating the impossibility of any genius of modern times

equalling the old Celtic bard, they tell us that the Ossianic poetical

temperament still prevails in the Highlands to such a degree, that

we should not be surprised to hear of a whole clan of Ossians.

" Even in the Highlanders of the present day, whose characters," says Graham, " have

not undergone a change by the contact of foreign manners, we may still trace the mode of

thinking and acting which distinguishes the personages of Ossian. Accustomed to traverse

vast tracts of country, which have never been subjected to the hand of art ; contemplating

every day the most diversified scenery; surrounded every where by wild and magnificent

objects ; by mountains, and lakes, and forests, the mind of the Highlander is expanded,
and partakes in some measure of the rude sublimity of the objects with which he is conver-
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sunt. Pursuing the chase in regions not peopled according to their extent, he often finds him-

self alone in the gloomy desert, or by the margin of the dark frowning deep ; his imagination

tinged with pleasing melancholy, finds society in the passing breeze, and he beholds the

airy forms of his fathers descending on the skirts of the cloud. When the tempest howls

over the heath, and the elements are mixed in dire uproar, he recognizes the angry spirit of

the storm, and he retires to his secret cave. Such is at this day, the tone of mind which cha-

racterises the Highlander, who has not lost the distinctive marks of his race by commerce

with strangers; and such too is the picture which has been drawn by Ossian."*

After this, who shall venture to contend against the possibility of

the Highlands, even in modern times, producing some genius of equal

or superior lustre to all its former luminaries ?

Among the notices of the principal Gaelic books, published dur-

ing the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, p. 562, vol. iii. of Sir John

Sinclair's edition of Ossian, is the following :

"A Collection of Poems by Buncan Mac-Intyre of Glenurchy, Argyllshire 1768, 8vo.

Mac-Intyre, though an illiterate man, holds place among the first of modern Bards; his

poem on the summer is beautiful and energetic, equal to any thing in Thomson's Seasons ;

his panegyric on Beindouran, (a hill above Glenurchy,) excels every thing of this kind ; his

Mam-Lorn, or Coire cheathaich, and Coire gorm au fhasaich, are admired by every Celtic

scholar, who takes pleasure to see nature painted in the liveliest colours."

Tliis notice forcibly corroborates the presumption of the editor of

the Ogygia Vindicated, that
" no man will deny that a Highland

bard of the last or present century, may not possess as much poetical

fire as the son of Fingal, or any other illiterate bard in Fingal's

army;""!" especially, it might be added, if his natural fire was height-

ened, and his taste improved like Macpherson's, by close famiUarity

with the Scriptures, and the English, Greek, and Roman classics.

Some Irish poets of modern times might contest the palm with

the most celebrated poets of antiquity. Mr. O'Reilly informs us of

• Graham's Essay, pp. 28, 29. f Editor's Preface, p. 15.
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Denis M'Namara, a school-master of the county of Waterford, 1755,
'* who wrote a mock ^neid in Irish, in which there are some hnes

by no means inferior to any of Virgil's. The shout of Charon, as

described by the Irish bard, is, perhaps, superior to the Cyclops' roar

of the Mantuan poet." Again he speaks of M'Auliffe, a blacksmith,

near Glanmire, county of Corke, author of some poems, in which "he

describes the river Funshan in a storm, where his
"

^tjctti goctic

J<t)T))ft <t 5Ctl)C)0ni ti<t "OCOT)" is not inferior to Homer's descrip-

tion of the rolling waves, in the 4th book of the Iliad."

Blair, endeavouring to support the authenticity of the poems by
internal evidence, says, "they have all the characters of antiquity im-

pressed upon them ;" he should have subjoined, recast in a modern

mould, and with new characters impressed upon them, which anti-

quity would disown. " The heroes," says he,
"
prepare their own

repasts."
—Yes, this is hinted at, but Macpherson dared not venture,

as the father of poets has done, minutely to describe the process of

cutting the throat, of flaying, of separating the joints, and fixing

them on spits. He was afraid to come down from his bombast, or

depart from his generalities, to give us a true picture of the manners

of his adopted age. We can learn nothing from him unless it be in

a note, in what mode the repast was prepared, though we learn it

distinctly from other sources. A common culinary operation was

beneath the dignity of Macpherson, and perhaps above his powers,
without his degenerating into meanness. We think some of those

damsels whom he dresses so frequently in mail, would have been as

well, as naturally, and as agreeably to the manners of the age, em-

ployed in hospitable cares at home, as in wandering to secret caves,

and indulging a whining sentimentality with blue-eyed heroes.

Again, says Blair, "no foreign ornaments are hunted after;" and

hence an argument in favour of the antiquity of the poems. But
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more weight has been laid on it, than it will sustain. Certainly, we are

warranted in affirming, that no poet can employ ornaments or images
to which he is a total stranger. He who never saw or heard of a

lion, could never think of comparing a hero to that formidable animal .

But nothing is more common than to borrow imagery and description

from foreign sources. Their novelty recommends them, and why not

adopt them, as we adopt historical and geographical facts, from the

authority of others .'' Homer never saw a Chimaera, nor the monsters

that barked around Scylla. But he had heard of them, and placed
them among his miracula speciosa. On the supposition that Mac-

pherson's Ossian did write the poems ascribed to him, he might have

employed Roman imagery, and allusions to Roman history, customs,

encampments, marches, battles, not only with manifest propriety,

but with great advantage to his credibility. For the heroes whose

exploits he sings, and in whose renown he shared, overcame the king
of the world, and took spoil from the strangers ! Why does he not

dwell on these facts, and tell us the names of some of the Roman

captives, for the Celtic heroes were too generous to put all their pri-

soners to the sword ? Were they also too generous to wear their

arms, to erect trophies of their spears and shields, or to breathe in

their songs of triumph a hint of the dismay which would pervade "the

eternal city," on hearing of the overthrow of her legions by the victo-

rious arms of the Gael ? If "no foreign ornaments are sought after,"

how did ^'showers of blood—and gates of brass, (See Lathmon, vol. i.

p. 273,)
—thunders in the bosom of the ground, and earthquakes that

shake the green-vallied Erinfrom sea to sea," find their way into the

compositions of the Celtic poet ? Whence the Christian benedictions

which he sometimes puts into the mouth of his heroes .'' Whence "
the

spirit of heaven," and "
the vapours of death"

—with the apples of

gold, the sparkling wine, and the gem-studded cups, that gladdened

the kings of the world ?
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, . r
" In the battles," says our critic,

"
it is evident that drums, trumpets, and bagpipes were

not known nor used." , , r ,

'^
No, Macpherson's fear of committing an anachronism of this

kind, though he has not scrupled to commit others far more flagrant,

induced him sometimes to use too much caution. He knew well

that the introduction of a band of music would be as bad as the

Trojan hero's quotation from Aristotle, in Shakspeare. The art of

criticism was better understood in his days than in those of our great

dramatist. Yet, perhaps, he might have introduced the bagpipe

without hazard of censure. It would have been characteristic ; but

from an excess of prudence, or deeming the bagpipe's notes barba-

rous, and little accordant with the refined taste of his heroes

and heroines, he declined the use of an instrument capable of stir-

ring the most heart-thrilling emotions in the breast of a modern

Highlander. From the writings of great poets we can gather much

information relative to the state of the arts, sciences, and peculiar cus-

toms of the age which they describe, or in which they wrote. But what

do we learn from Macpherson's Ossian ?— literally nothing. When
Homer describes a funeral, he gives a faithful picture of the rites and

ceremonies employed on the occasion. In Ossian's burials there is

not a single circumstance peculiar or characteristic, if we except the

song of the bards, and the placing the horn of a deer or a sword by
the side of the entombed. This defect in the real Ossian would be

unaccountable or inexcusable, for we elsewhere learn that heroes

were interred "
standing in arms, face to face, with their weapons

ready,"* a peculiarity susceptible of pathetic description, and which

the genuine bard would not omit. But the omission by Macpherson
is capable of easy explanation. Indeed the absence of ancient Celtic

* See Antiquarian Researches, by Sir William Betham, p. 356.
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ideas and images is tenfold more striking and conclusive against the

authenticity of the poems, than the absence of modern ornaments

would be favourable to its establishment. It demonstrates that the

author did not write in the age nor in the scenes with which he pre-

tends to be familiar. He speaks of the sun and moon, of seas, rivers,

and lakes, of mountains and valleys, and gives us a superabundance

of rainbows and poetic mists. But where are the badgers and the

otters of the Fenian Tales ; and the bears and the wolves ? Of these

there were numbers in the Highlands, and also squirrels, (as we are

informed in Sir John Sinclair's third volume, p. 523,) though now

nearly extinct, near Cona, the Fingallian river.
" The country being

at that time overrun with woods, afforded shelter to wolves and bears,

enemies to the human race, and they had no other place of safety for

their residence, but either in their caves or upon the tops of the

hills," (Id. p. 539.) Those ferocious bears of Caledonia, and the

wild bulls with thick manes, of which Martial and Plutarch speak,

(Camden, Scotland, p. 31,) would have supplied some poetic pic-

tures, and suggested themes of heroic enterprize. There is indeed

one lachrymose reference to a bull in the first book of Fingal. "But,

ah ! why ever lowed the bull on Golbun's echoing heath. They saw

him leaping like snow ;" and again, in the second book, we are told

of a division of " the herd on the hill." But we read of none of

those grand forays, which, in succeeding ages, became so common

that no Highland chieftain could say of his neighbours, what Achil-

^
les says of the Trojans :

Ov yap ttwttot' tjuoc |3ovc ijXoirov, ovSt fjiiv 'nrnovg,

II. «. 1. 154.

Such exploits would have been unworthy of the civilization and re-

finement of Ossian's heroes, though it seems they never planted a grain
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of corn, nor would they have known the strange exotic had it been

presented to their view ! Herds of goats and cows seeking shelter, are

placed by Blair among the images which "
betray a later period of

of society," as if ever there was an age in which goats and kine were

not gregarious, or inclined to seek shelter ! The same critic ranks
" windows clapping" first in the list of those modern images, forget-

ful, no doubt, that he has quoted with high approbation, and as a

specimen of the real antique, a passage in which "the fox looked out

from the windows." Now, if windows afforded a looking-place to the

fox, why might they not also clap, without losing their claims to

antiouitv ? '^^ ***' b^liU b-.uiod da^-j baJ\

Pennant, in his Tour to Scotland, note, vol. i. pp. 216, 21*7, says:

"It is to me a matter of surprise, that no mention is made in the poems of Ossian, of

our great beasts of prey which must have abounded in his days, for the wolf was a pest to the

country so late as the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and the bear existed there till the year 1067,

when a Gordon, for killing a fierce bear, was directed by King Malcolm III, to carry three

bears' heads in his banner.—Hist. Gordons, i. p. 2. Other native animals are often mentioned

in several parts of the work; and in the five little poems on night, the compositions of as

many bards, every modem British beast of chase is enumerated
; the howling dog and howl-

ing fox described, yet the howling wolf opaitted, which would have made the bards' night

much more hideous." i tIfihiO fI?iIo/!^r !if'f (rfO/?

But what we want in wolves and bears is amply supplied by dark

brown deer, and dogs,
" the long-bounding sons of the chace.—'A

thousand dogs fly off at once, gray-bounding through the heath. A
deer fell by every dog; three by the white-breasted Bran!" Fingal vi.

This was a glorious chace, to which the hunting of "
Percy of Nor-

thumberland in the Scottish woods," was a mere bagatelle. A thou-

sand and three deer in one hunt ! What Asiatic prince ever equalled

this ?
. Even Nimrod must own himself surpassed, and the country

must have been covered with deer, as thick as leaves in Vallombrosa.

M 2
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But Macpherson, it seems, falls short of his Gaelic original, which

lets loose three thousand dogs, and each dog kills a brace of deer; and

Bran, though but a whelp, killed one more than any of them ; so that

six thousand and one deer must have fallen !

Leig sinn ar tri mile cu

Bu mhor lugh is bu gharg.

Ts mharbh g^ch cu dhiubh da fhiadh.

We let loose our three thousand hounds.

That excelled in fleetness as in fierceness.

And each hound killed two deer.

Rep. High. Soc. p. 258.

Well might Doctor O'Conor exclaim :

" Faustam quidem dies ! iEneas esuriens seplem tantum cervos in Libya occidit, miser !

Si sorte ei evenisset Scotiam adire !"

The pretended original Gaelic of the foregoing passage, as pub-
lished in Sir John Sinclair's volumes, differs very considerably from

the Highland Society's version, being translated with more fidelity

from the English Ossian :

All: Chaidh mile cu air falbh san fhraoch iM QiT j

I „ Thuit fiadh air a thaobh ro' gach cu.
(^ ban i r

'^h fegob \ni.

Thus rendered by the Latin translator :
[j .,^g.,,, .,,r 'Y

Canes mille exsoluti sunt in erica

-;rc'n .

Eversusque est cervus in latus a singulo cane.

We observe a similar difference in the description of FingaPs
standard in the two versions of the Highland Society and Sir John
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Sinclair. The former has more the appearance of an original, being
brief and simple compared with the latter, which is amplified, and

translated verbatim from Macpherson's English. UAVv>\iwi

Highland Society's ancient Gaelic.

Thog sinn Deo.greine re crann

Bratach Fhinn 's bu gharbh a greas

Lomlan do chlachaibh ann or,

'S ann linn fein bu mhor a meas.

Macpherson's Gaelic.

Thog sinn Deo-greine ri crann

A bhratach mhor aig righ nan lann

Bha solas an anam gach triath

'Nuair thog i a sgiath ri gaoith.

Bha 'gorm-shlios ballach le h-or

Mar shlighe ghlais mhoir na h-oidhch*

'Nuair sheallas na reiP o n' speur.

Translation by Doctor Donald Smith.

We reared the sun-beam to its staff.

The standard of Fingal of furious sweep;""
'

Full-studded with stones in gold ;

With us it was held in high respect.

High. See. Report, p. 249.

Macfarlan's Latin Translation.

Ereximus nos jubar solis in arboreo hastill

Vexillum magnum regis gladiorum ;
^'''-•'-

Fuit laetitia in animo cujusque principis

Quando elevata est ejus ala ad ventum.

Fuit ejus (vexilli) caerulum latus bullatum

auro

Instar conchas cause magnx noctis,

Quando despiciunt stellae e coelo.

Sir John Sinclair's Ossian,

vol. ii. pp. 170-171.

"We were rather startled on finding the Roman architectural idea

of the shell of the azure vault of the sky, concha ccerula in the

Celtic bard ; the concha being a species of fornix or camerated roof,
"
which, like a trumpet, grows wider as it lengthens." The testudo,

or tortoise shell, also gave a name to the arched dome of temples :

thus. Dido sat media testudine templi. The idea was transferred to

the arched vault of heaven, and hence Macpherson's
" blue wide

shell of the nightly sky," translated into Gaelic,
"

shlighe ghlais

mhoir na h-oidhch .'"* But we might have reserved our admiration

*
Laing has observed,

" as each language has certain metapborical idioms, easUy distin-

guished when transferred to another ; a chest applied to the human trunk or chest, or a trunk
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for the royal palace which the Highland Society has presented to us

in the verses of some Ossianic school-master,
"

versihus a quodam

Ludimagistro compositis" as Doctor O'Conor remarks. He further

observes, that if Fingal, when he slew the six thousand and one deer,

had not the good fortune of ^neas, to see the citadel of Carthage,

with its rising walls, and the temple of Juno, of which "on brazen

steps the marbled threshold rose," he beheld a royal palace of supe-

rior magnificence, indicative of all the wealth of Pygmalion.

Fosgailear an grianan corr

Bha ar a thugha le cloimh ian,

Bha comlaichean ris do'n or bhuidh

Agus ursanan fo fhiundrain.

The chamber so highly prized is opened.

It was covered above with the down of birds,

Its doors were yellow with gold,

And the side posts were of polished bone.

Rep. High. Soc. pp. 236, 237.

Doctor O'Conor's translation follows :

"
Aperitur Regia magnifica

Cujus laqueare coopertum plumis avium !

Portse ejus aurofulvo caelatae

Et postes ex ossibus limatis !

inversely to a chest, is peculiar to the English ; the wing of a house or of an army, is adopted

from the Latin ; the wings of the morning and of the winds, from Scripture. But that

Ossian anticipating the English idiom (term,) should employ cliadh a basket, literally the

same with cista, for the human chest, will be believed only by those who are already per-

suaded that the rustling wing of the blast preceded the translation of the Psalms into Earse."

Doctor Graham flatly contradicts Mr. Laing, and says, that cliadh is neither literally nor

metaphorically the same with Cista. Who shall decide ? our Latin dictionaries render cista

a chest, a basket, a maund, (i. e. a great basket,) a panniei'; and our Irish render cliiidh a bas-

ket, a cage, the trunk of a man or beast. There is evidently then some similarity between the

terms ; the last meaning of the Irish word is clearly metaphorical, but whether its application

in this sense be borrowed or original, we shall not affirm. But we feel pretty confident that

"
$hlighe ghlais mhoir na h-oidhch," is a novel idea in the Gaelic language. The only idea we

apprehend, which it would convey to a hero of the times of old, would be that of one of the

conchs employed at the nightly feast of shells.
'
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lot What pity the author did not say elephant or ivory in pliace of

bone! It would have been as easy for him to bring that preciouiS

spoil from Hindostan or Ceylon, as to cross the Atlantic to the grand

temple of Mexico, or the palace of Montezuma, for the plumage of

birds* to adorn the royal palace of tufted Morven !

Blair places the absence of religious ideas among the proofs of

Ossian's authenticity ; but if he had said of forgery, he would have

approached nearer the truth. There has never been any state of

society in which poetry was cultivated, from which religious ideas

were excluded. The first and most sublime efforts of the muses in

every country, and in every age, are devotional. Urania takes the

precedence of all the Nine. Hesiod and Homer are full of religion, to

say nothing of the hymns attributed to Orpheus. The Fenian

tales also have numerous religious ideas, and a passage in the poem
of the Chase would do no dishonour to the most distinguished Chris-

tian poet. Saint Patrick chides Oisin for comparing Fionn with the

God of the Christians.

"
Cease, cease thy strain, nor longer dare

Thy Fionn, chief of chiefs, compare
With him who reigns enthroned in light.

The King of kings, of matchless might.

'Tis he who framed the heaven and earthy

'Tis he who nerves the hero's hand :
'^

f

'Tis he who calls fair flowers to birth.

And bids each blooming branch expand.

He gives the fishy streams to run.

And lights the moon and radiant sun.

It did not suit Macpherson's plan to admit any thing like this.

He has guarded as carefully as he could against the introduction of

*SeeDeSolis. '.'
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Christian sentiments ; but, as Shaw long since observed, has not

always succeeded, for in Temora we find the Christian expressions,
'^

peace to thy soul,"
—^^

blest be thy soul." He could not, however,

well dispense with all machinery, and accordingly availed himself of

the "popular superstition of the Highlands respecting ghosts, second

sight, and the eternal agencies of the devil, whom he transforms into

the spirit of Loda," invests with omnipotence, and describes as hav-

ing the blasts
" in the hollow of his hand !"

Enchantment and magic act a distinguished part in the early

History of Ireland. They are employed in the Fenian Tales, and had

probably great influence among all the Celtic tribes. Why has Mac-

pherson rejected their aid .'' He might have used them in Temora at

least, the scene of which lies in Erin, with propriety and success. He
had antiquity on his side, in the History of the Tuatha De Danans,

and a sanction for their poetical agency in the examples of Theocri-

tus, Virgil, and Lucan. But he wished to avoid collision with the

Fenian Tales, and was contented with ghosts, which he deemed more

exclusively his own. These he could manage as he pleased. They
came and departed at his beck, shrieking, roaring, and "

riding ojn

the wings of the wind !"

When he speaks so frequently of the halls of Selma, of the four

grey stones of renown, and of the narrow house, it seems strange that

he has omitted all mention of vitrified towers. These would have

furnished almost as fine a theme to the poet as the Druidical fires of

Beltein and Samhuin. " The remains of several of these towers, says

Smith, in his Dissertation, p. 114, still to be seen in the Highlands,

seem to prpve that the inhabitants of those countries enjoyed even the

comforts of life iij a period more remote than the age of Fingal, or

the invasion of the Romans, as no such mode of architecture has been

since practised."
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He also carefully avoids all allusion to the Ogham inscriptions,

still to be found upon rocks, and to the military game of chess, in

M'hich the Fenian warriors dehghted, and of which particular mention

is made in the old Irish tale of the three sons ofUsnach, a tale well

known to Macpherson. He probably thought the game of too mo-

dern invention for the age of his poems, though had he been as fami-

liar with the Odyssey as with the Iliad, he might have found that its

introduction would expose him to no hazard of an anachronism.

Blair mentions it as a merit, that he particularizes his mountains,

seas, and lakes, though noticed only in a simile; "it is the hill of

Cromla, the storm of the sea of Maimer, or the reeds of the lake of

. Lego." On this Shaw justly observes,
" the author surely would not

be so uncircumspect as to use the name of Parnassus, Scylla, and

Charybdis, or the reeds of the Red Sea. This is no more than what

every poet, and in every country, has done ; and this inlernal evi-

dence proves nothing." i iioiin ,nnva. uaiiiur nayig gixj''

^ui-Lord Kames was a strenuous defender of the authenticity of

Ossian, and being a critic of taste, he quotes a great variety of pas-

sages as illustrative of the manners. *' If all," says he,
" were not

genuine, the cloven foot would some where peep out.''* And so it

does, and the horns and the tail too, till the whole father of lies be-

comes apparent, though thickly clad in Caledonian mist. Some of

the very passages quoted by his Lordship, belong to the sacred Scrip-

tures, and rise conspicuous, in characters of light, to proclaim whence

they were stolen. Blair says well, that Macpherson does not borrow.

'No, he clandestinely and surreptitiously takes "jewels of silver, and

jewels of gold and raiment," and spoils his neighbours, and offers the

spoil to an old Irish bard, with whose fame he wishes to identify his

own, but who indignantly scorns the alliance ^nd the offering.

' " ''•'! •''"'••' • • ' * Kawes' Sketches, vol. i.
p. 245.
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"By many," says Shaw, "it hath been said that the similes of Ossian

are taken from so remote a period of society, as to be a strong proof

of the antiquity of the poem. I grant the similes in general are from

nature. And why ? Because the country described as the scene of

action at this day, and its inhabitants, are in some degree but emerg-

ing from a state of nature. * * * *
^^y Englishman may go

down, and see those phenomena in the elements and face of the coun-

try ; of which he may lay up a number, and write when he comes

home, poetry of the same nature. This indeed has already been

done at home, without the trouble of travelling."*

True, we need not travel to the Highlands to find similes from

nature, nor was it necessary for Macpherson to put himself to the

trouble and expense of such a journey for such a purpose, since he

had similes enough ready prepared in his library, some of which he

might long have sought for in vain, either in echoing Morven, or in

"the green vallied Erin, when it shakes its mountains from sea to

sea." Happily, cold-hearted critics like ourselves, may say, nature

does not now indulge the bards of Erin with earthquakes, to supply

them with similes and poetic imagery !

Considering the paucity of Macpherson's ideas and original

images, it is truly astonishing how his poems ever acquired any

* Shaw formed a trae estimate of Macpherson's poetry, when he wrote the following

passage :
" I remember when I travelled that country (the Highlands) three years ago, to

have sat down on a hill, and the scene being favourable, in a poetic mood, I jingled together

upon paper, with suitable invented Gaelic names, the epithets of blue-eyed, meek-eyed,

mildly-looking, white-bosomed, dark-brown locks, noble, generous, valiant, tears, spears, darts,

hearts, harts, quivers, bows, arrows, helmets, steel, streams, torrents, noble deeds, other times,

bards, chiefs, storms, songs, &c., and produced a little poem which reads pretty smoothly ;

and if I had a mind to publish it, it would be no difficult matter to persuade some people

that I had translated it from the Gaelic ; for I might translate a stanza of it into Earse, shew

it to the inquisitive, and say I had the rest by me, after which they would never inquire."

Shaw's Inquiry, pp. 58, 59.



degree of popularity. He repeats the same image a thousand times,

and presents it in every variety of attitude, and in every hue of the

prism. The sun, the moon, the stars, meteors, clouds, vapours and

mists, wind, light and darkness, grey stones and mossy towers,

spears, helmets, and shields, are all confounded together in every

page. His poetry resembles the kaleidoscope, an optical toy, which,

on every turn presents a new combination of pieces of broken glass,

exhibiting, through a lens, a curious variety of shapes and colours,

but bearing no similitude to any thing in nature. The mind is at

first dazzled and amused with this new species of poetical mosaic,

but soon becomes satiated with its constant sameness and inutility.

We read whole pages, nay whole poems, and when we have done

cannot tell what we have been reading about. We seem to be wrapt

in that eternal mist, which must have been the source of Macpher-
son's inspiration, the element in which he breathed, and of which his

poetical world is composed. , j .

As the same images and epithets are repeated with a frequency

which few would readily credit who have not particularly attended to

the subject, it will be necessary to illustrate our position by a few

examples.

u iiiiU

To begin with his favourite mist : —j^ai rji. .
,,

. -.:r)

" Like the mist of Lano—his robe of mist flew on the wind—like grey and watery

mists—stars, each looking faintly through her mist—his friends sit around the king on mist—
they are rolled together like mist—Ossian sees the mist that shall receive his ghost—he be-

holds the mist that shall form his robe—I see them sitting on mist—mist settles on their four

dark hills—ocean's mist—pillars of mist—columns of mist-^day of mist—locks ofmist—boars

of mist—folds of mist—isle of mist— steeds like wreaths of mist*

*
Macpherson should be called the poet of mist, for no one has known its use better, or

employed it more frequently than he. But lest we should not see and appreciate the tasteful

'
-

^
'

-
•- - • N 2
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t^iJ^o folds he is almost as partial as to mist. Thus we read of the

" Moon swimming through its (the vapour's) folds—folded cloud—folded in a storm—

folded in his thoughts—/o/rfeti in mist—folds of darkness—/o^rf* of haiile—folds of war."

.a

Deeming darkness an ingredient in the sublime, he is never wea-

ried with introducing it ; hence he gives us :

"Dark streams—rfari'-skirted night—rfarA-eyed kings
—dark-red cloud of Loda—(7ar*-

rolling years—dark course of streams—dark oak—rfarA:-robed moon— dark wing—^/ar/r-rolling

deep
—dark-hrown years—rfarA-bosomed ships

—dark-hrov/n side—thy thoughts are dark^

the death that was dark in his soul—dark as the swelling wave of ocean—in the cave he

placed me dark—dark rolls the river—who art thou in the darkness—the blast of darkness—
the midst of darkness—no darkness travelled over his brows—darkness covered their beauty

—
thou hast left us in darkness—then the hero sits in darkness—I stood in the darkness ofmy
siT&agih—darkness gathers on his brows—the darkness of his face—he crept in darkness—he

passed on in darkness—darkness shall roll on my side—spirits may descend in darkness—he

fled to his ships in darkness—a darkness has met him—silence dark ened every face—she shrunk

darkened from Fingal
—thou art darkened in thy youth—darkened moons—sadness darkened in

his hall—the shield half-covered with clouds is like the darkened moon—nor darkened the .king

alone—wrath darkened in his soul—darkening years
—darkening ]oy

—the storms are darkening
—

;-the darkening chiefs—what darkens in Connal's soul—the soul of Ossian darkly rose."

To compensate for so much darkness, we have an equal quantity

of light, brightening, glittering, and gleaming :

" The light of heaven was in the bosom of Cathmor." Quaere, is this a Celtic idea ?

Gladness rose a light on her face— the light of steel—a stream of light
—her eyes were like

manner in which he has employed it, he obligingly informs us, in a note to the eighth

book of Temora. " Not all the strength of Homer," he says,
" could sustain with dig-

nity the minutite of a single combat." Therefore, he with more judgment than Homer,

throws a column of mist over the combat of Fingal and Cathmor
;
and says,

"
it were

well for some poets to have sometimes thrown mist over their single combats." The idea

is manifestly taken from the well-known story of the painting of the sacrifice of Iphigenia

by Timanthes. The painter having exhausted his power of depicting grief on the attendants,

judiciously threw a column of mist, we mean a veil, over the face of Agamemnon, and left

the sorrows that overwhelmed the parent to be imagined by the spectator.

How did the old Celtic bard become acquainted with the painter of Sicyon ?



stars of light
—the liifht of my soul shall arise—to-morrow I move in light

—in light I met the

foe—deeds are streams of light
—the light of song

—the streak of light
—

light of beauty—
light of armour—the spirits of the dead lightened along his soul—he lightened forward in

battle."

„^ "Bright from his parted west—bright in her locks—bright-tnmhling stream—faces

bright with joy—sword bright-stieaxa'mg
—the chief who travelled in brightness

—their faces

brightened round with joy—joy brightens the face of the host—like the flame of the sun

when it is bright
—gladness brightened in the hall—brightened with song—brightened looks—

the brightening king
—Lanul shall brighten at her streams."

. V..::

Epithets and verbs compounded of half are innumerable :

"
ifaZ/'-unsheathed, (repeatedly)—Aa{/'-kindled

—Aa//-enclosed
—/la/Z-viewless—Aa//- finish,

ed—/ta{/"-fonned
—

/ja{/'-descended
—

Aa{/'-fallen—Aa{/'-extinguished meteor—Aa//-extinguished

fire—/ia(/-consumed
—

7»a{/'-enraged
—

half-h.iA
—half-heni

—half-v/orn
—

/taZ/'-formed of the

shadowy smoke—Aaif/-enlightened—Aa//'-distinguished
—Aa//'-heard—Aa//.reclined—answer

half-dxovmeA in the storm—the king /ta//'-rose—he Aa{/'-assumed the spear—morning with

Aa//-opened eyes
—her eyes were Aa(/'-closed in sleep

—a Aa//"-formed sigh !"

Whistle—
,

;

" He whistled as he went," (verbatim from Dryden's 'he whistled as he went for want of

thought')
—the withered fern whistles—my grey beard whistled—the hlastwhistled through every

warrior's hair—whistling tree— the winds whistling
—he whistling strides along

—he shall whist-

ling return—whistling locks—whistling hair—{eehly-whistling grass
—

grass which whistles in

the wind—the dark moss whistles—whistling heath—whistling blast."

Gathered—
" Gathered smiles—gathered rage

—
gathered mists."

Roll is of frequent occurrence :

"The gleam of broken steel rolled," {a false metaphor!)
—the helmet rolled—thunder

rolls—the foe is rolled—the storm is rolled—the voice of music is rolled—they are rolled

together like mist—red rolled his eyes of rage
—his soul was rolled into itself—he saw him

rolled in a blast—waves of Erin roll in light
—the spirit of Loda rolled into himself—she

rolled her eye on the youth
—the tear rolled down her cheek—they rolled back from his side—



they were rolled away—they roll their silent eyes
—

dsLili-roUing years—the blue stream is

rolling
—

slow-rolling eyes of Comala—grey rolled the streams—rolling clouds—the shield

fell rolling on the earth—his red eyes rolled on me in love—* cloud is rolled along thy soul

—so rolled his sparkling eyes."

The scriptural expression, "wings of the wind," often

meets us :

"
Spirits in a nightly cloud when they strive for the wintry wings of wind—the winds are

beneath with their wings
—the winds departed on their wings

—be near with all your wings, ye

winds—depart on thy wings, O wind—we ride on the wings of the roaring winds—summer

gales, shaking their light wings on a lake—the meeting of ghosts in the dark wing of winds
—

Cormar travelled on the toings of the wind."

Dweller is also frequent; the idea, as well as the expression,

being taken, we presume, from the first verse of the Ixxx Psalm:
" thou that dwellest between the Cherubim :"

" Thou dweller between the harps
—dweller between the shields—dweller of battle's wing,

(a curious dwelling-place!) blue-eyed dwellers of the tomb—dweller of eddying winds—
dweller of thick mist—lovely dweller of the cave—trembling dweller of the rock—dwellers of

the skirts of night—dwellers of rocks—young dweller of their souls—dwellers of Loda—dark-

dwelling maid of Ardven—dwellers of Loda's hall— dweller ofmy thoughts by night."

"Wander—
The boy, young wanderer of the field—Thou wanderer unseen, viz : the breeze of the

valley
—my son, a young wanderer in the field—the wandering of five dogs—the wandering

of boughs—the wandering of herds—the wandering of tears—the wandering of blasts—deaths

tvander like shadows—the stars of night led-wandering in the west—a lock which wandered

in the blast—wandering cloud—wandering \Aood,—wandering locks—her eyes were wandering

flames—fair wanderer of the clouds."

Echo is heard more frequently repeated in Ossian, than in her

most favoured abodes at the Lakes of Killarney. We have

"Echoing woods—echoing groves
—

echoing h!i\\s—echoing \alea—echoing halls—echoing

walls—echoing rocks—echoing hay— echoing itay
—

echoing strife—echoing field—echoing shield

—
echoing tree—echoing ated—echoing strokes—echoing isle&—echoing main

—
echoing Termoth



—echoing Ardven—echoing Cona,—echoing Morven —echoing Selma—echoing Gulmal—ecAo-

ing Cromla—echoing Cmca'—echoing Caracha—echoing Etha—echoing Sora."

We have also a superabundance of Moss :

"
Mossy rocks—mossy streams—mossy plains

—
mossy towers—mossy cave—mossy hill—

mossy bank—inossy stone—mossy fountain—mossy brow—the moss of years—heads of moss."

And of Clouds:

" Slow as a gathering cloud—we see the cloud of death—like the cloud of a shower—thy

form is like a watery cloud."

And of Fire:
;. Jifjiiub;.

"Beam of_^re
—soul of_^re

—helmet oifire
—

pUlar of_^re—the kings on either side are

Viktfires
—a burning fire

—a h\aefire
—the spreading of their fire

—his rage was a fire
—my

eyes roll in fire
—thy sword is a vapour half-kindled with fire

—thine eyes a furnace of

fire."

The same images are repeated almost as frequently as the same

epithets. The moon, for instance, is presented to us in every page,

in every hue, in all the variety of her phases : dark-robed, bloody,

aged, darkened, half-enlightened, dim and red on the western wave ;

wan and cold in the east ; in autumn, full-orbed, eclipsed, and dim.

Meteors also are as numerous, continually shooting and darting to

and fro ; and when ever a maiden appears we may be sure the rain-

bow is not far distant.

"Bright as a rainbow on streams came Lulan's white-bosomed maid—Strinadona's

face was heaven's bow in showers—Who fell on Carun's banks ?—He was blooming as the

bow of the slwwer—Vinvela came in her beauty, like the showery bow—I see thee fair

moving on the plain, bright as the bow of heaven—Ryno was like the bow of the shower

seen far distant on the stream—The daughters of Moi-ven came forth like the bow of the

shower."
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Not contented with telling us once that " a star dim twinkled

through his form," he informs us again that—
"A red star with twinkling beam looked ihrough his floating hair"—and again, that "a

red star looked through the plumes of his helmet"—once more he says, "thy form is like a

watery cloud, when we see the stars behind it with their weeping eyes."

Even his metaphysical ideas are obtruded upon us again and

again :

" Pleasant is the joy of grief. Jt is like the shower of spring, when it softens the branch

of the oak, and the young leaf lifts its green head."—Carrickthura. " The joy ofgriefbelongs
to Ossian amidst his dark brown years."

—Temora, book vii. Fingal commands Ossian to
" raise to joy his grief," viz : the king of Lochlin's.— Fingal, book v. The son of Semo " saw

Fingal victorious, and mixed his joy with grief."
—Id. The blue-eyed son of Semo said to

Carril,
" send thou the night away in song; and give the Joy of grief."

—Fingal, book i.

" The joy of grief," says Laing, "is an abstract and refined ex-

pression of the pleasure with which we dwell on fictitious distress ; an

idea infinitely too complex for a barbarian, but a subject much can-

vassed at the time both by Burke and Smith. The expression is

more poetical than just; the satisfaction arising from fictitious wo

may amount to pleasure, but can never constitute positive joy. But
'
the joy of grief is an expression of curious felicity, which it is

impossible to translate with the same energy into another language."

Accordingly the translator into Gaelic has failed in rendering this

expression, Tha solas ann tuireadh. "
Solas," says Laing, "is literally

solatium, solace; tuireadh, a request, a dirge, sorrow, is derived from

tuirse, tired ;* but the question would appear an insult to the most

credulous understanding, whether Tha solas ann tuireadh was an ex-

pression used by Ossian in the third century, or by Macpherson,
unable to give an adequate expression of the joy of grief."

*
Lloyd's Preface, translated in Nicholson's Irish Hist. Lib.
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SECTION V.

On the Language of Ossian.

Language, like every thing human, is fluctuating and hable to

constant change. Even where it is preserved by written rules, it is

not exempt from mutations and corruptions. In the course of ages

it suffers so much alteration as to be scarcely recognizable as the

same language. Its fate is similar to that of the ship that is con-

stantly repaired by new timbers, or the metaphysician's stocking,

which, by frequent wearing and darning, had its personal identity

rendered questionable.

Ut silvae foliis pronos mutantur in annos,

Prima cadunt ; ita verborum interit cetas,

Et juvenum ritu florent modo nata, vigentque.

HOR.

As when the forest, with the bending year.

First sheds the leaves which earliest appear.

So an old age of words maturely dies,

Others, new born, in youth and vigour rise.

Fbancis.

The history of all languages bears evidence to the truth of these

observations of the Roman poet. It was strikingly exemplified in his

native tongue, nor is it less so in our own.* How few can at present

•
Niebhur, in his Travels in Arabia, observes that the " Arabian language, one of the most

ancient and general in the world, has had the fate of other living languages which have been

spoken through many ages, and by the inhabitants of different provinces and countries re-

mote from one another. It has gradually undergone such an alteration, that the Arabic spo-

ken and written by Mahomet, may now be regarded as a dead language."
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understand the writings of Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, orthe "Chro-

nykle" of Wintown, Chaucer, or the whole even of so late a writer as

Spenser, without the help of a glossary ? But the advocates of the

authenticity of Ossian, maintain that his language was exempt from

the usual vicissitudes ; that the insulated situation of the kingdom of

Morven prevented the introduction of foreign terms ; and that it has

flowed down to us through the channel of oral tradition, uncontami-

nated and pure as when it flowed from the lips of the Caledonian

bard. The victories of the Highland Scots over the Roman legions,

the subsequent introduction of Christianity, the visits of the Danes

and Norwegians, their occasional commercial intercourse with the

Lowlanders, and their subjection to the crowns of Scotland and of

England, never corrupted the purity of their immaculate tongue !

The people, indeed, degenerated into barbarism, but the language

remained uncorrupt, to attest to these degenerate times, the genius

and refinement of the days of old ! Widely different has been the

fate of the same language in Ireland, where it was written according

to grammatical rules, and where it had legislators, philosophers, and

poets, who might be considered as its guardians against innovation

and corruption. In defiance of just laws and sage maxims, and the

more popular influence of song, it has undergone such revolutions as

would prevent the best Irish scholars from understanding any com-

positions of the grandson of Comhal, were any such really extant.

They would be to him as the annosa volumina vatum, to the contem-

poraries of Horace ; or, as the fragments yet remaining of the Brehon

laws to the most erudite Irish antiquary. But the Gaelic version of

Ossian presented to the public by Sir John Sinclair, is in the lan-

guage spoken at the present day, and accompanied with no difficulty

which every ordinary Irish or Erse scholar cannot easily overcome.

Of course, it is justly regarded as the fabrication of Macpherson and
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tion of imposition in the iew lines of the pretended original which

Macpherson had the indiscreet temerity to publish. OTlanagan,

secretary to the Gaelic Society of Dublin, speaks of it as "the

detected forgery of a modern corrupt dialect."* That excellent Irish

scholar, Mr. O'Reilly, author of the ^^Chronological Account ofnearbj

four hundred Irish Writers" speaking of Cormac, monarch of Ire-

land, A. D. 250, some of whose compositions are said to be still pre-

served, justly observes, (p. xxiii,)
"

if the genuine Poems of Oisin were

extant, their language would be the same as that of Cormac's works,

which are nearly unintelligible to the generality of Irish readers, and

completely so to the vulgar. The language of those poems, which the

Highland Society have given to the world, as the originals of Oisin,

is the living language of the Highlanders of the present day, and if

'properly spelled and read by an Irish scholar, would be intelligible to

the most illiterate peasant in Ireland." The learned Doctor O'Conor,

than who, no one was ever more competent to give an opinion on this

subject, for no one was ever more profoundly versed in Irish litera-

ture, expresses himself in a similar manner. "
Lingua enifn Hiber-

nica, qua Incolce Hihernice et Albania nunc vulgo utuntur, in pluri-

bus diversa est ab antiqua ; et cum id in Codicibus scriptis pateat,

quis, nisi partium studiis abreptus, non percipit, diversitatem longe

majorem necessario oriri debere in lingua non scripta." He notices

the changes which have taken place in the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin

languages ; and observes that the Greek liturgies of Basil and Chry-

sostoni, though publicly read even now in the Greek churches, are

unintelligible by the common people. That the Latin tongue has

experienced as great a change, is evident from the verses of the Salii,

* Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Dublin, pp. 25,26.

o2
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the laws of the xii tables, and the inscription on the columna rostrata

of Duillius, sculptured only 150 years before Cicero.

Polybius assures us that the most learned of his contemporaries
could with difficulty understand the articles of the treaty made with

the Carthaginians after the expulsion of the kings. Great changes
took place in the Roman language, from intrinsic causes, before the

Goths subjugated \ta\y. As long as languages are destitute of

learned men to give them stability, so long must they fluctuate and

be liable to be vitiated by new inflexions, by idioms and solecisms,

ignoble and plebeian. Every nation borrows the peculiar idiom of

the foreigners and neighbours with whom it carries on commerce;

what is good is easily changed for the worse, and the greater the cor-

ruption, the more strongly does it adhere to the speech of the vulgar.

Now if the more polished tongues undergo such mutations, much

more, must we conclude, will those which are barbarous experience

similar vicissitudes. In the lapse of ages, and especially since the

invasion of the English, the native language of the Irish, not only of

the common people, but of the nobles and gentry, has been greatly

contaminated.*

Doctor O'Conor says, there is in Stowe Library an unedited rhyth-

mical poem, ascribed to01iol-01am,who flourished in the third century.

Whether it was really the production of Oliol-Olam or not is ques-

tionable; its antiquity, however, cannot be doubted, "umw ex Codice

vetusto Congabhala descripium fuerit, qui a monasterio Dungallense,

ante iv. Magistrorum tempora, summa cum veneratione servabatur."

In the margin of this poem, the Doctor's grandfather had, with his

own hand, written "ni riiaith thuigim an tsean duan so." "I do not

• The curious reader may see this subject illustrated at greater length in the original work

of Doctor O'Conor.
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well understand this ancient poem." It is entitled Cath Mucruimha.

Keating, O'Flaherty, and others, notice it, but in such a manner as

evinces them to have laboured under the same difficulty as the vene-

rable O'Conor.* Colgan, speaking of the poems of Dallanus, says,

they are written in the ancient style, and that, consequently, they

were in a great degree unintelligible in after times, even to many who

were skilled in the old idiom of their country.
" A multis alioquin

in veteri patrio idiomate versatis, nequeunt penetrari"-\- The same

author notices an Irish manuscript on parchment, in the Irish library,

at Louvain, in which Saint Patrick and Coilte are introduced con-

versing, and pronounces it to be a forgery from the style indepen-

dently of the anachronism, for Coilte lived in the reign of Cormac,

A. D. 250. Est commentitmm, et posterioris cevi tit ex ipso stylo

satis liquet. He passes the samejudgment on another work, in which

Saint Patrick and Oisin are interlocutors.
::|:

But we need not have recourse to reasoning nor to learned

authorities, since Macpherson himself and his friends, by a just fata-

lity ever attendant on imposture, sufficiently confute their own

hypothesis by their own confessions. The former, in several of his

notes, pretends that he has been able to distinguish a spurious from a

genuine production of Ossian, by the language alone. Thus, in the

third note of Cath-Loda. he states, that the names of certain

warriors )
• "^^ ^"^"^V

'• Are mentioned as attending Comhal in his last battle against the tribe of Morni, in a

poem which is still preserved. It is not the work of Ossian ; ihe phraseology betrays it to be

*
O'Flaherty says,

" I do not suppose the poem to be genuine, because, in the benedic-

tions which he gives Eugenius living and dead, he uses a style and expression totally un-

known to pagan ages."
—Ogy. vol. ii. p. 228.

t O'Conor's Prolegomena, p. Ixxiv.

t Vide Rerum Hibemicarum Scriptores.
—Ep. Nun. p. Ixi.
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a modern composition.
It is something like those trivial compositions which the Irish bards

forged, under the name of Ossian, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries."

Again, in the first note to the third duan of the same poem, he

says,

" The interpolations (of the bards) are so easUy distinguished from the genuine remains

of Ossian, that it took me very little time to mark them out, and totally to reject them. If the

modern Scotch and Irish bards have shewn any judgment, it is in ascribing their own compo-

sitions to names of antiquity, for by that means, they themselves have escaped that contempt,

which the authors of such futile performances must necessarily have met with, from people of

true taste."

Macpherson was privileged to write this, for no one could appre-

ciate the judgment of the modern bards more highly than he ; none

has been so successful a rival of their dishonesty. He deserves to

reign sole monarch in the dominion of literary imposture. In the

second note to Carrick-Thura, he speaks of a poem of Ossian on the

strife of Crona, which "
it was impossible for him to procure with

any degree of purity." Why then did he not give it to the world

in its impurity, to prove that he was not uttering a falsehood, and

leave it to the purgation of some Celtic Aristarchus "^ Speaking of

the poem
" Fion gal na huai," in a note to the 7th book of Temora,

he says, that from the phraseology it appears to be ancient ; and in a

note to the 8th book, ''•from the language (of some Hibernian poems in

his hands) and allusions to the times in which they were writ, I should

fix the date of their composition to the fifteenth or sixteenth century."

It is evident then, from the confessions of the great fabricator

himself, that the Gaelic language has suffered such changes and cor-

ruptions as indicate a marked difference between its ancient and mo-

dern compositions ; consequently the hypothesis that Ossian's Poems

have been handed down in an intelligible form, by oral tradition, is
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desp6rate supporters of their authenticity, is constrained to admit,

that,
" in the lapse of ages, afew terms shoulci become obsolete, and

that others of more recent origin should be introduced in their stead."

He might have added, that his compatriot, Kennedy, the pedagogue,
vvas guilty of great indiscretion, in giving the Earse line,

" Rtiidh

funimneach arm mar Spiorad Lodda," as the original of Macpher-
son's line,

" he rushed in the sound of his arms, as the spirit of

Lodda."* But he was ignorant that Macpherson had given Cruth

Loduin," as the more genuine original, and thus unwarily betrayed

the lying inventions of his school.

Some of the verses that have been published as those of Ossian,

by Scotch editors, are, in the judgment of Doctor O'Conor, widely

different both in idiom and orthography, from those of our genuine
Irish bards. The idiom of Homer, he observes, does not differ more

widely from that of the modern Greeks, than the Irish language, as

exhibited in certain verses of Molingus and Adamnanus preserved in

the Annals of Tigernach, differs from those Scotch compositions,

which are in style more corrupt than our common vernacular Irish,

and both in sound and appearance are equally offensive to the ears

and the eyes of the learned. -f The Doctor here alludes particularly to

a collection of Erse poems, in possession of the Highland Society ,;];

containing more than 11,000 verses. In these poems the orthogra-

phy seems to be adapted to the vulgar pronunciation, and the letters

k, w, X, y, Zf which are never used in genuine Irish compositions,

^yery where meet the eye.

As instances of the recent coinage of words in the modern Gaelic

Ossian, he quotes the following : Hotidir, author ; nyceith, night ;

*
Laing's Preface.

'^ " ' ®'
f Ep. NuK. cxxi. J See the Report, p. 92.
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spiorad, spirit ; corp (corpus,) body ;' beist, beast ; ros^ rose ; halhj

hall; roda, road ; arm, arms ; anam (anima,) soul; muinaidh (mon-

tes,) mountains ; ceir (cera,) wax ; libhearn (liburna,) navis ; stoirm,

storm ! ! !

The following words and phrases from Macpherson, have been

noticed by Laing, as of modern introduction to the Gaelic :

Earradh, literally the English array from the Teutonic, raia, rada, ordo, hence raiment,

array.

As diasul, or greine, would signify Sunday, he was obliged to adopt the English idiom in

translating the day of the sun,* S'grian orradh na beinn, the sun gilding the hills.

Anam, the soul, from anima ; deur, a tear, derived by Lloyd from the Teutonic ; am-

measg, amidst, expressions which no credulity, however weak, can impute to Ossian, and

which, instead of the second (third) century, demonstrate a recent translation into a mixed

language of the eighteenth.

The warrior's grave is translated palin, a shroud, from the Latin pallium, and the

English pall.

Faisich, a desert, is a correlative term, suggested by its contrast with peopled or culti.

vated fields ; but as all places were equally desert to a tribe of hunters, who subsisted in the

desert, there was no relative to suggest either the idea or the name. The same observation is

applicable to autumn's dark storms. Among hunters who have neither harvests nor fruits,

" autumni perinde nomen et bona ignorantur."

The English name and idiom of steel for armour are assigned by Macpherson, from his

own Highlander,
"

steel speaks on steel
" to the third century, when steel was seldom or never

used in armour by the Romans themselves.—The German stahel, the Saxon and Scandina-

vian stall, is repeated by name. Chuinic is e na stalin chruai. " She saw him in his hard steel."

Macpherson, it seems, was greatly puzzled to find an adequate

expression for boss. To transcribe itself would have been too gross,

and therefore he chose " the Saxon and German cup. Seached cop-

pain a 6' h'air an sciath, seven bosses rose on the shield :

"

* The day of the sun is an imitation from Ezekiel, i. 28 :
" The appearance of the bow

that is in the cloud, in the day of rain."
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" If a circumstance can render the detection more complete, the hundred cups of the Irish bal-

lad of Erragon, are converted in the battle of Lora, into ten shells {sliogh) studded with gems,
that gladdened once the kings of the world. But in Cathmor's marveUous shield (an obvious

imitation of the shield of Achilles,) copan a cup, so fastidiously rejected as unknown to Ossian

in its proper signification, is applied metaphorically to the seven bosses tipt with seven

stars of night, that spoke like a peal of bells, each in a separate voice or vowel to seven kings."

"
Riding, applied in English to ships, is a familiar idiom ; and the dark riders of ocean is

an easy metaphor, not to be translated with impunity into a different language. Marchaidk

a chuain mhoir, the horseman of the great sea, is a harsh and obvious translation of the rider

of ocean, equally ridiculous with eques maris, or Cavalier de la mer, were it translated into

French."—Laing's Dissertation.

Mr. Laing and others, besides Doctor O'Conor, thought they
could discover in these and similar terms, ample and satisfactory

pi'oofs of modern forgery. Doctor Graham meets the objection, and

in that part of his Essay which we deem the most valuable, endea-

vours, not without success, to prove that " the Gauls who invaded

Italy, from the period of Tarquinius to the sacking of Rome, were

really of Celtic stock, and, therefore, it might be expected that

their language would influence that of the Romans in a very material

degree ; hence, it follows, that no legitimate argument against the

authenticity of Ossian can be derived from the similarity that may
be traced between certain Latin and Gaelic terms." This is cer-

tainly plausible. Doctor O'Conor was aware of the objection, and

states the admission of Quinctilian, that the Latins borrowed many
words from the Gauls, as Rheda and Peioritum. But it by no

means follows, that such words as have been quoted above, are of

Celtic origin, since in the really ancient Celtic poems, far different

terms are used to express the same things, and they were never ad-

mitted into the Irish vernacular tongue, except in liturgies, or after

the EngUsh invasion. The word Lochlan, which is a hundred times

VOL. XVI. P
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employed by Macpherson, to signify the Danes is found in no poem
earlier than the tenth century. The most ancient MS. poem extant,

ascribed to Ossian, is in the Bodleian library. It is entitled in the

catalogue, Gigantomachia, and was written in the fourteenth century.

Price, the librarian, told Doctor O'Conor, that he shewed it to Mac-

pherson, who, for once, had the honesty to confess, that by reason of

its contractions, it was to him totally unintelhgible and illegible !*

So true it is, that not only no genuine poems of Ossian exist, but even

those of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ascribed to him, still

remain without a faithful editor or transcriber. Well, therefore, may
we join with Hume, in his letter to Gibbon, expressing wonder, "that

any man of common sense could have imagined it possible, that

above twenty thousand verses, along with numberless historic facts,

could have been preserved by oral tradition, during fifty genera-

tions, by the rudest, perhaps, of all the European nations, the

most necessitous, the most turbulent and unsettled. [^Loquitur de

ScoiicE Albanica. monticolis et Insulanis.^ Where a supposition is so

contrary to common sense, any positive evidence of it ought never to

be regarded. "-f- But the wonder is still farther increased, when we

consider, that of all compositions in existence, none are so difficult

to remember as Macpherson's Ossian, because it has no regularly

consecutive series of ideas, like the Iliad, or ^Eneid, or Tasso's

Jerusalem. It is a heterogeneous and chaotic mass of bombastic

epithets, and poetic scraps; the reflection, not of "nature's calm

image," but of an artificial landscape; not from a smooth, but an

agitated surface, where

*'
Gltmmering fragments of a broken sun.

Banks, trees, and skies in wild disorder run."

• Rerum. Hib. Scriptores, vol. i. Ep. Nun. pp. ci. cxxiii.

t Gibbon's Miscellaneous Works, vol. i. p. 149, London, 1796.
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We have read of a lady who could repeat a considerable part of

Pope's Homer, and knew a scholar who committed to memory the

Agamemnon of ^schylus ; but does any one exist who can repeat a

single page of Macpherson's Ossian ?

Those who maintain that Ossian's Poems have been preserved by
oral tradition, tell wonderful stories of the strength and capacity of

Highland memories. Sir John Sinclair informs us, that "Captain
John Mac-Donald declared, that when he was about twelve or fifteen

years of age, he could repeat from one hundred to two hundred Gae-

lic poems of different lengths ; that he learned them from an old man

about eighty years of age, who sung them for years to his father when

he went to bed at night, and in the spring and winter before he rose

in the morning." Other instances are adduced of persons who "could

repeat for hours on each of three successive days, many thousand lines

of ancient poetry, and, as appeared to Doctor Stewart, with perfect

correctness."

That the Highlanders have retentive memories, and can repeat

long poems and tales, is not disputed. The question is, has any one

of them ever repeated a single poem which was the true original

Gaelic, from which Macpherson translated any part of his Ossian ?

And now that they actually do exist in Gaelic, into which we have a

perfect persuasion that they have been translated from the English,

can any Highlander repeat them .'' We believe not.—Not because

modern Highlanders have worse memories than their forefathers, but

because the modern Gaelic, into which the poems have been rendered,

is of a totally different structure from that of the ancient bards, and

wants that peculiar rhythmical cadence, which, like our own English

rhymes, presented such facilities to the memory.
Had Macpherson really possessed any genuine Gaelic MSS;, and

understood them, he would not have left us under any doubt of their

p2
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existence, but given us their description and history. He would

have told us where and when they were discovered, in what measure

the poems were composed, and in what dialect, whether in the Bearla

Feine, the dialect of the learned, or of the Bearla rustach, the dia-

lect of the vulgar. Let us see how a writer who has such a MS.

proceeds. He tells distinctly all he knows concerning it, or at least

all that is necessary to be known ; where found, and where to be

seen; on what substance, and in what form written; the language,

the character, the number of pages, whether entire or mutilated.

Thus Doctor O'Conor speaks of the Codex Stowensis, No. I. :

" Codex membranaceus est, in TVto ; lingua et characteribus Hibernicis. Constat foliis

42, quorum quwque pagina duobus columnis divisa est. Desunt folia nonnulla in initio et

in fine, unde difficUe est dictu quo aevo exaratus fuerit.
» • • » * Characteres sunt

rotundi, nitidi, elegantes. Literamm et atramenti talis est uniformitas, et pulchritude, ut

vix cedat arti typographicae, et atramentum aetemitati sacrum videatur. Litera u nuUibi scri-

bitur forma angulari v, sire consonans, sive vocalis, neque unquam duplicatur ut w. Litera i

nuUo puncto, nulla aspiratione supra notata designatur. Nullibi extat litera j consonans,

vel y, vel <e dipthongus ; nee quaevis est punctuatio praeter punctum simplex. Numeri sunt

ubique Romani."

He then proceeds to analyze the contents ;
in which task we deem

it unnecessary to follow him. We shall only repeat how he describes

the external form of a poem in this MS, :

"Fol. 7. p. 2. col. 1. a poem commences, Torinis, Inis an tuir, cathair Conain, (Torinig,

insula turns, arx Conani.) It consists of forty-eight lines, each of which, by a rhythmical me.

thod peculiar to the Irish, is resolvable into two lines or one distich, the rhythm in the middle

of the line corresponding and harmonizing with the last syllable in the end."

He afterwards gives us a history of the rhythmic art among the

Irish, commencing page Ixvi. of the second of his Prolegomena. As

this topic is so intimately connected with the subject of this Essay,
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it will not be deemed irrelevant, we trust, to enrich it with some

extracts translated and abridged from his learned work.

He informs us that O'Flaherty and Harris affirm that Fortchern,

the son of Deaga, and Nedius, the son of Adneus, two celebrated

poets in the reign of Concovar, king of Ulster, flourished at Eamania

thirty-four years A. C. ; that Fortchern wrote various precepts of

poesy, and various kinds of verse ; and that his book is entitled

Uraiceacht na n eacgios, (Precepts of the Poets,) that it contained a

hundred varieties of versification ; that Kennfeola, the son of Olioll,

interpolated it many ages after, viz. A. D. 628. They add that

Fortchern, Nedius, and Aitherneus, poet of Concovar, were among
the poets who established the legal enactments, called Breatha nimkej

or celestial judgments.
Doctor O'Conor does not place implicit faith in these statements,

but maintains it to be a well established fact, that the poetic art was

cultivated in Ireland from a very remote period, as is plain from the

declaration of Adamnanus, in the 7th century, in the first book of

his Life of Columbanus, c. 42, where he has some notices of Cronan,

a poet, who, according to the custom of his art, ex more sua artis,

sang his songs in a modulated manner, modulahiter. He affirms

this, not from the authority of one passage in Adamnanus, or from

verses yet extant of Columbanus, but from many inedited remains of

the bards preserved by Tigernach and other ancient historians.

Some have affirmed that the rhythmic or rhyming art was unknown

before the eleventh century, and that, consequently, the fragments
alluded to must have been subsequent to that age. They egregiously

err, and Muratorius (della poesia Italiana,) meant to confine his

observations on this subject to the modern tongues, since he repeat-

edly testifies that rhyme was used by the ancients. That it was

known in Ireland before the introduction of Christianity, is evident
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from the practice of Cronan, whom the whole context of Adam-

nanus declares to have been a heathen. That this art passed from

the Irish to the Anglo-Saxons, is demonstrated by Adhelm, who was

himself educated by Maildulph, an Irishman, from whom he learned

the Latin tongue. He was the first of the Anglo-Saxons who wrote

Latin, in which language he composed a rhyming poem, De Virgin-

itate, as Turner remarks, while he iniquitously (inique) conceals

where he received his education.

Doctor O'Conor notices several other authors who wrote in rhyme,

and makes particular mention of a poem on the Trinity, composed by

Columbanus, sent to Saint Gregory at Rome, and published in the

Triad, p. 473. In this poem the peculiar Irish rhythmical structure

is conspicuous, namely, the syllable in the middle of the line, rhymes

with the syllable at the end ;
an equal space of time being preserved

between the first and second division ; whence it is apparent, that

though written in Latin, it is constructed on an Hibernian model.

Turner says, he was led to examine Adhelm, by observing that

three lines, which Simeon, of Durham, quotes from him, rhyme in

the middle.
" Here then is an example of rhyme in an author who

lived before the year 700, and he was an Anglo-Saxon. Whence

did he derive it ? Not from the Arabs : they had not yet reached

Europe. I would rather refer it to the popular songs in his own lan-

guage, or in the language of his neighbours." He must have known,

and he ought to have informed his readers, that Adhelm borrowed it

from the Irish, among whom he was educated.

The Hibernian words rann, rimh, riomh^ rinn, have no other sig-

nification than rhyme. Columbanus, as Turner admits, had written

verses of the same kind as those which Adhelm composed in rhyme,

and, consequently, also admits that it was from Columbanus, Adhelm

learned or adopted the practice. Columbanus himself learned it from
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the Irish bards, who, when instructed in the Christian reUgion, and

a knowledge of the Latin tongue, deemed it a duty of sacred obhga-
tion to deliver the precepts of the new faith in the same style as they

had been accustomed to employ in delivering the precepts of the

Druids, and celebrating the heroic deeds of their countrymen. Tur-

ner subjoins, that
" Albinus quotes a rhymed poem of Sedulius, an

Irishman, who lived in the middle of the fifth century ;" and Bede

says, that Adhelm wrote verses in imitation (ad exe?nplum) of Sedu-

lius. Turner affirms, and Usher demonstrates, that this Sedulius was

an Irishman. Bayle and Labbe hold a different opinion, but it is

supported by no authority, while that of Usher is confirmed by the

testimony of Fabricius, Possevinus, Trithemius, Sixtus Senensis, Bel-

larmine, and Cave. But independently of such testimonies, the

name of Sedulius alone, which is exclusively Hibernian, is sufficient

authority. There were eight men of the name of Sedulius, all of

them conspicuous for their piety and learning, as is attested by the

Annals of Innisfail, of the Four Masters, and Tigernach.

No better specimen of the rhyming form of poetry, peculiar to

Ireland, can be adduced, than the following lines from a hymn of

Sedulius :

"A solis ortus cardme—ad usque terrae lixnilem,

Christum canamus principem—natum Maria \irgine."

Nothing of the kind extant is more ancient than this. The Latin

missionaries who crowded to Ireland borrowed the practice, and

thence it became general.

That the ancient Irish had fixed rules of poetry, is incontestible.

They sang their lays to the sound of the harp, in presence of

their chiefs. Buchanan and Camden both agree, that many of the
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ancient customs were preserved even till their times, and that until

the reign of James the First, little change had taken place except in

religion. And here we do not contend for an extravagant antiquity,

of which no vestiges remain. The manuscripts yet extant, the form

of the letters, the antiquity of the style, the genius of the Hibernian

tongue, the infinite variety of events which all mutually accord, the

ancient names of places, with the chronological adjuncts of persons

and things, leave no room for doubt as to their historic truth.

Some affirm from the Uraiceacht of Fortchern, that there were an-

ciently one hundred varieties of verse among the Hibernian bards.

But in all the more ancient specimens which have reached our times,

there is great simplicity and uniformity. The rhythm consists in an

equal distance of intervals, and similar terminations, each line being
divisible into two, that it may be more easily accommodated to the

voice and the music of the bards : it is not formed by the nice collo-

cation of long and short syllables, but by a certain harmonic rhythm,

adjusted to the voice of song by the position of words which touch

the heart and assist the memor3\ In every ancient Irish verse a

pause in the very middle of it may be discerned, from which the suc-

ceeding clause of the same verse commences, and making harmony
with the preceding, is completed in the same space of time, and with

a similar termination. Hence, each verse consists of two times, ter-

minating with a like cantilena, and making two verses as to sound.

The quantity of a syllable was in no manner affected either by

the number or kind of consonants preceding a vowel, provided the

same time were occupied, and the final sound observed from pause to

pause : and though neither the same nttmber of syllables occurred,

nor the same sound were observed in the finals, the art itself, and the

skill of the musician in lengthening or shortening the time, claimed

the privilege of producing what was short, and abbreviating what
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was long. The last syllable of each pause was always long ; for

though the syllable were short, it was made long by dwelling on it a

double space of time. These observations, however, do not apply to

poetry, nor to that elegant and harmonious arrangement of its words

and syllables, which the strict rules of the art require, but to poetry
combined with music.

No example exhibits the peculiar structure of poetry adapted to

music by the Irish bards, and the mode in which the missionaries of

the sixth century imitated them in Latin verses, better than a hymn
in praise of Brigid, written by Ultanus Ardbracanensis, who died in

655. Usher speaks of this hymn in Primordiis, p. 963, and it was

published by Colgan, in Triade, p. 542.

It commences thus :

" Christus in nostra insula—quae vocatur Hibemia,

Ostensus est hominiftw*—maximis mirabilifews, &c."

Giraldus Cambrensis testifies the superior skill of the Irish har-

pers, in the following eloquent terms :

" In musicis instrumentis pr<E omni natione quam vidimus incomparabiliter est instructa.

(Hibemia.) Non enim in his, sicut in Britannicis quibus assueti sumus, instrumentis, tarda et

morata est modulatio, verum velox, et praeceps, suavis tamen, et jucundasonoribus. Minim

^uod in tanta, tam praecipiti digitorum rapacitate, musica servatur proportio."

Numerous testimonies of a similar kind might be adduced, but we

deem it superfluous to pursue the subject farther in this place.

Ejiough has been said, we should hope, to convince every one who

has consulted but a single page of Macpherson's Gaelic Ossian, that

it has no similitude to the style and structure of ancient Irish poetry.

It is altogether a work of modern fabrication, translated into modern

VOL. XVI. Q
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Gaelic from the English Ossian, and interlarded with fragments of

the Irish Fenian Tales, from which Macpherson first took the idea of

constructing his pastoral epics. The Highland Society, in the 137th

page of their report, justly observed that the publication of the entire

original

" Will afTord an opportunity to those who question its authenticity, to examine nar-

rowly the intrinsic evidence arising from the nature and construction of the language. Thi^

will be of the first importance in the dispute. The committee does not recollect any instance

of a fabrication in a foreign language, or in a language supposed to be that of an ancient

period, where, upon an accurate examination, internal proofs of the forgery have not been

discovered in the very language alone in which the forgery was attempted to be conveyed."

It was magnanimous in the committee to write thus. The origi-

nal has been weighed in their own balance, and found wanting. The

very first lines which Macpherson published, as a specimen of the

ancient Ossian, betrayed the cheat, and exposed his ignorance of the

ancient Gaelic language and versification ; and we feel strongly con-

vinced that every succeeding investigation will tend only still farther

to expose his impositions.

SECTION VI.

On theprobaMe Era and Origin of the Poems attributed to Ossian.

That Oisin, the son of Fin Mac-Cumhal, had acquired great

reputation as a poet among his countrymen, may be justly concluded

from the long and constant traditions of posterity. Fin was himself

a poet, and, like the great Achilles, delighted in stringing the harp

to the glorious deeds of heroes and of kings. But that any of the

poems actually composed or sung either by him or Oisin, have been
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handed down to our times, few will have the hardihood to affirm. In

fact, the language in which they wrote or spoke, as we have before

had occasion to remark, would not be intelligible at the present

time.

Fin, from his warlike achievements, was regarded as the prince

of heroes, and in the romantic imaginations of his countrymen, he

became at last invested with supernatural strength. Hence, many of

the rude monuments of stone, found in different districts of Ireland,

the rocky circle^ the kist-vaens, and the huge trilithon, are ascribed

by the vulgar, to the architectural power of Fin and his associates.

Hence also his exploits became the frequent subject of song. He
was to Ireland, as Arthur and the knights of the round table to

England, the theme of many a legend, and the hero of many a tale.

Walker, in his History of the Irish bards, (p. 110,) says that "
se-

veral of the poems attributed to Oisin are the production of bards of

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, as may be easily proved from some

terms of language unknown to the Irish in earlier times." This may
also be inferred from the change which took place in the application

of poetry to subjects of fiction. At first it was the only vehicle of

true history, and it was employed down to a very late period as the

most eligible mode of recording real events. The Cronykil of

Wyntown, and The Bruce of Barbour, though written in verse, are

appealed to by Dalrymple and other historians, as to veracious

authority. To such use was early Irish poetry devoted, and though
it does not seem necessary to suppose that it excluded all fiction, a

marked distinction must have been preserved between poems of real

history, and those of imagination. Our native Irish historians of

more modern times, such as Keating and O'Flaherty, frequently refer

to ancient poems for proof or illustration, and nothing can exceed

the bald and unpoetical character of many of the passages which

q2
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they quote. They differ as far from Macpherson's high-sounding

bombast, as a naked savage from a powdered and perfumed courtier.

In fact, they are mere prose, except in the metrical disposition of the

words :

Nisi quod pede cerlo

Differt sermoni, sermo merus.

HoR.

But as the learned editor of the "
Reliques of Ancient Poetry

"

has observed,
"

after letters began to prevail, and history assumed a

more stable form, by being committed to plain, simple prose, the

songs of the scalds or bards began to be more amusing than useful.

And in proportion as it became their business chiefly to entertain and

delight, they gave more and more into embellishment, and set off

their recitals with such marvellous fictions, as were calculated to cap-

tivate gross and ignorant minds." "
This," says Walker,

" was pre-

cisely the case in Ireland. Verse ceased to be used in our historical

Avritings, about the twelfth or thirteenth century, and consequently it

was no longer subservient to truth."

The Fenian poems with which Macpherson was well acquainted,

were, as their name implies, confined to the exploits of Fionn and his

warriors : Oisin, Fergus, Dermod Dun, Caoilte, Goll Mac-Morne,

the bald and senseless Conan, the blue-eyed Roinea, generous Gavar,

mild CoUa of curled locks, and others whose names and characters

may be seen in )<tO) W fe- fettitct "De-dS, the poem of the Six-

teen Men. Fionn is, of course, the principal hero, but not always,

for Oillean sometimes appears to be a chief of even superior prowess.

An opinion has been entertained, that these poems have some resem-

blance to the rhapsodies of Homer, and that they might all be thrown

together, so as to form one great epic ;
but this opinion does not

seem well founded, as each poem is generally complete in itself.
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Notwithstanding, we have the same personages in most of them, and

their characters are well discriminated, and consistently preserved :

that of Conan, for instance, who is a species of Thersites; or some-

thing between Thersites and Sir John FalstafF, boastful, presump-

tuous, cowardly, yet capable of sometimes "
screwing up his courage

to the sticking place," altogether a character of much originality.*

In these tales the machinery of enchantment is frequently em-

ployed, and hence some of them are supposed by Walker to be of

eastern origin, and introduced by missionaries from the monastic

institutions of Italy, when they came to regulate the Roman Catholic

Church in Ireland. He is also of opinion, that many Moorish and

Arabian tales might have found their way hither during the commer-

cial intercourse that subsisted between Spain and Galway. He ob-

serves that there is a marked resemblance between the Irish tale of

Conloch, and the story of Rustam, as related by the Persian poet,

Ferdusi. He also ascribes the Irish poem of Moira Borb to an

Eastern origin, and thinks its heroine like the Armida of Tasso. The

story of the ring, related by Trissino, in his Italia Liberata, is so

strikingly similar to that in the Irish poem of the Chase, that "both,

it may be presumed, were raised upon the same foundation. In

both we discover the colouring of magic with which the Saracens of

the middle ages, then adepts in chemistry, tinctUred all their

fables."

But a belief in the arts of enchantment had been introduced to

Ireland long prior to the age of the Saracens. Had Walker recol-

• James Hardiman, Esq. M. R. I. A., the learned and ingenious author of the History of

Galway, has in his possession a MS. copy of many of the Fenian poems, transcribed, in the

Irish language, from the dictation of a Connaught peasant, and rendered verbatim into English.
For the use of this collection, the author embraces the present occasion of making his grate-

ful acknowledgments to its liberal and patriotic owner.
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lected the 10th chapter of Keating's history, which records the con-

quest of Ireland, by the Tuatha-De-Danans, he would have stated that

the magic art was well known and successfully practised by those

adventurers. It was said that they could infuse demons into the

bodies of the slain, and send them forth to fight their battles over

again ; as the Syrians, with whom they contended in Greece, found

to their cost, till they prevented this species of resurrection by trans-

fixing them with stakes of the mountain ash ! When the Tuatha-

De-Danans came to Ireland, they brought with them four articles

deemed precious, on account, we suppose, of some enchanted virtue,

a brazen caldron; the spear of Looee Longhand, (Lughaidh Lam-

fhada;) "a sword alone for death decreed;" and the famous Liagh

fail, or stone of destiny. Some of them were so skilled in necro-

mancy, that they obtained the name of De-Dannan, or Gods of

Dannan, Dan itself being a word expressive of magic skill. They
could raise tempests by their art, and throw as much mist over their

enemies as Macpherson himself over his Ossianic heroes.

Tales of oriental origin, as well as belief in necromancy, were

knoM n in Ireland in very early times, if her poetico-historical annals

have any foundation in truth. The story of Lavra Li/ngshy, one of

the Irish monarchs who reigned some hundreds of years A. C, is so

like that of the Phrygian king, Midas, that the one seems to be a

transcript of the other. But the Irish version of it is in one respect

an improvement. The important secret of the ears was communi-

cated, not to the reeds, but to a willow ; which willow being cut

down and converted into a harp, resounded like the lyre of Anacreon,

to only one favourite strain,
" Lavra Lyngshy, has the ears of a

horse." This is a pretty invention, but we prefer the ears of an ass

in the Phrygian tale, as containing a just satire on the monarch's

taste. Keating says, with great gravity, that he conceives this to be
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rather a romantic tale, than genuine history.
—

Keating's History,
vol. i. p. 361. Dublin, 1811.

Mr. O'Reilly, in his valuable chronological account of Irish

Writers, informs us that Beg Mac-De, an Irish bard, who died A. D.

550, condemned the practice of sorcery in a poem beginning Otc h)t

^ U|3C<1,
"

evil the practice of sorcery." He appears to have been a

fiavTiQ KaK(t)v, a prophet of plagues ; for in another poem
" he foretels

the evils and destruction that were to fall on several places in Ire-

land."

It may readily be admitted then, that we can conclude nothing

from the machinery of sorcery and enchantment employed in the.

Fenian tales, respecting their date. That it was antecedent to the

invasion of Ireland by Henry the Second, may be inferred from the

absence of all allusions to that event, as well as of images and ideas

peculiarly English. We find nothing in them relative to the Sassa-

nach, the Saxon, or English invader, though, in after times, that

name became the burden of many a doleful and indignant strain :

that it was subsequent to the introduction of Christianity, must be

concluded from the frequency of their Christian allusions. Some
of them may have been composed during the time of the Danish in-

vasions, and been intended by their praises of the heroes of old, to

stimulate the warriors of Ireland to expel the oppressors of their

country. Others, like Conloch and the Chase, could have no such

object. They appear to be of a character similar to that of the bal-

lads of Robin Hood, Will Scarlet, and Little John. Blair's observa-

tion, that the imagery and description belong exclusively to the

country in which the scene is laid, would apply to these poems much

more strictly than to Macpherson's Ossian ; though a few of their

allusions may be of foreign growth, and some of their imagery was

most injudiciously rejected by Macpherson, as unrefined and unclassi-
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cal. The Fenian heroes are often represented as feasting and drinking

together, giving mutual presents and playing at chess. They quarrel—a blow is heard ringing from the fist of one on the ear of another,

like that of a sledge on an anvil. The striker is punished by a blow

of superior force, which breaks three teeth, and by the force of his

fall, two ribs.* Oisin, in his conversations with Patrick, treats him

with so little ceremony, that he sometimes gives him the lie direct.

){ ir)oe-<i5 T)bu)Cf) -O^' <i f<itc<t)fte- -y:)ti,

^^ For you that is afalsehood!

defamer of Fionn :" (See LdO) -no. i?r<t)t)(tjf,
Poem of Victory,) and

in the Poem of the Chase, calls him, in Miss Brooke's translation :

" Patrick of the scanty store,

And meagre-making face."

Naitnh-lSluadh-Crothach, the daughter of the fierce Garbh MaC"

Dolar, speaking of the high king of Greece, her persecutor, says,

wo ttltilttcf <t)^, my curse on him ! How would one of Macpher-
son's heroes been horrified at such an expression from a lady of

rank !

Goll Mac-Morne is described as a generous chief, always ready
to spread his shield before his friends in danger. He is said in the

poem of Bhin Bolbin, to come, not as Macpherson would have stated,

like an eagle rushing from her cliffs on the wings of the roaring wind,

but with the speed of a greyhound ; swift as a weasel on a rabbit ;

natural and striking comparisons, though Macpherson may have

thought them little accordant with his more lofty epic style, and as

degrading perhaps to the least of his heroes, as the comparison in

Homer, of Ajax, the bulwark of the Greeks, to an ass.

* This quarrel forms the subject of the Irish poem, entitled "the Contestation of Goll

with Luaidhe-ladir of hosts in the house of Teamor." This poem is in Mr. Hardiman's

collection.
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Similes, far from being crowded together in heaps, are not even

frequent. The descriptions are generally brief, sometimes highly

animated and picturesque. That of the horse or slender colt in the

poem of" the Sixteen Men," occupies only three lines, and is as far

from the elaborate, bombastic, epithet-abounding, description of

Cuchullin's steeds in Macpherson, as nature and simplicity are from

art and affectation.

Cla<Xf<x be<Jij<x b; <x)j\ <x ce<xn,

ClQanjojb cean <xjr^ fo^n^ eabc/tom."

" On a colt he came

Of well-formed knees and mouth, and slender frame.

Small ears, light flank, and bold expanded chest."

Oisin's description of the fair enchantress in the poem of the

Chase is more florid, and is certainly not equalled by any thing in

Macpherson's poems. Addressing Saint Patrick, he tells him that

Fionn—
By a lake of crystal sheen.

Spies a nymph of loveliest form and mein.

Her cheeks as the rose were crimson brighti

Her lips the red berries' glow ;

Her breast as the blossoms downy white.

Her brow as the virgin snow.

Her locks were like the molten gold.

Her eye as a freezing star :

Shouldst thou, O sage, such nymph behold,

Her beauty thy peace might mar.

These extracts are leading us from our subject ; notwithstanding

we are tempted to give another as beautifully descriptive of rural

scenery. It is taken from the commencement of the poem, entitled

"Bhin Bolbin."

vol.. XVI, K
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Oisin speaks :

ifn

Bhin Bolbin thou art sad to day ;

Thou that wast erst of aspect gay

And lovely to be seen ;

O son of Calfruin ! then 'twas sweet.

To find a soft and mossy seat.

On its lofty summit green.

Thou hill of battles, stained with gore.

How oft thy fortress strong around.

Where dwelt a hero bold of yore.

Rose music sweet of horn and hound ;

The bittern round thee boomed at night,

The grouse, loud-whirring in her flight.

Peopled thy heath, and every tree

Rang with the small birds' melody.

Yes, 'twas delight to hear the cry

Of hounds along thy valleys sweep ;

To hear the rock's wild son* reply

From every cliff and steep ;

To see the chiefs of the Fenian band.

To slip the greyhounds ready stand ;

And groups of maidens young and fair.

That plucked, as they went, the flowrets rare ;

With berries of every form and hue.

Of crimson blush, or of glossy blue.

From bramble and bush ; or cresses young.

That by the crystal streamlet sprung :

And passing sweet was the voice of their song.

As the fair-haired damsels roved along.

* Mac-alla, echo ; literally, the son of the rock.
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Sweet too, by the source of the lonely stream,

To see aloof the eagle sail ;

To hear her solitary scream,

Burst startling o'er the vale ;

To hear the otter's whining note ;

Or mid the hollow mountain rocks.

The barking of the wary fox ;

Or mellow song of blackbird float

From bower and grove, o'er wood and lawn,

To evening hour from early dawn.

As he recollects the past, and contrasts it with his present forlorn

situation, he falls into a strain of touching pathos :

With joy it thrilled my heart I vow.

To sit upon the mountain's brow ;

And all the glorious landscape view.

The seven brave Fenian bands around.

In war, in peace, still faithful found—
But now my friends are few !

Then merry and gay, in the summer ray.

They frolicked and they shone ;

With autumn's blast away they past.

And I am left alone.

My fate with tears, may dim your eye.

And wake your tender sympathy.

From such specimens we may conclude, that in whatever age these

compositions were written, the art of poetry had been cultivated with

some success. But we find in them nothing ofthe metaphysical thoughts

ofMacpherson, like ^Uhejoy of grief," or, as he might almost equally

well have said, the grief ofjoy. Valour and generosity, particularly

to the learned, are the frequent themes of eulogy, and sometimes

we are favoured with a good prudential sentiment, as when Goll

Mac-Morne is reminded in the poem of Dearg Mac-Dreithil, that—
a2
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" Le b-acb cat* no comI<x;n

^1; «m pal* too cu;mne<3im."
>

" At the breast of battle or conflict

It is no time to remember injury."

That Other arts besides poetry had made some advances, may be

learned from incidental notices. Medicine and surgery must have

been subjects of great interest and attention, as we may infer from

the establishment of an infirmary, west of the Shannon, to which

Goll-Mac-Morne retired to be cured of the effects of the blow which

he received from Luaidh-Laidir. A similar establishment existed at

Carlow, to which Luaidh went for medical advice. Commerce must

also have been an object of great importance, for among the conces-

sions demanded of Fionn, when being on a visit to Teamor, he was

treacherously seized, was the custom of all imported goods ; and one

of the rewards promised by king Cormac to Goll Mac-Morne, for

overcoming Dearg Mac-Dreithil, was one-third of the harbour profits.

Ship-building and navigation were studied of course, and these imply

the manufacture of canvas, and a knowledge of metallurgy and work-

ing in iron. Nor were the heroes of the age strangers to magnifi-

cence in their entertainments, nor to the
"
pomp, pride, and circum-

stances of glorious war," for we read in their poems, of jewels and

cups of gold ; of polished reins and golden shields. In the poem of

"the Sixteen Men," their banners are described as composed of crim-

son satin, variously and richly ornamented with emblematical blazonry.

Ireland, from the earliest ages, was addicted to the study of

music and poetry ; and at no period was she destitute of bards to

celebrate the virtues of her kings and nobles. The deeds of the

Fenian heroes were handed down in their strains from one generation

to another, as the various tales of "
Troy divine," among the poets of
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Greece. But a Homer was wanting to make them his own, by recast-

ing them in a new mould, and sending them from the mint of genius
and taste, stamped with the image and superscription of the God of

Song. As they passed from one age to another, they would neces-

sarily undergo some alterations, and if any of them were of very
ancient date, they must have been modernized in their language to

render them intelligible ; for, as Mr. O'Reilly informs us,
" Eochaid

O'Flin, a celebrated poet and historian, who died A. D. 984, wrote

some poems which are still extant, accompanied with a copious gloss,

without which they could not be understood." Subjects of antiquity are

always grateful to eminent poets. The more remote the age, the more

favourable to the excursions of imagination. Heroic deeds become

more heroic and venerable from years, and the mind turns with

delight to visions of past glory, as if she felt warmed and animated

by their splendor. The Irish bards were never forgetful of the

deeds of their fathers. We learn from the above mentioned autho-

rity, that Cuan O'Lochain,
" the most learned and celebrated anti-

quary and historian of Ireland," in the beginning of the eleventh cen-

tury, wrote a poem
" on the splendor of the royal palace of Tarah,

in the time of Cormac Mac-Art, monarch of Ireland, A. D. 250.''

Flann Mainistreach, who flourished about the middle of the same

century, wrote " on the deaths of the most remarkable of the Tuatha

De-Danans, and the places where they died." Giolla na Naomh

O^Dunn, about the middle of the succeeding century, wrote a poem
of 128 verses,

"
giving an account of the chief tribes descended from

the three Collas, sons of Cairbre LifFeachair, monarch of Ireland,

who was killed at the battle of Gabhra, A. D. 296," in which battle

Oscar, the son of Oisin, fell. After the English invasion, the bards

found a subject of more immediate interest for the exercise of their

art. Angus Roe O'Dali/, who died in 1350, invoked O'Molloy,
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the chief of Fearcall,
"

to spend his wrath upon the English, the

plunderers of his country ;" and in 1380 Mahon O'Reilly, Lord of

Clan Mahon,
" was the author of a poem, in praise of the mighty

actions of his son Thomas, who, in a short period, levelled eighteen

castles belonging to the English of the Pale, and laid the country, from

Drogheda to Dublin, under contribution. The poem begins, as trans-

lated; The cry of an English sprite over Englishmen ." Another poem
in a similar strain is attributed to this O'Reilly by some writers, and

by others to his chief poet Maurice O'Daly, beginning
" A cry of an

English hag over Englishmen ; that is a cry that I lament not."

But amidst all the distractions of a rent and bleeding land, the

poems of the more celebrated Fileas were carefully preserved, in

various volumes which obtained names from the compilers, or their

proprietors, or the places where the compilations were made or depo-

sited. Thus we have the books of Leacan, of Ballimote, of Howth,

and of Glendaloch.

The book of the O'Kellys, a valuable Irish manuscript, in the

possession of Sir William Betham, contains, with a vast variety of

miscellaneous matter,
"

several poems of our earliest and most

esteemed Fileas. Some of these are authentic history, and others

are mixed with fable. Of this latter description are the poems on the

Knights of the Red Branch ; such as Cuchullin, Connal Cearnach,

Curaidh Mac-Daire, Fergus Mac-Riogh ; and of the Fianna Eirionn,

or famous Irish militia, commanded by Fionn Mac-Cubhail, the Fin-

.gal of Macpherson, such as Goll Mac-Moirne, Dermod O'Duibhne,

Caoilte Mac-Ronan, Conan Maol, Oisin, the poet, Oscar, son of

Oisin."* This book was transcribed by Faelan Mac-a-Gohhan, a

learned historian, A. D. 1423.

* See O'Reilly's Chronological Account, p. cxxiv. Sir William Betham would render

a service to the cause of ancient Irish literature by having these poems translated.
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SECTION VII.

Fin MaC'Cumhal and Oisin were Natives ofIreland, not of Scotland.

Sir John Sinclair having shewn, to his own satisfaction, that
" various GaeUc poems existed in the Highlands and islands of

Scotland, in remote periods of their history," proceeds in the third

division of his dissertation, to shew that " those poems were said in a

great measure to have been composed by Ossian, a Scottish bard,

who celebrated the exploits of Fingal, a Scottish warrior."

To prove this proposition, if possible, was indispensable to the

proof of the authenticity of Ossian's poems. The task was attended

with much difficulty ; but what will not the advocates of a favourite

hypothesis attempt ? The greater the paradox, the greater the renown

of establishing its truth. In vain had Ireland possessed an undis-

puted claim to the warrior and the bard for 1500 years. In vain

had her poets celebrated the actions of the one, and imitated the

strains of the other. In vain had her historians handed down in

written records, never to be effaced, the genealogy of both. In vain

had they chronicled the age in which the son of Cumhal lived, the

battles he fought, the monarch he served, the mode in which he

died. All this was now to be set aside, and the popular traditions

and the written annals of Ireland falsified, to make room for the fic-

tions of Macpherson, who had metamorphosed the Irish general into

a Caledonian king, and placed him on the throne of a kingdom
which no muse of history has ever condescended to notice !

Sir John Sinclair endeavours to support his hypothesis, 1st, By
the evidence of authors who never imagined that it would be a sub-
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ject of disputation, or of any material consequence ; 2ndly, By the

names of places in the Highlands, derived from Fingal and his

heroes ; Srdly, By many proverbial expressions in the Highlands

which tend to confirm the idea ; and 4thly, By the concurring tra-

dition of the inhabitants of the Highlands.

The first evidence adduced is Barbour, the oldest writer of Scot-

land, who mentions Fingal in
" The Bruce," composed in 1375 :

He said "
methink, Marthoky's son,

Rycht as Gol-Mak-Mom was wone

To haiff fra Fyngal his menye,

Rycht sua all hys fra us has he."

Bruce, buke iii. 67-70.

This comparison was made by the Lord of Lorn, and is treated

by Barbour with great scorn, as tending to lessen his hero Bruce ;.

but, says Pinkerton,
" Barbour had no prophetic view of Ossian, and

little suspected that Scotland would, in the eighteenth century,

produce a Geoffrey of Monmouth/' There is nothing in the lines

relative to the country of Fingal. The only thing remarkable in

them, as to the present question, is his name, which Pinkerton

observes, is unknown to the Irish. Gal, the latter part of the

compound, signifies a stranger, and being applied by Scotchmen to

Fin the son of Cumhal, it affords a decisive proof that they did not,

consider him as their countryman.*

• " FiONN is not known in the Highlands," says Shaw, "
by the name of Fingal. He is

universally supposed to be an Irishman." When he asked of the Highlanders, who Fionn

was, they answered • an Irishman, if a man ;' for they sometimes thought him a giant ; and

that he lived in Ireland, and sometimes came over to hunt in the Highlands. This is

the universal voice of all the Highlanders, excepting those who are possessed of abilities and
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The next proof is from Hector Boethius :

" Some conjecture that in those times lived Finnanus, the son of Cselus, (in common

language Fyn-Mak-Coul,) a man, as they report, of an incredible stature, for they describe him
as being seven cubits in height ; he was of Scottish extraction, ( Scotici sanguinis,) remarkable for

the art of hunting, and in other exercises, to be dreaded, on account of the unusual size of his

body."

This is an important quotation in this controversy. It lets us

see clearly the true nature of the traditions preserved in Scotland

respecting the Fenian chief. It demonstrates that he was not

I'egarded as a star of chivalry, by whose light the youth of Caledo-

nia might move to deeds of courtesy and feats of arms ; but a mighty
Nimrod (Scotici sanguinis) of Irish blood, for this is the proper

interpretation of the Latin phrase, as all antiquaries know,* who

was wont to pursue the game of the Highland woods and mountains

for his pastime, and whom the fears of the natives magnified into a

giant whose enormous stature might vie with that of Otus and

Ephialtes.

The third proof from Bishop Leslie's History of Scotland corro-

borates this fact :

" It is the opinion of many, that one Finnanus, the son of Ca;lus, (in our language
called Fynmacoul,) a man of a huge size, and sprung as it were from the race of the ancient

giants, at that time (namely in the reign of Eugenius II.) lived amongst us."

knowledge to peruse the work of Macpherson, and are taught by nationality to support an

idle controversy."
—Shaw, p. 65.

There is not a word of Fingal in the Chronicon Scotorum, from which the list of Scottish

kings is taken. The other characters of Ossian are not at all known among the Highlanders.

They never heard of Swaran. More of him anon.

* " From the eleventh to the fifteenth century, Usher deduces the words of writers who

have used Scotia and Scots for Hibemia and Hibernians, concluding, we have the suffrages
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Such testimonies as these prove more than the cause for which

they are cited requires, and that the common traditional opinion,

respecting Fin Mac-Cumhal, is hostile to that which is necessary to

the Ossianic hypothesis. According to Buchanan, Eugenius IL

died A. D. 432, more than a century and a half after the days of

Fingal.

A quotation is next given from Bishop Douglas's
'^ Palice of

Honour,'^ as not inconsistent with the idea, that Fingal and his

h^Qes Mevs of Scottish extraction :

'OT ?a'H '.Hi «.^jeat Gow-Mac-Mome, and Fyn-Mac-Cowl, and how

;'y lo '

They suld be goddis in Ireland, as they say."

The observation upon these words is extraordinary.
" Those

heroes might certainly be born in Scotland, though they might be

accounted gods in Ireland !" It is possible, but by no means pro-

bable. Barbarous nations are not in the habit of deifying any

heroes but their own. But,
" the general tenor of the quotation,"

Sir John Sinclair thinks,
" seems to justify that explanation. (We

should think the contrary.). That this was the bishop's meaning

is the more probable, because in a poem written about the same

period, namely, in the reign of James IV., called
' The Interlude of

the Droichis/ Fyn Mac-Cowl is given to the Highlands :"

,

** "My fore grandsyr, hecht Fyn Mac-Cowl,

That dang the devil and gart him yowll,
"'" The skyis rained when he wald scowU,

And trublit all the air :

of modems carefully collected by D. Roth, Bishop of Ossory, an advocate for Ireland. But

Ward, in the Life of Saint Rumold,* says, as follows, of the present age :
" We are certainly

called at this very day Scots in Germany, as I shall demonstrate elsewhere from the engraved

epitaphs of the Irish, and from the printed books of Germans of the first litemry abilities yet

liwB^."—Ogygia, voL ii. p. 262. Dub. 1793. -sfcaB hir.siuioaB l

• Written in 1631. t;-
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r-5 if
^ rOivA :

^« S^^ ™y grandschir Gog Magog ; , :

j,hr:sWi. cr^Uy^.
Ay when he dansit the warld wald schog ;

Five thousand ellis yeid in his frog.
-rXi

,>.ri!!;
• Of Hieland pladdit of baiT."* ' •:t;,tavft!

Did the necessity of the argument require it, we might adopt
Sir John's mode of reasoning, and affirm, that though Fyn Mac-Cowl

was the father of the person who spoke these lines, and who, it is pre-

sumed, was a Highlander, he might, notwithstanding, be an Irish-

man ; and though his frog, or frock, was made of Hieland pladdis

of hair, he might be an Irishman still. But, really, it is a waste of

time to confute serious conclusions deduced from premises so ab-

surdly ludicrous as those laid down by the worthy baronet. Again,
he tells us, that in Lyndsay's Satyre of the three Estates, written in

1538, among the relicts produced by the pardoner, was :
.,.,.^ , ,

" Ane relict lang and braid

OfFynMacCowltherichtchaftblaid 1* rrj 076' f ,O0h'^ri:7/'

With teeth and all togidder."

As for the decision of the question, it might as well have been

the jaw-bone of Balaam's ass.

He also quotes from Colville's Whig Supplication, published

1681, the following lines :

" One man, quoth he, ofttimes had stood.

And put to flight a multitude.

Like Samson, Wallace, and Sir Bewis,

And Fyn Mac-Cowl beside the Lewis." ff

"
Evidently," says Sir John, "ascribing Fingal to the Hebrides or

* Aliter and mair.

s2
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Western Islands, in the number of which it is well known the Isle of

Lewis is included." But why Lewis ? Evidently for the sake of

rhyming with Sir Bewis. Had the third line runs thus,

Like Samson, Wallace, and the Bruce,

the next would have followed,

And Fyn-Mac-Cowl beside Dunluce :

with full as much propriety. But granting that Fyn, on account

of some legend, were more properly spoken of in connexion with the

Lewis, still this circumstance would no more determine his country,

than the placing of Samson in connexion with Wallace, would de-

monstrate the slayer of the Philistines to be a native of Scotland.

Nelson of the Nile, was not an Egyptian; nor was Wellington of

Waterloo, born in the Netherlands.

Sir John's next proof is taken from some lines addressed by Kirk,

to his translation of the Psalms of David, published at Edinburgh in

Gaelic, anno 1684.

" Little volume go boldly forth.

Raise whom you reach to pure and godly strains ;

Hail the generous land of Fingal's heroes.

The Highland tracts and isles of the Hebrides."

These lines are given as the literal Aversion of four lines in Gaelic.

The t\yo last lines in the original are these :

" Cuir failte ar fonn fial nab fionn,

Ar gharbh chriocha is Inseabh Gall."
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Literally :

" Put welcome upon the generous land of the Fionns,

Upon the rough territories, and the Inch-galls," (viz. Hebrides.)

. . ** .'** , -.-.-..,

In " the generous land of Fingal's heroes," every unprejudiced

mind will instantly recognize Ireland, in which country the author

must have felt a natural wish for his book to become popular. That

this was his meaning, might be reasonably concluded from the cha-

racteristic manner in which it is described
; but the repetition of the

preposition ar upon, if we mistake not, is decisive. Had the gene-

rous land of Fingal's heroes, and the rough territories of the High-
lands, been the same, would not the insertion of ar between them

have been not only superfluous, but destructive of their intended

identity? . .j

To the Scottish authorities in favour of his hypothesis. Sir John

adds that of Colgan, an Irish author of great learning and research ;

for Colgan, in a note, says of Fingal, (or Finnius, flius Cubhalli,)
> f that he was much celebrated in poems and tales inter suos, "by which

he must necessarily mean that he belonged to Scotland, and not to

Ireland, as in this case he would have written inter nostrates"

Pro-di-gi-ous ! A common reader would suppose that by sicos, his

own, the author meant Finn's own people, his contemporaries; milites

or amicos, being the substantive understood, and that he had no in-

tention whatever to designate him as a foreigner. If he were so,

why introduce him at all rather than Galgacus, or any other stran-

ger? What should we think of the critic, who would attempt to prove

that our Saviour was not a native of Judea, because the apostle John

has written, that "he came to his own, and his own (6t tcTtot) received

him not ?" According to our learned critic's rule, had John been

able to claim Christ as his compatriot, he would have written, not

bi Xdioi but
rJi-iBdaTTOi !
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This topic has been dwelt on at much greater length than it

merits. But as it is of some importance in the controversy, it was

judged proper to shew on what flimsy grounds the advocates of Mac-

pherson's Ossian are contented to rest their belief, and how the very

arguments they employ to support, only subvert their cause. In not

one of the passages quoted by Sir John Sinclair, is Fin Mac-Cumhal

distinctly stated to be a native of Caledonia ; and as for Ossian, he is

not mentioned at all. A more abortive attempt to uphold a baseless

fabric, is not to be found in the annals of literature.

Having marshalled his historical proof, Sir John has recourse to

tradition. He states that—
" All over the Highlands, the names of Ossian, Fingal, Comhal, Trenmor, Cuchullinj

and the other heroes, are stiU familiar, and held in the greatest respect. Straths or valleys,

mountains, rocks, rivers, are named after them. There are a hundred places in the Highlands
and isles which derive their names from the Feinne, and from circumstances connected witli

their history."

''''-

Granting all this, what does it prove, when it can be shewn, on un-

deniable authority, that there are as many places in Ireland of which

the same may be predicated } Where is the spot, from Fin Mac-

Cumhal's quoit at the hill of Howth, to Cuchullin's leap, (Loop-

head,) at the mouth of the Shannon, and thence to Luirgeadan, and

the beautiful vale of Glenarriff, in the County of Antrim, that is not

familiar with such appellations ?* Their frequency in Scotland only

* We have the great rock in the County of Meath, under the shelter of which Fin and

his faithful wolf-dog Bran once rested, after a fatiguing pursuit ;f and on the top of the hill

of Shanthamon, in the County of Cavan, may be seen his "Fingers," in the shape of five

enormous stones, each about five feet high, and of four tons weight. J

f Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xv. Antiq. p. 167.

X Id. Tol. xiii. A&tiq. p. 127.
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argues the frequency of the Irish invasions pf that country, and the

success that attended them. It has been stated that the celebrated

cave in the island of Staffa derives its name from the son of Cumhal.

Even if it did, it would only be a record of the extent of the Irish

warrior's fame. But this cave derives its nanie, as probably at least,

from a natural cause. All tourists by whom it is visited, are pleas-

ingly surprised to hear the musical echo produced by the percussion

of the waves at its extremity, and hence* it has been denominated

in the Gaelic tongue, Uagh-na-bhine, the musical grotto, corrupted

into Uagh-na-Fin, to favour Macpherson's fictions,

-r Before the days of Macpherson, the claims of Ireland to Fin

Mac-Cumhal, to Oisin, and the Fenian heroes, were never disputed,

more than the claims of Greece to Achilles and Homer. The bards

and historians of Ireland had recorded tlie genealogy of her hero,

the names of his sons and daughters, his dog, his .standard, and the

fabricator of his arms, the king whom he served, the civil strife in

which he was engaged. She could point to the scenes of his exploits j

to the palace of Almhuin, in Leinster, where he dwelt; to the banks

of the Boyne, where he fell ; to the top of Slieve Gullen, where he is

said to be entombed. She eould repeat numerous tales of the

achievements of his heroes ; and no farther proof is wanting to shew

the undisputed justice of her claims, than the impotent efforts of

Sir John Sinclair to set up an opposite claim for Scotland, founded

on false inferences, drawn from ludicrous rhymes and extravagant
fictions of a, comparative^ly njodern date. The most ancient records

he has been able to produce, are those of Barbour aaid Boethius,-f*

* Pinkerton, in his Geography, ascribes the name either to this circumstance, or to the

harmonious arrangement of the coJiimns.

t "Antiquissima quae de Finno extant Scotorum Albiensium testimonium, Sajculum, xivtum
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and they prove nothing on the subject, except that the name of Fin

Mac-Cumhal was not to them altogether unknown. But Ireland

goes to higher sources ; and she has the steady beacon light of chro-

nology and history to guide her. She has written annals to which

she appeals, handed down in various transcripts from generation to

generation ;
and almost all writers who have treated of her history and

antiquities,, notice the fondness of her natives for music and poetry,

her bards and senachies, her fictions, romances, and superstitions,

as connected with the names of Fionn and Oisin. Camden says of

the Irish, "they suppose the soules of such as are deceased, goe into

the company of certaine men, famous in those places, touching

whom they reteine still fables and songs, as of giantes, Fyn Mac-

Huyle, Osker Mac-Oshin
; and they say, that by illusion they often-

times doe see such."* And again, their
"
potentates also have their

historians about them, who write downe their acts and deeds ; they

have their phisitians also, and Rymers whom they call bards, yea,

and their harpers, who have every one of them their severall livelods

and lands set out for them ; and of these there be in each territorie

severall professours, and those liable to some certaine and severall

families. "-f" Thus Campion also, in his History, pubhshed in Dublin,

1633, says of the Irish,
"
greedy of praise they bee, and fearefull of

dishonour, and to this end they esteeme their poets who write

Irish learnedly, and penne their sonnetts heroical, for the which they

are bountifully rewarded. But if they send out libells in dis-

prayse, thereof the gentlemen, especially the meere Irish, stand in

great awe."—p. 14.

non excedunt, Barbourii nempe, et Boethii.— Vide Report of the Committee of the High-

land Society, p. 21."—O'Conor, Ilib. Script.

* Camden's Ireland, p. 147, Lond. 1610. f Id. Ireland, p. 141.
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The following extract from an old MS. history of Ireland,* rela-

tive to Fin Mac-Cumhal and his strife with the Clanna-Morna, may
be satisfactory to the reader :

" Cairbre Lithfeacliair, the son of King Corbmac, obtained the crowne, and was nick-

named Lithfeachair, because he was fostered near the river Liffey in Leinster, in which place

he tooke great delight : this monarch was killed in the battle of Gabhra, which was fought

upon this occasion.

"There were two septs of the Fions of Ireland, the Clanna-Moma, and the Clanna

Boisgne. This Boisgne was father to Cumhall, who was Fion's father, (commonly called

Fion Mac-Cumhall.) Fion had a son and daughter. The daughter was called Samhair, and

was married to Corbmac Cais, king of Munster, by whom he had three sons, Tine, Conla,

and Mogha Cuirb. This Mogha Cuirb was king of Munster in the raign of this monarcli

Cairbre. Fion Mac-Cumhall's son was called Oisin, and was head of the Clanna Boisgne,

who fallinge at difference with the Clanna Morna, was protected and assisted by Mogha
Cuirb, his sister's husband. The Clanna-Morna, who were then the monarch's mercionary

souldiers, were headed by Aodh Caomh, son of Garadh Glundubh, son of Morna, assisted

and backed by the monarch Cairbre ; soe that this civill warr continued betweene the Fions

for seven years ;
and at length the Clanna-Morna provoked the monarch and the other princes

of Ireland to warr upon Mogha Cuirb, king of Munster, because he protected the Clanna

Boisgne, hoping by that meanes that they should be deserted by the king of Munster, and so

be utterly expelled the kingdom, which the monarch did, (although that Oisin was his owne

daughter's son.) But the king of Mimster stuck faithfully to the Clanna Boisgne, where-

upon ensued the battaile of Gabhra, wherein the monarch Cairbre was slain after he had

raigned twenty-seven years."

O'Flaherty in his Ogygia, speaking of Cormac, the 126th monarch

of Ireland, says :

" He had a son.in-law Fin married to his daughter Grania,f but as She eloped with

Diermoit O'Duibhne, he had his other daughter, Albea, married to him, who was the son of

* This history is in the Library of the Royal Irish Academy.

f This Grania is changed by Macpherson into the more mellifluous sound Ros-erana.

Thus unblushingly does he alter names as he utters forgeries, which he presents to his rea-
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CuSall, by Morhia, daughter to the Druid Thady, of the family of O'Baisgne, the descendants

of Nuad the White, monarch of Ireland; he was generalissimo of the Irish militia, highly

distinguished for his jurisprudence, dissertations on which, written by him, are extant; for his

poetical compositions in his native language, and as some write, for his prophecies : he has,

on account of his noble mUitary exploits, afforded a vast field of panegyric and encomium

to the poets.''*

The same annalist gives a detail of the grounds of dispute be-

tween the rival clans of Boisgne and Morna, in the reign of Carbry

Liffechar, and states that—
"In the heat of the battle (of Gabhra,) Carbry and Osgar, the grandson of Finn, by

Ossin, came to single combat. The king, all covered with wounds, slew his antagonist, but

he was killed dealing death around him with undaunted bravery, by Simeon, the son of

Kirb, of the race of the Fotharts."t

These are facts of x^^hich Macpherson could not be ignorant.

Neither could it be unknown to him that part of Argyleshire was

colonized by the Irish under Cairbre Riada,J that they took posses-

ders for true history.—See the first note to the eighth book of Temora. Quis (am ferrets

ut teneat seP

Our celebrated Irish beauty Deirdre, he has also metamorphosed into Darthula.

" In the first publication of poems from the Erse, he calls his bard Oscian, and in the

latter translations, Ossian. This shews his little knowledge of the Gaelic, or Scottish lan-

guage. Oisin is the true reading, and so written in all our ancient manuscripts."
—O'Conor's

Dissertations.

*
Ogygia, vol. ii. p. 242. Dublin, 1793. f Id. p. 246.

1
" The Dalriedinians almost three hundred years after this Carbry, their progenitor,

being headed by generals of the same family, the sons of Eric, who was the son of Achy

Munreamhar, set sail from Dalrieda in Britain, to the north of the bay of Dunbritton,

contiguous to the boundaries of the ulterior Roman province, comprehending Kentire, Knap-

dal, Loma, Argyle, and Brun-alban, (or Braid-alban,) with the neighbouring islands. The

most eminent and distinguished of the sons of Eric, were the posterity of Fergus, who

tbunded a Scottish monarchy, from whom the most illustrious kings of Great Britain and

Ireland are descended.—Ogygia, ii. 221.
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sion of it either by treaty or conquest, ''amicitia autferro," and gave

it their name, their language, and their laws. The venerable Bede

accords with all our ancient Irish historians, in attesting the reality

of the Dalriadian settlement, which, it might be presumed, if facts

were M-anting to prove it, kept up a constant intercourse with the

mother country. Hill, in his Collection of ancient Erse Poems, says

truly,
"

if we may reason from a part to the whole, it is just to con-

clude that all the songs preserved in the Highlands relative to the

Fingallians are Irish. They are wholly confined to the western

coast of the Highlands opposite Ireland, and the very traditions of

the country themselves acknowledge the Fingallians to be origi-

nally Irish."

Pinkerton in his Essay on the Origin of Scottish Poetry, agrees

with Hill.
"

I take Fingal and his heroes," says he,
*' to have been

the leaders of the Scots from Ireland, as Odin and his heroes led the

Goths from Asia. This opinion is confirmed by the whole tradi-

tional poems in the Highlands, which, however stated by Mr. Mac-

pherson, always represent Fingal as contemporary with Saint Patrick,

who flourished about 430." (p. xli.)

'

ion na ,\)i'ih,j liij

Hume is of the same opinion. He observes that " the name of

Erse, or Irish, given by the low country Scots to the language of the

Scottish Highlanders, is a certain proof of the traditional opinion,

delivered from father to son, that the latter people came originally

from Ireland." " To this," continues Pinkerton,
"

it may be added,

that the old Scottish poets and writers uniformly call the Highlan-

ders, Irish."

The argument then which Sir John Sinclair would found on the

concurring trJlditions of the inhabitants of the country, recoils against

himself, and lays his hypothesis prostrate. The traditions of Scotland

are corroborated by those of Ireland and her bards, her musicians,

T 2
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historians, critics, antiquaries, and whole legions of literati; traditions,

not left floating in the breath of the vulgar, but transmitted by writ-

ten parchment documents from one age to another, and incorporated

with the history of her kings and legislators.

From the proverbs connected with the name of Fin Mac-Cumhal

and his heroes, nothing can be argued in favour of Sir John's theory,

unless it can be shewn that they are peculiar to the Highlands, and

not of foreign extraction. The fame of illustrious men travels far,

and it had been strange, indeed, if that of the Fenian heroes, even

though they had never formed a settlement in Scotland, had not

been resounded in her valleys and mountains, and rendered familiar

to women and children.

Their chief was like

" The Talbot, so much famed abroad.

That with his name the mothers stilled their babes."

,>:
But the proverbial sayings which Sir John would fondly array in

his cause, are not indigenous to Scotland. They are all completely

Irish, and only afford a proof of the stability and long duration of

the Irish dominion, language, and customs, in the Highlands. The

justice of Scotland's claims to Fingal and his Fenians, is not demon-

strated by
" the Clan Campbell tracing their descent from those

heroes." For Irish genealogists derive that family from a higher

source, and shew that the Campbells of Argyle may boast of Lugadi/,

father of Tea or Thais, the wife of Heremon, as one of their progeni-

tors.* In farther corroboration of his opinions, Sir John states that

Jj,;
* See Ogygia Vindicated, p. li. Fothad Connan, (says O'Flaherty, Ogygia, ii. p. 230,)

the son of king Mac-con, has been the original founder of the Campbells, (in Irish, Mac-

Cathlin,) earls of Argyle in Scotland.
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*' Cuchullin was the chief of Dunscaich, in the island of Sky."

According to the worthy baronet's style of argument, we might

reply; certainly he might be a chief of Dunscaich, and at the same

time a native of Ireland. But Cuchullin was altogether Hibernian,

and allied to his country by ties too many and too strong to be disse-

vered by the critical knife of Sir John Sinclair, or Macpherson. His

genealogy and family connexions may be seen at length in the second

volume of Ogygia, p. 162, and much ot his romantic history in Keat-

ing.
" He fell by the sword of the sons of Calitin," in the twenty-

seventh year of his age, and the second of the Christian era, more

than two hundred years before the days of Fin Mac-Cumhal, with

. whom Macpherson makes him contemporary !

Farther it is alleged, that
"
Fergus, and not Ossian, was, accord-

ing to Irish tradition, the chief bard of the Irish Fingal, though his

.works are hardly known in Scotland ; and that the poems attributed

to the Irish Ossian, were composed between the eighth and twelfth

centuries, whereas the poems of (the Scotch) Ossian, are ascribed

by their traditions to some of the most remote periods of which there

is any account in the history of Scotland."

They might as well be ascribed to years beyond the flood. What

avails the ascription of them to any period of profound darkness?

We want light and proof. It is notorious that they are not men-

tioned in any Scotch history a hundred years old. Admitting that

Fergus was the chief bard of Fingal, what advantage is gained by the

admission ? There were hundreds of bards in Erin, some of whom

may have contested the palm with Oisin, as Hesiod is said to have

contested it with Homer. But the name of Oisin is unquestionably
the most celebrated, as is apparent from his being represented as the

narrator of all the exploits of the Fenian heroes, in dialogues with

Saint Patrick. Sir John observes that the latter name "
is introduced



into the Irish poems, never in the Scotch." A proof, we reply, of

the dihgent care with which it has been excluded, lest its presence

should betray a principal source of Macpherson's centos.

Ample amends, however, have been made for the exclusion ot

one name, by the introduction of several, which are found no where else,

such as Swaran, Acandecca, and Fainasollis. These names Sir John

thinks,
"

clearly indicate that the poems (the Irish and the Scotch)

were originally different." They indicate more clearly that Mac-

pherson knew the value of sweet-sounding, romantic names, and that

he had ingenuity to compound them from Irish roots, and modulate

them to please an English ear. As for the personages whom they

were intended to represent, they never had any existence but in his

own imagination.
?.id d'

' ' '

Note "The name of Fingal was never given to Fhi by the Irish or by the Highlan-

ders. It was applied to him only by tlie Lowland Scots, and perhaps means Fin-gael, or

Fin the Irishman by eminence. That Fingal was the same person with the Irish Fin Mac
Cutval (Cumhail) is clear from the identic names of the father Cuwal, the son Oisin, the

grandson Oskir, (Osgar,) and from the old Scottish poets who sometimes call his person Fin-

gal, sometimes Fin Mac-CouL The names of his companions, Gaul son of Morni, &c., also

coincide both in Irish and Highland tradition, so that the identity of Fin Mac-Cuwal and

Fingal is demonstration. His formation of a regular standing army called Fianiia Eiriomi,

or the Phenians of Ireland, trained to war, in which all Irish accounts agree, must have been

a rude imitation of the Roman legions in Britain. Buchanan gives an account of the Feans,

or legions of Fin, and speaks of rude rhymes on the actions of Fin Mac-Coel, as retained

by the Irish and Scottish Highlanders. The idea, though simple enough, shews prudence,

for such a force alone could have coped with the Romans had they invaded Ireland."—
Buchanan's Account of the family of Buchanan, Edinburgh, 1723, 4 to. Pinkerton's Soot.

vol. ii. part iv. c. 2. quoted from a note to the "Annales iv. Magisironim," by Doctor

O'Conor, p. 89.
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SECTION VIII.

On the Topographic of Ossian's Poems.

Critics and antiquaries have found much pleasure in investi-

gating the topography of Troy and the scenes of Homer's battles.

Why should not Sir John Sinclair and his Highland friends find

similar pleasure in investigating and describing the scenes where

Fingal fought and Ossian sang "i The former, indeed, had certain

geographical guides to direct them ; well-known headlands, the

isle of Tenedos, the river Simois, and the Hellespont. If such guides

be wanting to Ossian, the greater must be the topographical inge-

nuity which can discover and describe his scenery without them.

Mr. Alexander Stewart, A. M,, has favoured Sir John Sinclair,

and, through him, the public, with a brief description of Selma :

i!*; ;ii '.'•iv,<\ •!:'! ^. '^\\^ Iviie iioin iilT V/tTe^r
" In which he says, there is reason to believe that Selma, the principal residence of

Fingal, is that part of Argyleshire, call Upper Lorn, now called by the inhabitants Ditn-Mkic-

Snilheachain, i. e. the fort of the son of Snitho, but by some of our historians Berigonium,*

and by them said to have been once the capitol of the kingdom of the Gaels or Caledonlttns.

On the top of this hill are still to be seen vestiges of extensive buildings, with fragments of

the walls, bearing evident marks of fire, scattered along the sides of the hill."

He then quotes some passages from Doctor Smith's ancient

poems, descriptive, as he imagines, of the scenery :

" The chase had ceased and the deer slept

Under the shadow of trees on the moss;

« Berogomum. Camden.
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The curtain of night descended on the hills.

And heroes were feasting in Selma.

There was song after song, as the custom was.

There was that and the music of harps.

With the barking of dogs in the interval of action.

From the rock which rises over the white beach."

The white beach in the last Hne
.i'il'

" Answers exactly the present aspect of the white sand which covers the shore around

part of the hill on which Selma stood. The rock from which the dogs were heard to bark is

here also, for that part of the hill washed by the waves, is composed of rock, and rises almost

perpendicular to the sea. But if this be not the rock alluded to in the poem, there is another

rock within a few hundred yards of Selma, to which the description is equally applicable."

And to what is the modern theatrical image of the curtain of

night descending, applicable ? By what proleptic vision did the old

blind bard discover that idea ? Was he enabled in the fury of pro-

phetic inspiration to peep through Shakespeare's
" blanket of the

dark," and anticipate the moderns in the use even of their own pro-

perty ? The rock and the sandy beach in regions abounding with

islands and gulfs, are no doubt very characteristic ! The description

would apply to the hill of Howth, or to Ireland's Eye, and the fine

shelly strand of Portmarnock ; or if these be not the scenes alluded

to, there is another rock at Cairnalloch, or Red-bay, or Portrush, or

Magilligan !

The learned topographer having thus distinctly pointed out the

rock and the sandy beach, leads us to the ruins of the royal palace :

" In Selma, or Taura, or Temora,

There is no shell, nor song, nor harp !

They are all become green mounds.

And their stones half sunk in their own meadows."
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,.,. "The description," he says,
"
given of Selma after its fall, in the

third and fourth lines of this passage, corresponds exactly to the pre-

sent appearance of the ruins of the place." The just inference from

which observation is, that the description was recently made. Had it

been made on the place, and at the time when Selma was burned,

the ruins would not have been green mounds, nor the stones half

sunk in their own meadows.

Other quotations are made to shew that Selma, or Taura, or

Temorah, for Taura, he supposes, is but another name for Selma,

was near the shore on an eminence, and commanded a prospect of

the sea: just such a situation, we presume, as Horace would have

selected for his country residence :

" lUic vivere vellem

Oblitus meorum, oblivescendus et illis ;

Neptunum procul e terra spectare furentem."

, :.0r where Lucretius might have stood, while he sang:

"
Suave, mari magno turbantibus aequora ventis, &c." , f

; ami

Such are the very discriminating circumstances by which we are

to discover the royal habitation of the king of Morven ! Selma is a

word of liquid cadence, and shews the musical ear of its inventor. It

seems to have been suggested by the Irish Almhuin, the real name of

Fin Mac-Cumhal's abode, if it be not rather an anagram of the

Hebrew Saletn. Tarah is a well-known and oft-repeated name in

Irish history and poetry. The corruption of its orthography to Taura,

is too impotent a device to transfer its site to the wilds of Caledonia.

To achieve this would require the aid of a more powerful wizard

VOL. XVI. U
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than Macpherson, with all his host ; such a Merlin redivivus as

transported
"

the giants' dance," the rocks of Stonehenge from the

Curragh of Kildare to the plain of Salisbury.

Arda also is mentioned in Smith's collection, and the chorogra-

pher on whom we are commenting, supposes it to be the same as

Ardach,

" a place jvell known at this day, which lies about half way between Stirling and Criefi

and where are vestiges of one of the greatest Roman camps to be seen in Scotland. That tlie

Romans were enemies whom the Fingallians completely defeated, and dispersed at Arda,

appears evident from part of the same poem being the song of triumph which the maids of

Morven sang, when they came forth to congratulate their heroes on their return."

This passage reminds us of the daughter of Jephthah coming out

with timbrels and dances, to hail her father's return ;
and of the

women of Israel chanting the triumph of David. But in what his-

torian is this complete defeat of the Romans by the Fingallians men-

tioned ? The Romans were not in the habit, more than the modern

Britons,* of concealing their defeats, or the names of their enemies.

Under whose reign did it happen ? How many Roman eagles were

lost ? In what hall or temple were they deposited ? And why did

the victors return to the " rock and the white beach," and not follow

up their "
complete

"
victory by the total expulsion of their enemies

from the island ? for it will scarcely be maintained that the battle of

Ardach, if ever there M^as such a battle, extinguished the Roman

power in Britain. Verily, we shall again require the aid of Merlin

to solve these questions.

Doctor Graham is willing to give up Macpherson here.
" Of

his dreams,"; he says,
" he makes no account." He rejects the

.frnc; .; ;•;'•; '-'^
0:*

ljl'»;y©ltaire observes that the English never conceal the number of their slain in battle.

U . . : .
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connexion of his poems with the Roman history, and the fiction of

his wars with Caracalla and Carausius; but maintains that conflicts be-

tween the Romans and Caledonians were common; though, at this dis-

tance of time, we cannot tell who was the hero " of the furious eye,"

or " Caros king of ships." The word Roman, he remarks, occurs

not, because Ossian denominates individuals from their personal qua-

lities ; and countries, mountains, and rivers, by appellations deduced

from " the circumstances by which they are peculiarly, distin-

guished." r

' •

,

•

It was prudent at least, in Macpherson, to deal in general descrip-

tion, and to designate heroes, not by real names, but by such loose

epithets and adjuncts, that if they did not apply to one, they might

easily be transferred to another. The mention of Caracalla was

unfortunate. It shot a beam of light through the Highland mist

in which he wrapt himself, and exposed him to the critical shaft of

Gibbon. It might have excited the wonder of a less acute judge,

"that the son of Severus, who, in the Caledonian war, was known

only by the name of Antoninus, should be described in these poems

by a nickname invented four years afterwards, and scarcely used by
the Romans, till after the death of the emperor." Macpherson was

ignorant of this fact, or, we may rest satisfied, we should never have

heard of the name of Caracalla in connexion with the poems of

Ossian. ,,,

But though Doctor Graham gives up Caracalla, he will not so

easily part with Lochlin. He observes that Laing, "with his usual

gratuitousness of assumption, affirms that the name was unknown till

the ninth century." This he endeavours to disprove by a manu-

script which Astle thought was written in the ninth or tenth, and

which appears to have been composed between the fifth and eighth ;

and b}' the authority of Doctor Smith, who quotes a Welsh manu-

u 2
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script of the seventh century, in which we read that
"
the warhke

Irp conducted a fleet to Llychlyn ; on which Mr. Edward Llhuyd

remarks, that by this name we understand Sweden, Denmark, and

Norway." We think, with due respect to Doctor Graham, that Mr.

Laing does not indulge in gratuitous assumptions, but generally

assigns such reasons for his opinions as are more easily contradicted

than refuted. But another critic who has investigated the subject

more profoundly than either Mr. Laing or the Doctor, one to whom
all others must yield the palm. Doctor O'Conor, author of " Rerum

Hibernicarum Scriptores," one to whom all the stores of Celtic lite-

rature are laid open, and who treasured in his mind all its various

lore, is of the same opinion as Mr. Laing :

"Nomen Lochlan,* quod in iistlem carminibus fictis centies pro Danis ponitur, penitus

ignotum fuit, et inauditum ante saculum chiistianum, quo tempore, Danis ab Hibernise incolis

impositum fuit, quia in laeubus Eachense, Ribhense, Feabhalinse, Orbsenense, ^c. hiemare sole-

bant, ut eo commodius Mediterraneas insulae regiones et monasteria infestarent. Pro canone enim

irrefragabili statuendum est, nullum esse, non modo codicem, verum etiam carmen, aut opus

quodcunque, in quo vox Lochlan pro Dano, vel Norwegio ponitur, quod non sit sseculo

decimo recentior, cum antea nullo alio vocabulo quam Gal, ullo unquam tempore, Hiber-

nice designati fuerint."—Hib. Script Ep. Nun. p. cxxii.

Another mark of the true scenery of Ossian is found by Mr.

Stewart in " a great cataract, or waterfall, about two short miles

south of Selma, a short space above the ferry of Connuil, where

Loch Eite discharges itself into the sea. This fall answers so well to

the description of the Eas Laoire of Ossian, and Macpherson's Lora,

* " Vox Lochlan proprie," Lacuum Incolas,
"
significat, et a saeculo nono in usu erat ad

indicandos Norwegos et Danes qui Hibemiae lacus abinde infestabant. Utrum antea in usu

fuerit ad indicandos Piratas Saxonicos ignoro. Danorum nomen ignotum fuit in Europa
ante ann. 570. Hiberniam primum agressi sunt anno serae com. 807, non. 832, ut scribit

Flahertus."—O'Conor, Tigher. ann. p. 24, note.
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that it will be in vain to look for it any where else." But notwith-

standing this positive assertion, he differs from Macpherson three

pages after, and affirms, that the latter must be mistaken in making
Lora to be a small stream, as he describes it to be, in a note to the

fifth book of Temora. He concludes that "those who endeavour to

fix the origin of Ossian to any modern period, or ascribe the original

merit to any modern bard, can do it from no other reason than pre-

judice or ignorance."

As this censure falls on a very numerous class, in which we include

ourselves, we may be allowed to express a wish that the learned

topographer had taken some more efficient mode of eradicating our

prejudice and instructing our ignorance, as we profess a willingness

to be informed. Since he describes the scenery of Selma so minutely,

by what unaccountable oversight has he forgotten to notice " Stru-

mon, stream of the hill, the name of the seat of the family of Gaul,

in the neighbourhood of Selma?" "
Gordon, to favour a foolish

hypothesis, about Agricola's camp, asserted that the people of the

country call the spot Galgachan, to this day, which proved to be

an absolute falsehood."* Until we receive more satisfactory proof

than Mr. Stewart has laid before us, we shall adhere to our prejudice

and ignorance in believing with Shaw, that " no such kingdom as

Morven was ever known in the west of Scotland. The name of

Morven, although at home it is called Morairna, sounded well, and

for no other reason suited the author's plan, though it is never once

mentioned in any of their tales or songs. The district known at this

day by that name is only a part of the parish of that name. Selma

is not at all known in Scotland."-!*
'"'

* Pinkerton's Essay on the Origin of Scotch Poetry, p. xxix. »•' '•-(-

t Shaw's Inquiry, p. 63.



From the silence of Buchanan we are led to the same conclusion.

He says not a word of the kingdom of Morven, or the Palace of Selma,

of Fingal or Ossian, whereas he would have assigned them a conspi-

cuous place in his history, had he ever heard of them in connexion

with his country. The tales which have been invented respecting

them would have been exactly adapted to his taste. For, as Robert-

son the historian testifies,
" instead of rejecting the improbable tales

of chronicle writers, he was at the utmost pains to adorn them, and

hath clothed with all the beauties and graces of fiction, those legends

which had formerly only its wildness and extravagance." Moreover

he was led to the subject so directly, that there was scarcely a possi-

bility of avoiding it, had it not been a nonentity. He gives a minute

enumeration and description of the Hebrides. He notices hundreds

of the small islands. Even StaflTa, though in his days no object of

curiosity, does not escape his observation ; but he drops not a hint of

the renowned kingdom of the woody echoing Morven. He speaks

of the manners and customs of the inhabitants, and says,
"
they sing

songs not inelegant, containing commonly the eulogies of valiant

men, and the bards usually treat of no other argument. Instead of

a trumpet they use a bagpipe. They are much given to music, but

on instruments of a peculiar kind, called clarsachs." Of Ossian there

is no notice.

Erin is very frequently mentioned in Macpherson's Ossian, and

made the scene of the poem of Temora. In the fourth book of this

poem, Fingal says, that having left Selma, on the following morning,
" Erin rose in mist. We came into the bay of Moilena, where its

blue waters tumbled in the bosom of echoing woods."* In vain have

*
Again we are told in Temora, book vii., that " Culbin'e Bay received the ship in the

bosom of echoing woods."
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we consulted maps and other sources of geographical information for

this bay. As mountains and headlands, friths, rivers, and bays, are

the last places which change their names, even amidst all the revo-

lutions of years, the conquests of the sword, and the changes of lan-

guage ; how has Moilena had the misfortune to lose its name in a

country which still retains its original tongue ?* We can recognize

the old district of Reuda (Dat-Riada) in the modern name of

Route, in the County of Antrim ; and Macpherson's Innistore in

Tory Island, which he has been pleased to transfer to the Orkneys,
and his Imiishuna in our own Innishowen, which he would dissever

from its native land, and transport to
" that part of south Britain

which is over against the Irish coast!" But as for the bay of Moilena,

we verily believe it is to be found no where but in the terra incog-

nita of his own imagination. Walker, in his History of the Irish

Bards, (p. 40,) says, that in the County of Donegal, there is a cloud-

capt mountain, called Alt Ossoin, around which, according to a

learned writer, is the whole scenery so finely described by Macpher-
son in his Oisin's Poems ; and to the northward of Lough Derg, are

the mountains, caverns, and lakes of Fin." Another author says,

that " the traveller, when he finds himself in the vale of Glenariff,

*
Moylena, a plain in Ferakelly, in the King's County, was the scene of a famous

pitched battle between Conn of the Hundred Battles and Eugenius Mognuad the Great, of

the Hiberian line, king of Munster, in which the latter was defeated and slain. He fell by
the hand of Goll, the son of Morna, of the race of Saub, king of Connaught.

" There are

yet to be seen at this place two hills, in one of which, we are informed, the body of Eugenius
was interred, and the corps of Fr<ech the Spaniard, who was also slain there, was entombed

in the other."f The celebrated Irish champion, Goll Mac-Morna, is metamorphosed by

Macpherson into Gaul, "Fingal's best friend and greatest hero," and, by way of compen-
sation; we suppose, for being robbed of his country, and made a Caledonian, compared to

the Grecian Ajax.J

t Ogygia, part iii. c, Ix. J Note at the conclusion of the third book of Fingal.
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on the coast of Antrim, may conceive that he beholds the scenery of

the genuine Ossian. We recollect to have seen, many years ago, an

old gentleman in the County of Antrim, who fancied he had disco-

vered the whole topography in the neighbourhood of the Six Mile

TVater ; and in a recent work by Hugh Y. Campbell, Esq. R. N.

F. A. S., it is laid down and described as lying on the western

shores of the bay of Carrickfergus, and about the mountains of Carn-

money and Cavehill. Why has not the County of Wicklow put in

its claim ? Macpherson's descriptions will apply to it as well as to

Morven. It has mountains and valleys ; whistling heath and blue

streams; grey rocks and a sandy beach, with curling mists and rain-

bow skies.

"In truth," says the learned author of "Dissertations on the

History of Ireland,"
"
there would be no end of pointing out the

topographical ignorance of Ossian, in omitting as well as misplacing

some of the most noted places of Ireland, which must naturally come

within the plan of his poems ; his invention, however, is very pro-

lific ; and is particularly so where poetry wants it least, or is dis-

graced by it. Instead of Eatnhain, or Eamania, the celebrated seat

of the kings of Ulster, which Ossian never once mentions, we have

the castle of Tura, many ages before a single castle was built in the

kingdom : and instead of Craove-roe, the academy near Eamania, for

teaching the use of arms ; he gives us Muri's Hall, a name as little

known to all ancient writers as Tura itself. From numberless instan-

ces of such forgeries, omissions, and misplacings, the reader will be

enabled to form a proper judgment of Ossian, as well as Ossia7i^s

translator."
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SECTION IX.

On the Era of Ossian.

-'' The era of the real Fin Mac-Cumhal, and his son Oisin, is as

distinctly marked in Irish history as any other event which it records.

It appears evident from the chronological researches of Doctor Char-

les O'Conor, that the former fell in the year of our Lord 273, and

that Oscar, his grandson, fell ten years afterwards, viz. in 283, at

the battle of Gavra. Hence it will appear scarcely credible, unless

Fin could be proved to have lived to an antediluvian age, that he

commanded an army against the Romans in 207, as has been pre-

tended ; and that he defeated them under Caracalla, at the west end

of Loch Fraochy
" where there is a place named Dall-Chillin, or

Fingal's burial-place." ,?i,3bx ,« osil lot ?.iiMyoo:>r.

We have asked in a former section of this Essay, who has

recorded this defeat of the Romans ? and Graham answers, that it is

not to be expected that Tacitus, Herodian, or Dion Cassius, would

give us any account of the poems in which such events are recorded.

True, not of the poems; but why not of- the battles in which the

Romans were overcome, and the names of the generals against whom

they fought ? They have told of Galgacus and Caractacus ; why not

of a greater than they, the illustrious Fingal .'' The Doctor employs

a negative argument, and contends that "
nothing has been adduced

from ancient history, or even from the poems themselves, which can

fairly be considered as contradictory to the position, that they belong

VOL. XVI. X
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to the period which has been assigned." Here we are obhged to

differ from the learned Doctor, for we think in almost every page we

can discover palpable proofs of modern fabrication, and are well

assured that they cannot be authenticated by a single contemporary

witness.

In the dissertation on the Era of Ossian annexed to his poems,

Macpherson does not pretend to any thing like proof or evidence of

their original date. His statements in prose are as loose and general

as his descriptions in poetry. They have neither distinctness nor

individuality ; they are as intangible as his ghosts, and when you

approach them they fall into pieces and vanish away. He speaks of

a persecution of the Druids that took place in the days of Fingal, but

supports it by no authority ; of the Culdees ; of the exploits of Fingal

when a youth, against Caracul, the king of the world ; and of Ossian

when an old man, having seen " the Christians whom the persecution

under Diocletian had driven beyond the pale of the Roman Empire."

All this is mere invention without even the merit of plausibility. He

accounts for the absence of religious ideas, by saying that "under

the cloud of public hate, all that had any knowledge of the religion

of the Druids became extinct, and the nation fell into the last

degree of ignorance of their rites and ceremonies." Hence, even the

bards, whom he describes as an inferior order of Druids, make no

allusion to them in their poems. That a whole people should lose all

knowledge of their peculiar religious rites and ceremonies in the

course of one generation, is one of the most monstrous suppositions

on record. It is also in direct contradiction to the fact, that the

bards were the historians of their country. Wherefore should some

of the most important topics which employ the pen of history be

prohibited or left unnoticed ? Whatever reason there might be for
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veiling the mysteries of Druidism, while it was the predominant

religion, there could be none when it was crushed under the heel of

persecution. The veil was then torn in pieces, and we are led by all

historical analogy to conclude, that so far from concealing, it would
be the object of its enemies to expose it to desecration. Though Dru-

idism has been abolished by Christianity, some striking vestiges of

that ancient superstition are extant at the present day. Doctor

Graham falls into the same line of argument as Macpherson, and

pursues it with more caution, but no better success :

" It would seem," says he,
" that the silence which prevails in these poems with regard

to the higher mysteries of religion, instead of furnishing an argument against their authenticity,

affords a strong presumption of their having been composed at the very time, in the very cir-

cumstances, and by the very persons to whom they have been attributed. Indeed, had there

been any account given in these poems of the secret rites and horrid immolations of the

Beltein and the Samhin, there might have been some ground to question their authenticity."

We might suppose from the mode in which the learned Doctor

speaks of the higher mysteries, that the poem contained something
relative to the minor rites of religion, though equally silent as to them

all. Why might not the Celtic poet have described one of the

" horrid immolations," as readily as a Spanish poet might describe

an auto dafe, or a proselyted inquisitor the tortures of the inquisi-

tion ? Granting, however, that they were strictly forbidden to speak

of immolations and other rites which must have been well known to

the whole nation, surely a poet might have borrowed an image from

the Beltein and Samhuin fires, kindled as they were on every moun-

tain, and in every district of the country.*

* "
Macpherson easily foresaw that this omission of the religious machinery would create

mistrust, and unfortunately enhances our suspicion, by a most silly effort to account for it.

X 2
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;)n Sir John Sinclair, in his dissertation, has brought forward a new

argument in support of his favourite hypothesis.* He affirms that—

" 7%e existence of Swaran, and other personages mentioned in the poems of Ossian, is aulhen.

ticated by Banish historians. With a view of ascertaining this point," says he,
" I applied to

the Rev. Mr. Rosing, pastor of the Danish church in London, from whom I received the fol-

lowing particulars, from a work of great authority, namely, Sumh's History of Denmark."

This author gives an account of Gram, a Norwegian prince, who

espoused the cause of a princess
who was persecuted by a rude suitor,

the celebrated Swaran :

" This Swaran was the son of Stamo. He had carried on many wars in Ireland, where he

had vanquished most of the heroes that opposed him, except Cuehullin, who, assisted by the

Gaelic or Caledonian king, Fingal, in the present Scodand, not only defeated him, but even

took him prisoner, but had the generosity to send him back again to his country j and these

exploits can never be effaced from men's memory, seeing they are celebrated in the most inimi-

table manner by the Scotch poet, Ossian ; and Swaran has thereby obtained an honour which

has been denied to so many heroes greater than he. With such an enemy Gram was now to

contend. They met in single combat, and Swaran lost his life."

The reader of this passage, we doubt not, has formed the same

judgment of it as ourselves, that the only authority of the Danish

'Before Ossian's time,' he tells us, 'the Druidic religion was set aside.'—But he goes on :

'The power of the Druids to elect a Vergohretus became hereditary, and the established reli-

gion was abolished.' This is the substance of his long-winded detail of the ruin of the

Druids. All our remains of ancient history are against him, and what authority does he

oppose to their testimony ?—His own ; his own only ! Who, ever, before the appearance of

this new historical revelation, heard of a Vergohretus (so called) among the Caledonians?

or, indeed, among any other Celtic people, the Mdui, in Gaul, alone excepted. It is Caesar

who gives us the name, and describes the office, and that in a comer only of the extensive

country he conquered. Had Caesar never wrote, we should never hear of the name."—
©'Conor's Dissertation.

•Sir John Sinclair's Dissertation on the Authenticity of the Poems of Ossiau,

pp. Ixii. Ixiii. Ixir.
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historian for the name of Swaran and his invasion of Ireland, is Mac-

pherson's Ossian !

« If there be any truth in the statement, why are we not referred to

known creditable authorities ? No syllable of it is to be found in

Torfseus, though he speaks at considerable length, and with fine his-

torical painting, equalling that of poetry, of the invasion of Ireland

by certain northern princes, but at a period long subsequent to the

days of Ossian ; nor in the Danish histories of king Eric, or Erpold

Lindenbruch. The two latter mention Gram, the fifth in the Danish

line of kings. Between him and Frothius hin Fredegode, the twenty-se-

venth king, contemporary with Christ, were twenty-one reigns, which,

at the moderate allowance of fifteen years to a reign, would make a

period of 315 years, so that the interval between him and Fin Mac-

Cumhal must have been at least 550 years. The date of Gram's reign

is not marked, it seems, by Sumh, in loco ; but Rosing says, as Sir

John Sinclair informs us, that he has elsewhere placed it in 240,

whether before or after Christ is not mentioned, but it is intended

that we should understand the latter, though the former must

unquestionably be nearer the truth.

Some benevolent critic might, perhaps, suggest that Sumh has

spoken of a Gram different from him who is mentioned by Eric : but

unfortunately for this suggestion, we find but one Danish monarch of

that name, and his identity is fixed by the same remarkable fact

recorded of him both by Sumh and Eric, namely, that he slew his

enemy with sixteen brothers.* Eric says his enemy was the king

of Suecia; and Sumh calls him Swaran on the authority of Mac-

pherson. Thus is one monstrous falsehood made to act recipro-

cally in support of another. Sumh quotes Macpherson, and Sir

* "
Regem etiam Sueciae occidit, et sedecim fratres ejus,"—Hist. Gentis Danorum,

Erici Danise regis. Lug. Elz. 1629, p. 54. *
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John Sinclair, in support of Macpherson, quotes Sumh. The critic,

the historian, and the poet, are worthy of one another. Like the

lovers in their impatience to be happy, they invoke the gods ,
to an-

nihilate both space and time. They synchronize names and ages that

were separated by an interval of five or six centuries, and the Irish

and Danish histories are equally falsified !*

* Since the foregoing paragraph was written, we have consulted the Modern Universal

History, and found that Gram, fifth king of Denmark, reigned ante Christum, 888, so that

an interval of not less than eleven hundred years occurred between his days and those of Fin

Mac-Cumhal I The Viceroy of Gothland in Gram's days was named Swarim, not Swaran.

Whether Macpherson took his name Swaran from Danish history, or, as we have conjectured,

from Sturan in the Irish poem, let the reader decide. It is of no importance.
" Gram dis-

covering that Swarim was conspiring against his life, in order to raise himself to the throne of

Sweden, challenged him to single combat, and slew him."—Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xxviii.

p. 370.

"In the preface to Macpherson's translation of Fragments of Ancient Poetry, the Garve of

his text is called Swarthan, which he afterwards changed to Swaran, as he did Cuchulaid to

Cuthullin."— High. Soc. Rep. App. p. 190, note.

" His account of Swaran, king of Lochlyn's invasion of Ireland, in the tliird century, is

of a piece with his other assertions ; when it is a fact indisputable, that the Scandinavians,

who obtained the name of Locklyns, made no incursions into Britain and Ireland until the

eighth century, not long after the time that their intercourse with the Saxons made them

expert navigators. He, however, who could assert proleptically, that hereditary right was

established lineally among the ancient Scottish monarchs, and that minor kings conducted

their administration by guardians, could as readily furnish Swaran in the third century, with

floating castles spreading their wings of canvas, and threatening destruction to remote na-

tions."—O'Conor's Dissertation.

The author who has been just quoted farther observes, that " the poems of Fingal and

Temora, are evidently founded on the romances and vulgar stories of the Tan-Bo-Cualgney

war and those of Fiana Ereann. The poet, whoever he was, picked up many of the names of

men and places to be found in those tales, and invention made up the rest. In digesting

these poems into the present forms, chronology was overlooked, and the actors of different

ages are all made coevals. The Tan-Bo-Cualgney war, wherein Cvchullin, Terdia, Conall-

Cearnach, Fergus Mac-Roy, Sfc, signalized themselves, was carried on some few years before

the commencement of the Christian era. Fionn Mac-Cumhaill and the Fiana Ereann flou-

rished in the third century. Mr. Macpherson or Ossian makes them contemporaries."
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As for the name Swaran, we believe it to be an alteration of

Sturan, a name found in the Irish poem L<tO) 6b)-M-6o)tl7)ti, Bin-

Bolbin. He was the son of Garav Glunach, and is described as a

powerful enchanter from the east and the regions of cold, who, by
the powerful music of his harp, charmed their weapons from the

hands of the Fenian heroes :

" Le pujm a c;tujce S^'^/ij

Cujc ci n-a)j^m cf a l<xiiia;b."

He bore a harp, at whose dread sound,

J
.- Our swords dropp'd harmless to the ground.

Others of Macpherson's names are found in the Fenian tales; but

the great source whence he drew, is Toland's History of the Druids.

From this history, Laing observes, that "
his names and explanations

are transcribed verbatim." That he found his Inishuna there in

Inisoen, is pretty apparent, and also his Gelchossa (Ir. Geal-chos-

saigh.) This last, says Toland,
" was a Druidess, and her name is of

the Homerical strain, signifying white-legged,"* a strain that would

at once arrest the attention of Macpherson, and cause him to transfer

it to his own centos. But had he paid the slightest attention to

genuine Irish history, and not been obstinately resolved on falsifying

it, to favour his own ill-constructed fictions, he would never have

resuscitated Cuchullin, after he had been quietly entombed for up-

wards of two centuries ; and changed his country, to make him the

contemporary and the compatriot of his Caledonian Achilles ! Mac-

pherson, conscious of his own literary crimes, takes every opportunity
of vilifying our Irish historians, that by destroying their credibility,

* Toland's History of the Druids, p. 23,-
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he may establish his own ; and at the very time he is pilfering names

and incidents from their writings, to work into his own heterogeneous

tissue of falsehoods, he turns upon them with matchless ingratitude,

and accuses them of the very enormities which he is himself com-

mitting !

It isjustly observed in Charles O'Conor's dissertation, that "the mo-

dern sentiments, manners, customs, and allusions they contain, affix

them to modern times ; and the ignorance of chronology, geography,

and ancient history, shews that Ossian, the son of Fingal, was in no

degree fit to personate OisiN, the son of Fiosrx, in the description of

things to which that prince was coeval. The son oi Fingal, therefore,

lived near our own times, and it is best known to Mr. Macpherson,
whether he is not in the whole or in part, alive to this day, (1766.)

Be it as it may, be he living, dying, or dead ; entire, maimed, or

interpolated ; his Erse language betrays him, and gives us the land

of his nativity with as much precision, as the shadow on Ahab's dial

did the time of the day ; and pity it is, that the parity does not hold

out in the other particular, as the sun of history would in that case

go ten degrees back on Mr. Macpherson's chronological time-plate, to

gain poor Ossian a long poetical day, and establish a monarchy of

Scots in Britain, five hundred years before it really commenced."

The author intended to give an additional section on the manners,

and to direct the reader's attention to many revolting incongruities,

still farther illustrative of Macpherson's forgeries. But after what

has been already submitted to consideration, this would surely be

superfluous. The incongruities are too numerous and too glaring to

escape the observation of the most superficial reader. The wonder is

great that Macpherson could ever have deceived the reflecting and

intelligent ; it would be still greater, should there, at this day, be

found an individual of name and character, willing to stand forth as
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his advocate. Of all literary impostors, Macpherson has a just claim to

precedence. Psalmanazar, who pretended that he had brought a new

language from Formosa to Europe, falls far behind him. Chatterton's

ascription of the works of his own splendid genius to Rowley, a priest

of the fifteenth century, was a comparatively innocent device to arrest

public interest. Lauder's attempt to rob Milton of his glory, by the

fabrication of Latin verses, which he affirmed the great poet, as a

plagiary, had transferred to his Paradise Lost, was sufficiently infa-

mous. But Macpherson, ambitious of being more deeply "damned
to everlasting fame," not contented with purloining many of the

choicest gems of Irish, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew poetry, falsified

the histories of Rome, of Denmark, of Scotland, and above all, of

Ireland ; and in violation of the laws of time and place, and in defi-

ance of all written documents, dared with matchless effrontery, to

give his own crude, unfounded inventions, to the world as authentic

history I Ut quisque est meritus, prcemium ferat. .

Note.—Since this Essay was prepared for the Press, a Member of the Royal Irish

Academy informed tlie author, that another work on the same subject has been published

by the Rev. Edward Davies, F. R. S. L. This work the author has not seen, nor has he even

learned wliat views Mr. Davies has taken of the subject. If, therefore, tlie reader of the

two works should discover in them any coincidence of thought or of argument, he will con-

sider it as accidental, and remember with Doctor Johnson, that
" there are occasions in which

all reasonable men will think alike."

DuBUN, May 4, 1830.
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Essat/
" To investigate the Authenticity of the Poems of Ossian,

-

both as given in Macphersori's Translation, and as published in

Gaelic in 1807, under the Sanction of the Highland Society of

London; and, on the Supposition of such Poems not being of

recent Origin, to assign the probable Era and Country of the ori-

ginal Poet or Poets." Proposed by the Royal Irish Academy.

By EDWARD O'REILLY, Esq.

Read 25th May, 1829.

There is no literary controversy of modern times that has for so

long a period, and with so deep an interest, attracted the public at-

tention as that on the authenticity of those poems, published about

the middle of the last century, by Mr. James Macpherson, under the

name of the Poems of Ossian.*

Those poems were ushered into the world under peculiarly favour-

able circumstances. They were patronized by the then Earl of Bute,

who took a leading part in the councils and government of the coun-

try, and by most of the Scottish nobility and gentry : a race of peo-

ple who have always been remarkable for a laudable patriotism, ever

anxious to support the honour and advance the interests of their

native country. The then prevailing taste of the public also was

* Oisin is the true name of the ancient bard, christened by Mr. Macpherson, first Oscian',

and afterwards Ossian ; but as he is not known by this true name among English readers, we

shall in this Essay give up the real name, and call him by the fictitious one, Ossian.

VOL. XVI. Z •
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favourable to the reception of the poems ; inquiries after the remains

of ancient Uterature had become fashionable, and the public found

itself astonished at the discovery of a new store of poetry and history,

which, for so long a period, had been suffered to remain unexplored

in the Highlands of Scotland.

The new system of history which the preface and the notes to the

poems attempted to establish, was flattering to Caledonian vanity,

and several of the gentry of the Scotch nation, being great favourites

at court, procured for the work praises from those who wished to

make themselves agreeable to persons in authority. The poems con-

tained in themselves some very attractive powers ; with a great num-

ber of faults, they certainly possess some very great beauties, and this,

united to patronage and fashion, brought the poems into very general

notice, and procured for both the author and translator unbounded

commendation.

The translator was not, however, long suffered to remain in quiet

possession of the applauses he received, nor was Scotland long to

enjoy, undisputed, the credit of giving birth to so great a genius and

so eminent a poet as Ossian, the son of a Caledonian monarch, and

himself an illustrious hero. Some of the native Highlanders, who

were acquainted with their native language, and who had been

accustomed to hear the popular tales and poetry of their ancestors,

could not recognize in the Ossian of Macpherson the poems they had

always heard as the production of the ancient Ossian, and which were

common to them and to the Irish ; and though something of a simi-

larity in the stories of both was admitted, insinuations were thrown

out that Mr. Macpherson was, in reality, the fabricator, and not the

translator of those poems. Some of the Irish writers, on the other

hand, boldly claimed the exclusive right to Ossian. They did not

deny that Macpherson was a translator, but they insisted on the
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Hibernian origin of both the poet and the poems. Tliey had been

long accustomed, not only to the hearing, but to the reading of au:-

cient Irish poems ascribed to Ossian, the son of Fionn Mac Cubhait,

not Fingal, for neither they nor the Highlanders had ever, until then,

heard of a person of that name ; and remembeing the names, com-

mon in those poems, and several of the incidents contained in them,

and finding something of a similarity of names, and the same trans-

actions and events in Macphereon's Ossian, they, without taking the

trouble of comparing the two poets, at once proclaimed the transla-

tor a literary plunderer, and insisted on transferring the credit of the

work from Scotland to Ireland, the native country of the venerable

bard.

.i It appears that much more than a year had not elapsed after the

publication of the first fragments of the poems of Ossian, when the

charge of plagiarism and forgery against Mr. Macpherson had ob-

tained an extensive currency. For in the year 1762, when he pub-

lished an enlarged edition of the fragments, with some additional

poems, he found it necessary to make some defence against so serious

a charge. This he did, not by a formal notice and denial of the

charge, but by publishing the following
"
advertisement," prefixed to

the new edition.

" The translator thinks it necessary to make the public acquainted

with the motives which induced him to depart from his proposals

concerning the originals. Some men of genius, whom he has the

honour to number among his friends, advised him to publish propo-

sals for printing, by subscription, the whole originals, as a better way
of satisfying the public concerning the authenticity of the poems,

than depositing munuscript copies in any public library. This he

did; but no subscribers appearing, he takes it for the judgment of the

public, that neither the one nor the other is necessary. However,

z 2
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there is a design on foot to print the originals, as soon as the trans-

lator shall have time to transcribe them for the press; and if this pub-
lication shall not take place, copies will then be deposited in one of

the public libraries, to prevent so ancient a monument of genius from

being lost."

By this advertisement it is evident that Mr. Macpherson knew

that the public required something to satisfy its doubts respecting

the authenticity of the poems. But although he lived for thirty-four

years after giving that pledge, though he was often called upon pub-

licly and privately to produce originals, and though he received

^1,000 at one time, and ^200 at another, from the Highland

Society of London, for the purpose of defraying the expense of print-

ing the originals, he never printed one of them, nor deposited them

in any library.

The bare promise of Mr. Macpherson respecting the originals, did

not satisfy the public. The existence of the Gaelic originals of what

appeared in English was positively denied, not only by writers of

these nations, but also by others on the Continent. In Ireland, the

late venerable Charles O'Conor, in his
" Dissertations on the History

of Ireland," and in his Preface to O'Flaherty's "Ogygia Vindicated,"

openly charged Mr. Macpherson as an impostor ; and he supported

the charge by such observations and arguments as Macpherson did

not answer. Sylvester O'Halloran too, author of the History of

Ireland, in his introduction to that work, but much earlier, in essays

published in
" Wilson's Dublin Magazine," brought similar charges,

and branded the translator with ignorance and falsehood. The work

was warmly taken up in France also by some writers, who published

a learned article upon the subject, in the Journal des Spavans, for

May, June, &c., 1764. But the most powerful opponent that Mr.

Macpherson had to meet with, was the celebrated Doctor Samuel
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Johnson. That distinguished writer pubhshed an account of his

Journey to the Western Islands, and in that work gave the pubhc his

opinion on the poems of Ossian, and of the conduct of Mr, Macpher-
son towards the pubhc, respecting those poems. He argues, Dubhn

Edition, 12mo, 1775, page 188-192, that the Earse was an unwrit-

ten speech, in which nothing that is not very short can be trans-

mitted from one generation to another, that there is not in the lan-

guage five hundred lines that can be proved to be one hundred years

old ; that the Scotch had not even the Bible in their own dialect, but

used the Irish translation ; that if there were any manuscripts to be

found, they were Irish ; for Martin,* who wrote an account of the

Western Islands, published in London, 1716, mentions Irish, but ne-

ver any Earse manuscripts to be found in the islands in his time ; that

the editor never did nor never could show the originals; that a learned

minister in Sky, whose testimony had been produced as one that held

Fingal to be the work of Ossian, would not say that he believed it ;

that all persons of integrity, who professed to have heard parts of the

poems, heard them when they were boys, and could not recite six

lines ofthem ; that the Scots are seduced by their fondness for their

supposed ancestors ; and that a Scotchman must be a very sturdy

moralist, who does not love Scotland better than truth."

Those objections were certainly not all well founded, but the

most powerful of them might be overthrown by producing the origi-

nals. But this Mr. Macpherson did not do. On the contrary, he

* Martin, in his account of the island of Erisca says,
" The natives speak the Irish tongue

more perfectly here than in most of the other islands, partly because of the remoteness, and

the small number of those that speak English, and partly because some
o4j

them are scholars,

and versed in the Irish language."
"
Fergus Beaton hath the following ancient Irish manuscripts, in the Irish character, to

wit :—A Vicenna, A Verroes, Joannes de Vigo, Bernardus, Gordmus, and several volumes of the

Hippocrates,"
—

Description of the Western Islands of Scotland, 8vo, pp. 88, 89.
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wrote the Doctor a letter, in which, it would appear, from the answer

given to it, he threatened personal violence to Johnson, if he would

not retract what he had written on the subject. We have not the

words of Macpherson's letter, but it drew from Johnson the following

reply :

" Mr. James Macpherson,

"
I received your foolish and impudent letter.

Any violence that shall be attempted upon me, I will do my best to

repel ; and what I cannot do for myself, the law shall do for me
;

for I will not be hindered from exposing what I think a cheat, by the

menaces of a ruffian. What would you have me retract ? I thought

your work an imposture ; I think so still ;
and for my opinion, I have

given reasons which I dare you to refute. Your abilities, since your

Homer, are not so formidable ; and what I hear of your morality, in-

clines me to credit rather what you shall prove, than what you shall

say. " S. Johnson."

This answer of Johnson's was sufficiently galling to enrage a per-

son of less irritable disposition than Macpherson is, by his friends,

represented to have been; but it seems to have had a different effect

on him, he wisely refrained from violence, and was obliged to sit

patiently under the disgrace that Johnson had fastened on him, con-

tenting himself with merely causing Mr, Becket, his publisher, to

subscribe an advertisement in the newpapers to this effect :

" That during six weeks after the first publication of the poems,
the original manuscript lay at his shop for the inspection of the

curious.

(Signed)
" T. Becket."
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This expedient did not make the affair better. Doubts had not

been pubhcly expressed, as to the authenticity of the poems, within

so short a time as six weeks after their pubhcation. No one had heard

of the alleged manuscript being then at the printer's : of course no one

went to see it. But when the authenticity of the poems, and the

very existence of an original was denied, it was not produced, and

this served to confirm the doubts entertained of Macpherson's vera-

city.

The poems, however, were not without their advocates. The

celebrated Doctor Hugh Blair, before the controversy respecting them

had become general, wrote a "
CrJtitical Dissertation on the Poems

of Ossian," in which all that could be said in behalf of their authen-

ticity, from the internal evidence of the poems, was urged with a

force that nothing could exceed ; and their principal beauties were

displayed in the most facinating language. The Doctor, however,

in his zeal to promote the literary reputation of the ancient Caledo-

nians, forgot that in a critical dissertation the internal evidence,

which the poems afforded, against their authenticity, and the defects

that were contained in them, should be put in counterpoise to the

internal evidence for their authenticity, which he thought they con-

tained, so that the reader might form an unbiassedjudgment on both.

The Doctor's first labours in this affair do not seem to have been

quite satisfactory to himself. He saw that his arguments did not

carry conviction, and to improve their force, he found it necessary to

have recourse to authority. For this purpose he applied to several

Highland gentlemen and clergymen for information on the subject,

and the result of his inquiries he published in an Appendix to his

Critical Dissertation.

Doctor Blair was not, however, the only stickler for the authen-

ticity of Macpherson's Ossian. Others, with infinitely less ability,
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but with more rudeness, and in coarser language, assailed the oppo-
nents of the poems, and of the system of Scottish history, which their

author or translator had attempted to erect.

As was to be expected, in all such cases, both sides claimed the

victory ; but the objections of those who denied the authenticity of

the poems, seemed to have more weight with the public, than the

arguments of those who contended for their antiquity and originality.

In this state of the question, the Highland Society of London came to

the resolution of putting an end to the dispute, by announcing its

determination to print the "Originals" of the poems; and to

prepare the public mind for the reception of those originals, the High-
land Society of Scotland appointed a Committee to draw up a " Re-

port on the nature and authenticity of the poems of Ossian."

The Committee appointed by the Highland Society of Scotland,

was composed of the most respectable members of that body, and the

mode adopted to procure materials for the Report, had at least the

appearance of a desire to obtain full information upon a subject so

long in dispute, and which had excited so much interest. A set of

queries was drawn up and circulated through such parts of the High-
lands and islands, and amongst such persons resident there, as seemed

most
likely to afford the information required.

—See the Report,

page 2.

QUERIES.

The first query asked—Have you ever heard repeated or sung

any of the poems ascribed to Ossian, translated and published by
Mr. Macpherson ; by whom and when did you hear them so re-

peated ; did you commit any of them to writing, or can you remem-

ber them so well as to set them down ?
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, The secbnd requires the same answer concerning any other ancient

poems of the same kind as those in Mr. Macpherson's collection.

The third asks, are any of the persons from whom you heard any
such poems now alive ; or, are there any persons who remember and

can repeat or recite such poems .'*

The fourth relates to persons from whom Mr. Macpherson re-

ceived any poems, what the poems were which he received, the

manner in which he received them, and how he wrote them down. It

requires that if such persons can be found, Macpherson's translation

shall be shewn to them, and that they shall be desired to say if the

translation is exact and literal; or, if it differs, to say in what it dif-

fers from the poems as they gave them to him, and can now recollect

them. '.T

The fifth requires all the information that can be collected with

regard to the traditionary belief in the country concerning Fingal

and his followers, and that of Ossian and his poems.
The sixth, requires such general information as may occur to the

person addressed upon the subject.
—See Report, page 3.

Upon this mode adopted by the Highland Society of Scotland,

for obtaining information on the subject of these poems, there is one

observation to be made, which arises from an assertion in the report

itself, viz : that the ancient language of Scotland and Ireland was

identically the same, and that the popular stories and poems of each

were common to both nations. Now admitting the truth of this

assertion in its fullest extent, the question may very fairly be asked,

did the Committee go far enough in its inquiries to enable it to decide

impartially upon this important question .''

The Committee knew that the popular tales and poems were com-

mon to both countries, that there existed in Ireland, as well as in

," the Highlands and islands," a number of poems ascribed to Ossian ;

VOL. XVI. . j:i; oJv. A A
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that Irish writers had claimed those poems as exclusively belonging to

their nation ; that they denied the authenticity of the poems pub-
lished under the name of Ossian by Mr. Macpherson ; and that they

accused him of plagiarism, forgery, and imposture. All this, one

would think should be sufficient to induce the Committee to distribute

some of its circulars in Ireland, to collect information on both sides,

and by so doing, prove the impartiality of the Report about to be

formed. But no such thing was done. Not one of the circulars

containing the above questions was ever sent to Ireland. Why this

happened we shall not now stop to inquire, but leave the fact to be

cleared up by the Committee.

The Report of the Committee drawn up from the answers giveft to

these queries, seems to have been quite satisfactory to the Highland

Society of London, as it has, in a " Dissertation on the Authenticity

of the Poems of Ossian," prefixed to the first vol. of the Gaelic Origi-

nals of those poems, declared that the proofs collected therein cannot

fail to be sufficiently satisfactory. But however satisfactory the

Report may have been to the sister societies, it was not quite so to the

public ; the controversy has continued ;
the authenticity of the poems

of Ossian, as published by Mr. Macpherson, is denied; and what is

of more importance to the societies, the report of one society is de-

clared delusive, and the work published by the other, under the

title of " The Poems of Ossian in the original Gaelic," is

pronounced, by good Gaelic scholars, to be a bad translation of

Macpherson's original English, into a corrupt dialect of the modern

Erse.

To bring this disputed question to an issue, the Royal Irish

Academy, in the true spirit of its institute, has in the terms prefixed

to these sheets, offered a premium for the best Essay on the subject.

In pursuance of that object, the following pages are composed, in

which weahall enter into an examination of Mr. Macpherson's state-
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ments contained in his Dissertation concerning the era of Ossian,

prefixed to his poems, and in the notes attached to them, and also of

the poems themselves, published by Macpherson, to see how far he

agrees or disagrees with history, with himself, or with Ossian ; and

how far Ossian agrees with both. In doing this, we shall generally

make use of the pocket edition of Ossian's Poems, printed by Eller-

ToN and Byworth, London, 1807, because the text of that edition

seems to have been printed from the edition of the poems, where, as

the translator said, he resigned them for ever to their fate. But as

there are some statements in the notes to the earlier editions, which

have not been inserted in the pocket edition, and as there are varia-

tions in the translation between the two editions, both of which may
be necessary to notice, M'e shall also take occasion to refer to the edi-

tion printed by Fitzsimons, Dublin, 1762. Referring to these different

editions, the first shall be marked n. ed. p. and the latter o. ed. p.

In the course of this examination we shall see how far the internal

evidence, which it is said these poems furnish of their own authenti-

city, sustains the opinions of those who are advocates for their ancient

origin. This examination applies not only to the poems, as published by

Macpherson, but also to the originals published by the {Society, and

might perhaps be sufficient to decide the question as to their authen-

ticity. But there is an internal evidence that bears strongly on the

question, which is to be found in what is called the Gaelic originals

of these poems, and on which both societies seem to have more reli-

ance to prove the authenticity of the poems, than on the testimonies

furnished to the Committee. This internal evidence we are told, is to

be found "in the language of the Gaelic originals, which furnishes

complete internal evidence of its own originality."
—

(See the Poems

of Ossian in the original Gaelic, Introduction, vol. i. page 4, and

Dissertation on the Authenticity, &c., pp. 96 and 170.) As this kind

A A 2
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of internal evidence is so much relied on, it calls for our particular

attention, and it shall be candidly examined when we come to treat

of the poems in the original Gaelic.

Before entering upon an examination of the poems, it will be ne-

cessary to notice the falsehoods, misstatements, and contradictions,

contained in the Dissertations of Mr. Macpherson prefixed to those

poems. The first thing in the Dissertation that claims our attention

is, where he says, page 11, n. ed.—" Those who write in the Gaehc

language seldom mention religion in their profane poetry." He men-

tions this to account for the silence of his Ossian on the subject of

religion; but the assertion is totally devoid of truth, as must be well

known to all readers of Gaelic. Mr. Macpherson soon contradicts

himself. He tells us, in the very next page, that "
it was with one

of the Culdees that Ossian, in his extreme old age, is said to have

disputed concerning the Christian religion. This dispute, they say,

is extant, and is couched in verse, The dispute bears the

genuine marks of antiquity. The obsolete phrases and expressions

peculiar to the times prove it to be no forgery." Here we are told

that Ossian's dispute on the subject of religion is extant in verse. He

at first gives us only a they say, but he soon forgets
"
they say," and

positively asserts that the dispute is extant, and that it bears the

genuine marks of antiquity,
" which prove it to be no forgery." Mr.

Macpherson well knew that such a poem was in existence ; he had no

occasion, therefore, for a "
they say," he could have produced the

poem ; but he had his own reasons for not doing so. It would have

overthrown his system, and proved that the heroes of Ossian were

Irishmen. It would also prove that it could not be written in the

days of Ossian ; for though its
"
phrases and expressions

"
may appear

obsolete to a modern Highlander, a Gaelic scholar, even moderately

skilled in ancient Gaelic manuscripts, can at one glance discover
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that its language is not the language of the third century. The poem
he alludes to is well known even in Scotland, and is to be found in

every collection of poems in Ireland that are ascribed to Ossian.

Dr. Young found it in the Highlands of Scotland, so did Mr. Hill,

and both published it ; the bishop, in the first vol. of the Transac-

tions of the Royal Irish Academy, and Mr. Hill, in his Collection of

Gaelic Poems. Both copies are incorrect, but they prove that they

are of Irish origin. In Scotland the poem is called
"
Urnigh Oisin,"

in Ireland it is named sometimes "Tomarbadh" and at other times
"
Agallamh Phadruig agus Oisin.*' ,r , '..• -; nf".

The contradiction now detected is not, however, the only thing-

observable in the above quotation. The " father of Ossian
"

speaks

here, as he did a few lines before, of Culdees as contemporaries with

Ossian, and he tells us, that
" the name of CwWees, in the language of

the country, signified the sequestered persons." It is hard to say whe-

ther, in this passage, Mr. Macpherson displays more of effrontery,

ignorance, or folly. Where did he find that the name of Culdees

had been ever heard of for centuries after Ossian had been laid in his

grave, even supposing him to have lived down to the days of Saint

Patrick, which cannot be admitted ^ Mr. Macpherson could scarcely

be ignorant of the fact, that no Culdees could possibly be contem-

poraries with Ossian ; but he chose, for reasons best known to him-

self, to create Culdees six hundred years before God was pleased to

call them into existence. But let him be ignorant of that fact or not,

he displays no small share of ignorance in the etymology of the name,

which he says signifies a '*

sequestered person." This is an error

that could hardly be committed by any person having the least pre-

tensions to the character of a Gaelic scholar, and it aflfbrds an irrefrar

gable proof of Macpherson's incompetency to translate the genuine

poems of Ossian, if such were laid before him. The word Culdee is
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spouse of God, or a person totally renouncing the service of the world,

and devoting himself entirely to the service of the Almighty. This

ignorance is inexcusable in a man who presumes to set himself up as a

guide to others, and who, however superficially acquainted with the

ancient Gaelic language, might have found the Latin names of Colidei

and Cultores Dei, given to the Culdees by Giraldus Cambrensis;

Archbisop Usher ;
Roderick O'Flaherty ; Lloyd, Bishop of Worces-

ter ; or his own countryman, Buchanan, in his History of Scotland.

Those who wish to know what the Culdees were, will do well to con-

sult Bishop Lloyd's
"
History of the Government of the Churches of

Great Britain and Ireland," and Doctor Lanigan's "Ecclesiastical His-

tory of Ireland," vol. iii. pp. 245-248, and vol. iv. pp. 290-31?.

We have been thus prolix on this point, to call the attention of

the reader to the internal proof which this passage supplies of the

modern fabrication of those poems which have been imposed upon

the world as the poems of Ossian. The Culdees were certainly never

heard of until the beginning of the ninth century, therefore the men-

tion of them in the Scotch Ossian affords an incontrovertible proof

that the poems which pass under his name, as ancient Gaelic poems,

could not have been written by him, who, according to Macpherson

himself, lived in the third century. There is another thing which

Mr. Macpherson mentions, (n. ed. p. 14.) that demands some obser-

vation. He says,
" The strongest objection to the antiquity of the

poems now given to the public, under the name of Ossian, is the im-

probability of their being handed down by tradition through so

many centuries."" This is certainly a strong objection, though not the

strongest ; but how does he attempt to obviate it ? By telling us

that the bards, not Ossian, composed ridiculous fables which flattered

the vanity of their chiefs ; and he adds,
"

It is to tlus vanity that we
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owe the preservation of what remains of the more ancient poems."

What a comphment to the historic veracity of Ossian, upon whose

authority he and his friend Doctor John Macpherson built their new

system of ancient Scottish History. Fearful, however, that this

manner of accounting for Ossian's preservation might not be quite

satisfactory, he attempts to bolster it up by a description of Gaelic

verse, which he says was "
admirably contrived for that purpose"

Admirable ! That man must be an excellent judge of all the niceties

of ancient Gaelic versification, who could discover that the meaning
of the word Culdees signified

"
the sequestered persons I"

Tradition, however, does not appear to be at all times of equal

authority with " the father of Ossian." When it serves to preserve

ancient poems it is good, but when it opposes, or does not support a

favourite hypothesis, it is then worthless. This kind of contradic-

tion is not unfrequent with Mr. Macpherson. At p. 14, n. ed., he

labours to shew that tradition was able to preserve the poems of

Ossian, but when he comes to speak of ancient Scottish history it is of

no avail. He tells us (p. 21, n. ed.) "Traditions, however, concern-

ing remote periods, are only to be regarded in so far as they coincide

with contemporary writers of undoubted credit and veracity." Again,

p. 28, we are told
"
Probability is all that can be established on the

authority of tradition, ever dubious and uncertain," If this be so,

what becomes of the Macphersonian system of British and Irish His-

tory, revealed to the two worthy namesakes, by an old bard of the

third century, whose account of the Caledonian colonization of

Ireland, in the first century, does not " coincide with contemporary
writers of undoubted credit or authority," or indeed with any other

writers, contemporary or otherwise ?
' '

The consideration of Mr. Macpherson's discoveries regarding the

early colonization of Ireland, might, not improperly, be postponed
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until we come to treat of particular passages in the poems ; but as he.

has here entered so minutel}^ into the matter, and favoured us with

the names and genealogical table of the first five or six monarchs of

Ireland, of his and his son Ossian's creation, it will not be improper
to consider the subject here.

According to
" the father of Ossian," who cites his son's poem of

Temora for what he asserts, n. ed. p. 26. Conor, the son Trenmor,

King of Morven, and grand-uncle of Fingal, was the first monarch of

Ireland. " To Conor succeeded his son Cormac," who being opposed

by the Firbolg, was relieved by his cousin Fingal, to whom he gave
his daughter Roscrana in marriage, who, in good time, bore to him

their son, the celebrated Ossian.
" Cormac was succeeded on the Irish throne by his son Cairbre ;

Cairbre, by Artho his son, who was the father of that Cormac, in

whose minority the invasion of Swaran happened, which is the sub-

ject of the poem of Fingal."

In this pedigree of Cairbre, monarch of Ireland, the venerable

Ossian, and the heroic Fingal, Mr. Macpherson has, it must be con-

fessed, acquitted himself with as much dexterity as any of the gentle-
men in the offices of "Garter" or

"
Ulster," kings at arms; and has

created ancestors for his heroes with as much ease as the most expert
herald could create Red Lions, Green Dragons, Blue Boars, Black

Swans, Two-headed Eagles, &;c. &c., with which those gentlemen
are constantly supplied for the accommodation of all who have occa-

sion and money to purchase such articles. The thing has only one

defect, it is not exhibited in an heraldic form. This defect, for

the better understanding of the thing, we shall here endeavour to

supply.
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Trenmor, king of Morven, the powerful monarch of a populous

kingdom, situate in a corner of the present Argyleshire,
in Scotland.

Trathal

Comhal

Fingal = Roscrana

Ossian
the Poet.

I

Oscar, killed

by Cairbre

Lord of Atha.

Conar, Monarch of

Ireland

Cormac, Mon. of Ireland

Cairbre Men. of Ireland

Artho, Mon. of Ireland

I

Cormac, a minor
ut the death ofhis

father, murdered
at Temora, by
Cairbre, Lord of

Atha.

Ferad-artho,

who, upon the

defeat and death

of the usurper
Cairbre of Atha

by Fingal, as-

cended the

throne of Ire-

land.

It now remains for us to inquire into the periods at which these

celebrated personages flourished. In this inquiry let us take Mr,

Macpherson for our guide. He tells us, n. ed. p. 12, that " the ex-

ploits of Fingal against Caracul," (Caracalla)
" the son of the king

of the world, are among the first brave actions of his youth." This

war happened in the year 211, in which year the emperor Severus,

the father of Caracalla, died. Let us suppose that these *'
first brave

actions of Fingal" happened when he was not more than twenty

years of age, his birth must be therefore, at the latest, about the year
190. Macpherson says the Irish histories place the death of Fionn

Mac Cubhail, the Fingal of Macpherson, to the year 283, and in this

date he says they are correct. The poem of Temora represents Fin-

gal in that "
last of his battles," as in full possession of all his mental

and physical powers, and that battle was fought but a very short

period before his death, when he could not be less than ninety years

VOL. XVI. B B
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of age, Conor, the granduncle of Fingal, according to Mr. Mac-

pherson, n. ed. p. 27, founded the Irish monarchy towards the close

of the first century, when he must have attained to a good round age.

Trathal, the brother ofConarand grandfather of Fingal, it appears

was older ; he must, therefore, have been born not later than the early

part of the first century, say A. D. twenty or thirty. If in the year

thirty, one hundred and sixty years must have elapsed before the

birth of Fingal in the year one hundred and ninety, giving at least

eighty years apiece to the two generations of Trathal and Comhal.

But from the year one hundred and ninety, when Fingal was born,

to two hundred and eighty-three, when he died, only ninety-three

years expired, which gives to the three generations of Fingal, Ossian,

and Oscar, only thirty-one years each. This is internal evidence,

but it must be acknowledged, that it is that kind of evidence that

exposes the glaring absurdity of the system of history, which Mr.

Macpherson founded on the authority of his son Ossian.

Mr. Macpherson, not satisfied with the exhibition of his know-

ledge of Gaelic, in his etymology of the word Culdee, gives us ano-

ther specimen of the same kind, in his derivation of the words Cale-

donians and Scots, (n. ed. pp. 22-23.) These derivations are given,

not by way of conjecture, but are pronounced with unhesitating

effrontery ; but they are such as have not even the merit of probabi-

lity to support them, as must be evident to every person acquainted

with the Gaelic language.

"The father of Ossian" tells us (n. ed. p. 27,)
" Temora con-

tains . not only the history of the first migration of the Caledonians

into Ireland ; it also preserves some important facts concerning the

first settlement of the Firbolg or Belgse of Britain." This is asserted

positively, apd who dare deny the truth of it, when it comes attested

by Ossian himself, in
*' the poem of Temora." None, surely, but the

1 n
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"
father of Ossian," who, on the same page that contains this asseiv

tion, assures us, with equal confidence, that "of the affairs of Scot-

land, it is certain, nothing can be depended upon prior to the reign

of Fergus, the son of Ere, who lived in the fifth century !" - ^vyyui:

Speaking of the Romans abdicating Britain, about the year 406,

Mr. Macpherson says, (n. ed. p. 30,)
'*

It is at this period we must

place the origin of the arts of civil life among the Scots.—Instead of

roving through unfrequented wilds, in search of subsistence by means

of hunting, men applied to agriculture and raising of corn." What
then had become of the superior civilization of the kingdom of Mor-

ven, which flourished under the reign of the mighty monarch Fingal,

when the country, so far from being covered with "
unfrequented

wilds" was, according to Ossian, so populous that the king could kad

forth his thousands, and overthrow "the kings of the world." U or.

Mr. Macpherson (n. ed. p. 53,) tells us that he was induced to

disregard the Hibernian extraction of the Scottish nation, by observ-

ing "That the dialect of the Celtic, spoken in the north of Scotland,

is more pure, more agreeable to its mother language, and more

abounding with primitives, than that now spoken, or even that which

has been written for some centuries back, amongst the most unmixed

part of the Irish nation. A Scotchman tolerably conversant in his

own language, understands an Irish composition, from that deriva-

tive analogy which it has to the Gaelic of the North Britain. An

Irishman, on the other hand, without the aid of study, can never

understand a composition in the Gaelic tongue. This affords a proof,

that the Scotch Gaelic is the most original, and consequently the

language of a more ancient and unmixed people. The Irish, how-

ever backward they may be to allow any thing to the prejudice of

tlieir antiquity, seem inadvertently to acknowledge it, by the very

appellation they give to the dialect they speak. They call their own

B B 2
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language Gaelic Ei'rinarch, i. e. Caledonian Irish, when, on the con-

trary, they call the dialect of the North Britain a Chaelic. A cir-

cumstance of this nature tends more to decide which is the most

ancient nation, than the united testimonies of a whole legion of

ignorant bards and Senachies." It would be foreign to the nature of

this Essay, to enter into an investigation of the historical inferences

which this pretender draws from the difference between the Scotch

and Irish Gaelic. I should therefore pass this part, as unworthy of

observation, if his futile claims to credit, as a Gaelic scholar, and as

a translator ofOssian, did not call for animadversion. The Gaelic

examples he has given, however, save me the trouble of an elaborate

criticism. The words " Cael Eirinarch," and " a Chaelic," prove,

beyond the possibility of a doubt, the bare-faced falsehood, as well

as the errors of the writer. Those words are not Gaelic, either

Scotch or Irish. They never so were written in either dialects before

the days of James Macpherson. No Irishman would use them ; and

if such jargon has found its way into the colloquial dialect of the

Highland Scots, it is the strongest possible proof that their language

has become barbarous indeed.

There is one assertion contained in the above quotation, which,

notwithstanding the ignorance of the Gaelic language, so strongly

apparent in the writer, might, if uncontradicted, have some weight

with those not intimately acquainted with the subject. He says, the

Irish call their own language Gaelic Eirinarch, i. e.
" Caledonian

Irish," and "they call the dialect of North Britain a Ghaelic." I

suppose that by
" Gaelic Eirinarch," the author meant Gaelic Eirin-

nach, or, as it should be properly spelled, Gaoidhilig Eirionnach,

and that by "a Ghaelic" he intended something to express an

Ghaeilic, or correctly an Ghaoidhilig. If this were his intention, he

was wrong in the translation.
" Gaelic Eirinarch" even supposing
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it properly written, does not mean " Caledonian Irish." It means

Irish Gaelic^ or the dialect of the Gaelic used in Ireland
; and it is

a positive fact, that the Irish do not, nor never did, call the dialect

of North Britain " a Chaelic," nor even an Ghaelic. Let us hear

what is said on this subject by Doctor Shaw, a learned clergyman, a

Highlander, who, in the year 1778, published
" An Analysis of the

Gaelic Language," and in two years after, in London,
" A Gaelic

and English Dictionary," and " An English and Gaelic Dictionary."

This gentleman, from his acquaintance with the language, must be

acknowledged a good judge of Gaelic writing. He once believed the

poems of Ossian, as published by Macpherson, to be genuine trans-

lations from the ancient Gaelic, and, in order to convince the world

that they were so, he made a journey through the Highlands and

islands to discover the originals, as Mr. Macpherson did not choose

to produce those that he said were in his possession. The search,

though made with great diligence and labour, was fruitless. No
ancient poems could be found either in writing or in the mouths of

the people. Poems stuffed with ridiculous fables were to be found,

in which Fionn Mac-Cuhhail and his followers made a conspicuous

figure, but these were the compositions of the fifteenth century. To

put an end to the dispute relating to Macpherson's Ossian, and to

convince Doctor Johnson that there was, at least, one Scotchman

who loved truth better than Scotland, Doctor Shaw published the

result of his inquiries, in a pamphlet, entitled
" An Enquiry into the

Authenticity of the Poems ascribed to Ossian." From a copy of this

work, printed by Byrne, Dublin, 1782, pp. 121-127, the following

extracts are given :
'•

?.V" I would not wish to appear to derogate from the real honour and

antiquity of Scotland ; that can never be affected by the loss of these

poems ;
but when I am conscious that without a knowledge of Irish
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learning, we can know nothing of the Earse as a tongue, (the Irish

being the studied language, and the Earse only a distinct provincial

dialect,) I cannot but express my astonishment at the arrogance of

any man, who, to make way for the production of 1762, would

destroy all the archives, which the Irish, acknowledged by all the

world to have been in the eight century the most learned nation in

Europe, have been for ages labouring to produce. When the High-
lander knows nothing of Irish learning, he knows nothing of himself;

and when Irish history is lost. Highland genealogy becomes very

vague.
" Until the Reformation they" (the Irish) "had all sorts of schools

and colleges ; and it was not until Elizabeth ordered English to be

taught in all schools, and erected Trinity College, at Dublin, that

these were extinguished. Thither the youth of England and other

countries went for education ; and all the popular stories of the

Highlands at this day agree, that every chieftain went thither for

education and the use of arms, from the fourth century until the

Reformation. Icolumkill was first founded by the munificence of the

Irish ; and all the abbots and monks belonging to it, one abbot only

excepted, until its dissolution, were Irish. All the Highland clergy
not only studied but received ordination in Ireland. The clergy of

the islands especially, and those of the western coast, were frequently
natives of Ireland. Hence it happens, that all poetical compositions,

stories, fables, &c., of any antiquity, which are repeated in the High-
lands at this day, are confessedly in the Irish Gaelic, and every stanza

that is remarkably fine or obscure; is still called Gaelic dhomhain
EiRioNACH, i. e. deep Irish."

It- is unnecessary to make any observation on Doctor Shaw's

opinions ; the authority of such a man speaks volumes against such

a writer as Mr. Macpherson.



The late venerable Charles O'Conor, of Belanagar, Doctor O'Hal-

loran, and others, have accused Mr. Macpherson of having stolen his

Ossian from Ireland. This charge, though not true to the full extent,

is not without foundation. That writer acknowledges (w. ed. p. 37,)

that he had in his possession all the Irish poems that go under the

name of Ossian : he says,
"

I have just now in my hands all that re-

main of those compositions." That he has riiade use of them to his

own advantage shall be made to appear hereafter, when we come to

treat of particular poems. He, however, attempts to turn the com-

positions of the Irish Ossian into ridicule, by giving, as extracts from

them, some lines in his own barbarous jargon of modern Earse ;
and

perverting the Irish words to his own purpose. In four or five places

he attempts, from those Irish poems, to make Fionn Mac-Comhal

(Fingal) a Scotchman. This he thought might be done without de-

tection. Fionn's patrimony in Leinster was Almhuin, (Aloo-in,) now

Allen, in the present county of Kildare, and from which the famous

Bog of Allen takes its name. In Irish language bh and 7nh are, in

some cases commutable, and by some careless scribes Albhuin has

been written, in some of the Irish poems, instead of Almhuin, both

being of the same pronunciation. The examples he gives with their

translations are as follows :
" Fion o Albin, siol nan laoich,"—" Fion

from Albion, race of heroes." " Albin an sa d'roina m'arach."—
;

"
Albion, where I was born and bred."

" Sanu* Alban na n'abarthar

Triath,"—i" No chief should have afterwards been numbered in

Albion." " O Albin na n'ioma stuagh,"
—" From Albion of many

waves." "Siol Albin a n'ioma caoile,"—
" The race of Albion of

many friths." These examples "the father of Ossian" fearlessly

brought forward to prove the Scotch nativity of his son ; but they

prove nothing but the forgery of the writer. No such ungrammatical

gibberish as they exhibit, is to be found in Irish poems. It would be
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a waste of time to point out the errors of the five lines now cited. I

shall, however, refer to one word, as there can be no doubt that it

was used for the sake of rendering it ancillary to his plan of making
Ossian a Scotchman. The word Alha, not Albin, is the Irish name
for Scotland. It is always so written in the nominative, accusative,

and vocative cases. In the genitive it makes Alban, and in the

dative it is Albain, but in no case it is ever written Albin. This is

so well known to every Gaelic scholar, that it is unnecessary to quote

authority ; we shall, however, give two or three examples from HigK-
landers who have written in Gaelic. In the short catechism, pub'<

lished in Gaelic, by the Synod of Argyle, and printed in Glasgow,

by Andrew Anderson, in the year 1659, we find in the title page
these words, Arcl-seanadh Eagluis na Ha-lbann.—" The high

synod of the Church of Scotland." In an account of a poem written

by Eoin Mac-Ghilleoin, addresed to the learned Edward Lhuyd, and

printed in his Archseolegia Brittannica, foho, Oxford, 1707, we find

the follow ing words :
" aon doileannuibh Inse Gall a Nalbuinn,"—

" one of the islands of Inch-Gall (the western islands) in Scotland."

In another of the poems addressed to Mr. Lhuyd, and written by
Robert Campbell, we find this line,

"
A'ngcriochvibh aoibhin na

Halban,"—"In the delightful country of Scotland." In the title

page of the New Testament, translated into Irish by Doctor William

O'Donnell, and turned from the Irish into the Roman letter, for the

use of the Highlands, by R, Kirke, a Highland clergyman, printed

in London, 1690, we find the following :
" ar mhaithe choitchinn

Ghaoidhilteacht.Albann,"—"for the common benefit of the Gaelr

tacht (those who speak Gaelic) of Scotland ;" and, lastly, in the title

page of the Gaelic Bible, printed for the British and foreign Bible

Society, in London, 1807, we find
"

air feadh Gaeltachd agus

Wleana na fi-Alba,"—<'
through the Highlands and islands of Scot-
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land." In not one of these cited places do we find the word *'Albin"

from which the conclusion is, it is submitted, quite plain, that Mac-

pherson's using it in all cases, proves that he did so for a sinister pur-

pose, and that he was so little acquainted with correct Gaelic lan-

guage, that he was not aware of the grammatical blunders that he

was falling into. This, it is submitted, is another positive proof that

those poems, published by him, under the name of Ossian, are of

his own manufacture, but founded on the popular tales and poems
of the Irish, changing, where necessary, the names of persons and

places to suit his own purposes. If Mr. Macpherson had seen the

ancient Irish manuscript in the possession of the Highland Society of

Scotland, of which we see a.facsimile in the Appendix to the Report

of the Committee of that Society, page 311, plate III. No. IV. he

would have seen that Alba, and not Albin, was the Gaelic name of

Scotland :

" Inmain tir in tir ud thoir

ALBA cona hingantaibh."

" Beloved land, that Eastern land,

Scotland with her wonders."

It appears that Mr. Macpherson was not quite sure that his pla-

giarisms should escape detection, and to forestal the objections which

he foresaw might be made to the authenticity of the poems, he con-

fesesses (n. ed. p. 39-40, &c.) that some of his poems are founded

upon the same stories as some of the Irish poems. He mentions only

three or four, but he might have gone much farther, as we shall take

occasion to shew hereafter.
" The father of Ossian," in accounting for the agreement be-

tween the early writers of Scottish history and the Irish historians,

respecting their common origin, tells us (n. ed. p. 4,) that "
the in-
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habitants of the Highlands had fallen, from several concurring cir-

sumstances, into the last degree of ignorance and barbarism." This

is a disgraceful imputation upon the literary character of the ancient

Caledonians ;
but as it comes from one of their countrymen, we have

no right to dispute its correctness. Yet, these are they whom Mr.

Macpherson, Doctor Blair, the two Highland Societies, and all their

correspondents and affidavit makers, would wish us to believe, pre-

served the genuine poems of Ossian in all their original purity, from

the days of Fingal, in the third century, down to the year 1762,

when James Macpherson, in kindness to the world, thought proper

to rescue those invaluable treasures of ancient history and poetry

from the obscurity of the pure dialect of the Scottish Gaelic, and

send them into the world in the garb of modern English.

Mr. Macpherson tells us, in the same page, that the Irish, who,

by-the-by, he acknowledges to have " a competent share of that

kind of learning which then prevailed in Europe, found it no difficult

matter to impose their own fictions on the ignorant Highland Sena-

chies." He afterwards adds, that "
though a few ignorant Senachies

might be persuaded out of their own opinion by the smoothness of an

Irish tale, it was impossible to eradicate from the bulk of the people

their own national traditions. These traditions afterwards so much

prevailed, that the Highlanders continue totally unacquainted with

the pretended Hibernian extract of the Scottish nation." So then

we are to believe that the
"

last degree of ignorance and barbarism,"

to which the Highlanders had fallen, had, upon their Senachies,

who must have been possessed of some information, the full effect of

making them forget their origin ; yet, that this "ignorance and bar-

barism" had no effect upon
" the bulk of the people," who are the

vulgar, but they, wonderful to relate, preserved their national tradi-

tions down to our own times, and they still continue "
unacquainted
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with the Hibernian extract of the Scottish nation !" Will this be

believed on the authority of Macpherson so often convicted of false-

hood ? Will it be believed by those who look to the quotation

already given from Doctor Shaw, page 20, or to the poems from the

Highlands and islands of Scotland, prefixed to Lhuyd's Archaeologia,

every one of which refers to
"
the Hibernian extract of the Scottish

nation ?
"

We shall now dismiss the Dissertations of Mr, Macpherson, and

take a cursory view of the "
Critical Dissertation on the Poems of

Ossian," by Doctor Blair, prefixed to this and some other editions of

the poems. With the beauties which the Doctor found in the poems,
or the faults and defects that others have found in them, we have

nothing to do ; we shall confine ourselves to a few observations on

the internal evidence which the Doctor thinks he has found in the

poems, to prove their being composed in a period of very remote

antiquity. Upon this and other supposed internal evidence, the

Highland Societies also rest the credibility of the antiquity of the

poems ; and, indeed, if the poems did really contain that kind of

evidence, unmixed with any thing of a contradictory nature, the

weight of it could hardly be disputed. This requires our particular

attention. -^ '

Mr. Macpherson himself. Doctor Blair^
and the Highland Socie-

ties, acknowledge, that in the days of Ossian, the Highlanders, or

the whole Scotch nation, were totally unacquainted with the arts of

civilized society. Doctor Blair tells us,
" the compositions of Ossian

are so strongly marked with characters of antiquity, that although

there were no external proof to support that antiquity, hardly any

readers of judgment and taste could hesitate in referring them to a

very remote era. There are four great stages through which men

successively pass in the progress of society. The first and earliest is

c c 2
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I

the life of hunters * * * *
Throughout Ossian's poems we plainly

lind ourselves in the first of these periods of society, during which

hunting was the chief employment of men, and the principal method

of procuring their subsistence * * * * of agriculture we find no

traces. No cities appear to have been built in the territories of Fin-

gal. No arts are mentioned except that of navigation and working

in iron * * * * At their feasts, the heroes prepared their own

repast ; they sat round the light of the burning oak, the wind "
lifted

their locks, and whistled through their open halls."

Such is the picture which Doctor Blair has drawn of the state of

society in Scotland, in the days of Ossian, from the original picture

drawn by Ossian himself.

From this picture it would appear that Ossian's contemporaries

had no other expedient to supply them with light in their nightly

revels, or, upon other occasions where light might be necessary, but

"the light of the burning oak;" and the luxury of doors and win-

dows to their habitations must be utterly unknown to them ; for we

are told that
" the wind lifted their locks, and whistled through their

open halls." This want of windows the Doctor wishes to impress

upon our minds, by referring us to a "poem of a later date, which Mr.

Macpherson has preserved in his notes," wherein he says, we meet

with windows clapping, herds of cows and goats seeking shelter, &c.,

which betray a later period of society.+
It is true that doors and windows are an improvement in houses,

and probably were not used in the first stage of society, in which

stage, according to the Doctor, Ossian lived. What then are we to

t The poem referred to here is not to be found in the small London edition of 1807, but

it is to be found in the old edition of Dublin 1762, p. 281, and in a note to the poem of

Croma, in the " Poems of Ossian in the original Gaelic," vol. i. p. 273. The note is in the

words of Mr. Macpherson, which the Society has adopted.
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say of the doors, windows, and even towers, which we so often meet

with in the poems of Ossian, and which the Doctor seems to have

overlooked ? If the use of windows, doors, and towers, be marks of

a later period of society than the days of Ossian, that writer could

not be the author of those poems that are published under his name ;

for all those are mentioned in the poems. So much for this one of

the internal evidences relied on as a proof of the antiquity of those

poems. We shall immediately consider another kind of internal

proofs which the poems afford, as to their antiquity and authenticity.

The Doctor, speaking of the translator of the poems, says, the mea-

sured prose which he has employed, possesses considerable advantages

above any sort of versification he could have chosen." We confess

we do not perfectly understand what the learned Doctor means by
" measured prose." If he mean that it is composed of a regular suc-

cession of long and short syllables, following each other at equal dis-

tances, or that a certain number of syllables occur in a sentence, or in

each member of a sentence, we are unable to discover either. We
shall not attempt to criticise the style of the translation, but merely

observe that there are some good judges, who are of opinion, that in

the language of Macpherson's Ossian,
"

it is not poetry but prose run

mad." But let the beauties or defects of his manner of translation

be what they may, neither are to be entirely ascribed to him. He is

a close imitator of the mode of expression used in Gaelic poetry.

This is so evident to every person who has ever read ancient Gaelic

verse, that it is unnecessary to insist further on it.

Let us now return to the consideration of the internal evidence

which the poems supply concerning their own antiquity. In doing

this we shall consider the silence of the author respecting things

which undoubtedly were in existence in Scotland in the days of

Ossian, and which are usually alluded to by way of simile, or other-
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wise, in ancient poets ; and of his mentioning things which, certainly,

the Scots had no knowledge of for a long period after the time in

which it is said Ossian lived. In treating of this part of the subject,

our observations apply to the Gaelic originals, published by the High-

land Society, as well as to the English, published by Mr. Macpherson.

In the "
Supplemental Observations on the Authenticity of

Ossian's Poems," published by the Highland Society, vol. iii. page

359, we are told, that " The many caves which we find in the High-
lands * * * * were places of safety in ancient times, when pursued

by their enemies, or probably for places of residence * * * * which

are not only the most proper places for security from their enemies,

but are likewise better adapted for their preservation from voracious

animals, with which Scotland abounded, at so early a period as the

days of Ossian. This country being at that time overrun with woods,

afforded shelter to wolves and bears, enemies to the human race, and

they had no other places of safety, but either in their caves or upon
the tops of their hills." This, it must be confessed, is a frightful pic-

ture of the powerful kingdom of Morven, in the days of the mighty

Fingal; that Fingal, who, from those miserable caves, and from " the

tops of their hills," was enabled to collect armies sufficiently nume-

rous and powerful to withstand and defeat
" the king of the world,"

to invade Lochlin and other mighty kingdoms, and, like a true knight

errant, to pass into Ireland with an immense fleet of " white sailed

ships," whose high groves of masts nodded, by turns, on the rolling

waves," merely for the purpose of revenging the death of a boy king,

who had been murdered by an usurper.

Without stopping to notice the contradiction between the picture

of Fingal's kingdom, here given, and that to be drawn of it from the

Poems of Ossian, let us see how far does it strengthen or weaken the

internal evidence of the antiquity of the poems. Scotland was, in the
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days of Ossian,
" overrun with woods/' and abounded with " wolves

and bears," against which the natives could defend themselves only

by retreating to their caves or to the tops of their hills. In this situ-

ation one would think that such a prince as Fingal, who was not only

the pattern of valour, but the paragon of wisdom, would exert himself

to deliver his subjects from the danger of being devoured by the

wolves and the bears, with which his country was infested ; but so

fai' is he from doing such a necessary work, that his son Ossian does not

once mention the names of those voracious animals, though his know-

ledge of them must have furnished him with ideas that, in the way
of similes and otherwise, would help him to embellish his poems.

Homer, Virgil, and all the other ancient poets that we know of, have

frequent allusions to such animals. Ossian alone, of all ancient poets,

despises such creatures as unworthy of his muse, even in allusion.

For the same reason it is to be supposed he passed over bulls and

rams, so as never to make any use of them in his figures or embellish-

ments, though other ancient poets have used them to advantage.
That he was not unacquainted with bulls, we have reason to know,
for in one of the poems he mentions dividing the herd, and talks of

a "
bull of snow." Why then was he silent in his allusions upon

these heads ? Was it because the author, in writing the poems, was

afraid that if he did mention them, it would be supposed he did so

in imitation of the Irish Ossian, whoever he was, who has frequent
allusions to all these animals.? Perhaps Mr. Macpherson thought
he had taken sufficient liberties with the Irish bard, in stealing from

him the stories, which, from the subject of most of the episodes, and
of entire poems, in the Scotch Ossian, and left the poor Irishman in

possession of the wolves, bears, and bulls, though he could spare
some of them to assist a neighbour in case of necessity.

This internal evidence, arising from the silence of the author on
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this head, it may be said, is no positive proof that the poems in ques-

tion are modern ; but if it be not a positive proof, it amounts to some-

thing very Hke one. For it is evident, from the silence of the author,

that he wrote at a time when wolves and bears were unknown in Scot-

land, except by report. If the poems had been written at the time as-

signed to them, such an omission could not possibly have taken place.

The silence of the poems -with respect to religion, is also con-

sidered as affording an internal proof of their authenticity. Doctor

Blair, in his Critical Dissertation, n. ed. p. 63, asserts that there is a
"

total absence of religious ideas from this work," and he argues from

this, that it puts any doubts of " the high antiquity of these poems
out of the question." But how is this a proof of that kind ? Mr.

Macpherson, in his
" Dissertation on the Era of Ossian," tells us,

that, "It is a singular case, it must be allowed, that there are no

traces of religion in the poems ascribed to Ossian," n. ed. p. 10. To

prepare his readers for this, he told them, in a page or two before,

that the Druids bore the chief sway ; that in times of danger they

united the tribes, and chose a temporary king, or Vergobretus, (an

officer, by-the-by, that never was heard of by the ancient Scots of

either nations ;") that at one time the grandfather of Fingal was Ver-

gobretus, and being commanded by the Druids to surrender his office,

he refused. This refusal brought on a civil war, which soon ended

in almost the total extinction of the religious order of the Druids
* * * * A total disregard for the order and utter abhorrence of the

Druidical rites ensued * * * He adds, "It is no matter of wonder

then, that Fingal and his son Ossian disliked the Druids, who were

the declared enemies to their succession in the supreme magistracy.'

This he seems to think may be a sufficient reason for the silence of his

Ossian with respect to religion ; but lest this should not be sufficient,

he tells us, (w. ed. p. 11.) that,
" Those who write in the GaeUc laq-
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guage, seldom mention religion in their profane poetry, and when

they professedly write of religion, they never mix with their composi-

tions, the actions of their heroes. This custom alone, may, in some

measure, excuse the author's silence concerning the religion of ancient

times."

This latter circumstance, he thinks *'

may excuse the author's

silence," and if it were true, it must be acknowledged it should have

some weight. But in this there in not one word of truth. It would

be unnecessary to give particular ebiamples where religion is fre-

quently mentioned in profane Gaelic poetry, but we refer generally

to the collections of printed Earse poems, published in Perth, Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, &c., and to the writings in the Irish Gaelic, in all

of which allusions to religion and religious matters will be found to

be of frequent recurrence. We have already observed, page 174,

that, according to Mr. Macpherson, Ossian was acquainted with

both the Druidic and Christian systems of religion. That he did

know religion, and that he has given proofs of that knowledge, is so

evident to all, that it is astonishing how it could have escaped the

observation of a gentleman of such critical acumen as Doctor Blair^

In the third book of Fingal, o. ed. p. 41, we find Ossian making

Cuchullin, not only pray most devoutedly for the soul of Agandecca,

who had been then long dead, but also to invoke a "
strong spirit of

heaven," to preserve the ships of Fingal. Let us quote his words,
" Blessed be her soul, said Cuchullin * * * * And if any strong

spirit of heaven sits on that low hung cloud ; turn his dark «hips from

the rock, thou rider of the storm." Does not this contradict the

assertions of Doctor Blair and Mr. Macpherson, that there are no

traces of religion to be found in the poems. But if Ossian were silent

with respect to religion, it would not, therefore, be an internal proof

that the poems fathered upon him are either ancient or authentic; on

VOL. XVI. D D
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the contrary, it might reasonably be concluded, that the silence of the

author upon this topic, as upon that of the wolves, bears, &c., was

an artificial silence, arising, perhaps, from Mr. Macpherson's want of

sufficient acquaintance with, and abilities to manage, those subjects.

These are merely negative proofs, but a closer inspection of the

poems, as published by Mr. Macpherson, and of those Gaelic poems,

published by the Highland Society of London, as the originals of the

poems of Ossian, will afford internal proofs of a positive nature, that

those poems are of recent composition. These proofs, it is sub-

mitted, may be drawn from errors in chronology ; historical facts; and

geography; as well as from the mention of things that did not at all

exist, in the days of Ossian, such as fighting Druids ; bards conduct-

ing armies ; praying for the souls of the dead ; castles and towers ;

white sailed ships, with groves of masts ; armour, and sides cased in

steel ; Culdees ; Druids ; Lochlin, &c. These shall be considered in

succession, and the reader's attention is requested to them.

/. Chronology.

CucHULLiN sat by
"
Tura's wall." So says Ossian, in Fingal,

book i. page 1, old edition. Cuchullin therefore lived in the time of

that bard, and, by the same authority, so did Fingal. Let us inquire

how this agrees with truth ; but in this inquiry no Scottish historian

can help us, for no Scotch historian ever made Cuchullin and Fionn

Mac-Cubhail, or, as he is now called, Fingal, contemporaries, until

the birth of Mr. Macpherson's Ossian. We are not, however, with-

out authorities to assist in this inquiry ; the Irish chronicles must be

our guide, and they will guide us faithfully. The Annals of Tiger-

nach, Abbot of Cluain-mhic-Nois, an Irisli annalist, whose authority

is undisputed, and who died so long back as the year of our Lord
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1088, under the year Ant. C. 25, records the birth of Cuchullin in

these words :
" Geneman Concullain herois^"

—" The birth of the

hero Cuchullain ;" and, by the same author we find that this hero

was killed in the second year of the Christian era, when he was only

twenty-seven years old. The words of Tigernach are these :
" Kl.

Mors Conchullain fortissimi herois Scotorum, la Lugaid mc. na tri

Con T la h Ere mc Cairbre Niafer vii. mbl. a aes in uair do gabh

gaisced, xvii. in tan bai andiaidh Tana bo Cuailgne, xxvii. an tan

adbath." i. e.
" The death of Cuchullain, the most powerful hero of

the Scots,* by Lughaidh (Loo-ee,) son of the three Cons, and by

Ere, son of Cairbre Niafer. He Was seven years old when he

received knighthood, seventeen when he went in pursuit of the plun-
der of the Cows of Cuailgne, and twenty-seven at the time of his

death" In this account, all the Irish writers who have written on

the subject, concur, and no Scottish author before the days of Mr.

Macpherson ever said otherwise. Cuchullin, therefore, could not be

contemporary with Fingal or with Cormac, who is represented as

under the tutelage of Cuchullin, and whose kingdom, Ossian says,

Fingal came to protect against the invasion of Swaran, the king of

Lochlin. We have already seen, from Mr. Macpherson's own shew-

ing, that Fingal died in the year of Christ 283, and in this he concurs

with the Irish annalist. Yet, in defiance of historic truth, Ossian

makes Cuchullin and Fingal contemporaries. If Ossian were merely
a poet, and treated of events that happened long before his own

times, this anachronism might be allowable. But Ossian treats of

the occurrences of his own days, in wluch he says he was an actor; his

work, therefore, could not fail to produce disgust instead of delight

*
Scots. The Irish only were originally called Scots, and their country Scotia. In after,

times a distinction was made between the Scots of Ireland and Britain. Ireland was called

Scotia Major, and the Scottish nation of Britain was called Scotia Minor.

D D 2
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in his hearers, who must have been as well acquainted with the facts as

himself, and who must have known that Cuchullin and Fingal lived in

different ages. If a poet of the present day, in celebrating the exploits

ascribed to the Duke of Wellington on the continent of Europe, were

to make him contemporary with Henry the Fourth of France, how-

ever smooth the verses might run, and however artificially the story

might be constructed, the work would be thrown by in disgust ;

people would not suffer such an outrage upon credibility and common
sense. So would it have been in the days ofOssian. This anachronism

is therefore a strong internal proof that the poems are not the com-

position of the ancient bard to whom they are ascribed.

II. Historical Fads.

Most, if not all, of those poems ascribed to Ossian, which treat

of Ireland, afford abundant proofs of their modern fabrication. It

would be tiresome to the reader, and unnecessary for the sake of

truth, to pursue the tracks of Ossian and his translator and commen-

tator through the devious course they run in tracing the ancient his-

tory of Ireland, and manufacturing one to their own taste, unheard of

before the publication of these poems by any writer or reader, either

Scotch or Irish. We shall, therefore, confine ourselves to a few of the

principal facts as they occur in the poems of Fingal and Temora. In

both these poems, and in the notes to them, we are told that Cormac,

the monarch of Ireland, was a minor in the days of Fingal, and that

Cuchullin was his guardian. That Cuchullin could not be the guar-

dian of Cormac, who, instead of a being minor, in the days of Fionn

Mac-Cubhaill, or, as Macpherson calls him, Fingal, was the father-

in-law of that celebrated general, we have seen above. That Cormac

was monarch of Ireland in his nonage, or, that he was killed by Cair-
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bre, Lord of Atha, as asserted by the Scotch Ossian, is equally

untrue. No minor was ever suffered to enjoy the name, much less

to exercise the office of a king, or of even the chief of a tribe in Ire-

land. No one could be born a king. That was an office never com-

mitted to a fool or an infant. To provide a successor for the reigning

king, a Rioghdamhna, ( Ree-dauvna,) or king elect, was chosen out

of the family of the prince then on the throne, at whose demise the

king elect was to succeed. These kings elect were always chosen

from among those who appeared to be most able to govern the nation

by their wisdom in time of peace, and by their valour to secure

them victory in time of war. This is so well known to all who have

ever read any thing of Irish history, that it is unnecessary to dwell on

it. But this fact, it seems, was not known to Ossian, who, we are

taught to believe, was one of the avengers of the boy-king, Cormac.

The ignorance of the poet on that head is, therefore, another inter-

nal proof that the poems of Ossian are modern fabrications.

It is worth inquiring who Cormac was. According to Mr. Mac-

pherson, he was the son of Artho, the son of Cairbre, the son of

another Cormac, the son of Conar, the son of Trenmor, king of Scot-

land. This Trenmor was also the father of another son, Trathal, who

was father of Comhal, the father of Fingal,
—all kings of Scotland.*

The genealogies of these powerful Scottish monarchs, Mr. Macpher-
son has, it is to be supposed, gleaned from different parts of Ossian's

poems, where these heroes are mentioned. He could have no other

authority, for no writer of Scottish history, before the days of Mac-

pherson, ever mentioned such persons as Trenmon, Trathal, Comhal,

or Fingal, as kings of Scotland. But Ossian does mention such per-

sons, and this is another internal proof of the modern forgery of

the poems ascribed to him.

See before, page 179.
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The history of Ireland is the only sure authority from which we

can learn who Cormac really was ; and that history tells us that he was

the son of Art, (not Artho,) the son of Conn of the hundred battles,

and not of another imaginary Cormac, who never had an existence

before he was conceived in the prolific brain of James Macpherson.
The real Cormac had a son Cairbre, by whom, and not by a " Cairbre

of Atha," Oscar, the son of Ossian, was killed, in the twenty-fifth

year of his age, in the battle of Gaura, fought in the year 296; in

which battle Cairbre also was killed, not by Oscar, but by the hand

of Simeon, son of Kirb, of the sept of the Fotharts.

In forming the pedigree of Cormac, Mr. Macpherson has taken

no small pains to disguise the truth. He has suppressed the names

of some persons, invented others, and brought others again on the

world who had been dead near 200 years before. He has trans-

formed the Irish monarch Conaire into Conar, the son of Trenmor,

one of his imaginary kings of Scotland, who, he says, founded the

the monarchy of the Scots in Ireland. He has transferred Cairbre,

the son of Cormac, from his own time back to the grandfather of his

own father, and he has made him the son of a Cormac that never

lived. He has made Cairbre, surnamed Cinn-cait, or Cat-head,

come out of his grave and personate Cairbre, the son of Cormac, at the

battle of Gaura, where Oscar was killed. For no usurper of the name

of Cairbre ever ruled in Ireland but one, and that Cairbre was the

Cairbre surnamed Cinn-cait, of the race of the Firbolg of Connaught,
who rebelled against the monarch Fee-ha Finn-olay, (Fiacha Fionno-

luidh), put him to death, and usurped his throne, about the year of

our Lord 54. He has converted the name of Fearadhach, (pro-

nounced Fer-ay-agh,) monarch of Ireland, in the early part of the

first century, into Ferod-artho, whom he makes the successor of Cair-

bre on the throne, after the battle of Gaura, at the end of the third
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century. In short, he has made different facts in the history of Ire-

land, and in the popular tales of the Irish, subservient to his own pur-

poses, transferring the persons of one period to another, sometimes

giving the real name, sometimes with a slight change, and sometimes

inventing new names and persons, which were never before heard of

in Irish history. The name of Mr. Macpherson only is here men-

tioned as the fabricator of all these impostures ; but let it not be sup-,

posed that Ossian has not a right to his full proportion of them.

Ossian supplies the text, and Macpherson the comment, and both

being contrary to history, mark the poems of Ossian as barefaced

impositions.

III. Geography.

Upon this subject little need be said to prove the forgery of the

poems. The Scotch Ossian, if he ever were in Ireland, must have

known the topography of the country. The Irish Ossian, whoever he

was, certainly did ; for in his poems we never find places removed

from where God had created them, and transferred to others at an

immense distance. Not so the Scotch Ossian : in him we find Moy-
lena^ or the plain of Lena, on the coast of Ullin, which the bard's

commentator tells, but untruly tells us, is the name of Ulster ; and

near it, in the same province, we find Temora (Teatnhra) or Tara,

the seat of the Irish monarchs. The first mentioned of these places,

however, stands at present where it always stood, in the present

King's county ; and the latter is well known to have always stood in

that part of the ancient kingdom of Meath, now called East Meath.

These errors the true Ossian could not have fallen into, therefore the

mention of them in the poems of Ossian, is another internal evidence

of their forgery.
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IV. Fighting Druids.

At the commencement of the poem of Fingal, we see Cuchullin

giving orders to Moran, to strike the shield of Cabait, as a signal to

call his people to arms. " Go Fithil's son, and take my spear, strike

the sounding shield of Cabait." Mr. Macpherson, in his notes on

the first book of this poem, tell us that " Cuchullin was the grandson

of Caithbat, a Druid, celebrated for his great wisdom and valour ;"

and again, that Cabait, or rather Cathbait, "grandfather to the hero,

was so remarkable for his valour, that his shield was made use of to

alarm his posterity to the battles of his family." That Cathbhadh

(prononced Cqffa) the Draoi, commonly translated Druid, was the

maternal grandfather of the hero Cuchullin, by his daughter Deitin,

is a fact which Irish history every where attests. But we now here

hear of the valour of CafFa, nor do any of our histories, poems, or tra-

ditions, ever tell us one word about his valour, or once mention his

"
sounding shield," nor do they ever give us to understand that he or

or any other Draoi, or Druid, ever was engaged in war or gave

proofs of valour. And as far as can be collected from Casar or other

ancient authors, or from Rowland, Smith, or others, amongst the

moderns, who treat of the Druids, it does not appear that they

ever took an active part in fighting the battles of their country.

They were priests, not warriors, and of course had no occasion for

shields. If, however, it can be proved that they had, let the advo-

cates of the authenticity of Ossian's poems take the full benefit of

this internal proof.

Let us not, however, part with the "
shields of Cabait," without

one observation on its wonderful sonorous powers. The shields of

the ancient Scots were made of wicker work, and sometimes of folds

pf leather fastened together by nails or rivets of brass or iron. Thty
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may have been ornamented with bosses of metal, but that these

bosses could give to wicker or leather the extraordinary power of

making it sound so audibly as to alarm a whole country, with all its

tribes, was reserved for the modern Ossian and his father, Mr. Mac-

pherson, to discover.

V. Sards conducting Armies.

The celebrating of the great actions of heroes was always known

to be a principal part of the duties of the bards ; but it was not gene-

rally known that the leading of armies formed any part of the duties

imposed on them. Ossian, however, leads us to wonderful discove-

ries, and we find Carril, an aged bard, leading off from the field of

battle, a beaten army, while Cuchullin and Connel remain to cover

the retreat.—Fingal, B. II. p.31. o. ed.

Let the assertors of the authenticity of Ossian take all the advan-

tages that this
"

internal proof" affords them.

VI. Prayingfijr the Souls of the Dead.

Mr. Macpherson assured us in his Dissertation, n. ed. p,\0,
that there are no traces of religion to be found in the poems of

Ossian; but in making this assertion, he must, surely, have over-

looked the devotion with which the bard and his heroes in many

places, like true Romanists, pray for the repose of the souls of theij-

deceased friends, in the following pious ejaculations :
" Peace to the

souls of the heroes."—Fingal, B. I. p. 11. o. ed.
" Blest be thy soul,

thou king of swords."—Fingal, B. III. p. 51. a. ed.
" Blest be thy

soul, O king of Lora."—Battle of Lora, p. 362, n. ed.
" Blest be

thy soul in death, O chief of shady Cromla."—Death of Cuchullin,

VOL. XVI. E E
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p. 167, 0. ed. "Blest be thy soul, O Cormac."—Temora, B. I. p. 397.

These prayers are to be found also in those Gaelic poems published

by the Highland Society, as the " Gaelic originals of Ossian's

Poems/'—See Fionghal, Duan I. vol. ii. v. 295.—Duan III. v. 512.

Temora, Duan I. v. 645. The "
originals

"
of the "

Battle of Lora,"

or of the " Death of CuchuUin," have not been published by the

Society.
—See before, p. 194. We can easily acquit Mr. Macpherson of

the charge of popery, which might be imputed to him from these ex-

pressions of his son Ossian, who, though he makes use of them, must

not be supposed a papist no more than his father. It may be asked,

then, how did these prayers find their way into the poems of the

Scotch Ossian ? The answer is plain, Macpherson stole them with

other things, from the Irish Ossian, who was a papist, and who makes

use of such prayers in almost every one of his poems. To this
"
inter-

nal proof" also, the advocates of Ossian's authenticity are heartily

welcome.

VII. Castles and Towers.

Castles and towers are so often mentioned in the poems of

Ossian, that one would be inclined to think that in his time Scotland

and Ireland were crowded with such buildings. Let us pass over
" Tura's wall," with which the poem of Fingal opens, for it may be

said that a wall is not a castle or a tower, though there can be very
little doubt that the poet intended that we should take "Tura's wall

"

for either. In Fingal, B. V. p. 72, o. ed., we are told of '-'

Lamderg"
that "He came to Selma's mossy towers."—B. VI. p. 84, we find

"the mossy towers of Gormal."— In the war of Inisthona, p. Ill, we

again meet with the " towers of Selma." It is scarcely necessary to

mention more of these splendid structures particularly : those who are
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not satisfied with this sample, may consult pages li24, 169, 170,

171, 268, 274, 278, and several other places, which, for brevity's

sake, are not here noticed.

Let us now inquire how the existence of towers or castles at this

early period agrees with historic truth. We are told, and truly so,

that the ancient Scots of both nations were originally one poeple,

having the same languge, and the same manners and customs. If

this be true, and that it is so, there can scarcely be a doubt, castles and

towers must be coeval in both countries. Ossian says they were so,

and that they were of such antiquity in his time, that they were over-

grown with moss : for so we must understand him when he speaks

of " mossy towers." But this is in opposition to all English authors

who have written on the antiquities of Ireland, who deny that any
stone buildings were over erected in Ireland, until some short time

before the English invasion in the twelfth century, except the round

towers and some ecclesiastical edifices. And this is confirmed by
the authority of Irish writers. The Irish had splendid buildings, but

these structures were of timber ; and the erection of the first stone

castle is recorded by the Irish annalists as an extraordinary thing,

even so late as the year 1161. This was the castle of Tuam, erected

by Roderick O'Conor, king of Connaught, and was at that time called

the wonderful castle. Where then did Ossian find "
mossy towers

"

in Ireland and Scotland in the third century ? Truth compels us to

declare, that there were none such then in existence in Ireland. The

mention of such buildings by Ossian is another
"

internal proof" of

the modern fabrication of those poems ascribed to him.

H,.":;.uiRliiOii I ^•r

VIII. White sailed Ships with Groves of Masts. :

Ships with white sails and groves of masts are frequently met

with in Ossian's poems ; so often, indeed, that one would think the

E E 2
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boasted navy of England, in the reign of king George IV., must be

inferior to that of the Highland king, Fingal, or his contemporary,

Swaran, king of Lochlin. In the poem of Fingal, B. I. p. 6. o. ed.

we find that the masts of Swaran's fleet on the Irish coast were " nu-

merous as reeds in the lake of Lego," and that "
his ships are like

forests clothed with mist"—At p. 28, that his ships could carry

away all Ireland !
" Vain ruler of the car," said Morla, (addressing

himself to Cuchullin,) wilt thou fight the king, that king whose

ships of many groves could carry off" thine isle." Who will venture

to say that the navy of George IV. or the united navies of all

Europe, in our days, could perform such a feat as this. But Fingal's

fleet was not, it seems, much inferior. At page 32, Moran announces

the approach of the fleet.
" The ships," he cried,

" the ships of the

lonely isle !

" " There Fingal comes, the first of men, the breaker of

the shields. The waves foam before his black prows. His masts with

sails are like groves in clouds." Now reader, can you guess in what

quarter of the globe was " the lonely isle
"

situated, to which this

powerful fleet belonged ? I fear you can not. Know then, that it

was in the kingdom of Morven, in the shire of Argyle, in the High-
lands of Scotland. You may wonder at this; but you need not.

Such fleets were no strange things to the Argyle men. Fingal's

great grandfather had such another fleet when " he bound his white

bosomed sails," and invaded Lochlin.—{Fingal, B. VI. p. 80, o. ed.)

Is it necessary to quote more } Surely not ; he who will not believe

this, that the ships of Fingal must be as numerous as cockle-shells on

the strand of Lurgan, must be a very incredulous being. But to be

serious, let us inquire had the Highlanders of those days any ships at

all, with "high masts," and "white-bosomed sails." Upon this

subject we might produce authorities from several celebrated writers,

British and foreign, that are contrary to the representations of the
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Scottish bard. We shall, however, avoid quoting such foreign autho-

rities, and produce that of only one Scottish writer, but that one shall

be such as no stickler for the authenticity of OSsian's poems can

reject. It is no less a person than James Macpherson himself, the

translator and commentator on Ossian's poems. That gentleman, in

his "Introduction to the History and Antiquities of Great Britain and

Ireland," (Dublin edition, I2mo. 1771, p. 109,) in denying the

Irish extraction of the British Scots, says,
"

It is difficult for the

unprejudiced part of mankind to believe, that a colony sufficient to

occupy the western Highlands and isles, could have wafted them-

selves, their wives, and children, at once, from Ireland into the nor-

thern Britain, in curraghs, or miserable skiffs, whose hulls of wicker

were wrapped up in a cow's hide. In these wretched vessels, it is

true, an irregular communication was kept up between both the

islands, but the navigation was dangerous, and performed only in

the fairest days in summer." To add weight to this opinion, Mr.

Macpherson quotes Solinus. Here then we have Macpherson against

Ossian and Macpherson. The Irish and Scotch, we are told by the

Highland Society, were one people, having the same language, and

the same manners and customs. Ossian tells us that the Scotch had
"
high-masted ships with white-bosomed sails." Macpherson tells us,

that at the same period in which Ossian lived, "an irregular com-

munication was kept up, in summer time only, between the two

nations, by the means of curraghs, or miserable skiffs, whose hulls of

wicker were wrapped up in a cow's hide." What does all this prove .'*

It proves, first, that a certain description of persons have need of

good memories ; and secondly, that this affords an "
internal proof,"

stronger than any of the sworn testimonies brought forward to prove

the authenticity of the poems, that those poems are modern compo-
sitions.
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IX. Armour, Sides cased with Steel, sounding Mail.

"
Armour," "sides cased in steel," "sounding mail,"&c. are of

so frequent occurrence in Ossian's poems, that if a man had not a

recollection that Ossian was speaking of Scotch and Irish poeple, he

would be inclined to think that he was describing the arms and

armour of nations of quite different habits from the ancient Scots.

We shall forbear giving quotations, but refer to o. ed. pp. 4, 36, 53,

54, 55, 57, 76, 96, 125, 127, 144, 145, 146, 180, 243, &c. &c.

But what proofs have we to corroborate Ossian, that the Irish ever

wore armour ? None. The Irish annalists speak of the Danes in the

latter end of the eighth century, as being covered with armour, but

they never speak of the Irish troops being so equipped. Giraldus

Cambrensis describes particularly the arms of the Irish, but says not

one word of their wearing armour. He says, (Topograph. Hib. Dis-

tinct. 3. cap. 10.)
"
They use three kinds of arms, short lances, and

two darts, also broad axes excellently well steeled, which they bor-

rowed from the Norwegians and Danes, which they use in striking

with one hand only, laying the thumb along the handle to direct the

blow, from which neither the helmet defends the head, nor the iron

armour the rest of the body ; from whence it has happened in our

time, that the whole thigh of a man, though well armed, has been

lopped off at one blow, the thigh falling on one side of the horse, and

the dead body on the other. They have likewise a great dexterity in

throwing stones in battle, to the great damage of the enemy." The

fact is, the ancient Irish despised armour. They considered it at

best but an incumbrance, and a mark of cowardice. It was, there-

fore, not generally used, even by the chiefs, for some centuries after

the invasion by the EngUsh. We have in Harris's Hibernica, the
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story of king Richard the Second's last voyage to Ireland, translated

from the French, by George Earl of Totness, in which is given a

description of Mc. Morough, king of Leinster, The author says,

"Between two woodes, not far from the sea, Mc. Morough (attended

by multitudes of the Irish) descended from a mountain, mounted

upon a horse without a saddle, which cost him, as it was reported,

four hundred cows. * * * * His horse was fair, and in his descent

from the hill to us, he ran as swift as any stagg, hare, or the swiftest

beast that I have ever seen. In his right hand he bear a great long

dart, which he cast from him with much dexterity. At a wood's side

his men stood behynd him, and he met the Erie at a little ford. He

was tall of stature, well composed, strong and active." Here we have

no armour, either upon Mc. Morough or his men. What then is the

conclusion to be drawn from the silence of authors on this head ? Is

it not that the Irish did not wear armour in the early ages, notwith-

standing that Ossian cases their sides in "
shining steel," and loads

them with "
sounding mail." If this be an " internal proof" of the

authenticity of the poems of Ossian, the advocates for that authenti-

city will, doubtless, thank us for calling it into notice.

X. Culdees.

Ossian's commentator tells us, that in some parts of the poems,

by the " Son of the Rock," Ossian means a Culdee, in other places, a

Druid, and in other places an Echo, in which last place only he is

perfectly right.— See o. ed. pp. 73, 97, 119, 129, 237, 240, &c.

We have already, p. 174, made some observations on the mention

made of Culdees by Mr. Macpherson, in his
" Dissertation on the

Era of Ossian," p. 173, and we have shewn, from his etymology of the

name of Ci<Wees, that he was so Kttle skilled in the Gaelic language.
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as to be incapable of translating the genuine poems of Ossian, if he

had them before him. After what we have already said, it is almost

unnecessary to say more on the Culdees ; we cannot, however, let the

subject pass without calling the attention of the reader to the poem ot

" The Battle of Lora," p. 108, o. ed., and of "
Carricthura," p. 209,

as well as to an assertion of Macpherson in the Dissertation above

mentioned, where he asserts, n. ed. p. 12, that the first
" Christian

missionaries * * * * took possession of the cells and groves of the

Druids, and it was from this retired life they had the name of Cul-

dees, which, in the language of the country, signified,
*' the seques-

tered persons." This he again repeats in his first note to
*' the Battle

of Lora," o. ed. p. 118, where he tells us that this poem "was

addressed to one of the first Christian missionaries, who were called,

from their retired life, Culdees, or sequestered persons." We have

already so completely exposed the folly of this ridiculous etymology,

that it requires no further notice. But where did Macpherson find

that Christian missionaries retired into cells or groves ? All writers

of early ecclesiastical history, unanimously declare, that the first

Christian missionaries in all nations courted publicity. That they

did so in Ireland the sites of the most ancient churches abundantly

prove. The churches of Armagh, Down, Trim, Dunshaughlin,

Duleek, &c., were all in the most public places in Ireland; and, in

the accounts we have of their foundation, we find nothing of " the

cells and groves ofthe Druids." The manners and customs of the Irish

and Scotch were the same in early times. This being the case, as the

Irish missionaries did not retreat to the cells and groves of the Druids,

is it not a fair conclusion that the Scotch missionaries did not do so ?

How then could they be called ^^sequestered persons?" The fact is,

that a Culdee was never heard of in these nations until the beginning

of the ninth century ; and our Irish annalists tell us that they first
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arrived in Ireland in the year 806, and that the order then came from

the South, which certainly could not be Scotland.

The first note to
"
the Battle of Lora," tells us that this poem

"
is

called in the original Duaii a Chuldich, or the Culdees poem, because

it was addressed to one of the first Christian missionaries, who were

called, from their retired life, Culdees, or sequestered persons." The

folly of this nonsensical derivation, and the true Gaelic name of these

persons, and the real meaning of it, we havegiven before, p. 175 and

176. We shall now only observe that the name " Duan-a Chuldich"

which Mr. Macpherson says is the name of the poem in the original,

is not correct Gaelic. Duan is certainly a poem, but Chuldich, which

he gives as the genitive case of the original name, which is properly

Ceile De, is a strong proof that the writer of it, notwithstanding all

his pretensions, was unacquainted with pure Gaelic language, and

consequently, as we have always remarked, totally incompetent to

translate the genuine poems of Ossian if he had them before him.

In asserting that the poem is called in the original
" Duan a Chul-

dich," he is as far from the truth as he is from the real derivation of

the name. The Highland society has not favoured the world with

the "original" of "the Battle of Lora," in its three beautifully

printed volumes of " Gaelic originals ;" but there is a copy of a

poem in Gillie's Collection of Gaelic Poems, printed at Perth, in

1786, called
"
Earragon," upon which "the Battle of Lora" is said to

be founded, and there is not in it, from one end to the other, a word

about Culdees.

There is a copy of this poem in the collection of Gaelic poems,
found in the Highlands of Scotland in the year 1784, by the late

Doctor Young, Bishop of Clonfert, and published with a literal

translation into English, in the first volume of " Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy," under the class
"

Antiquities," p. 8?. From
VOL. XVI. F F
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this copy it is evident that the Highlanders beheved that Finn

Ossian, Oscar, Goll, &c., were Irishmen, and that the poem was an

Irish production. But if this copy should not be considered suffi-

cient to prove the Hibernian origin of the poem, let Mr. James

Macpherson himself be consulted, and it will be found that he possi-

tively asserts that the poem is Irish, and that it was known by the

title of " Teantach mor na Fiona." He gives the first stanza of the

original, which, except in one word, is exactly the same as the first

stanza as published by Doctor Young.
—See " Dissertation on the

Poems of Ossian," prefixed to the edition of Ossian's Poems, London,

1807, p. 39. Mr. Gillies has suppressed the three first stanzas, and

made several alterations in the poem, for what purpose the Irish

scholar will be at no loss to account.

Good copies of this poem are not uncommon in Ireland, and the

story forms the basis of a very entertaining tale in prose.

In the text of Ossian's poems the word Culdee does not appear

but his annotator, who certainly knew more about his own Ossian

than any other man living, tells us, that by the words,
" son of the

distant land," "lonely dweller of the rock," &c., is meant a Culdee.

We must, therefore, take it as a point settled, that Macpherson's

Ossian did mean such persons, and therefore we conclude, that, as such

such persons were not in existence until the commencement of the

ninth century, the mention of them in the poems ascribed to Ossian,

furnishes another powerful
"

internal proof" that those poems are

modern fabrications.

XI. Lochlin.

The mention of Lochlin, and the invasion of Ireland from that

country at so early a period as the time of Ossian, affords another
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internal proof of the modern fabrication of these poems. It is a posi-

tive fact, that there is not in existence any manuscript of an earUer

date than at least the ninth century, in which the word Lochlann is

used as the name of the country of the Danes and Norwegians, In

the modern copy of the Annals of Inisfallen, in the Library of Trinity

College, Dublin, we find the appearance of those pirates first men-

tioned under the year 795, in these words :
"
Lochlonnaigh aig iom-

ramhadh ttimchioU na h Eireand da hrath agus argain barca hhfear

n Eireann Leo don cead amas" i. e.
" The Lochlanns rowing round

Ireland to reconnoitre it, and the barks of the men of Ireland were

plundered by them at the first onset." Here, within a few years of

the ninth century, we find these people called Lochlannaigh, or

Lochlanns, but in the original copy, in the Bodleian Library, this

occurrence is recorded in these words: ^' Geinte in h Erind." i. e.

"The Gentiles (or Pagans) in Ireland;" and in the Annals of Ulster

the same name is given to them. The Annals of the Four Masters,

which are copied from more ancient records, call these people Alm-

huraigh and Fomharaigh, both signifying Firatcs ; and though the

Dublin copy of the Inisfallen annals has the name Lochlannaigh, it

is certain that the people called Lochlins by Mr. Macpherson, were

not known by that name before the tenth century. The name,

therefore, of Lochlins, appearing in the poems of Ossian, is a strong

internal proof that those poems could not be the production of the

period to which they are assigned.

It is worthy of observation, that in the extract from the annals of

Inisfallen, in Trinity College Library, it is said that in the year 795,

the Lochlans were "
rowing round Ireland." This is a quite different

picture of the Danish fleet from that given of it by Ossian and Mr.

Macpherson, who would make us believe that six hundred years

F F 2
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earlier, the fleet of Lochlin appeared
" with groves of masts covered

with white bosomed sails."

If these "internal evidences" be candidly considered, they must

be acknowledged to carry proofs very different from those which

Doctor Blair and the Highland Societies seem confident the internal

evidence contained in the poems should produce. Here we have

eleven examples of the "
internal evidence" that these poems supply,

every one of which, it is submitted, should be sufficient to overthrow

the belief that the poems of Ossian could be written at the period to

which they are assigned. They apply as well to the poems pub-
lished by the Highland Society of London, under the title of " The

Poems of Ossian in the original Gaelic," as to the poems published

by Macpherson as translations from the poems of Ossian; for there

is scarcely one objection that can be made against the authenticity

and antiquity of Macpherson's publication, that may not with equal

force be made against the, so called, originals of the Society. There is,

however, another "internal evidence" yet remaining to be examined,

which belortgs to the last mentioned publication, and upon which the

Society seems to place its greatest reliance. This is the language of
" The Gaelic original," which the Society says, (Introduction, p. 4,)
"
not only furnishes complete evidence of its own originality, but is in

fact greatly superior in point of poetical merit to the English."

With the poetical merit of either the original or the translation

this inquiry has nothing to do; but the "internal evidence" fur-

nished by the language of the originals, being so much relied on,

calls for particular attention. Previously, however, to entering upon
the consideration of that subject, it may be necessary to examine the

nature of the evidence for the authenticity of the poems, furnished to

the committee of the Highland Society of Scotland, in the shape of
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letters, certificates, testimonies, or affidavits ; and to these subjects

we now call the attention of the reader.

The Report of the Committee, after mentioning the business for

which it was appointed, and inserting the list of queries, which we

have already given in full, page 170, favours us with the copy of a

letter from David Hume, Esq., to Doctor Blair. In this Mr. Hume

pays some merited compliments to Doctor Blair, on the ingenuity of

his Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian, but he says not one word in

favour of the opinion that the poems are genuine. On the contrary,

he openly confesses that he has scruples on that head. He tells

Doctor Blair,
" You think that the internal proofs in favour of the

poems are very convincing. So they are ; but there are also internal

reasons against them, particularly from the manners, notwithstand-

ing all the art with which you have endeavoured to throw a varnish

on that circumstance ; and the preservation of such long and such

connected poems, by oral tradition alone, during a course of fourteen

centuries, is so much out of the ordinary course of human affairs>

that it requires the strongest reasons to make us believe it." He
then tells the Doctor that he must bring proofs of the antiquity of

the poems, before the literary world can be persuaded to believe that

they were not " a palpable and most impudent forgery
* * * *

forged within these five years by James Macpherson." He then tells

him that the kind of proofs that should be brought forward,
" must

not be arguments, but testimonies," and he directs him how to pro-

ceed to procure such testimonies as may be satisfactory.

There is a second letter from Mr. Hume to Doctor Blair, in the

Report, (p. 9,) but this proves, no more than the former, that the

writer believed the poems genuine.
It appears from the Report of the Committee, that Doctor Blair

followed, in part, the advice of Mr. Hume, in procuring testimonies;
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but he did not publish those testimonies, as Hume advised, perhaps

from a conviction that such as he procured were not quite satisfac-

tory. What the Doctor left undone in this instance, the Com-

mittee has supplied. It procured the letters from the executors of

Doctor Blair, and published them in the Appendix to the Report.

The Committee, it appears, thought the letters important, and it calls

the attention of the Society, particularly, to the letters of Sir James

Mc, Donald, Doctor John Macpherson, and Mr. Angus Mc. Neill.

Let us consider these testimonies.

The letter of Sir James Mc. Donald says,
"

I am not able to give
"
you a satisfactory answer to any point, in regard to the question, at

present
* * * * J have little hopes that any manuscripts will be

found in the Highlands, which have not already fallen into his
"

(James Macpherson's)
" hands. These islands were never possessed

of any curious manuscripts, as far as I can learn, except a few which

Clanranald had, and which are all in Macpherson's possession. The

few bards that are left among us, repeat only detached pieces of those

poems. I have often heard, and understood them ; particularly from

one man, called John Mac Codrum. I have heard him repeat for

hours together, poems which seemed to me to be the same with Mac-

pherson's translation ; but as I had it not along with me, and could

not remember it with sufficient exactness, I cannot positively affirm

that what I have heard is precisely the same as the translation," All

this is very fair ; but what does it prove ? Why it proves, that " the

islands," the Western Islands,
" were never possessed of any curious

manuscripts, except a few which Clanranald had, and which were all

in Macpherson's possession." It also proves, that the bards of the

islands could "repeat only detached pieces of these poems." Oh ! but,

it will be said, it proves more; it proves that Sir James had often heard

the poems repeated for hours together. Sir James, however, does not
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say any such thing. He says he heard poems repeated, which seemed

to him to be the same with Macpherson's translation, but he could

not positively affirm that they were the same.

It is a well known fact that about the time of this inquiry, and for

many years before, there were common in the Highlands and Islands

of Scotland, poems in the Gaelic language, relating to Fionn Mac

Cubhail, (Fim son of Coo-al) Ossian, Oscar, Goll Mac Morna,

(Macpherson's Gaul), Conan, Dermod, Fergus, Faolan, (Macpher-
son's Fillan,) Caoilte, &c., celebrating sometimes the hunting, and

sometimes the fighting exploits of these personages. From the Gaelic

poems published by Mr. Hill, by Gillies the Bookseller in Perth, and

by the late Doctor Young Bishop of Clonfert, in the Transactions

of the Royal Irish Academy, it is evident that these poems were

Irish, and that the heroes they celebrate were Irishmen. The simi-

larity of the names and of several of the stories in Macpherson's

Ossian, and in those Gaelic poems, would make them seein to be the

same, to a person who had no particular recollection of either. It

was this circumstance, doubtless, that made them seem the same to

Sir James Mc. Donald, and it is this that makes Macpherson's Ossian

seem to an Irishman identically the same as the poems he has been

accustomed to hear from his infancy, and to read, as the productions

of the Irish Ossian, or more properly Oisin.

We have next to consider the letters of Doctor John Macpherson
to Doctor Blair. That gentleman, in his first letter, dated 14th

October, 1763, insinuates that the resistance given to Macpherson
and his Ossian, arose from a jealousy which the English entertained

against the Scotch, on account of " these noble monuments of

genius," (the poems,) and from the poem of Fingal being patronized

by the Earl of Bute. He does not, however, produce any authority

to shew that the poems,
" those monuments of genius," were ever
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'*

I am not able to

say, with any degree of certainty, that I have seen, but can affirm

that I have not perused any manuscripts containing either the whole,

or apart of the poems published by our friend." Again, "To say
the truth, I am not sanguine in my expectations from any one manu-

script that can be found in our part of the Isles. Mr. Macpherson
was himself in the isle where the hereditary Senachies, of whom I

have been speaking, resided for several centuries ; he saw the friends

of these Senachies, and saw Clanranald. Whether he has procured

any old papers fit for his purpose from these people, he can inform

you best." Here is a confession—that the writer never saw and

never read any of these poems ; yet, this very gentleman, in con-

junction with his friend James Macpherson, erects, upon the autho-

rity of these poems, a new system of Scottish history, in opposition

to all the historians that had ever before written upon that subject.

Doctor Macpherson's second letter, dated 27th November, 1763,

a little better than a month after he had written his first, flatly con-

tradicts that first letter. In the former he confesses, not only, that

he had not even seen, but positively affirms, that
" he never permed

any manuscripts containing either the whole or a part of the poems

published by James Macpherson." But in the latter he says,
" That

I have perused a Gaelic manuscript, containing all the poems trans-

lated by Mr. Macpherson, or a considerable part q/"them, I am notable

to say ; but can honestly affirm, that I have seen a Gaelic manuscript
in the hands of an old bard, who travelled about through the High-
lands and Isles about thirty years ago, out of which he read, in my
hearing, and before thousands yet alive, the exploits of Cuchullin,

Fingal, Oscar, Ossian, Gaul, Dermid, and the other heroes celebrated

in Mr. Macpherson's book." After such a contradiction, what reliance

js tp be placed upon the sayings of this gentleman. Yet, upon such a
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writer the committee, by calling attention to his letters, seems to

rely.

The Doctor still continues, in his letter, to prose about Gaelic

manuscripts, in verse as well as prose, which he says were, to his own

certain knowledge, in the hands of a family of "hereditary poets and

shenachies" of the name ofMacmhurich; and he adds, "that the poems
contained in the manuscripts belonging to the Macmhuirichs, were

identically the same as those published by Mr. Macpherson, or nearly

so, seems to be abundantly probable." Leaving the writer and the com-

mittee in full possession of this seeming probability, let us proceed to

consider the remainder of the learned Doctor s letter. He tells us

that he had collected
" around him all the persons who were able to

rehearse any parts of the poems published by Mr. Macpherson."

Observe, he does not produce any written parts of the poems ; all

depends upon memory, which we are told, in another place, is the

only sure preservative of ancient documents. Having assembled

these persons together,
" he made them to rehearse, in his hearing,

the s.ewevdl fragments or detached pieces of these poems, which they

were able to repeat ;" and then he compared what they had repeated

with Mr. Macpherson's translation. . ly sijjKu.:'iu irjV)- mni

It is a singular circumstance, deserving of notice, that notwith-

standing that oral tradition, according to the Society, was the only sure

preservative of ancient Gaelic poems, not one of these persons, who

had learned all they repeated from oral tradition, could rehearse more

than a few '*

fragments or detached pieces of those poems." We say

a few, though the Doctor has said
"

several." We say this from the

paucity of the examples he has given us of the agreements between

these rehearsals and the Ossian of his friend. »\>«t**\> ."cn^'"" •v.""?':'>tf

His first example is
" The description of CuchuUin's chariot."—:

Fingal,^.\. ^ ,jiiw« fVar^ eswaatiorf -^i-.t
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Second example,
" The episode relating to Faineasolis."—Fingal,

B. III.

Third,
" The Ossian's courtship of Evirallin."—Fingal, B. IV.

Fourth,
"
Fingal's combat with the King of Lochlin."— Fingal,

B. V.

Fifth,
" The Battle of Lora,"

Sixth,
" Darthula."

Seventh, "The combat between Oscar and UUin in the frag-

ments."

Eighth,
" The lamentation of the spouse of Dargo."

"These," the Doctor tells us, "are all the pieces of Ossian's

poems, as published by Mr. Macpherson, known to the rehearsers."

Let us now see where Macpherson got
" these fragments." For

this purpose we must have recourse to Irish manuscripts, where the

originals are preserved, and, let us add, in greater perfection than in

the
"

oral tradition" of Highland poets and senachies.

The description of CuchuUin's chariot and horses, is stolen from

one of the old Irish popular tales called Oidheadh Conchulainn, na

Breisleach Mhuighe Mhuirtheimhne." i.e.
" The Death ofCuchul-

lain, or the Breach or Battle of the Field of Muirheivne." The theft

is disguised as much as possible to prevent detection, and many of

the original ornaments of the chariot are torn off; the horses are

also disguised, their names are changed, and their colour concealed.

The horses of the Irish Sgealaidhe, or story-teller, are thus described:

" Each dhiobh, luthmhar, luaith leimneach, fodmhur, forranach, go

luth cheithre ecru, go rnboinn sponcaobhlach teineadh trichinn reag-

lasach a ghlomairchim. An darah each dhiobh. i. each caolchosach,

ceanneadtrom, drondhualach, dulbras, seang, seadha, rinnchaol, casm-

hongach, ceannfhada, go ndath cochla, naoldha, niontlais."
" One of

these horses was grey, swift, quick-bounding, intelligent, destructive,
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with four strong shoes, with hoofs, tinder-Hke, dashing fire through
the restraint of the bridle. The second horse of them was slender-

legged, light-headed, close-haired, swift-moving, stately, gentle,

slender-tailed, curly-maned, long-headed, with ears pure white." We
forbear to give the description of the chariot, or the names of the

horses, being of opinion that the mention of the fact and the descrip-

tion of the horses are quite sufficient to detect the plagiarism. It can

be positively affirmed, without a fear of contradiction, that the lan-

guage of the Irish story proclaims its antiquity. Not so the language
of the original Gaelic, as given by the Highland Society, which

requires but a very slight scrutiny to discover its modern manufac-

ture.
'

The second example, in the episode of Borbar and Faineasolis, is

borrowed, or stolen from the Irish poem called " Laoidh Mhoighre
borh." Mr. Macpherson, or rather his Son Ossian, has christened

the lady under a name very uncommon in the Gaelic language ; in

this he thought, perhaps, he might do an act of kindness, as the old

poem has given her no name, except that she was the daughter of a
"
Righ fo thuinn" (Ree fo huinn,) literally, a "

king under the

waves," of a nation generally supposed to be the same as the present

Netherlands. Ossian says she was " the daughter of Craca's king,"

but we believe that the name of such an island, as Craca, was never

heard of before the days of the Scotch Ossian. The poem from

which the episode is stolen is common in Ireland, and has been

translated by Miss Brooke, and, with the original, published in hef

Collection of Irish Poems. It was also common in Scotland, and a

copy of it has been published in Gillies* Collection of Gaelic Poems,
in which we find that the father of the lady was, as in the Irish

poem, a "
Righfo thuinn" but we may look in vain for any thing

like the isle of Craca. It is worthy of observation, that even the

G G 2
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Highland Society confess the similitude of the stories. Gillies'

edition calls the name of the person pursuing the body,
"
Doighre

Borb."

aV The third example.
—" Ossian's courtship of Evirallin." This

episode is stolen from an old poem called
" Suiridh Oisin air Eam-

hair aluinn" (See-ry Oisheen er Eavir awlin,) a copy of the ori-

ginal of which has been published in Gillies' Collection of Gae-

lic Poems, p. 11, and another by Doctor Young, late Bishop of

Clonfert, in the first volume of the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy. Mr. Macpherson tells us,
" This book," (the fourth of

Fingal,)
" as many of Ossian's other compositions, is addressed to

the beautiful Malvina, the' daughter of Foscar." It opens with

Ossian's account of his courtship of Evirallin, in these words,
"
Daughter of the hand of snow," but, in the original, Ossian is not

quite so courteous. He tells the female he there addresses,
" Is cu

fear an duine iiach ionmhuinn." " The man not agreeable is a dog-

gish man ;" and he adds,
"

I tell you, impudent hussey ! I was once,

on other occasions, a good fellow, though I am in this day an old

man." The " traditional account" that is handed down with this

poem relates, that Ossian, after he had become blind with age, being

pressed by the cravings of hunger, applied for relief to a young

woman, who had often supplied him with food ; she, in a jocose kind

of way, made him some proposal which was unpleasing to him, and

he rebuked her with some sharpness ; this induced her to call him an

old dog, and that drew from the poet the poem which gives an

account of his courtship with Evirallin. The story as told by Ossian,

and that in the old poem, agree in the circumstance that Evirallin

was courted by Cormac. The old poem says that Cormac was

Cormac Mac Art, i. e. Cormac, son of Art, whom Mr. Macpherson
and his son Ossian represent as a little boy, when Oscar, the son
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of Ossian, by this same Evirallin, was a very powerful hero. Con-

tradictions of this kind are, however, but trifles to either Ossian or

his commentator. Aimx^f \

The fourth example is
"

Fingal's combat with the king of Loch-
lin." This combat is so like most of the single combats described in

the Irish Ossian, that it is hard to say from which of them the Scotch
bard borrowed his battle. The "

description of the wrestling match
between Fingal and Swaran," Mr. Macpherson says, in a note,

(p. 67, 0. ed.)
"
resembles one in the twenty-third Ihad." He need

not, however, have travelled to the plains of Troy for a description of

this kind. He could have found it, as it is probable he did, in the old

popular tale of the Irish, called " Cath Fionntragha," (Caw Fin-

traha,) or the "
Battle of Ventry," where the battle between Conn

Crither and the king of Spain is described in these words :
" Dionn-

soigheadar an dis sin a chSile agus do sineadar na lamha luthghonacha

luaitheusga loinnbeimionnacha Ids na craoiseachaibh ceannghorma crof-

hairsionga cinngheura catha, agus tugadar gona doimhne doi-kighis air

chorpaibh a cheile, gur lainbhriseadar a ccraoiseacha, agus a ccomhlui-

reacha, agus gur scoilteada a sgiatha, agus do chuadar iar sin air a

cdoidhmhaibh troma tortbhuilleadhacha, agus do rinneador urluighe
ardhachd ainiarmharthach air a cheile, gur chrithnig/i an talamh trom-

fhodachafo na ccosaibh, gur bhuail Conn Crithir baoghal buillc air

Righ na he Eosbainne, gur theilg a cheann da chaomhcholuinn." i, e.

"These two attacked each other, and stretched their quick-wounding,

swift-moving, strong-striking hands; with the blue-headed, broad-

bladed, sharp-pointed spears of battle; and they inflicted deep incurable

wounds upon each others bodies ; so that they broke their spears and
their coats of mail, and cleft their shields ; and then they took to

their heavy strong-striking swords, and made on each other an

attack offensive and powerful ; so that the heavy-clodded earth trem-
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bled under their feet, till Conn Crither struck the king of Spain a

desperate blow, which knocked off his head from his comely body."

Again, in the same tale, the wrestling of Faisdiolach, one of Fionn

Mac CuhhailVs heroes, with Coimhleathan, one of the warriors of

" the king of the world," is thus described :
" Do iadhadar na doid-

lamha doileointe dainginghreamacha tar na dromanaibh reangramhra

roireidhe, agus do thugadar cuir teanna tulganach do chSile, gui-

comhshuathadar agus gur coimhbhriseadar an clarfaithche do bhifa

na ccosaibh."
"
They closed their inseparable firm-griping hands

over each others backs of polished brawny loins, and they gave a

strong and firm attack to each other, so that they mingled and bruised

together the surface of the earth that was under their feet." There

are some other particulars in the Irish tale which shew a strong

similitude between it and Ossian's story, but it is so overloaded

with epithets, that it may, perhaps, be as well to leave it in the

obscurity of the original. The language of the Irish tale, though

not of the days of Ossian, shews, however, that it is far, very far

indeed, more ancient than the modern and corrupt jargon, in which

the poems published as the original Gaelic of Ossian are composed.
That Doctor Hanmer was acquainted with the tale of the Battle

of Verttry, appears from his
" Chronicle of Ireland," where the sub-

stance of the story is related, and the names of the heroes appointed

to guard the different ports and harbours of Ireland are given, with

very little variation from the manuscript tale.—See the folio edition

of the Chronicle, pp. 24, 25, or the reprint in 8vo., Dublin 1809,

p. 47 to 54. The Chronicle was originally collected in 1571.

The fifth example; "The Battle of Lora." The foundation of

this poem is to be found in Irish poems, copies of which are common

in circulation among all readers of Irish poetry. There is a tolerably

correct copy in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, and a cor-
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rupted copy of it is printed in Gillies' Collection of Gaelic Poems.

Doctor Young found another corrupted copy of it in the Highlands,

which he published in the first volume of the "
Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy." This nearly agrees with Gillies' copy, but it

retains four ranns, or stanzas, that Gillies discarded. These stanzas,

however, shew that Macpherson had a copy of the poem, for the

first stanza is, excepting the grammatical blunders of that pretender,

identically the same as one given by him in his Dissertation, n. ed.

p. 39. This is the poem that Mr. Macpherson says is called " Tean-

tach mor na Fiona," and he acknowledges that
"

it appears to have

been founded on the same story with the Battle of Lora ;" but he dis-

guises the truth, for he should have said that his Ossian's "
Battle of

Lora," was founded on the Irish poem. Upon this subject it is scarcely

necessary to say more. The language, and the structure of the verse,

show that it was composed at a much earlier period than any of the

Gaelic poems published by the Society as originals. The "original"
of this poem is not given by the Society. The original poem intro-

duces Saint Patrick speaking to the Irish Ossian, but as this would

not exactly suit Mr. Macpherson's plan, he has artfully omitted that

part of his Ossian, and very gravely tells us, in a note, that the poem,
in his own Gaelic gibberish, is called Duan a Chuldich, or the Cul-

dee's Poem." We have already said so much on this subject, pp. 174-

175, and pp. 211-212, that we do not consider it necessary to add

any thing here.

The sixth example ;

" Darthula." We venture to say that it

cannot be denied that this poem is taken from the Irish tale of " The

Death of the Children of Uisneach," a literal translation of which, by
the late Theophilus O'Flanagan, an excellent Irish scholar, was pub-
lished in

" the Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Dublin," in the

year 1808, accompanied with notes, to which we beg to refer. They
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contain some excellent observations on the forgeries of Macpherson,
and some just criticisms on the "

post-original GaeHc
"

of the poems

published by the Highland Society of London.

A poem on the death of the Children of Uisneach, is published
in Gillies' Collection, and a much fuller copy in the " Works of the

Highland Bards," p. 562. These poems, particularly the latter, are

composed of a variety of poems interspersed through the tale of the

Death of the Children of Uisneach above mentioned, as may be seen

by an inspection of that work. An ancient copy of one of these

poems is contained in a copy of the ancient tale, written on vellum,

in possession of the Highland Society of Scotland, a fac-simile of

which is given in the Report of the Committee of that Societ}^

Appendix, p. 311, Plate HI. No. 4. The two first stanzas only are

given in the fac-simile, but the whole nine stanzas, including those

two, are given in the Roman letter, with a translation in English,

pp. 298 and 299. The manner, however, in which the original is

decyphered by the gentleman to whom that task was committed,

proves how little qualified even the best Gaelic scholars of Scotland,

are to read or translate ancient Gaelic writings. There is a blunder

in the very second line, where the word lingantaibh is given instead

of hingantaibh. The latter word is the dative case plural of Ingnadh,
or longnadh, a wonder. The expositor not understanding the con-

traction in the original, mistook the word for lingantaibh, which he

translated lakes, supposing, erroneously, that the word linn, a pool of

water, formed its dative plural lingantaibh ; but in this he was much

mistaken, the word is of one syllable, and could not take three sylla-

bles in its oblique cases. The regular dative plural of li7in is linntaibh.

There are several other errors in those nine stanzas, but to enter into

a particular examination of them, would be foreign to the object of

this Essay. The errors here are, however, far exceeded by those in
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the copy given in the "Works of the Highland Bards ;" but letting

these pass, the poem is sufficient to prove the plagiarism of Mac-

pherson.

The seventh example ;

" The combat between Oscar and Ullin."

This poem is called
" Dan na hinghine," in Irish, and is addressed

by Ossian to Saint Patrick. Doctor Young found a copy of it in

the Highlands of Scotland.

The eight example ;

" The Lamentation of the Spouse of Dargo."
Whatever merit may be in this, we leave Ossian and Mr, Macpherson
in full possession of it. We do not at present recollect any thing

like it in Irish, nor do we think it worth further inquiry.
^ ^ -The Doctor complains of the variations and imperfections of the

copies conveyed to our times by tradition, yet, strange to say, he had

before said, that by means of this very oral tradition,
"

it was hardly

possible to say that they" (the poems)
" could either have perished

totally or have been greatly altered." But not quite satisfied with

the oral preservation of the poems, he tells that they may have been

committed to writing, and so preserved, as the Scotch " had the use

of letters from the latter end of the sixth age," i. e. three hundred

years after Ossian had been gathered to his fathers. He does not

confess the obligation the Scotch nation owes to the Irish for this

knowledge of letters, or that it was owing to the foundation of the

monastery at Hy, by Saint Columbkill, and other Irishmen, that it

was continued by a constant supply of other learned Irishmen, and

that when that establishment was broken up, the Scotch relapsed

into ignorance and comparative barbarism. But the Doctor seems to

think that even three hundred years might be too long for these long

poems to exist without writing, and he has recourse to another and

earlier period when the poems might be committed to writing. He

says, "If we suppose that Ossian was contemporary with the Irish
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Apostle,
* * * * the solution of your question is so much the more

easy. All the world will allow that the use of letters was known in

Ireland from Saint Patrick's time, and the sons of Erin were greatly

interested in the preservation of Ossian's works. Therefore it may

reasonably be presumed, that some one of Saint Patrick's disciples

would have committed to writing the compositions of that excellent

poet, before he himself had left the world." This is excellent, and

may be quite true if Ossian lived until he was near three hundred years

old ; for to that age he must have lived if he were cotemporary with

Saint Patrick. But if he did live to that age, and that his works

were then committed to writing,
" from which numberless copies

might have been drawn out from age to age,
* * * * and some of

these copies undoubtedly imported into the Highlands and Isles from

Ireland," as the learned Doctor asserts, what has become of all these

copies, that not one of them can be now produced ? If one of those

copies were in existence in the year 1807, when the Highland Society

of London published what is called
" The Poems of Ossian in the

original Gaelic," why was not it printed instead of that silly piece of

forgery which in every line betrays its recent composition. But

enough of Doctor Macpherson's letters ; let us now take a view of

the letter of Mr. Angus MacNeill, (Appendix, Rep. p. 18,) to which

the Committee calls our attention.

Mr. Mac Neill, in his letter to Doctor Blair, says, "I have the dis-

satisfaction to find, that the success of my inquiries on the subject

you proposed, has fallen greatly short of my expectations. 1 do not

remember to have seen any manuscripts, or written copies of the ori-

ginal of any of these poems" (Ossian's)
"
myself; yet the elder Clan-

ranald declared, that he had himself transcribed above one hundred

pages of a large ancient manuscript which treated of the wars of

Fingal and Comhal his father, which manuscript was carried over to
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Ireland by a worthless person, and is now thought lost, but the tran-

script he desired Mr. Macpherson to recover out of the hands of one

Donald Mac Donald, Edinburgh." What does all this prove, that the

Committee should think it of importance ? It proves that the writer

had failed in his expectations about the poems ; that he never saw

any written copies of them ; that Clanranald had, indeed, copied

some old manuscript about the wars of Finn and Comhal, and that

he gave Macpherson an order to recover the transcript ; but he does

not attempt to say that Clanranald's old manuscript contained any

part of Macpherson's Ossian, or that it was not of Irish composition.

Mr. Mac Neill, however, does not stop with what he had heard Clan-

ranald declare: he gives the declarations of others, in all which,

except in two articles, there is nothing but a repetition of the extracts

of the poems mentioned in Doctor Macpherson's second letter, and

which we have shewn to be garbled extracts from Irish poems and

tales. The two articles mentioned by Mr. Mac JNeill, that were not

spoken of by Doctor Macpherson, are,
" the terms of peace proposed

by Morla in Swaran's name to CuchuUin," {Fingal, B. II.) and the

poem of " Berrathon," of which Neill M'Murrich, "declared that he

is of opinion, that last poem in the collection, Berrathon, is contained

in a manuscript which he himself saw him deliver, with three or four

more, to Mr. Macpherson." The first of these articles is stolen from

an Irish poem called
" Laoidh Mhaghnuis mhoir." i. e.

" The Lay of

Magnus, or Manus the Great," which has been elegantly translated

by Miss Brooke, and published in her Reliques of Irish Poetry, 4to.,

Dublin, 1789, p. 37. In that poem we find Maghnus, the son of

Meidhigh, (he whom Macpherson, with his druidical wand, has

transformed into Swaran, the son of Sterno,) coming to invade Ire-

land. Fionn Mac Cubhail, (the Fingal of Macpherson,) chief of the

Feinne, or military of Leinster, despatched his son, Fergus, the poet,

n H 2
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to inquire the cause of his coming, and, if as a friend, to bid him

welcome, and invite him to the feast. The Lochlainn chief haughtily

replied to the invitation thus :

" Do fhreagair sin Maghnus go borb,

Airdrigh Lochlainn na long mbreac,

Do bhearfha me a bhean 6 Fhionn,

Daimhdheoin air tuinn, agus Brann."

" To that roughly replied Manus,

The supreme king of Lochlinn of mottled ships,

I shall carry his wife from Fionn,

In spite of him, across the waves, and (with her) Bran."

Fergus to this insolent threat replies :

" Bhearaid an Fhiann comhrag cruaidh.

Dot' shluagh sul a dtiubhraid Bran,

Is cuirfidh Fionn oath a ndliis

Sul fa ttugaidh uaidh a bhean."

i.e.

" The Fiann will give a severe battle

To thy host, before they give thee Bran.

And Fionn will give you war in plenty

Before he surrenders his spouse."

> Such is the original, and such the strictly literal translation of

this passage, which, not only sets this part of Mr. Mac Neill's letter

to rest, but proves, with what we have already shown, that the chief

incidents of the entire poem of Fingal, are stolen from the poems of

the Irish Ossian. Of the poem of "
Berrathon," we confess we know
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nothing. It has nothing of Irish that we can recollect, except the
" son of Alpin," of whom Macpherson declares that he knew but

little. He says,
" tradition has not handed down the name of this son

of Alpin. His father was one of Fingal's principal bards, and he

appears himself to have had a poetical genius." Mr. Macpherson

might, if he chose, have told more of " this son of Alpin." He knew

that he was Saint Patrick, to whom, under that name, the Irish Ossian

has addressed the most of his poems. In various copies of the Irish

poems the name is variously written, as " Mac Alpuinn"
" Mac

Alphruinn" and " Mac Calphruinn," but all meaning the same per-

son. But what does Mr. Mac Neill say, as to the original of the

poem ? Certainly nothing that proves that it ever was anciently in

existence in the Gaelic Language. Mr. Mac Neill does not tell us

that Mac Murrich repeated this poem in his presence, or any where

else ; or that he even declared that he had seen or read that poem,

as he did the poem of Darthula. No. He goes more cautiously about

the business, and only declares,
" that he is of opinion, the last poem

in the collection, Berrathon, is contained in a manuscript which I,"

(Mr. Mac Neill,)
"
myself, saw him deliver, with three or four more,

to Mr. Macpherson."
This Mac Murrich was the bard and historian of Clanranald ; as

such, it is to be supposed, he knew how to read, and therefore

knew the contents of the manuscripts he gave to Macpherson ; yet

he did not say that the poem of Berrathon was contained in those

manuscripts, he only declared " that he was of opinion" it was con-

tained in one of them. This is miserable quibbling, and proves how

great anxiety there was to seize upon any thing that afforded the least

shade of evidence to prove the authenticity of the poems. There is,

however, a proof, amounting almost to a positive certainty, that the

English poem is the only genuine original of Berrathon. The poem
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never was seen in Gaelic by Hill, Gillies, Stewart, or any other pub-

lisher or collector of Gaelic poems, no, not even by the Highland

Society itself, with all its industry, for it regrets its inability to pro-

cure a copy. Is it not, therefore, rational to conclude, that an old

copy of it never existed in the Gaelic language ?

We have now candidly examined the letters to which our atten-

tion was called by the Committee of the Highland Society, and we

submit, that they do not contain any thing to prove that the poems

of Ossian are genuine. On the contrary, they lead us to powerful

proofs that the chief episodes in the poem of Fingal, are stolen from

the poems ascribed to the Irish Ossian, which Macpherson, for rea-

sons now evident, affected to despise.

The Committee next (Report, p. 14,) directs the attention of the

Society, and the public of course, to " the opinion of a native High-

lander, uninstructed in the literature, and even ignorant of the lan-

guage of any other country, of the question which he heard was

agitated with regard to the authenticity of Ossian's poems. It is

given in the original Gaelic, as delivered by Hugh Mac Donald,
* * * * with a translation as literal as a right understanding of its

meaning will allow." We also call the attention of the Society and

the public to this curious document, confessing, at the same time,

that we are unable to discover in what manner the circumstance of

Mr. Mac Donald's being illiterate and ignorant of language can add

weight to his opinion. In examining this man's testimony, we shall

use the translation, as it is, in general, sufficiently literal, and more

extensively understood than the original.

With respect to the language of the poems, Mr. Mac Donald says,
"
they are composed in the language of the times to which they refer.

They contain many words and phrases now obsolete ; and understood

by very few." This is a pretty magisterial beginning for an illite-
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rate man. We shall not deny, that, to a modern Highlander, there

are enough of obsolete words and phrases in the poems of Ossian, cir-

culated in the Highlands, which are, originally, Irish compositions,

though now corrupted and debased by being handed down to latter

times, only by oral recital. But we positively deny that they are

composed in the language of the times to which they refer. The

Gaelic language of Ossian's times would be nearly unintelligible

to the most learned in the Gaelic language of the modern Scotch

whose works have as yet come to our knowledge, and we affirm, with-

out fear of contradiction, that it must be totally so to an illiterate

Highlander.

Mr. Mac Donald does not appear intimidated by his being
"
igno-

rant of the language of any other country," from pronouncing his

opinion, very dogmatically, on any translation that might be made

of those poems into English, or any other language. He says, "And

though it were attempted to make the ablest scholar translate those

poems into English, or any other tongue, he surely could not trans-

fuse into them the merits of the original, but still less could he, as it

is alleged, first compose them in English, and turn them into such

Gaelic, as should retain the bone and marrow of their own true lan-

guage." This is pretty well ; but this is not all. He again tells us,

(Appendix to Report, p. 43.)
" The names of men, and of places, are

significant to a degree, found only in an original language ;
and

Ossian's expressions are so peculiarly and wonderfully happ}', that

no man can translate or change them, without losing the aptness,

substance, melod}^, and perfect beauty which distinguish the pure

Gaelic of Ossian alone, through all his works." It must be confessed,

that this Mr. Mac Donald is a very extraordinary man, who, though

illiterate and ignorant of every language but his own, is thus able to
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pronounce so positively upon other languages and translations, as to

attract the attention of the Committee of the Highland Society.

With respect to the authenticity of the poems, Mr. Mac Donald

positively asserts, that " there is not one Highlander, not one indi-

vidual acquainted with our country and the Gaelic language, who

has ever, for a moment, doubted the authenticity of these poems."
Did Mr. Mac Donald never hear of Doctor Shaw, a Highlander, and

author of a Gaelic Grammar and Dictionary ? and that that gentle-

man had written and published a pamphlet to prove that the poems
in Macpherson's Ossian are forgeries ? Perhaps he did not. There

may be a possibility that he did not, but notwithstanding his illite-

rateness and ignorance of language, there is scarcely a probability

that he did not hear of both ; for the whole tenor of his testimony

shews that he was well acquainted with the controversy relating to

those poems. We have already given an extract from Doctor

Shaw's pamphlet, expressive of his opinions on some points of this

controversy, and shall have occasion hereafter to refer to it again.

But if neither Doctor Shaw, nor any otherHighlander, had ever written

a word against the authenticity of the poems, will it be believed that

no person
"
acquainted with the Gaelic language has ever doubted

the authenticity of these poems." Is it not well known that the late

venerable Charles O'Conor, Doctor O'Halloran, and other Irishmen,

well skilled in the Gaelic language, have denied the authenticity of

the poems, and accused Macpherson of forgery in imposing them on

the public as the genuine productions of Ossian. A charge, let it be

observed, of which he never has been acquitted.

Let us follow this inquiry a little further, and ask, what has Mr.

Mac Donald said as to the authenticity of the poems that deserves

attention ? His opinion regarding the language of the poems goes
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for nothing. No illiterate person could be competent to form a correct

judgment on that subject, and the truth of what Mr. Mac Donald as-

serts regarding it, is positively denied. The opinion respecting other

languages, and translations into them from the Gaelic, is equally worth-

less, nor should it be noticed here, if it were not to observe on it,

that the system of literary forgery had not entirely ceased in Scot-

land in the year 1800, when this man's supposed testimony was

drawn up. It is evident that the Committee was imposed upon ; for

no illiterate person would take upon him to pronounce so dogmatically

upon a subject which he could not understand. But what does the

testimony positively say as to the fact of the existence of the poems
when it was drawn up ? Does it say that any person could repeat

any one entire poem in the Gaelic language that was in every respect

the same as its supposed translation in the Ossian of Macpherson ?

It does not ;
—but it says, "It is enough that thousands can still be

found in the Highlands and Isles who can recite many detached por-

tions of them,"" (the poems of Ossian.) This is
" the bone and mar-

row" of this testimony, which the person who makes it says is

''

enough
"

to prove the transmission of those ancient poems down to

our days.

We might stop here with Mr. Mac Donald, but that there is one

thing in his testimony which may as well be noticed here, not because

it proves any thing as to the existence of the poems, or their author,

in the third century, but because the thing is mentioned in other

places of the Report as of some importance. It relates to " the Mac
Vurichs for many generations family bards to the Mac Donalds of

Clanranald," who were "
to transmit in writing, the history and

poetry connected with the family and their country. There is still

extant a poem, composed by Niel Mor Mac Vurich to the Mac

Donalds immediately before the battle of Garioch or Harlan, which

VOL. XVI. I I
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was fought near four hundred years ago. It is called Brosnachadh

cath Ghariach (invigorating address at the battle of Garioch,) and is

well known." This appears to be introduced for the purpose of shew-

ing that some of the Scotch bards knew how to write, and that as one

of their poems happens to be in existence at this time, we should,

therefore, conclude that the works of Ossian, who wrote eleven hun-

dred years earlier, were still in existence.

We must confess that we cannot come to such a conclusion ; nor

can we refrain from giving our opinion, that for any credit the poem
does to either the bard, his patrons, or their country, it might as

Avell have been lost along with the poems of Ossian. We are told

that it is called
" Brosnachadh Cath," (Catha properly,) which sig-

nifies
" an excitement to battle ;" but if we are allowed to judge of

its spirit, and the spirit of the persons to whom it is addressed, from

the copy of the thing called a poem, bearing that name in the

" Choice Collection of the Works of the Highland Bards," printed in

Edinburgh in 1804, we must believe the Mac Donalds of that day

were much more tardy in rushing to fight the battles of their country

than the members of that truly noble family, and, indeed, the High-

landers in general, have been in subsequent periods. The poem con-

sists of no less than 336 lines, all of which, we are to believe, the Mac

Donalds patiently listened to, whilst their enemies were bidding them

defiance, before they could rush to the conflict. But the length of the

thing is not the circumstance which renders it tedious. It bids defi-

ance to every thing like verse ; every single line of the poem, except

the two first and the eleven last lines, consists of two adverbs, with-

out any attention to the number of syllables, pauses, or accents.

And what is more extraordinary, the poem, if it may be called a

poem, is divided into seventeen stanzas, according to the number of

letters in the Gaelic alphabet, and each of the adverbs, in each
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stanza, begins with the same letter of the alphabet to which that

stanza belongs. To enable the reader the better to perceive the beau-

ties of this singular monument of Scotch Gaelic poetry, we subjoin a

few lines, from the publication above mentioned :

A Chlama cuinn, cuimhmichibh

Cruas an am na h-iorguil

Gu arinneach, gu arronach,

Gu arach, gu allonta,

Gu athlamh, gu arronta,

Gu allmhura, gu arachtach, &c.

B.

Gu beotha, gu barrail,

Gu brighmhor, gu buadhach, &c.

c.

Gu calma, gu curanta

Gu crodha, gu cruadalach, &c.

D.

Gu daii, gu i(it,

Gu dasanagh, gu deaghfhulangacb, &c &c. &c.

Literal Translations of the above Gaelic Lines.

A.

Oh, descendants of Conn, remember

Firmness in the time of battle.

Amicably, becomingly,

1 I 2
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Powerfully, bravely.

Nimbly, boldly.

Fiercely, mightily, &c.'

B.

Briskly, sprightfully.

Efficaciously, victoriously, &c.

c.

Stoutly, courageously.

Valiantly, bravely^ &c.

D.

Undauntedly, firmly.

Furiously, well-enduringly, &c.

The above, we believe, may be taken as a sufficient sample of this

precious poem, and an ample proof of the great fidelity with which

the Scottish bards handed down the works of their predecessors, even

from the times of " the sweet-voiced Ossian," and his illustrious

father
'* the mighty Fingal, the powerful king of Morven," in the

third century of the Christian era, to the year 1800, when Hugh
Mac Donald, an illiterate Highlander, delivered a learned discourse

on the poems of Ossian, in his own native Gaelic, which, for the

benefit of posterity, has been translated into English, and published

in the Report of the Highland Society of Scotland, to convince the

world that Macpherson's Ossian is a translation of the poems of an

ancient Highland bard ; the originals of which were soon to be pub-
lished by the Highland Society of London.

The Committee (Report, p. 15,)
"
presumes it may assume, as

undisputed, that a traditional history of a great hero, called Fion,
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Fio7i na Gael, or, as it is modernized, Fingal, exists * * * * in

Scotland," and that
" Ossian dall, hl'md Ossian, is as well known as

strong Sampson, or wise Solomon." We acknowledge the latter fact,

but deny the first. The traditional history is of a hero called Fionn,

or Fionn Mac Cuhhaill, not of Fion na Gael, or Fingal, which is, as

the Committee acknowledges, a modern name, of which the Highlan-

ders never heard until of late.

The Committee seems also to think it of importance to this

inquiry, that the world should know of some proverbial expressions

still used in Scotland ; such as
" Cothram nafeine

—the equal com-

bat of the Fingalians ;"
" Ossian an deigh nam Jiann

—Ossian, the

last of his race ;*' and " Tha i cho boidheach reh Agandecca, nighean
ant sneachda—She is as beautiful as Agandecca, daughter of the

snow." It is not in the spirit of captious criticism, that we

offer any remarks either on the original or translation of these

proverbial expressions, but because we think some of them, at

least, are of late invention, and that the translation is made to

support a cause which the original does not do.
" Cothram na

feine
"

is not fairly translated : Cothram, or more properly Comh-

throm, conveys not the most distant idea of fighting. It literally

signifies equal weight, and is used to express justice, right, &c. ; and

the word Feinne is an oblique case of the word Fianna, which sig-

nifies an army or host, and in Gaelic writings is always used in that

sense. In every province in Ireland there were Fianna, but the host

that was commanded by Fionn Mac Cubhaill, was called Fionna

Firionn, and Fianna Fhinn, the host of Ireland, and the host of

Fionn. The translating the word " Feine
"

Fingalians,
" was evi-

dently done for the purpose of imposing a belief that Fingal was an

ancient name. Tha i cho boidheach reh Agandecca nigheanant

sneachda," is clearly of modern manufacture. Its language, if there

were nothing else, proves it so. But there is more ; the name Agan-
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decca cannot be found in any Gaelic poem of an older date than the

birth of Macpherson's Ossian. Even in the Gaelic originals of

Ossian, as published by the Highland Society of London, it is in vain

that we look for it. The name frequently occurs in the English poem
of Fingal, and in other poems of Macpherson's Ossian, but never once

in the
"

originals
"
of the Society. Macpherson first mentions this

lady, Fingal, B. IV. (p. 55, o, ed.)
" My hero had seen in his rest

the mournful form of Agandecca." The "
original

"
of the Society

does not mention any such name as Agandecca ; it calls this lovely

lady
^^ the face of snow." The words are:

"
Thainig na chodail do n'ghaisgeach

Aghaidh-'n t sneachda 'na cruth faoin."

" In his sleep came to the hero

The/ace of snow in her weak form."—'Vol. ii. p. 154.

.•--lUi lif tLjUsiif'-

Macpherson mentions this lady by the same name twice more in

the same Book, pp. 63 and 64, o. ed. In one place the *'

original
"

calls her "
Oigh mar shneachd—a maid like snow ;^' in the other

"
Oigh nan aird threun—viaid of mighty heroes" p. 176. She is

mentioned again by Macpherson in the fifth Book, o. ed. p. 67, and

twice in the sixth Book, pp. 83 and 84. In the first of these places

the "original" calls her ^^
his first love—mo cheud rHin." In the

other two she is called " mo riiin," and " mo luaidh." Here the

name of Agandecca is not once mentioned. Is it unreasonable

then to suppose that the old proverbial expression above mentioned,

is a modern forgery ?

The Committee, in its Report, pp. 2 and 28, refers to the letters

of Doctors Blair, Ferguson, and Carlisle, and of Mr. Home and

Mr. Macpherson, contained in the Appendix No. 4, as furnishing

proofs of the authenticity of Ossian's poems. But upon the closest
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and most impartial examination of those letters, we have not been

able to discover any such proofs. Such as they are we shall quote

them fairly, and add a few general observations.

The letter of Doctor Blair is mostly occupied by an account of

his first acquaintance with Macpherson ; of the first publication of

the "
Fragments of Ancient Poetry, collected in the Highlands of

Scotland ;" of his own Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian, and his

Appendix to that treatise, in which, he says, is to be found "
strong

and irrefragable evidence in favour of the authenticity of the poems.'*

Some of this evidence we have above examined, (p. 213, &c,,) and

have shewn that it is by no means such evidence as the learned Doctor

describes it. On the contrary, it furnishes proofs that, there were no

ancient manuscripts of the poems in the islands ; that there were only

fragments or detached pieces of the poems recited by the people of

those islands; that the stories were Irish ; and that Doctor Blair's

correspondents contradicted themselves and each other.

The Doctor confesses his ignorance of the Gaelic language, but

he says that Professor Ferguson, and some other gentlemen, had exa-

mined Macpherson's papers, and saw some which appeared to be old

manuscripts.
—

Appeared to he old manuscripts ! If those gentlemen
knew the language, they could soon discover the difference between

appearance and reality ; and if they had really seen such old manu-

scripts, they would tell us so positively. The Doctor adds, that

these gentlemen,
" in comparing his

"
(Macpherson's)

" version with

the original, they found it exact andfaithful, in any parts which they
read." This latter part is contradicted by Sir John Sinclair in his

''' Dissertation on the Authenticity of the Poems of Ossian," prefixed

to "The Poems in the original Gaelic," published by the Highland

Society of London, where, to shew that Macpherson's translation is

not " exact and faithful," his translation of the first Book of Fingal is
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printed on opposite pages, with a new translation of that Book, made

at the desire of Society, by the Rev. Thomas Ross.—(Vol. i. Dis-

sertation, p. c)
It is observable that, in this letter, Doctor Blair admits that Mae-

pherson did deviate from his Gaelic originals ; that " he brought

together pieces that were scattered and broken;" that he selected

"such as he thought the best readings;" that "he left out some

rudenesses and extravagancies ;" and that " he interpolated in some

places, to connect together pieces of one whole which he found dis-

jointed." This means, in plain English, that Mr. Macpherson collect-

ed fragments of old poems and popular tales, and manufactured from

them tales to his own taste, and, to flatter his countrymen, fathered

them upon Ossian, an ancient bard. We now leave the reader to

judge if Doctor Blair has proved the genuineness of Ossian's poems.
The testimony of Doctor Ferguson, though he understood Gaelic,

adds nothing to the proofs of the authenticity of the poems, and we

wonder how the Committee gave it a place in the Appendix. All

that the Doctor says relating to the poems, may be comprised in very

few words. The whole amount is, that he heard " an oldish man,"

a tailor, in the year 1740, repeat some strains relating to a battle,

and single combat, which, upon the appearance of Mr. Macpheron's

publication, he recognized to be the single combat between Swaran

and Cuchullin in Macpherson's Fingal ; and he gives two lines from

the poem, which were all that he could remember. He adds,
"

I have,

at different times, heard other scraps orfragments repeated ;" but he

made no other use of them than to tell his friend John Home, that

such fragments were in the Highlands. He then says the frag-
ments he afterwards saw in Mr. Macpherson's hands,

"
by no means

appeared of recent writing ; the paper was much stained with smoke,

and daubed with Scot's snuff." It would be a pity to deprive the
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Scotch nation of all the comfort which the letter of Doctor Ferguson
affords. We shall, therefore, leave it in full possession of all such

poems as the daubing of "
Scot's snuff" may prove to be not of;

recent
vi^riting. -„. ^|;

The Doctor, however, not satisfied with his testimony as to the

poems, adds an observation or two on the Gaelic language, and he

tells us,
"

It was a language spoken in, the cottage, but not in the

parlour
* * * * There were no books in it, but the manuals of

religion, and these in so aukward and clumsy a spelling, that few.

could read them." If any beside a Scotchman were to assert this,

it would be put down to the account of prejudice ; but being asserted

by a learned Caledonian, we must believe it true. Yet, in this coun-

try, where there were no books "but the manuals of religion," the

Highland Societies would persuade us the long poems of Fingal, Temo- \

ra, &c., were preserved for the long space of fifteen hundred years.

The Committee was not more fortunate in referring to the letter

of Doctor Carlysle, than to those of the two last-mentioned gentle-^

men. ., Indeed it was rather less so. Mr. Carlyle says not one word

for the authenticity of Ossian's poems. He expresses a belief that

Mr. Macpherson was not, and could not, be the fabricator of the

poems ; but he admits something like it. He says,
'*

I am ready to

admit, that after collecting all the scattered fragments, he tied them

together in form of heroic poenis. This gentleman was intimately^

acquainted with Mr. Macpherson, and in the years 1769 and 1770,

for four months in each year, saw him daily, yet he does not venture

to say that in all that time, or at any other time, he ever saw one

line of the Gaelic originals, though the conversation often turned oq

theppems. j,,,..^

- Jj:Mr. Home's testimony is of less value than even Doctor Carlyle's.

He was totally igi^or^nt of the Gaelic language, yet having heard

VOL. XV r. K K
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some " hundreds of lines of the rhymes repeated to him by the com-

mon people, he had no doubt that the tales and songs sung by the

boatmen and herdsmen in the Highlands are the poems of Ossian."^

It appears that it was easy to make Mr. Home believe what, for the

honour of Scotland, he wished to be true ; but it is a great pity tljat

some of his Highland acquaintances did not inform him that there

was no such thing as rhyme in ancient Gaelic poetry.

The next authority produced by the Committee, for the authen-

ticity of the poems, is that of the Rev. M. Gallic, who, in 1799 and

1801, wrote three or four letters in answer to the queries of the Com-

mittee. In one of these he says, that Mr. Macpherson,
" on his re-

turn from the Highlands, produced him several volumes, small octavo,

or rather large duodecimo, in the Gaelic language and characters,

being the poems of Ossian, and other ancient bards
• * * *

Many
of these volumes were at the close, said to have been collected by
Paul Macmhurich Bard Clanraonuil, and about the beginning of the

fourteenth century."

Admitting the substance of the above quotation to be strictly

true, we submit that it proves nothing as to the authenticity or anti-

quity of those poems published by Macpherson, under the name of

Ossian. They were in the Gaelic characters, and said to be collected,

observe, not written, by a Scotch bard, in the fourteenth century ;

but this does not prove that they were the production of the High-

land muse. It is most probable that they were copies of those poems

known to have been in circulation for several centuries in Ireland,

and ascribed to the Irish Ossian. Mr. Gallie says, he could, at that

time, "read the Gaelic characters, though with difficulty." If he

could read those characters he might have known the contents of the

manuscripts, and be able to say positively, whether the poems pub-

lished by Macpherson were translations from them or not; but he
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does not say they are so; on the contrary, he tells us, that at this dis-

tance of time, he cannot say whether Mr. Macpherson found the poem

Fingal arranged as he gave it to the public. He gives us a few Irish

verses, which he says were taken from the manuscripts ; but if they

were really taken from the manuscript of Clanranald, that manu-

script cannot be of the age assigned to it, and it must be imperfect

and corrupt beside. This must be evident, at first view, to any per-

son at all acquainted with Gaelic versification. We do not believe

that either Mr. Gallic or Mr. Macpherson could understand a Gaelic

manuscript of the fourteenth century, if it were before them. Mr.

Gallic acknowledges that it was with difficulty he could read the

Gaelic characters ; and to a certainty he would find it more difficult

to understand than to read a manuscript of the age mentioned. That

Mr. Macpherson could not read such we have good authority to

state. This authority is Mr. Price, the keeper of the Bodleian

Library, in which there are some Irish manuscripts of the thirteenth

or fourteenth century, containing poems attributed to Ossian. One

of these is in Laud, F. 95, and Rawl. 487. This is a dialogue in

which Saint Patrick, Caoilte, and Ossian, are interlocutors. Mr.

Price, the Librarian, showed this book, which is entitled in the

index,
*' The battle of the Giants," to Mr. Macpherson ; and he con-

fessed that he did not understand one word of those poems. This,

Mr. Price related to the late Rev. Charles O'Conor, author of '* Re'

rum Hibernicarum Scriptores Veteres" The mention of these manu-

scripts by Mr. Gallic is therefore no proof that Macpherson's Ossian

is authentic, nor is it any proof that the so-called Gaelic originals of

the Society are ancient. There is a great difference between the

extract given by Mr. Gallic and the corresponding part in the Book

of Fingal, published under the sanction of the Society, Book IV.

v. 259-284. ^-'.'.w ,•---. .:..^x .... ..u=.. r..

K K 2
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The Report of the Committee next directs our attention to the

answers and observations of Captain Morison, but with as httle advan-

tage to the inquiry as the preceding. The captain merely says, that he

remembers to have heard repeated poems respecting Fingal, Ossian,

and other heroes ; and that " he remembers some fragments of GaeUc

poetry respecting those persons, and gives a few of those as he now

recollects them." The Committee has not favoured the pubhc with a

sight of the fragments, from which we may be allowed to conclude,

that they do not serve the design of the Committee's labours.

Among the reminiscences of the venerable old soldier, there is

one which, it appears, he thought a matter of some consequence,

namely,
" That the address to the sun in the poem of Carthon,

wanted two lines in the original, which neither Mr. Macpherson, nor

any body else, could supply, nay, supply any thing like them." It

would be satisfactory if the Captain had imformed us what idea he

formed of those two runaway lines, that enabled him to assert, so

positively, that " neither Mr. Macpherson, nor, any body else, could

supply any thing like them." ? .'' .

The Committee, (Report, p. 47,) speaks of the Irish poems, pub-

lished by Miss Brooke, and tells us they are of the same name, and

have several passages nearly coincident with those in a collection

made by Mc. Duncan Kennedy. The Report, however, asserts that

the copies of the Fingalian poems brought from Ireland are evidently

corrupted, and of a more modern style of composition than poems of

similar titles collected in the Highlands. A comparison of some of

the poems of Miss Brooke's and Mr. Kennedy's collections, is given

in the Appendix, p. 320, and the preference of course given to the

latter. We, however, are confident that the impartial Gaelic scholar,

who is qualified to judge, must pronounce the Highland copies to be

more corrupted than those of Ireland, though both are evidently
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copies from the same original. The Committee, Appendix, No. xx.

p. 313, has given us a poem on the death of Ossian, from Kennedy's

collection, as a sample of the superiority of the Scotch copies. We
give the first sixteen lines of that poem, exactly as they are printed in

in the Report, and leave to the Gaelic scholar to pronounce on their

purity. ,

" Stiamhaidh bhi noc ann gleann-caothan.

Gun ghuth gadhair ann, gun cheol.

Mo chroidhe cho dean e do mreir,
-

.

. .
•

'>

*Smi fein an sean fhear gun treoir.

'Nuair reachamaid do ghleann-caothann,

Bu bhinn bladhar againn ceol,
''^'^d brfM-^Jaii. foirlo ob?/

..^, . B'iomad dea' fheardhinn air chint,

'Scho toileamaid diomb da'r deoin.

'Nuair thogamaid ri gleann-caothonn,

Bu lionmhor fadhaid gach iul,
'"^ ^°?

A cosgairt an daimh's 'san fheidh ;

'

'Siomad ceud nach eireadh dhiu,

B'iomad laoch adh' eighte mach,

A dhireadh gu bras an Sliabh ;

Le shleagh, 'si ruisgte na dhornn it u.;:
•:.->..

Le cloidheamh mor, agus sgiath." nc: .'

tf.! nh biifih -oifiitn .lijoiito oju tiihd-i £8l]j)iib lic >£l ?i

Lest the foregoing should not be sufficient to shew the difference

between the Scotch and Irish copies of the same poems, we insert

some stanzas, extracts from the
"
Urnigh Ossian," as given by the

Committee in the Appendix to the Report, p. 118, and corresponding

stanzas from a manuscript Irish poem called "
Agallamh Oisin agus

Phadruig." The Irish poem commences with Patrick calling on

Ossian to arise from sleep, and listen to the psalm ; but this natural

opening of the poem is transferred to the eighth stanza in the Scotch

«opy.
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Extractsfrom Scotch Copy.

" Oishain's fada do shuaia

Eirieh snas is aist na 'sailm

Chaill a do luth sdo rath

Scho chuir u cath ri la garbh."

"Mo chail mi mo luth smo rath,

Snach mairionn cathabh'aig Fiunn

Dod chleirsneachd sa's beag mo speis

'Sdo chiol eisteachd chonfheach leom."

" Cha chualas co meath mo cheoil,

O thus an domhain mhor gus anochd,

Tha ri aosta annaghleochd liath

Thir a dhioladh cliar air chnochd."

" Strie a dhiol me cliar air chnocbd,

'Illephadreig is olc run

Seacoir dhuitsa chain mo chruth,

Onach dfhuair u guth air thus.

" Chualas Ceol Oscionn do cheoil

Ge mor a mholfas tu do chliar

Ceoil air nach luigh leatrom laoich

Foaghar cuile aig an ord Thiann.

" Smeorach bheagdhuth o ghleann smail

Faghar nom bare rie an luinn

Sheinemid fein le* puirt

Sbha Sinn fein sai Cruith ro bhinn."

Parallel Irish Extracts.

PATRICK.

" Oisin is fada do shuain,

Eirghe suas is eist an t salm ;

Chaill tu do luth is do rath,

'Snach ecuir feadh cath a ngleo ngarbh."

OISIN.

" O Chaill me mo luth is mo rath.

Is nach maireann cath aig Fionn ;

Annsa chleir ni bhfhuill mo speis

Ceol da ndeis ni binn Horn."

PATRICK.

" Ni chualais a chomhaith do cheol

O thus an domhain mhoir gus anocht

Ata tu arsaigh aimhghlic liath

Ge go ccurtha gliadh air chnoc"

OISIN.

"Do chuirinnsi gliadh air ehnoc:

A Phadruig as docht do pin

Is mairg duitsi do chain mo chruth,

Is nach fuair me guth air ttuis.

" Chualas ceol dob' fhearr na,bhHr cceol,

Ge mor mholas tu an chliar ;

Sealaigheachd loin leitreach laoigh.

Is faoidhe ghniodh an dord Fhiann.

" Smolach ro bhinn gleanna sgail

No mongair no ttonn aig buain traigh,

Budh binne riom trost na ccon

Na faaim do sgolsa a chlerigh chaigh."
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TranslcUion of tJie Irish Stanzas. -y^ioih ')cno«'. tin-i-

irii:.

'i^ -iivl i^maiu,*- "i

dinaxanij ^rt-

PATRICK.

.
" OisiN long is thy repose.

Arise and listen to the psalm :

Thou hast lost thy vigour and activity.

And battle is not arrayed in rough conflict."

OISIN.

" Since I have lost my vigour and activity,

And there exists not a battle with Finn ;

In the clergy I delight not.

After them music is not sweet to me."

to'

-tf/M

PATRICK.

" You never heard music so good.
From the beginning of the great world to this day ;

Thou art old, foolish, grey,

Though the battle should be arrayed on the hill."

OISIN. ':lii c-3i ••ayiij i>:

" I would arrange the battle on the hill ;

Patrick, narrow is thy mind.

And shame to thee to dispraise my form ;

And that I found not a word at first.

" I heard music sweeter than your music.

Though much thou praisest the clergy ;

The chorus of the blackbirds of Letfer-leigh,

And the sound made by the hum of the warriors.

" The most-sweet thrush of the vale of Sgail,

Or the murmur of the waves beating against the shore :

Sweeter to me the noise of the hounds,

Than the sound of thy school, oh, holy priest.''
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The Committee has, in the Report, pp. 93-106, furnished us

with some choice specimens of the purity of the Scottish Gaehc, in

three poems extracted from a manuscript that formerly belonged to

the Rev. James M'Gregor, Dean of Lismore, the metropolitan
church of the See of Argyle, written from the year 1527 to 1529.

The first of these is a copy of a part of an Irish poem, a very ancient

copy of which is in possession of the writer of these sheets. We
insert a few of the corresponding lines of each copy :

Scotch Copy,

" A HOUDIR 80 OSSIN."

" Is fodda nocht ni nelli fruim

Is fadda Iwiym in nychuth ryir

In lay dew gay fadda yoth

Di bi lor fodda in lay de.

" Fadda Iwiym gych lay ya dik

Ne mir sen di cleachta doimh

Gin deowir gin damych cath

Gin wea feylim class Iwith."

Irish Copy.

" OlSIN CC."

" Is fada anocht a naol-finn

Is budh fada liom an oidche reir

An la niumh gidh fada ata

Budh leoc fad an lae ne.

" Fada liom gach la da ttig

Ni mar sin budh cleachta dhuinn

Mo bheitha mh'eagmuis na bhfiann

Do chuir sin mo chiall air ccul."

In these examples the GaeUe reader will at once perceive that

the "
corrupted, and modern'* Irish copy is written after the old

fashion of Irish writings, as practised by ancient Irish writers, while

the pure Scotch copy is written in a manner that the old-fashioned

Gaelic writers were totally unacquainted with. It is in vain that we

look for letters K, W, Y, &c., in Irish poems. It was reserved for

modern or Scottish ingenuity to mark the purity and antiquity of

their poems by the introduction of exotic letters, unknown to the

Gaelic language, and never admitted into the Gaelic alphabet.

These poems, however, are damning evidences against the claims

made by the Scotch to Ossian, as a Highlander ; they bear positive

testimony that the Fcinne, or companions of Fionn, as well as Fionq
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himself and his son Oisin, were all Irishmen. It is on this account

that the Irish poems are represented by the Scotch as corrupted, and

more modern compositions than those of Scotland.

The scene of the first of these poems is laid in Ireland, and the

author, whoever he may have been, addresses Saint Patrick in the

character of Ossian, and relates several things concerning Fionn and

his companions. The very first stanza following what the Committee

has given us of this poem, implores the prayers of Saint Patrick,
—

thus :

" Sir a Phadruig diiinne air Dhia

Fios a nionadh a mbiaidh sinn

Agas saorfadh manam air olc

Fada anocht a naolfinn."

" Beseech God for us, O Patrick,

^ That we may know our situation,

And that my soul may be delivered from evil ;

1- Tedious is this night in Elfin."

The next stanza speaks of Fionn as " chief of the Feinne of Ire-

land,—Ceannus air Fiannaibh Eirionn." This, however, is very

wisely suppressed by the Committee.

The second poem is also Irish. It is a corrupted copy of an old

Irish poem called
" Laoidh Mhoighre hhuirh" or

" Laoidh an Easa

ruaidhy" which has been translated and published by Miss Brooke

in her "
Reliques of Irish Poetry," and from which Macpherson stole

his episode of Borbar and Fainasollis, in the third Book of his

Fingal. The scene of this poem is laid at Eas ruadh, or, as it is now

called, Ashroe, near Ballyshannon, in the County of Donegal. We

give the first three stanzas of the Scotch copy, together with the cor-

responding ones of the ancient Irish poem, in which every Gaelic

scholar will discover the corruption of the one and the purity of the

other, both in language and versification.

VOL. XVI. L L
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Scotch.

" Annit doif skayle beg er Finn

Ne skayl nac curre in suym a

Err vac Cowle fa ma't ghelle

Fa cowinsey ra me ray.

" Di wamyn beggan sloyeg

Ag Ess royg ny negg in mawle

Di chemyn fa holt yr lerr

Currych mor agus ben ann.

"
Keigyt Leich yownych mane Reic

Fa mat er gneeit er gyc gart

Ffir yar nesh is marg a cheith

Di youmist er gi teir nert."

Translation, (Report, p. 99.j

" Know ye a short taJe of Fa^al,
A tale that claims your attention ;

It concerns the son of Comhal of powerful

sway,

Whom, while I live, I shall in woe remember.

" We were few in his train.

By the fall of Roya, that softly murmurs,

Where we saw a large sailed boat afar.

Which conveyed a fair over ocean,

"
Fifty alert heroes sat round the king ;

Trusty were their deeds in support of right

How unlike, alas ! are they whom I behold

in your stead ;

Oh ye, whose strength coald control each

land !
"

Irish.

"
Sgeal beag agum air Fhinn

Ni sgel nach ccuirfidh a suim e

Air mhac Cubhaill ba maith ghoil

Ba cumhain sin re mo rae.

" Do bhamairne beagan sloigh

Air Easruadh mhic Bobhalr na moill

Tig chugainn fa sheoil air lear

An curach beag is bean ann.

"
Caogad laoch dhuinn mun Ri

Ba maith ar ngniomh 'sar ngart

Fir dar ndeis as mairgad chi

Do ghabhamaois air gach crich neart,"

Literal Translation.

" I have a small story on Finn ;

It is not a story that you will not value ;

On the son of Cubhall : great was his

prowess.

That shall be remembered during my time.

"We were a small host.

At the Eas of Ruadh son ofBovar of the heap.

There came to us sailing on the ocean.

The little cot, and a woman therein.

" We were fifty heroes round the king.

Good were our actions and our renown.

It is sorrowful to look on the men after us ;

We seized power in every country,"
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The word Eas signifies a waterfall, heap, or cataract, where the

water is precipitated from an eminence, and of course makes a consi-

derable noise; and on this idea ''Mac bohhair na mhoill" is translated

by Miss Brooke "
deafening son of the heap :

"
but we have the autho-

rity of an ancient Irish manuscript, that the Eas had its name from

Ruadh mac Bobhair, who was there accidentally killed by falling

from the summit. The Scotch Ossian, however, makes his cataract

softly murmur—" the fall of Roya that softly murmurs."

In the Scotch copy, the pursuer of the lady is called
"
Dyre

horb." In the Irish
"
Moighre borb" Macpherson differs from

both, and calls him " Borbar." Neither the Scotch nor the Irish

poem gives any other name for the lady but "
Neyn Re heir fa

hwne," or "
Inghean Righ, thire fo thuinn ;" but Mr. Macpherson

has supplied these defects, and christened the distressed damsel
"

Fainasollis." The Highland Society, in their publication of the
" Poems of Ossian in the original Gaelic," have not favoured us with

the original episode of " Borbar and Fainasollis," but have pru-

dently supplied its place by four lines of * * * * See vol. ii.

p. 134.

The third poem, like the two foregoing, is Irish, and is ascribed,

not to Ossian, but to-
"
Fergusflidh," or "

Fergus the poet, the son

of Fionn Mac Cubhail, and brother of Ossian. It is on the battle of

Gavra, where Oscar, the son of Ossian, was killed, and where the

Feinne were so weakened as never to be able to recover their former

consequence. There are at least three poems, of considerable anti-

quity, in Irish, written on the battle of Gavra, upon which Mr.

Macpherson founded his poem of" Temora." The poem now before

Us shows, in the second line, that the Feinne were Irish :

.
.

"Innis dowin a Em%
lUe Feyni Errin."

L L 2

O
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Translated :

" Tell us, Fergus,

Thou bard from Erin's heroes."

The Irish copy runs thus :

" Innis dhuinn a Fhearghuis,

Fhilidh Feinne Eirionn."

Literal translation :

"Tell to us, O Fergus,

Bard of the Feinne of Erin."

The Committee tells us, Report, p. 106,
" that these, and all

other translations given in this Report, are strictly literal." This,

however, is not strictly true, which the second line now quoted

proves. The Gaelic words "
Ille Feyni Errin," however barbarously

spelled, are not so disguised as to conceal the meaning of the author.

They literally mean
" Poet of the Feinne of Ireland ;" and it is evi-

dent that translating them " Thou Bard from Erin's heroes," was

done for the purpose of making it appear that those Fenian heroes

were not Irish.

The corruptions which, it is asserted, have crept into the Irish

poems, are most strangely accounted for by the Committee. It tells

us that,
" whoever has looked with attention on the history of nations,

or the progress of civil society, will easily conceive how the superior

cultivation of Ireland in literature, civil polity, and a religious esta-

blishment, might naturally tend to produce such a change and cor-

ruption in the ancient traditionary poems as they seem to have ex-

perienced in that country."
—

Report, p. 49. This corruption, the
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Committee says, is not to be found in the Highland poems, though
it acknowledges that Ireland sheltered and preserved that learning

which Scotland in a great meiasure lost; though Mr. Macpherson
asserts that the traditions and songs of his ancestors " were lost or

altogether corrupted ;" and though the same gentleman avows that,

the Highlanders had fallen "into the last degree of ignorance and

barbarism." Are we to give implicit credence to the Committee .'' Are

we to believe that ancient literary documents must be corrupted by
men of learning, as the Irish confessedly were, and that they were

preserved in all their original purity amongst a people
"

fallen into

the last degree of ignorance and barbarism," without books or

records ? The idea is preposterous.

At p. 55 of the Report, the Committee introduces two travellers

to our notice,
—no less personages than " Lord Webb Seymour, and

Mr. Professor Playfair, the former of whom was so obliging as to

communicate to the chairman of the Committee an extract from his

note-book." This, the Committee, no doubt, thought of vast impor-

tance to its inquiry. The substance of his Lordship's extract, which

is of considerable length, amounts to this, that he had heard repeated a

poem, or part of a poem, he could not tell which, that Mr. Mac
Donald had translated for him, and that it represented Fingal and his

heroes encamped on the shore, when they saw two ships, one pursuing

the other. In the first was a lady in distress, who, upon landing,

implored the protection of Fingal and his men. Immediately after,

the second ship arrived, and a warrior landed, with whom Oscar and

Gaul fought, but were defeated : the hero, however, and his followers

were afterwards despatched to the other world by the remainder of

Fingal's people. Another poem, a description of a battle, was

repeated by one of the Macphersons. Another Macpherson, who

had accompanied James Macpherson through Sky, &c., told his
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Lordship that he had written out many poems for his namesake,

"but unfortunately could not remember which." A Mr. Campbell told

him that he had often compared several of the poems translated by

Macpherson with the originals, and found them to vary but little ; and

on being asked for the particular poem which he had compared, the

mountain brought forth a mouse,
" he named Oscar and Malvina !!"

A Mr. Augustine Mac Donald, a Catholic priest, remembered a
" whole poem which he learned when a boy, and which has not been

given in Macpherson's translation," and "
Scalpa told them of a

dialogue in verse, betwixt Ossian and Peter of the Psalms, who had

married Ossian's daughter."

Such is the amount of the extract from Lord Webb Seymour's

note-book, which leaves us just as well qualified to judge of the

authenticity of Ossian's poems as we were before we had read that

important document. The first poem mentioned by his Lordship is evi-

dently the poem of "
Moighre Borb," which we have noticed at pp.

221, 251, and the last poem was doubtless the poem called by Scot-

tish writers '"Ossian's Prayers," and by the Irish
^^

Agallamh Oisin

agus Phadruig" or " Dialogue between Ossian and Patrick," of which

we have already spoken, p. 247, and which Mr. Macpherson in his

Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian, n. ed. p. 39, declares to be

Irish. The poems repeated by
" Mr. Malcolm Macpherson, and by

Mr. Augustine Mc. Donald, a Catholic priest," might have been, for

any thing we could know to the contrary, the original of the Battle of

Lora, or of the Death of CuchulHn, or of Berrathon, which the Society

regrets it could not find ; but that Mr. Mac Donald's poem, we are

told,
" was not given in Macpherson's translation." Or, what is more

likely, those poems may have been the production of one of our Irish

Ossians ; for we are inclined to think that many of our bards

assumed the character of that venerable hero.
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The Committee, Report, p. 58, mentions Gillies* collection of

Gaelic poetry, and falls foul of the poem called
" Suireadh Ohein"

or,
" Ossian's courtship." It tells us that the verse,

"
Is cuth duine

far nach Fionduin" with which the copy published by Gillies

begins,
"

is quite inexplicable." But if the Committee had read the

copy procured by Dr. Young, the late bishop of Clonfert, in the

Highlands of Scotland, and published by him, with some others, in

the first volume of the "Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,"
the difficulty would have vanished^ We have already noticed this

poem at p. 222, to which we refer.

' From p. 59 to p. 77 of the Report, the Committee entertains us

with an account of the Rev. Doctor Smith's Gaelic poems, and with

some extracts from that work. But this we submit can have no

weight. Doctor Smith himself is accused of being a fabricator of

Ossianic poetry, and until he be acquitted of forgery, his testimony
cannot be received in favour of Macpherson.

The Committee next proceeds to give an account of materials

which itself has acquired, for elucidating the questions which the

Society had committed to its inquiry, and mentions as important,
that several places in Scotland are called after Fingal and his heroes.

If this be received as a proof that Ossian belongs to Scotland, it must

be considered as equally so for Ireland ;
for there is not, we may

venture to say, one county in our island in which there are not a

great number of places called after those ancient heroes. ,

The Committee applied to the executors of Mr. Macpherson to

know if he had left behind him any of those manuscripts, particularly

those ancient books which the Committee understood he possessed.

The reply of Mr. Mackinzie, who had been the trustee appointed for

the purpose of publishing the originals of Ossian, was clear and

decisive. There were no such ancient books to befound ; none but
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what were in *'
the hand-writing of Mr. Macpherson himself, or of

others whom he had employed."
* * * * " Of the Books of which

the Committee had so often heard, only one was recovered, a small

duodecimo volume." This volume the Committee acknowledges to

have contained nothing but a few songs, poems, &c., chiefly Gaelic,

and some English, but none of the originals of Ossian. But though
these ancient books could not be found, the Committee imagines that

it "has very satisfactory evidence," that several large and ancient

books had been in the possession of Mr. Macpherson, and for

this we are referred to several authorities in the Appendix. We
have examined these authorities, and we must declare that they are

not to us "
very satisfactory evidences" that the books mentioned,

contained copies of the genuine poems of Ossian. Malcolm Mac-

pherson, who signs his affidavit as a marksman, swears only that his

brother gave a book to Mr. James Macpherson,
" which wholly

regarded the Fions or Fingalians." The affidavit of Ewan Macpher-
son states, that the declarant is seventy-three years of age ; that Mr.

James Macpherson had but a very imperfect knowledge of Gaelic ;

that the declarant took down poems of Ossian for Mr. Macpherson,
from the recitations of several persons; that Mr. Macpherson got a

book from one of the Mac Mhuirichs which contained some poems
of Ossian ; that Mr. Macpherson got an order from Clanranald on a

Lieutenant Mac Donald for a Gaelic folio manuscript, called the
" Leabhar Dearg," which, declarant heard, contained some of the

poems of Ossian; that the declarant never saw that book, but is

positive that the book given by Mac Mhuirich to Macpherson, was

not the ^'Leabhar Dearg;" that he had often heard poems of Ossian

relative to the Fingallians repeated in his youth ; and that he recol-

lected to have read a part of Mr. Macpherson's Fingal ; and, as far
as he could recollect the substance of the original, he thought the

translation well executed." The affidavit of Lachlan Mac Vuirich,
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another marksman, contradicts that affidavit so far as it relates to the
" Leabhar Dearg," which, he swears positively, his father gave to

Macpherson, by the command of Clanranald ; and he describes that

book as being made of paper, longer and broader than a Bible, but

not so thick in the cover.

The above is the substance of three affidavits, in some cases

contradicting each other. But supposing them all to accord, we can

discover nothing
"
very satisfactory

"
in them, respecting the au-

thenticity or antiquity of those poems published by Macpherson as

translations from Ossian. The affidavits merely aver that Mr. Mac-

pherson got one book which "
wholly regarded the Fionns or Finga-

lians ;" that he got another book which contained works of Ossian ;

and that poems of Ossian were taken down for him by one of the

declarants, from the recital of others. Not one of these, however,

says that the poems published by Macpherson were translations from

either of the books, or from the poems taken down from the recital

of others ; so that for any thing we can discover to the contrary, the

poems contained in those documents may have been copies of those

of the Irish Ossian, all of which Mr. Macpherson acknowledged in

his
" Dissertation on Ossian," n. ed. p. 37, were in his possession,

and from which he borrowed the materials for several of his pqenis,

as we have already shewn. !:'.:;.'>?

The communication made to the Committee by the Rev. Mr.

Anderson, one of Mr. Macpherson's executors, proves nothing regard^

ing the authenticity of the poems. The memorandums in Macpher-
son's hand-writing merely mention that he had, in the whole, or in

part, delivered the originals of eight of his poems to M. John Mac-

kinzie. These eight poems, with the exception of Comala, Temora,

Conlath, and Cuthona, form the entire of the originals published by
VOL. XV r. M M
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the Highland Society : by the memorandum on Carthon, it appears

that the entire original of that poem was not deUvered to Mr. Mac-

kinzie by Macpherson; and the copy of that original in the Society's

pubhcation is also defective. Why Mr. Macpherson did not trans-

late, or cause to be translated into Gaelic, the concluding part of

this poem, is not easy to guess. But, let his motives be what they

may, it is evident that he stole the most interesting part of the whole

poem, the combat between Carthon and Clessammor, from a poem
of the Irish Ossian, beginning

"
Fainig triath an borb laoch,'' trans-

lated and published by Miss Brooke, which describes the coming of

Connlaoich, the son of Cuchullin, to Ireland, and the battle between

those two heroes, in which, neither of them knowing the other, the

father kills the son. Mr. Macpherson has made the son overcome

the father, and while binding him, the father stabs him with a dag-

ger and kills him : but in all other respects the leading incidents of

Macpherson's poem are closely copied from the Irish bard, though not

literally translated.

The Committee next gives us an account of manuscripts in the

possession of the Society ; but for any purpose that this serves in

throwing light upon the question regarding the authenticity of Mac-

pherson's Ossian, an account of Shanscrit manuscripts would answer

equally well. By the account given by the Committee, Report, page

90, and by the Appendix, No. xviii and xix, it appears that the poems
ascribed to Ossian, contained in those manuscripts, are not copies

of the originals of any of Macpherson's Ossian, but corrupted copies

of poems common in Ireland, and always ascribed to some Irish bard

or bards, who assumed the name of Ossian. And the ancient manu-

scripts, of which the Committee has given us some facsimiles, are

evidently Irish. The fac-similes, and the explanation given of them

by Doctor Donald Smith, who appears to have been the best Gaelic
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scholar concerned in the Report, show clearly that that ingenious

gentleman did not perfectly understand ancient Irish manuscripts.

The first specimen of the Irish is given Plate II. and begins
"

/// Fint

uao baoiscne a cuinchadh a mhic Oisen. Paoi Oisin pliadhin, ^c."

The translation of which is thus given:
—"

Fingal of the family of

Baoiscne, meeting his son, to wit Ossian. Ossian was a year, 8fc" In

this the translator, not understanding what was meant by the III of

the original, therefore omitted it in his translation, and by that means,

and mistaking the sense of the word Cuinchcadh, made the passage

nonsense. The /// of the original is a contraction for the word Triall,*

and the text should be thus rendered :
—Fionn the descendant of

Baiscne went to seek his son Oisin. Oisin was a year, ^c." In this

reading the sense is clear, but the reading of Doctor Smith is quite

unintelligible.

Another proof of the inability of the learned Doctor to understand

ancient Gaelic manuscripts is furnished in the concluding line of the

-same specimen, where the translator supposes an inverted C, with

two small oblique strokes before it, to be a contraction for the word
*' Con." He, therefore, after the word decern, imagines the sense

runs on to the end of the line, and he writes it thus :
" decens Co-

nuadh ladh ei a scciadh
"
"Con" "Con." Upon this he writes a note,

and says,
" what follows decens seems to have been the burden of the

song which Ossian sung on the above occasion." This is a most egre-

• The sense of the contraction represented by II lis easily discovered by any person

acquainted with ancient Irish manuscripts. The letter I is the second in the ancient arrange-

ment of the Irish alphabet, and is called Luis. The letter therefore three times repeated thus

lll.OT Ul, i. e.
tfij I, or

tj\) Ir^f,
as in the fac-simile given by the Committee, represents the

word "
Triall," "he went," or "

Triallus," "he goes," as II or II represents the word ddil in

all its different meanings ; or as the letter ii three times repeated, thus rrr, or
;t/ifi,

or
jjp,

I. e. c/t; 71 represents the word Triar or
VfXjiXji,

three persons.

M M 2
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gious blunder. A simple inverted C (q) is certainly a contraction

for
" Con" but an inverted C, written in the manner given in the fac-

simile, is one of those marks which are common in ancient Irish manu-

scripts, with which every one that perfectly understands those writ-

ings must be acquainted, and which is called " Cionn fa eite," or
" Corfa chasain." Its use is to shew that the word before it, in the

line where it occurs, was the termination of a paragraph; that a new

paragraph commences on the next line ; and that what follows this

mark, in its own line, is a continuation of that new paragraph carried

up from the line underneath. Examples of the use of these marks

are given in the Irish grammars of General Vallancey, Rev. Doctor

O'Brien, and William Haliday, Esq.

The specimens given on Plate III. with the exception of No. 5,

are all from Irish manuscripts. No. 4 is from an old copy of the

tragic tale of the "Death of the Children of Uisneach," or, as.it is

sometimes written,
"
Usnoth," a literal translation of which, by the

late Theophilus O'Flanagan, was published in the " Transactions of the

Gaelic Society of Dublin," in 1809. This number furnishes another

proof that Doctor Smith was unable to understand ancient Gaelic

manuscripts. He has fallen into a great error in the second line of

his explanation, where he mistakes the contracted form of writing hi

in Irish for li, and he therefore converts the words '^ Alba cona hi?i-

gantaibh," into ^^Alba cona lingantaibh," which he translates "Albion

with all its lakes." The true translation should be *'Alba with its

wonders." Hingantaibh is the dative or ablative plural of Ingnadh
or longnadh, a wonder ; but lingantaibh is not the dative or ablative

plural of linn, a lake or pool. No Irish word of one syllable can

ever make three syllables in any of its oblique cases. Linnlaibh is

the regular dative plural of linn. Another error, into which Doctor

Smith has fallen, occurs in translating the word Alba, the Irish name
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for Scotland, Albion. Albion is the name of England particularly, or,

if you will, of the whole island of Britain ; but no Irish writer ever

called England or Wales Alba, a name that is solely applicable to

Scotland. There are several other errors in the Doctor's explanation
of this poem, but we consider it unnecessary to refer to them : there

are, however, some errors in other places which demand our notice.

In giving an account of " the oldest manuscript in the possession of

the Society," (Appendix, No. xix. p. 285,) the learned author travels

out of his way to give us a specimen of his skill in religious polemics.
He tells us about the Bishop of Rome assuming the title of Papa, or

Pope; that the Scots, Britons, and Irish, derived their Christianity

from Saint John the evangelist, for which he quotes Bede, though

Bede, by the way, says no such thing. He talks of Pasch, Bishops,

Presbyters, Monks, Abbots, Priors, &c., all of which have as much
connexion with the poems of Ossian as with the laws of Confucius.

To bring all this about, he seizes upon the word Pupa, which appears

on the margin of the manuscript he talks of, and tells us that that word

is
"
equivalent to Pope, or Papa." In this, however, he is egregiously

mistaken. Pupa, or, as it is sometime written Popa, has no such

meaning. Its true meaning is a master or preceptor. Papa, written

with a long a, is a pope, but Popa or Pupa, both words of the same

sound, never mean either Lord, Father, Presbyter, Prior, Bishop, or

Pope. It must be always held in remembrance by every Irish scholar,

that though the broad vowels a, o, and u, are sometimes improperly

commuted, when they are not long, yet they are never written one

for the other when they require the lengthened sound. Pupa, there-

fore, which is always short, never could be written for Papa, or Pope.

The Murciusa, therefore, who was the Pupa of the writer alluded to,

\vas his preceptor in the college or school. That the word Pupa or

Popa was used as a term for a preceptor or master, ancient Irish ma-
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nuscripts furnish abundant proofs. In the tale of the ^' Tain bo

Cuailgne," a copy of which is in the manuscript of which the Doctor

treats, and in tales that accompany it, the word Popa often occurs

in that sense. In the
" Tain bo Cuailgne," Cuchulhn, when a boy, is

made to tell Conor, king of Ulster,
" Ni maith na hairm so agad a

mo Phopa—These arms you have are not good, oh, my master." In

the account of the battle between Fergus, son of Roich, and Cuchul-

lin, who had been Fergus's pupil, Cuchullin says
" Is baoghlach tig

fu a Phopa Fheargus do chomhrac, agas tu gan Chloidheamh—It is

perilous that you, oh. Preceptor Fergus, come to fight, and you with-

out a sword." In the tale of the combat between Ferdia (called by
Mr. Macpherson, in his Fingal, Ferda,) and Cuchullin, the latter,

upon being visited by his former friend Fergus, says
" Mo cheann do

theac/id a Phopa a Fhergus
—My delight your coming, oh, instructor,

oh, Fergus." In the tale of the " Death of Cuchullin," that hero calls

another of his friends his Popa.
" Maith o mo Phopa a Laoigh air

Cuchullin— Good, oh, my Preceptor, oh, Laoigh, said Cuchullin."

Numberless other examples might be given of the use of this word,

and all in the same meaning, if it were necessary to produce them ;

but we trust that Avhat we have now given will be found sufficient to

show that Doctor Smith made a great blunder in making Pupa a

Pope. Conor king of Ulster, Fergus son of Roigh, and Laoigh,
were Pagans, who lived four hundred years before Christianity was

introduced into this country.

The Doctor sa3's that '' The orthography of this manuscript also

bears evidence of its high antiquity, u being employed in it to denote

the sound which is uniformly expressed in other manuscripts, from

the ninth century to the sixteenth downward, by h or bh." This cir-

cumstance, however, is a proof of the reverse of what the Doctor

asserts ; for u never was used for the aspirated b and m or bh or mh
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before the fifteenth century. This is proved by the fact, that there

are in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, as well as in the hands

of private persons, Irish manuscripts, in which the date of their writing
is given, from 1487 to 1518, and in many of which the u is substi-

tuted for bh and mh, whilst in those of an earlier date, that letter is

not found so used ; and in the very earliest manuscripts, it is but very
seldom that any of the consonants are at all dotted or aspirated. It

is also to be observed that in those Gaelic manuscripts where u is

used as a substitute for bh or tnh, the u has always a point or dot

placed over it to mark the sound of a consonant which it there takes,

and to distinguish between that and its simple sound as a vowel.

Doctor Smith is also in error when he confounds the name Muir-

chius with that of Muireadhach. He says,
" the death of a Mure-

dachas, prior of lona, is marked by the diligent and learned Colgan
under the year 777." He then tells us that the letter rf, by the rules

of Gaelic orthography,
"

is quiescent," and he adds,
"

so that actu-

ally the sound of Muredachus is much the same as that of Muir-

chius." This it not only erroneous but uncandid and unfair. The

Doctor, for the honour of his native country, wishes us to believe that

the manuscript was Scotch, and not Irish ; he therefore seizes upon

Muredachus, Abbot of lona, whose death is mentioned by Colgan,

and wishes us to believe that he was the Muircius mentioned in the

manuscript. But even if this were so, the manuscript could not be"

said to be Scotch, for lona was an Irish establishment, and from its

foundation until its dissolution, its abbots were Irishmen, with one

solitary exception ; so that even if it were written in lona, it must be

considered an Irish manuscript. But the manuscript carries with it

positive proofs that it was Irish. One of those proofs is to be found

in what the learned Doctor calls
" The critical exposition prefixed to

the Tain." The Doctor's translation of the article may be found in
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the Appendix to the Report, p. 291, and there the Enghsh reader

will at once see that the tract which he calls the Tom," was written in

Ireland and by an Irishman. The Doctor's error, where he says that

"the sound of Muredachhus is much the same as that of Muirchius,"

is so apparent to every Gaelic scholar, that it is almost unnecessary

to notice it here. It may, however, be necessary for the benefit of the

English reader, to observe that no Irishman, or ancient Scot, was

ever called Muredachus in his own language. The name Muiread-

hach was common among the Irish, and the person mentioned by

Colgan was of that name ; but Colgan, as he wrote in Latin, gave
the name a Latin termination, and called the man Muredachus, and

in that case the d could not become quiescent, so that the sound

could not be "much the same," or at all the same, "as Muirchius."

It is wonderful that the Doctor's own good sense did not point out to

him the impropriety of concealing the real Irish name of Muiread-

liach, and of making his Latin name of the same sound of Muir-

chius, which are totally different from each other.

It is not easy to guess what the Doctor means by calling the two

or three Irish lines prefixed to the
" Tain bo Cuailgne, a Critical

Exposition." It is in fact no Exposition at all ; it merely tells

where the Tale was written, the time it was written, the name of the

person who was its author, and the cause of its being written. If we

must call this a "
Critical Exposition," it must be acknowledged that

it is not one of a very lucid description. The Doctor, however, draws

a very curious conclusion from the circumstance that neither Rode-

rick O'Flaherty nor his friends the Mac Firbis's notice this Critical

Exposition. He says,
"
O'Flaherty considers the Tale of the Tain

as a composition of the age to which it relates ; so that the Critical

Exposition prefixed to this ancient copy, must have escaped the dih-

gent and successful search which he made for materials for his Ogygia.
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And, as he was the friend and pupil of the family of Mac Firbis, the

most learned and intelligent of the professed Antiquarians of Ireland,

there is reason to. believe that the Exposition in question was not

only written but coniposed in Scotland, and that it was either un-

known to the Irish Antiquaries, or overlooked by them." This con-

clusion is not justified by the facts. We do not know that the Mac
Firbises ever wrote any thing on the Tain bo Cuailgne, and O'Fla-

herty might have mentioned it without thinking the "
Critical Expo-

sition" worth notice. There are different tales both in verse and

prose which treat of this plunder of the cows of Cuailgne, an ancient

district, the principality of the hero Cuchullin, which is included in

the present County of Louth. Three or four of those tales are in the

possession of the writer of these sheets, two of which have the name

of Tain bo Cuailgne, both agreeing in the subject, but widely differ-

ing from each other in composition and age. One of these is doubt-

less, a copy of the same original as the copy in the possession of the

Highland Society, which original, notwithstanding the judgment of

Doctor Smith, cannot be of an earlier-date than the fifteenth century.

The other is of greater antiquity by some centuries, and may be one

of the tales to which O'Flaherty alluded when he speaks qiJ \multis

pofiticisJigmentis."

fi It is really astonishing that Doctor Smith could be silly enough
to suppose that the omission of O'Flaherty in not noticing this

" Cri-

tical Exposition," is a proof that the 7am was composed in Scotland,

when that very Exposition declares that it was written in Ireland,

by an Irishman, and at the instigation of the king of Connaught. If

Doctor Smith had sufficient candour to state facts, he would have

told, for he must have known it, that the tale itself gives positive

proof, besides these in the
"

Critical Exposition," that it was not

written in Scotland. The story is extremely ridiculous, and would
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add but little to the literary reputation of any nation in which it might

be composed ; but, be that as it may, it must be conceded to Ireland.

The Tain itself relates the plunder of the cows taken from Cuchullin,

and the wars that arose from that plunder ; but there is usually pre-

fixed to it a legend called
'^ Imtheacht na Tromdhaimhe," or "The

Progress of the grave Poets," which accounts for the cause of writing

the Tain. By this it appears that Seanchan Torpest, a bard, with

150 other bards, his followers, with their wives and families, went

into Connaught, where they quartered themselves on Guaire, king of

that province, the most generous of men. Guaire received them

with kindness, and entertained them with the greatest hospitality

for upwards of a year, until at length their insolent demands became

so intolerable, that Marbhan, the brother of the king, resolved upon

finding some expedient to banish them from the province. For that

purpose he went to the quarters of the bards, and challenged them to

a trial of their skill in their profession. Many knotty questions were

discussed between Marbhan and the bards, in which he always an-

swered those propounded to him, whilst the bards were often non-

plussed by those that he proposed. At length he asked them for the

history of the ''Tain bo Cuailgne," and this their chief Sceataidhe,

or story-teller, was obliged to declare himself totally ignorant of.

This Marbhan expected, and as the bards, by their profession, were

obliged to know every thing, he laid hold of this failure to cause

them to remove, without charge of "
inhospitaUty to the bards"

being brought against his brother Guaire, which, to that munificent

prince would be, of all things, the most afflictive. As soon as the

chief Sgealaidhe declared his ignorance of the Tain, the instant reply

was :
"
Maiseadh, air Marbhan, cuirimsi thusa agos an Tromdhaimh

idlefa gheasa gan a bheith dhd oidche a naon bhaile no go bfaghthai-

dhe an Tain dhamhsa.—" If so," said Marbhan,
"

I put you and all
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the learned poets under a solemn obligation, that you will not remain

two nights in one house until you find the Tain for me." This was

sufficient to cause their removal, for, when any person was put under

a solemn obligation in this way, be was obliged to instant compli-

ance. HU.:>fi»i

The bards, being thus ejected, went to the king and told him

their story. The monarch, with his usual liberality, requested them

to remain, but the obligation imposed upon them by Marbhan could

not be remitted by the power of the prince. However, they gladly

accepted of his hospitality for their wives and followers, whom they

left behind. Before their departure, Guaire asked them how far

they intended to go in search of the Tain; and Seanchan, their chief,

replied to Alba (Scotland). Guaire advised them not to go there,

for that would be the place where they would get the least intelli-

gence of it,
"

for it is in Ireland," said he,
" and not in Scotland, the

Tain was taken." This, one would think, should be sufficient to

convince Doctor Smith that the Tain was an Irish and not a Scotch

production ; yet, with this before his eyes, he takes advantage of the

silence of O'Flaherty respecting the
" Critical Exposition

"
of the

Tain, and from that circumstance, thinks he can persuade the world,

that it is to Scotland we owe the origin of the tale.

What is now stated does not exhibit all the proofs which the

story contains of its Irish origin. It relates, that Seanchan and his

bards having, in vain, searched for the Tain in the Isle of Man, and

in Scotland, returned to Ireland, where they met in his own form

Saint Callain, the half brother of Seanchan, who had, unknown to

them, accompanied them in their journey to Scotland, under the

appearance of a leper. To him Seanchan related what he already

Jcnew, that he could not find the Tain in Scotland, and he begged the

Saint's assistance to find it. With this request he complied, and went

N N 2
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with the bards to the mansion of the king of Connaught, to whom

they revealed their want of success. Marbhan was sent for, and

being asked who could relate the Tarn, he replied, no man among
the living or dead could relate it but Fergus, son of Roigh, alone.

Fergus was at that time dead near 600 years, and as the bards were

under obligation either to produce the story of the Tain or continue

their search for it without resting a second night in one house, they

begged to know how it was to be obtained. Marbhan having, as he

thought, sufficiently punished the bards for their insolence, advised

them to collect all the holy men of Ireland, and bring them to the

grave of Fergus, where they should fast three days and three nights,

and beg of God to send Fergus to them, to relate the story of the

Tain. This advice was followed, and Fergus appeared, and related

the story, which was taken in writing by Seanchan, of Cluan Mac

Nois, and the holy Callan, in the presence of Saint Columbkill and

holy Callan, Kiaran of Cluain Aithin, Brendan of Birr, and Bren-

don, son of Finnlogha ; after which Fergus retired in the same way
that he came.

We have occupied so much of our space with this ridiculous story,

merely to shew how little reliance should be placed on the account

of ancient Gaelic manuscripts, given by the modern writers of Scot-

land.

'! The Committee (Report, p. 108,) gives the names of some poems
in a collection of Gaelic poems in possession of the Highland Society,

purchased from a Mr. Kennedy. There are to the number of twen-

ty-eight, several of which are, in name at least, and some of them

certainly in substance, the same ais sO many poems common in Ire-

land, and ascribed to the Irish Ossian. Others of them we have no

doubt are Irish also, though disguised by different names, just as the
"
Dialogue between Ossian and Saint Patrick

"
is called

" Ossian's
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Prayers." In this collection, and in others in possession of the Com-

mittee, we are told there are several passages the same, or nearly the

same, as in Macpherson's translation, though neither in Kennedy's,

nor in the other collections,
" does the poem in which they occur

always correspond in its title, story, or general tenor, with that in

which the resembling passages are given by Mr. Macpherson.'?

From these poems Doctor Donald Smith, at the desire of the

Society, formed a selection given in the Appendix, No. 15. We
are told that

"
in this selection, the Doctor has, by the Committee's

direction, taken the same liberty which Mr. Macpherson may be

supposed to have used, namely, that of collecting passages, and some-

times even lines, from different poems, and different editions of the

same poem, the disjecta membra poeta, which seemed to relate to, or

to be connected with the principal event in the main poem, as found

in Macpherson's publication." Is not this a confession that the poems
of Ossian, as published by Macpherson, are not original poems, but

that they are made up of shreds and patches from popular tales and

poems, many of which we have already shewn to be of Irish origin .''

,

o The Committee conceives, (Report, p. 127,) that Kennedy's Col-

lection
"
hardly admits of any suspicion of forgery or fabrication."

This cannot be conceded. From what has been published of that

collection, there can be no doubt that the original text has been

much corrupted. The Cento formed by Doctor Smith, puts it out of

our power to point out particular instances of forgery, for he gives no

reference to any particular poem ; but it does not remove the just

suspicion of fabrication, and the language and versification prove cor-

ruption and modern composition of some of its parts.

The poem of " Bas Chairrill" (the Death ofCarrill,) published

in the Appendix to the Report, p. 336, though certainly of much older

composition than any of those poems published as the originals of
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Ossian, is of no very great antiquity, and is evidently corrupt in the

text. The poem is on the death of Carrill, killed by Goll, or Gaul, as

he is called by the modern Ossian ;
but the first stanza tells us that the

dispute was between Carrill and Momad, though in the entire poem
we hear not one word more of Momad, but Goll is mentioned as

the opponent of Carrill, who lost his life in the conflict. Here is

evidently a corruption of the text. Again we have in the first line of

the third stanza,
" Clachan agus talmhian trom" which is trans-

lated, (p. 340)
" Stones and heavy earth ;" now talmhinn, or more

properly talmhuinn, is an oblique case of talamh, earth, and, there-

fore, could not be used in the nominative ; so that here we have bad

grammar as well as the corruption of the text. In the third line of

the same stanza we find " A'cliarachd re fad an la," translated

" Whilst they struggled during the day." The translation is here

incorrect, and the Gaelic is ungrammatical, corrupt, and modern.

The word la, day, is the nominative, but the genitive is here re-

quired, and instead of la, we should have lae or luoi. There are other

objections to the word Cliarachd. If it can be received at all, it

must be confessed a modern coinage. We defy the two Highland

Societies to produce any ancient manuscript in which it is used. We

know, indeed, that Cliath has been, in modern writings, sometimes

used for Gliadh, a battle, and from that the word Cliatharachd,

fighting, might be formed ; but if such a word can be found in Gaelic,

it must be modern, and Cliarachd, though nearly the same sound,

must be a corrupt representation of that word. Examples of this

kind of corruption, and of bad grammar, might be produced front

almost every stanza of this pOem ;
but it is submitted, that what is

here shewn is sufficient to prove the corruption of the best Scotch

copies of ancient Gaelic poems. It is worthy of observation, that

the words "Tighe Teafnhra," "The House of Tara," in the first
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and thirteenth stanzas, shew the poem to have its origin in Ireland.

It is also observable that Finn is never called Fingal in the Gaelic

text of this poem, though he is always so designated in the trans-

lation.

We shall pass over the **

Analysis and Comparison
"

of the ex-

tract from the poem of Carrickthura, with Macpherson's translation,

which the Committee has given us in its Report, page 130, as we

intend to make some observations on that poem when we come to

speak particularly of the Gaelic originals of Ossian.

; i We shall now dismiss the Report of the Highland Society, by

calling the attention of the reader to the words of the Committee,

Report, p. 153, where, after all its labour to prove the antiquity and

authenticity of the modern Ossian, it is obliged to confess, that in

the original of the poem of Temora, there are imperfections and

modernisms in the Gaelic. The Committee says,
" whoever will exa-

mine the original prefixed to some editions of the Seventh Book of

Temora, and compare it with the translation, will, in the opinion of

the Committee, discover some imperfections, some modernisms in the

Gaelic, which do not occur in the specimen of Fingal, given in the

Appendix to this Report." It is in vain that the specimen of Fingal

will be sought for in the Appendix, unless we take the Cento formed

by Doctor Smith, inserted pp. 190 to 260, for that specimen. If

that be what the Committee calls a specimen of the original, it would

be no difficult matter for a Gaelic scholar of moderate abilities, to

point out in those pages hundreds of imperfections, corruptions, and

modernisms ; but we forbear to enter upon any particular analysis of

tliat production for the present.

-ir From the great length of the Report of the Highland Society of

Scotland on the Poems of Ossian, and of the Appendix attached

thereto, both together amounting to 498 pages closely printed octavo.
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one would be inclined to think that scarcely any thing more could be

said on the antiquity and authenticity of those poems. Yet, so

little satisfied was the Highland Society of London with the suffi-

ciency of that lengthy work to answer the intended design, that it

found it necessary to publish a new dissertation on that subject, com-

posed by Sir John Sinclair, prefixed to the first volume of the so

called
" Poems of Ossian, in the original Gaelic," and a " Transla-

tion of the Abbe Cesarotti's Historical and Critical Dissertation;"

and "
Supplemental Observations on the Authenticity of Ossian's

Poems, by John M'Arthur, LL.D.," making an aggregate of 616

pages royal octavo.

To enter into a particular examination of all that is said upon this

subject, as we have done with the Report of the Highland Society,

would be tedious and unnecessary. Sir John Sinclair restates what

was before said of the Highland Society of Scotland ; Doctor M'Ar-

thur also leans upon the Report of that Society as a chief support,

and the Abbe Cessarotti says nearly as little for the authenticity or

antiquity of the poems, as Doctor Blair did before him. We shall,

therefore, pass over these different tracts in a cursory manner, taking

particular notice of those parts only which have not been brought
forward and examined in the Report of the Society.

11 Sir John Sinclair, in his '< Introduction" says,
" The Gaelic ori-

ginal
* * * *

furnishes complete internal evidence of its own origi-

nality." The same is asserted in the Report of the Highland Society

of Scotland, p. 137, and on this Sir John relies as an incontroverti-

ble proof of the authenticity of the poems. We acknowledge that

the language and the construction of the verse are the best criterions

for judging of the genuineness and antiquity of the poems, but with-

out at present entering into a critical examination of either, we deny

that the language of the poems, as published, "furnishes complete
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internal evidence of its own originality ;

"
but on the contrary we

assert, that it gives the strongest evidence of modern fabrication, as

we shall hereafter endeavour to prove.
'^'

At p. 12, Sir John speaks of "
Manuscripts produced by Mac-

pherson;" but he does not tell us to whom those manuscripts were

produced, what were their contents, nor what has become of them.

Were they autographs, or were there no other copies of them ever in

existence ? Or did Macpherson destroy his manuscripts, which

might be Irish for any thing we can discover to the contrary, for the

purpose of making his own post originals pass for genuine .'' On this

subject Sir John chose to preserve a strict silence.

Page 16, Sir John says that the Celtic tribes despised letters.

This cannot be strictly true, for the Irish were a Celtic tribe, and we

doubt very much that any writer of repute, before Sir John, has ever

said that the Irish despised letters.

Sir John, eager to grasp at any thing tending in any manner to

shew that the ancient Caledonians wrote Gaelic poetry, tells us, in a

note, p. 19, that
" Mr. Pinkerton, in his Enquiry into the History ofi

Scotland, has given us the Duan Albanach, which is supposed to

have been written by the Highland Court Bard of Malcolm III. be-

tween the years 1056 and 1093. It is a metrical list of Kings, pos-

sessing little poetical merit, but surely may be regarded as sufficient

evidence that Gaelic poetry was then written, or at least known in

Caledonia," No Irish scholar ever denied that Gaelic poetry was

known in Scotland in the eleventh century. The writer of these-

sheets has in his possession a document that proves it was known

there at a much earlier period. But this proves nothing as to the

antiquity or authenticity of those poems, published under the name

of Ossian, and upon which the two Macphersons founded their silly

system of Scottish history ; so that the authority of Pinkerton does •
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not serve the cause for which Sir John contends. If the learned

baronet had sufficient candour, when quoting Mr. Pinkerton, he

would have done justice to Ireland by telling us something more of

what that erudite writer says on the subject of the Duan Albanach.

He says, (Enquiry, London eel. 1786, vol. ii, p. 92,) "The Gaelic

poem of Malcolm the Third's time, is the most ancient monument of

Dalriadic history retnaining, and deserves the greatest credit. The

Highland Scots are allowed, by their own late writers, to have been

an illiterate people ; the celebrated monastery of Hiona was sup-

plied from Ireland, which it always regarded as its parent country,

and being detached from Dalriada, had no effect on the character of

the Highlanders. Ireland was, on the contrary, much noted for such

learning as was then in vogue, so that it is from the Irish writers that

we must expect genuine memorials of the Dalriadic kingdom." We
shall hereafter give some quotations from this ancient poem, and

compare its language and versification with the language and versifi-

cation of " the original Gaelic
"
of Ossian, as published by the High-

land Society of London.

In the third section of the learned baronet's Dissertation, he

quotes a number of Scotch writers, who, he says, mention Fingal as

a Scotchman ; and what is more extraordinary, he tells us that Col-

gan, an Irish author, was of the same opinion. He says,
"
Colgan

also, an Irish author of great learning and research, after mention-

ing that Saint Patrick had a convert who was dignified with the title

of Saint Ossin, or Ossian, and to whom probably the Irish ballads

regarding Saint Patrick and Ossian ought to be attributed, adds in a

note to a passage in which mention is made of Fingal, (or Finnius

filius Cuhhalli,) that he was much celebrated in poems and tales

inter suos ; by which he must necessarily mean, that he belonged to

Scotland, and not to Ireland, as in that case he would have said
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inter nostrates." I have already had occasion to accuse Sir John

Sinclair of want of candour, and I must here repeat the accusation.

In fairness he should have given an extract from that part of Colgan's

work to which the note refers, and which he affects to think contains a

proof that Colgan believed Finn to be a Scotchman. If he had done

so the reader would then see that Colgan held no such opinion. But

that would not answer the design of Sir John, who, knowing the

great reputation of Colgan as a profound scholar and celebrated his-

torian, thought that if he could make his readers believe that that

erudite Avriter considered Finn Mac Cubhail (Mac Coole) a Scotch-

man, it would follow that Ossian, Oscar, Gaul, Cuchulhn, Ca-olt,

and all those heroes who flourish in the poems of Ossian, must be

acknowledged Scotchmen also. Sir John, however, knew very well

that if he gave the precise words of either the text or the note of

Colgan, it would appear that that learned antiquary never thought of

making Finn a Scotchman. The Scotch baronet, therefore, not only

suppressed the words of Colgan, but by referring his readers to a

Life of Saint Patrick, in that author's work, where the matter is not

treated of, and concealing even the page where the note is to be

found, he, as much as in him lay, protected himself from detection,

well knowing that but few readers would take the trouble of reading

over a large Latin book, containing 740 folio pages closely printed

on small types, merely for the purpose of discovering whether Colgan
made Finn Mac Cubhail a Scotchman or an Irishman. Sir John, by
a note on the passsge in his work, above quoted, refers his reader to a

life of Saint Patrick, published by Colgan, in a work "
entitled Jo.

Colgani Triades Thaumaturgae, Louvaniae, 1647." But in none of the

Lives of Saint Patrick, published by Colgan, has that learned man

given any such note ; it may, however, be seen among the notes to the

fifteenth chapter of the " Fifth Life of Saint Columb-kill," written

oo2
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by Manus O'Donell, prince of Tirconaill, and published in Colgan's

work, p. 391, and is merely intended to shew who was the " Finnius

Cubhallijilius," mentioned in the text. In that text the author of

the Life says,
" not only those who were advanced in Christian per-

fection, and full of the Spirit of God, but even many of the Pagan

augurs predicted the birth and sanctity of Saint Columb. Of the

latter the most famous was Finn Mac Cubhaill, a man celebrated,

not only in annals but in fables, for his herculean strength of body
and frequent triumphs over his enemies." Here there is not one

word said, or even the name mentioned, of the " Saint Ossin, or

Ossian, to whom," Sir John says,
" the Irish ballads regarding Saint

Patrick and Ossian ought to be attributed." For what purpose then

did Sir John introduce the name of "
Ossin, or Ossian

"
here, when

referring to a place where Colgan takes no notice of any such person ?

Who can say that it was for the purpose of promoting a candid

inquiry into the subject in dispute ? Or who can acquit
"

the wily

Scot
"
of entertaining an unfair design ?

The note to which Sir John refers says,
" This celebrated hero,

very famous amongst his own people, (inter suos,) flourished in the

time of king Cormac, about the year 230." Upon this the baronet

remarks, that by the words "
inter suos" Colgan must necessarily mean

that he (Finn)
"
belonged to Scotland and not to Ireland." The

argument, it must be admitted, is specious, but the conclusion is not

borne out by the facts. Colgan wrote his note on the work of ano-

ther, who was treating of an Irish subject, and who spoke of Finn as

an Irishman,
" famous not only in history but in fable." If Colgan

had written the note on his own work it might be expected that he

would make use of the words "inter nostrates ;" but as Colgan
wrote his note in France, and in explaining a passage in the work

of another, and speaking of a person of very remote times, the most
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proper terms he could use were those he has used,
"
among his own

peoplef" meaning,
" the people of his own times and country." But,

to put the matter out of dispute respecting Colgan's opinion as to the

country of Finn and his followers, let us see what he says on that

subject. In another part of the work already referred to, he tells us

that there was, in his own time, in the Irish Library of Louvain,
" a manuscript written on parchment, in which Saint Patrick and

Coilte," (the Caolt of Macpherson's Ossian,)
" a celebrated cham-

pion of old among the Irish, are introduced discoursing on Irish

affairs. The work is a forgery, and of a subsequent age, as appears

sufficiently evident from the style itself. Besides, that Coilte

lived in the time of Cormac, monarch of Ireland, A. D. 250. Ano-

ther work somewhat of the same kind is to be found in many parts of

Ireland, in which Saint Patrick and Ossian, son of Finn, commander

of the forces in the reign of Cormac, are introduced speaking on the

state of Ireland. But as this Ossian was a contemporary with Coilte,

the same sentence may be pronounced on both those falsely devised

productions."
—Triad. Lovanii 1647, p. 215. In the foregoing ex-

tract Colgan speaks of Ossian, not as a convert of Saint Patrick, but

as the son of Finn who lived in the time of Cormac, A. D. 250,

near 200 years before Saint Patrick's time, and on that account he

condemns as forgeries the works that make them contemporaries.

The quotation, however, is sufficient evidence to prove that Colgan

considered Finn, Ossian, and Coilte as Irishmen, and, consequently,

that Sir John Sinclair is wrong in asserting that that celebrated wri-

ter meant to say that Finn, or Fingal, as he is called, was a Scotch-

man.

Of the other writers that Sir John tells us spoke of Finn as a

Scotchman, it is to be observed that they are all Scottish authors, the

earliest of whom did not write until about the close of the fifteenth
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century. Some of the quotations from those authors do not posi-

tively say that Finn was a Scotchman, and one of them, (Bishop

Douglas,) intimates that he was an Irishman, in these words :

" Greit Gow Macmorne, and Fin Mac Cowl and how

They suld be goddis in Ireland as they say."

In section 5th, p. 40, of his Dissertation, Sir John gives a corres-

pondence which he carried on M'ith two Roman Catholic Bishops,

(the Right Rev. Doctors Cameron and Chisholm,) and some Roman

Catholic priests relating to
" a manuscript of Ossian, in Gaelic, actu-

ally existing at Douay, in Flanders, previous to Mr. Macpherson's

having made any collection of those poems." But the correspon-

dence proves nothing either as to the Scottish origin, authenticity,

or antiquity of Ossian's poems. It does not appear that the first of

those prelates. Doctor Cameron, had any knowledge of the Gaelic

language, or that he had ever seen the manuscript in question. He

had his information on the subject from the Rev. James Macgillivray,

who told him it was written on folio paper, three inches thick and

small letter, by the Rev. James Farquharson, Prefect of Studies in

Douay in 1763, and who returned to Scotland in 1773, leaving his

manuscript behind him, and that it was now irrecoverably lost. The

Bishop further states that the Rev. Mr. Macgillivray had told him

he had seen the Rev. Mr. Farquharson collate Macpherson's transla-

tion of Ossian, particularly the poems of Fingal and Temora, with

his own original. This information is repeated in a letter addressed

by Mr. Macgillivray to Bishop Cameron, with the addition that Mr.

Farquharson made the collection during his residence at Strathglass,

in Scotland, before the year 1760. It does not appear that Mr.

Macgillivray knew the Gaelic language. He does not say he ever

read the manuscript himself, but that he had seen its owner read it.
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Bishop Chisholm's letter, on this, contains httle more than what

was said by Bishop Cameron and Mr. Macgillivray, only that he

says Mr. Farquharson, a Jesuit, wrote the manuscript in Strathglass,

before and after the year 1745. The Bishop had seen the manuscript in

the hands of its owner in the years 1766, 1767, but could not then

read it. He had never heard of any other manuscript of Ossian

either in France or in Rome, .iiiii •.

In a second communication from Doctor Cameron, he mentions

two other clergymen who had seen the manuscript, but neither of

them knew more of it than that they had seen it, and one of them

says no one in the College could read it.

A letter from the Rev. John Farquharson to Sir John Sinclair is

not quite so satisfactory as the foregoing. He says no more than

that he had seen the manuscript in 1775 and 1776, and " heard the

compiler attest, it contained various Gaelic songs, a few fragments of

modern composition, but chiefly extracts of Ossian's poems.''
"
Such," says Sir John, p. 57,

"
is the substance of the new evi-

dence which it has fortunately been in my power to bring forward,

regarding the authenticity of Ossian's poems." Is it possible that

Sir John Sinclair could for a moment suppose that such testimony

weighs a feather on the argument respecting the authenticity or anti-

quity of Ossian's poems, depending as it does upon the existence of a

manuscript described by persons who could not read it, as compiled

between 1745 and 1760, but which, they were told, contained

Gaelic songs, modern fragments, and chiefly extracts from Ossian's

poems. If such evidence could have any weight with Sir John Sin-

clair, we doubt very much that it could have the same effect upon

any other person, even in North Britain.

The sixth section, p. 57, on the poems being preserved by oral

tradition, contains nothing worth observation. '1
"**^^''^ ^
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The seventh section, p. 62, is to shew " That the existence of

Swaran, and other personages mentioned in the Poems of Ossian, is

authenticated by Danish historians." The proofs of this fact depend

upon extracts from " Suhm's History of Denmark," communicated

by the Rev. Mr. Rosing, pastor of the Danish Church in London.

But from the extracts given, p. 63, and in the Appendix, p. 208, it

is evident that Suhm had no other authority for what he relates con-

cerning Swaran, than what is furnished by the poems of Ossian. The

extract given at p. 211, runs thus : No. I. p. 195,
" Hodbrod then

resided in Solficeld and on Swaran's Hill, which has, no doubt, been

called so after the famous Swaran in Ossian, (about 412.)" Here we

have Suhm speaking of Swaran on the authority of Ossian, as he is

made to do before, p. 63, and to prove the authenticity of Ossian,

Sir John Sinclair quotes Suhm. If this kind of evidence be satisfac-

tory, no longer can doubts be entertained of the authenticity of

Ossian's poems. It is no doubt of equal weight Avith the internal

evidence discovered by Doctor Blair in the poems themselves, which

we have noticed in some of the former pages of this Essay.

At page 71, Sir John refers, with confidence, to the Report of the

Highland Society for a variety of satisfactory proofs of the authen-

ticity of the poems, particularly that part where it mentions that

"about 1500 verses, in words almost the same with the poem of

Fingal, were transmitted to the Society." The verses here alluded

to, form the Cento compiled by Doctor Smith. We have no hesita-

tion in acknowledging that that Cento does contain the substance of

a great part of the poem of Fingal, but instead of that being a proof

for, it is a proof against the authenticity of Macpherson's Ossian, and

of the Gaelic translation made of that English work, and published

by the Society as the original of Ossian. The Cento is compiled from

a variety of Irish poems, corrupted from their original purity by
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modern Scotch ingenuity, and attempted to be imposed upon the

world as the genuine production of an ancient Scottish bard. To

some of those poems we shall hereafter particularly refer, when we

come to analyse the language of the Society's originals.

To give a greater colour to the opinion that Mr. Macpherson was

the translator and not the fabricator of those rhapsodies, which he has

published under the name of Ossian's poems. Sir John (Dissertation,

p. 96,) affects to condemn that translation, and tells us that
" There is

another mode, however, by which the publication of the Gaelic will

furnish the most satisfactory evidence of its own originality, namely,

by comparing it, or a new translation of it, with Macpherson's trans-

lation." The purposes for which this new translation is proposed,
are to ascertain whether Macpherson did not misunderstand his ori-

ginal .'* whether he did not add many words and expressions not

found in the original .'* whether he did not omit many beautiful words

and passages found in the original .'' whether he did not pass over

many words or phrases which he found it difficult to translate ? and

lastly, whether he djd sufficient justice to the nervous simplicity,

&c., of the Celtic bard ? To shew Macpherson's incompetence to

translate Gaelic poetry, and that he did not do justice to the Celtic

bard, a new translation of the first book of Fingal, by the Rev. Mr.

Ross, is printed on opposite pages with Macpherson's translation,

followed by observation, in which, of course' the inferiority of Mac-

pherson's translation is made to appe.ar.

It is no part of the design of this Essay to criticise either the

translation or the original of Ossian's poems, much less to defend

Mr. Macpherson from the attacks of his friends. If it were, the

new translation, the notes of the translator, and the observations

which follow, would afford an ample field for discussion. We shall

VOL. xvr. p p
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therefore, for the present at least, leave that task to those who have

more time and inclination for such amusements.

To the Dissertation of Sir John is annexed a large Appendix,

which, for any thing it contains proving the authenticity of Ossian,

might be passed over by us without notice. We shall, however,

make a few cursory observations on that production.

The first number, p. 205, contains the Depositions of Captain John

Mac Donald. The entire substance of this gentleman's affidavit con-

tains all that he remembered and all that he forgot relating to Ossian's

poems, and also the meaning of some words in the Gaelic language.

He swears, what perhaps Sir John thought important to the inquiry,

that he was seventy-eight years of age on the 12th of March, 1805;

that he heard poems ascribed to Ossian ; that when he was twelve or

fifteen years old, he could repeat from one to two hundred of those

poems ; that he learned them from an old man of about eighty

years of age ; that at present he remembers only two of any length,

each relating to a lady ; also a description of the horses that carried

the body of Cuchullin to the grave ; that he was aquainted with Mr.

James Macpherson, sung many of the poems to him, and that Mac-

pherson wrote them down ; that Fingal, Ossian, &c., were at all

times, and without any doubt, reckoned and believed to be of Scotch

and not of Irish extraction ; that Cuchullin was a Scotch chief, and

had a house at Dunskaich, in the Isle of Sky ; and that there is, out-

side the castle, a stone sunk in the ground, to which Cuchullin's

dog was tied, except when he was hunting, and that the wall of the

castle is still above twenty feet high ; that the description of the

horses and chariot alludes to Cuchullin's own funeral, who was killed

in Ireland ; that the poems of Cath Loduin, Caomh-mhala, and

Carraig Thura, now printing in the original are familiar to him; that

he believes he did repeat them often in Gaelic prior to the twelfth or
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spelt Carraig-Toiire ; that Carraig signifies a round. rock, uneven

and broken in the face of it, and ill to ascend to iheJop;.that Thura

or Toure, signifies a. house, castle, or palace ; that Selma 'is the name

of a place familiar to him, but he can not say where it was situ-

ated ; that he has heard poems in Gaelic addressed to the Sun,

Moon, Evening Star, andMalvina, but cannot recollect any, of them;

that he does not remember ever to have heard a poem, in which

Oscar, tlie son of Caruth, killed Dermod, the son of Morni ; that he

heard a Gaelic poem called the "Six Bards;" that there are three

Gaelic poems, in each of which a maid is said to come to the Fingal-

lians for protection, from great men or heroes ; that the names of

these heroes are mentioned in each poem, as Borbar, TJllin, and if

he remembers right. Mack Rie na Hiarsmaile. " All which is truth,

as he shall answer to God."
.9,^^ .m.ai.jim ...m ! iV - o .-nvi* .

(i... >

.^
,

The above is the substance of Captain John Mac Donald's Affida-

vit, in all which, it is submitted, there is not one word that proves

the authenticity of Macpherson's Ossian, or of the Gaelic "
Origi-

nals," as published by the Society. He merely swears that he heard

poems ascribed to Ossian,, and that when he was a boy he could

repeat one or two hundred of them, but now remembers only two,

and the description of Cuchullin's horses. These two> from the

description he gives of them, were doubtless the two Irish poems of
" Laoidh Thailc Mhic Threoin," and "

Moighre Eorft/' the first of

which has been translated by the late Theophilus O'Flanagan, and

published in the "Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Dublin,"

and the second translated by Miss Brooke, and published with the

original in her "
Reliques of Irish Poetry." The description of the

horses were doubtless the same as those contained in the Irish tales

of "Tain^^o Ciiailgn^,'\-^QlJhe
"
Dearg ruathar Chonaill Chear-
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naigh." Without at all meaning to insinuate that the bold Captain
meant to swear to any thing which he did not believe to be true, we

cannot avoid remarking that he did not swear with that caution that

honourable and conscientious men usually observe on such solemn oc-

casions. He swears positively that Cuchullin was a Scotchman, who

had a house or castle at Dunskaich, in the Isle of Sky, the remains of

which are still in existence, and upwards of twenty feet high ; and

that even the stone to which CuchuUin's dog used to be tied is sunk

in the ground, without the entry of the castle. In the Annals of

Tigernagh, an Irish writer who died in the year of our Lord, 1088,

the death of Cuchullin is recorded under the year A. D. 2. Admit-

ting the possibility of the ruins of a castle, built upwards of 1800

years back, being still in existence, it may be asked, what other

proofs are there that the Highlanders had stone-built houses at that

early period 1 Or that the ruins mentioned in the affidavit are the

ruins of CuchuUin's castle ? Many of the popular tales and poems
of the Irish mention the circumstance of CuchuUin's spending some

time in Sky, at a gymnastic school kept there by a famous Scotch

amazon, whose daughter Aoife, that Irish chief, upon his return to

Ireland, his native country, left pregnant of the hero Conlaoich. The

death of the last mentioned hero is the subject of two very beautiful

Irish poems, translated by Miss Brooke, and published by that lady
with the originals in her "

Reliques of Irish poetry," pp. 9 to 31,
and 265 to 271.

With respect to the orthography and meaning of the words Car-

raig and Toure, sworn to by the Captain, we beg leave to differ

from him, and we have no hesitation in saying, that we consider what

he has sworn relating to them, a strong proof of his ignorance of

the ancient Gaelic language ; Carraig is the Gaelic name for a rock,

whether round or square, rugged or smooth, and we defy the most
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strenuous advocate for the authenticity of the Scotch Ossian,to shew

where the word is confined to that restricted sense attributed to it by

Captain Mc Donald. As for the word Toure, we fearlessly assert

that it never appeared in any ancient Gaelic writing. Tur, or Tort

is the Gaelic name of a Tower, Castle, &c. ; but Toure has no such

meaning. In fact, there is no such word ; the diphthong ou never

found a place in the Gaelic language.

The other averments contained in the Captain's deposition, are

so unimportant to the subject, that it is a wonder Sir John thought

them worthy of insertion, and being of this opinion, we forbear occu-

pying any more of our space with those depositions.

No. 2 of the Appendix, p. 208, is the letter of the Rev. Mr. Ros-

ing, with extracts, &c., from Suhm's History of Denmark. To what

we have already said upon this subject, p. 120, we find it unneces-

sary to add any further observations.

No. 3 Appendix, p. 215, contains an account of the subscription

entered into by a number of patriotic Highland gentlemen in India,

to enable Mr. Macpherson to bear the expense of publishing the

"
Originals" of his Ossian, but as it adds not an iota of evidence on

the poems, we pass it by without further notice.

No. 4, p. 224, is the Declaration of Captain Alexander Morrison,

of Greenock. This Declaration contains nothing more than what was

contained in that gentleman's testimony, published in
" the Report

of the Highland Society," and on which we have already made some

observations in this Essay, p. 84. We shall, therefore, dismiss this

article, by merely observing, that we fear the venerable Captain's

memory was not quite so good as he thought it was. As a proof

that his memory was good, he begs leave "to repeat the Gaelic

Alphabet." He might have refreshed his memory if he chose, but it

appears he did not, for in the names of the letters given by him,

there are some unknown to the Gaelic Aibgitter, or Alphabet.
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Numbers 5 and 6, pp. 226 and 228, are by Sir John Sinclair

himself. They prove no more than that the worthy baronet, like

some lawyers pleading for their clients, found it necessary to say the

more in proportion to the smallness of what he had efficaciously to

say on the authenticity of Ossian's poems.
Not satisfied with what was said by the Highland Society of

Scotland in their Report, and by Sir John Sinclair in his Disser-

tation on the authenticity of the poems of Ossian, the Highland

Society of London have appended to their third volume of the

poems,
"

in the original Gaelic," a "
translation of the Abbe Cesa-

rotti's Dissertation," and ''

supplemental observations on the authen-

ticity of Ossian's poems." Of the two first we have so largely

treated in the foregoing pages, that we do not think it will be neces-

sary to occupy much of our reader's time, or our own space, in the

consideration of what is said by the two latter.

V The proofs brought by the learned Abbe for the authenticity of

the poems, are such internal proofs as he thinks the poems furnish.

The first of these were, that " the heroes prepared their own repast, sat

round the light of the burning oak," and "
the wind lifted their locks

and whistled through their open halls." This, we confess, is a pic-

ture of savage life ; but we cannot admit, on that account, that the

poems are the genuine works of a bard of a savage period, who, not-

withstanding all this barbarism, fills his pages with a representation of

refined manners and elegant sentiments.

The second proof produced is,
" that the country is represented

as wholly uncultivated, thinly inhabited, and recently peopled."

Yet, from this uninhabited country, Ossian makes his hero, Fingal,

lead his thousands to battle.

Another of the. Abbe's proofs is "the omission of all religious

ideas." Surely the Abbe must have been dozing when he wrote this

sentence. There is not, to be sure, any mention of gods and god-
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desses in the poems, but can it be truly said that the mention of

ghosts, 'which are of such constant occurrence in those poems, and

the frequent prayers of the author for the repose of the dead, convey

no religious
ideas ?

'^^

•These internal evidences, produced by the Abbe, were before

brought forward by Doctor Blair, and nothing has been added to

their weight by being again forced upon our notice. Upon the futi-

lity of those proofs we have already made some observations, and

shall not again trouble our readers with a repetition.
—See before,

pp. 189, 194, &c.

The remaining parts of the learned Abbe's Dissertation proves

nothing as to the authenticity of the poems, but it gives us reason

to suspect that he was very superficially, if at all, acquainted with

the history of the ancient Scots. ^'-^ '^'

In the supplementary observations on the poems of Ossian, by
John Mo Arthur, LL. D., that gentleman, in speaking of the preser-

vation of ancient poems by oral tradition, lays it down as a fact,

which n;iust be admitted, that tradition is better than writing, to pre-

serve poems from corruption and error. To overturn this opinion it

is necessary only to compare any of those Gaelic poems, published by
the collectors of Gaelic poetry in Scotland, which were preserved by

tradition, with those copies of the same poems, published by Miss

Brooke, or Mr. OTlanagan, or with copies preserved in Irish manu-

scripts, and it will be found that the first are corrupt in the or-

thography, in grammar, in versification, and in the incidents of

the poems ; whilst the latter are free from all these faults. If this

Essay had not, necessarily, run out to so great a length, the writer

might, by the insertion of examples, give abundant proofs of what

is here asserted ; but as a number of those poems, are within the

r6ach of the Gaelic scholar, capable of making such comparison.
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they are referred to with confidence. This trouble, however, may
be saved by reference to Dr. Mc Arthur's work, a few pages for-

ward, where that gentleman will be found contradicting himself, and

truly asserting, (p. 336,) when still speaking of tradition,
" That

history so transmitted through a series of ages, can, in all things, be

equally correct as the historical productions of this day, would be

too much to affirm."

Sections 2 and 3 of the Doctor's "
Supplemental Observations

"

extend from p. 379 to p. 432, and are on the subjects
" Of the an-

cient name and inhabitants of Britain, and progress of letters among
the Caledonians," and of "

Philosophical inquiries, on the affinity

of the Celtic, or Gaelic, with the oriental and other languages :" in

all which there is not one single fact, or one line that proves any

thing relative to the antiquity or authenticity of Ossian's poems, and

therefore they call not upon us for any particular observations. We

may, however, be allowed to observe, in passing, that in the exam-

ples given, p. 425, "in order to shew the corresponding sounds and

sense between the Gaelic and L^tin," the Gaelic lines are incorrect

in every particular. We mention this as a further proof to shew that

if the genuine poems of Ossian, or any other Gaelic composition of

his times, were produced to the Society, there are none among the

Gaelic scholars of Scotland, capable of explaining them.

The fourth section of the ' Supplemental Observations," p. 432,

is
" A summary of the evidence adduced in support of the authen-

ticity of Ossian's poems, with further proofs." In this summary, little

jnore is contained than a repetition of what the Doctor considered

as the strongest proofs and arguments produced by the Report of the

highland Society in support of the authenticity of those poems.

These proofs we have already examined in the foregoing pages, and

have, it is submitted, clparly shewn that none of them prove any
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genuineness of the poems in question. We shall, therefore, not enter

into a particular examination of this summary, but refer our readers

to what we have already said on the evidence produced. There are,

however, some things in the summary that are not contained in the

Report, and these we shall take the liberty to examine with as much

conciseness, and, at the same, with as much fairness as possible.

To shew that Ossian was an ancient Scottish bard, and that the

poems pubhshed under his name by Mr. Macpherson, and by the

Highland Society, were the genuine compositions of that bard, Doctor

Mc Arthur thinks it necessary to shew that " the Gaelic has been a

written language in the Highlands of Scotland, and iii parts of Ire-

land, from a very remote period." The learned Doctor might have

saved himself the trouble of proving this fact so far as Ireland is

concerned ; for it has never been denied that, not only in parts, but

in all Ireland, the Gaelic, and other languages were written when

other nations were unacquainted with letters. The case, however, is

different with regard to Scotland, and we submit that the proofs

adduced by the Doctor are not quite satisfactory, and are unsup-

ported by facts. The first proof requires confirmation by some better

authority than Smith's History of the Druids, which he cites, before

it can be received. He says,
" the Druids who spoke the Gaelic

language, founded a College in lona, afterwards called I colm-kill,

where they lived and taught unmolested, until they were dispossessed

by Saint Columba, in the sixth age. For several ages after that

period, lona was one of the most famous seats of learning of which

this or any of the neighbouring kingdoms could boast, and the lan-

guage in which almost all their learning was written was the Gaelic."

To this the Doctor adds a note, wherein he says,
" The original name

of Icolmkill, prior to Columba's settling there was Hj/. During

VOL. XVI. Q Q
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Columba's life it was called lona" It is astonishing that any per-

son laying claim to the character of a Gaelic scholar, could venture

to assert that Hy was the name of the island, before the time of

Saint Columb. The most ignorant Irish peasant that ever read

Gaelic, could tell this learned L.L. D. that the letter y never had a

place in the Gaelic alphabet ; and that it never was used in Gaelic

writing until introduced by some ignorant Scottish scribe into their

vulgar and corrupted copies of Gaelic poems. This, however, is not

the only proof of Doctor Mc Arthur's want of knowledge of even the

rudiments of Gaelic writing ; the word colm, which he says was the

name of Columba, is a glaring error which no Gaelic scholar could fall

into. The name given to that holy man was Colum, which signifies a

dove or pigeon ; and though the word Colm is sometimes used in the

vulgar Gaelic of North Britain as a term for pigeon, it never was so

written when intended to represent the name of Saint Colum or

Columba. But, if even there were no error in either of the above

mentioned terms, the corrupt orthography of the stanza, taken from

an ancient Irish poem, and the incorrect translation of that stanza,

with which he concludes his note, would be fully sufficient to prove

that Doctor Mc Arthur would not understand one sentence of the

genuine poems of Ossian, if they were before him.

The nonsense which the Doctor talks about Druids turning Cul-

dees, (more than 300 years before the name of Culdee was ever

written or heard of,) is undeserving of serious notice ; the candour,

however, of this writer is worthy of observation. He talks a great

deal about that " famous seat of learning," lona, and of its founder

Saint Columb
;
but he has not the honesty to acknowledge that

Columb was an Irishman, who taught Christianity to the Scotch ;

that lona was a monastery founded by that Irish saint ; and that all

its abbots, jfrom its very foundation to its final dissolution, with the
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exception of two, were Irishmen. If he had confessed this truth, the

existence of that monastery might be taken as a proof that Gaelic

was written among the Irish, but it would be no proof that it had

been a written language in the Highlands of Scotland.

As a further proof that "
the Gaelic has been a written language

in the Highlands," the Doctor lays great stress on the "
fragment of

a work entitled Emanuel * * * * in the possession of the High-
land Society." He says, it

" throws much light on the state of clas-

sical learning in Scotland in ancient times, and proves the care with

which the Gaelic language was then cultivated ; and further proves

that the language has been transmitted in purity from one genera-

tion to another, down to the present day." To show the folly of

referring to that manuscript to illustrate the " the state of classical

learning in Scotland in ancient times ;" or that the "Gaelic language
has been transmitted in purity from one generation to another, down

to the present day
"

in Scotland, it is only necessary to refer the

Gaelic reader to the extract from that fragment, given in the Appen-
dix to the Report of the Highland Society, p. 305. Let this extract

be compared with any of the modern Scotch Gaelic compositions, or

with the Gaelic "originals" of Ossian, published by the Society,

and it will prove beyond dispute, that the modern Gaelic of Scotland

bears but a very faint resemblance to the ancient Gaelic, and that it

is a base, corrupt, and vulgar dialect of that ancient language.

With respect to the word Emanuel, which the Report of the

Highland Society, and Doctor Mc Arthur, say is the title of a work

in possession of the Highland Society, we consider it as only a

strong proof of the very limited knowledge which, not only the

Doctor, but the writers of that Report, had of ancient Gaelic manu-

scripts. There are hundreds of ancient Irish manuscripts, and amongst
the rest several in the possession of the writer of these sheets, on the

Q q2
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top margin of which the word Etnanuel is written, not by the way
of title for the book, but for a quite different purpose. The greater

part of the ancient GaeUc manuscripts, now extant, were probably
written in monasteries, by the religious of those establishments ; and

the writers, that they might have God always in remembrance, even

while writing on mere worldly subjects, were in the habit of writing

the word Emanuel on the tops of their pages, to remind them, by
that name, that God was present with them. In others of those

manuscripts the words losa Criost, or Mo shldnaightheoir, were writ-

ten to remind, not only the writer, but whoever might in future read

the writing, of Jesus Christ and their Saviour.

This manuscript which, it appears, Mr. Astle also was silly

enough to suppose was called Emanuel, carries with it more the

appearance of its being an Irish than a Scotch Gaelic manuscript ;

but, be that as it may, and for argument sake, admitting that the ma-

nuscript was of so early a date as the ninth or tenth century, four

hundred years after Saint Columb had established his school in loiia,

it cannot be admitted as a proof that the Gaelic originals of Ossian,

published by the Society, were composed by Ossian in the second cen-

tury. On the contrary, the language of the manuscript, compared
with that of the "

originals," will prove beyond a possibility of doubt,

that the former was written some centuries back, and that the latter is

a modern fabrication.

At page 452, the learned Doctor makes an odd assertion respect-

ing the poems of Ossian. He says they were recited to amuse and

lull people to sleep ! !

Sir John Sinclair, in his
"
Dissertation," p. 10, and Doctor Mc

Arthur himself, told us that the total ignorance of letters among the

Highlanders accounted for their having preserved the poems of Ossian.

The learned Doctor, however, seems to be now of a different opinion;
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He thinks they might be preserved uncorrupted in writing. He says

that the Scotch " had the use of letters from the latter end of the

sixth age at least,*' and that "some of the men of learning in

Icolmkill were capable of writing manuscripts ;

"
that, in these manu-

scripts, the works of Ossian might
" be preserved, and copies of these

might have transmitted the genuine compositions uncorrupted from

one age to another, until we come down to the present generation."

Here the Doctor, in opposition to the opinion of Sir John Sinclair,

and of himself, before expressed, gives his opinion that a written

copy is a better preservative for ancient composition than " the total

ignorance of letters." But leaving the partisans of these gentlemen
to settle this affair in any manner they think fit ; and acknowledging
that the learned men of lona, or any where else in Scotland, tnight

make copies of the poems of Ossian, if such were extant in their day,

we must have proofs that they actually did so, and that either these

original copies, or authentic transcripts ofsuch copies, are still in exis-

tence, before we can be persuaded that the "originals" of the Society
are not modern forgeries. We do not mean to say that these forge-

ries were made by the Society, but that they were either manufac-

tured by Macpherson himself, after he had received the Indian sub-

scription, or procured to be made by his executors, to save them

from the legal proceedings of the Society, to recover from them that

enormous sum of money which he had received, to pay for the ex-

pense of printing the originals of his Ossian ; but a line of which he

never put to press, though he lived several years after he had received

the money.
.

;
From p. 446 to 478 of the "

Supplemental Observations,'' we are

amused by a repetition of the testimonies previously published in the

Report of the Highland Society, from which we have already given

copious quotations, accompanied by observations. We may, there-
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fore, be allowed to pass over Dr. Mc Arthur's work, by merely

alluding to a passage which he cites from one of Doctor John Mac-

pherson's letters to Doctor Blair, published in the Report of the

Society, p. 9. In that letter, Doctor Macpherson says,
"
Again,

should we suppose with Mr. Macpherson, that Ossian lived down to

the beginning of the fourth century, it seems plain enough that the

composition of that poet might have been transmitted from one gene-

ration to another, until letters began to flourish in some degree in

the Highlands and Isles * * * * All the world will allow that the

use of letters was known in Ireland from Saint Patrick's time * * *

Therefore it may very reasonably be presumed, that some one of

Saint Patrick's disciples would have committed to writing the compo-
sitions of that excellent poet, before he himself had left the world,

that is to say, before the middle of the fifth century." This letter of

the Doctor contains a curious admission, upon which no Scotchman

can very much pride himself; namely, that though Ireland had the

use of letters in the middle of the fifth century, the Scotch were unac-

quainted with the art of writing. For if Ossian were a Scotchman,
and that his countrymen were literate, where was the necessity to get
a disciple of Saint Patrick's to write down the compositions of that

poet i But the most curious affair in the Doctor's letter is the sup-

position that Ossian, who, according to James Macpherson, flou-

rished in the second century, might have lived to the middle of the

fifth century, and then recite his poems to one of Saint Patrick's

disciples, that he might write them down to preserve them to pos-

terity ! ! ! If this were true, Ossian must have had less faith in the

efficacy of oral tradition, to preserve long poems, than Sir John Sin-

clair, and some others of his countrymen, who assert, that amongst
the Scotch, "their total ignorance of letters, and other particulars,

accounted for their preservation."
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At p. 486, Doctor Mc Arthur gives us *' the Original Episode of

FaineasolHs," which the Society could not find when printing their

copy of Macpherson's originals, but which was afterwards most

luckily and miraculously discovered among that gentleman's papers.

We shall hereafter have occasion to revert to this Episode when we

come to analyze some passages of the "
original Gaelic."

To wind up his
"
Supplemental Observations," and, perhaps, in

the hope that it might add something in corroboration of the evi-

dences produced for the authenticity of Ossian's poems. Doctor Mc
Arthur enlists in the service some of his ingenious countrymen, who

have supplied "a description of Selma;'" "of the river Cona;" "of the

Banks of the river Eite;" "ofInis-Connel and Inish-Eraith ;" and lastly,

"ofthe kingdom of Morven; with a map of the ancient Selma, the resi-

dence of Fingal, with part of the Fingallian territories in the shire of

Argyle." As to the situation of Selma, it appears by the description

of it given by Mr. Stewart, that it was believed to be " in that part of

Argyleshire called Upper Lorn," upon the top of a hill where " are

still to be seen vestiges of extensive buildings, Avith fragments of the

walls, bearing evident marks of fire, scattered along the sides of the

hill." To support the conjecture that Selma may have been situated

where Mr. Stewart has placed it, he quotes largely from the Ossianic

poems of Doctor John Smith, as well as from Macpherson's Ossian,

both which he, perhaps, thought must be important in the inquiry

whether these poems are the genuine productions of that bard or

not; but which, in our opinion, proves nothing to the purpose.

The poems, such as they are, may, perhaps, describe the great

features of many rocky and hilly places on the coast of Scotland ;

but there is little or nothing in the quotations given from those

poems by Mr. Stewart, that might not be equally applied to the

description of a mountainous tract of ground situated on the sea-
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<;oast of any other country. In the first quotation, which is taken

from Smith's GaeUc poems, there is nothing that could lead us to

guess at the situation of Selma. All that we can see descriptive in

that quotation, is the mention of " the rock which rises over the

white beach." The talk of deer sleeping, heroes feasting, music ot

harps, and barking of dogs, contains nothing like local description,

unless it can be proved that such things were not known in any other

place beside Selma. As for the mention of " the rock which rises

over the white beach," there can be little doubt that many such rocks

are to be found on the sea-coast. It would be a waste of time to

notice any more of Mr. Stewart's quotations. The descriptions they

contain are applicable to the general features of the country, which

are now the same as they were in the days of Ossian ; and a poet of

our own days, if writing on a subject that required the mention of

those features, must describe them as a poet of any former period

would have done on a similar occasion. The descriptions, therefore,

contained in the poems attributed to Ossian, prove nothing as to the

situation of Selma, and add nothing to the proofs respecting the

authenticity or antiquity of those poems.

Again, the mention of extensive buildings, with fragments of the

walls, still in existence, is, in our opinion, a proof that those ruins

are no part of the ancient residence of Fingal. In the days in which,

Macpherson says, Fingal lived, the Scotch had no stone buildings ;

and if such a thing as a palace of Fingal had at all existed in the

place supposed, it must have been, like the palace of Tara, in Ireland,

built of timber. Of the latter building, not a vestige has been in

existence for a number of ages, and we cannot conceive how the

" Hall of Selma "
could be preserved to our time, or by what pro-

cess of petrifaction the wooden frame of that building had, in the

course of ages, been converted into walls of stone.
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The finale of the "Supplemental Observations" is a map of

Sclma, ^'Morven, or Morvern," the empire of " the mighty Fingal,"

extending over a territory of about tw^elve miles square. This is,

perhaps, the most extraordinary evidence that ever was produced in

support of the authenticity of Ossian's poems ; those poems that

describe Fingal,. the powerful monarch of that empire, as leading
forth his myriads of warriors to combat with and overthrow the

Roman legions in Britain ; and as sailing with fleets, whose lofty

masts appeared like groves of pines, to invade Lochlin, and to pursue

the armies of that nation into Ireland ; and finally, to establish a

Highland dynasty over that country. The thing is so ridiculous,

that it is, we submit, unnecessary to offer upon it further obser-

vations.

We have now, in the course of those pages, examined the proofs

that have been brought forward in support of the authenticity of the

poems attributed to Ossian. In doing this, we have faithfully given

large quotations from the "Dissertations" of Mr. Macpherson,

Doctor Blair, and Sir John Sinclair; from the Report of the High-
land Society, and the "

Supplemental Observations
"

of Doctor

Mc Arthur. In selecting the quotations, we have taken those that

appeared to us the strongest arguments for the authenticity of the

poems, and we have discussed them with coolness and candour.

From that discussion, we have come to the conclusion, that those

poems are modern compositions, fabricated by Mr. Macpherson from

a variety of Irish poems and tales, none of which are the compositions

of an earlier period than the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries, and

some of them of a much later period. We have shewn from the words

of Mr. Macpherson, and from the testimony of Mr. Price, Librarian

of the British Museum, that he was ignorant of the ancient Gaelic

VOL. XVt. R R
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language, and could not read a manuscript in that language, even of

the fourteenth century; and of course, that he was much less qualified

to read or understand the genuine compositions of Ossian, if such

were in existence, and before him. This ignorance of the translator

is acknowledged by some of those who bear testimony to the genu-
ineness of the originals published by the Society, though those so

called originals were copies said to be prepared by him for press, but

the genuine originals of which never were produced either by him

or any other person.

In examining the internal evidence of their own antiquity, which

Doctor Blair thought he discovered in the poems, we have shewn

that no such proofs are there to be found. On the contrary, we

have shewn from a variety of internal proofs, that those poems could

not have been composed by Ossian, or by any author or writer of his

times. The silence of the poems with respect to things which did

exist in the days of Ossian, and were fit subjects for poetry, and the

mention of things that did not exist at that period, must be admitted

as irrefragable proofs that the poems were composed by some much

more modern author.

We have paid particular attention to the body of evidence which

the Committee of the Highland Society has produced in favour of

the authenticity and antiquity of the poems, as well as to the addi-

tional proofs brought forward by Sir John Sinclair and by Doctor

Mc Arthur, for the same purpose. But in all those testimonies pro-

duced, whether in the shape of letters, certificates, or aflftdavits, there

is not one positive proof that the poems ever existed, in their present

form, before the days of James Macpherson. On the contrary, we

again repeat it, there is sufficient evidence to shew that they were

fabricated by him, from materials stolen from Irish poems, supposed

to be written by Ossian, or from corrupted Scotch copies of those
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Irish originals. The manner in which Macpherson manufactured his

poems of Ossian is related in the Report of the Society, p. 152; and

this confession, however reluctantly made, coming from such a quar-

ter, must be received as positive evidence of modern fabrication of

the English translation. It is also equally applicable to the Gaelic

originals of Ossian, published by the Society, which, from the

arrangement of the poems, agreeing with the English Ossian, though

differing in some trifling variation of words and expressions, are evi-

dently translations from the English translation manufactured by

Macpherson : and this alone, if all other proofs were wanted, should

be sufficient to put an end to the controversy respecting the antiquity

and authenticity of those poems published by him, as the poems of

Ossian, and also of those Gaelic lines, we shall not call them verses,

published by the Highland Society as the originals of those poems.

But as the Highland Society has relied with confidence on the "com-

plete internal evidence which their original supplies of its own ori-

ginality," we must beg the reader's indulgence for a short time lon-

ger, while we examine those internal proofs of "
originality," which

the language or the structure of those ^'verses" are disposed to fur-

nish. In doing this we shall not tire the reader with an examination

of all the originals, but confine ourselves principally to the poem of

Fingal, as the Society seems to think that poem, in point
" of sim-

plicity and originality," superior to others in the. collection.—See

Report of the Highland Society, p. 153. -liiisJ utlT— .did

..,
Before entering on this examination it is necessary, for the better

understanding of the subject, to say something on the structure of

ancient Gaelic verse, of which there is a
grfeiat variety, and all subject

to different rules. It is not, however, necessary that we should enter

into the depths of Gaelic prosody, of which the fabricators of the

Gaelic originals of Ossian's poems seem to have been totally igno-

u R 2
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rant, but to confine ourselves to that kind of versification called Dan

direach, which is considered the most noble, and of which there are

five classes, called Deibhidhe, Seadna, Rannuigheachd mhor, Ran-

miigheachd hheag, and Casbhairn; in one or other of which, all the

poems attributed to Ossian, that are not of modern production, are

composed. In this kind of poetry there are seven requisites, namely,
a certain number of quartans in each Rann or Stanza ; a certain

number of syllables in each quartan; concord; correspo7idence ; point
and double-point; union; and chief or head. The four first of these

are indispensably necessary for each kind of the Dan direach, but

the three last are not. That class only which is called Deibhidhe,

requires the observance of point and double-point ; the union is always
found in the classes called Rannuigheachd mhor and Casbhairn ;

and the class of Rannuigheachd bheag, requires head or chief.

For the purpose of understanding this subject still better, it is

necessary that the reader should know that Gaelic prosodians divide

the Gaelic alphabet into different classes, each letter of which concord

or correspond with the others of the same class.

1st.—Three soft consonants, C. P. T.

2nd.—Three hard consonants, B. D. G.

3rd.—Three rough or harsh consonants, Ch. Th. F,

4th.— Five stiff or strong consonants, Nn. LI. Rr. Me. Ng.
5th.—Seven light consonants, DH. GH. BH. MH. L. N. R.

6th.—The letter S, which will never make a concord with any
but another S, followed or preceded by similar letters ; thus 5 fol-

lowed by B. C. D., will concord with none but another SB. SC.

SD^, Sec, and when 5 following the article an requires a T prefixed,

it will correspond with none but another S similarly circumstanced.

The vowels correspond with each other indiscriminately.

Every quartan consists of seven syllables fully pronounced, except
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in that kind of verse called Seadna, which requires eight ; but no

vowel suffering elision or extinction, either at the beginning or ter-

mination of words, can be counted in scanning.

Every Leathrann (half stanza) consists of two quartans ; and

every Rann or complete stanza consists of two Leathranns ; the first

of which is called Seoladh, (directing or leading) ; and the second,

Cornhad, (keeping or closing.)

Every Rann or Leathrann, must conclude without any gramma-
tical dependance upon any word following. The Leathrann may or

may not form a complete sentence ; but every Rann, or entire Stanza,

must make complete sense, without any dependance on any preced-

ing or following Rann.

A Dan or Duain, (a poem,) may consist of any number of

Raims at the option of the writer.

Having premised this much, and considering it unnecessary to

enter further into Gaelic prosody, we shall proceed to examine the

Duan Albanach, given by Mr. Pinkerton, and which Sir John Sin-

clair, in his "Dissertation," p. 19, considers as sufficient evidence that

Gaelic poetry was written, or at least known in Caledonia in the

eleventh century. The poem was recited by the court bard at the

inauguration of Malcolm III, king of Scotland, from the year 1056

to 1093. The copy we use is that published by the late Rev. Doc-

tor Charles O'Conor, in his
" Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores ve-

teres.—Tom. I. Prolegomena, Pars. I. p. 124."

The three first Stanzas of the Duan will be a sufficient specimen
of the language and versification of the entire, and these set in juxta-

position with the same number of lines from any part of the
" Poems of Ossian in the Original Gaelic," will be sufficient to shew
the difference in the language and composition between the two
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poets, and enable the Gaelic scholar to decide which of the two

poems is the most genuine, and of greatest antiquity.

Rann 1.

"A Eolcha Albain uile,

^ A shluagh feta, folt-buidhe,

Cia ceud ghabhail an eol duihh,

Ro ghabhustar Alban-bhruigh."

" Albanus do gbabh ria n shlogh,

Mac sein oirdhairc Isiocoin,

Brathair do Britus gan brath,

O raitir Alba eathrach."

3.

" Ro ionnarb a bhrathair Bras

Briotus tar muir, n locht nambnas,

Ro ghabh Briotus Albain ain.

Go roinn Fiaghnach Fothudain."

The versification of this poem is of that class of the Dan direach,

called deibhidhe, in each line of which there are seven syllables, the

first line of each Leathran or half-stanza requiring point, and the

second double point. In each of these stanzas we find complete

sense ; and also all that is required in Gaelic poetry. We have a

regular number of syllables in each quartan, and the number of

quartans required in each stanza. We have also concord, correspon-

dence, point and double point, and ?mi"on or agreement. In the first

quartan there is a concord between the words Eolcha and Albain,

both beginning with vowels ; in the second there is a concord be-
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tween^e^a and folt-buidhe ; in the third between gahhail and duibh,

G and D being both of the same class of hard consonants ; and in

the fourth a Hke concord occurs in the words ghabhastar and bhruigh>

Bh and GH, being of the class of light consonants. Correspondence
is found in the diphthong ui in the last words of all quartans ; point

is found in the end of the first and third quartans ; and double

point in the end of the second and fourth ; and union or agreement
is found in the two vowels at the end of the two first quartans, and

in bh and gh in the end of the two last. The same requisites are

found in the other two stanzas above written, and in all the other

stanzas through the entire poem ; and as what we have now said is

equally applicable to all, we deem it unnecessary to pursue this sub-

ject further on the present occasion. We shall, therefore, proceed to

the comparison of those extracts with others from the originals of

Ossian's poems, published by the Society ; and as the Committee of

that Society has declared an opinion that the poem of Fingal is

superior in composition to that of Temora, and perhaps to others of

the poems, we shall, for the present, take the first seventeen lines of

Fingal in the Society's original, vol. ii. p. 4, and see if it will stand

the test of Gaelic prosody like the Duan Albanach.- t'-^'^---

• '• Thefirst seventeen lines ofFingal run thus :

" Shuidh CuchuUin aig balla Thura,

Fodhubhra craoibh dhuille na fuaim j

Dh' aom a shleagh ri carraig nan c6s,

A sgiath mhor r'a thaobh air an fheur.

Bha smaointean an fhir air Cairbre.

Ii Laoch a thuit bis an garb-chomhrag,

'Nuair thainig fear coimh'ead a' chuain,

Luath mhac Fhithil nan ceum ard." ,„,. ,,i

" Eirich u ChuchuUin, eirich,

• Chi ni loingeas threun o thuath !
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Grad ghluais, a chinn-uidhe na feile

'Srnor Suaran, is lionmhar a shluagh !"

" A Mhorain, thuirt an gorm-shuileach treun,

Bu lagthu fein, is chrith thu riamh;

'Na d'eagal is lionmhar namhaid ;

Mhic Fhithil 's e Fionnghal a th' ann,

Ard churaidh nan ciar bheann."

Here we have a precious sample of ancient Gaelic versification,

in which neither the regular number of syllables in the line, (for we

shall not call these lines quartans,) number of lines in the stanza, nor

any other requisite belonging to the Gaelic poetry is to be found.

The first, eleventh, and thirteenth lines contain nine syllables each ;

the eighth and tenth seven syllables ; the last line six syllables ; and

the other eleven lines eight syllables each. The twelve first lines

have a full stop at the end of every fourth line ; but in the last five

lines the sentence is not completed until the end of the fifth ; a thing

unprecedented even in all the Scotch Gaelic poetry, that can claim a

greater age than 100 or 150 years, except in the metrical version of

the Psalms, published by the Kirk of Scotland, which is a new kind

of versification, unknown to Gaelic prosody. In support of this as-

sertion, we refer with confidence to those Scotch Gaelic poems, pub-

lished in the beginning of " Lhuid's Archaelogia," or to any other

publication of that or of an earlier date, in which Scotch Gaelic poetry

can be found. Here then are wanted the two first things necessary

for, and always found in, the versification of correct copies of those

poems attributed to Ossian ; and we defy the best Gaelic Prosodian

among the modern Scotch, if any such they have, to produce from

any line of the seventeen above written, any of the other five requi-

sites belonging to ancient Gaelic verse,

The total neglect of all the rules of Gaelic prosody in the exam-
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pie before us, and, indeed, in every page of the " Gaelic originals of

Ossian," should, alone, be sufficient to prove beyond dispute, that

those so-called originals are modern forgeries, manufactured with-

in the last thirty years by James Macpherson, or procured to be

manufactured by that person, or his executors, to save him or them

from the legal proceedings instituted by the Highland Society of

London, for the recovery of one thousand pounds, received from that

body by Macpherson, on the false pretence of publishing the origi-

nals of his. Ossian. But as the Society have relied on the internal

proofs of the authenticity of the poems, furnished by the language

of their originals, and not on the prosody, we shall devote a few

lines to the consideration of the language of this extract, and here-

after of other parts of those "
originals

"

The first thing that claims our attention in this extract is the

definite article an, the, which, when referring to nouns masculine, is

always written an, in every case of the singular number ; and when

referring to nouns feminine, is so written in all the cases of the sin-

gular except the genitive, in which case, and in all the cases of the

plural of both genders, it is written 7ia, the. In no ancient manu-

script is it ever written a, or am in the singular, or nan or nam in

the plural. In some few modern Irish compositions, (the works of

persons unacquainted with the rules of Irish grammar,) and in the

oral speech of the vulgar Irish, a is sometimes used for an in the sin-

gular, but am is never used by them for an ; nor nan or nam for na

in the plural. The modern Scotch writers, on the contrary, do use

that incorrect manner of writing ; but in no book of the Scottish

Gaelic, so much as one hundred and fifty years old, is the article to

be seen in any other form than an in the singular, and na in the

plural, except in the genitive singular relating to feminine nouns,

in which it is always written na. That this is strictly true must

VOL. xvr. s s
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appear evident to any Gaelic scholar who will take the pains to

examine the '* Duan Alhanach," the oldest composition in the Scot-

tish Gaelic now in existence ; or even the metrical translation into

the Scotch Gaelic of the first fifty of the Psalms of David, or the

small catechism in Gaelic, both printed by Anderson in Glasgow, in

the year 1659. In none of those works is the improper substitution

of a or am for an, or nan or nam for na to be found. This mode of

Avriting is a modern Scotch corruption; and being found in the "
ori-

ginals
"
of Ossian, it, alone, furnishes an irrefragable proof that those

ancient originals, are modern Scotch forgeries. These lines, however,

furnish other proofs of their modern fabrication, besides what the

corruption of the article supplies. The plural article na, according

to the old and established rules of Gaelic gram.mar, requires what is

called ellipsis on the initial of the noun following it. But this is not

to be found in the "
originals

"
of Ossian published by the Society.

In the third, eighth, and seventeenth lines we find, nan cos, nan ceinn

ard, and nan ciar bheann. These, if the lines were not modern,

would be written na ccos, na cecum nard, and na cciar mbeann, or the

last, as a compound word, na cciarhheann.

Again, the proposition a or ann, in, is never written an with a sin-

gle n, in any Gaelic book ancient or modern, except in the modern

and corrupt compositions of the Abanian Scots. The sixth line of

the extract,
" Laoch a thuit leis an garbh-chomhrag," is, therefore,

ungrammatical, according to ancient usage. If the line were ancient,

it would be written
" Laoch a thuit leis a ngarbh chomhrag," lite-

rally,
" A chief that fell by him in rough conflict." The line in the

poem was doubtless intended to represent in Gaelic, Macpherson's

original English words, "^4 hero slain by the Chief in war," which

the Rev. Thomas Ross, in his feigned new translation of the first

Book of Fingal, pretends to amend by reading the line
" A hero he
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had slain in war/' If the GaeUc line in the poem were original, the

translation of it into English should be different from either Mr. Mac-

pherson's or Mr. Ross's pretended versions. There is a still greater error

in writing na for the preposition a or a7in, than even an, which we have

just shown to be erroneous. 'Na d' eagal in the fifteenth line is non-

sense. To convey the meaning of the English words of Mr. Ross's

amended reading,
" In thy fear" the Gaelic should be " Ann d'

eagal," or, acccording to more ancient custom,
" Ann f eagal."

The orthography of the original is, also, a further proof of its

modern fabrication. It would be an endless and useless labour to

point out the proofs of that description which those originals furnish;

we shall, therefore, merely mention the word thuirt in the thirteenth

line, substituted for the word dubhairt, said, found in all Gaelic

books, ancient and modern, except the modern Scotch Gaelic.

The elision of vowels is also another proof of the modern compo-
sition of those originals; but this so frequently occurs in the Society's

publication, that it would be folly to give any particular examples.

We shall therefore refer the Gaelic scholar to any page he may
please to open of any of the three volumes of the " Gaelic originals,''

and we pledge ourselves that he will find in it abundant examples of

improper elision.

To the objections made against the orthography of the originals,

the sticklers for the authenticity of those originals may say, with Sir

John Sinclair, (in his Dissertation, p. 92, vol. i. of the originals,)
"
that the orthography was designedly made as it is, for the purpose

of making it agree with the orthography of the Gaelic Bible, with

which the generality of Gaelic readers are best acquainte<^." Can

this be received as an answer .'' We are told, both in the Report of

the Committee of the Highland Society, and by Sir John Sinclair,

in his
"

Dissertation," printed in the first volume of the Gaelic origi-

s s 2
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nals, p. 89, that Macpherson had a notion that it would be better to

print the Gaehc originals in Greek characters ! ! ! Why the Society
should change the orthography of the originals, the reason assigned

by Sir John Sinclair is not sufficiently satisfactory. The orthogra-

phy of the modern Gaelic Bible is not near one hundred years old.

Before that translation was made, the Highlanders had no translation

but the Irish one usually called Bedell's Bible, and the New Testament,

translated by William O'Donell, Archbishop of Tuam, from 1609 to

1628. This latter book was printed in the Roman letter in 1690,

for the use of the Highlanders, who did not then read the old Gaelic

letter ; but the orthography was the same as the quarto Irish Bible,

printed at the same time, in its native character. The Irish Bible in

the Roman letter was intelligible to such of the Highlanders as could

read ; and at the time Macpherson's Ossian was published, they had

no other Bible ; and there. cannot be any great doubt that many of

the readers of the old Irish Bible were living at the time the Society

published the originals of Ossian, so that it is not quite clear that
"
the generality of Gaelic readers were best acquainted with the

orthography of the" (modern)
" Gaelic Bible." This, therefore, can

be no excuse for publishing the works of an ancient poet in an ortho-

graphy that he would be ashamed of, if he could possibly see it. As

well might the modern Greeks publish the works of Homer in their

own modern dialect, as the Highland Society the works of Ossian in

modern Scotch Gaelic. Macpherson's notion of printing the origi-

nals of his Ossian in Greek characters, may have arisen from a design

to hide his own ignorance of the ancient Gaelic language, contained

in old Gaelic manuscripts ; and the alteration from the old Gaelic

orthography, in the originals, to that of the modern Gaehc Bible,

may have arisen from something of a similar feeling in the executors

of Mr. Macpherson, or perhaps in the Highland Society. It is highly
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probable that those gentlemen could not get, among the modern

Scotch, persons capable of translating Macpherson's Ossian into an-

cient Gaelic, with ancient orthography, and according to the rules of

ancient Gaelic verse; and therefore Sir John Sinclair, apprehensive that

some Irish scholar would detect the blunders of those fabricated

originals, made the best excuse he could, namely, that " the ortho-

graphy was made according to that of the Gaelic Bible ; because

that was the orthography with which the generality of Gaelic readers

were best acquainted." Sir John's excuse is too ridiculous to obtain

credence.

We do not dispute that the language of the Gaelic originals con-

tains internal evidence of its own originality ; what we contend for is,

that it is not that kind of originality which the society and its friends

would wish us to believe. The Society would persuade us that the

language of the originals is evidence of the antiquity and authenti-

city of Ossian's poems. We> on the contrary, insist that we have

given indisputable proofs of the fact, that the language, alone, con-

tains the strongest internal evidence of the modern originality of the

Gaelic of those poems. The language is the base dialect of the mo-

dern Scottish Gaelic, interlarded indeed with some obsolete words to

give it an air of antiquity, but the true meaning of which the writers,

as it appears to us, did not understand. We come to this conclusion

from a comparison of those Gaehc words with the English words they
are intended to represent, and we find that the meaning attached to

them is widely different from what they bear in ancient manuscripts.
The originals, however, call for some further attention from us. We
shall compare some extracts from them with others from the Cento of

Doctor Donald Smith, published in the Fifteenth Number of the

Appendix to the Report of the Highland Society, and with others

from those Irish poems that bear the name of Ossian, some few of
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which have been translated and pubUshed by Miss Brooke, but an

infinitely greater number of which are to be found in Irish manu-

scripts still unpublished.

Sir John Sinclair, in the
"

Dissertation on the authenticity of the

poems of Ossian," prefixed to the first volume of the Gaehc originals

of Ossian, p. 76, says, "a variety of satisfactory proofs regarding the

authenticity of particular parts, will be found in the Report of the

Highland Society. About fifteen hundred verses, in words almost

•the same with the poem of Fingal, were transmitted to that Society."

For these fifteen hundred verses he refers us to the "Report, Appen-

dix, Number 15," which is the Cento compiled by Doctor Smith,

from a variety of Gaelic poems, as we have already mentioned. The

poems from which the Doctor compiled his Cento, are corrupted

copies of the Irish Ossian's poems ; and are, doubtless, the sources

from which Macpherson drew the materials from which he moulded his

poems of Ossian
;
and they must be considered, for so far as they go, the

only original poems to which that ingenious gentleman had recourse,

and from which, together with some Irish tales, he drew his ideas.

The connecting of various passages from a variety of poems, to form

an original for Mr. Macpherson's Ossian, proves very great industr}^

in Doctor Smith, and affords a clear illustration of what the Com-

mittee of the Society, in drawing up its Report, says of the manner

in which Macpherson manufactured his poems of Ossian. The Report

says, p. 152, "The poems and ft^agments of poems which the Com-

mittee has been able to procure, contain, as will appear from the arti-

cle in the Appendix, Number 15, already mentioned, often the sub-

stance, and sometimes almost the literal expression (the ipsissima

verba,) of passages given by Mr. Macpherson, in the poems of which

he has published the translation. But the Committee has not been

able to obtain any one poem the same in title and tenor with the poems
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published by him. It is inclined to believe that he was in use to sup-

ply chasms, and to give connexion by inserting passages which he

did not find, and to add what he conceived to be dignity and delicacy

to the original composition, by striking out passages, by softening

incidents, by refining the language ; in short, by changing what he

considered as too simple or too rudefor a modern ear."

The above extract, without any other authority, furnishes a suffi-

cient proof that the Committee of the Society was of opinion that the

poems pubhshed by Macpherson were manufactured by him, from

materials gleaned from poems, and fragments of poems; and that

after all its inquiries, it was " not able to obtain any one poem of the

same title and tenor with the poems published by him ;" consequently
the Committee must have believed that those poems published under

the name of Ossian were fabrications. Yet the Society itself, wishes

us to believe that the poems are genuine, and confidently refers us to

the language oiits originals for proofs of their authenticity.

We have already examined, as a fair sample of the whole, some

lines of the "
original," and we have shewn that original to be of

modern manufacture. If the Cento of Doctor Smith contained any
of the originals of passages in the poems given by Macpherson, they

should be the same in language and versification as the originals of

the Society ; yet there can be scarcely any two things more dissi-

milar. The Cento of Doctor Smith is certainly compiled from poems

,
of some age, though the copies that came into his hands were modern

and corrupted ; but the Society's
"
originals

"
are mere modern com-

positions, clumsy forgeries, which any Gaelic scholar is able to

detect. But let us not depend upon assertion, let us compare.

Doctor Smith begins his Cento with the commencement of the

poem of Fingal ; but his first three lines introductory to the poem,
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are different both from Macpherson's English and the Society's Gae-

hc. His fourth hne is almost the same as the Society's ninth:

"
Eirigh a righ na Teamhra !

Chi mi loingeas mor, se labhram :

Lomlan nan cuan is e clannach,

Do loingeas mor nan allamhrach.

Ma se an Garbh mac Stairn ata ann.

On dhreag uamhai-a ro gharg,

Bheir e leis ar gheill thar muir.

Do aindeoin righ fear foinneamh."
" 'S breugach thu an diu 's gach aon uair,

Se ta ann loingeas na mach

Is an Fhiann a teachd d'ar cobhair."

The Society's originals, from the ninth to the seventeenth line

run thus :

" Eirich a ChuchuUin, eiricli,

Chi mi threun o thuaith !

Gradghluais a chinn-uidhe na feile :

'Smor Suaran, is lionmhor a shluagh !

"

" A Mhorain," thuirt an gormshuiliach treun,

Bu lag thu fein, is chrith thu riamh ;

'Na d' eagal is lionmhor namhaid ;

Mhic Fhithil, 's e Fionnghal a th' ann,

Ard churaidh nan ciar bheann."

The Gaelic scholar may compare the extract from Doctor Smith

with his translation on the opposite pages in the Report, and Mac-

pherson's English in any edition of Ossian's poems with the Society's

originals, vol. ir. p. 4. The words of Doctor Smith's original are

not so like Macpherson's English as the Society's originals, but the

ideas are the same in both, and the language, and the structure of

the verse, though in both incorrect, have in the former, much more

appearance of genuine Gaelic composition than the latter. The for-
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mer furnished the manner of opening the poem, the latter is a trans-

lation from Macpherson's English, It is remarkable that the first

quoted line of Doctor Smith says,
"

Arise, O king of Tara !" the

other says,
^^
Arise, O Cuchullin, arise." Tara is a well known place in

the County of Meath, which was the residence of the Irish monarchs ;

and the mention of it affords a proof that the original poem used by
Doctor Smith was of Irish composition, and consequently that Mac-

pherson borrowed this part from some nameless Irish bard, probably
one of those numerous writers who assumed the popular name of

Ossian.

The " Garbh mac Stairn
"

of Doctor Smith, whom Macpherson
has christened "

Suaran," is a personage well known in the popular

tales and poems of the Irish.

The next thing that attracts our attention in the first book of

Fingal, is the description of a combat and wrestling match between

Fingal and Cuchullin. This we have already shewn, p. 223 of this

Essay, was stolen from a popular tale of the Irish, called Cath Fionn^

tragha, (Battle of Veniry,) first written in prose, and afterwards

versified, some time in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. Doctor

Spiith's Cento describes the battle thus :

" Sin nuair dheiridh an da thriath

Le neart an claidhmhean is an sgiath,

Gud fhogra an talamh teann

Le traidhibh anns an duaidh sin.

Mar fhuainn coille re gaoith nan gleann

Bha scleo nan curaidhean co theann.
""

Seach oiche agus seach 16

Ag iomarscleo 's ag imarbhagh."

This extract, ungrammatical and corrupt as it is, has some signs

VOL. XVI. T T
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of Gaelic poetry, and is certainly incomparably much more like an

original than the Gaelic of the Society, which runs thus :

" La ghabh sinn an glacaibh a cheile

Air Meallmor, 's bu threun ar spairn

Thuit coille for chomhrag nach geilleadh ;

Thionnduidh sruith, 's chriothnaich an cam ;

Tri la a dh'uraich an stri

Chrith laoich bu treun, air cul lann."

This extract has all the same faults which we have shown are to be

found in the first seventeen lines of the poem of Fingal, but we shall

avoid pointing them out particularly, and leave our Gaelic readers to

compare these passages with the Irish original, page 223, and let them

decide for themselves.

One of the most remarkable plagiarisms in the feigned Scotch

Ossian is, that of the plot of the entire poem of Fingal, taken from

the old Irish poem called " Laoidh Mhaghnuis mhoir" ascribed to

the Irish Ossian, and translated and published by Miss Brooke in her

"
Reliques of Irish Poetrt/" pp. 37 and 271. In the Irish poem

Ossian relates to Saint Patrick that Fionn and his host were one day

hunting, and beheld from an eminence a great fleet approaching to

the shore. Fionn despatches his son Fergus to know who was its

leader, and is informed that the Chief is Maghnus, (ManusJ the

supreme king of Loghlainn. Fergus then asks the cause of his com-

ing, and says, if it be to ask friendly union, his voyage was good.

Manus, roughly replies, that he will by force carry off with him

Finn's wife and his dog Bran. Fergus as stoutly answers him that

he shall never take either, but that Fionn and the Fionns will give

him and his host a severe battle. Fergus then returns to Finn and

his friends, and relates the result of his embassy. The Fionns gather
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around Fionn from all points. GoU, Oscar, Luigheach's son, Dermod

the brown and Faelan,* press forward to have the honour of fighting

the invading chief. The Irish forces march to the shore, but evening

having come on, they spend the night in feasting, and in the morning

they see the standard of the king of Lochlainn erect on the shore. The

"Gea/ Greine," Fionn's standard, and the ^'Fulaing Toraidh," Goll's

standard, are raised. The armies engage, and the invaders are defeated.

Fionn and Manus meet in conflict, and the former overcomes and

binds the latter. Fionn saves Manus from the hands of Conan, who

wanted to put him to death. Fionn tells the king of Lochlainn that

he never oppressed a fallen enemy, and offers him peace and amity.

Manus gladly accepts of the offer, declares his sorrow for his aggres-

sion, and declares he will never again raise a hand against Fionn.

Such is the outline of the Irish poem, and we submit that it fur-

nished Macpherson with the plan of his poem of Fingal. In the

Scotch poem Macpherson introduces a number of episodes formed on

incidents contained in the poems of the Irish Ossian, some of which

we shall briefly point out.

We have already, page 220, shown by an extract from the Irish

Tale called ^'Oidheadh Co7ichulainn,'" that the description of Cuchul-

Jin's chariot and horses in the first Book of Fingal, was stolen from

that Irish Tale. The description of the horses given by Doctor

Smith in his Cento, is so like the Irish original, that we are tempted

to give it here, without noticing the chariot, as we have not given its

description from the Irish. The Doctor's lines run thus :

• For the manner in which Mr. Macpherson has introduced these heroes, and the stand-

ard of Finn, see Fingal, Book iv. in vol. ii. p. 170 of the Society's originals. The original

Irish is to be seen in Miss Brooke's work, p. 274.

XT?
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"
Gheibthe in toiseach a charbad

Ant each liath, luthor urraiceach,

Arraiceach, treasdach, liath-bharra,

Stuaghor, dea-fhaicilleach ionnruitlj.

Mor mhuirneach, saoi-oileanda, sioth-fhada

Ga b'ainm an Leath maiseach. »

Gheibhte in deire a charbaid

Ant each crubhach, sithionta, searachoil.

Am fad-shliosach, bao-lumnach,

Caol-chasach caol-ghruagach,
Ceannard stuai-beimneach,

Seang, seiteach, luath-leumnach,

Ga b'ainm an Dubh-sronmhor."

We request the reader will compare these lines, for we cannot call

them verses, with the Irish original above, p. 220, and with the fol-

lowing lines of the Society's
"
original" vol. ii. p. 30 :

" Ri taobh deas a' mhor charbaid

Chitear an t'each meanmach seidear,

Mac ard-mhuingeach, cliabh-fharsuing dorcha,

Ard-leumach talmhaidh na beinne ;

'S forumach fuaimear a chos ;

Tha sgaoibadh a dhosain shuas

Mar cheathach air arcs nan os j

Bu shoilleir dhreach, 's bu luath

Shiubhal, Sith fada b'e ainm ;

Ri taobh eile charbaid thall

Tha each fiarasach nan srann,

Caol-mhuingeach, aiginneach, biogach

Luath-chosach, sronach nam beann.

Dubhsrongeal a b'ainm air an steud-each."

In making a comparison between these three originals, the Gaelic

scholar will perceive that Doctor Smith's original is much nearer to

the Irish than Macpherson's, and he will also perceive that, though
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the Doctor has printed his description in Hnes, as if it were verse, it is

as downright prose as the Irish. In some of the Doctor's Unes there

are ten syllables, and in others but six. In the Irish extract we have

not given the names of the horses, but it is not now too late to say
that they are the same, or very nearly the same, as those given by
Doctor Smith. In this particular Macpherson differs from both,

calling his first horse Sithfada, an epithet which the Doctor included

in his description, and told us his name was Liaomaishah. It is

foreign to our purpose to offer any criticisms on the translations of

either the Doctor or Mr. Macpherson, yet, we cannot avoid observ-

ing, that from the Doctor's translation of the lines
" Gheibhte in tois-

each a charbaid," and " Gheibhte in deire a charbaid^"—" First in

the car isfound" and " Last in the car is found," it would appear

that the horses were yoked one before the other, or, according to the

literal translation of his Gaelic words, one horse was yoked in the

front of the car, and the other in the rere. Macpherson, like the

Irish, more mechanically places his horses side-by-side. It is need-

less to observe that the Society's "original
"

is here, as in every other

place, by no means like ancient Gaelic verse, and in every respect

carries on its face marks of its modern fabrication.

In the second Book of Fingal we find Swaran demanding from

Cuchullin his spouse and dog, which the latter indignantly refuses.

In Doctor Smith's Cento, p. 216, we find the story told in the fol-

lowing manner :

"
Thainig tiachdaire san uair

Origh Lochlain na mor shluagh,

Cis a thabhairt d'a lamh

No Eirinn uile fhagail."
" Cha ghabh e ach corag dluth

No do bhean is do chu fa bhrieth."

Se freogairt a chuir sinn uainn

Gu righ Lochlain na mor shluaeh
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Nach tugamaid cis ho cdin

Ach gu faga iad cinn re lar :"

" Cha tabhair mise mo bheau

Do aon fhear a ta fui an ghrein

Cha mho thuibhram Bran lem dheoin

An fheadh bhios an deo' nam chre'."

The story is told in the Society's originals thus :

" Gabh sith o Shuaran,* 's thoir cis ;

Thuirt gaisgeach nach min glor

Gabh sith a bheirear do righre,

'Nuair thuiteas an stri na sloigh.

Fag Eirinn nan sruth 's nan raon :

Do bhean, is cu caol an fheidh

Braf gheal uchd-aluinn is caoin,

Luath, a dh' fhagus a' ghaoth 'na dheigh,

Tairg sin ; oir is lag do lamh,

Gabh smachd; nabi dan 's bi beo.

Inis do Shuaran naii sgialh,

Cha do gheill me riamh, 'scho gheill,

Bheiream an cuan dha 'n triath,

No uaigh dha shloigh an Eirinn,

An la sin cha do thig gu brath

Bheir dearrsa mo ghradh gu tuath

'Scho teich, an Lochlin nan cam,

Ard-chabrach na seilg o Luath."

We have given these two different versions of the story, that the

reader may see what reUance is to be placed upon the words of the

Society, through their mouth-piece, Sir John Sinclair, when he

declares in his
"
Dissertation," p. 76, that in Doctor Smith's Cento

• It is remarkable that the name Suaran or Swaran is never once mentioned in Doctor

Smith's Cento. That was a name invented by Mr. Macpherson, and given by him to any

hero of the Irish Ossian that he had a mind to steal, as we have seen before he did to Garbh

or Garraidh, Mac Stam, and now to J\fanui mor.
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there are fifteen hundred verses, in words almost the same with the

poem of Fingal. A slight comparison will show that there is no simili-

tude between the words of the two examples, and it will also show

that Smith's copy, corrupt and base in language as it is, has much
more the appearance of antiquity than the copy taken from the

Society's original. The following extract from the Irish poem will

shew that both Macpherson, and the scribe that Doctor Smith fol-

lowed, stole from that poem. We give the Irish text as it appears in

Miss Brooke's work, p. 273, where Fergus asks,

" Cread do ghluais an bhuidhean bhorb

Fa righ Lochlann na long mbreac ?

Ma diarraigh cumoin ar ann

Is ro mhaith a thaoisg tar lear."

" Do fhreagair sin Maghnus go borb

Airdrigh Lochlann na long mbreac.

Do bheara me a bhean o Fhionn

Daimhdheoin air tuinn agus Bran."

"Bhearaid an Fhiann comhrac cruaidh,

Dot sliluagh sal a dtiubhrad Bran,

Is cuirfidh Fionn cath a ndlus

Sul fa ttugaidh uaidh a bhean."
" Dar do laimhse a Fhearghuis fheil

As an bh-Feinn ge mor do theann ;

Do bhearad Horn Bran tar lear

No combrac dian fhear da cionn."

"As do laimh ge mor do dhoigh.

As do shlogh ge mor do mhuirn,

An lion a thainig tu thair lear

Ni bheara tu Bran tar tuinn."

Literal Translation.

" Why comes the haughty host •

: ;

Under the king of Loghlainn of speckled ships ?

If to seek our friendship,

Right good is their coming across the sea."
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"
Haughtily answered Manus,

The supreme king of Lochlainn of speckled ships ;

I will take his spouse from Fionn,

Against his will across the waves, and also Bran."
" The Fiann will give severe battle

To thy host, before they give up Bran
;

.

And Fionn will give battle in abundance.

Before he surrender his spouse."
"
By thy hand, oh generous Fergus,

Though great thy reliance on the Fiann ;

I will bring with .me Bran across the sea.

Or combat briskly on his account."
" From thy hand, though great thy hopes,

From thy host, though great thy estimation

Of the numbers that you brought across the sea.

Never shall you carry Bran beyond the waves,"

We have now laid the three exemplars before the reader, and we

have no doubt that it will be obvious that, the Irish is the original, of

which the other two are imitations.

In the episode of Borbar and Fainasolis, in the third Book of

Fingal, we find another barefaced plagiarism from another of the

Irish Ossian's poems. The Irish poem made use of on this occasion,

is the " Laoidh an Mkoighre bhorb," of which we have already taken

some notice in this Essay, pp. 221 and 251. In the second of the

pages here referred to, we give an extract from a Scotch copy with

its translation, given as an original in the Report of the Highland

Society, p. 93, opposite to which we placed the corresponding Irish

verses, with a literal translation of our own. It appears, however,

that the Scotch have a variety of
"
originals." The copy in the

Report, excepting the abominable spelling, and some other trifling

difi^erences, agrees with the Irish original; but this would not square

with the views of the Society, and therefore Doctor Smith in his

Cento, in the Appendix to the Report, p. 226, gives us another origi-
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nal, differing materially from that given in the Report. It appears
that when the Society was printing its originals, the original of this

episode could not be found, but it was afterwards miraculously dis-

covered among Macpherson's papers, and Doctor Mc Arthur pub-
lished it in his "Supplemental Observations," vol. iii. p. 486 of the

Society's original. If we were not afraid to tire the reader by dwell-

ing too long upon these forgeries, we would give extracts from

Smith's Cento and the Society's original ; but, as we think that what

we have said in the former pages of this Essay, is fully sufficient to

convict Macpherson of plagiarism, and prove his originals forgeries,

we shall dismiss this episode without further obsenations.

The next proof of plagiarism that we shall notice in the fourth

Book of Fingal, is the address of UUin to Gaul, exciting him to fight

courageously and overthrow his enemies. This is stolen from the

'•

Rosg Catha Ghoill M/iic Morua," (Battle excitement to Goll, son

of Morna,) translated and published with the original by Miss

Brooke, in her Reliques of Irish Poetry, pp. 165, 298. The first line

of this address, given by Doctor Smith, is identically the same as

that given by Miss Brooke ; and the three following lines are nearly

the same in each, both preserving the correct measure and manner of

versification used in such compositions. The remaining nine lines

that the Doctor gives are not at all like the original. The measure

is completely lost, and the composition, in general, incorrect. Not

so Miss Brooke's copy, consisting of seventy-two lines, all correct in

versification, except in nine lines where the manuscript she used was

defective. The Gaelic lines given as originals by the Highland

Society, are not like either Smith's or Miss Brooke's in point of com-

position, and in every line they carry marks of their modern fabrica-

tion. The idea and some of the expressions are preserved, but the

theft is concealed as much as possible. Whoever has sufficient curio-

VOL. XVI. iiaiibj u n;ui mtsi-J litui"": 'll
^
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sity to compare those different copies, may find Doctor Smith's hnes

in the Appendix to the Report of the Highland Society, p. 246 ; the

Society's original in vol. ii. p. 166 ; and Miss Brooke's Irish copy in

p, 298 of her work. A perfect copy of the Irish, in a very old manu-

script, is in the possession of the writer of these sheets.

The fourth Book of Fingal gives us additional proofs of Mac-

pherson's plagiarisms, and of the depredations committed by modern

Scotch ingenuity upon the old Irish poems attributed to Ossian.

The first of the passages we now allude to is Ossian's courtship with

Evirallin. We have already (pp. 222 and 257) paid some attention to

this representation of ancient gallantry, and would now dismiss the

subject without further notice, if it were not that the original of Doc-

tor Smith's Cento, and that of the Society, are so discordant with

each other, and with the copies published by Gillies, in Perth,

1786, and by Doctor Young in the first volume of the
" Transactions

of the Royal Irish Academy," from a copy which he obtained in the

Highlands of Scotland, and which agrees with the old Irish poem of

" Suiridh Oisin."

From what we have already said, and the proofs we have given of

the fabrication of the poems of Ossian by Macpherson, and of the

modern originality of the Gaelic poems, given by the Society, as

those of Ossian, we feel it might be considered a waste of time and

space to give any further extracts from the latter ingenious invention.

We beg leave, however, to give an extract from the opening of the

poem as given by Doctor Smith, and request the Gaelic scholar to

compare it with those from Gillies, p. 11, and Doctor Young, in

vol. T. "Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy." According to

Smith, Ossian's address begins thus :

" A ribhin ur nan geala-glac.

Gad tlia mi nochd mo dhiobar seann-laoich

' -' Dubradh rium laoch calma
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n Ann am oige is bladhar mo chruth, |j „i {j.j^i^ii,

u An la sin do imic linn

Eimhir alain an fhuUt ghrinn !"

This the Doctor has translated thus :

"
Blooming maid of the whitest hand !

Though 1 be aged and forlorn to night,

I was called a hero of strength ;1^; ui .Uil>A Oflj
'

' When youth blossomed over my form, •

On the day that Evirallin of the beautiful hair

Took her departure along with me !"

For our observations on the courtship of Ossian and Evirallin, see

the pages above referred to.

The fifth book of Fingal furnishes another plagiarism in the bat-

tle between Fingal and the king of Loghlainn. We have already

pointed out, p. 223, an Irish Tale, from which, it is probable, the lead-

ing circumstances of Macpherson's battle were pilfered.

We have now nearly gone through the entire poem of Fingal, and

have shown how largely Mr. Macpherson has borrowed from the

Irish Ossian; and from what we have said, if we had nothing more to

produce, we submit that it must be confessed that the entire plot of

the poem of Fingal is taken from the ^'Laoidh Mhagnuis mhoir," of

the Hibernian bard ; and that most, if not all, of his episodes are

taken from that and other Irish poems. The Irish prose tales also

have been plundered for materials to form this and other of Mac-

pherson's works which he fathered upon Ossian. We have already

shown that the horses and chariot of Cuchullin were stolen from the

" Oidheadh Conchullain," or
" Death of Cuchullain," and from the

"
Dearg ruathar Chonaill Chearnaigh, or "

Bloody Rout of Conall

Cearnach." Other materials were stolen from the ^^Tain ho Cuailgne,"

or " Plunder of the Cows of Cuailgne," such as the bull of Calbun's

V V 2
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heath, mentioned in the first Book of Fingal ; the battle between

Ferda, son of Damon and Cuchullain, and the "herd and. bull of

snow" mentioned in the second Book. The battle between Firdia,

son of Damon, (not Ferda, as in Macpherson,') and Cuchullain, is the

subject of one of the stories in the Tain bo Cuailgne, and is often

found in ancient manuscripts unconnected with the other stories of

the Tain. In the Tale of the Tain it is shewn that the plunder of

the cows, which were taken from Cuchullin, and which he again

rescued, arose from a desire that Meadhbh or Meav, queen of Con-

naught, had to get possession of a milk white bull belonging to the

people of Ulster, in which she was opposed by Cuchullin. This

opposition caused the queen to conceive the most confirmed hatred

against the Ulster hero, and, in the hope of procuring his death, she

instigated several powerful chiefs to fight with him, and amongst the

rest the hero Firdia, who had been one of his most attached friends.

The latter long resisted the queen's solicitations, but at length she

prevailed by promises of large rewards, and of bestowing on him her

daughter in marriage ; but much more by wounding his pride by
false stories and insinuations that Cuchullin despised his courage.
The heroes reluctantly met, the battle lasted for several days, each

being unwiUing to hurt the other ; at length Cuchullin killed Firdia,

at a ford in the present county of Louth, which, to this day is called

after him *Ath-Fhirdia^ or the Ford of Firdia. Whoever will take

the trouble of comparing the Irish tale with Macpherson's episode,

must be convinced that the former is the original.'

We have already (pp. 224, 225,) shown that the poem of the

"Battle of Lora," is borrowed from an Irish poem, and we have said

• This place still retains the name and preserves the memory of the combat. It is situate

in the present county of Louth, and is denominated in ancient writings Ath-Fhirdia, and
Athirdee. At present it is called Ardee, and gives the title of Lord Ardee to the eldest son of

the Earl of Meath. ,
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so much upon the subject of this poem, that we deem it unneces-

sary to .offer any additional observation here. The title of the poem
in Irish is

" Imtheacht Airgin ann Eirinn." We have also, at p. 225,

submitted some remarks on the poem of "
Darthula," which must

satisfy any unprejudiced mind^that it is stolen from the ancient Irish

Tale of the " Children of Uisneach, or Usnoth" as he is sometimes

called. iimmd
.ii; At p. 227, we mentioned the combat between Oscar and lollan,

to which it is scarcely necessary to add any thing here. The Irish

poem, except the change of names in the actors, seems to be a bad

imitation of the poem of Moighre borh. A young lady flies from a

tyrannical prince, and puts herself under the protection of Fionn and

his host. Her pursuer, lollan, Fionn, (the fair,) son of the king of

Spain, lands on the shore, where a battle ensues between him and

some of the warriors of Fionn, one hundred of whom he kills, and

binds several more. He also kills the lady. Osgar advances to meet

him, they fight, and the Spanish prince is killed. Such is the outline

of the story, and such is the original of Macpherson's combat be-

tween Oscar and Ullin. In the old Irish copy the poem opens with

an address from Saint Patrick to Ossian, and the bard's reply to the

saint. A copy of this poem was published by Mr. Gillies, but as

this commencement would show the Irish Origin of the poem, the

first three ranns, or twelve lines, are omitted by him. Doctor

Young, however, found a copy of it in the Highlands, that had the

three introductory stanzas. But independent of the three omitted

stanzas, the poem has other proofs of its Irish origin ; it mentions

Almhuin, the mansion of Finn ; the Fians of Fail, (Ireland) ; and

in conclusion, addresses Saint Patrick by the title of Mac Alpin, or

son of Alpin. In the poem of "Berrathon,'' the son of Alpin is men-

tioned, but Macpherson affects not to know who he was. cini vl>r,.r.i;:
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There is another poem not yet noticed by us which deserves our

attention, as it furnishes a yet further proof of the depredations com-

mitted by Macpherson on the old Irish poems, ascribed to Ossian.

The poem of "Carthon" is so much hke the poem of the coming of

Conlaoch to Ireland, and the death of that chief, that there cannot

be a shadow of doubt that the latter is the original. Miss Brooke

has translated and published, accompanied with the original, the

poem on the death of Conlaoch ; we shall, therefore, make no com-

parison of the two productions, but leave that task to the reader, and

we have no doubt that the Irish must be confessed the store from

which Macpherson stole his Carthon. We may, however, be per-

mitted to observe, that Mr. Macpherson changes the names of

Cuchullin and Connlaoich, to Clessamor and Carthon. The High-
land Society, in the Appendix to its Report, p. 319, acknowledges

the similarity, and makes a comparison between Miss Brooke's copy

and one in the possession of the Society, in Kennedy's collection.

The Society is obliged to confess, p. 325, that, in some things at

least,
*' Miss Brooke's copy is the more genuine."

Let us, before closing our observations on the originals, remark,

that the ground work and several of the incidents in the poem of

Temora, are borrowed from three ancient Irish poems on the battle

of Gabhra, or Gavvra, and from popular Irish Tales on the same

subject. One of those poems is called "Eo« Osgair,"
— "-The Death

of Oscar" or, otherwise " Marbhrann Osgair,"
—" The Death-song

of Oscar," found by Doctor Young in Scotland, and published by
him in the first volume of the " Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy." A copy of this poem, and of two others, both called

" Cath Gabhra,"—" The Battle of Gabhra," in old manuscripts, are

in the possession of the writer of these pages, but as this Essay has

already run out to an unreasonable length, we shall, for the present,

forbear to give extracts.
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In the course of this inquiry, we have been necessarily prolix in

the examination of all that has been alleged in support of the asser-

tion, that those poems published by Macpherson, as the works of

Ossian, are translations of the works of a Highland bard of the third

century, and we have proved from a variety of evidence, drawn from

the poems, that they were not written at, or near, the period assigned
to them. We have shewn from the confession of the Highland Soci-

eties, and from extracts from, and references to, various ancient Irish

poems, which are formed into episodes in the larger poems of Ossian,

that those poems never existed in any language, in their present form,

before they were so formed and published in English by Mr. Mac-

pherson. jj^

By an analysis of the '^ Poems of Ossian in the original Gaelic ;"

by a comparison of them with the Cento of Doctor Donald Smith,

which the Society asserts contains fifteen hundred lines of the origi-

nal of the poem of Fingal ; by a comparison of them with extracts

from ancient Irish poems, plundered by Macpherson for the purpose
of supplying materials for his own Ossian ; and by shewing that that

Ossian never appeared in its present form before it was moulded into

that shape by Mr. Macpherson, we have proved that those originals

of the Society are modern compositions. If the poems were old,

though of no very remote antiquity, they would be correct in their

versification ; but in this we have shewn them to be in every respect

defective. If they were of very remote antiquity, near the period

assigned to them, they would be now unintelligible to the generality

of Gaelic readers ; certainly so to those who had not made ancient

Gaelic manuscripts a particular study. The insertion, therefore, of a

few obsolete words into the originals, to give them an appearance of

antiquity, without the writer perfectly understanding their ancient

meaning, only serves to make the imposition the more glaring. It is
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proved, that the poems of Ossian ne^er appeared in their present
form before the days of Macpherson, and as the Society's "origi-
nals" corrrespond in form with Macpherson's EngUsh, those "

origi-

nals
"
must have been fabricated since Macpherson's Ossian was pub-

lished.

Having now, as we conceive, produced sufficient evidence to shew

to the Royal Irish Academy, and to every impartial person who may
take the trouble to examine this subject, that " the poems, both as

given in Macpherson s translation, and as published in Gaelic, in

1807, under the sanction of the Highland Society of London, are

of recent origin," it only remains for us, in further pursuance of the

subject proposed by the Academy, to inquire into
" the probable era

and country of the original poet or poets."

That a celebrated person of the name of Oisin, or Ossian, as he is

called by English readers, flourished in Ireland at a very early

period ; that he was always reputed a famous poet ;
and that he was

the son of Fionn Mac Cubhaill, an Irishman,* and the chief of the

* That it was the general belief of the people of Scotland, that Fionn was an Irishman, is

evident from the "
Ilislorical and Genealogical Essay npon the Family and Surname of Bucha-

nan," first published in quarto by William Buchanan, of Auchmar, in Edinburgh, in the year

1723, and reprinted in the same city, in the year 1775. In this last-mentioned edition,

p. 16, the author, after mentioning that " Cormac U/fada, king of Ireland, was obliged to em-

ploy 3000, or as others say, 9000 of the choice men of the kingdom; which number he ap-

pointed as a standing army," he tells us,
" these forces were termed of Feans, being the an-

cient Irish term for Giants ; and their general was termed kiny of Feans, than which the Irisli

use no other terms as yet in their own language for a general. About the middle of the fifth

century, the Irish, with some of our Scottish historians, assert Finmacoel to be general of these

Irish forces ; whose huge stature and actions against the Danes, and others, are somewhat

above measure extolled in divers rude rhymes, in their own language, retained as yet by the

Irish, and by some of our Scottish Highlanders." Here is the testimony of a Scottish wri-

ter of some celebrity, that the Scotch of his day believed that not only Fionn w as an Irishman,

but that the "rude rhymes" (the poems of Ossian,) in which he and his men were extolled,

were of Irish origin. It can scarcely be believed that Sir John Sinclair, when composing his

"
Dissertution," and speaking of writers who mentioned Fionn (Fingal) in their works, was
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celebrated Irish 'miHtia,ire facts that cannot be controverted. They
are attested by the earHest writers of Irish history, and are not dis-

puted by any, either ancient or modern. But, that either he or his

father Fionn, or his son Oscar, were contemporaries with CuchuDin,

as asserted by Macpherson, or with Saint Patrick, as is made to

appear in the Irish poems that pass under the name of Ossian, is in

direct opposition to all the Irish Chronicles. The hero Cuchullin

was bom twenty-five years before Christ, and died in the second

year after Christ, as is shewn in the Annals of Tigernach, a Avriter of

the eleventh century. He, therefore, could not have been a con-

temporary of either Fionn, Ossian, or Oscar; the first of whom could

not have been born before the latter end of the second century, as,

according to the Annals of the Four Masters, he was killed A. D.

283, in which Macpherson himself coincides. See what we have

already said on this subject aboye, p. J.97. . f,.. .

It is clear then that Cuchullin was not, as Macpherson makes him, a

contemporary of Ossian's, and, therefore, that those poejns which make

them contemporaries could not be written by Ossian, who would not

have been guilty of so glaring an anachronism. Other evidences from

the same authorities also prove that those Irish poems that pass under

the name of Oisin, or Ossian, could not have been composed by that an-

cient bard. In most of those Irish poems Saint Patrick is mentioned, and

there is something of dialogue between him and the supposed author.

Ossian must have been pretty well advanced in years when his son Oscar

was killed in the battle of Gaura, fought, according to the Annals of

the Four Masters, A. D. 2$4, and must, therefore, have been born as

far back as the year 230. Saint Patrick came on his mission to Ireland

ignorant of this passage ; yet he had not the candour to acknowledge it, as in fairness he ought

JIG
have done. - - „
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in the year 432, and died in the year 492. Osslan, therefore, to have

been contemporary with Saint Patrick, must have hved upwards of

two hundred years, which no man in his senses will believe. Those,

therefore, who suppose that Ossian could have been the author of the

Irish poems attributed to him, are as far from the truth as those who

believe that the bard was contemporary with Cuchullin, who was

dead two hundred years before Ossian was born.

From what we have shewn it is clear that neither the poems pub-

lished by Macpherson, or the Highland Society, nor those preserved

in Irish manuscripts, are the genuine works of Ossian, the son of

Fionn Mac Cubhaill (Mac Coo-all.) It may be asked then, who

was the author of those poems ? For so far as relates to the poems
contained in Irish manuscripts, we acknowledge our ignorance of the

author, or authors, for we believe they are not the work of any one

bard. But of the author of the poems published under the name of

Ossian by Macpherson, or of those originals published by the High-

land Society, we make no such confession. We have already shewn,

from a variety of proofs, that the Ossian's poems of Macpherson
never appeared in their present form until they were so manufac-

tured by him, from materials stolen from Irish poems ascribed to the

Irish Ossian, and from the popular tales of the Irish. We have also

shewn, that the so-called "originals'* of the Society, agreeing in

form with the fabrication of Mr. Macpherson, and written in a cor-

rupt vulgar dialect of the Gaelic, without one of the essentials belong-

ing to the Gaelic verse, are the forgeries of our own times, the work

of either Macpherson himself, (if he were capable of executing such a

task, which, we confess, we think he was not,) or of some person

employed by him, or else by his executors, to translate his English

into Gaelic, to save them from the effects of the law-suit impending

over them, instituted by the Highland Society to recover from them
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the repayment of the enormous sum of money which Macpherson had

received under the false pretence of publishing his originals ofOssian.

Having shewn that the poems could not have been written by

Ossian, the son of Fionn, or Fingal, if he must be so called, and that

they are of modern fabrication, manufactured from Irish poems and

tales, it only remains for us, in pursuit of the design of the Royal
Irish Academy,

"
to assign the probable Era and Country of the Ori-

ginal Poet or Poets."

With respect to the poems of Ossian, as published by Mr. Mac-

pherson and the Society, we again say, and we cannot repeat it too

often, that they are the works of our own times, forged from mate-

rials stolen from Irish poems, the works of Irish bards. The country
of the original poets, notwithstanding the present disguised appear-

ance of the poems, must therefore be Ireland. We have produced
extracts from Irish poems and tales, and have compared them with

passages in Macpherson's Ossian, which must put the question of ori-

ginality for ever at rest. The language of the Irish poems has all

the appearance of genuine antiquity, not indeed of so early a period

as the days of Ossian, but certainly of very remote times ; the lan-

guage is correct, the versification, also, is composed according to all the

rules of Gaelic prosody ; but the Gaelic poems of the Society have

every thing that is necessary to prove their modern origin. They are

incorrect in every particular belonging to ancient Gaelic language, and

they bid defiance to all the rules of Gaelic prosody. They contain in

them the substance stolen from the Irish poems, but those who stole

the ideas were afraid to use the language of the originals. That would,

they thought, at once discover the theft, and, to prevent that, they

were obliged to have recourse to a modern orthography, a base dia-

lect, and to renounce all claims to any thing resembling Gaelic verse j

XX 2



but this expedient equally discovers the forgery, and for ever damns any
claims that can ever be made to originality in the " Gaelic Originals."

We have shewn that to Irish poets the genuine originals of the

poems ascribed to Ossian are due ; but of the real names of those

poets, or of the periods in which they flourished, we are ignorant.

That there was an ancient poet of the name of Ossian, there can be

no doubt ; that he celebrated the actions of the heroes, is not impro-

bable ; but that he was the author of any of those poems ascribed

to him, would be folly to assert. The language of those poems is suf-

ficient to shew that they were composed long after the days of

Ossian, the son of Fionn ; but the mention of Saint Patrick, in

almost every one of them, shows that the son of Fionn could not be

concerned in their composition. The probability is that the oldest of

them is not of an earlier date than the fourteenth century. The

oldest poem ascribed to Ossian, that the late Rev. Doctor O'Conor

met with, was that in the Bodleian Library, Laud. F. 95, and Rawl.

487, and this was not written before the fourteenth century. The

oldest copy that has fallen under the observation of the writer of

these pages, though long and intimately acquainted with the Irish

manuscripts, was written in the fifteenth century. This, however, is

not a proof that some of them were not of an earlier origin ; but of

this we have no certainty. The language of the poems in the Bod-

leian Library, was totally unintelligible to Mr. Macpherson, as he

confessed to the Librarian, Mr. Price, who told it to the late Doctor

O'Conor. If a poem, in the language of Ossian's days, were laid

before the generality of modern Irish readers, it would be, most pro-

bably, as unintelligible to them as the poem of the fourteenth cen-

tury > was to Mr. Macpherson; but the language of those poems

ascribed to Ossian, in Irish manuscripts, is well understood by the
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generality of Irish readers, and we may, therefore, conclude, that

they are not of an earlier date than the fourteenth, or, perhaps, the

fifteenth century.

The result of our inquiries, and we have pursued them with no

small assiduity, leads us again to repeat our firm conviction, and

we trust that we have produced sufBcient evidence to convince every

impartial reader of the following facts. First, That the poems of

Ossian, as published by Macpherson, are mere modern compositions;

that the plots of the larger poems, most of their episodes, and many
of their most remarkable incidents, are stolen from Irish poems and

tales ; and consequently that those Gaelic lines, published by the

Highland Society of London, as the " Poems of Ossian, in the origi-

nal Gaelic," are translations from Mr. Macpherson's English Ossian,

made within the last sixty years. Secondly, That there was a cele-

brated poet of the name of Ossian, not a Scotch, but an Irishman,

who lived at a period different from that assigned to him by Mr.

Macpherson, and who was not the author of those Gaelic poems that

pass under his name, and from which Mr. Macpherson stole the best

of his poems. Thirdly, That those old poems attributed to Ossian

were composed by Irishmen, to whom the chief merit of Mr. Mac-

pherson's Ossian is justly due ; and Lastly, That the time at which

those Irish poems were written is uncertain ; the oldest copies of

them now extant, not being of a more remote date than the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, and some of them much nearer to

our times.

We can scarcely believe that these facts will ever be contro-

verted ; but if they should be opposed by plausible argument, con-

trived by the ingenuity of the advocates for the authenticity and

antiquity of Mr. Macpherson's Ossian, we would beg to remind
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those ingenious gentlemen, that nothing less than positive proofs of

both will answer their purpose. Ingenious and artful arguments

may amuse, but it is proof, positive proof, only, that can con-

vince. •
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Remarks on the History and Authenticity of the Autograph original

of the Annals of the Four Masters, now deposited in the Library

of the Royal Irish Academy. By GEORGE PETRIE, Esq.,

R.H.A. M.R.I.A. &c.
.; ; ,

Read March 16th, 1831.

"if J iij!?.

"to the president and members of the royal IRISH
,

'

?./, ;in
ACADEMY.

.ncrJ -^aii'ioiil

My Lord and Gentlemen,
••> - I

• If r .

Having recently had the good fortune to obtain

for the Royal Irish Academy, the most important historical remain

of our ancient literature, the original autograph of a portion of the

first part or volume, and the whole of the second volume of the

work usually designated the Annals of the Four Masters, —I feel it in-

cumbent on me to lay before you a statement of the proofs of its

authenticity, together with such circumstances connected with its

history, as have hitherto come within my knowledge. '4 ^'"'" - ""^^'•'

"' With regard, in the first place, to our acquisition, being the un-

doubted autograph original of this most invaluable work, it is to be

observed that the manuscript itself furnishes the most satisfactory

internal evidences, for such a conclusion, evidences even more decisive

than those which have been brought forward in support of the auto-

o-raph originality of the first part, now the chief treasure of the mag-

nificent library of his Grace the Duke of Buckinghain, and whi^;h

VOL. XVI. '^
(tV.S'^lo! 3 D -1 '>i'<j ^^''' f-UilioUmi ^cui'jol
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has recently been published through the munificence of that patriotic

nobleman.

In the front of these evidences we find, the dedication of the,

Avhole work to Fergal O'Gara, Lord of Moy O'Gara and Coolavin, in

the County of Sligo, the chieftain, under whose patronage, and for

whose use the Annals were compiled ; and this dedication, not a copy
in the hand of an ordinary scribe, but committed to the peculiar

durability of parchment, and wholly in the hand-writing and signed

with the proper signature of Michael O'Clery, the chief of the Four

Masters, who were employed in its compilation. As this dedication

throws much light on the history of the work, and has not been

hitherto published entire, I shall take leave to introduce it here, as

literally translated by the venerable Charles O'Conor.

"
I invoke the Almighty God that he may pour down every blessr

ing, corporal and spiritual, on Ferall O'Gara, Tiern (Lord) of Moy
O'Gara and Culavinne, one of the two knights elected to represent

the County of Sligo in the, parliamept jt^eld iij Dublin, this present

year of our Lord, 1634. >
.,'

'

, >,?
'

-ffr"In every country enlightened by civilization, and confirmed

therein through a succession of ages, it has been customary to record

the events produced by time. For sundry reasons, nothing was

deemed more profitable or honourable than to study and peruse the

works of ancient writers, who gave a faithful account of the great men
who figured on the stage of life in preceding ages, that posterity

might be informed, how their forefathers have employed their time,

how long they continued in power, and how they have finished their

days,
"

I, Michael O'Clery, brother of the Order of St. Francis, (through

ten years employed under obedience to my several provincials ir) col-

lecting materials for our Irish Hagiology,) have waited on you, noble
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Ferall O'Gara, as I was well acquainted with your zeal for the glory

of God, and the credit of your country. I perceived the anxiety you
suffer from the cloud which at present hangs over our ancient Milesian

race ; a state of things which has occasioned the ignorance of many,
relative to the lives of the holy men, who, in former times, have been

the ornaments of our island ; the general ignorance also of our civil

history, and of the monarchs, provincial kings, tigherns (lords,) and

toisachs (chieftains,) who flourished in this country through a succes-

sion of ages, with equal want of knowledge in the synchronism ne-

cessary for throwing light on the transactions of each. In your un-

easiness on this subject I have informed you, that I entertained hopes

ofjoining to my own labours, the assistance of the antiquarians I held

most in esteem, for compiling a body of Annals, wherein those matters

should be digested under their proper heads ; judging that should such

a compilation be neglected at present, or consigned to a future time,

a risk might be run that the materials for it should never again be

brought together. In this idea I have collected the most authentic

Annals I could find in my travels through the kingdom, (and, indeed,

the task was difficult.) Such as I have obtained are arranged in a

continued series, and I commit them to the world under your name,

noble O'Gara, who stood forward in patronising this undertaking ;

you it was who set the antiquarians to work, and most liberally paid

them for their labour, in arranging and transcribing the documents

before them, in the convent of Dunagall, where the Fathers of that

house supplied them with the necessary refreshments. In truth every

benefit derivable from our labours is due to your protection and

bounty ; nor should it excite jealousy or envy that you stand foremost

in this as in other services you have rendered your country ; for by

your birth, you are a descendant of the race of Heber, which gave Ire-

land thirty monarchs, and sixty-one of which race have died in the

3 D 2
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odour of sanctity. Eighteen of those holy men are traced to your

great ancestor Teig, the son of Kian, and grandson of the celebrated

Olioll-Olam, who died King of Munster, A. D. 260. The posterity

of that Teig have had great establishments in every part of Ireland,

viz. :
—The race of Cormac Galeny, in Leyney of Conaght, from whom

you are descended, as well as the O'Haras of the same Leyny, and the

O'Haras of the Rout ; the O'Carrolls also of Ely, and the O'Conors of

Kianachta Glengevin, in Ulster. In proof of your noble extraction

here follows your genealogy.
"

Ferall O'Gara thou art the son of Teig, &;c. &c.
" On the 22d January, 1632, this work was undertaken in the

convent of Dunagall, and was finished in the same convent on the

10th of August, 1636.

I am thine most affectionately,

.Htiii maiu « Brother Michael O'Clery."

Immediately following this dedication we are presented with the

original certificate or testimonmm of the superiors of the Franciscan

convent of Dunagall, in which the Annals were compiled, signed with

their autograph signatures, as on the said 10th of August, 1636.

This too, is written on parchment, and has also affixed to it the sig-

nature of O'Donell, Prince of Tirconnell ; and while I feel it necessary

to my purpose to transcribe this testimonium, (which I also give in the

translation of Mr. O'Conor,) I beg that those interested in the ques-

tion will observe how considerably it differs in its wording from that

prefixed to the Stowe MS., and how far more copious it is in its in-

formation relative to the sources from which the work was compiled.

" The Fathers of the Franciscan Order, subscribers hereunto, do

certify that Ferall O'Gara was the nobleman who prevailed on Bro-

ther Michael O'Clery to bring together the antiquaries and chronolo-
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gers, who compiled the following Annals, (such as it was in their

power to collect), and that Ferall O'Gara, aforesaid, rewarded them

liberally for their labour. j'O i'.mu-j.

" This collection is divided into two parts, and from the beginning

to the end has been transcribed in the convent of the brothers of

Dunagall, who supplied the transcribers with the necessary viands.

The first volume was begun in the same convent, A.D. 1632, when

Father Bernardin O'Clery was guardian thereof.

'-- " The antiquaries and chronologers who were the collectors and

transcribers of this work we attest to be Brother Michael O'Clery ;

Maurice O'Maolconary, the son of Torna, who assisted during a

month
; Fergus O'Maolconary, the son of Lochlan also, and both

those antiquaries were of the county of Roscommon ; Cucogry

O'Clery, another assistant, was of the county of Dunagall, as was Cu-

cogry O'Duigenan of the county of Leitrim ; Conary O'Clery likewise

of the county of Dunagall. vi io jfpvno.) ^mh ni ^suncnfjA
" The old books they collected were the Annals of Clonmacnois,

an abbey founded by holy Kiaran, son of the Carpenter; the Annals

of the Island of Saints, on the Lake of Rive ; the Annals of Senat

Mac Magnus, on the Lake of Erne (now called the Ulster Annals ;)

the Annals of the O'Maolconarys ; the Annals of Killronan, com-

piled by the O'Duigenans. These antiquarians had also procured the

Annals of Lacan, compiled by the Mac Firbisses, (after transcribing

the greater part of the first volume,) and from those Lacan Annals

they supplied what they thought proper in the blanks they left for

any occasional information they could obtain. The Annals of Clon-

macnois, and those of the Island of Saints, came down no farther

than the year of our Lord 1227.
" The second part of this work commences with the year of our

Lord 1208 ; and began to be transcribed in the present year, 1635,

when Father Christopher Dunlevy was guardian, and these Annals
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were continued down to the year 1608, when Father Bernardin

O'Clery was for the second time elected Guardian.
" Brother Michael O'Clery above mentioned, Cucogry O'Clery,

and Conary O'Clery, have been the transcribers of the Annals from

1832 to 1608. The books from which they transcribed have been

the greater part of O'Maolconary's book ending with the year 1505.

The book of the O'Duigenans, aforesaid, from the year 900 to 1563.

The book of Senate Mac Magnus ending with 1532; a part also of

the book of Cucogry, the son of Dermod O'Clery, from the year 1281

to 1537. The book likewise of Maohn og Mac Bruodin from the

year 1588 to 1603 ; the book moreover of Lugad O'Clery from

1586 to 1602. All those books we have seen in the hands of the

antiquaries, who have been the compilers of the present work, toge-

ther with other documents too many to be mentioned.—In proof of

what we have here set forth, we have hereunto annexed our manual

signatures in the Convent of Dunagall, August the 10th, 1636.

Signed
" Bernardinus O'Clery, Guardianus, Dungallensis.
" Brother Maurice Dunlevy, ^c. 8fc''

Before we proceed further, let us reflect for a moment on the

matter furnished by those interesting documents, to which the wri-

ters were so anxious to give all possible durability. How prophetic

were the just apprehensions of that chief compiler,
" that if the work

were then neglected, or consigned to a future time, a risk might be

run that the materials for it should never again be brought together."

Such, indeed, would have been the sad result. Those fearful pre-

dictions were made on the very eve of that awful rebellion which

caused a revolution of property, and an extent of human affliction,

such, perhaps, as no other country ever experienced. In that un-
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happy period, nearly all the original materials of this compilation pro-

bably perished, for one or two of them only have survived to our times.

Even this careful transcript was supposed to have shared the same

fate, and its recent discovery may be considered as the result of a

chance almost miraculous!- What a solemn lesson, then, is here

given us of the necessity of giving durability, while yet in our power*

to the surviving historical remains of our country, and thereby plac-

ing,them beyond the reach of a fate otherwise almost inevitable. To

me it appears a sacred duty on cultivated minds to do so. Had this

compilation been neglected, or had it, as was supposed, shared the

fate of its predecessors^ what a large portion of our history would

have been lost to the world for ever !

But to proceed.
—It is to be most pertinently observed, that, from

the above testimonium, it appears that, in the original manuscripts,

the writers left blanks for the purpose of inserting subsequently any-

occasional information they might obtain, and by a reference to the

MS. now under consideration, it will be found that such blanks have

been frequently filled up in various parts of the volume.

Secondly
—We learn from this testimonium, that, contrary to the

opinion of Doctor O'Conor and others who have written on the sub-

ject, the second part or volume commenced, not as they state, with

the year 1172, but with the year 1208. So we find it is in our MS.
in which the period from 1170 to 1208 is substantially divided from

the subsequent annals, not only by the aforesaid dedication and tes-

timonium, but also by a heading prefixed as to the commencement of

the second volume. -
. . i -isy.' "^ni

9i. Thirdly
—The testimonium states that Michael O'Clery, Cucogry

O'Clery, and Conary O'Clery, were the transcribers of the Annals from

the year 1332 to the year 1608, and by a reference to our MS. we,

shall find, not only that the w riting of those three scribes is strongly.
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marked by their individual characteristics, but also be able, by a

comparison with any of our own MSS., in the hand-writing of Cuco-

gry O'CIery, to ascertain what portions of the Annals were so written

by that admirable scribe. <fvBOT yi^woadb iaa^aiaii

I have to add to these evidences, another of yet greater import-

ance—namely, that a great number of loose leaves accompany the

volume, which, on examination, prove to be the first extracts from

the original ancient documents, copied out without much regard to

order or chronological arrangement, previously to their being regu-

larly transferred to the work. There are also additions in the hand-

writing of Michael O'CIery, the chief of the Four Masters, bringing
the Annals down as late as the year 1616, which appears to have

been the last entry ever made in the volume.

These evidences will, I trust, be deemed amply sufficient to esta-

blish the fact of this MS. being the veritable original autograph of

this important work, written, as the title now prefixed to the Trinity

College copy properly states, ad usum Fergalli O'Gara.—The cir-

cumstances relative to its history, which I shall now have the honour

to submit, will enable us, I think, to trace its possession with tolera-

ble certainty to the last direct representative of the family of its illus-

trious patron. -,.

It has been hitherto generally believed that no perfect copy of

the Second Part of the Annals of the Four Masters was in existence,

and that the mutilated volume in the College Library, which is defi-

cient in the years preceding 1335, and was never carried farther than

the year 1605, was the only original to be found. The recent acqui-

sition to our valuable collection of MSS. of a perfect transcript of the

whole of the work, proved the supposition to be an error, and that at

the period when it was transcribed an original autograph of the se-^

cpnd volume had been in existence. '<^ ^^ i
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In each of the volumes of this Transcript, we find an advertisement

by the Chevaher O'Gorman, for whonv the copy was made, stating

that " the original of the first volume was the property of Charles

O'Conor, Esq. of Belanagare, and the original of the second, that of

the Right Honourable Colonel William Burton Conyingham, who lent

it to Chevalier O'Gorman, by whom it was duly returned to Colonel

Conyngham, but has been since mislaid." Thus far we can trace our

MS. as being the original from which the Chevalier's copy, now in our

possession, was transcribed, and its ownership to Colonel Burton Co-

nyingham, whose library passed, subsequently, into the hands of the

late Mr. Austin Cooper, at whose recent sale the work was acquired.

The Chevalier O'Gorman's advertisement is without date, but a certi-

ficate, in the hand-writing of Charles O'Conor, Esq., is perfixed,

stating that the transcript was made for the use of his friend, the Che-

valier O'Gorman, in his house at Belanagare: "This," he says, "I

testify in Dublin, May the 10th, 1781." Now it is remarkable, that,

from a letter written by the Chevalier O'Gorman to Charles O'Conor,

dated January 10, 1781, the same year, (published in the Testimonia

to the first volume of the Annals in the Rerum Hib. Scriptores,) we

learn that our MS. was, at that time, 'the property' of Charles

O'Conor. In this letter the Chevalier says,
"

I have seen Gorman"

(the Scribe) "this morning, I find he has copied but the first volume of

the Four Masters, which Colonel Burton told me you were pleased to

return to him. I expected he would not only have copied the second,

but also, the Annals of Connaught, both your property.^' From this

it appears certain that our MS. had belonged to Charles O'Conor,

previously to its being transferred to the possession of Colonel Conyng-

ham, but for what reason that transfer was made it is not for me to

conjecture.

Let us now proceed a little earlier, and we shall find that Mr.

VOL. XVI. 3 E
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O'Conor got the original copy of the Annals made for the O'Grara, from

the direct representative of that Lord, as early as the year 1734, In

the Prologomena to the first volume of the Rerum Hib. Scriptores,

p. 51, the following extract is given from a letter written by Charles

O'Conor to Doctor Curry, and dated Roscommon, July the 16th, 1756,
" In regard to the Four Masters, I shall write to Colonel O'Gara, in

St. Sebastian-, where he is quartered with his regiment, and reproach

him with giving more of his confidence to a little ignorant ecclesiastic,

than to me his nearest relation in this kingdom, his father and mine

being brother and sister's children. I got that work in 1734, through
the interest of Bishop O'Rourke, my uncle." It is remarkable that this

same letter is again quoted in the '

Testimonia,' prefixed to the Annals,

in the second volume of the same work, but as addressed, not to Doctor

Curry, but to a Mr. O'Reilly. It also diflfers in the wording, as will

appear from the following extract: "
I shall write to Colonel O'Gara,

&c." "This expedient will, I hope, confirm the book (the Annals of the

Four Masters) to me." From this it would appear, that, though he

had gotten the work from the O'Gara family, as early as 1734, there

was, nevertheless, a claim put forward relative to it, on the part of some

branch of that family so late as 1756. In the same '

Testimonia,' p. 11,

Doctor O'Conor quotes his grandfather as writing that he obtained the

work in 1734, from Brian O'Gara, Archbishop of Tuam, viz.—

f,

" Liber hie nunc pertinet ad Cathaldum juniorem O'Conor, fihum

Donchadi, &c., et ejusdem libri possessio tributa fuit ei per Brianum

O'Gara, Archiepiscopum prseclarum Tuamiie, A. D. 1734.

"Cathaldus O'Conor."

And in the memoirs of his grandfather, written by Doctor O'Conor,

there is the following passage :
" Colonel O'Gara, who commanded a
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regiment under James the Second, made a present of the Four Masters

to Doctor O'Rourke, Mr. O'Conor's uncle, who gave it to him : it is

now in his Hbrary, and an autograph."
—Memoirs, p. 256.

Lastly
—In his account of the MSS. in the Stowe library, Doctor

P'Conor says,
" This volume was carried into Spain by Colonel

O'Gara, who commanded the Irish regiment of Hihernia, in the Spa-

nish service, in 1734. He sent it to his relative, the late Charles

O'Conor, of Belanagare, as the person best qualified to make use

of it."

In these various accounts there is evidently some mystification or

error which it is not easy to understand ; but the object in all seems to

be to prove, first, that the original autograph of the Four Masters be-

longing to the O'Gara family was given to Mr. O'Conor; and secondly ^

that the volume now at Stowe, was that very one so obtained.

The first of these positions may be readily granted,
—the second,

however, appears to me to be extremely doubtful, and for the fol-

lowing reasons :
—

Bishop Nicholson, in his Irish Historical Library,

published in 1724, describes that very volume as being then in

the Irish manuscript collection of Mr. John Conry, (or O'Maolco-

naire,) a descendant of one of the compilers, who had also in his pos-

session the imperfect copy of the second volume, now deposited in the

library of Trinity College. Doctor O'Conor himself acknowledges this

fact, in the 'Testimo7iia,' and indeed it does not admit of a doubt.

What claim then, we may ask, could the O'Gara Family have to

these volumes ?—and how could Colonel O'Gara have carried them

into Spain ?—and how could he, or the Archbishop, bestow the for-

mer on any one ?

I Moreover, we find that in seven years after, that is, in 1731, those

MSS. of Conry 's were on sale, and that Charles O'Conor appears to

have been the purchaser. In that year he writes thus to his friend,
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Doctor Fergus, relative to their purchase for him :
" Dear Sir, I beg

you will take the trouble of purchasing for me, Conry s MSS,, now in

the hands of Charles O'Neil," &c. ; and further on, he says,
"

I again

request that you will be active in procuring for me Conry's MSS.—
my collection is very imperfect, and I wish to save as many as I can

of the ancient MSS. of Ireland from the wreck that has almost over-

whelmed every thing that once belonged to us."—(Memoir of C.

O'Conor, p. 173.) That he did succeed in possessing himself of these

MSS. can hardly admit of a doubt, as most of them can be traced as

belonging to him subsequently. It was the same Doctor Fergus, to

whom this letter was addressed, that, as Mr. O'Conor states, put the

first volume of the Annals into better condition for him in 1734, (the

very year in which he got the work from Bishop O'Rourke,) giving it,

as he said, "vigour enough to outlive another century." And it was

from the hands of the same gentleman. Doctor Fergus, that the im-

perfect copy of the second volume, together with other works of

Conry's collection, which had undoubtedly been the property of Mr.

O'Conor, passed into the library ofTrinity College. That Mr. O'Conor

should have parted with that mutilated volume will not appear strange,
if we account for it by the supposition of his having had our perfect

volume in his possession at the time.

It is of importance to this sketch also to add, that the first volume,

now at Stowe, as well as the second in Trinity College, afford internal

evidences of their being, not the original autographs of the work, but

transcripts made by one of the writers for his own individual use.

These internal evidences are, that the volume in Trinity College library

is written uniformly throughout by the same hand—and we have the

testimony of Doctor Fergus perfixed to it, stating, that the second

volume agrees in every respect, as to paper, writing, &c. &c., with

the first volume now at Stowe, In this. Doctor O'Conor concurs, who

says emphatically, it is all in the one hand—the hand of Michael
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O'Clery.
—

(Catalogue of the Stowe MSS.) Further, it is to be ob-

served, that those volumes were evidently transcribed from the origi-

nals before the work was entirely completed, for there are no entries

after the year 1605, though the dates are placed at the tops of suc-

ceeding pages for some years later, and the blanks left to be filled up

whenever any additional information might be procured, have never

received such additions as they have in our manuscript. It should be

remarked also, that the certificate and dedication prefixed to the

Stowe MS. are written on paper, not parchment, as in our MS.

Under all these circumstances, I trust I shall not be deemed rash

in concluding, that the MS. now bought for the Academy is not

only the original autograph of the work, but also, that there is

scarcely a doubt of its being the very copy which passed from the

representative of the O'Gara family, into the hands of Mr. Charles

O'Conor, and which subsequently became the property of Colonel

Burton Conyngham, at the recent sale of whose books I had the

good fortune to purchase it.

I have now no ordinary feeling of pleasure in resigning to its

most proper depository, the Library of the Royal Irish Academy,
this truly inestimable work, which, in the words of Mr. O'Reilly,

"
is

far above all our other Annals in point of value ;" and as I have had

the good fortune to purchase this work at my own risk, and might,

by letting it pass out of the country, have been a great pecuniary

gainer, I trust it will not be deemed presumption in me to indulge

the hope, that the resignation of it will be received as a memorial of

my attachment to the ancient literature of my country, and of my
zeal for the interests of the learned body to which I feel it so great

an honour to belong.

GEORGE PETRIE.

March 5, ISSl.
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Memorable Events in Paris. By the Editor.

Cambridge Astronomical Observations, for 1

jggg t By the University.

Inquisitionum in Officio Rotulorum Cancella- %

rise Hibernise asservatarum Repertorium, Vol. L j
^^ Government.

Transactions ofthe Linnsean Society, Vols. XI.
-j ^^ , ^

to XVI., Part L j
By the Society.

Observations on a New Acid, &c. By Ed ^ _
,

.
,

mund Davy, Esq., F. R. S., &c.

'

}
^^ ^^" ^"*'^^'^'

Observations chiefly on Pulmonary Disease in -t t. 1 * ,

India, &c. By W. E. E. Conwell, &c. &c. }
^^ *^^" ^'^^^"'•
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Code of Medical Regulations, &c. By W. i ^ ^^^ Author
E. E; Conwell, &c; &c. i

^ '

Astronomical Observations made at theArmagh 1 T> ^l a
^v

Observatory, Vol. I. ByT.R.Robinson, D.D.,&c.-'
^ ® ^ <*^*

Flora Batava. By C. Van Hall. From No. ) g ,,
Author

83 to 87. }
' '

Archseologia, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating ^
to Antiquity. Published by the Society of Anti-

(. -o
^y^

a ' ^

quaries, London, Vols. 1. IX. and from XI. to I

XXII. ^

The Institutes of Menu, 2 Vols., 4to. By"^
Graves Chamney Haughton, Esq., M. A., F. R. S., [

By the Author.

&c.
*

The Celtic Druids. By Godfrey Higgins, )
^y ^^le Author.

Esq. }

Tranactions of the Agricultural and Horti- ) tj tu c •

^

cultural Society of India, Vol. I. )

The Statutes of Ireland, from the third year ) By Hugh Ferguson,
of Edward II. to the thirteenth of James I. ) M.D., M. R. I. A.

Transactions of the Royal Academy of Turin, ) p > . j

Vols. XXXIL, XXXIII., and XXXIV. J ^^ *^^ Academy.

Account ofExperiments for preserving Human ^

Life, &c., from destruction by Fire. By the Che- > By the Author,

valier Aldini. i

Madras Observatory Papers. By J. Golding- \

ham. Astronomer, and F. R. S. Printed by order (
of Ma^ras^'

"™^"*

of the Government of Madras, in 1826. }
Translation ofLa Place's Mechanique Celeste, ^ r, . ~,

Vol. I. By N. Bowditch, LL.D., &c. j
^^ *'^" Translator.

Essay on the Attribute of Knowledge in God

Anonymous.
Reflections on the Decline of Science inEng- ) t> ^t,

land. By Charles Babbage, Esq., &c. &c. j
7 ^ ^

y By the Author.
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Address of Earl Stanhope, President of the V''-
Medico-Botanical Society, for the Anniversary > By the Society.

Meeting, Jan. I6th, 1830. 3

Observations on the Siamese Twins, from the ^
Philosophical Transactions, By G. B. Bolton, f t. xi a ^u
^ . , , , <, 1 ^ , , , , . , / By the Author.
Esq., with a wax model of the fleshy band which I

unites them. J

rrw ,
• -c. v.- PT-i,A.- •.• ^ By Dawson Turner,

Ihirty-six Etchings of Irish Antiquities. } £gq

Views of the Pelvis, &c. By John Houston, "> ^ , . ,

M.R.I.A.,&c.&c. J
By the Author.

Tableau des Terrains qui composent I'Ecorse
) -r. ,, a th

du Globe. By Alex. Brongniart, &c. &c. )
^

Transactions of the Geological Society, Vol. ") r> ti c •

f

II., Parts II. and III., and Vol. III., Part I. j
^^ Society.

Proceedings of the Geological Society, from
) -r. ^i sj

•

^

No. 13 to 17. j

Description of an Ancient Building, supposed "]

to have been a Temple of the Sun, on Greenan I By the Author.

Mountain, Donegal. By Lieut. Col. Blacker. J
Notice Historique sur L. N. Vauquelin. By ^

M. M. Chevallier and Robinet. | By
the Authors.

Observations on the mode of Construction of
-j

the present Old London Bridge. By William \ gy tjjg Author.

Knight, Esq. ..;
. .

^ j
Abhandlungen der Kiiniglichen Akademie der ^ ,

Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1824, 1 825, 1826. ]
^ *^ Academy.

Bericht iiber die Naturhistorischen Reisen der

Herren Ehrenberg und Hemprich durch Agypten,
&c., in der Jahren, 1820— 1825. Gelesen in der - -r, . , .^, ^,V • 1- 1 A J . , „^. , „ f Received with the
Konighchen Academic der Wissenschaften von f Berlin Transac-
Alex. von Humboldt. [ tions.

Preisschrift iiber genaue Messung der Winkel
an Krystallen. Von Dr. Adolph, Theodor Kupffer.

Die Etruskev.
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Uber Die Bastarderzeugung im Pflanzenreiche. ~\

EineVonderKoniglAkademiederWissenschaften I Received with the
zu Berlin Gekronte Preisschrift von A. F. Wieg- \ Berlin Transac-
raann, M. D., &c. &c. / actions.

Deutsche Allgemeine Berichte, &c. Hamburg i

Mittewoch, $25th November, 18€9.
'

-^

Charges against the President and Councils ) t^ ., , ,

of the Royal Society. By Sir James South. \
^^ "'^ Author.

An Account of Two newly discovered Muscles
")

for compressing the Dorsal Vein of the Penis, &c. V By the Author.

By John Houston, M. R. I. A., &c. &c. J
Account of the Society of the Antiquaries of "x

Scotland, Parts I. and H.
V t> i c •

Transactions of the same, Vols. I. and H., Part }
^ Society.

I., and Vol. m. Parti. )

Magni Rotuli Scaccarii Normannise, de anno
"j

1784, Willielmo Filio Radulfi Senescallo, qus ex- i ^JL^- ^^^j}^' ^^"i-
^ ^

^
i lower ofLondon,

tant. )

Dignities, Feudal and Parliamentary. By Sir
-j

William Betham, Ulster King of Arms, &c. &c. i By the Author
Vol. I.

j
A Grammar of the Irish Language, Part I.

-j

By H. J. Monck Mason, Esq. j
^y the Author.

An Essay on such Physical Considerations as
-^

are connected with Man's Ultimate Destination, i gy ^j^g Author.
&c. By A. Carmichael, Esq. (

The Gospel according to St. John, in Irish, -v

&c. By Owen Connellan, Transcriber of Ancient ( By the Author.
MSS. to His Majesty. j

Address of Earl Stanhope, President of the -\

Medico Botanical Society, for the Anniversary f ByHumphrey Gibbs,

Meeting of Jan. I6th, 1831. With the Prize ( Honorary Secretary.
Questions of the Society. 3
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